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In 1896, when investigations were first
undertakenat Corinth,the chief and most
pressingconcernsof the excavators,naturally,
weretopographicalproblemsand majorfinds;
small objects, not in themselvesimportant,
wereof less interest.Thusit was not until the
campaignof 1904 that an inventoryof "MiscellaneousFinds" was begun. The Director,
Dr. T. W. Heermance,who enteredthe first
twenty-four items (found during the 1904
season)in a smallnotebook,noted on the first
pagethat "sculptureandinscriptionson stone
arein separateinventories"and "coinsarenot
includedin this inventory."The inventorydid
includearchitectural
terracottas,vases, lamps,
fragmentsof fresco,and amphorahandles.A
few objectswereillustratedby sketches.Items
25-56, found during the campaignof 1905,
wereenteredby 0. M.Washburn;items57-68,
discoveredduring1909,wererecordedby J. B.
Edwards.Duringthe season of 1914 the inventory was started again by Emerson H.
Swift, beginningwith No. 1 (stillincludingall
the categoriesmentionedabove),and he continued it throughthe campaignsof 1914 and
1915,recording205 items in all. With No. 169
was begunthe practiceof illustratingeach object with a sketch, a system which has been
retained.After1915,forsomeyearstherewere
only minor investigationsat Corinth.In the
springof 1927, upon the resumptionof largescale excavations,the earlierinventorieswere
transferredto a cardfile system,objectswhich
had been foundin the interveningyears were
recorded,and entrieswere addedas the work
broughtto light new finds. Lamps,vases and
architecturalterracottas were removed to
separateinventories;at a later date stamped
amphorahandleswere incorporatedwith the

pottery. All remaining classes of small objects
were enteredin this inventory of Miscellaneous
Finds which continues until the present time,
and which has determinedthe classes included
in this volume.
By the summer of 1933, when I began to
study these "miscellaneousfinds" with a view
to publication, their numbers had reached
nearly three thousand. At that time it was
decided that the volume should include objects found from 1896 through 1932 (with exceptions as noted in the Introduction, p. 4).
In 1935 the manuscript was completed, and
accepted by the Johns Hopkins University as
a doctoral thesis, under Prof. David M. Robinson. Publication was deferred, however, for in
the fall of 1935 it was decided to incorporate
in the volume the finds from the extensive
campaigns of 1933-1935 as well as those which
were anticipated from the excavations of
1936-1938. These excavations almost tripled
the numberof "miscellaneousfinds" discovered
through 1932, and, removing as they did
the great accumulation of earth over the
ancient Agora, also increased the amount of
mediaeval and later material in proportion to
that of earlierperiods.
The study and classification of this large
amount of diversified material has proved a
long and complicated task, much greater than
was expected at the start of the undertaking.
In view of the wide variety of subject matter,
covering a period of more than two thousand
years, it has been necessary to consult publications in a great many fields. I have therefore
thought it better to omit a formal bibliography; the major works concerningeach subject are referred to in the course of each
chapter. As a result, also, of this great range of
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material, it has been my privilege to consult
personally with many specialists. My debts are
so numerous that it is difficult adequately to
acknowledge them all. Many cases of specific
indebtedness are recordedin the text and catalogue; these I shall not repeat here.
My greatest obligation is to Prof. Oscar
Broneer, who first suggested that I undertake
this study, and whose moral support through
the years has been as valuable as his archaeological experience, always generously made
available. He was also good enough to read
most of the manuscript in various stages of its
development.
The section on glass owes more than I can
say to the interest of Mr. Donald B. Harden of
the Ashmolean Museum. His patient guidance
in this difficult field has often rescuedme from
despair.
In connection with the Byzantine lead seals
I must mention the late Dr. K. Konstantopoulos of the Numismatic Museumin Athens, who
in 1934-1935 deciphered many difficult inscriptions, and I am even more indebted to the
Rev. V. Laurent of the Institut Frangais des
Etudes Byzantines, who has corrected my
readings on the much larger number of seals
found since that time. Despite all difficulties,
his patience and interest have never failed.
To the Directors of the American School of
ClassicalStudies under whom my studies were
conducted - Prof. Richard Stillwell, the late
Prof. Edward Capps, Prof. CharlesH. Morgan
and Prof. H. Lamar Crosby - I am indebted
for providing me with every facility and much
valuable advice. The main part of the work
was accomplished under the directorship of
Prof. Morgan,with whom many problemswere
discussed to great advantage. Among the staff
and members of the School there are many
obligations to record. Dr. B. H. Hill provided
information about the early excavations and
helped in the resolution of various problems.

Mrs. Agnes N. Stillwell generouslygave me
access to materialfrom the Potters' Quarter

and read the chapteron terracottafigurines;
Prof. KatharineM. Edwardswas most helpful
in furnishingnumismaticdata; Dr. Dorothy
BurrThompsonreadandcriticizedthe chapter
on terracottafigurines;Prof. GlanvilleDowney gave much assistancewith the Byzantine
material.To the interestandthoughtfulnessof
the late Mrs.VernaBroneerI owemanyreferenceswhichmightotherwisehavebeenmissed.
The late Directorof the AgoraExcavations,
Prof. T. Leslie Shear, as well as the present
Director,Prof. Homer A. Thompson,generously affordedaccessto unpublishedmaterial,
while the unfailing kindness and wide experienceof Miss Lucy Talcott have always
made visits to that excavation particularly
rewarding.Duringthe yearsspentin GreeceI
had the privilegeof receivingadvice and assistance from many other members of the
School.Althoughit is impossibleto mention
each one by name, I wish them to be assured
of my sincerethanks.
No one worksat Corinthwithoutincurring
a debt to GeorgeKachros,head guardof the
Museum,and mine is heavierthan most. His
keenobservation,his remarkablememoryand,
most of all, his cheerfuland constantcooperation have meant much in the preparationof
this volume.
To the authorities,past and present,of the
GreekArchaeologicalService I am grateful
forhelpandcooperation.Especiallyto be mentioned are Mrs. Semni Karouzouof the National Museum,Dr. and Mrs. G. Soteriouof
the ByzantineMuseum,and Prof. A. Philadelpheus,formerlyDirector of the National
Museum.The late HumfryPayne, Directorof
the British School of Archaeology,gave me
accessto the Perachoramaterial,as did Dr. K.
Kiiblerof the GermanArchaeological
Institute
to the Kerameikosfinds. To Mr. RichardD.
Barnettof the BritishMuseumI am indebted
for advice on many obscuresubjects,and for
his assistancein consultingother membersof
the Museumstaff.In the Metropolitan
Museum
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Dr. Gisela Richter and Miss MarjorieMilne
have been most helpful.
I wish also to recordmy deep gratitudeto
my father,the late Prof. IsraelDavidson,not
only for constantencouragementbut for giving me the benefitof his scholarlyexperience,
and to my mother,who has read most of the
manuscriptand assisted with much tedious
detail. To my husband,Saul S. Weinberg,I
owe many valuable suggestions and much
practicalhelp.
Despite all this expert help and advice,
errorsno doubtremain.The responsibilityfor
these is solelymy own.
The figuresare by a numberof hands. The
profilesof glass vessels were all made by Dr.
Wulf Schaefer;the profilesof metal and stone
Columbia, Missouri

vii

vessels, most of the sketchesof jewelry and
some miscellaneousitems by G. V. Peschke;
some of the loom-weightstamps, seal impressionsand other objects by Dr. Marian
Welker.One or moredrawingswere made by
Joseph M. Shelley, Leicester B. Holland,
Charles H. Morgan, John Travlos, Jessica
DavidsonandPiet de Jong.A few I have done
myself.Thegreatmajorityof the photographs
weretaken by H. Wagner,the othersby Saul
Weinberg.
To the authoritiesof the AmericanSchoolof
ClassicalStudies who made my residencein
Greeceand the publicationof this work financially possible,as well as to Dr.Lucy T. Shoe,
Editor of Publications,I wish to expressmy
sincerethanks.
GLADYS R. DAVIDSON
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THE MINOR OBJECTS

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
In this volume is recordedthe d6brisof a
city's daily life, accumulatedover more than
two millenia- here are the dulledand rusted
swords, the broken furniture,the worn-out
tools, the lost bits of jewelryand the cast-off
votive offerings.From such odds and ends it
is possibleto reconstruct,to some extent, the
life of the past, particularlythe everydaylife
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has also contributedto the unbalanceof the
picture: the Agora, from which comes the
majorityof the finds,has beenexcavatedonly
to the Romanlevel (lowerin somefew places),
so that many smallerobjectsof Greektimes
arestill to be recoveredfromthis areaand the
Byzantinematerialis by far the most abundant. It must be noted also that in Byzantine
of ordinary people - in the growing town of times the size of the Agora was reduced,so
Greektimes, in the importantRomancolony, that dwellingsandfactoriesencroachedon the
in the embattledwastecreatedby the northern area,andthesehaveyieldedobjectsforprivate
invaders,in the flourishingByzantinecenter, use such as we do not have fromthe classical
in the fortresstown of the Franksand Vene- period.Otherareaschosenforexcavationhave
tians, and in the decliningTurkishvillage.The been sites of publicbuildings,and the impleremainsleft behind by all these people from ments,jewelry, and other such objectsfound
their daily use of commonhouseholdobjects in the courseof their excavationusuallybear
but these are unevenly little or no relationto the site itself. They are
are quite considerable,
distributed,bothin regardto the chronological often foundin wells and pits whichwerefilled
periodsand to the variousmaterialsused, so with unwantedd6brisbroughtfromelsewhere.
that the picture is an unbalancedone. The Domesticareasof the city, someof whichhave
reasonsfor this are several.In the first place, been identified, still remain to be explored.
the well-wateredearthof Corinthhasdestroyed Mostof the tombs,with their contents,are to
much that elsewherewould have been pre- be publishedin anothervolumeof the Corinth
served.Periodiclootinghas alsoremovedmuch series.Finally, the almostcontinuousoccupamaterial,most of the valuablemetalsand per- tion of Corinth,with the recurrentdestruction
hapsalsoa largeproportionof the less precious of the remainsof earlierperiods,has also been
ones. Becauseof this deteriorationand pillage unfavorableto the creationof a well rounded
there remainmany objects of terracotta,an historicalpicture.
The 2939objectsin the cataloguehave been
almost indestructiblematerialof little value,
fewerof marble,whichoften went to the lime selected from the more than eight thousand
kiln, and of glass, which is more perishable; whichhave been foundfrom the time the exstill fewer of metal, which is easily corroded cavationsbegan, in 1896, to the termination
and more valuable, while objects of wood, of the major campaignsat Corinthin June,
leather, cloth, and similarmaterialshave al- 1938.Theycomechieflyfromthe Agoraregion,
most completelyvanished,except for impres- but also from the Odeion,the North Market
sions sometimesleft on metal surfaces.The and Stoa, the site of TempleE, the Lechaion
selectionof the areasof the city to be explored Road and adjoiningareas, Acrocorinth,the
1*
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city walls, and other outlying sections. Not
includedare the finds from the Theatre,the
tombsof the NorthCemetery,the Asklepieion
andthe Potters'Quarter.Everyobjectomitted
fromthe catalogueis eithera duplicateof one
includedor else is so fragmentaryor so poorly
preservedas not to warrantthe spacerequired
for its description.Each cataloguedobject is
illustrated.
The earliestmaterialtreatedin this volume
dates from the Geometricperiod.While pottery of this periodis abundant,'otherremains
are comparativelyfew. They come chiefly
fromtombs,and only a few of thesefall within
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Objects of bronze and other metals are not
numerous:there are some votive statuettes,
fragmentsof vessels, and a small amount of
jewelry,but most of the valuableobjectswere
certainlyplunderedby the Romans.Thatsuch
objects once existed at Corinthis easily seen
fromthe splendidbronzesfoundin the North
Cemeteryand, even more, from the rich deposits excavatedat the sanctuaryof Hera at
Perachora,which did not suffer pillage and
destructionto the same extent as did the city
of Corinthitself.4To remindus that the level
of life at Corinthin Greektimeswasnot so low
as it wouldseemfromthe ratherpitifulcollecthe scope of this volume - those which were tion of personalbelongingswhich remain,we
excavatedin the areawhichlater becamethe have the magnificentgoldnecklace(Plate109)
Agora.2From these, in addition to the pot- which is equal to any of the contemporary
tery,3came some fragmentsof bronzevessels, masterpiecesof its kind.Its preservationunder
a few implements,and a small quantity of a small terracottasaucerwith fifty-one gold
jewelry of gold, bronze and iron. Scanty as staters of Philip of Macedon5was one of the
this evidenceis in itself, it must be viewed happier chances of excavation. The earlier
within the largerframeworkaffordedby the Greekperiod(seventh-fifthcenturies)is repreburials as a whole; the neat, rectangular sentedlargelyby materialfoundin wells into
cuttings in hardpan,with heavy stone lids, whichwas throwndebrisfromprivatehouses,
show careful and unhurriedwork, and the particularlyin the regionwhich,in the fourth
pottery,whichwas producedin Corinthitself, century,becamepart of the Agora.Oneof the
indicates a settled and well organizedcom- mainsourcesfor minorfindsof the Hellenistic
munity.Thatthe townwas not onlystablebut periodis also the wells, chiefly those in the
prosperousis indicatedby the goldjewelryand shops of the South Stoa.6 These have been
the elegant bronze vessels. The evidence is most fruitful of all sorts of small objects. In
insufficientto determinewhether the metal additionto the materialfromthesewellsthere
objects, like the pottery, were locally made is also a good deal from a layer of fill which
or not.
was thrownin to level the groundforthe paveA largeproportionof the minorfinds of the mentof the RomanAgora.Onlya smallsection
Greekperiod,fromthe seventhcenturyto the of this fill, in which was much of the debris
time of the Roman destructionin 146 B.C., from the destructionof the city in 146 B.C.,
consists of terracotta objects - figurines, has thus far been excavated. Owing to the
often found in temple favissae,loom-weights paucityof material,it is difficultto determine
and other objects.Bone and ivory objectsare how extensivewas the importationof smaller
comparativelyrare; they are chiefly styli, objectsto Corinthduringthis period.Most of
dresspins,buttonsandothersmallaccessories. the figurinesareindigenous,likewisethe loomweights and other terracottaobjects. What
1
The Geometricand

See S. Weinberg, Corinth, VII, i,
Orientalizing Pottery, especially Chapter VII, where a comprehensive historical summary of the period is to be found.
2 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 543-545, pls. XIII, 2, XIV, 1.
3 Corinth,VII, i, nos. 73-77, 80, 81.

4 Humfry Payne and others, Perachora, I (Oxford, 1940).
5 A.J.A., XXXV, 1981, pp. 420-422; Corinth,I, iii, p. 174,
pl. 73.
6 A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, pp. 555-556, fig. 1.
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little glassthereis was certainlyimported,and likelythat mostof the populationfledandthat
it seemshighlyunlikelythat the gold necklace the site was largelyuninhabiteduntil the bementionedabove was made at Corinth.Since ginningof the ninthcentury.7Whenthe fact of
the Corinthianbronzeindustrywas famous,it suchan invasionwas first predicatedfromthe
is probablethat most of the bronzesare of materialevidence,8the only indicationsof the
local origin.On the whole,the materialis not presenceof theseinvadersweresomegraveson
sufficientto determinewhetherotherindustries 7
See J. M. Harris, "Numismatic Reflections on the
sufferedthe same decline as did the pottery History of Corinth,"
Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 160, also the chart
on p. 156 which shows that from the period 602-705 there are
industryof Corinth.
181 coins and only nine from the period 705-802, which is in
The Romanperiod,whichbeganat Corinth striking contrast
to 2833 coins from 491-602 and 1439 from
in 44 B.C.,offersmorecopiousandmorevaried 802-912.
8 G. R. Davidson, "The Avar Invasion of Corinth," Hesmaterial.Wherecomparisonbetweenthe pro- peria, VI, 1937, pp. 227-240. Hans Zeiss, in an article entitled
Korinth?" (Serta Hoffilleriana [Zagreb,
ducts of Greek and Roman manufactureis "Avarenfunde in asserted
that these finds are insufficient
1940], pp. 95-99)
possible,it can easily be seen that the former evidence for an Avar invasion and, while conceding the
of most of the comparisonswith Hungarian material,
aremorecompetentandartistic.Whileobjects validity that
the influence was in the reverse direction, i.e.,
alleged
were derived from Bydating from the first and secondcenturiesof that the objects found in Hungary
zantine prototypes. Although the ultimate derivation of the
the Roman occupationusually show careful decorative motives may be correct, this theory fails to take
events into account. Since Greece is known to have
workmanship,deteriorationof craftsmanship historical
been conquered by northern invaders (perhapsnot Avars but,
is noticeablein the objectsof the thirdcentury, at any rate, similar tribes) who must have worn clothing and
and standards sank steadily through this borne arms, it seems reasonable to assume, when identical
trappings and weapons are found in Hungary and at Corinth,
centuryand the next, until they reachedun- that those found at Corinthwere imported from the north.
The latest discussion of the whole problem is to be found
precedentedlylow levels.Thisdeclineis visible in an
article by Kenneth M. Setton entitled "The Bulgars in
in every categoryof the minorfinds. In the the Balkans and the Occupation of Corinth in the Seventh
XXV, 1950, pp. 502-543. Prof. Setton,
Roman period appearsthe first evidence of Century," Speculum,
discarding the Chronicleof Monemvasiaas a unreliable source
1937, pp. 227-228),
large-scaleimportation:figurines,glass ves- (for the relevant passage see Hesperia,inVI,
an Avar invasion of Corinth the late sixth century,
regards
sels, and probablymuch other merchandise, and a subsequent occupation, as unlikely; he explains the
werebroughtfromelsewhere.Amongthe most Corinth finds, treated in the Hesperia article mentioned
above, by a hypothetical invasion of the OnogurBulgars just
interestingand unexpectedremainsof Roman before the middle of the seventh century. He also suggests
times are the glass vessels, of which large that they were expelled about a decade later by Constans II.
As far as the literary evidence goes, the theory seems plausible
quantitieshave been found,mostly fragment- enough, and it is not in conflict with the archaeological eviIf the Chronicleof Monemvasiais as unreliableas Setton
ary but oftenwell dated.It appearsthat much dence.
believes, we must remove the Avars as the owners of the
glass was used in this Romancolonythrough- graves at Corinth. (It should also be noted that in none of the
graves - and only rarely elsewhere in the excavations out the centuriesof its existence,and although have
the belt-ends been found which are characteristic of
thereis as yet no evidencethat any was manu- Avar equipment. The significance of this I realized only after
of the Hesperia article). But to identify the
facturedon the spot, the possibilitymust be publication
Corinthbuckles as Bulgarian on the basis of a ms. from Egypt
considered,since in mediaevaltimes at least mentioning "Bulgarian buckles" (Setton, op. cit., p. 524)
seems to be stretching a point, for buckles are found with the
two glasshousesflourishedat Corinth,showing remains
of all barbarian tribes of this period, from the
that the necessary materials are available. Caucasus to Spain. It would also be well -to regard with
of Setton's
caution the numismatic evidence on which
Otherlocal industriesfor which there is evi- article is based. While it is true that the coinspart
of Constans II
since
dence in this periodare bronze casting (see are "more numerous than those of any other emperoractual
the reign of Justin II" (Setton, op. cit., p. 522) their
ChapterII, p. 64) and the manufactureof superiority in numbers is so small (79 as compared to 63 of
Phocas, the next highest) that it would be more accurate to
boneimplements(seepp. 174,278).
say that there is a drop in the number of coins after Justin II
Invadersfrom the north broughtabout a and a still sharper drop after Constans II. It may be further
that conclusions based on coins obtained from the very
periodof completedecline,from which there noted
slight excavations on Acrocorinth (Setton, op. cit., p. 522) are
are very few remainsof any sort. It seems not very reliable. Setton's thesis does not alter the fact that,
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the west slope of Acrocorinthand a few iso- ginningwith the revivalof the city earlyin the
lated objects without context. Since then ninthcentury)faroutshadowsits predecessors.
graveshave been discoveredwithin the limits Here we have evidencefrom all kinds of obof the ancient Agoraitself, and the material jects, giving a fairly well roundedimpression
has thus beengreatlyincreased.The character of a busy town,providedwith the amenitiesof
of the more recently discovered burials is life and much involved in the all-permeating
similarto that of those in the wallsleadingup bureaucracyof the Empire.10
Perhapsthe most
to Acrocorinth:they make use of structures valuablegroup of objects is that of the lead
alreadyon the spot (in the case of the largest seals. An unusuallylargenumberof these has
grave this was a disuseddrain)and the heads been found, of which a large proportionhas
areusuallylaid at the west. In onecaseseveral provedto be legible. Some were the property
intermentsweremadein a singlegrave,prob- of localofficials,both secularandecclesiastical;
ably at nearly the same time, as there was otherscame fromnear and distant towns, atlittle earth between the layers of skeletons. tached to official documents. In this study
The objectsfoundin these burialsare chiefly only a suggestioncan be offeredof the possiweaponsand belt buckles.In one gravewas a bilities that lie in their historicalinterpretafinger ring bearing a Christianmonogram. tion. It wasimpracticalto attemptto correlate
This may have been taken from a Christian, the officials representedon the seals with
althoughsome of the conquerorshad perhaps known historical personages,although it is
been converted.However,since this was the clearthat such a study wouldbe most rewardonly object with Christiansignificancefrom ing. Somevarietiesof objectswhichweremost
any of these burials,it does not seem likely plentifulin classicaltimes are almost entirely
that the occupantshad beengreatlyinfluenced lackingin the Byzantineperiod,for instance,
by this religion.Perhapsevenmoreinteresting terracottafigurines,but on the other hand,
than the graves of the barbarianinvadersis other classes of objects are much more exthe skeletonof a local inhabitantwho appar- tensivelyrepresented.Particularlynotableare
ently died in the attempt to flee from them. the glass vessels, to which special interest
This can not be calleda burial,for the young attachesbecausethey werefoundin the ruins
woman,holding an infant,lay on the ground of two adjacent factories where they were
in the Agoraarea,with her legs as if in a run- manufactured.The discoveryof these estabning position.Beneathher was a thin layer of lishments providedthe first evidence of the
ash, suggestingthat the town was being des- manufactureof glass at Corinth,and now this
troyedby fire. She worea good deal of cheap industryis addedto the list of those (pottery,
jewelry9and fallenfromher handwas an iron architectural terracottas, figurines,textiles
knife blade. It appears that she had been and bronzes)which are knownto have flourstruck down as she fled. Such vivid evidence ished in the city at one time or another.A
of the troubledtimes is especiallyinteresting. series of intermentswithin the Churchof St.
In the amount of minorobjectspreserved, Paul,11whichwas constructedon the Bemaof
the Byzantineperiod (hereconsideredas be- the Roman agora, yielded some silver and
from the material evidence alone, we know only that nonbronzejewelry of delicateworkmanshipsuch
Byzantine soldierswere buried at Corinth, wearing ornaments
and carrying weapons whose duplicates have been found in as could not be preservedwithout the progreat numbers within the geographical limits of moder
tection of a tomb. Few of the remainsof the
Hungary. If ever the accoutrements of the various tribes
which were active in southeast Europe at this period are
better distinguished one from the other, it may be possible to
state categorically that these soldiers were of a certain tribe.
9 Nos. 1821,
1830, 1927,2030,2036,2037,2461,

10 The
plan of the market place (Corinth,XI, p. 6, fig. 1)
gives a good idea of the commercial and manufacturing
aspects of the town.
11A.J.A., XL, 1936, pp. 473-474, figs. 9, 10, 11.
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Byzantineperiodarein any way distinguished excavator. A single square foot of ground may
or particularlyvaluable,and their qualityde- (and often does) contain coins of a whole
clinedperceptiblytowardthe endof Byzantine millenium, and it is only after carefully collatrule. The Normans,who attackedthe city in ing the evidence from a dozen such contexts
1147, are said to have carried off a great (and sometimes not even then) that a reasonnumberof Corinthianartisans12and this re- ably accurate date can be assigned to some
moval markedthe declineof local production object. Classicalcontexts are more uniformbut
in manyfields.Theglassfactoriesseemto have they are few, and the number of classical obceasedoperationat this time, and the pottery jects which turn up in Byzantine or even later
establishmentsdwindledtowardthe end of the surroundings is considerable. Nevertheless,

century.l3

There are not many objects which can be
assignedto the one hundredand fifty yearsof
the Frankishoccupation(1204-1460),and this
is not surprisingin view of the troubledtimes
and of the fact that the lower city was not
continuouslyoccupiedduringthis period.The
same may be said of the remainsof the first
Turkishperiodand of the Venetianoccupation
which followed.The objectsbelongingto the
secondphaseof the Turkishoccupationhave a
quite different,rathermodem character,and
are in generalso poor as not to warranttheir
inclusionin the catalogue.
The briefsummarypresentedaboveis only
an outlineforthe pictureof dailylife at Corinth
in the various periods of its existence. The
purposeof this volumeis to providematerial
for such a picture,and to this end stress has
been laid on establishinga chronologyfor
categoriesof objects which have heretofore
been neglectedor have evaded classification.
The great contributionof the minorfinds of
Corinthis not the qualityof the objects,for in
generalit is not high, but the sheer mass of
material and the reliable contexts in which
some of it has been found. Such contexts are
not so commonas one would wish; the tendencyof the Byzantineinhabitantsof Corinth
to confusethe areaswhichthey occupiedand
to dig throughseveralcenturiesof fill for their
ownpurposeshas beenthe despairof manyan

12 J. H.
Finley, "Corinth in the Middle Ages," Speculum,
VII, 1932, pp. 482-483.
13 CharlesH. Morgan, Corinth,XI, The Byzantine Pottery,
p. 4.

since chronologicalsequence appears to be one
of the most important results to be gained
from the study of these objects, I have ventured to assign a date, sometimes definite,
more often not, to almost every object in the
catalogue.
With regard to chronologicalterminology a
few words must be said. When the date assigned to an object is enclosed within parentheses it is intended to indicate that there was
insufficient evidence from the excavations to
provide a date, and that consequently the date
has been derived from comparisons of style
and technique. When the date is without
parentheses the implication is that it was arrived at by external evidence from the context
within which the object was found. Occasionally external and internal evidence do not
agree; in such cases this is specifically stated.
Insofar as was possible a numerical date, by
years or, more often, by centuries, has been
given to each object, the terms "Greekperiod,"
"Roman period," and so forth, being avoided.
In some cases, however, only the broadest dating has been possible, and where such dates are
found, the following interpretation is to be
used: Greekperiod signifies sixth century to
146 B.C.; Hellenistic period the late fourth
century to 146 B.C.; Roman period 44 B.C. to
the end of the sixth century; Early Roman
period44 B.C. to the end of the third century;
Late Roman period, fourth-sixth centuries. In
this volume Byzantine periodshould be under-

stoodto includeonlythe ninth,tenth,eleventh
and twelfth centuries;Late Byzantineperiod,
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the eleventh and twelfth centuries.When an
objectis datedin the periodbeforeChrist,the
letters B.C. will be found after the date; for
the centuriesafter Christno letters are used.
Although the provenienceof each object,
with very few exceptions,is known and recordedin the inventory,it has not been recordedin the catalogueunlessit is in someway
significant,such as a closed deposit,a grave,
or a contextwhichis in someway unusual.The
difficultyof recordinga provenienceso that it
is intelligibleto the readeris very great,as the
terminologyused by the excavatoroften becomesmeaninglessoncethe excavationis over,
and it is safe to say that in most cases the
provenienceof a small find has little, if anything, to do with its originalpurposeor use.
In preparingthe catalogueit has been my
concernto describeeach objectfully, and the
illustrationof each one has been includedin
the hope of makingthe publicationas useful
as possible.It shouldbe notedthat the photographsare not all on the same scale, and for
the size of each objectreferencemust be made
recordedin the catalogue.
to the measurements
In one respect the catalogue is somewhat
briefer than it might have been: only key
referencesto similarobjects found elsewhere
have been included, and references which

seemed to add no furtherinformationas to
the chronologyor use of the objectshave been
omitted, especially referencesto objects in
museumsor collectionswhich have no provenienceorreliabledate.Thesizeof the volume
wouldperhapshave been doubledhad all the
comparativematerialassembledfor this study
been included.
If the conditionof an objectis not described
it may be assumedto be intact. The measurements of the objects invariablyrefer to the
preserveddimensions,if the objects are not
intact. If an estimate of the originalsize is
given,this is specificallystated. Theinventory
numbers,which are found in parenthesesdirectlyafterthe cataloguenumbers,referto the
Finds." The letinventoryof "Miscellaneous
ters "MF"which precedethe numbersin the
inventory itself have been omitted except
wherethe inventorynumbersare referredto
in the text.
In conclusionit may be said that many of
the problemsposedby this heterogeneousmass
of materialstill remainunsolved,as the reader
will doubtlessdiscover.Heretoforesuch problemshave oftenbeenset aside.It is hopedthat
their presentation here will lead to their
eventualsolution.
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TERRACOTTAFIGURINES
The figurinesdiscussedin these pages in- otherobjectshave providedthe most valuable
clude those from the generalexcavationsat sourceof informationfor dating,as well as the
Corinth, with the exceptions noted in the basisfor deductionsconcerningreligiouspracIntroduction (p. 4). The quantities which tices. Most of them are favissae, heaps of
have come to light in the Potters' Quarterat burned and broken figurinescast out from
the extremewesternend of the city will appear overcrowdedtempletreasuries.Somedeposits,
separately.'While this districtwas the main however,arenot easilyto be classified(e.g. VI
sourceof Corinthianfigurinesfromthe seventh and X) and provideindividualproblems.Concenturythroughthe fourthcenturyB.C.,there siderationof the religiousimplicationsof the
is evidencethat at least one other terracotta figurineshas had to be omitted. It is hoped
factory was in operationas early as the fifth that otherswill find in text and illustrations
century,and that still otherswereestablished an adequate factual and chronologicalbasis
in later times. Since their locationmay only for deductionsconcerningthe religionof the
be surmised, little information concerning ancientCorinthians.3
methods of manufacturecan be presented
FABRIC AND DECORATION
here.2Thereremainsthe opportunityof studyCorinthianclay varies so widely, especially
ing types of figurinesand their significance,of
examiningclosed deposits and their chrono- in the later periods,that it is often difficultto
logical implications,and of consideringevi- determinewhethera given objectis of localor
denceof foreignimportationandinfluence.The of foreignorigin.In pre-Hellenistictimes the
figurineshave been dividedas far as possible clay is the characteristicCorinthianvariety:
into types, within a general chronological a well-refinedyellowish buff, light red, or
framework,and commenton individualfigu- greenish clay, sometimes hard, more often
rinesis, with few exceptions,confinedto the quite soft. For largerobjects coarseclay was
catalogue,whereparallelsare cited. Not every employed,overlaidwith a thick layer of fine
figurinediscoveredin the excavationshas been clay. Onsmallfigurinesof fine clay a thin clay
published,since this would result in needless slip is occasionallyfound. In the Hellenistic
repetition,but at least one representativeof periodan extremelyfriablereddishclay was
each type has been includedin the catalogue. often used. In Roman times a coarserfabric
The numerousclosed deposits (elevenin all) with many gritty particleswas common;its
containing large numbers of figurines and color varies from light buff to deep red or
1 Corinth,XV, ii, by Agnes N. Stillwell. The numbers cited
brown.Thetype of clayis not mentionedin the
here refer to the catalogue in that volume.
unless it is in some way unusual.
2 These
problems have been discussed in the publication catalogue

of the Perachorafigurines (cf. Payne, Perachora,I, pp. 192ff.),
although the author (Jenkins) regards the manufacture of
figurines at Perachora as improbable.

3 For one such study see Broneer, "Hero Cults in the
CorinthianAgora," Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 128-161.
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Hand-madefigurines
Among the earliestfigurinesare those representinga female worshipper,standing or
sitting, with offeringsin her hands (Nos. 1-6,
8-12). With rudelyfashionedbody, circularor
ellipticalin section,the head formedby a bit
of clay pinchedout of the workingmass, and
the hands similarly indicated, these figures
PERIODS
ARCHAICAND CLASSICAL
representthe extremein simplicityof formand
With the exceptionof a few figurinesof the intention.In each case a long garmentis reprehistoricperiod,5which are not includedin presented,sometimes outlined with painted
this volume, the history of the Corinthian stripes,and the feet aretiny projectionsat the
coroplasticindustry begins in the seventh bottom. A band may be added around the
century B.C. Relics of this first century of head, or exceptionally,as in No. 3, a crown.
activity are rare except in the Potters' Occasionallynecklaces or other decorations
Quarteritself. The many types of figurines are painted on in glaze or formedof applied
whichappearedin the sixth centurywereoften strips of clay. Wherethe arms are fully preperpetuatedthroughoutthe fifth and fourth served,as in No. 1, cakesor otherofferingsare
centurieswithout much developmentor even held in the hands. Very few of these early
elaboration,andfrequentlythe only difference figureshave attributeswhich obviouslyconbetweena figurineof the sixthcenturyandone nect them with the worshipof a particular
of the fourthis a slight declinein techniqueor deity. No. 12, a femalefigureseatedon a dove,
deteriorationof the mould. This tendencyto may be associatedwith the cult of Aphrodite.
clingto archaictypes is the most complicating Despite their early appearancethere is no
factorin the establishmentof a chronologyfor doubt that these figurinescontinued to be
the figurinesof thesecenturies.For thisreason, producedin the fifth century(Nos.4, 8, 10, 11
andalsobecausethe evidencefromthe excava- werefoundin DepositIII, see pp. 15-17), and
tionsis particularlymeagerforthe archaicand somehave even comefroma late fifth century
late archaicperiods,the figurinesof the sixth, context (e.g. No. 2), althoughthey may be
fifth, and fourthcenturieshave been lumped earlierthan the associatedobjects.
together,arrangedby types. The deficiencies Figures of male worshippershave seldom
of such an arrangementare obvious; a more been found at Corinth,but a small group of
specific classification,however, would only male figurines(Nos. 14-17) is interestingas
prove unreliable. Although the hand-made introducingthe first apparentnote of humor.6
figurinesare not necessarilyearlierthan those Nos. 14-16 are alike in having grotesque
producedin moulds,the formerprocesswas featuresof face and body and a tail-likesupnaturally earlierin origin, and the figurines port. They are decoratedwith glaze in a slipthus producedappearmoreprimitive,and are shodbut lively manner.
thereforediscussedfirst.
Themost ubiquitousclass of hand-modelled
4 The same conclusion was reached from a study of the
figurinesis the horse-and-rider(Nos. 20-33),
Perachora figurines (Perachora,I, p. 192), but Jenkins notes
that the white slip is found elsewhere much earlier (Laconia a very popular votive offering at Corinth.
and Crete - seventh century; Boeotia and Argos - sixth
These figurines,althougharchaicin appear-
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Forthe decorationof the earlierfigurinesglaze
ormatt paintwas used, but in the fifthcentury
and later chalkypigmentswereappliedover a
white chalkyslip. From the somewhatinsufficient data availableit appearsthat the use of
this white chalkyslip began earlyin the fifth
century.4

century).
6 E.g. Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 522, fig. 41; p. 523, figs. 42-44;
A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 599, figs. 11-18; L. W. Kosmopoulos,
The Prehistoric Inhabitation of Corinth, I (Munich, 1948),
figs. 8, 19-21, 26-28, 32, 33, 42, 43, pl. IV, a.

6 See Breitenstein, Catalogueof Terracottas,Danish National Museum (Copenhagen,1941), nos. 317-321. He thinks
that such figurines possibly originated in the Theban Kabeirion cult.
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The ram (Nos.48-51) is an animalnot freance, were turnedout duringthe sixth, fifth
and fourthcenturies,so that their superficial quently portrayed,and exhibits few variaappearanceof antiquitycannotbe taken alone tions. In severalcasesthe bodyis so muchlike
as evidenceof date. Theclay varies:it may be that of a dog or a horseas to makeit apparent
a soft reddishvariety, a harderbuff, or a light that figures originallyintended to represent
brownfabric.Thehorsesare for the most part these animalswereconvertedinto ramssimply
simplymodelled,with only salientfeaturesin- by the addition of the characteristicspiral
dicated, but many are nevertheless quite horns.
A mouse (No. 52), two monkeys(Nos. 53,
spiritedin appearance.Theriders,far less lifelike than their mounts, and less often pre- 54) and an unidentifiedanimal(No. 55) conserved,are crudefigures,with legs and arms clude the list of hand-made animals. The
pressedflat againstthe horse'sbodyandneck, narrowrangeof subjectmatterin thesefigures
and a narrowstripof clay woundaroundtheir (withthe obviousomissionof wildanimalsand
rudimentaryheads. They occasionallycarry the fantastic creations of the period) may
small circularshields,madefrombits of clay. indicatethe votive characterof thesefigurines.
Almost all the figurinesshow traces of color, The only hand-madebirdis the dove(Nos.56the earlierones being glazed, the later ones 66). Its associationwith the cult of Aphrodite
paintedover a white slip. Nos. 20-23 are the doubtlessaccountsfor its prevalence,and its
earliest examples, dating probablyfrom the popularityas a votive is attested by the presixth century,certainlynot later than the be- senceof numerousexamplesin templedeposits.
ginningof the fifth. They are elaboratelyde- It was alwaysrepresentedin a simplemanner,
coratedwith glaze. Nos. 24-33 illustratethe variationsbeing caused,as in the case of anivariationsto be found in these horses; some mals, as much by negligenceas by intention.
arecrudeandlifeless,othersdetailedand com- Mostof the birdsare undecorated;somehave
petent. Only one riderlessspecimenis pre- a white slip; a few are painted with glaze.
served(No.31).
Only two flying doves have been found, alAfter the horse the most commonof hand- thoughin the Potters' Quarterthesearerather
made animals is the dog (Nos. 34-45). Al- numerous(ClassXXVII).
In most of the Corinthianvotive depositsof
though the breeds known at Corinthduring
the classicalperiodseem to have been limited the fifth and fourth centuriesat least a few
to a long, lean hound (No. 39), a shorter, models of mirrorshave been found: small,
terrier-likedog (Nos. 37, 38), and a peculiar crudely fashioned disks with rudimentary
creaturewith a very long neck and smallhead handles (Nos. 67-73). Occasionallythey are
(Nos.44, 45), there is yet considerablevaria- covered with a chalky slip - white, red or
tionamongthe figurines,duechieflyto careless- yellow - and rarelya painteddesign(e.g. No.
ness. Slightchronologicaldata can be gleaned, 72). Whilethey may have beenintendedto be
and no accurateparallelscan be drawnwith placedin the handsof femalefigures,nonehas
specimens from the Potters' Quarter(Class ever beenfoundso used.
XXV). Such evidence as exists places these
Mouldedfigurines
dogsin the fifth and fourthcenturiesB.C.
Thebull,a subjectcommonforbronzeofferAlthoughmouldsareknownto have beenin
ings, is rarelyrepresentedin terracotta.There use at a very earlyperiod,thereis only one exare only two meagerfragments(Nos.46, 47). ampleof a mouldedfigure(No.85) earlierthan
ThePotters' Quarterhas producedno bullsof the sixth century. Precursorsof the entirely
this variety.
mould-madekoraimay be found in those of
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which only the heads are cast, while the bodies
are flat and added by hand (Nos. 77-83).7
Comparatively few of these have been found
outside the Potters' Quarter, and all probably
originated there. The faces of these figures
show a genuine archaism, as opposed to that
of the later mouldedkorai, which almost immediately became perfunctory. Each of these
heads exhibits genuine individuality, easily to
be noticed in the varying shapes of eyeballs,
careful painting, and clear-cut outlines. While
no definite terminus for their manufacturehas
been found, none is likely to have been produced later than the end of the sixth century.
The only moulded male head to be attached
to a hand-made figurine is No. 84, a head of a
satyr.
With No. 85, the earliest of the completely
moulded figurines, we return to the seventh
century. This unusual figure, nude as far as
preserved, has a marked "Daedalic" aspect,
and its appearance suggests use in a fertility
cult. Although the clay seems Corinthian, the
origin of the mould may well have been foreign. At Corinth it is unique, and it finds no
strikingly close parallel elsewhere.8No. 86 is a
rather similar figurine (but clothed) on a smaller scale.
From the great number of figurines representing maidens standing with offerings in
their hands, a representative selection is offered in Nos. 89-117. Although most appear
archaic, it is doubtful if any of them were actually produced before the fifth century B.C.
This conclusion is based not only upon their
absence in closed deposits of an earlier period,
but also upon the rather poor execution of
many figures, testifying to the use of old and
worn-out moulds, and upon the frequent presence of a white slip (see p. 10). Very few can
safely be assigned to a definite date. With five

7 Cf. Perachora, I, pp. 193-194 for a discussion of the
various methods used in making bodies for these heads. See
also ibid., pp. 211-212 for a discussion of the type and a
bibliography. See also Corinth, XV, ii, Class VIII.
8 For a discussion of this figurine, see R. J. H. Jenkins,
Dedalica, (Cambridge,1936), p. 28.

exceptions, all have parallels in the Potters'
Quarter, where they doubtless originated. Diversity among these figurines is produced
chiefly by the objects held in their hands, to a
lesser degree by variations in their garments.
The usual dress is a chiton, either with (e.g.
No. 91) or without (No. 92) a himation thrown
over one shoulder. The hair is formed into a
roll on the forehead and a polos is worn on the
head. Variations in the drapery of the chiton
are exhaustively discussed by Jenkins in the
Perachoravolume,9where they are used as the
basis for a division of the korai into six types,
forming a chronologicalsequence from ca. 530
to ca. 480 B.C. This elaborate classification
has proved impossible to follow, not only because of the poor preservation of our figurines,
but also because the system does not include
the long series of late, poor specimens in which
Corinth abounds.
The attributes borne by the korai inevitably
suggest association with a certain deity, although there is evidence that the character of
a figurine often had no reference to the sanctuary in which it was dedicated (see p. 17).
Figures representing Artemis or her votary
carry a rabbit and a bow (No. 92), or a rabbit
and a lotus bud (No. 93). Aphrodite is suggested by the dove, an attribute held by a
great many Corinthianfigurines, which occasionally have a pomegranatein the other hand
(No. 96). Other figures holding one or two
pieces of fruit or a flower and a piece of fruit
(No. 94) may be associated with Demeter.
Contemporarywith these figures of archaic
appearance are a few which kept abreast of
sculptural style (Nos. 114-117), but apparently these never attained the popularity of
the more conservative types. The fact that
very few of them have been found in the Potters' Quarter suggests the conservatism one
might expect from Corinth's oldest center of
the terracotta industry, and supplies some

little evidencefor the existenceof anotherfac9 Perachora, I, pp. 217ff. See also Corinth,XV, ii, Class X.
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tory, whichmay have startedin the fifth cen- it not possiblethat they were intendedto be
dressedin garmentsof cloth,whichwouldhave
tury, less hamperedby tradition.
Thearchaicseatedfemalefigurespresentno addedto their movementand lent them realoutstandingpeculiarities,except that the only ity? Incidentally,No. 130 has clothespainted
object held by any of them is a dove. Many on. Even if the figurescould not have been
hold nothingat all. The two main types10are usedas marionettesin the modemsense12they
exemplifiedby Nos. 118-122, the formerwith couldhavebeenjiggledup anddownin a mana garmentinnocent of folds (Nos. 118-120), ner that might well have entertainedthe unthe latter wearinga pleated chiton (Nos. 121, sophisticated,youngor old.
The otherfemalefigurinesdonotlendthem122). The frontsof the figurineswere madein
hand
to classificationand are treated indithe
backs
added
or
selves
omitted.
moulds,
by
The "free" type of seated figure is exem- viduallyin the catalogue.
Notableboth for their prevalenceand their
plifiedby the unusualfigurineNo. 123, where
in place of the rigid poloswe find impression- variety are the figurinesrepresentingmen reistic locks, instead of perfunctorydrapery, cliningat a feast, sometimeswith femalecomgraceful, clinging folds, with the garment panions(Nos.154-179).13A longseriesextends
highly emphasizedrather than subordinated, from the late sixth century throughoutHelas in the archaic figurines, to the general lenistic times. Their developmentcannot be
theme. The differencebetweenthe formalized accuratelytraced,for only slightdifferencesin
koreand No. 123 is essentiallythat betweena draperyandanatomygive cluesto theirdate.A
purelyreligiousfigureand a figureadaptedto numberfoundin fifth centurydeposits(Deposa decorativeand contemporaryform.No. 124 its III andIV, see pp. 15-17)showthat already
is a small imitation of No. 123; No. 125 is a in this periodmanyvariationshaddeveloped.14
variation,unfortunatelyfragmentary.
Probably the same moulds continuedto be
Whilejointed figurineshave been found in used in the fourthcentury.In general,the figconsiderablenumbers(Nos.130-138) andwere ure reclines on a couch, resting on the left
manufacturedin the Potters' Quarter,not one elbowand holdingsome objectin one hand was discoveredin a deposit. It is, therefore, a phiale,a kantharos,a kylix, a lyre, or a piece
unlikely that such figurineswere used as vo- of fruit.As a rule,the objectis held in the left
tives. Mostof them appearto representdanc- handbeforethe Hellenisticperiod,in the right
ing girls,for not only are castanetsor cymbals hand thereafter. The chest is always nude,
found in the hands (e.g. No. 137), but each with draperyhanging over the left shoulder
head is pierced,probablyfor the purposeof and arm and coveringthe lower part of the
attaching a suspensioncord. Whether these body.Thehead,withhairhanginglooselyto the
12 See D. B.
Thompson, op. cit., p. 116, n. 138.
figurineswere meant to amuse, or whether 13 Female
figures reclining on couches are found both in
they also had an apotropaicpurpose,as has the east (W. Van Ingen, Figurines from Seleucia on the Tigris
Arbor, 1939], nos. 612ff., both nude and half-draped
beensuggested,"is still unknown.Mrs.Thomp- [Ann
female figures), and in the west (R. Kekul6, Die Terracotten
son (loc. cit.) thinks that these nude female von Sicilien [Berlin and Stuttgart, 1884], pl. XXV, 2, from
Syracuse or Akrai; ibid., pl. XXV, 3, from Centuripe; ibid.,
figures, perhaps representinghetairai, may pl.
XXV, 4, a mould from Akrai) but they never occur at
have been, in the classicalperiod,sufficiently Corinth.
14 For reclining figures in Sicily, cf. P. Marconi, Agrigento
out of the ordinaryto frightendemons.But is (Florence,
1929), pp. 188-189, figs. 122-124; P. Marconi,
10 These are

types A and B at Perachora (Perachora,I, pp.
219-220). See also Corinth,XV, ii, Class XI.
11D. B. Thompson, Hesperia, Supplement VII, pp. 114118. See also K. Elderkin, "Jointed Dolls in Antiquity,"
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1980, pp. 455ff.

Himera (Rome, 1931), fig. 96; P. Orsi, Mon. Ant., XVII,
1906, p. 713, fig. 541; F. Winter, Die Typen der Figiirlichen
Terrakotten(Berlin, 1903), I, pp. 198ff. (Tarentum); A. Levi,
Le TerrecottefiguratedelMuseo Nazionale di Napoli (Florence,
1926), pp. 25ff. For the type in Asia Minor see T. Wiegand
and M. Schrader, Priene (Berlin, 1904), p. 334.
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shoulders,is sometimesbare,but frequentlya ciatedwith a herocult,7 thereis no doubtthat
polosis worn.Little careis givento the model- it cameinto use ratherlate. In spite of definite
ling of the feet, whichusuallyprojectfromthe differencesin the treatmentof the horseandin
garment,and only in rare cases are the toes the draperyof the rider,andgreatdisparityin
indicated.Variationsin the treatmentof the technique,it is impossibleto traceany but the
couch are interesting but without apparent most elementarydevelopmentof the type.
Thereliefrepresentinga snakecrawlingup a
significance.In all periodsthere are both elaborateand simpleones. The figurineswereal- stele uponwhichrestsa Corinthianhelmetwas
ways made in single moulds. Only the front also more commonin the Hellenisticperiod
was intendedto be seen; the back,whenit ex- than before.Quitea few fragmentsof suchreists, is addedby hand, leavingthe figurepar- liefs werefoundin DepositsIII (No. 184) and
tially hollow. The large number of these fig- IV, but manymoreoccurin later contexts.At
urinesfound in templedepositssuggeststhat the Potters' Quarternot a singlefragmentof
they represent the partaking of a religious sucha stelehas beenfound(withthe exception
feast, and they have generallybeen connected of severalin whichthe helmetis omitted,as in
with hero cults.l5The fact that some of these No. 183) and this is one of the strongestrearecliningfigures of the fifth and fourth cen- sons for believingin the existenceof another
turieshave no parallels,even fragmentary,in terracottafactory as early as the end of the
the Potters' Quarter,is one moresuggestionof fifth century.The helmetdiffersin individual
the existence at that time of anothermanu- specimens,andthe baseof the stele alsoshows
variations,but essentiallythe type remained
facturingcenter.
The relief representinga horse and rider the samethroughoutthe centuries.
The figure of the "templeboy," a subject
(Nos. 180-182) is rarerthan the recliningfigure, nor are there so many variationson the representedin countlessterracottafigurinesall
theme.l6 Of particularinterestis the fact that over the classicalworld,18was only occasionin the Potters' Quarterbut one varietyof this ally dedicatedat Corinth.Onlyfourwell prereliefoccurs(XXII, 1 and 2) and only a single servedspecimenshave been foundoutsidethe
battered fragment (uncatalogued)like those Potters' Quarter(Nos. 191, 192 and two from
found in the Potters' Quarterhas been dis- the Asklepieion18s).
Othermale figuresare rare (Nos. 185-190,
coveredoutside it. The rest differin various
details. One (No. 181), or possibly two (No. 193-198): a few shepherds,youths, satyrs,
182) of this type werefoundin DepositIII, the comic actors andgrotesques,mostly detached
lowestdate of whichis ca. 430B.C.(see p. 15). headsor fragmentsof bodies,makeup the list.
Mouldedanimalsare uncommon(Nos. 199,
Theonly otherrider(No. 180) definitelyof the
pre-Hellenisticperiodis fromDepositVIII. The 211), with the exception of those mentioned
remainingfigurines are all Hellenistic, and above, which are incidentalto the composiwereit not for the fragmentsin DepositIII it tion. No. 199, a horse'shead, is a splendid,if
would seem likely that the type beganin the fragmentary,example of the excellent techfourthcentury.Certainlyit was not a common niqueto whichcoroplastscouldattain. Theresubjectbeforethe Hellenisticperiodandwhile,
17 See
Broneer, loc. cit.
with the recliningfigure,it was probablyasso18 Cf.
Winter, Typen, II, p. 266, no. 6 (Rhodes, Tarentum),
15 Cf.

D. M. Robinson in A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 169; W. H.
Rouse, GreekVotive Offerings (Cambridge,1902), pp. 20-23.
For the most exhaustive treatment of the subject of hero
cults at Corinthsee Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 128-161.
16For similar figures elsewhere see Winter, Typen, II, pp.
298-302; C. Blinkenberg, Lindos, I (Berlin, 1931), no. 2362.

no. 8 (Thebes, Rhodes, Megara Hyblaea) and others on
following pages; Blinkenberg, op. cit., pl. 111. Breitenstein,
(Catalogueof Terracottas,p. 35, no. 809) believes these figures
to have come originally from Athens and to have spread from
there.
18a Corinth,XIV,
pp. 114,140, nos. 24, 25, pls. 54, 55.
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markablenaturalismof the head,andthe great
care taken in the representationof details, as
well as the extensive preservationof color,
make this one of the best figures found at
Corinth.The othersareless noteworthy.
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Deposits
The concordanceon p. 23 is evidenceof the
considerablenumberof figurinesfoundin favissaeor othercloseddeposits.They are numbered in sequenceaccordingto the years in
which they were excavated. Seven of these
(DepositsI, III, IV, VII,VIII,IX, andXI) were
formedduringthefifthandfourthcenturiesB.C.
The largestof all is Deposit III, whichwas
discoveredduringthe excavationof the Odeion
in 1929,in the fill south of the cavea.19From
the characterof the figures,and fromthe fact
that all were brokenand about two-thirdsof
them burnedas a precautionagainstre-use,it
may be assumedthat they representthe overflow of votives from some temple,cast out to
makeroomfor morerecentofferings.20
Thirtyoneyearspreviously,in a trenchdugabovethe
cavea of the Theatre(northof the Odeion),a
deposit of similar figurineshad been found
(DepositI).21 Finally,in 1933,a smallernumber of figurinessimilarto thoseof the first two
depositscame to light in two pits sunk below
the floor of a Roman building some thirty
meterssouth of the Odeion(DepositIV). The
proximityof thesethreedepositsandthe similarity of the figurinesfoundin them cannotbe
the resultof merecoincidence.It seemsreasonable to suppose that this area, south of the
Theatre, on both sides of the road which
crossedwhat was later the site of the Odeion,
was usedas a dumpinggroundforsometemple
or temples,and doubtlessmorefigurinescould
still be revealedby excavationin this section.

19 See Broneer, Corinth, X,
p. 31. The figurines were
thrown in after construction of the foundations of the Odeion
and were thus used twice as fill. Probably their original dump
was not far off.
20 For such deposits at other ancient sites see Rouse, op.
cit., p. 346.
21 R. B.
Richardson, A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 206-222.

Mostof the figurinesof DepositIII seem to
be productsof the middle years of the fifth
centuryB.C. The fabricis similarto that used
in the Potters' Quarter,andtypes foundthere
canbe recognizedamongthem.A certainnumber,however,althoughmadeof the sameclay,
must have originatedelsewherein Corinth,
since the extensiveexcavationof the Potters'
Quarterhas producedno parallels.
No objectsuseful for dating were found in
DepositsI, III, or IV. Whilemost of the material is of mid-fifthcentury date, the deposits probablyrepresentan accumulationof at
least a century: ca. 530-480 B.C. Four small
fragmentsof figurinesmore commonlyfound
in the Hellenisticperiodturnedup in Deposit
III (Nos.292, 308, 317, 366). It is possibleto
regard them as later intrusionsbut, on the
otherhand,thereis nothingessentiallyun-classicalaboutthem.Thisis probablyonlyonemore
example of the persistenceof figurinetypes
in the Corinthianindustry.
Fromthe enormousnumberof fragmentsin
DepositIII have beenselectedthosewhichare
completeenoughto be intelligible,and among
these twenty-onevarietiesof figurinescan be
distinguished.Nos. 1-10 are hand-made,Nos.
11-21 moulded.Thelist follows(fullerdescription of individualspecimensin the catalogue):
1. Primitivestandingfemalefigure (No. 4).
Therearefew hand-madehumanfiguresin
the deposit,andthey lackthe lifelikecharacteristicswhichappearin the hand-made
animals.
2. Nude male figure (No. 17). This figure is
uniquein the deposit.
3. Primitiveseatedfemalefigure (Nos. 8, 10,
11). Thesearefairlycommonin the deposit.
Thereare two distinctkinds,one with the
armspressedcloseto the sides (No.8), the
otherwith armsstretchedstraightforward
(No. 10). All arerepresentedas coveredby
a longgarmentreachingfromneck to feet,
without any indication of drapery. The
headsareof the "bird"type.
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4. Horseandrider(Nos.25,27,29,30). Thisis
fragmentsare from figurinesof about the
the commonesttype in the deposit. The
samesize (0.11m. highif preserved).
specimensare of differentsizes, and vary 12. Seatedkore (No. 121). This type is not
in qualityof workmanship,but thereis no
nearly so commonas the standing kore,
variationin the type itself. Tracesof color
and the fragments preserved are very
small.
appear on many of the fragments,but
elaboratedecorationis the exception.Only 13. Standingfemalefigure(Nos.115, 116, 117).
one ridercarriesa shield(No.25).
A "modernized"version of the archaic
5. Dog (Nos.40,41). Twelvedogs'headswere
standingfigure,rare in the deposit. Two
found in the deposit, and innumerable
female heads (Nos. 150, 151) cannot be
fragmentsof bodiesall approximatelythe
definitelyassignedto a particulartype of
same size. The type is always the same,
figure.
with long pointedmuzzleand sharpears. 14. Seatedwoman(No. 125). It seems curious
to finda singlefragmentof a comparatively
Manyshowtracesof a whiteslip andof red
advancedtype, of good workmanship,apaint.
6. Ram (No. 48). Five fragmentsof rams'
mong the commonfigureswhich the deheads,all muchalike,arepreserved.Nearly
posit chiefly contained.It perhapsshows
all have tracesof a whiteslip.
that the figurinesin the depositwereonly
7. Bull or cow(No. 46). A singlehead and a
the very poorest dedicated,and that the
hoof are the only fragmentsof this animal
better votives were disposedof elsewhere.
in the deposit.It is extremelyrareamong 15. Recliningmalefigure(Nos. 155, 160, 166,
Corinthianfigurinesin general.
171, 175, 176, 177, 292). Althoughrepre8. Dove (Nos.60, 66). The depositcontained
sented only by small fragments,the type
a greatmanyfragmentsof these. Onlyone
is rathercommonin the deposit. All the
(No.66) is elaboratelypainted.Someof the
figureshave the chest bare,and the lower
othershavetracesof a whiteslip andof red
part of the body covered with drapery
from which the feet protrude.The elbow
paint.
9. Womanseatedon bird(No. 12). Thedeposit
restson one or two cushions,andthe couch
containeda singlefragmentof one of these
is in all cases low and plain. There are
several varieties of heads and headdress,
figurines.
10. Mirror(No. 70). Threefragmentsof small
all of commonvarietiesexceptfora curious
clay mirrorsoccurin the deposit.Onehas
high crowndecoratedwith rays (No. 171),
tracesof a white slip.
which has appearedonly in this deposit.
11. Standingkore (Nos.97, 100, 108, 109). A
No. 292 is of a type commonin the Hellenistic period.One head (No. 176) can be
great many fragmentaryfigurinesof this
identified as that of a female companion
varietywerefoundin the deposit.Few are
and
the
the
of the recliningmale figure,seated at the
exactly alike, although design
are
much
in
all.
the
same
footof his couch.Somefigureshold a small
Some
drapery
holda flowerin the righthand;othershold
sphericalobject in the left hand. Most of
birds. In the left hand is usually a small,
the fragmentsshowtracesof paint,usually
round object. Most of the figurinesshow
red on the flesh andhair,and white on the
no tracesof paint; a few have a white slip
garment,with a red stripeborderingit at
and vestigesof red paint. Theheadsare all
the bottom.Thecouchis sometimesred.
alike, with a high polos and the hair ar- 16. Riderrelief(Nos.181, 182,310, 317). These
are rather rare in the deposit and very
rangedin a roll abovethe forehead.All the
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fragmentary.Two of the horsespranceto tives has oftenbeennotedat Corinthand elsethe left; anotherwalksto the right. Some where, and the conclusionis inevitable that
have traces of a white slip, and red paint figurineswere often dedicatednot becauseof
is preservedon one horse'shoof. All are their relevancebut simply accordingto the
votary'swhimorpurchasingpower.The meanroughlyfinishedin back.
17. Stelewithhelmetandsnake(Nos.184, 366). ing of a figurineseemsto have beena matterof
Very few stelai fragmentsoccurin the de- no concern;the act of offeringwas the imposit, in contrast to their prevalencein portantconsideration.
In 1933,underthe floorof ShopXXXII of
later deposits.On some of the piecesthere
are tracesof a white slip and of red paint. the South Stoa, was found a small deposit
18. Stampedplaque(No.214). Thisis the only (VII) containingfigurines,fragmentsof fine
fragmentof its kind in the deposit, and red-figuredpottery,and numerouscoins.22Its
probablyone of the earliest pieces in it. locationand contentsseem to indicatethat it
For a more completeplaque of this kind was not the refuseof a temple,but originated
in some other way. Besides the commoner
see No. 213.
19. Relief with bird (No. 221). This relief, of types of figurines,suchas those of DepositIII,
very delicate workmanship,is unique in was founda number,surprisinglylargein such
a smallcollection,of unusualpieces,uniqueat
the deposit.
20. Cock relief (No. 207). Nine fragments Corinth.These are Nos. 18, Kriophoros,53,
were foundin the deposit,all of the usual monkey,55, animal?,142, Athena,193, grostylized type, facing either left or right, tesque head,217, plaquewith horse,and218,
which was extremely common at many plaquewith warrior.The morecommontypes
ancientsites. Some of the fragmentshave are: kore, standing(No. 91) and seated (Nos.
traces of a white slip and of brownor red 118, 126),recliningmalefigure(No.156), various moulded animals such as a rabbit (No.
painton the feathers.
21. Dove(Nos.210, 211). Two mouldeddoves 202), a cock relief (No. 206), and a sphinx
appearedin the deposit.Both have a white (No. 205). There are also two fragmentsof
slip and traces of paint are preserved what appearto be try-piecesto test the heat
of a kiln (Nos.482, 483). It is highly unlikely
on one.
The figurinesof DepositsI and IV are not that the depositwas votive in character,first,
sufficientlynumerousto furnish any signifi- becauseof the presenceof grotesquefigurines,
cant data. Thefollowingarethe types foundin such as the monkey and the dwarf, second,
DepositIV whichareparalleledin DepositIII: because of the great numberof coins, third,
horse and rider (hand-made),dog, ram, bird, becauseof the try-pieces,and finally because
womanseated on bird,archaicstandingkore, of the provenienceof the deposit.What structure once stood here, where the South Stoa
recliningmalefigure,cockrelief.
For a discussionof the significanceof spe- was later built, is unknown, and with this
cific figurinesin the religiouscults of Greece, problemis doubtlessboundup the solutionof
such depositsas III and IV can only be con- the origin of the deposit. It must have been
fusing.A glanceat the variety of the twenty- buriedat about400 B.C. The presenceof both
one types containedthereinsufficesto demon- hand-madeand mould-madefigures at this
stratethe impossibilityof identifyingthe group time shouldbe noted.
with any particularcult, and yet it is likely
Deposit XI comprisesa group of figurines
that all the figurinescamefroma singleshrine. foundin 1937in a drainof the late fifth cen22
This indiscriminatemethod of profferingvoA.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 566.
2
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tury in the south centralpart of the Agora. 104),seatedkore(Nos.118, 119, 120), standing
They do not forma homogeneousgroupeither femalefigure,developedtype (No. 250), rider
in typologyorin date. Someof the usualtypes relief, banquetingfigure (Nos. 166, 178, 301,
appear:standingkore (No. 118), seated kore 305, 307), stele with snake,dog (No.43), ram
(No. 127), seated female figures (Nos. 123, (No. 50), dove (No. 56), cock relief. These
128), banquetingfigure (No. 173), ram (No. are essentiallythe same types as those found
49), and dove (No.208), but the remainderof in DepositsI, III, and IV, and althougha few
the figurinesaremostvaried(e.g.Nos.131,143, unusualpiecesturnedup, most of the figurines
186, 196, 213) and do not seem suitablefor a were of the commonervarietiesand all might
votive deposit.
have been votives. The date of the depositis
DepositVIII containedonly a few figurines, somewhatconfusedby the coins found with
and was not reallya depositin the strictsense the figurines,the latest of whichare issues of
of the word. The figurinescomprisingit were Ptolemy III (247-222 B.C.) and of Athens
discoveredin 1934, duringthe excavationof (220-83B.C.).Mostof the figurinesseemto be
the West Shops,23in a thin fill on top of what of the fourthcentury,but some are doubtless
appearsto have been an ancient Greekroad. later, and the deposit probablyrepresentsa
Thetypes aremuchlike thoseof the commoner gradual accumulationduring the fourth and
sortfoundin thedepositspreviouslymentioned: earlythirdcenturies.
banquetingfigures, rider reliefs,dogs, standHELLENISTIC PERIOD
ing korai. The figurines were spread over
a relativelylarge area. Theirpresencein this
At the end of the fourth century B.C. the
is
hard
to
account
and
the
for,
place
difficulty ascendancyof the Potters' Quarterwas at an
is increasedby the fact that the largerpart of end, and the center of manufacturemoved
the area which surroundedthis small section elsewherein the town,to an as yet unidentified
had been entirely removedin Roman times, site. With the old Potters' Quartervanished
so that context, in the largersense, was en- the hand-madefigurineand most of the types
tirely lacking. The possibility of the deposit of figurinescharacteristicallyCorinthian,for
being a temple dump seems, however,to be the Hellenistic period produced a general
excluded,since most of the figurineswere in equalizingof civilizationand of customswhich
fairly good conditionand none showedtraces permeatedeven the coroplasticindustry.Figof burning.Thelatest coinfoundin the deposit urinesbecamelargerand moreelaborate;the
was one of Kassander(316-297B.C.) and the simplicity of the fifth and fourth centuries
could not have pleased the inhabitantsof a
figurinesappearto be somewhatearlier.
A much greater amount of material was more cosmopolitanworld, aware of interests
furnishedby Deposit IX, a collectionof frag- sharedwith a largercommunity.The increasmentary figurinesfound in Shop XX of the ing secularizationof privatelife, with the acSouth Stoa, in 1936, underthe floor level of companyingconcernfor domesticratherthan
the shop, alongthe east and northwalls.24Its temple decoration,is illustratedby the figsituation was much like that of Deposit VI urines of the period. In many cases the sub(see p. 20). The followingare the main types jects, grotesqueand genre, are unsuitablefor
of figurineswhich could be distinguisheda- votive offerings.Interestin animalfiguresdemongthe massof fragments:hand-madehorse creasednotably, while concentrationon huandrider(No.24), standingkore(Nos.96,103, man subjectsand on their greaterelaboration
was intensified.Despite the certainexistence
23 A.J.A., XL, 1936,
pp. 21ff.
24
at this time of a local factory, a good many
A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 481.
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figurinesseemto have beenimported.In most principallyof comicactors,bearswitnessto the
cases,however,it is extremelydifficultto state well-knowninterestof the Hellenisticworldin
categoricallywhere a specific figurine was this aspect of life. Childrenare occasionally
made. Thereare so many varietiesof Corin- represented,oftenas Eros (Nos.348-353). The
thian clay that frequentlyit cannotbe distin- most striking fragment preservedfrom this
guishedfromothers,and the types of figurines period is the torso of Aphrodite(No. 222),
are often almost universal.A glance at the possiblya copy of the cult statue which stood
abundantparallelsfor figurinesof this period, in the templeon Acrocorinth.Thefigurewhen
givenin the catalogue,will revealthe problems completewas large enoughto have been the
of classification.
object of venerationin some small subsidiary
While at this period many new types ap- shrinein the city proper.
There is much variation in technique. In
peared,there was a naturalpersistenceof earlier figurines,specificallythose connectedwith contrastto the bold conceptionand successful
cult worship.A great many specimensof the executionof the statuesquetorsoof Aphrodite,
recliningmale figure have been found (Nos. and the delicateworkingof small heads such
292-307), often with a woman seated at his as No. 265, we find the perfunctoryfinish of
feet (Nos. 302-305), and in general more figurineslike No.293, andthe banalityof some
elaboratethan those of earlierperiods.In the of the femaleheads(e.g. No. 289). Thepassage
third centurythe riderreliefand the stele with of a mere centuryand a half (for the Hellenhelmet and snake, which had appearedonly istic periodnecessarilyends earlierat Corinth
rarely during the fifth and fourth centuries, than elsewhere)doesnot accountfor these disweremanufacturedon a fairlylargescale.The crepancies;they must be ratherthe result of
series of female figures with offeringsin the differingcoroplasticstandards.Onthe average,
hands (Nos. 237-247) took the place of the however,the figurinesof the third and second
archaickore,but for the old seatedkorethere centuriesarefairlywell made.
is only a single dubiousparallel(No.254). An
Deposits
entirely new series of types was yielded by a
Severaldepositscontainingfigurinesof this
depositof terracottasfoundin the Peribolosof
Apollo (Deposit V, see p. 20). Aphrodite, periodwerediscovered.DepositIX, whichinrarely representedbeforethis period,is now cludesfourthcenturytypes as well as figurines
shownin a series of nude seated figureswith of the early third century, has alreadybeen
movablearms (Nos.224-226)25and one figu- mentioned(p. 18).
rine at least partiallyclothed (No. 227, found
Perhapsto be datedat the turnof the fourth
elsewhere).A mould for one of these nude and thirdcenturiesarethe figurinesof Deposit
figurineswas also foundin the same deposit. II, whichwas discoveredin 1903southwestof
Unknownto an earlierperiodare other sub- the Templeof Apollo "packedtogether in a
jects whichnow appearwith comparativefre- mass betweentwo pavementsof crushedand
quency:Demeter,Eros,Artemis.Predominant compactedporos."26In this depositwerefound,
in numbersare femaleheads (Nos.259-290), togetherwith the usualfemalefiguresholding
brokenoff fromthe rest of the figure,whichis offerings(Nos. 236-238), banquetingfigures
lost, or madeseparatelyto be set into the body. (Nos.291-293, 296, 297, 300), rider reliefs
A numberof grotesquefigures(Nos.329-347), (Nos. 308-312), stelai with snake and helmet
26 Cf. figurines from other sites: Winter, Typen, I, p. 165,3
(Nos.365, 366, 370-372, 374) etc., a few figu(Athens, Tanagra, Eretria, Thebes, Elatea); ibid., p. 166,1
(Assos, Myrina, Abydos, Kyme, Cyrenaica); Conze, Altertiimervon Pergamon I, 2, (Berlin, 1913), pp. 264-265, no. 63.
2*

26D. M. Robinson, A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 164. Hereis offereda
considerable bibliography for deposits of this nature.
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rines which are quite unique (Nos.375, 376)
Figurines of an entirely different nature
and terracottamodel shields (No. 2938), of a werefoundin DepositV, whichwas discovered
sort which appearedin greater numbersin in 1931duringthe excavationof the Peribolos
DepositVI (see below).Whetherthe figurines of Apollo, just north of the Fountain of
were actuallycast out from a near-byshrine, Peirene.30Many fragments,mostly of a light
or wereburiedfor someotherreason,certainly red,well-refined,extremelysoft clay,but some
all were votive in purposeand originallyas- of a harderbuff variety, in a very few cases
sociatedwith the cult of a local "hero."
preservinga chalky white slip but no color,
DepositVI, a largergroupof moreelaborate werefoundin fill thrownagainsta Hellenistic
figurinesof the samesort,was foundin 1933in foundation.Withthemwerefoundcoinsof the
a shop of the South Stoa, beneaththe Greek third and secondcenturies,the latest those of
floor level. This deposithas been published.27Ptolemy V (204-181 B.C.). The types most
Briefly to summarizethe main types of figu- commonin the depositare those representing
rines,they include:standingfemalefigure(No. Aphrodite(Nos. 224-226) and Artemis(Nos.
239, 241-244), seated woman(No. 254), ban- 228-235). Otherfigurinesare: banquetingfigquetingfigure,sometimeswith a womanat his ure (No. 293), rider (No. 320), two female
feet (Nos.294-296, 302-304, 306), riderrelief figures (Nos. 249, 252), the formerprobably
(Nos. 308, 309, 314-316, 318), and stele with importedfrom Athens, and a series of heads
helmetand snake(Nos.367-369, 373). The de- both male and female (Nos. 259-263, 333).
posit also containeda unique group of small Veryfew figurinesresemblingthose of Deposit
terracottashieldsbearingpainteddesigns(Nos. V have been found elsewherein the excava2926-2937),twoloom-weights(Nos.1166,1182) tions, andnot a singlefragmentin the Potters'
and a large numberof coins. Principallyby Quarter.The depositwas not a temple dump.
means of the latter, as well as by the lamps, Manyfigurescould be restored,showingthat
the deposithas been dated to about 250 B.C. therewas no intentionaldestruction,and only
While no satisfactory explanationhas been a very few figurinesbeartracesof fire, in conoffered for the presenceof these figurinesin trast to the customarywholesaleburningof
theirsomewhatcuriouscontext,their religious rejectedvotives. But most significantis the
significancehas been studied with care and fact that with thesefigurineswas founda fragment of a terracottamould(No.473) and a few
presentedin detail.28
Still morefigurinessimilarin subjectmatter roughbits of crudelymade figureswith small
to those of DepositsII and VI were foundin circularvents (Nos.484,485), whichmay have
1937in the catch-basinof a largecircularstruc- been used to test the heat of the kiln. On the
ture which lies at the southeast end of the basisof this depositit may be imaginedthat a
Agora,just north of the South Stoa.29Badly factory existed somewherein the vicinity
burned,and rottedprobablyby the passageof during the third and second centuries B.C.
water throughthe basin, they tended to dis- The position was doubtlessadvantageousfor
integrateat a touch. Sincethey duplicatethe commercialpurposes,and the all-important
figurinesof DepositVI, they are omittedfrom waterwouldhave beenfurnishedby the Founthe catalogue,and a representativeselection tain of Peirene.The sourceof the clay is more
is shownonPlate 143,a.The types are: stand- doubtful. If this factory was located in or
ing female figure, rider relief, recliningmale aroundthe Peribolosall tracesof it wereprobfigure,stele with helmetand snake,shield.
ably removedin the course of buildingcon27Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 105-127.
struction
duringthe Romanperiod.Thereex28
128-161.
Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
29A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 551.

30

Corinth,I, ii, pp. 18-21.
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ists, however,the possibilitythat it was established fartherto the east, in an area as yet
unexcavated.A few wastersfoundnearPeirene
may indicatethe presenceof a pottery establishmentas well.
ROMAN PERIOD
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The figurines producedat Corinthduring
the first century after Christ are much like
thoseof the Hellenisticperiod,but less capably
executed and marredby hastinessof production. In this periodAphroditebecamethe most
favored subject and she is representedin a
variety of poses commonin Hellenisticsculpture (Nos.378-381). Artemiswas also popular
(Nos. 383-385), as was Eros (Nos. 416-418),
and Isis appearedfor the first time (Nos.
386, 387).
Duringthe courseof the secondcenturytwo
traditionswere at war for the masteryof the
coroplasticindustry:on the one hand the expiringHellenistictradition,growingever more
feebleboth in techniqueand in conception,on
the other a new inspirationwhich traveled
from Egypt by way of Athens, introducing
types of figurineshithertounknownat Corinth,
and providing a temporarystimulus to an
industryslowly perishingfrom lack of initiative. In the courseof a centurytheseimportations graduallysuppressedthe local industry
and dominatedthe Corinthianmarket.While
at first at least a few figurineswereimported
directly from Egypt (e.g. Nos. 412, 463),31
mostof the "Graeco-Egyptian"
figurinesprobThis
is evident not
in
Attic
were
origin.
ably
only fromthe material,but also fromthe subjects used, for Athenian coroplastsimitated
the foreigntechniquewithoutadoptingforeign
types. Egyptiandeities,exceptfor a few heads
which may have belongedto figuresof Harpokrates,are conspicuouslyabsent. Besidesa
numberof femaleheads(Nos.410-415), which
formthe most notablepart of the group,there
31The Maltese dog was common in Egypt, but probably
known to the Greeks only through representations.
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areoccasionalgrotesquefigures(Nos.430-432)
and a few domesticanimals.The bust, which
is not foundat Corinthin any earlierperiod32
becamefairlycommonat this time (Nos.447448) in peculiarlycrudeand inelegantforms.
Anothertype which appearsin the first century is the mask (Nos.436445). While a few
specimensoccurduringthe Hellenisticperiod
(e.g., No. 358), there is evidenceof a sudden
interestin the productionof theseobjectswhich
continued through the second century and
thenas suddenlylapsed.Themasksareusually
underlife size, so that they must have been
intended either as votives or for decorative
purposes,and not for use. The clay of this
periodis of widely differingcolors,from buff
to a deep red or brown; most varieties are
gritty and have a dull surface.A white slip
was seldom used, or at least is seldom preserved,and it is muchthickerand less chalky
than that of earliertimes. Besides Egyptian
influencethereis also evidenceof importation
fromthe east: No. 378, a figureof Aphrodite,
is certainlyfrom Rhodes, and No. 380 may
alsohave been madethere.
A word must be said here concerningthe
only consistent fill (not a deposit) which
yielded a large number of figurines of the
first and early second centuries.This is the
"Basilica fill" found in the so-called South
Basilica which lies just south of the Agora,
near its eastern end.33While at present our
knowledgeof the chronologyof the South
Basilicais incomplete,it seems fairly certain
that this large and imposingbuildingwhich
was erectedin the first centuryafter Christ,
was remodelled,at least partially, in the
second century, probably about the time of
Hadrian.34The remodellinginvolved filling
up the cryptoporticus,and it is the earthused
for this purposewhich has been called the
32 It was
popular elsewhere even before the Hellenistic
period (See D. M. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, IV,
[Baltimore, 1929], pp. 89ff.).
33A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, pp. 60ff.
34A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 482.
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"Basilica fill." This fill was rich with fragments
of Arretine and other Roman wares, figurines
and small finds, and quantities of decorated
wall stucco from the first floor of the building.
The figurines are fairly homogeneousin period,
except for a small number which are much
earlier. Among them are imitations of Hellenistic models in a style and material obviously
Roman, to judge from a certain crudity and
from the hard gritty clay which was not used
in the Hellenistic period. These are probably
of the first century. The figurines dating from
the end of the first century and later show the
beginning of Egyptian influence, with a lingering trace of the Hellenistic tradition.
The third century witnessed the descent of
the industry to a still lower level of achievement. The incredibly debased wares produced
in the third and fourth centuries could have
found a market only in a period of general
decay. At the end of the fourth century the
manufacture of terracottas seems to have collapsed completely, and not a single figurine
can certainly be ascribed to a later date.

MoULDS

Since the locations of terracotta factories
other than that to the west of the city remain
as yet unknown, discoveries of moulds have
been rare and disconnected from their original
contexts. The moulds we have are interesting
chiefly in that they do not duplicate specimens
from the Potters' Quarter.
The late sixth and early fifth centuries are
representedby Nos. 466-470, as well as by two
try-pieces (Nos. 482, 483). The most notable
mould of all, dating from the fifth or fourth
century, is No. 471. It is for a plaque representing Athena Parthenos and does not appear
to be Corinthianin origin. Nos. 472 and473 are
of the fourth century; the early third century

is represented
by one mould(No.474) and
twotry-pieces(Nos.484,485) fromDepositV,

valuable because they and the associated figurines are probably the refuse of a factory.
The few moulds of Roman date (Nos. 477-481)
are of some interest, but too fragmentary, for
the most part, to be of great value. No. 481, a
mould for a lion's head, is perhapsarchitectural
in character.
HAND-MADE
FIGURINES

Sixth-Fourth Centuries
B. C.
1. (3390).Femalefigure,standing.Plate1.Ht.0.073m.
Fainttracesof redglazeon the garment,blackon
the necklaceandfeatures.
Flat bodywithheadformedby a bit of claylooped
over frombackto front,and a strip of clay bound
aroundthisto representa polos.A diskof clayin each
hand. Feet indicatedby pinched-outbits of clay.
Necklace
oflargebeadsanda longgarmentpaintedon.
- earlyfifthcenturyB.C.).
sixth
(Late
2. (6521).Femalefigure,standing.Plate1. Ht.0.064m.
Armsandfeetmissing.Blackglazedotsfortheeyes,
a reddot forthe mouth.
Similarto the preceding.Top and bottomof the
long garmentborderedwith a paintedblackfringe.
Foundin a late fifth centuryB.C. context,but
probablyearlier.
3. (7413).Femalefigure,standing.Plate1.Ht.0.061m.
Handsand lowerpartof bodymissing.Red glaze
on garment,brownon hair,yellowpainton crown.
Flat bodywith headand armspinchedout, locks
of hair indicatedby an appliedstrip of clay, with
verticalandhorizontalfurrowsmadeby a sharpinstrument.Serrated
crownattachedto the head.Garmentindicatedby color.
Found in a Romancontext,but probablysixth
centuryB.C.
4. (2707).Femalefigure,standing.Plate1.Ht.0.063m.
Head,feet, andarmsmissing.Brownglazeon garment.
Columnar
body,slightlyflattened;a longgarment
indicatedby a paintedborderat the top and horizontal"fringes"at the sides.
DepositIII (see pp. 15-17). (Late sixth - early
fifth centuryB.C.).
5. (3868).Femalefigure,standing.
Plate1.Ht.0.085m.
Arms missing;bottom chipped. Greenishclay,
brownmattpainton headandgarment.
Columnar
body,widenedat the hips,with a birdlikeheadpinchedout. No feet indicated;the slightly
convexbasewidenedto give support.Garmentand
long locks of hair indicatedby color.
(Early sixth century B.C.).
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OF FIGURINES FOUND IN DEPOSITS
CONCORDANCE

I
(12)
(33)
(41)
(48)
(57)
66
(82)

II
III
236
4
8
237
238
10
11
277
291
(12)
292
17
25
(293)
296
27
29
297
300
30
308
40
309
41
310
46
311
(48)
312
60
365
(66)
366
70
370
(97)
371 (100)
108
372
109
374
375
115
116
376
117
(121)
125
150
151
155
160
(166)
171
175
176
177
181
182
184
207
(210)
211
214
221

IV
(12)
(38)
(56)
(66)
(96)
(98)
110
(114)
(177)
(206)

V
224
225
226
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
249
252
259
260
261
262
263
293
298
320
333
473
484
485

III cont.
(292)
(308)
(317)
(366)

VI
VII VIII
239
18
42
241
53
67
55
95
(242)
243
91
145
244 (118) 169
254
126
180
142
271
294
156
295
193
(296) 202
302
205
303
206
304
217
306
218
(308) 482
(309) 483
314
315
316
318
336
357
367
368
369
373
377

IX
X
XI
49
(24) (294)
43 (318) (118)
50
123
127
(56)
73
128
131
74
143
(96)
103
173
104
186
(118)
(196)
119
208
120
213
(166)
178
250
258
301
305
307
359

Parenthesesindicatethat the figurine was
not actually found in the deposit, but is
identicalwith another,less well preserved,
whichwas part of the deposit.
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6. (1027).Femalefigure,standing.Plate 1. Ht. 0.061m.
One arm and feet missing.Red slip.
Columnarbody with pinched-outhead and arms.
Feet only slightly indicated.
(Late sixth - early fifth century B.C.).
7. (3929). Flute-player.Plate 1. Ht. 0.069 m.
Forearmsand flute missing. Traces of white slip.
Columnarbody with pinched-outhead and arms;
a strip of clay wound aroundthe face indicates the
strap which held the doubleflutes. The bottom is flat
for attachmentto a stand. This was the centralfigure
of a group consistingof a flute-playersurroundedby
dancers. A fairly complete group was found in the
Potters' Quarter(II, 4-7).
(Early fifth century B. C.).
8. (2706).Female figure, seated.Plate 1. Ht. 0.062 m.
Lower part of figure and seat missing.
Flat body bent into a sitting posture, with a head
like Nos. 1 and 2. Armsmadeof flat stripspinchedout
and pressed against the sides of the body. A similar
figurinewas found in the Potters' Quarter(III, 4).
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Early fifth century
B. C.).
9. (3880).Female figure, seated. Plate 1. Ht. 0.06 m.
Lower part of body, right hand, and seat missing.
Similarto the preceding,but with shorterarms,and
a necklaceof appliedstripsandblobsof clay. Thefigure
was probablyseatedon a throne.This variety of figurine,in many variations, was commonin the Argolid.
Cf.C.Waldstein,The ArgiveHeraeum,II (Bostonand
New York, 1905), Nos. 49-53, 55 (577 fragments).
Found in a Hellenistic context, but certainly late
sixth or early fifth century B.C.
10. (2676b).Femalefigure,seated.Plate 1. Ht. 0.037m.
Upper part of torso and part of arms preserved.
Clay slightly burned.
Flat body, with shoulders modelled like wings,
probablyto representthe back of the chair. The arms
springdirectlyfromthe front of the figure,wherethe
breasts would be expected.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Late sixth - early
fifth century B.C.).
11. (2676d).Femalefigure,seated.Plate 1. Ht. 0.023m.
Lower part preserved.Clay burned.
Flat strip indicatingthe bottom of a long garment,
the feet formed by a projectingpiece with a central
groove. Thiswas probablythe lowerpart of a figurine
like No. 10.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). Fifth century B.C.
12. (3416). Female figure seated on dove. Plate 1.
Ht. 0.064 m.
Crudelymade figure sitting sideways on the back
of a bird, whose tail is bent downwardto form a
support. Head of the usual primitive type, with a
strip of clay forminga polos. Flat body. Clay pellet,
perhapsrepresentinga cake, held in both hands. This

is the only complete example of the type, but fragments of other figurines without notable variations
have been found, one in Deposit I (A.J.A., II, 1898,
p. 210, fig. 11), one in Deposit III and two in Deposit
IV, the rest in the centralpart of the city, but without
significantprovenience.They are rare in the Potters'
Quarter.At other sites the type is found in the more
developed forms of moulded figurines: cf. Kekule,
Terracotten
vonSicilien, p. 20, fig. 43; Winter, Typen,
I, p. 161, 4 (fromAkragas);ibid., p. 162, 7 ("wahrscheinlichaus Korinth").All these are later than our
specimens.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
13. (3896).Female figure. Plate 1. Ht. 0.067 m.
Torsopreserved.Tracesof red paint.
Crude figure with enormous protrudingbreasts,
oval abdomen marked off into sections by lightly
incised lines, and pellets applied to representnavel
and nipples. Thick arms projecting horizontally;
rough back. A hole is piercedvertically through the
figurine. This figurineis unique at Corinth.It could
have been intended either for use in magic or as a
joke. The latter is perhapsmore likely.
Found in a well of the late fifth centuryB.C., with
No. 1503 (flute).
14. (1437). Satyr. Plate 1. Ht. 0.055 m.
Head, right arm, left leg, part of tail missing.
Anatomicaldetailsoutlinedin red and blackglaze;
hair indicatedby black dots; shoe red.
Nude figure standing with legs widespread and
tail giving supportlike the third leg of a tripod. Left
hand resting on the small of the back; the right was
raisedhigh above the head, whichwas inclinedto the
front. A group of similarfigurineswas found in the
Potters' Quarter (Class VI). The type is common
elsewhere:cf. H. B. Walters,Catalogueof Terracottas
in the British Museum(London,1903), nos. B23-24;
Winter,Typen,I, p. 219; P. Paris,llatee (Paris,1892),
pls. II and II bis.
(Sixth century B.C.).
15. (6363). Satyr. Plate 1. Ht. 0.065 m.
One leg and both hands missing. Black glaze on
eyes, hair, beard, breasts, knees, feet; red on mouth.
Nude ithyphallic figure similar in position to the
preceding,the attitude of the arms somewhatdoubtful. Head pinchedout in sketchy fashion.
Foundin a late fifth centurycontext, but probably
made earlierin the century.
16. (6749). Satyr. Plate 1. Ht. 0.066 m.
Right leg and right hand missing. Black-brown
glaze on eyes, mouth, headband,breastsand phallus.
Similarto the preceding,but with head like No. 1.
Left hand held in front of the body.
(Late sixth century B.C.).
17. (2708).Malefigure.Plate 1. Ht. 0.041 m.
Torsopreserved.Red paint on body.
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Similarto the preceding,with the exceptionof the
attitude of the arms, which are stretched outward
and downward.The figure may have been intended
as a satyr or as a rider.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Late sixth or early
fifth century B.C.).
18. (2107). Kriophoros.Plate 2. Ht. 0.073 m.
Head, legs and right arm of man, head of ram
missing.Buff clay with red core;brownstripeson the
man's arm, the sheep'slegs and tail.
Malefigure with broadneck, broadflat body, and
rudimentaryarms, probablysupportedfrom behind
in the mannerof Nos. 14-16. Aroundhis shouldersis
drapeda crudelyrepresentedramor ewe. Aroundhis
waist are traces of a wide plastic band.
DepositVII (see p. 17). (Late sixth centuryB.C.).
19. (4106).Rider. Plate 2. Ht. 0.059 m.
Head and limbs missing.
Flat unmodelled torso, with the legs extending
horizontally;the right arm bent downward,the left
out and slightly upward. Some object seems to have
been held in the arms.
Found in a well of the late fifth century B.C., but
probablysomewhatearlier.
20. (1592). Horse and rider. Plate 2. Ht. 0.055 m.
Legs and hindquartersof horse, most of rider
missing. Hard, fine greenish clay; brown glaze on
horse'sbody and halter, red on harnessand mane.
The horse'smuzzleis a rude cylinder,bent against
the neck. No ears indicated. The rider'slegs are flat,
unmodelledstrips of clay.
(Early sixth century B. C.).
21. (3892).Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.042 m.
Head, tail and lower legs missing. Greenishbuff
clay; brown-blackglaze stripes on each side of the
neck, spots on the body and fronts of legs.
Crudelymade body, without any trace of a rider.
Found in a well containingobjects as late as the
first century, but probablysixth century B.C.
22. (4122).Horse and rider. Plate 2. Ht. 0.055 m.
Legs, tail and ridermissing.Red glaze on the entire
front of the horse and on the saddle, red and brown
stripes on the mane, brownstripes on the back.
Slenderbody with long neck and tiny muzzle. No
ears indicated. The rider clutched both sides of the
horse's mane.
(Sixth century B.C.).
23. (2153). Horse and rider. Plate 2. Ht. 0.048 m.
Threelegs of the horse, most of the rider missing.
Red paint on front of horseand stripe alongthe back,
also on rider'slegs.
Similarto the preceding,but better proportioned
body, with shorterlegs. A large lump of clay on the
horse'sforeheadis pinchedout to form a prominent
mane.
(Sixth century B.C.).

24. (3823).Horse and rider.Plate 2. Ht. 0.078 m.
Crackedbut nearly complete.Tracesof red.
Long, slenderbody with short horizontaltail and
widespreadlegs. Short, blunt nose, ears exaggerated.
The rudely formedriderwith bird-likehead clutches
the horse's neck with both arms and legs. A small
round shield is pressed on to his left arm. Several
similarfigurineswerefoundwith this one at the East
CityWall, and otherswere found in Deposit IX.
From a fifth century context, but probably late
sixth or early fifth century B. C.
26. (2663).Horse and rider.Plate 2. Ht. 0.05 m.
Head, legs and hindquartersof horsemissing.Clay
burned;redor brownstripes,now burnedgray,on the
horse'sneck and variousparts of the rider.
Slenderbody, long legs, prominentmane. Rider,
with rudimentaryface and plumedhelmet formedby
a strip of clay, seated at the base of the horse'sneck,
with both hands graspingthe mane. Large circular
shield fastenedon the left arm.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Early fifth century
B.C.).
26. (3876).Horse and rider.Plate 2. Ht. 0.053 m.
Legs and tail of horse missing.
The horse has a long body with heavy haunches
and a dog's head. It was quite obviouslymeant to be
a dog. The mane, made of a cylindricalstrip of clay,
and the rider,very smallin proportionto the animal,
were probablyadded as an afterthought.
Found in the same context as No. 21 but probably
late sixth or early fifth centuryB.C.
27. (2661).Horse and rider.Plate 2. Ht. 0.05 m.
Rider,top of horse'shead, one leg and tail missing.
Clay slightly burned.Brown paint on front of horse.
Thinbody with long thick legs. Head bent directly
downward;legs vertical.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Early sixth century
B.C.).
28. (2880).Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.032 m.
Head preserved.Tracesof white slip.
Prominentmane; muzzle modelledinto three bulbous projections.Similarfigurineswere found in the
Potters' Quarter(Class XXIV).
(Early sixth century B.C.).
29. (2660).Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.018 m.
Head preserved. Clay burned. White slip, bridle
painted brown.
Blunt, rounded muzzle; ears, added plastically,
pointing downward,a feature which appears on no
other specimen.The elaborateindicationof the bridle
ig unusual.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
30. (2653).Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.024 m.
Head preserved.Clay burned. Red stripes on the
mane,aroundtheneck,fromthe moutharoundthehead
the bridle),redspotsoneyesandforehead.
(representing
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Carefully modelled head with sharply pointed
muzzleand ears and a thin, erectmane. It looks much
like a dog.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
31. (2526).Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.044 m.
Three legs, tail, and part of mane missing.
Rather thick legs; mane formedof a long strip of
clay extending to the center of the back. This horse
never carrieda rider. Similarfigurineswere found in
the Potters' Quarter.
Fifth century B.C.
32. (1532). Horse. Plate 2. Ht. 0.05 m.
Head preserved.Tracesof white slip.
Rectangular head with long, gharply modelled
muzzle,a shallowhole piercedin each side just above
the nostrils. The mane extends to the base of the
neck, the hairs indicated by a pointed instrument.
Thishead, attachedto a body now lost, was published
by R. B. Richardson(A.J.A., II, 1898,p. 211, fig. 16).
The body appearsto have been similarto that of the
followingfigurine.
(Fifth century B.C.).
33. (6368).Horse and rider. Plate 3. Ht. 0.055 m.
Most of legs, tail, head and rider (each set on
separately)missing.White slip.
Fat, hollow body, with a sharpridge on the chest,
extendingbetweenthe legs. In the middleof the back
is a hole 0.005 m. in diameterand at least 0.025 m.
deep, for the attachment of a rider. For the sort of
riderthat wouldfit this horse, cf. No. 320. A figurine
of this kind was found in Deposit I (see p. 15).
Late fifth century B.C.
34. (2418). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.045 m.
Legs, ears,part of tail missing.Red glaze stripeson
body, headand muzzle;eyes indicatedby brownspots.
Cylindricalbody with long, thick neck and bluntnosed head.
(Sixth century B.C.).
35. (5457). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.068 m.
Ears and three legs missing. Brown-blackglaze
stripeson chest, head, and back, and on the legs.
Short body with thick neck and long head. The
stripesgive the effect of a harness,but wereprobably
intended only as decoration.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22), but certainly not later than the early fifth centuryB.C.
36. (1599). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.024 m.
Legs and tail missing. Black glaze stripe on the
back; black spots on eyes, ears, and nose.
Fat cylindricalbody, pointedhead with sharpears.
Legs widely spread,as if for running.
(Late sixth - early fifth century B.C.).
37. (3533). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.035 m.
Black stripe paintedfromthe tip of the nose along
the back to the end of the tail.

Long thick body with heavy legs, slenderneck and
tiny head with turned-upnose and sharply pricked
ears. Tail bent to the left.
(Late sixth - early fifth century B.C.).
38. (17). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.054 m.
Left hind leg missing.Red glaze spots on eyes, tip
of nose, ears and paws, a stripe extending from the
top of the head along the back to the end of the tail,
and a collarpainted aroundthe neck.
Short body, forelegs longer than hind legs. Long
slender neck, short head with pointed muzzle and
small erect ears. A fragment of a dog with similar
markings but with longer muzzle was found in
Deposit IV (see p. 15).
(Early fifth century B.C.).
39. (2262).Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.037 m.
One leg, tail, ears missing.
Longbody and slenderhead,like that of a whippet.
A hole is pierced through the figure vertically just
behind the shoulders.
(Fifth century B.C.).
40. (2652).Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.053 m.
One ear, two legs, tail missing. Clay partially
burned.
Long, heavy body with widespread legs and a
head slightly small in proportion.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
41. (2658a). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.026 m.
Head preserved.Clayburned.Thickwhite slip.
Long, pointed muzzle,with short erect ears.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
42. (3865). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.065 m.
Nose, parts of legs missing. Traces of white slip.
Muchlike No. 39, but with shorterbody.
Deposit VIII (see p. 18). Fifth century B.C.
43. (5685). Dog. Plate 3. Ht. 0.067 m.
Hindquartersmissing.White slip.
Similar to the preceding,with somewhat thicker
legs.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Late fifth century B.C.).
44. (1064).Animal.Plate 3. Ht. 0.041 m.
Legs, tail, tip of nose missing.
Long cylindricalbody, thick neck with short blunt
head and erect ears. Head turned to the right. This
figurine,one of a series of similar animals, does not
much resemble a dog, but other identification is
difficult.
(Fifth century B.C.).
46. (3392). Animal. Plate 3. Ht. 0.038 m.
Hindquarters, tip of nose, ears, and forepaws
missing.Tracesof white slip.
Similar to the preceding, but in a crouching
position, holding a small round object between the
forepaws.
(Fifth century B.C.).
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46. (2654). Bull. Plate 3. Ht. 0.015 m.
Head preserved.Clay slightly burned. White slip
and red paint.
Stylized head, with very thin cheeks, the horns
representedby a projecting roll of clay above the
forehead.Two large disks appliedto the sides of the
head.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
47. (2497). Bull. Plate 3. Ht. 0.036 m.
Nose, legs, tail missing. Clay slightly burned.Red
paint.
Long narrowbody on widespreadlegs, thick neck
with small head. Horns representedas in the preceding. Disks at the sides of the head.
(Fifth century B.C.).
48. (1072). Ram. Plate 4. Ht. 0.04 m.
Legs and tail missing. Clay partiallyburned.
Long, narrow body, small tail. Head like a dog,
with large horns curling about the ears. Several of
this type were found in Deposit III.
Fifth century B.C.
49. (6406).Ram. Plate 4. Ht. 0.047 m.
Legs and tail missing.White slip, yellow paint.
Similar to the preceding,but more angular and
even more dog-like,with conventionalizedhorns.
Deposit XI (see pp. 17-18). Fifth centuryB.C.
60. (5660).Ram. Plate 4. Ht. 0.057 m.
Hindquartersand legs missing. White slip.
Similar to the preceding, with unusually long,
pointed nose.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Fifth century B.C.).
51. (1068).Ram. Plate 4. Ht. 0.044 m.
Legs and tail missing. Soft buff clay.
Small,thin body with largehead and hornscurling
about the small ears.
(Fifth century B.C.).
62. (3264).Mouse.Plate 4. Ht. 0.026 m.
Three legs, part of body, and tail missing.
Rounded body with legs made separatelyand fastened on. Small round ears made of applied pellets
of clay; eyes indicated by holes. Most of the mice
from the Potters' Quarterare quite differentfrom
this specimen (cf. XXIX, 6, the most similar).
(Fifth century B.C.).
63. (2103).Monkey.Plate 4. Ht. 0.022 m.
Head preserved,face broken off.
Round head with two deep holes for the eyes, and
projecting ears. Hair indicated by shallow grooves.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
64. (5521).Monkey. Plate 4. Ht. 0.072 m.
Limbs missing.
Round head with blunt features,deep-seteyes and
puckeredbrows. Long body with large paunch and
deep indentationfor the navel, large haunches with
a hole throughthe right one, perhapsfor holdingthe
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mass of clay whilemodelling.Onthe head a cap made
of a clay disk. Something was held in the arms,
possibly a smaller monkey.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22), but obviously earlier,probablyfifth or fourth century B.C.
55. (2110).Animal.Plate 4. Ht. 0.097 m.
Brokenoff at the bottom; ears and nose missing.
Tracesof white slip, red paint.
Long thick neck, smallheadwith ears, a projection
of some sort behindand traces of a long nose. Of the
body only the stump of a leg remains.The figure is
mostly hollow. The animal has not been identified.
DepositVII (see p. 17). Fifth centuryB.C.
56. (8055).Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.035 m.
Black glaze on neck and on under side of the
body.
Long, flat body, short pointedlegs, long neck and
small head. Two birds of this type were foundin Deposit IX, and one in Deposit IV.
Found beneath the Greekpavement of the Agora.
Ca. 450 B.C.
57. (8052).Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.027 m.
Clay burned. White slip.
Similar to the preceding, with wider body and
curvedback.
Found with the preceding.
58. (8053).Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.029 m.
Legs missing. Black-brownglaze on eyes, wings
and tail.
Similarto the preceding,but with fan-shapedtail.
Found with the two preceding.
59. (1061).Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.02 m.
Feet missing. White slip.
Fat body with spreadingtail and tiny head. Bottom slightly concave.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
60. (2671a).Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.031 m.
Flat body with narrowtail, rudimentaryfeet and
tiny triangularhead. Carelesslyfinished.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
61. (1051). Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.032 m.
Tip of beak missing. Clay burned.White slip, red
spots for the eyes.
Thickbody without feet; concavebottom. Narrow,
thick tail. Body feathersschematicallyindicated.
(Fifth century B.C.).
62. (4247). Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.037 m.
Long narrowhead; triangularbody without feet.
A hole piercedthroughthe bottom.
Found in a Byzantine context, but probablyfifth
century B.C.
63. (2237). Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.037 m.
One foot missing.
Round fat body, concavebeneath,with rudimentary feet and fan tail.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
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64. (1050). Dove. Plate 4. Ht. 0.049 m.
White slip.
Thickbody with long neck, smallhead. Very crude
work. (Fifth century B.C.).
65. (2988). Bird. Plate 5. Ht. 0.049 m.
One foot missing.
Fat, well modelledbody with fan tail. Legs added
separately(uniquein this respect).
(Fifth century B.C.).
66. (3458).Bird. Plate 5. Ht. 0.022 m.
Feet, part of wings, and beak missing. Claysomewhat burned. Black glaze on head, red on tail, red
and black on wings.
Wings outspread,as if for flying. The small head
stretched forward. A similar bird, unpainted, was
foundin DepositIV, and another,with white neck and
brownbody, in Deposit III. They were also found in
some numbersin the Potters' Quarter(XXVII, 5, 6,
12).
Deposit I (see p. 15). Published by R. B. Richardson (A. J. A., II, 1898, p. 210, fig. 12). Fifth century
B.C.
67. (3871).Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.059 m.
Chalkyred slip on both sides except on the handle.
Circulardisk with a cylindricalhandle.
Deposit VIII (see p. 18). Fifth or fourth century
B.C.
68. (4019). Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.04 m.
Yellow paint on the entire surface.
Circulardisk; unusually long handle.
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
69. (2743).Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.035 m.
Traces of white slip.
Circulardisk made by a single pressure of the
thumb. The thumb-printshowsclearly.
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
70. (2678). Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.042 m.
Clay partly burned; traces of white slip.
Oval disk, rudimentaryhandle. Several ridgeson
one side are probably accidental.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
71. (4018).Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.056 m.
Red paint on the entire surface.
Large, thin circulardisk.
(Fifth century B.C.).
72. (3402). Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.058 m.
Disk chipped. Red paint on both sides.
Oval disk; a large A painted on one side in blue
paint. Another mirror (MF 1535) was found with a
small A painted in blue on one side.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
73. (5677).Mirror.Plate 5. L. 0.072 m.
White slip.
Circulardisk, one side rather rough; cylindrical
handle. Loop attached at the top of the disk.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Fourth century B.C.).

74. (5665).Fruit (?). Plate 5. Diam. ca. 0.024 m.
Traces of white slip.
Sphere divided into four equal sections by incised lines. Perhaps intended to representan apple.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Fifth or fourth century
B.C.).

75. (4958). Chair. Plate 5. Ht. 0.046 m.
One leg missing. White slip; chalky pink paint.
Crudechairwith rounded back and curved sides,
in each of which is a large circularhole. Within the
seat a rectangularblock filling the width of the chair.
The top of this block and the back of the chairjust
above it are painted pink.
Found in a late Roman context, but probably
fifth century B.C.
76. (6758). Tray with loaves of bread (?). Plate 5.
L. 0.07 m.
Broken in several places. Tracesof white slip.
A thick piece of clay, perhaps representing an
offeringtray, with long cylinders,possibly loaves of
bread, resting on it.
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
HAND- AND MOULD-MADEFIGURINES

Sixth - Fifth Centuries B.C.

77. (3893).Female figure. Plate 5. Ht. 0.041 m.
Head preserved.
Archaic features: long narrow eyes and curving
mouth. Long hair, parted in the center, hanging in
waves to the shoulder; a polos (now missing) made
of a strip of clay. Flat, hand-madebody.
(Early sixth century B.C.).
78. (3878).Female figure.Plate 5. Ht. 0.058 m.
Body broken off below the shoulders.
Similarto the preceding,but with rounded eyes.
Flat, hand-madebody; a necklace across the chest.
(Ca. 550 B.C.).
79. (6357).Female figure. Plate 5. Ht. 0.029 m.
Head preserved.
Similarto the preceding;eyes almost triangular.
Cf. Perachora,I, p. 214, no. 77, pl. 93, assigned to
L.C. III (sixth century).
Foundin a late fifth centurycontext, but probably
early sixth century B.C.
80. (2524).Female figure. Plate 5. It. 0.05 m.
Body missing below the breast. Reddish-brown
glaze on the flesh, brownon the hair,red on the polos.
Similar to the preceding. Round, bulging eyes;
thick-lippedmouth.Hair shownin relief as far as the
shoulders; below that it is painted on. An applied
disk in the center of the chest is the remains of a
necklacesuch as that on No. 82. No figurineexactly

like this hasbeenfoundin the Potters'Quarter,but
at leastoneotherfromthe samemouldhasappeared
at Corinth,and two othershavebeendiscoveredat
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Perachora (Perachora,I, p. 213, no. 74, pl. 93; pp.
215-216, no. 85, pl. 94; ca. 560-550 B.C.).
(Sixth century B.C.).
81. (1522). Female figure. Plate 5. Ht. 0.06 m.
Body missing below the breast, lower part of face
damaged. Traces of white slip on hair, polos, and
flesh.
Similarto the preceding.Round eyes, outlined by
a raised ridge. Remains of a necklace.A larger,but
otherwisesimilar figurine was found in the Potters'
Quarter (VIII, 34). Cf. also Perachora,I, p. 213,
no. 69, pl. 93; also figurines found in the Heraion
of Lucania (A. J. A., XL, 1936, p. 187, fig.4).
(Sixth century B.C.).
82. (6755).Female figure. Plate 5. Ht. 0.051 m.
Torsopreserved.
Hand-made body for a moulded head such as
those of Nos. 77-81. Flat body with tiny arms and
a necklace of applied strips and pellets. The figure
was representedas seated, the chair and the figure
madein one. Cf. Perachora,I, p. 212, for bibliography
of this type of figurine.
Sixth centuryB.C.
83. (8263).Female figure. Plate 5. Ht. 0.08 m.
Lowerarmsmissing.Red glaze on garment,yellow
on hair.
Archaic facial features; long hair hanging to the
shoulders;no polos. Pillar type of body, hand-made,
with cylindrical arms and rudimentary feet with
toes incised. Garmentis indicated by paint, its border and the necklace by applied strips of clay. The
figure stands on a plinth broken at the sides (but
note that glaze has run over onto one of the breaks).
(Ca. 550 B.C.).
84. (662). Satyr. Plate 5. Ht. 0.037 m.
Head preserved.Tracesof red paint on the flesh.
Large beardframingthe face like a fan; goat ears
standingup sharply.Cf.Winter, Typen,I, p. 219, 1, a
complete figurine showing that the moulded head
was applied to a hand-madebody.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
MOULD-MADE
FIGURINES
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of the nude, columnar body is barely indicated.
Spindly right arm with stubby-fingeredhand raised
to the rightbreast.Theleft armperhapsgraspedsome
object now missing. The sides of the figure are flattened down; the back is smooth and gently rounded.
Jenkins (Dedalica,p. 28) assigns this figurineto his
"Early Dedalic Group"(ibid., pl. II, 10), which he
dates ca. 670-655; the Auxerre statue he dates ca.
645. The hair, he notes, is Egyptian, a style rare in
Greek works. The presence of ears and earrings,
Jenkinsasserts,is almost unknownon Dedalicheads
of this early date.
(Seventh century B.C.).
86. (7409).Female figure, standing. Plate 6. Ht.
0.066 m.
Missingbelowthe knees.Faint traces of red on the
hair.
Rigid stance, archaic facial features (somewhat
obliterated).Hair parted in the center and hanging
in stiff waves to the shoulders,from which hangs a
cape (?). A long garmentis worn, without folds and
belted at the waist. The back is flat.
(Early sixth century B.C.).
87. (19). Female head. Plate 6. Ht. 0.087 m.
Broken off at the neck, the surface damaged.
Friable dark red clay; traces of a white slip on the
face.
Large, prominentoval eyes; thin-lipped,straight
mouth. Narrow,undecorateddiadem worn high on
the head; hair parted in the center, surroundingthe
upper part of the face with formal waves. Roughly
finished in back, by hand, with a small projection
to indicate a hair-knot.
This head belonged to a rather large statuette
(ht. ca. 0.40 m.) and althoughmould-madeis practically solid. Whileit is definitelyarchaic, it probably
dates fromthe latter part of that period.It may have
been intended as a representationof some goddess,
e. g., Hera, and perhaps was brought from the
Heraionnear Argos.The clay seems Argive.
(Ca. 525 B.C.).
88. (8344).Female figure, standing. Plate 6. Ht.
0.08 m.
Preservedbelow the knees. Black glaze on border
of garment,sandal straps; red on soles.
The figure stands on a rectangular base. Long
garment,falling in wavy folds to the feet, on which
are sandals.Back smoothand rounded;figurehollow.
(Late sixth century B.C.).
89. (2184).Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.054 m.
Fragmentfrom neck to waist. White slip.
A himation is draped across the chest, exposing
the left breast.No chitonis visible.Right handpierced
for the reception of a staff or similar object. The
hole was originallypierced through the hand; then

Seventh- FourthCenturiesB.C.
85. (4039).Female figure, standing. Plate 6. Ht.
0.103 m.
Lower part of body missing; right side of head
chipped.
Long face with large, bulging eyes, prominent
nose, and straight, small mouth. Hair dressedin two
oval projectionson the foreheadand hanging down
in front of the shoulders.Small serrationsmade with
a sharp instrumentindicate the locks. Small button
earrings.The neck is not modelled,and the anatomy a patchwas addedon the bottomto closeit. Back
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slightly concave. The whole figure was originallyca.
0.21 m. high.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
90. (1577). Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.068 m.
Preservedfrom knees to bottom. Tracesof red on
the garment.
Archaicdraperyhangingin straight, angularfolds
on the slightly concavefront. Feet are not indicated.
The hand-made,convex back added separately. The
figure is quite unusual, and probably earlier than
most of the other korai.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
91. (2097).Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.065 m.
Head, and legs below knees missing. Red paint
on drapery.
Chitonwith himationhangingdiagonallyfrom the
right shoulderand falling in regularfolds below the
waist. Wreathin the right hand; the left hand hangs
down and holds no attribute. Back slightly concave.
Cf. Perachora,I, p. 218, no. 96, pl. 95. This kore is
called Type B and dated ca. 525-500 B.C.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). (Late sixth - early fifth
centuryB.C.).
92. (1578). Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.083 m.
Head and legs missing. Traces of red paint on
garment.
Finely pleated chiton loose at the waist, with an
overfall hanging nearly to the knees. In the right
hand a rabbit, in the left a bow. Back concave. Similar figurines found in the Potters' Quarter (where
this is not a common type) are X, 12-14. Cf. also
Perachora,I, p. 219, Type F (500-475 B.C.); Argive
Heraeum,II, no. 179.
(Earlyfifth centuryB. C.).
93. (1579). Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.067 m.
Headandlegsbelowthe kneesmissing;surfaceworn.
Garmentof the usual type, with the draperyonly
faintly indicated. Rabbit held in the right hand, a
lotus bud in the left. The back is flat. Cf. a figurine
from the Potters' Quarter(X, 16).
(Early fifth century B.C.).
94. (1580). Kore, standing. Plate 6. Ht. 0.011 m.
Tracesof white slip, red paint on chiton.
Polos, chiton with long apoptygmafalling in fine
pleats. Lotus flower in the right hand, a small fruit
in the left. Back slightly concave. A similarfigurine
was found in the Potters' Quarter(X, 25). Cf. also
Perachora,I, p. 219, Type F (500-475 B.C.); Heuzey,
Les Figurines antiquesde terre cuite du Musee du
Louvre (Paris, 1883), pl. 18 bis, no. 1 (found at
Thespiae,but very likely from Corinth.The clay is
"d'un ton orange vif").
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
95. (3862). Kore, standing.Plate 6. Ht. 0.075 m.

Headand legs missing.Whiteslip.

Similarto the preceding,except that on the legs
the folds of the chiton are distributedin three sections: one in the center (paruphe)and one at each
side. Dove in the right hand, a bud (?) in the left.
Deposit VIII (see p. 18). (Fifth century B.C.).
96. (6379). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.075 m.
Missingbelow the knees. White slip, traces of red
paint on polos, borderof chiton, etc.
Similarto the preceding.Birdin the right hand, an
appleor pomegranatein the left. The backis concave.
A similarfigurinewas found in Deposit IV, another
in Deposit IX. Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 58, 3 (Corinthianfigurinesfound in Boeotia, Corinth,Cyrene,
Athens, Melos, Tanagra, Thespiai, Corfu). Cf. also
Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, nos. 2179, 2180, which are
certainly Corinthian.
Fifth century B.C.
97. (1582).Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.065 m.
Preservedfrom waist to feet.
Similarto the preceding,with draperyon the legs
similarto No. 95. A pomegranate(?) in the left hand.
Feet bare, the toes carefullyindicated. The back is
flat. A similarfigurinewas found in Deposit III. Cf.
Perachora,I, p. 218, Type C (525-500 B.C.).
(Early fifth century B.C.).
98. (3193). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.074 m.
Legs missing. Red glaze stripes on the chiton,
brown-black on the hair and eyes, red on the
polos.
Similarto the preceding.In the right hand a dove,
in the left a pomegranate.Both the mouldingof the
figure and the decorationare very crude. The back
is concave. A fragment similarly painted, but with
chalky pigment over a white slip, was found in Deposit IV.
(Late fifth century B.C.).
99. (2498). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.074 m.
Head missing. Red stripes at top and bottom of
chiton, red dots on the feet.
Similarto the preceding.Poorly made, somewhat
lopsided. The back is concave. Anothervery similar
figure preserves the head, which has a high polos
bearingtraces of yellow paint.
(Fifth century B.C.).
100. (7419). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.102 m.
Traces of white slip.
Similarto the preceding.Dove in the right hand,
a fruit in the left. Facial features obliterated; the
head apparently broke when removed from the
mould, and was carelessly mended. A very similar
and equally poor figurinewas found in Deposit III.
450-400 B.C.
101. (6373). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.076 m.
Unusually squat proportions,with a small face
and high polos. Chiton, with himation covering the
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Hair dressed around the face in conventionalindented waves, beneath a high polos. Archaicfeatures
with an unusually prominentnose.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
109. (2724).Female head. Plate 7. Ht. 0.035 m.
Brokenoff at the neck, face mutilated. Clayburned. Tracesof brownon hair and polos.
Hair in rigid waves around the face, low polos
added by hand. Eyes large, oval, and flat.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Early fifth century
B.C.).
110. (3520c). Female head. Plate 7. Ht. 0.035 m.
Head preserved;face worn. White slip, traces of
red paint on the hair.
High receding polos, hair dressed in a large roll
about the face and hanging to the shoulders.
Deposit IV (see p. 15). Late fifth century.
111. (3401).Female head. Plate 7. Ht. 0.049 m.
Broken off below the neck. Buff clay with a red
core; faint traces of white slip and of red paint on
the polos.
Probablyfrom a standing figure. Prominenteyes,
slightly smiling mouth. Hair, indicated by parallel
incised lines, in a roll above the forehead,the loose
ends reachingthe shoulders. Back flat, head solid.
Similarfigurineswere found in the Potters' Quarter
(XII, 8-14).
Late sixth or early fifth century B.C.
112. (1520).Female head. Plate 7. Ht. 0.045 m.
Broken off just below the neck. Traces of white
slip.
Prominenteyes;corners of the mouthcurved upward. Elaborate helmet with incised rays (hair?)
over the forehead,a pointedprojectionin the center,
and a round knob over each ear. Plume broken off.
The figure was probably standing, holding armor
or some emblem of Athena.
(Late sixth or early fifth century B.C.).
113. (1654).Miniature female mask. Plate 7. Ht.
0.049 m.
One half the face missing; brokenoff at the neck.
Very soft reddish clay.
Large flat eyes and hair in ridgesaroundthe face.
High polos, in which a hole is piercedfor suspension.
The back is concave.Cf.Perachora,I, p. 221, no. 114,
pi. 96. This is Type B of the protomai,assignedto the
"late archaic" period.
(Late sixth century B.C.).
114. (1017).Female figure, standing. Plate 8. Ht.
0.061 m.
Preservedfrom head to hips. White slip.
Chiton, girdled at the waist. Small vase in the
right hand; the left hand apparently grasps the
Brokenoff at the neck; back of head missing. drapery. Low, spreadingpolos; hair falling loosely
Brownpainton polos.
to the shoulders. Facial features soft and delicate.
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left hand. In the right hand a fruit (?). The figure
stands on a stepped base. Back flattened with an
instrument.
(Late fifth century B.C.).
102. (3466). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.058 m.
Head missing. Clay slightly burned; traces of red
paint on feet and bottom of garment.
Similar to the preceding, with more carefully
worked drapery.
(Ca. 450 B.C.).
103. (5663). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.099 m.
Preservedfrom head nearly to waist. White slip;
traces of red paint on the polos.
Only the general outlines are recognizableas the
clay has flakedoff. Thearms,so far as preserved,hang
straight at the sides. The back is concave.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fifth or early fourth
century B.C.
104. (5671). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.067 m.
Preserved from lower legs to bottom. Friable
reddish buff clay; traces of white slip.
Chiton falling in even folds to the ankles. Bare
feet resting on a stepped base.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Late fifth or early fourth
century B.C.).
105. (4158). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.07 m.
Head missing. Traces of white slip.
Probably made from a worn-outmould. Garment
barely indicated. Both hands held in front of the
body. A hole piercedthroughthe figure from top to
bottom. The back is flat, addedby hand.
(Late fifth - early fourth century B.C.).
106. (1024). Female figure, standing. Plate 7. Ht.
0.061 m.
Head and lowerpart of body missing.Faint traces
of white slip.
Ionic chiton falling in small, straight, regular
folds. Over it a himation hanging diagonally from
the right shoulder,perhapsheld on the right side by
the now missing hand. Both arms extended forward
from the elbow. A small hole piercedin the left side
of the neck. Figure hollow; large rectangularvent.
The figurineseems to be an imitation of the archaic
kore type, of a somewhatlater period.
(Late fifth century B.C.?).
107. (3500). Kore, standing. Plate 7. Ht. 0.024 m.
Preserved from neck to waist. White slip.
Chiton, himation hanging over the left shoulder
and covering most of the left arm, in which a dove
is held. What remainsof the right armhangs straight
downward.The back is concave.
(Late fifth century B.C.).
108. (2728).Female head. Plate 7. Ht. 0.04 m.
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Outlines clear and possibly retouched. The back is
concave. A similarfigurinewas found in Deposit IV.
(Early fourth century B.C.).
115. (2718).Female figure, standing. Plate 8. Ht.
0.058 m.
Missing below the waist. Clay burned. Traces
of white slip.
Pointedheaddressof indistinct shape, hair hanging
in waves to below the shoulders.Indistinct outlines.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (460-430 B.C.).
116. (2715a).Female head. Plate 8. Ht. 0.029 m.
Brokenoff at the neck; face worn. White slip with
a pinkish tinge.
Small narrow polos, hair hanging in even waves
to the shoulders.Probably part of a standing figure.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). Another similarfigurine was found in the same deposit. (460-480 B.C.).
117. (2727). Female head. Plate 8. Ht. 0.035 m.
Broken off at the neck. Clay burned. White slip,
traces of red paint on the hair.
The face shows no signs of archaism,but the hair
is brushedaway from the face as in the archaic figures, with a high, spreading polos. Probably from
a standing figure.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (460-430 B.C.).

Low narrow polos. Other features similar to the
preceding.The back is concave.Fragmentsof similar
figurineswere found in Deposit III.
(450-400 B.C.).
122. (5478). Kore, seated. Plate 8. Ht. 0.086 m.
Chairchipped.
Similarto No. 118 except for the garment,which
has a long apoptygma reaching to the knees and
delicate folds. Both hands rest on the knees. The
figureis solid with a straight back; no vent. Bottom
pierced probably to support the figure in the kiln.
Cf. Perachora,I, p. 220, Type B (500-475 B.C.).
(Early fifth century B.C.).

123. (6403.)Femalefigure,seated.Plate 8. Ht. 0.188m.
Missing: left breast to waist, lower right corner
of chair and part of leg, part of back.
The figure is seated on a wide-backedchair with
curving legs. Hair dressed in curls around the face
and a knot behind. Chitonwith short apoptygmaand
stronglyemphasizedupper border.Himation around
the legs, lyingin horizontalfolds at the hips, smoothed
across the knees, slightly tightened just below
them, with the lower edge falling in zigzag folds
beside the left leg. Pointed shoes. The right hand
rests on the knee, holding a mirror;the left is raised
to the shoulder, apparently to adjust the drapery.
118. (41). Kore, seated. Plate 8. Ht. 0.086 m.
Back plain and slightly rounded; rectangularvent.
Traces of white slip.
Bottom flat and smooth.
Chairwith back finishedoff by two projectionsat
Deposit XI (see pp. 17-18).Late fifth centuryB.C.
the uppercorners.Dove in the right hand; left hand
lying idle. Hair, crownedwith a widepolos, parted in 124. (1442).Femalefigure,seated.Plate 8. Ht. 0.05m.
the center and hanging in waves to the shoulders.
Head, hands, and right foot missing.
Dress barely indicated, except for a few folds below
The figureis seated on an indefinite,low seat, and
the waist. The back is flat and the figure partially wears a sleeved
chiton, with a himation across the
hollow. A figurinelike this was found in DepositVII, knees. Outstretched
arms, bent at the elbow. Back
anotherin DepositIX, still anotherin DepositXI. Cf. flat and
unmodelled,the figure solid. Several figurPerachora,I, pp. 219-220, Type A (dated525-500). ines of this
type have been found in tombs at Corinth,
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
but not a single fragmenthas appearedin the Potters' Quarter.Thereis a considerablenumberof such
119. (5659). Kore, seated. Plate 8. Ht. 0.083 m.
Traces of white slip.
figurines,of various sizes, from the Heraion at PeraSimilarto the precedingbut from a poorermould. chora (see, e. g., Perachora,I, p. 222, no. 120, dated
The polos is proportionatelyhigher; the chair has 500-450), none so carefully modelled as our specilargerprojections.Slight retouchingon the hair. The men. Two such figurines with attributes preserved
are in the Athens National Museum (nos. 4408,
back is cut out.
said to have come from a tomb at Korakou.
IX
4409),
B.C.).
Deposit
(see p. 18). (Fifth century
The hand-madearms,very large in proportionto the
120. (5674). Kore, seated. Plate 8. Ht. 0.076 m.
body, were added after the figure was removedfrom
Lower half missing. White slip.
the mould, and are of a type of which several examSimilar to the preceding, but more advancedin
ples have beenfound at Corinth,none with an assostyle. Back cut out behind head and body, but left ciated body. Similar figurines have also beenfound
flat at the neck.
by casual digging at Corinth, probably in tombs
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Late fifth or early fourth (cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 86, 1, 2, 3c, 4a, 4b, 4c; Auscentury B.C.).
gewahltegriechischeTerrakottenim Antiquariumder
121. (2258). Kore, seated. Plate 8. Ht. 0.052 m.
KoniglichenMuseenin Berlin [Berlin, 1903], pi. IX.
Preserved from head to waist. Traces of white One figureholds a dove, the other a box.).
slip, hair and chairpaintedred.
(Fifth century B.C.).
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126. (2677). Female figure, seated. Plate 8. Ht.
0.047 m.
Preserved from knees to calves. Clay partially
burned; white slip.
Closely clinging drapery, outlining the legs and
falling in delicate folds between them.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Secondhalf of fifth
centuryB.C.).
126. (2093). Kore, seated. Plate 9. Ht. 0.125 m.
Head and upper cornersof chair missing; left leg
chipped. Tracesof white slip.
The figure wearg a chiton covering it from just
above the rather high breasts to the feet, no folds
being represented.The arms are only slightly indicated: the left one appearsto be lying at the side;
the right is not shown at all. The feet rest on a low
platform which extends forwardfrom the chair. The
figure is hollow, the bottom open. The type was
common in the eastern Aegean (see Blinkenberg,
Lindos, I, nos. 2186-2190; Breitenstein,Catalogue
of Terracottas,no. 179). Cf. also Perachora,I, p. 220,
no. 104, Type C, where Jenkins asserts that this is
the earliestCorinthianfiguremadein a hollowmould,
and that the method is a degenerationof East Greek
technique of the mid-sixth century. He dates the
piece ca. 520-480 B.C.
DepositVII (see p. 17). (Early fifth century B.C.).
127. (6399). Female figure, seated. Plate 9. Ht.
0.069 m.
The legs preserved.Very soft buff clay; traces of
whiteslip.
Somewhat similar to the preceding, but with
slight folds indicatedbetweenthe legs. Crudelymade,
and perhapshollow (the back is brokenoff).
DepositXI (see pp. 17-18). Late fifth centuryB.C.
128. (6395). Female figure, seated. Plate 9. Ht.
0.057 m.
Missingabove the waist. Traces of white slip.
Somewhat like the preceding, but with the legs
showing more plainly through the garment.Some
object may have rested on the knee. The chair-back
appearsfaintly on the left side. Hollow; the smooth,
roundedback added by hand.
DepositXI (seepp. 17-18). Lat fifth centuryB.C.
129. (1586). Kore, seated. Plate 9. Ht. 0.051 m.
Head and upper part of body missing. Traces of
white slip.
The figure wears a chiton with long apoptygma
and a paruphe,and is seated on a low, backlessseat.
No attribute preserved. The figurine is hollow. Cf.
Perachora,I, p. 222, no. 119, pl. 98, dated 500-450
B.C.,a figurine identical with this, probably from
the same mould. Cf. also Winter, Typen, I, p. 72, 8.
Fifth century B.C.
130. (328). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.076 m.
Limbs missing. Traces of red paint on the body.
3
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Archaic kore type of head, with high polos and
hair arrangedin conventionalwaves about the forehead and hanging to the shoulders.Flat body with
breasts barely indicated. Flat, plain back. Small
shallow hole in the top of the head. No figurine
exactly like this has been found in the Potters'
Quarter.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
131. (6366). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.069 m.
Head and limbs missing.White slip.
Completelynude, with musculaturecarefully delineated. High, small breasts; prominentbuttocks.
Separatemoulds used for back and front.
DepositXI (see pp. 17-18). Late fifth centuryB.C.
132. (1574). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.06 m.
Head and limbs missing. Traces of white slip.
Extraordinarilystout figure, with unusuallyhigh,
pointedbreasts.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
133. (3888). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.073 m.
Arms and one leg missing. Very soft buff clay.
Similarto the preceding,but with a longer body.
Hair dressedin a bun in front and another behind.
A hole extends from the top of the head into the
body. The leg is shapeless.
Fourth century B.C.
134. (1168). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.037 m.
Head preserved; surface much worn. Traces of
white slip.
A hole pierces the head vertically. The hair is
coveredby a cap pointed in front and behind.
Fifth century B.C.
135. (7411). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.038 m.
Head preserved.Tracesof white slip.
Hair is dressed in scallops around the forehead,
with a high bun in front. In back it is deeply incised.
A hole piercesthe head vertically, not reaching the
neck.
Fifth century B.C.
136. (5266). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.029 m.
Head preserved; features worn.
Hair worn in curls about the face and tied up in
a cloth knotted at the front. A hole, wider at top
than at bottom, pierces the head vertically.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22), but probablyof the
late fifth century B.C.
137. (4002). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. Ht. 0.054 m.
Left arm preserved. Traces of white slip, pink
paint.
Arm slightly bent; a disk held in the hand.
(Fifth century B.C.).
138. (4214). Jointed "doll." Plate 9. L. 0.037 m.
One arm preserved. Greenish clay.
Flat, short arm, with no fingers indicated.
(Late sixth or early fifth century B.C.).
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139. (1060).Aphroditeand Eros.Plate 9. Ht. 0.094m.
Head of Aphroditeand part of base missing. Clay
severely burned, traces of white slip.
Aphrodite,dressedin a himation which leaves her
breast bare, stands on a low base. Right arm outstretched; left behind the nude figure of Eros, whose
left arm is raised. The figurine is hollow, with a
rectangularvent. Cf.a similar, but not identical figurine from Corinth,with Eros on Aphrodite'sright,
Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren(Berlin, 1942), pl. 37, c.
(Fifth century B.C.).

140. (1587). Two femalefigures.Plate 10. Ht. 0.07 m.
The largerfigure broken off at the waist; head of
the smaller missing. White slip, traces of red paint
on hair and lips of larger figure and on necklace of
smaller.
The large figure wears a loosely draped chiton,
pinned on the right shoulder and falling in minute
folds about the prominent breasts. Hair dressed
about the face in informal waves; right armheld on
top of the head. On the left shoulder is seated a
smaller female figure, wearing a long chiton with
heavily borderedapoptygma, a rayed necklace, and
perhaps a shawl. The left hand rests in the lap; the
right is invisible. The figurineis hollow, with a plain
back and large rectangularvent. Although the figure cannot definitely be associatedwith any deity,
it is more than probablethat it was connectedwith
a fertility cult, perhaps an offering to Demeter in
some particularaspect. The type is not uncommon:
cf. Heuzey, Figurines du Louvre,p. 15, pl. 18 bis, no.
3. He says: "Cette figure a ete g6neralementconsideree comme une Demeter portant sa fille....
C'est,de toute maniere,une derivationde ces d6esses
nourrices ou 'courotrophes'si frequentesparmi les
terres cuites archaiques."Otherfigurinesof the same
general type have been found in Rhodes (Blinkenberg, Lindos, I, pl. 104, no. 2256), in Sicily (Mon.
Ant., XVII, 1906,p. 706, fig. 530), and in Macedonia
('ApX.'Ep., 1932, p. 126, fig. 86, 1).
Fifth century B.C.

141. (3457). Female figure with child. Plate 10. Ht.
0.076 m.
Lower part of body missing; surface somewhat
worn. Very fine soft reddish clay.
Figure drapedin a veil covering her head, as well
as that of the child seated on her left arm, but
leaving her breast bare. Long head with finefeatures, bent to gaze at the child. Hair dressed in
formal waves. Hand-madeback. Hollow figure, with
no trace of a vent. Whilethe clay of this figurinemay
possibly be Corinthian,the type certainlyis not, and
it is more than probablethat the piece was imported
from the east (cf. Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, no. 2229,
dated 525-400 B.C.).
Fifth centuryB.C.

142. (2104).Athena. Plate 10. Ht. 0.051 m.
Head, right arm,and body belowthe waist missing.
Traces of white slip.
The figurewears a chiton, girt at the waist, falling
in regularfolds below. Left arm concealedby a circular shield with flat border.Figurine hollow.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
143. (6897).Aphrodite
withswan.Plate 10. Ht. 0.119m.
Head, left hand, and lower part of figure missing.
Whiteslip.
The figureis nude except for a himationheld high
above the head by the left hand, and covering the
back and right leg, which seems to be raised as if
restingon a support.In the right armis held a dumpy
little swan. Back of figure smoothly rounded; large
rectangularvent.
Deposit XI (see pp. 17-18). Late fifth centuryB.C.
144. (7399). Aphrodite. Plate 10. Ht. 0.083 m.
Head and lower left part of figurinemissing.Reddish clay, perhapsAttic, possibly Corinthian.White
slip, traces of blue paint on drapery.
Youthful figure, nude save for a himation draped
over the back and coveringthe legs in regularfolds,
seated in a relaxed position, holding an oinochoe(?)
in the left hand. The right hand rests on the knees.
Tracesof curlsremainon the right shoulder.Rounded
back. Figurine hollow, with the bottom left open.
Fifth century B.C.
145. (3937).Female figure, dancing. Plate 10. Ht.
0.048 m.
Head and feet missing; surfacedamaged. Friable
reddish clay; traces of white slip.
The figure,dressedin chiton and probablyhimation, stands on the left foot, with the right slightly
retracted, swaying toward the right. The right arm
swings acrossthe body. The back is smooth.
DepositVIII (seep. 15). (Late fifth centuryB.C.).
146. (1589).Femalehead. Plate 10. Ht. 0.055 m.
Broken off at neck. Tracesof white slip andof red
paint on lips and cap.
Head inclined slightly to left. Hair partedin the
center, and loose waves drawn back from the face
into a cap which covers the back of the head, falling
in folds and looped over behind. Delicate features,
many details retouched after removal from the
mould. Despite its mutilated condition, this is one
of the best pieces made at Corinth.For the headdress cf. Paris, Jlatee, p. 276, no. 96, pl.X, 7.
Fifth century B.C.
147. (6075). Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.04 m.
Broken off at neck. Yellowish slip; red-brown
paint on back of hair.
Thecoiffureconsistsof two exaggeratedknotsprotrudingin front and back, with a bandof clay looped
aroundthe back. Circularearrings.Much retouching.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
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148. (685). Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.076 m.
Broken off at the neck. Reddish buff clay with a
red core.
Hair dressed aroundthe foreheadin loose waves.
The front of the head alone is moulded, back added
by hand. A sharp ridge runs down the back of the
head to the shoulders. A similar figurine from the
Potters' Quarter(XVII, 9) lacks this ridge.
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
149. (3354).Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.046 m.
Broken off at the neck.
The headdress consists of a low crown, added by
hand, with flaps at the sides of the head just behind
the ears, which are prominent and set rather low.
Fora somewhatsimilarheaddress,with smallercrown,
cf. Winter, Typen,II, p. 6, no. 5 (fromCorinth).
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
150. (2720).Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.025 m.
Back brokenoff. Clay burned.
Elongated face with a long nose and small archaic
mouth. The hair surroundsthe face like a halo, with
straight, radiating grooves. A similar figurinefrom
the Potters' Quarter(VIII, 56) has a plain diadem,
added by hand.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
151. (2735). Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.024 m.
Broken off at the neck. Clay burned. White slip;
the whole head, except the eyes, painted red.
Headdressformed by a straight piece across the
forehead, which turns down at the ends and holds
a veil coveringthe whole head.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). Fifth century B.C.
152. (3417). Female head. Plate 10. Ht. 0.043 m.
Neck finished off to be set into a body.
Slightly grotesque face, apparently representing
an old woman. Hair in a thick roll over the forehead,
ears indicated by bits of clay pinched out fromthe
head after removal from the mould. Flat, smooth
back.
(Fifth century B.C.).
153. (3456). Grotesquefemale figure. Plate 10. Ht.
0.054 m.
Legs missing. Faint traces of red paint.
The figure is nude, with distended stomach, and
stands with both arms (representedby shortstumps)
flung out wide, and head raised. Hair dressed in
waves around the face; long eyes, full cheeks,grinning mouth.
Found with painted pinakes in a trial excavation
at Penteskouphiain 1911. (Late sixth or early fifth
century B.C.).
154. (3460).Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.045 m.
Head and parts of body missing. Tracesof a white
slip.
3*
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The figure, nude to the waist, rests on two cushions, with a phiale, a plastic addition, in the left
hand. Abdominalanatomy and folds of draperyvigorously indicated. Low, simple couch. Figure solid
until near the bottom, where back and front are separated to provide a firm base. This is one of the
earliest known types of recliningfigures at Corinth,
correspondingto XIV, 3 from the Potters' Quarter,
which preservesthe head, archaic in type, bearded
and wearing a high polos.
(Late sixth or early fifth century B.C.).
155. (2686a).Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.029 m.
Left arm and lower right end of couch preserved.
Tracesof white slip.
Round fruit held in the left hand. Beneath the
wrist a fold of drapery hangs in front of the two
cushions on which the elbow rests. Low, simple
couch.
DepositIII (seepp. 15-17).(Latesixth or earlyfifth
century B.C.).
166. (2114). Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.064 m.
Torsopreserved.Friablebuff clay; traces of white
slip, pink paint on flesh.
The figure is nude to the hips, with draperycovering the left arm. Anatomy unusually well delineated. The figure is hollow, with a flat back.
DepositVII (see p. 17). (Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
167. (3461).Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.082 m.
Head and feet missing. No trace of paint or slip.
Nude to the hips, draperycoveringthe lower left
arm and the legs and hanging down beneath the left
hand, in which is a kylix with high foot. Low, simple
couch, with a single cushion. The figure was left
roughin back and is partiallypiercedbehind the left
arm, perhapsfor insertinga prop.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
168. (1023).Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.066 m.
White slip; red paint on flesh, draperyand couch.
Broad and prominent chest left bare, with drapery drawntightly acrossthe waist, falling over the
left shoulder, and covering the body from waist to
feet. Hair falling to the shouldersin waves. Right
hand rests on right knee; left holds a small lyre. Low,
simplecouch. The hand-madeback is separatedfrom
the front, near the bottom, to provide a base. For
this type outside of Corinth,cf. Blinkenberg,Lindos,
I, no. 2345; Winter, Typen, I, p. 192, no. 6; Walters,
Terracottasin the British Museum, no. B 263 (Kavon Sicilien, pp. 13, 19.
meiros); Kekule, Terracotten
fifth
century B.C.).
(Early
169. (4200). Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.058 m.
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White slip; red paint on flesh, garments, and
couch.
Similar to the preceding.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
160. (2704). Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.03 m.
Torso preserved.Clay slightly burned.
Similarto the preceding as far as preserved,but
with better modelling.Back is flat; the figurehollow.
Completefigurinesof this sort have been found in
the Potters' Quarter (XIV, 2). Thesehave the feet
modelledin high relief and the toes indicated.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Late sixth or early
fifth centuryB.C.).
161. (8058).Malefigure,reclining.Plate 11.Ht. 0.06 m
Head, lower part of body and couch missing.
White slip.
The figure, draped in the usual way and holding
a phiale,reclineson a couchwith a high foot, beneath
which is a low, four-leggedtable (frontand back legs
representedin the same plane) with articles of food
on it.
Found beneath the Greekpavement of the Agora.
Late fifth centuryB.C.
162. (5463). Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.098 m.
Lowerpart of body and one end of couch missing.
White slip; red paint on flesh, drapery, couch, and
phiale.
Similar to the preceding, but no table preserved
beneath the couch. Polos; hair hangingto the shoulders. Back solid as far as the shoulders.
(Fourthcentury B.C.).
163. (8056).Male figure, reclining. Plate 11. Ht.
0.145 m.
Part of right side preserved.White slip; traces of
red paint on couch and middle pillow, blue on lowest
pillow.
Unusually large figurine (original height, ca.
0.22 m.). The couch has a high rectangular leg,
pierced near the bottom by four holes. The left
elbow rests on three pillows. The left arm, of which
a small fragmentis preserved(omitted in the photograph), was set in. Back rough.
Found beneath the Greekpavement of the Agora.
Late fifth century B.C.
164. (1021). Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.072 m.
Face missing. White slip; traces of red paint on
flesh and couch.
Nude almost to the hips, drapery covering the
legs and tucked about the feet. Cupheld in left hand.
Low polos with a veil extending from beneath it,
concealing the hair and covering the left shoulder
and arm. Back added by hand, spreadingnear the

bottom to form a support; juncture with the front
markedby a flattened surface.
Fifth or fourth century B.C.
165. (1020). Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.069 m.
Lower part of body and couch missing. White
slip.
Nude to the waist, with draperybelow. Low polos; hair, which has indications of curls, hanging
down to the shoulders. Left elbow rests on two
cushions, cup held in left hand. Low, simple couch.
Back flat.
(Fourthcentury B.C.).
166. (5451).Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.053 m.
Tracesof white slip; red paint on flesh.
The figure rests on a low couch with a single
pillow, holding a phiale or dish in the left hand.
Right hand rests on the raisedright knee. Short hair,
no polos. Thefigurineis hollow,with roughly finished
back and open bottom. Poorly made, probably
from a worn mould. This is one of the commoner
types of reclining figure which, apparently, lasted
for a considerablelength of time. In the Potters'
Quarter it is represented by XIV, 9. A similar
figurinewas found in Deposit III, anotherin Deposit
IX.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
167. (3497).Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.038 m.
Head missing. Clay slightly burned; white slip,
traces of red paint on flesh and couch.
Draperyfrom waist to feet and hanging over the
left shoulder.Kantharosin the left hand. The couch
is barelyindicated.The figureis solid,the back added
by hand and formedat the upper end into two legs.
(Fifth century B.C.).
168. (3898). Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.06 m.
Part of left breast and hair preserved.
Unusuallylarge figure, originallyca. 0.80 m. high.
Well modelled, prominent breast, with collar bone
indicated. Mass of thick hair hanging below the
shoulders;to the left of it the end of a fillet.
(Fifth century B.C.).
169. (3881).Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.056 m.
Upper part brokenoff. White slip.
The figure reclineson a high, drapedcouch, with
phiale in the left hand. At the foot of the couch sits
a female figure, wearinga long chiton.
A similarfigurinefrom the Potters' Quarter(XIV,
30) has been dated to the middle of the fourth century B.C.
DepositVIII (see p. 18). FourthcenturyB.C.
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170. (3900).Female figure, seated. Plate 12. Ht.
0.043 m.
Preserved from head to waist.
Figure seated at the foot of the banqueter'scouch.
Part of the couch is preserved at her left. She has
long hair with a polos, and a sleeved chiton. Lower
part hollow.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
171. (2714).Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.028 m.
Head preserved.Clay burned.
Hair in a simple roll above the foreheadand extending down to the ears. High polos decoratedwith
short rays near the base, and three projectionsat the
top. Back flat and plain.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
172. (6587).Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.052 m.
Preservedfrom head to waist. Very soft greenish
clay; traces of white slip, red paint on flesh.
High, peaked headdress,with hair hanging to the
shoulders. Traces of drapery on the left arm. Back
rounded off by hand.
(Late fifth century B.C.).
173. (6365). Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.072 m.
Head and part of chest preserved.Very soft reddish clay.
Low polos, hair hangingin thick curls aroundthe
face and down to the shoulders.Back rough.
Deposit XI (seepp. 17-18). Late fifth centuryB.C.
174. (3265). Male figure, reclining (?). Plate 12. Ht.
0.024 m.
Broken off at the neck; the face worn.
Thick hair, worked with an instrument,standing
out above the forehead, a roll of clay attached to
form a crown.
(Fifth century B.C.).
175. (2733).Male figure, reclining (?). Plate 12. Ht.
0.0215 m.
Broken off at the neck. Clay burned; traces of
white slip, red paint on the face, brown on the hair.
Large mass of hair giving the head an almost
sphericalshape.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (450-400 B.C.).
176. (2729). Female head. Plate 12. Ht. 0.032 m.
Broken off at the neck. Clay burned; white slip
on face and hair, hair-net brown.
Probably the head of a woman seated at a banqueter's feet. Hair dressedin a long, almost pointed
knot, the whole head covered with a painted net.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (450-400 B.C.).
177. (2716). Male figure, reclining. Plate 12. Ht.
0.035 m.
Preservedfrom head to waist. Clayburned;traces
of red paint on hair and flesh, of white on polos.

Narrow, diadem-like polos, with hair in heavy
ringlets.A figurineof this type, but made in a poorer
mould, was found in Deposit IV.
DepositIII (seepp. 15-17). (Latefifth centuryB.C.).
178. (5688). Banquet couch. Plate 12. Ht. 0.046 m.
Fragmentof right front end and side of couch. No
slip; red and brown glaze.
This unique specimenshows the foot of the couch
decoratedwith two triangles,stripes, and a reversed
palmette. The foot extends outward at the bottom.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). (Late sixth or early fifth
centuryB.C.).
179. (5458). Banquetcouch(?). Plate 12. Ht. 0.053 m.
Broken on all sides. Red glaze.
The side of a couchwith a table beforeit on which
rests a dish containing food. Beneath this another
projecting surface may represent a lower table or
bench. Side of the couch decoratedwith conventionalized floral design; traces of other painted designs.
(Late sixth or early fifth century B.C.).
180. (3895).Horse and rider. Plate 13. Ht. 0.097 m.
Head of rider missing, back slightly damaged.
White slip, pink paint on flesh, mauve on chlamys,
yellow on mane and tail, black (?) on horse.
The horse walks to the right with all four feet
resting on the low plinth. The rider wears only a
chlamys. Much retouching was done, especially on
the horse'shead and the chlamys.A grooveis deeply
etchedin front of the horse'sleft hind leg to heighten
the relief. The figureis hollow,with the back crudely
made from another mould originally intended for
a separate figurine. In order to join the two, the
front feet of the horse in the second relief were
smudged away, the rider's body smoothed off, and
a bit of clay added to represent the back of the
chlamys. The rider'sleft arm is feebly indicatedresting on the horse'smane. Back unpainted,except for
pink on the rider'sflesh. Thisis the only riderfigurine
which has two faces made in separate moulds. For
the front cf. No. 309; for the back, No. 317. While
these are poorer pieces, the similarity is apparent,
showing that No. 180 cannot be of a much earlier
period.
Deposit VIII (see p. 18). Fourth century B.C.
181. (2681a).Rider relief. Plate 13. Ht. 0.041 m.
Horse's hind quarterspreserved.White slip.
The horse prancesright, one hind hoof and probably both front feet raised off the ground.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Ca.430 B.C.).
182. (2736).Rider relief. Plate 13. Ht. 0.015 m.
Head of rider preserved.
Hair in schematizedwaves about the face.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). (Ca. 430 B.C.).
183. (6364). Stele with snake. Plate 13. Ht. 0.078 m.
Bottom missing, top chipped. White slip.
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Thin, flat stele with a plain moulding at the top
and the snake crawling upward.
(Fifth century B.C.).
184. (2680). Stele with helmet and snake. Plate 13.
Ht. 0.039 m.
Helmet and top of stele preserved. Clay burned;
traces of red on plume.
Helmet with a long plume. Double moulding at
top of stele.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
185. (3554). Head of shepherd.Plate 13. Ht. 0.056 m.
Broken off at neck. Traces of white slip on flesh
and cap, red paint on the flesh.
Hair projectingabove the forehead,with radiating
grooves indicating the strands, and a pointed cap
covering the rest of the head. Face of late archaic
type. Back of the head flat and unmodelled.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
186. (6362).Head of shepherd.Plate 13. Ht. 0.051 m.
Broken off at neck. Very friable buff clay; traces
of white slip and of pink paint on hair.
Peaked cap with long locks in regular waves to
the shoulders.Solid figure with plain, roundedback.
Cf. Breitenstein, Catalogueof Terracottas,no. 289,
which is from Thebes and dated ca. 450 B. C. Cf. also
Winter, Typen, I, p. 179, 5.
DepositXI (see pp. 17-18). Late fifth century B.C.
187. (3339). Male head. Plate 13. Ht. 0.05 m.
Right side of face broken. Soft yellow clay.
Circularcap extends over the forehead;lowerpart
of the face coveredby a long droopingmustacheand
a heavy beard.
(Fifth century B.C.).
188. (1525). Male head. Plate 13. Ht. 0.035 m.
Brokenoff belowthe neck.Hardgrayclay (burned);
traces of white slip.
The head appears to be bald, but was probably
coveredby a cap which has disappearedexcept for a
fragment still attached to the right side. Two locks
of hair at the sides; face heavily bearded.Back flat.
Publishedin A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 218, fig. 27.
(Late fifth century B.C.).
189. (1576). Male figure, standing. Plate 13. Ht.
0.057 m.
Head, feet, and right arm missing.
Figurecompletelynude, anatomypoorlyindicated.
The left arm hangs down at the side; the right was
probably outstretched. Flat, plain back. A similar,
but smallerfigurine(XV, 3) was foundin the Potters'
Quarter,another (unpublished)at the sanctuary of
Hera at Perachorain a fifth century context. The
latter figurine has the head preserved,with a band
aroundthe hair,whichis dressedlowon the forehead.A
lekythosis heldin the left hand; the right is brokenoff.
(Fifth century B.C.).

190. (8837).Male figure. Plate 13. L. 0.184 m.
Leg and part of the torso preserved.
Nude leg with the muscles well modelled.Back
unfinished;is seemslikely that draperywas attached.
Publishedin A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 160, no. 4.
(Fifth century B.C.).
191. (1409). Seated boy. Plate 13. Ht. 0.048 m.
Head missing. Clay partially burned; traces of
white paint on the flesh.
Nude figure seated on a low base. The back is
smooth. Cf. Breitenstein, Catalogueof Terracottas,
no. 309. He believes the prototype to be Attic, asserting that Attic decorative technique of early
classicaltimes appearson East Greekpieces of later
date. See also Perachora,I, p. 254, no. 295.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
192. (2905). Seated boy. Plate 14. Ht. 0.04 m.
Head missing. Tracesof white slip.
Similar to the preceding,except for reversedposition and better proportionedbody. The back is
smooth.
Found with Nos. 210 and 358 (see date of the
latter). Fourth century B.C.
193. (2102).Grotesquemalehead.Plate 14.Ht. 0.047m.
Broken off all around.White slip; traces of pink
paint on flesh.
Negroid face with a peaked cap set askew. The
head seemsto have rested on the right shoulder,for
there is no break at the right side of the chin, but a
rough surface, as for attachment.
Deposit VII (see 17). Fifth century B.C.
194. (1034). Pan. Plate 14. Ht. 0.039 m.
Head and left shoulderpreserved. Red paint on
beard and black aroundthe eyes.
Conventionaltype of Pan playingthe doubleflute:
bald, with wrinkled forehead, pointed ears, cheeks
puffed out, drooping mustache, and heavy beard.
Back flat and smooth. Three of this kind have been
found in the Potters' Quarter (XIX, 7). Cf. also
Winter,Typen,I, p. 216,6 (fromBoeotia); 'Ey.'ApX.,
1906, p. 108 (from cave of Pan on Parnes).
(Fifth century B.C.).
195. (1035). Pan, squatting. Plate 14. Ht. 0.058 m.
Head missing. Red paint over the front.
The body of a figurine like the preceding, with
doubleflute. Hollowand open below,with a low base.
Back flat and plain.
(Fifth century B.C.).
196. (6623). Dwarf satyr. Plate 14. Ht. 0.081 m.
Head and part of back preserved.White slip.
Theheadis set sidewayson the shoulders,as if the
creaturewere crippled. Somewhatnegroidface with
thick lips and large pointed ears. A topknot is worn
on the head, and the figure is apparentlywrappedin
a cloak. A similar figurinewas foundin Deposit XI.
(Fifth century B.C.).
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197. (7398). Comic actor, seated. Plate 14. Ht.
0.041 m.
White slip; red paint on hair and flesh, yellow on
garment and blue on draperyof seat.
The actor sits on a drapedstool with legs crossed
and handsclaspedabouthis left knee,wearinga brief,
short-sleevedtunic. Bulging eyes, huge mouth, and
spade-shapedbeard. The figurine is solid, withback
roundedby hand, and flat bottom. Cf.Winter,Typen,
II, 424, 9.
(Late fifth or early fourth century B.C.).
198. (1528). Comicactor. Plate 14. Ht. 0.045 m.
Part of the right side, and legs below the knees
missing. Traces of white slip; yellow paint on garments.
The figure stands erect, with hands at the sides,
wearing a chiton with ruffly overfall and a himation
covering the arms, as well as a Phrygian cap on the
head. Face much like preceding.The figure is solid,
with a smooth roundedback.
(Late fifth or early fourth century B.C.).
199. (179). Horse. Plate 14. Ht. 0.057 m.
Head preserved;one side, and top of manemissing.
Red paint over the wholesurfaceexcept for the mane,
whichis blue. Harness painted crimson,with white
spots on foreheadand cheeks. Faint tracesof decoration on breast. Much retouching.
(Early fifth century B.C.).
200. (6371). Horse. Plate 14. Ht. 0.062 m.
Tail preserved.White slip; brick-redpaint.
Part of a largefigurine,this tail was made separately to be inserted. It appears to have been moulded,
with much retouching.The inside is finished with
careless strokes of an instrument.
(Fifth century B.C.).
201. (198). Lion's head. Plate 14. Ht. 0.048 m.
Back broken off.
Simple, effective modelling, giving the head the
appearance of a miniature lion's head spout. The
indistinct outlines are the result chiefly of the poor
quality of the clay.
(Fourth century B.C.).
202. (2101). Rabbit. Plate 14. Ht. 0.04 m.
Paws missing.
Rather crude figure, almost solid. Small vent beneath the tail.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
203. (5452). Sphinx. Plate 14. Ht. 0.046 m.
Head, most of feet, and parts of wings missing.
Black glaze.
The wing is broadly modelled, without indication
of feathers, merging into the leg. Both front and
back are glazed, the latter flat and unformed.This
figurine is unique at Corinth.
(Ca. 550 B.C.).
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204. (1602). Sphinx relief. Plate 15. Ht. 0.057 m.
Head and legs missing.
Body facing to the right, head to the front. The
back is flat. Many similarfigurineshave been found
in the Potters' Quarter,e. g. XXII, 25, but few in the
general excavations. For varieties of the type, cf.
Winter, Typen, I, p. 229, 9.
(Fifth century B.C.).
205. (2099). Sphinx relief. Plate 15. Ht. 0.031 m.
Hindquarterspreserved.Similarto the preceding.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B. C.
206. (2108). Rooster relief. Plate 15. Ht. 0.018m.
Feet and tail missing.
The bird stood on a low base, such as that of No.
207, facing left. Head sketchy, wing carefully indicated. Two holes pierced through the relief. The
back is flat. A similarrelief found in Deposit IV has
a hole throughthe neck, anotherthroughthe body.
A variety of these reliefs was found in the Potters'
Quarter(XXII, 3-12). Thetype was quite commonin
many regions. Cf. Waldstein, Argive Heraeum,II,
no. 258, fig. 76 and the bibliographythere given;
also Sieveking, SammlungLoeb, I, pl. 7, 1; for one
found in South Russia see Compte Rendu de la
CommissionImperiale Archeologique,1868, p. 71,

pi. III, 114.

Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
207. (2668a). Rooster relief. Plate 15. Ht. 0.052 m.
Lowerpart preserved.Tracesof white slip.
Similar to the preceding. Cf. P. Jacobsthal,Die
MelischenReliefs (Berlin, 1931), p. 90ff.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
208. (6393).Dove's wing. Plate 15. L. 0.07 m.
Fragment. Very soft buff clay; traces of white
slip.

The feathers, carefully delineated, were slightly
retouched.
Deposit XI (see pp. 17-18).Late fifth centuryB.C.
209. (7406).Dove. Plate 15. L. 0.06 m.
Head missing.
The bird is simply modelled, with the feathers
carefullyindicated.
(Fifth century B.C.).
210. (2906).Bird. Plate 15. L. 0.049 m.
Tail preserved.White slip.
Tail feathers elaborately indicated. A similar
figurinewas found in Deposit III.
Found with Nos. 192 and 358 (see date of the
latter). (FourthcenturyB.C.).
211. (2669).Bird. Plate 15. L. 0.046 m.
Tail and part of body preserved.White slip; red
on body, red stripes on tail.
The fragment preserved shows no modelling
whatever.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
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212. (1950).Gorgonplaque.Plates 15, 16.Ht. 0.24 m.;
width, 0.24 m.; thickness,ca. 0.019 m.
A few fragments missing. Coarsebuff clay with
a fine buff clay slip.
Squareplaque, with two holes at each cornerfor
attachment and the back deeply scratched in a
regularpattern in order to producea rough surface
(see Plate 15). Figure stamped in low relief: winged
Medusarunningto the left while facing front, within
a circularborderof rays betweenparallelridges.Hair
parted in the center; long thin eyebrows, meeting
over large oval eyes, continuing into the bulbous
nose; puffy cheeks. High, small polos on the head;
short tunic with raised borderat bottom, neck, and
ends of the short sleeves; high boots. Large wings,
encroachingslightly on the rayed border. In the
hands, held at waist level, is a long rod-like object
with a beardedsnake's head at each end. Anatomy,
especially the leg muscles, well indicated.
The subject of gorgons is discussed by Humfry
Payne in Necrocorinthia(Oxford,1931), pp. 79ff. On
the basis of the chronology there established, this
specimen may be assigned to the end of the sixth
century or to the early fifth. Payne shows that the
head of the gorgonwas at first much too largefor the
body and that gradually it grew smaller (op. cit.,
p. 84). The perfect proportionsof this gorgon are
thereforeone indicationof a relativelylate date. The
blob-like nose is perhaps another. The relatively
placid expressionof the face likewise indicates that
the figureis not of the early period,and the staff-like
rigidity of the snakes, for which there appearsto be
no parallel,may also be evidenceof a conventionalizing tendencyin a late periodof development.Finally,
the borderof rays is not uncommonon fifth century
plaques (Cf. Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,VII,
p. 93, pl. 45). The polos, while not unique, is very
rare. For Payne's comment on this attribute see
Necrocorinthia,
p. 254. The polos on a Spartangorgon
on a marblelustralbowlof the sixth century(R. Dawkins, TheSanctuaryof ArtemisOrthia[London,1929],
p. 388, fig. 147) is rathersimilar.
(Ca. 525-475 B.C.)
213. (6401).Pierced plaque (Herakles and Apollo).
Plate 17. Diam. 0.15 m.
Abouthalf missing.
Within a borderof rays is portrayedthe scene of
the struggle between Herakles and Apollo (missing)
for the tripod (partly preserved).Herakles,bearded
and apparentlynude, walks left, the right armraised
to his head, the left lifted to clutch the tripod.At the
extreme left is a xoanon (?) and between Herakles'
legs appearsto be the trunk of an olive or some other
slender tree. To the right of Herakles' left foot is
perhaps one leg of a tripod. The figures stand on a
horizontal plane below which are vertical struts
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crude, with an unvaryinglyflat surfacelacking any
details or trace of color. It appears to have been
stampedout of a slab of clay, and the spacesseparating the figures later cut out and trimmed off. The
back is flat.
Thisplaquewas foundin DepositXI (seepp. 17-18)
with figurinesmuch later in date. The crudity and
carelessnesswith whichthe plaquewas executedmay
perhaps point to the late use of an archaic mould.
The mould itself cannot have been manufactured
later than the sixth century B.C.
214. (2665).Plaque (male head). Plate 17. Ht.
0.027 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Clayburned;traces of red
on the face.
Head, wearingcap, stampedout of a piece of clay.
Both front and back are flat. Cf. XXII, 28 (a female
head) from the Potters' Quarter.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
215. (7414)Plaque (palmette). Plate 17. Diam. ca.
0.20 m., th. 0.007 m.
Fragmentof edge preserved.Tracesof white slip.
A palmette in low relief attached to tendrils (?)
whichwind about a largehole. Onlythe borderof the
design remains;the rest is hardly to be understood
fromthis smallfragment.Back flat.
Late fifth centuryB.C.
216. (4033).Plaque (rider).Plate 17. Ht. 0.069 m.
Upperright cornerand lowerparts missing.Light
red on horse and flesh of rider, darkerred on mane
and reins.
The figure stands out in relief against the flat,
unpaintedbackgroundof the plaque, which is thin
and smoothly finished in back. A suspensionhole is
piercedjust behind the rider. The horse'shead, long
and well drawn,is in lower relief than its body. The
nude rider is small in proportionto his mount. The
reins are depicted partly in relief, partly by paint.
(Sixth century B.C.).
217. (2111).Plaque (horse).Plate 17. Ht. 0.04 m.
Brokenon all sides;backof plaquemissing.Buffyellow clay, fine on the surface,coarseinside. Theplaque
was made by first pressing the fine clay (about
0.004 m. thick) into the mould; then adding the
coarseclay. Dark brownglaze on horse'sbody.
The figure of the horse, probably galloping, in
low relief.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
218. (2090).Plaque (warrior).Plates 17 and 143, b.
Ht. 0.148 m., th. of plaque 0.007 m., th. with figure
0.016 m.
Broken on all sides. Chalkyyellow slip on background, cuirass and helmet, and beneath the parts
painted white. Flesh vivid dark red; cuirass yellow
with red markings;the tunic, which protrudesfrom
joiningit to the border.The plaqueis extremely beneath the cuirass at the arms and thighs, white
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with designsin red. The helmet yellow, with outlines
markedin black; the plumewhite with red markings.
The spear, at the lower left, black; the scabbard,
behindthe figure,white.
Warriorstridingright, with right arm drawnback,
holdinga sword.Left arm extendedat shoulderlevel,
perhaps grasping an opponent; left leg raised high.
He wearsa Corinthianhelmetwith long plume,raised
to brow level. Behind him, at waist level, hangs a
scabbardfor whichno meansof attachmentis visible.
Detailsof the cuirass,followingthe torsomusculature,
are picked out in red; a border of red at the neck,
with short vertical strokes dependingfrom it. Eye
shownin full front view.
The relief is extremely well modelled. A curious
flaw is a small gap betweenneck and body; probably
there was some plastic addition at this point. The
back seems to have been smoothed by some flat
instrument dragged over the surface in a curving
motion. The height of the plaque was probably not
much more than that of a single figure: ca. 0.20 m.
Deposit VII (see p. 17). Fifth century B.C.
219. (3418).Plaque (gorgon).Plate 17. Ht. 0.049 m.;
th. 0.01 m.
Brokenon all sides. Soft reddishclay.
Unusuallyheavy features.Hair drawnaway from
the foreheadin slight waves. Although the relief is
very shallowit is well modelledand the outlines are
distinct. Back flat.
Fifth century B.C.
220. (7418).Plaque (bird).Plate 17. L. 0.042 m.
Top preserved, other sides broken. White slip.
Body, tail, and upper parts of wings black over a
white slip; lower parts of wings striped red, brown
(a dilute wash of the black) and white.
Bird in flight, showing one wing on each side.
Traceof anotherfigureat the extremeleft. Back flat.
Fifth century B.C.
221. (2675).Plaque (bird).Plate 17. Ht. 0.02 m.
Brokenon all sides. Tracesof white slip.
Bird flutteringto right. A circularmouldfoundin
the Potters' Quarter(Corinth,XV, i, p. 110, no. 85)
producesa slightly larger bird in the same position.
Deposit III (see pp. 15-17). 530-430 B.C.
HELLENISTICPERIOD

Latefourthcenturyto 146 B. C.
222. (8973).Aphrodite.Plate 18. Ht. 0.155 m.
Preservedfromneckto waist; armsmissing.Traces
of thick white slip.
Nude woman with head turned sharply right.
Right arm raised, left held out and downward,perhaps acrossthe front of the body. Abdominalmuscles
distinctly outlined. Only the front is mould-made;
the rough back could not have been intended to be
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visible. The figure is solid, the modelling bold and
lifelike.
Possibly this statuette was a copy of the statue of
Aphroditewhich stood in the temple on Acrocorinth
(Plate 143, c), and perhapsit stood in a small city
shrine. It is large enough for such a purpose (the
statuette must have been 0.50 m. or 0.60 m. from
head to foot) and a fixed position would have concealedthe roughnessof the back. Its poseis somewhat
more contortedthan that of the known copies of the
statue. Cf. Broneer, "The 'Armed Aphrodite' on
Acrocorinthand the Aphroditeof Capua,"University
of CaliforniaPublicationsin ClassicalArchaeology,I,
no. 2, pp. 65-84, pls. 7, 8.
(Early third century B.C.).
223. (5545).Femalestatuette. Plate 18. Ht. 0.146 m.
Torsopreserved.
Young womandressedin chiton and himation,the
latter drapedtightly aroundthe left arm. It is difficult to restore the attitude of head and arms, as
only the base of the neck remainsand not even the
stump of the right arm, but the figure may be supposed to have faced directly forwardwith right arm
raised. The left arm either crossedthe body in front
or hung at the side. The figure,originallyca. 0.50 m.
high, is solid and appears to have been modelled
entirelyby hand, built up on a core. Below the waist
the outercasingis entirelygone andthe surfacewhich
appearsin the photographis the core. This figure,
like the preceding,is large enough to have stood in
a small shrine.
(Late fourthor early third centuryB.C.).
224. (2751). Aphrodite(?), seated. Plate 19. Ht.
0.104 m.
Torsoand legs as far as the knees.
Nude girl seated with the legs close together.Hole
through shouldersfor jointed arms. Thus far only
one fragmentof such a figurinehas been found outside Deposit V. This was among the contents of a
cistern in the Agora which containedobjects of the
fifth to third centuries B.C. (A.J.A., XL, 1936,
p. 43).
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.
225. (2753).Femalefigure.Plate 19. Ht. 0.07 m.
Front of torso preserved.Very soft reddish clay.
Similarto the precedingbut from a largerfigure.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
226. (2754).Female figure.Plate 19. Ht. 0.058 m.
Lowerlegs and feet preserved.Soft buff clay with
a red core.
Feet of a figurine similar to those above. Toes
sketchilyindicated.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
227. (3397).Femalefigure.Plate 19. Ht. 0.114 m.
Right leg preservedfrom thigh to calf. Hard reddish clay; traces of white slip.
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The leg is entirely covered with closely clinging
drapery falling in loose folds over the thigh and
drawn more tightly over the lower part of the leg.
Probably a copy of a fifth or fourth centuryAphrodite or Nike. The fragmentis too small to show the
exact pose of the figure.
(Late fourthor early third centuryB.C.).
228. (3080).Artemis.Plate 19. Ht. 0.082 m.
Right side of the body preservedfrom shoulderto
hip. Tracesof white slip.
Short-sleevedtunic worn under a peplos with an
overfolddrawnthrougha girdle and fallingin pleats
to hip level. Chlamysfastened on the right shoulder
and hanging down the back; lower part of the right
arm wrappedin it.
Nos. 228-235, all found in Deposit V, are fragments of figurinesrepresentingthe goddessArtemis.
Whilethey exhibit minorvariationsin drapery,form
of the base, and possibly in the attributes,the main
featuresseem to be commonto all. The figurestands
on a high, moulded base (Nos. 232, 233). She wears
a melonheaddress(No. 235) and is dressedin a kneelength tunic (Nos. 228, 229, 232) and a chlamys
draped over one shoulderand over the right (Nos.
228, 229) or left arm (No. 231). Her feet are encased
in high boots (Nos. 232, 233). At her left is a stele
(Nos. 233, 234) on which her left arm seems to have
rested (No. 234) and over which hangs drapery,
perhapsthe end of her chlamys.A smallroundshield
stands on top of the stele (No. 234). The cross-straps
which appear in No. 230 may have been meant to
securea quiverto her back. Betweenher left leg and
the stele stands a dog (No. 233) and betweenher legs
an eagle (No. 232).
An earlierfigurine of a similar Artemis type has
been found in the Potters' Quarter(XVII, 17). A
Tanagra figurine published by Furtwanglerin Die
SammlungSabouroff(Berlin,1883-1887),pl. CXXV,
shows what the Corinthfigurinesmust have looked
like when complete (the torso especially resembles
No. 231). It differsfromour specimensonly in details:
the eagle is omitted; the goddess wears a skin over
her tunic; her right hand rests on her hip. Cf. also
Winter, Typen, II, p. 163, no. 4 (from Tanagra).
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.
229. (2757).Artemis. Plate 19. Ht. 0.064 m.
Upper part of body and part of right arm preserved.
A peplosis wornand the lowerright armis covered
with drapery, probably the end of the chlamys. A
single lock of hair falls on the right shoulder.
Deposit V (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
230. (3079).Artemis.Plate 19. Ht. 0.071 m.
Upper part of the back preserved. Clay slightly
burned;traces of red on hair.
Long locks of hair coverthe neck. Back crossedby

two bands extending over the shouldersand under
the arms (perhapsfor a quiver).Left armbent at the
elbow. Large rounded vent.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.
231. (3078).Artemis.Plate 19. Ht. 0.05 m.
Preservedfrom neck to waist. Tracesof white on
drapery.
Peplos girdled at the waist. Chlamys pinned on
right shoulder,fallingover left shoulderand covering
left arm, which is bent at the elbow. Back smooth.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.
232. (2747).Artemis.Plate 19. Ht. 0.092 m.
Preservedfrom thighs to feet, with part of base.
Claypartly burned.
The figure stands on a high base. Short tunic
falling in folds to the knees; high boots with triangular cuffs. Betweenthe legs an eagle. Tracesof long
draperymay be the end of a chlamys hangingfrom
the shoulder.The left leg was apparentlynext to the
stele, and the dog omitted.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
233. (2746).Artemis.Plate 19. Ht. 0.07 m.
Lowerpart, includingbase.
Similar to the preceding, but smaller. Between
left leg and stele with high base stands a dog. Back
plain.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.
234. (2468).Artemis,fragment.Plate 19. Ht. 0.063m.
Small fragment preservedincluding top of stele.
Traces of white slip.
Top of stele has flat mouldingwith cavetto below.
On top is part of the left elbow of a figure, drapery
hangingbeside it (probablythe end of a cloak), and
a small round shield with central boss.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
235. (2487).Female head. Plate 19. Ht. 0.045 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Tracesof white slip.
Hair arrangedin "melon"headdress.A small knot
added plastically in front, a larger one behind.
Features small and typically Hellenistic. A number
of similarheads were found in the same deposit. For
the headdress see Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren,p. 15.
He concludesthat the melonheaddressfirst appeared
at the very end of the fourth century and spread
widely duringthe third. See also Winter, Typen,II,
p. 9,1; ibid.,p. 20,1; ibid., p. 28,2.
DepositV (see p. 20; Corinth,I, ii, p. 20, fig. 15).
ThirdcenturyB.C.
236. (4031).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.072 m.
Legs missing below the knees. Thick white slip;
red on hair and eyes.
The figurewearsa polos, a chiton and a long shawl
whichis tuckedthrougha girdleat the waist, covering
the armsnearlyto the elbowsand fallingin irregular
folds to the knees.Dove in the righthand.
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Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
237. (4025).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.10 m.
Head missing. White slip; red on hair and shoes,
blue on bird.
The figure, standingon a low plinth, wears a long
chiton with a pronouncedparuphebetween the legs.
Shawl draped aroundthe shouldersand fastened at
the waist. The left hand loosely graspsthe drapery;
the right holds a dove. Long hair hanging over the
shoulders.Back concave.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
238. (4024).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.087 m.
Head missing.Whiteslip; tracesof red on the base.
Similar to the preceding, with the exception of
attributes. A flowerin the left hand, an oenochoein
the right. The back is flat.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
239. (1866).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.138 m.
Surfacedamaged.Veryfriablebuff clay; white slip,
faint trace of red on the hair, of blue on the garments.
Similar to Nos. 237 and 238. Low polos, hair
hanging loosely over the shoulders. In the raised
right hand an object resemblinga cup or a flower;
the left hand grasping the drapery. Back concave.
The workmanshipof the piece is notably good; considerableretouchingon the drapery.
DepositVI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 115,
no. 33). Ca. 250 B.C.
240. (4224).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.069 m.
Missingbelowthe hips. White slip.
Similarto the preceding,but with head turned to
the side.
Ca. 250 B.C.
241. (1870).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.106 m.
Missingbelow the knees. Tracesof white slip.
The figure wears a low polos, with hair falling to
her shoulders,peplos with long apoptygma. In the
right hand a vase (?); in the left a round object. A
bag (?) hangs from the left arm. The mould was
extremely poor. Back concave.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 115,
no. 39). Ca. 250 B.C.
242. (3356).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.108 m.
Head missing.
Elongated figure on a low base, wearinga peplos
with long apoptygmabound at the high waist. In the
right hand a small object; the left hangs loosely at
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the side. Back concave.Cf.a figurinefromDepositVI
(Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 115, no. 85).
Ca. 250 B.C.
243. (1869).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.126 m.
White slip, trace of red on the face.
Similarto the precedingbut from a poorermould.
High polos.Indistinguishableobjectin the righthand,
perhapsalso somethingin the left. Back flat.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
115-116, no. 38). Ca. 250 B.C.
244. (1868).Female figure, standing. Plate 20. Ht.
0.107 m.
White slip.
Similarto the precedingbut a lowerpolos. Object
held in right hand may be a pine cone. Back flat.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 115,
no. 37). Ca. 250 B.C.
245. (1022).Female figure, standing. Plate 21. Ht.
0.054 m.
Preserved from head to hips. White slip. Red
stripeson the chiton; the himationprobablyentirely
red. Mouthpaintedwith the same color.
The figurewears a chiton and a himationhanging
from the left shoulder and disappearingunder the
right arm. In the right hand an indefiniteobject, perhaps a piece of fruit. High polos; hair hanging to
shoulders.Back concave.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
246. (1879).Female figure, standing (?). Plate 21.
Ht. 0.04 m.
Missingbelow waist. Face partly obliterated.Clay
burned.White slip; red on hair and face.
Similarto the preceding.Indistinct outlines.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
247. (6378).Femalefigure.Plate 21. Ht. 0.063 m.
Preserved from head nearly to waist; battered
surface. White slip; traces of reddishbrown on the
hair.
The figure may have been either standing or
seated. Low polos with a veil reachingto the waist
or below, and hair hanging in loose waves to the
shoulder.The figurewears a chiton and possiblyalso
a himation. Above the right shouldera large object,
perhapsa torch (in whichcase she might be identified
as Demeter)or the back of a throne (left side broken
off at this point). Back flat.
Thirdcentury B.C.
248. (1018).Female figure, dancing. Plate 21. Ht.
0.159 m.
Missingbelow the knees; back and arms broken
off. White slip; red-brownon hair.
The figure wears a peplos with apoptygmawhich
is gatheredtightly just below the breastsand falls to
the hips in irregularflying folds. Both arms outstretched,right leg slightly advanced. (The left arm
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was set in, the right cast in one piece with the body).
Hair partedin the center,back hair tied in a knot on
top of the head, whence it falls in curlsto the shoulders (the lowest curls are plastic additions). Hollow,
without vent. The type seems to have originatedin
Asia Minorand is commonat Myrina,but the clay of
this figurineand of another(uncatalogued,MF 1019)
from the same mould is definitely Corinthian.Cf.
Froehner, Les Terres cuites d'Asie Mineure (Paris,
1881), pl. 38; Winter, Typen, II, p. 185, 8; ibid., p.
186, 3; p. 187, 2; Cartault,Les Terrescuitesgrecques,
(Paris, 1891), pl. XVI; D. Burr, Terra-cottasfrom
Myrina in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Diss.,
1934), p. 59, nos. 68, 69.
Third century B.C.
249. (2467).Female figure.Plate 21. Ht. 0.062 m.
Preserved from neck to waist. Hard red clay;
white slip, traces of yellow on the garment.
A thin garment drawnfrom the shoulderstightly
over the breasts and bound by a girdle at the waist.
Garmentfolds deeply cut. The mould was excellent,
and probably the figure was later retouched. The
clay is not Corinthian;very likely the figurine was
made in Athens.
Deposit V (see p. 20; Corinth,I, ii, p. 20, fig. 15.)
Third century B.C.

250. (5667, 5664). Female figure. Plate 21. Ht. of
largerfragment0.09 m.
Two fragmentsof a figure about 0.33 m. high: the
right side of the torso and a bit of the left side. White
slip.

A peplos with apoptygma is worn, a himation
drapedover it. The right arm was raised. Modelling
good, with rich and inventive drapery.Back roughly
concave.

Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fourth or early third
century B.C.
251. (3886).Female figure, seated. Plate 21. Ht.
0.063 m.
Head and most of figurefromwaist downmissing.
Dark red clay, probably not Corinthian.
The figure closely wrappedin a himation,the end
of which is loopedover the shoulderand hangs down
in back. Right hand raisedto the face, left hand bent
at the waist. Hollow.
(Early third century B.C.).
252. (2466).Female figure.Plate 21. Ht. 0.075 m.
Missingbelowthe waist.
Head coveredwith a veil claspedat the neckby the
right hand and held outwardin the left. The figure
was not well cast. Hollow. Cf. Winter, Typen, II,
p. 43, 5 (Tanagra);ibid., p. 43, 9 (Theodosia);ibid.,
p. 44, 9 (Myrina).

DepositV (see p. 20; Corinth,I, ii, p. 20, fig. 15.).

ThirdcenturyB.C.

253. (3980).Figure with jar. Plate 21. Ht. 0.07 m.
Back of left arm and part of jar preserved.Traces
of white slip.
The figure, which may be either male or female,
wears a short-sleevedgarment and stands with left
armraisedto supporta long, oval jar on the shoulder.
Near the top of the jar a band of leaves (?) in relief.
Hollow,madewith two moulds(othersectionentirely
missing).
Thirdcentury B.C.
254. (1843).Female figure, seated. Plate 21. Ht.
0.057 m.
Preservedfrom hips to feet. Clay burned; white
slip.
The figure sits on a chair, with right knee raised
higher than left. Chiton reaching the feet, with a
himation or some other garmentdrapedover it and
hangingdown to below the knee.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
115-116, no. 40). Ca. 250 B.C.
255. (5693).Hand holding patera. Plate 21. L.
0.048 m.
Part of hand and patera missing; broken off not
far above the wrist. Tracesof white slip and of red
on the flesh.
Female hand, supportinga patera with omphalos
and rayed interior. Probably to be set into a large
figure.
(Hellenisticperiod).
256. (3396).Female figure, standing. Plate 22. Ht.
0.18 m.
Head, one arm, and legs missing. Hard fine red
clay; white slip, tracesof yellow on the garment.
The figure (originallyca. 0.30 m. high) wears a
himation which crosses the upper part of the body
from the right side of the waist to the left shoulder,
leaving the right shoulderbare. Drapery falls over
the left arm, which rests on the hip. The garmentis
drawntightly acrossthe thighs. Right arm extended
outwardor upward.The back, addedby hand, is flat.
First half of secondcenturyB.C.
257. (5273).Female arm. Plate 22. L. 0.06 m.
Broken off at elbow; index finger missing. White
slip.
Right arm of a rather large figurine, held in a
gracefulpose, probablyacrossthe front of the body.
(Thirdcentury B.C.). Found in first century context.
258. (5669).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.048 m.
Broken diagonallyat the neck. White slip.
Elongated face, with eyes sloping down at the
outer ends, long nose, small mouth and a fairly full
chin. The hair rises to a peak above the foreheadand
is bound behindin a kerchief.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fourth century B.C.

FIGURINES
259. (2756).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.066 m.
Broken off at base of neck, face damaged. Soft
reddishclay.
Hair dressedin waves under a polos, hanging to
the shoulders.The backis hand-finishedand the back
hair ends in a point. Cf. Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, no.
2300 Bd, which seems very similar.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Late fourth century B.C.
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260. (2486).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.0395 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Soft reddishclay.
Hairpartedin the middleand drawnin loosewaves
to the ears. Polos draped with a veil which falls
behind the ears. The head is hollow.
Deposit V (see p. 20; Corinth,I, ii, p. 20, fig. 15.).
Thirdcentury B.C.
261. (2740).Femalehead. Plate 22. Ht. 0.0465 m.
Broken off at the neck, back missing, surface
damaged.Very soft buff clay with red core.
Hair arrangedabove the forehead in two rolls.
Featuressmall and without depth.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Thirdcentury B.C.

262. (8094).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.046 m.
Left side of face, most of hair, part of neck and
back missing. Soft reddishclay, partiallyburned.
Hair in a roll above the forehead.Heavy features.
Deposit V (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.

263. (3089). Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.04 m.
Face and part of neck preserved.Very soft reddish
clay; traces of white slip.
Head bent to the left. The eyes have an expression
reminiscentof the "Scopaic"type of sculpture.
DepositV (seep. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.

264. (1417).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.057 m.
Broken off below the neck. Traces of red on the
hair.
Hair is parted in the middle and drawn to the
sides below a small diademvisible only in front. The
head is inclinedslightly to the right and is set on an
unusually long neck intended for insertion into the
body (a line incised approximatelyin the middle
showshow much was to be visible).Featuressoft and
delicate.
Found with Nos. 268, 269 and 352. (Thirdcentury
B.C.).
266. (5999).Femalehead. Plate 22. Ht. 0.052 m.
Broken off at the neck. White slip; traces of red
on the hair, perhapsgilt on the wreath.
Head inclined to the left, to be inserted into a
figurine.Hair partedin the center and drawnloosely
to the back, wherethere is a knot low on the neck. A
thick wreath aroundthe head (half gone), with two
small spherical blobs beneath it in front, and a
shapelessprojectionon the side.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
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266. (6007).Female head. Plate 22. Ht. 0.05 m.
Broken off at neck; end of nose missing. White
slip; chalky brownon hair, traces of blue on wreath.
Head tilted slightly to the left. Hair parted in the
center and drawnback loosely in waves to a knot (a
plastic addition) at the back. Wreath of flowers
(representedby stippling)bound with a broadfillet.
Delicate features,mouth slightly open.
Found in first century context, but probablylate
fourth or early third century B.C.
267. (3345).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.026 m.
Brokenoff at neck; back missing.
Hairhangingin loosewaves, a roll of clay attached
as a band aroundthe head.
(Late fourth or early third century B.C.).
268. (1424).Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.034 m.
Broken off at the neck. Soft clay burned a dark
gray; white slip.
Hair parted in the center and drawnto the back
where it is wound in a thick braid,the strands vigorously retouched or added by hand. For the headdresscf. Winter, Typen,II, p. 70, 4; p. 95, 2.
Found with Nos. 264, 269 and 352. (Early third
century B.C.).
269. (1420).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.042 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. White slip.
Head slightlytilted to the right. Hair partedin the
center, some of it drawninto a knot at the back, the
rest hanging low on the nape. Cf. a similar figurine
from the Athenian Agora in Hesperia, II, 1933, p.
188, fig. 4, 2.
Found with Nos. 264, 269 and 352. (Thirdcentury
B.C.).
270. (365). Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.036 m.
Brokenoff at base of neck. Soft reddishclay.
Hair partedin the middle and drawnloosely back
to the nape of the neck where it is tied. Blunt instrumentused to indicatewaves, the back hair added
after removalfromthe mould. The head is solid.
(Late fourth or early third century B.C.).
271. (1881).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.087 m.
Left side of face brokenoff. Reddish clay; white
slip. Tracesof red on hair and lips.
Delicate features:wide-set eyes and small mouth.
Neck soft and bulging.Hair probablyparted in the
centerand hanginglow on the neck. Button earrings.
Back of the hair added separately,much retouching.
Deposit VI (see p. 20). Ca. 250 B.C.
272. (1756).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.054 m.
Face battered.Brokenoff unevenly at neck. Reddish clay; faint traces of white slip.
Head inclined slightly to the right. Eyes deep,
features stronger than usual. Hair parted in the
center, falling in loose waves to the nape, whereit is
gathered together. Back hair added plastically.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
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273. (4746).Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.038 m.
Broken at neck. Nose brokenoff. Tracesof white
slip, chalky red on hair.
"Melon"headdress.Hair retouched.
(Late fourth century B.C.).
274. (1781).Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.038 m.;
1. of face, 0.018 m.
Broken off at neck, back of head chipped, one
earring missing. Reddish brown clay (perhapsCorinthian); white slip. Chalkypink on flesh, purple-red
on hair, red on mouth.
Head turnedto the left and slightly downward.To
be set into a figurine ca. 0.16 m. high. Delicate
features; dimples at either side of the small mouth.
"Melon" headdress; hair retouched. Large round
earringsaddedby hand.
(Thirdor early second century B.C.).
275. (1048).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.055 m.
Back of head brokenoff. White slip; traces of red
on the lips and chalky brownon eyes and hair.
Hair partedin the center,with a small knot above
the forehead.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
276. (4219).Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.049 m.
Back of head missing; chin chipped. White slip;
red on hair.
Features large and definite. Hair parted in the
centerand fallingin loosewaves (retouched).Kerchief
tied on top of the head in a slip knot. Large circular
earrings.

(Thirdcentury B.C.).
277. (4038).Female head. Plate 23. Ht. 0.048 m.
Missingbelow the chest. White slip.
Delicate features, rather indistinct. Neck and
breast (added by hand) entirely unmodelled. Hair
drawninto a knot above the forehead;the rest of the
head, as well as the shoulders,coveredwith a heavy
coatingof clay addedby hand and probablyintended
to representa veil.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third centuryB.C.
278. (6759).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.046 m.
Broken off at the neck; half the wreath missing.
Reddishbuff clay, perhapsnot Corinthian;white slip.
Pinkishhair, traces of blue on the wreath.
Head set straight on the neck. Hair and wreath
resembleNo. 265 except for the position of the knot
at the back. Deep groove along the top of the head
fromfront to back.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
279. (543). Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.04 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Hardbuff clay, perhapsnot
Corinthian;flesh coveredwith a glossy white slip.
Hair dressed low on the forehead, parted in the
middle and drawnloosely back to form a large knot
(addedby hand)at the back. Somehairleft at the top

in a long, loose roll (a plastic addition). For the
enamel-likeslip see Burr, Terra-cottas
from Myrina,
p. 22.
(SecondcenturyB.C.).
280. (3357).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.042 m.
Brokenoff at the neck; nose damagedand surface
worn. Clay burned; traces of white slip and of redbrownon the hair.
Head inclined slightly to the left. Hair parted in
the middle and drawninto a large knot at the nape,
except for a smallpart whichformsloose curlson the
top. The two knots addedby hand. Largeearrings.
(SecondcenturyB.C.).
281. (3358).Femalehead. Plate 28. Ht. 0.05 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Tracesof white slip.
Hairpartedin the middleand drawnup in a double
roll to the top where there is a small knot. A larger
knot at the nape is now missing.
(SecondcenturyB.C.).
282. (6003).Femalehead. Plate 23. Ht. 0.049 m.
Brokenoff at base of neck. White slip, faint traces
of red on the hair.
The hair (extensivelyretouched)is formedinto impressionisticlocks aroundthe face. Small clay pellets
were applied by hand to the top of the head and
workedin. Wide band encirclingthe head, and perhaps a "bun" attached in back. The workmanshipis
notably good.
(LatefourthcenturyB.C.).
283. (2987).Femalehead. Plate 24. Ht. 0.049 m.
Hard, very fine buff clay; traces of white slip on
face and hair.
The head, bent to the left, is solid, and finishedoff
at the base of the neck to be set into a figure.Hair is
brushed away from the forehead into curls (retouched). Back hair bound by a wide ribbon. Only
the upper eyelids indicated; paint must have been
used to completethem.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
284. (6004).Femalehead. Plate 24. Ht. 0.047 m.
Broken off at the neck. Dark reddish clay (probably not Corinthian).
Head bent slightlyto the left. The hair springsupward in fine waves; in back deeply incised with a
sharpinstrument.Flat hat, with centralknob, tipped
up behind.
(Latefourthor earlythird centuryB.C.)
285. (4367).Femalehead. Plate 24. Ht. 0.063 m.
Broken off at the neck. White slip, no trace of
color.
Head bent towardthe left, perhapsfor setting into
a figurine.Rather full face with eyes slanting downwardat the outerendsand a smallsimpering,dimpled
mouth. Hair (retouched)tied in back and falling
loosely on the nape. Kerchiefcoveringthe forehead,
drawnlooselyover the top of the head, and extending
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White slip; deep red covering the flesh, red
to the nape. The method of fasteningit is not clearly
indicated; apparentlya ribbon was meant to secure splotcheson the drapery.
Very squat figurewearinga small low polos with a
it, and it was pinnedin back. Smallcircularearrings.
Found in a cisternwith objects of the fifth-third veil hanging over the shoulders.Phiale in the right
centuriesB.C. (seeA.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 43). Probably hand. The couch has legs and is draped. The back
follows the contoursof the mould. A fragmentof a
third centuryB.C.
similar
figurine(MF2691) was discoveredin Deposit
0.056
24.
Ht.
m.
Plate
286. (185). Femalehead.
also a figurinepublishedin A.J.A., II, 1898,
III.
Cf.
Part of right side missing;brokenoff at neck.
216,
21, whichis similar,except that the bottom
p.
fig.
The front, as far as the ears, made in a mould; the
was
cut
off
and the legs of the couchthus done away
back roughly modelledby hand. Finished off at the
with.
neck to be set into a body. Kerchiefsomewhatsimilar
to that of No. 285. Note resemblanceto No. 262,
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third
centuryB.C.
foundin DepositV.
293. (2755). Male figure, reclining. Plate 24. Ht.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
287. (3920).Head of Athena (?). Plate 24. Ht. 0.047m. 0.076 m.
Broken off at the neck; chin and helmet chipped.
Lower right end of couch missing. Very soft fine
reddishclay.
White slip; traces of red on the hair.
Head bent slightly to the right. Deep-set eyes,
Low polos, hair hanging in loose waves to the
in
mouth.
Hair
dressed
locks
shoulders.
long
large nose, pouting
Body drapedas usual, with the end of the
reach
the
Helmet
which
shoulder.
turned
(retouched)
garmentwrappedaroundthe left arm,whichrests on
and
to
a
in
in
back.
front
up
rising
gentle peak
Long a single cushion.Phiale in right hand. The couch has
The
head
to
be
was
set into shortlegs and a slightly raisedfootboard.The back is
plume, partly preserved.
a figurine.
concave. A similar figurine, probably made in the
same mould,was foundin Deposit II.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
288. (3875).Femalehead. Plate 24. Ht. 0.043 m.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
Brokenoff at the neck. Tracesof white slip; chalky 294. (1902). Male figure, reclining. Plate 24. Ht.
blackon diadem.
0.045 m.
Small, plump features. Hair parted in the center
Top and bottom of figure missing. White slip;
and drawnback loosely to the nape, wherethere is a brickred on flesh, lighterred on upper
part of couch
cylindricalknot (plasticaddition).Narrowdiadem.
drapery.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
Thegarmentfalls in triangularformoverthe upper
289. (3465).Femalehead. Plate 24. Ht. 0.056 m.
part of the couch.Phialein the righthand. The couch
Broken off at the base of the neck; back and left has simple drapery, apparently with a red border.
side missing.White slip; red-brownon the hair.
The back is flat. A fragmentfound in Deposit X is
Hair partedin the center,some drawndownto the apparentlyfromthe same mould.
ears, the rest standingup in a roll on top of the head.
DepositVI (see p. 20). Ca. 250 B.C.
in
the
features.
wrinkles
neck.
Sharp,regular
Deep
295. (1901).Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
(SecondcenturyB.C.).
0.055 m.
290. (8044).Femaleface. Plate 24. Ht. 0.062 m.
Head and lowerpart of figuremissing.Clayburned;
Brokenall around.Thickwhite slip.
white slip. Pink on flesh, red on drapery of couch
The eyes slant downwardat the outer ends. Thick (betweenthe legs).
Usual position; drapery on the couch fairly elalips, turneddown at the ends; full chin.
borate. The mouldis so poorthat the outlines are in(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
291. (4050).Male figure, reclining. Plate 24. Ht. distinct.
0.059 m.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 110,
no.
White slip; pink on flesh, horizontalred stripe on
9). Ca. 250 B.C.
draperyof couch.
296. (4032).Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
The figure, wearing a low polos and nude to the 0.074 m.
waist, reclines on a low draped couch, holding a
Lowerpart of figure missing. White slip partially
phialein the righthand. Hollowfromthe waist down. coveringthe back as well as the front; flesh deepred;
Found in Deposit II (see pp. 19-20) in which this kantharosblue.
type of figurineoccurredin profusion.Someof the exThe figure reclines in the usual position on an
amplesare smallerand poorer,but all are essentially elaborately draped couch, left arm concealed by
the same. Late fourth or early third centuryB.C.
drapery and resting on a single cushion. Features
292. (4029).Male figure, reclining. Plate 24. HIt. delicate and effeminate.A small diadem crownsthe
0.057 m.
loose curls hangingto the shoulders.Kantharosheld
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toward the front in the right hand. The back is concave. See A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 168, no. 20, pl. XII. A
figurinefrom the same mould, found in Deposit VI,
has beenpublishedin Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 110,no.8.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third centuryB.C.
297. (4028).Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
0.052 m.
Head missing.White slip; red on flesh.
Similarto the preceding,but not from the same
mould-slightly smaller.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third centuryB.C.
298. (3412).Fragmentof recliningfigure(?). Plate 25.
Ht. 0.031m.
Very soft reddishclay.
Right hand resting on the end of some sort of
bench,palm downward,fingersstraightand close together.Thebenchis elaborate,with mouldingsaround
the top, and foliage below like that on Corinthian
capitals.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
299. (3464).Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
0.051 m.
Part of couchand lowerportionof body preserved.
Tracesof white slip.
Couch with elaborate foot and drapery thrown
over it in rich folds. The figureis nude to the hips and
rests on a singlecushion.
ThirdcenturyB.C.
300. (3499). Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
0.045 m.
Head, right shoulder,and breast preserved.Clay
somewhatburned;white slip, red on polos and hair.
Hair dressedin a roll aroundthe face, and hanging
loosely to the shoulder.High flaring polos. Features
delicateand effeminate.
Deposit II (seepp. 19-20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
301. (5668).Male figure, reclining. Plate 25. Ht.
0.057 m.
Head and torso preserved;surface damaged.Extremelyfriablereddishclay; traces of a white slip.
The figurineis of the usual mouldedtype but the
low polos and the thick, long locks over the shoulders
are plastic additions.Hair indicatedby short strokes
made with an instrument. Unmodelledback added
by hand. For the headdress cf. L. Heuzey, Les
Figurines antiquesde terrecuite du Muse'edu Louvre
(Paris,1883),pl. 44.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fourth or early third
centuryB.C.
302. (1895).Malefigure,reclining(withseatedwoman).
Plate 25. Ht. 0.107 m.
Heads and parts of couch missing. White slip;
traces of pink on the flesh and on couch drapery,red
on lowerborderof couch.

The man, dressedas usual, reclines on an elaboratelydrapedcouch,a cushionunderhis left elbow.In
his left hand a bowl; right hand rests on his knees.At
the foot of the couch is seated a woman, dressedin
chitonand himation,holdinga largeoenochoeagainst
her right knee. Considerableretouching.Upper part
of the back addedby hand.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
107-109, no. 8; cf. also ibid., no. 5, from the same
mouldbut not so well finished).Ca. 250 B.C.
303. (1896).Male figure, reclining (with seated woman). Plate 26. Ht. 0.125 m.
Left end of figurine,including the female figure,
missing.White slip, tracesof red on the flesh.
Similarto the precedingbut smaller. The man is
bearded,has long locks hanging aroundhis face and
wearsa low polos.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
107-109, no. 4). Ca. 250 B.C.
304. (1898).Male figure, reclining (with seated woman). Plate 26. Ht. 0.136 m.
Head of woman and right end of couch, including
most of malefigure,missing.Whiteslip; tracesof blue
on woman'sgarment.
The male figure reclines as usual (his knees and
right arm alone preserved);his right hand holds a
snake (?) over the woman's left arm. The latter,
dressedin chiton and possiblyhimation,sits upright
with left leg advanced, the right hand apparently
holding her garment, the left concealedin drapery.
Beneath the undrapedcouch is a small three-legged
table supportingvariousobjects, probablyfood. The
back of the figurinehas a central supportprojecting
at right anglesfromtop to bottom.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 109,
no. 6). Ca. 250 B.C.
305. (5679).Male figure, reclining (with seated woman). Plate 26. Ht. 0.085 m.
Left endof the couchpreserved.Tracesof white slip.
High couchsupportedon feet, only one of whichis
preserved.The female figure was added separately,
and, although entirely missing, clear traces of her
position are visible. She sat on the front edge of the
couch, occupyinga space 0.038 m. wide. The figurine
is hollow.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fourth or early third
centuryB.C.
306. (1899).Malefigure,reclining.Plate 26. Ht. 0.166m.
Upper part of body and part of couch preserved.
Whiteslip.
Figure dressed as usual. A finished depressionin
the neck indicatesthat the head was to be set in. The
back, with a small circularvent, was added by hand
and draperyfolds indicateduponit.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 109,
no. 7). Ca. 250 B.C.
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rider preserved. White slip; traces of red on the
rider'sgarment.
Horse's head turned partly to the front. Of the
riderall that can be seen is some draperyand a hand
restingon the horse'sback.
DepositII (seepp. 19-20).Late fourthor earlythird
centuryB.C.

308. (4037).Riderrelief.Plate 27. Ht. 0.078 m.
White slip; darkred on the rider'sflesh.
The horse faces right in a spirited pose, veins of
neck clearly indicated, tail curving aroundto cover
the hind leg. The rider wears a cloak envelopinghis
right arm. Back flat.
Deposit II (seepp. 19-20). A numberof otherfigurinesof the same type, but smaller,werefoundin this
deposit, and fragmentsof rather similarones turned
up both in Deposit III and in DepositVI. Late fourth
or early third centuryB.C.

313. (2238).Riderrelief.Plate 27. Ht. 0.054 m.
Upper right and lower left parts of relief missing.
Tracesof a white slip.
Horse prancingright with left forelegraised. The
rider, disproportionatelylarge, probably wears a
cloak and sits upon a blanket spread on the horse's
back.
ThirdcenturyB.C.
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307. (5672).Malefigure,reclining.Plate 26.Ht.0.10m.
Torsopreserved.Tracesof white slip and of red on
the flesh.
Himation folds fine and definite, probably retouched. Chestmodellingratherflat and lifeless.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Late fourth or early third
centuryB.C.

309. (4036).Riderrelief.Plate 27. Ht. 0.085 m.
White slip; bright pink on the man'sflesh, blue on
the horse.
Thehorsefacegright,with threefeet on the ground,
the left forelegslightlyraised.Thetail hangsnearlyto
the ground. The rider, too large for the horse, is
entirelynude except for a chlamysover the right arm.
Right hand rests on knee; left invisible. No attempt
at modellingthe horse's anatomy except for indication of the leg muscles; the head particularlycrude.
Back flat.
DepositII (seepp. 19-20). Severalotherfigurinesof
this type were found in the deposit and one was discovered in Deposit VI. Late fourth or early third
centuryB.C.
310. (4034).Rider relief.Plate 27. Ht. 0.062 m.
White slip; light red on rider'sflesh, dark red on
backgroundbetweenhorse'slegs.
The horse faces right, left foreleg slightly raised,
tail hanging straight down. Rider's chest half nude,
with cloak hanging from the right shoulder and
coveringhim to the knees. Back flat.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20; A.J.A., X, 1906,p. 166,
no. 18, pl. XII). Late fourth or earlythirdcenturyB.C.
311. (3469).Riderrelief.Plate 27. Ht. 0.055 m.
Heads of horseand ridermissing.White slip.
The horse faces right, left forelegraised, tail projecting horizontally and dropping at a right angle.
The riderwearsa cloakfastenedon the right shoulder
and hanging to the knee. Both leg and arm are disproportionatelylong. The outlines of this relief are
sharperthan most of the others,and it is the only one
in whichthe draperyis elaboratelyindicated.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third centuryB.C.

312. (8470).Riderrelief.Plate27. Ht. 0.044m.
Horse'sheadandneckand a smallportionof the
4

314. (1884).Horse and rider. Plate 27. Ht. 0.082 m.
Rider'shead missing.White slip; traces of red on
rider'sflesh, black on background.
Horse facing right with left forefoot raised high,
left hind leg advanced,tail swingingaroundto cover
the right flank. The head is extremelyspirited,with
wide-spreadnostrils, bulging eye, and well-defined
musculature.Riderswathedin a cloakwhichconceals
his right arm.Thefigureis hollowwithback addedon;
circularvent.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 112,
no. 15). Ca. 250 B.C.
315. (1889).Riderrelief.Plate 28. Ht. 0.077 m.
Horse's head and lower part of relief missing.
White slip; brownishred on rider'sflesh, horsebright
pink with red trappings,backgroundblack.
The horseprancesright, with both forefeetoff the
ground. The rider wears a cloak which conceals his
right arm and holds the reins in his left. He may be
wearingleggings.Hair dressedin a roll over the forehead; cap appearsto be worn.Workmanshipnotably
good. Back flat.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 112,
no. 12). Ca. 250 B.C.
316. (1890).Riderrelief.Plate 28. Ht. 0.089 m.
Clay burned; white slip, pink on horse's harness
and rider'sflesh.
Similarto the preceding,but of cruderworkmanship - probablymadefroma wornmould.
DepositVI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 112,
no. 13). Ca. 250 B.C.
317. (3474).Riderrelief.Plate 28. Ht. 0.075 m.
Rider'sand horse'sheadsmissing.
The horse prancesleft, three feet off the ground.
The rider, wearing a short tunic, guides the horse
with reinheld in the left hand.Althoughthe composition is spiritedand relief high,the modellingis poor.
A fragmentpossibly of a similarfigurinewas found
in Deposit III.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
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318. (1882).Riderrelief.Plate 28. Ht. 0.144 m.
Head of rider, left side of relief, and other fragments missing. White slip; traces of pinkish red on
horseand on rider'sflesh.
The horse prancesright with both forelegsoff the
ground.Beneaththem a coiledsnakerearingto strike.
The riderwearsa cloakwhich concealsthe right arm,
and a high boot. Borderadded by hand aroundthe
back of the figurine.A similarfigurine,with headpreserved, was found in Deposit X (see Plate 143, a).
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
110-112, no. 11). Ca. 250 B.C.
319. (2186).Riderrelief.Plate 28. Ht. 0.117 m.
Head and forequartersof horse preserved.White
slip; fillet, trappings,nostrils,and mouthpaintedred;
traces of blue on the bridleand aroundthe eyes.
Similarto the preceding.The horsehas both forefeet lifted off the ground, nostrils distended and
mouth open. Fillet on the head, one end of it hanging
over the cheek. Beneath the right forelegappearsthe
head of a snake. The back (unpainted) added by
hand.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
320. (2741).Malerider.Plate 29. Ht. 0.071 m.
Preservedfromneck to knees.Very friablereddish
clay; traces of white slip on flesh and drapery, of
pinkishpigmenton the flesh.
Thefigureis nude except for a chlamysdrawnover
arms and hands. Legs widely spread. A hole in the
right hand was probably intended for insertion of
whip or reins.Back (addedby hand)plain.
DepositV (see p. 20). ThirdcenturyB.C.
321. (4248).Malefigure.Plate 29. Ht. 0.054 m.
Torso preserved.Light buff, slightly sandy clay;
trace of pink on back of shoulder(garment?).
Musculaturecarefullyindicated.The armsseem to
have been outstretched,the left one bent to the front.
Back moulded,figurinehollow.
(Late fourthor early third centuryB.C.).
322. (5621).Malefigure.Plate 29. Ht. 0.051 m.
Torso preserved. Dark red clay (perhaps not
Corinthian).
Youthful figure, dressed in a brief, short-sleeved
tunic falling loosely aroundthe neck and above the
knees. "Wind-blown"drapery.Back brokenoff.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
323. (3914).Malefigure.Plate 29. Ht. 0.041 m.
Thighsand lowerpart of torso preserved.Darkred
clay.
Part of a figurinelike the preceding,possiblyfrom
the same mould. The tunic ends in a double row of
ruffledfolds.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
324. (4915).Hand. Plate 29. L. of hand 0.04 m.
Brokenoff above the wrist. Tracesof white slip.

Left hand of a figure about 0.82 m. high, holding
purse (?). Thumb and first finger are beautifully
modelled,while the other fingersand the back of the
purse are crudely delineatedby incisionsmade with
a sharp instrument. The statuette, therefore, was
probablyto be visible only fromone side.
(Earlythird centuryB.C.).
325. (8041).Arm of malefigure.Plate 29. L. 0.072m.
Brokenoff belowthe shoulder.Tracesof red.
Bent arm with clenched fist in which was held
some object like a staff. Muscles well emphasized.
Possiblyhand-made.
(Hellenisticperiod).
326. (2991).Malehead. Plate 29. Ht. 0.062 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Very soft fine red clay.
Headinclinedto the right,hairpartedlow over the
triangularforeheadand falling in thick, loose waves
to the nape. Pointeddiadem.A head,foundin Egypt,
called "Alexanderthe Great," is very similar (E.
Breccia, TerrecottefigurateGrechee Greco-Egiziedel
Museo di Alessandria,[Bergamo, 1934], II, p. 41,
pl. LXXIX).
Late fourthor earlythird centuryB.C.
327. (2523).Malehead. Plate 29. Ht. 0.069 m.
Broken off at the neck. Very soft clay, varying
frombuff to red; tracesof white slip on the flesh.
Head inclinedslightly to the right. High forehead
with hair standingoff fromit in impressionisticcurls
which reach the nape. Unusually large eyes and
slightly parted lips, reminiscentof "Scopaic"sculpture.
Late fourthor earlythird centuryB.C.
328. (8070).Malehead. Plate 29. Ht. 0.057 m.
Brokenoff at the neck; the cap chipped.
Heavily bearded face with long, droopingmustache and hairhangingin disorder.Featuresstrongly
indicated; horizontal lines on the forehead, raised
outlinearoundthe eyes. The hat is a plastic addition.
Back madein a separatemould.
(EarlysecondcenturyB.C.).
329. (3353).Malehead. Plate 29. Ht. 0.035 m.
Part of right side of face and back of head broken
off. Very red, hardclay (not Corinthian).
Deeply lined forehead,protrudingeyebrows,large
hookednose, and sunkencheeks.Eyes emphasizedby
deep holes made with a sharp instrument. Large,
droopingmustache.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
330. (2473). Grotesque male mask. Plate 29. Ht.
0.041 m.
Broken off at the neck; right ear missing. Traces
of white slip and of red on lips and ear.
Wrinkledface with beetling brows, large hooked
nose, thick lips and enormousears projectingat right
angles.Carefulworkmanship.
Found near No. 342. (ThirdcenturyB.C.).
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331. (1608). Seilenoswith infant Dionysos. Plate 29.
Ht. 0.08 m.
Lowerlegs and feet of Seilenosmissing.Hardbuffred clay (possiblynot Corinthian);tracesof white slip
and of blue on Seilenos'chest and knees.
The appearanceof Seilenosis characteristic:bald
head, bulbous nose, heavy beard and shaggy chest,
arms and legs. Chlamysdrapedaroundhis body; in
his right hand a bunch of grapes;on his left arm the
small doll-likeinfant, swathedin a long garment.The
figureis solid and the back is modelled.An indented
rectangleon the buttocksindicatesa seat or support.
A slightly smaller figurine in the British Museum
(Walters, Catalogueof the TerracottaFigurines, no.
C 74), said to have come from Melos,is identical, except that the back is unmodelled.The fabric of the
two figures appears (from personalexamination)to
be similar.Twosimilarfigurines,apparentlythe same
size, have been found in South Russia (Compterendu
de la CommissionImperialeArcheologique,1868, pp.
66-67, pl. III,1; ibid., 1869,p. 147,pl. II,1). The latter
figurine is complete, 0.11 m. high including a low
plinth, and came from a woman's grave of the Hellenistic period.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
332. (6757).Head of satyr. Plate 30. Ht. 0.038 m.
Part of face preserved.Reddish clay; dark red on
face,blackonbrowsandeyelids,tracesofyellowonhair.
Hair falling around the face in impressionistic
locks (retouched).Two projectionson top somewhat
resemblethe stumpsof horns.Back rough.
Late fourthor earlythird centuryB.C.
333. (2488).Head of satyr. Plate 30. Ht. 0.042 m.
Brokenoff at the neck; one side and part of forehead chipped.Tracesof white slip on the face.
Bald head; traces of a plastic wreath. Much retouching.
DepositV (see p. 20; Corinth,I, ii, p. 20, fig. 15.).
(ThirdcenturyB.C.)
334. (7423). Grotesqueface (Medusa?).Plate 30. Ht.
0.039 m.
Nose, mouth and left side of face preserved.White
slip; tracesof red on flesh, yellow on hair.
(Late fourthcenturyB.C.).
335. (5148). Grotesque male figure. Plate 30. Ht.
originally,ca. 0.16 m. if the figure was standing and
of normalheight.
Head, fragment of torso and foot with base preserved.Tracesof white slip andof blueon the garment.
The figure(a dwarf?) appearsto weara shorttunic
ending at the abdomenand coveringthe right arm.
The back, made in a separatemould, showsthe nude
buttocks. High base. Cf. Papers of the British School
at Rome, IV, p. 279; also Froehner, Terres cuites
d'AsieMineure,pi. 36.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
4*
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336. (1904).Tragicactor.Plate 30. Ht. 0.141 m.
Head and smallfragmentsmissing.White slip.
The figure stands on a low rectangularplinth,
wearinga himation. Tragicmask in the right hand.
Back addedby hand; smallrectangularvent.
DepositVI (see p. 20; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 117,
no. 44). Ca. 250 B.C.
337. (1527).Comicactor.Plate 30. Ht. 0.088 m.
Feet missing. Traces of white slip, of red on the
flesh.
The figure wears a brief tunic and a himation
fastened around the neck and draped over the left
arm. Capon the head; club in the right hand. Back
concave. In dress the figurine is like No. 340. See
A.J.A., II, 1898,p. 219, fig. 31.
(Latefourthor earlythird centuryB.C.).
338. (2272).Comicactor.Plate 30. Ht. 0.047 m.
Head, arms and legs missing. Tracesof white slip
and of red pigment.
Seatedfigure,wearinga short chiton loopedup at
the waist and reachingthe hips. Lowerpart of body
nude. Someobjectwas once held in front of the body.
The figureis solid.
(Latefourthor earlythird centuryB.C.).
339. (3404).Comicactor.Plate 30. Ht. 0.048 m.
Head, armsand lowerpart of body missing.White
slip.
Similarto the preceding.The chiton is fuller; the
arms were extended to the front. Lower part of the
body insertedseparately;upperportionhollow.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
340. (5264).Comicactor. Plate 30. Ht. 0.071 m.
White slip; blue pigmenton the club.
Standingfigure, dressedlike No. 337. Clubin the
right hand; traces of some object remainon the left
one. The figurineis solid, back added by hand. Extremely delicate and detailed workmanship.Found
with No. 346.
ThirdcenturyB.C.
341. (3394).Comicactor.Plate 31. Ht. 0.057 m.
Centralpart of figurepreserved.Very fine soft red
clay (probablyAttic).
The figurewas probablystanding.Draperyraised,
exposingthe protrudingstomach; right hand grasping the phallus.Goodworkmanship.
(Latefourthor earlythird centuryB.C.).
342. (2368).Maskedactor.Plate 31. Ht. 0.041 m.
Broken off at the neck, nose battered. Traces of
white slip.
The mask, indicated by incised line around the
face, has a leering expression,with parted lips and
extended chin. Deeply lined forehead,hair brushed
up stiffly. Left side of the head pierced by a hole
whichextendsupward.
Found near No. 330. (Third or second century
B.C.).
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The figure stands on a low base, partly clothed in
343. (1405). Grotesque male mask. Plate 31. Ht.
a himationheld up by the right hand, hair dressedin
0.033 m.
Parts of the face missing. Hard, gritty gray clay. a topknot. In the left hand a purse or rattle. Dog
Deeply wrinkledbird-likeface. Wreath above the seated on its haunches beside the child's left leg.
forehead.Back of the head rounded. Two holes cut Figurehollow,back plain. A hole in the bottom probfor the eyes, and two others just above the ears for ably servedfor supportin the kiln.
suspension.
(Thirdor early secondcenturyB.C.).
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
349. (3882).Youth, standing (relief). Plate 81. Ht.
0.062 m.
344. (1438).Maskedactor. Plate 31. Ht. 0.034 m.
Head chipped,limbs missing. Tracesof white slip
Brokenoff at the neck; surfaceworn.
and
of brown-redpaint on background.
around
the
face
the
Deep undercutting
outlining
Nude youth, probably Eros, standing in Praximask. Large flat eyes; thin straight mouth. Hair representedby straightincisedlines radiatingfromthe telean attitude. Curly locks to the shoulder.In the
top of the head, and borderedwith a narrowband. left hand is held drapery;right arm extended. Back
Large hole piercingthe head from center of forehead of reliefflat. The clay is trimmedoff aroundthe edges
of the figure, except for the space betweenarms and
to back of neck.
body, whichis left as background.
(Thirdor secondcenturyB.C.).
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
345. (3336). Grotesquefemale figure. Plate 31. Ht.
m.
350. (39). Child,standing.Plate 31. Ht. 0.047 m.
0.047
Head and most of legs missing.Tracesof white slip.
Head and wings of chair missing. Tracesof white
The figure, probably Eros, wears a himation
slip.
Figure seated on a high-backedchair, feet resting fastened on the right shoulder. Figure solid, back
on a foot-stool. Flabby breasts, protrudingstomach rough.
and thick neck. She wearsan Ionic chiton, girdledat
ThirdcenturyB.C.
the waist and pulledinto tight folds over the legs. See 351. (8061). Child,standing.Plate 31. Ht. 0.07 m.
A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 161, no. 5, pl. X.
Head and upperbody missing.Tracesof white slip.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
Chubby figure with right hand bent across the
346. (5265).Female figure, standing. Plate 31. Ht. breast,perhapsholdingsomeobjectnow missing.Left
armhangsat the side. Backmadein a separatemould.
0.051 m.
Head missing. White slip; yellow on bag in right The only vent is a small hole in the centerof the abdomen.
hand.
(SecondcenturyB.C.).
Figure dressedin chiton with long apoptygmaand
cloak covering the shoulders and extending to the 352. (1423).Head of child. Plate 31. Ht. 0.031 m.
knees behind.A full bag in the right hand; in the left
Brokenoff at the neck; nose chipped.Light yellow
a lantern or pot with basket-handle.Back modelled clay.
and possibly hand-made.Althoughfeet are lacking,
Head perhapsfrom a figure of Eros. Part of the
the bottom of the figurineis not broken, and there hair drawn into a topknot; the rest falling to the
may have been anotherpiece includinga plinth and shouldersin curly locks (retouched).Head solid and
the missingfeet. This figurine,found with the comic well modelled all around. The type is extremely
actor, No. 340, may representthe old woman who common,not only in terracottas,but in statuaryand
sometimes accompaniesthe comic actor (cf. for ex- on lamps. Cf. Winter, Typen, II, p. 55, no. 7 (from
ample Winter, Typen, II, p. 416, no. 8, where they Priene); A. Laumonier,Cataloguede TerreCuites du
arejoined to make a singlefigurine).
Musee Archeologiquede Madrid, (Paris, 1921), no.
ThirdcenturyB.C.
827 (pl. XCIV, no. 1); Cartault,CollectionLecuyer,
347. (1351). Grotesque female head. Plate 31. Ht. pl. 80; Breccia,La Necropolidi Sciatbi (Cairo,1912),
0.0495m.
I, pl. LXXIII, no. 221 (No. 479 in text); P. WuilleuHand-madehead. Nose, ears,and chin pinchedout mier, Musee d'Alger, supplement (Paris, 1928), p.
of a lump of clay; eyes, mouth, and a hole in one ear 70, pl. VIII, I, a bronze head; Breccia, Terrecotte
delMuseodi Alessandria,
made with a pointed instrument.Hair, ending in a figurateGrechee Greco-Egizie
no.
knot
at
the
in417.
indicated
II,
LXXX,
pl.
by straight
pointed
nape,
Found with Nos. 264, 268 and 269.
cised lines; a band over the top of the head formedin
the same way. The neck is a rectangularpiece for in- (Early third centuryB.C.).
sertioninto a body.
353. (3863).Head of child. Plate 31. Ht. 0.036 m.
Date unknown.
Brokenoff at the neck. Tracesof white slip, yellow
on hair.
348. (2385). Child,standing.Plate 31. Ht. 0.091 m.
The feminineface is perhapsan Eros. Hair dressed
Base chipped.Tracesof yellow on the hair.
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in doubleroll on top of the head, fallinglooselyaround
the face and tied at the nape.
Found in a Hellenistic well (Late third century
B.C.).
354. (8911). Wing.Plate 31. L. 0.035 m.
Brokenoff at upperend. White slip.
ProbablyfromanEros.Frontbeautifullymodelled;
back roughlyfinishedby hand.
(ThirdcenturyB.C.).
355. (4748). Child, probably standing. Plate 31. Ht.
0.053 m.
Missingbelow the breast. Tracesof white slip, red
on hair.
Hair drawnback and boundin a braidaroundthe
back of the head. The garment is not clear. Figure
hollow, back unmodelled.
Thirdcentury B.C.
356. (1039). Girl dressing her hair. Plate 31. Ht.
0.031 m.
Missingbelow the shoulders.Red on the hair.
Girl grasping a mass of hair to tie it into a knot.
Goodworkmanship.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
367. (1880).Head of child. Plate 32. Ht. 0.027 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. White slip, tracesof red on
the flesh.
Hair parted in the center and hanging in curly
locks. A fracture on top of the head probably indicates that a hat was worn. Back rough.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
116-117, no. 41). Ca. 250 B.C.
368. (2904).Mask of Dionysos (?). Plate 32. Ht.
0.075 m.
Part of forehead and headdress preserved. Remains of white slip on wreath, red on hair.
Head crownedwith an ivy wreath decoratedwith
clusters of berriesat intervals, a serpent made of a
long strip of clay appliedto it. Two suspensionholes
in the top. While this would appear to be of the
Hellenistic period, it was found in a shaft in the
Southeast Building with Nos. 192, 210 and other
earlierfigurines,as well as pottery of the earlyfourth
century B.C. Since most of the context pottery is
now lost, we cannot know whetherthe fill was consistent. A fourth or a third century date seems
equally possible.
359. (5666).Mask.Plate 32. Ht. 0.041 m.
Fragment of forehead preserved. Clay buff-red
on the front, brighterred on the inside, gray core.
Upper part of the mask, with a few curls, preserved. The top is flat. The fragment resembles
contemporary"barbotine"ware.
Deposit IX (see p. 18). Thirdcentury B.C.
360. (8332).Love-knotfragment.Plate 32. L. 0.061m.
Brokenat both ends. White slip.
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Relief of two heads (male and female?), kissing,
fixed to a curved, cylindricalstrip. The head at the
left (male?) has curly hair, the other smooth locks.
Both have draperyaround the neck. Narrowstrips
of clay fastened above and below. It has been plausibly suggested (by OscarBroneer)that this was a
braceletfor a life-sizestatue.
(Thirdor second century B.C.).
361. (7395).Leapinghound. Plate 32. L. 0.157 m.
Ears, forelegsand partsof hindlegs missing.Hard,
very fine buff clay.
Long, massive head with deep groove in the
forehead,deeply sunk eyes under projectingbrows,
and small ears close to the head. Long, broad nose,
with nostrilsindicatedby deep holes; upperlip raised
in a snarl, a fang showing at each side. Mouth
slightly open so that teeth and tongue are visible.
Long neck almost as great in circumferenceas the
head. Lean, sparebody, with musclestensed, forelegs
retracted.Small, circularstump of tail. It is possible
that the figurine was hand-made,but in any case
the entire surface was retouched with a very fine,
narrowinstrumentwhichhas left long strokesvisible
all over the head and body. The care and attention
lavished upon the piece is unparalleledin other Corinthian figurines. Found with this were Nos. 362
and 363.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
362. (7393). Goat. Plate 32. Ht. 0.062 m.
Top of head and limbs missing. Slight trace of
white slip.
The animalappearsto be standingon its hind feet
with its forelegsraised,perhapsclimbinga tree. Long
hair indicated on one side only, beard added separately.Twoholes(probablyfor support)in the bottom
of the figure,one on left side just behindthe forelegs,
the other piercingthe entire back. The figurinewas
hand-made.Although it was found with the hound
(No. 361) and the tree (No. 363), it seemsunlikely,in
view of its inferiorworkmanship,that it formedpart
of a groupwith these two pieces.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
363. (7394).Tree.Plate 32. Ht. ca. 0.16 m.
Bottom missing;both branchesbrokenoff. Traces
of yellow pigment.
Naturalistic representation of a leafless tree,
retouchedwith an instrumentlike that used for the
dog (No. 361). Found with Nos. 361 and 362.
(Thirdcentury B.C.).
364. (1213).Horse. Plate 32. Ht. 0.146 m.
Head (except nose) and neck preserved. Thick
white slip.
The figure must have been about 0.28 m. or
0.30 m. high. Madein a bipartitemould,joined along
the mane, which is high and has no hair indicated
on it.
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Found in a first century context, but probably
late third century B.C.
365. (4015). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. ca. 0.17 m.
Central portion of the stele missing. White slip
applied to part of the back as well as to the front;
blue on the snake, faint traces of red on the plume.
Helmet of Corinthian type with long curling
plume and sharply outlined details. Plain moulding
at top of stele and double step at the bottom. The
snake'shead is triangular.Back of stele flat.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20; A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 171,
no. 24,pl. XIII). LatefourthorearlythirdcenturyB.C.
366. (4014). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.121 m.
White slip, red on the helmet.
Similar to the precedingbut less elaborate. The
snake'shead does not touch the top moulding.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). A fragmentof a similar
stele was found in Deposit III. Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
367. (1858). Stele with helmet and snake. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.128 m.
White slip.
Plume of helmet longer than in either of the
preceding. The snake touches the mouldings both
at top and bottom.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
113-114, no. 23). Ca. 250 B.C.
368. (1855). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. of upper fragment 0.072 m., of lower fragment
0.038 m.
Top and bottom preserved. White slip, red on
plume.
Single mouldingat top of stele, double moulding
at the bottom. The helmet has a very long plume.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
113-114, no. 24). Ca. 250 B.C.
369. (1854.) Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.101 m.
Bottom missing. White slip, red on the plume.
Similarto the preceding.Outlinesratherindistinct
except in the plume,in whichthe hairs stand out and
appear to run upward.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
113-114, no. 25). Ca. 250 B.C.
370. (3501). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.051 m.
Lower part missing. Tracesof white slip both on
front and back.
Helmet and snake crudelyrepresented.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
371. (3502). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.05 m.

Lowerpart of stele missing.Whiteslip.
Unplumed helmet facing left, the upper part in
very high relief.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
372. (3503). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.037 m.
Lower part missing. Tracesof white slip on both
front and back.
Outlines of the high, narrow helmet extremely
faint, the plume even less clear.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
373. (1851). Stele with snake and helmet. Plate 33.
Ht. 0.11 m.
Most of helmet missing. Clay burned; white slip,
red on the plume.
Front of stele convex, back concave. The helmet
faced left.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp.
113-114, no. 31; also ibid., no. 30, which is practically identical). These arethe only two examplesof
"columnar"stelai found at Corinth. Ca. 250 B.C.
374. (3508). Stele with snake. Plate 33. Ht. 0.048 m.
Lower part of stele missing. White slip; snake
painted blue.
Top of the stele preserved,showing that it bore
no helmet. Back rough, with finger-marksfrom
pressinginto the mould.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20). Late fourth or early
third century B.C.
376. (4021).Plaque with helmet. Plate 34. Ht.
0.0545 m.
Three corners missing. White slip, yellow on
helmet.
Helmet slightly tipped toward lower left corner.
Huge plume rising to the top of the plaque.
Deposit II (see pp. 19-20; A.J.A., X, 1906,p. 171,
no. 23,pl. XIII). LatefourthorearlythirdcenturyB.C.
376. (4022).Plaque with cuirass. Plate 34. Ht.
0.052 m.
Left side missing.Pinkish slip.
Cuirass with shoulder-pieces to which round
bosses seem to be attached, and two rows of flaps at
the bottom. Suspensionhole at top center.
DepositII (see pp. 19-20; A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 171,
no. 22,pl. XIII). LatefourthorearlythirdcenturyB.C.
377. (1905).Relief with youth's head. Plate 34. Ht.
0.016 m.
Fragmentary,no edge preserved.White slip, pink
on the background.
Head of a youth facing right, holdinghis hand or
some object beforehis face.
Deposit VI (see p. 20; Hesperia, XI, 1942, p.
117, no. 45). Ca. 250 B.C.
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378. (4406).Aphrodite.Plate 34. Ht. 0.068 m.
Missingbelow the waist. Gritty red clay (probably
Rhodian); buff clay slip on the front.
Nude figure standing with both hands raised,
tying a fillet. Her left elbow rests on a herm bearing
the head of a beardedman. The figurineis made of
two moulds, badly joined.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or earlysecond
century.
379. (5099).Aphrodite.Plate 34. Ht. 0.134 m.
Feet missing.Very gritty reddishbuff clay; traces
of white slip.
Nude figureleaning against a dolphinstandingon
its head; hands raised to the hair. The figurine is
made of two badlyjoined moulds;small circularvent
in back. For the type (AphroditeAnadyomene)see
Froehner,TerresCuitesd'Asie de la CollectionJulien
Greau(Paris,1886),p. 6, pl. 7; also H. Goldman,Excavationsat GozluKule, Tarsus,I (Princeton,1950),
p. 308, fig. 212.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.

380. (5474).Aphrodite.Plate 34. Ht. 0.124 m.
Torso and thighs preserved.Gritty dark red clay
(from Rhodes or Asia Minor);traces of white slip.
Nude figure standing with weight on the right
leg. Head inclined to the right, right arm extended
forwardand outward,left held downwardcloseto the
body (probably holding the drapery which covers
the thighs). Some object,perhapsadditionaldrapery,
was added by hand on each shoulder,and there was
a plastic addition on the left side on the body as
well (perhapsa dolphin). The figurinewas made in
two moulds, arms added separately. Cf. Froehner,
Terres Cuites d'Asie de la CollectionJulien Gre'au,
p. 6, pl. 46, a figurine from Smyrna. There is a
dolphinas in No. 379 above.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.

381. (5298).Aphrodite.Plate 34. Ht. 0.11 m.
Torso preserved. Hard, gritty buff clay; white
slip on the flesh, pink on the garment, blue on the
sleeve border.
Standing figure wearinga thin, clinging garment
which has slippedoff the left shoulder;elbow-length
sleeve. Left handrestingon thigh; the right was probably raised.A single lock of hair on the left shoulder.
Back brokenoff.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
382. (2501).Handwith balance.Plate 34. Ht. 0.045m.
Fragment. Hard, slightly gritty red clay.
Left hand holdinga pair of scalesconsistingof two
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curvedarmsprojectingon oppositesides of a vertical
rod.
(First or second century).
383. (4408).Artemis. Plate 34. it. 0.076 m.
Legs missing below the knees. Buff clay; thick
white slip; traces of red on the mouth.
Figure stridingleft, wearinga short tunic and low
polos and carrying a quiver, with a torch held in
both hands. The figurinewas made in two moulds;
large vent of irregularshape in back. Cf. Froehner,
TerresCuites d'Asie Mineure, pl. 23.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or earlysecond
century.
384. (1156).Artemis.Plate 34. Ht. 0.107 m.
Feet missing.Fine hard buff clay.
Figure standing in easy pose, wearing a short
tunic with apoptygma and high boots. Hair parted
in the centerandfallingto the shoulders.Onthe right
shouldera quiver; in the left hand a long torch; in
the right a patera (seeNo. 385). At the right a fawn.
Considerableretouching;small circularvent in the
flat, plain back. See Broneer, Corinth,IV, ii, pp.
100-101,fig. 45,2.For the type cf. Winter, Typen, II,
p. 162, no. 8 (fromTarentum)and p. 166, no. 3 (from
Myrina, with a dog instead of a fawn); Froehner,
Terres Cuites d'Asie Mineure, p. 48, pl. 23 (from
Smyrna,with a curiousstaff in the left hand instead
of the torch).
(Second century).
385. (2193).Fragment of Artemis figure. Plate 35.
Ht. 0.048 m.
Broken all around.Reddish, slightly gritty clay;
traces of white slip, blue on the patera.
Fragmentof a figurinemade in the samemouldas
the preceding.The fawn is preservedwith a patera,
held in Artemis'hand, directly above its head. Back
hand-madeand plain.
(Secondcentury).
386. (5527).Head of Isis. Plate 35. Ht. 0.048 m.
Face chipped;broken off at the neck. Buff clay;
white slip, yellow on the hair, pink on the headdress.
Hair dressedin simplewaves. Theheaddress,while
much simplified,is probablyintended as that of the
goddessIsis: the solardisk with plumeswithin a pair
of horns. Back and front made in separatemoulds.
Cf. Graindor,TerresCuitesde l'EgypteGreco-Romaine
(Antwerp,1939), no. 29, p. 99, pl. XI.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
387. (4237).Woman nursing child (Isis and Harpokrates?). Plate 35. Ht. 0.065 m.
Head and lower legs missing. Gritty buff clay;
traces of white slip.
Nude womannursinga child at the breast.The figurinewas made in two moulds.
(First or second century).
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388. (4917).Fragmentof Cybelefigure.Plate 35. Ht.
0.076 m.
Hand, lower arm and tympanumpreserved.Dark
red clay (not Corinthian).
The figure, wearing a sleeved garment, holds a
tympanumagainst the left shoulder.Back reinforced
by the addition of clay. For the identification as
Cybele see Froehner, TerresCuitesd'Asie de la CollectionGre'au,p. 3, pl. 44.
(Firstor secondcentury).
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389. (6590).Female figure, dancing. Plate 85. Ht.
0.094 m.
Preserveddown to the hips. Red clay; white slip.
Figure clothed in a himation, one end hanging
down the back over the left shoulder,and wearing
a diadem. Right hand grasps the skirt in front, left
hand behind the back. Made of two moulds, imperfectly joined: one for the face and right side of the
body, the otherfor the back of the head and left side.
(First century).
390. (7417).Femalefigure,dancing(?). Plate 35. Ht.
0.053 m.
Lowerpart of body missing. Gritty buff clay with
gray core; white slip.
Figure wearing a chiton, with himation drawn
around front of body just below the waist. Right
hand resting on the hip. The figure was probably
dancingbut too little is preservedfor certainty.Back
hand-madeand flat.
(First or second century).

391. (3272). Childin a cloak. Plate 35. Ht. 0.067 m.
Missingbelow the shoulders.Very hard gritty reddish clay; thin buff clay slip.
Largeoval head with extremelyhigh foreheadand
facial featuresall in the lowerhalf of the head. Shawl
is drawn about head and over left shoulder. Numerous small imperfectionsin the surface, showing
that the clay was not well pressed into the mould.
Clumsyretouching.
(First century).
392. (7426).Figure, standing. Plate 35. It. 0.142 m.
Lower part of figure preservedand various small
fragments,including one of the arm and several of
the back. Gritty red clay; white slip.
Draped figure (either male or female) standing,
with right knee bent, on a high base with raised
edges. A toga (?) is worn, with draperyhanging in
folds on either side of the legs. The feet seem to be
bare. Left arm coveredwith drapery,left hand holding the end of another piece of drapery.Back flat,
added by hand; bottom open.
From the Roman tomb at Hexamilia (see A.J.A.,
XLII, 1938, pp. 369-370). First century.
393. (6405).Figure, standing. Plate 35. Ht. 0.12 m.

Part of base and body preserved.Reddish clay;
white slip, traces of blue on the drapery.
Draped figure of uncertain nature on a high,
moulded base, probably much like the preceding.
Bottom open; back and sides hand-made.Incised on
the back, beforefiring:] AOY
(First century).
394. (3902). Base of figurine.Plate 35. Ht. 0.066 m.
Right front cornerof base preserved.Gritty buff
clay; red glaze.
High base with uneven mouldings,on whichprobably stood a figurine.Scratchedratherrudelyinto the
front of the base,beforeglazingor firing:A HMHTP[
First century.
395. (8356).Female figure, standing. Plate 36. Ht.
0.276m.
Head, right arm, large portion of the back and
various fragmentsmissing. Buff clay; white slip on
the flesh, pink on the garmentexcept on the border
of the apoptygma,the cordbindingthe chiton at the
waist, and the center of each breast, all of which are
coveredwith thin gold. Daubsof red glaze on various
parts of the figure.
Figure standing with right leg slightly advanced,
left hand on hip and right arm raised. Chitonwith
long apoptygmabound at the waist with a cord, the
ends of which hang down in front; a himation or
similargarmentloopedover the left shoulder,around
the left hand, and extending almost to the feet.
Sandals indicated by raised soles and separationof
the large toe from the others. The head perhaps
turned to the right; long curling locks reachingthe
shoulders.The statuette was madein severalmoulds:
one for the body, anotherfor the himation,and others
for the armsand head. Back smoothand unmodelled;
small circular vent (diameter, ca. 0.035 m.). The
treatment of the drapery is anomalous; it clings
closely, as if of thin material,to one leg and to the
breasts,whilehangingin straightheavy foldsin front.
Likewise, the wooden appearanceof the left arm
jars with the gracefulattitude of the body.
Found with No. 478. First century.
396. (120). Grotesque female figure. Plate 35. Ht.
0.079 m.
Lower part of body missing.Hard fine buff clay;
traces of red.
Old woman represented in sitting or reclining
position,headtied in a cap with a band passingunder
the chin, and wearinga garmentbound by a girdle.
Right arm bent against the body, left extended. The
back is plain.
(Secondcentury).
397. (5322).Head of old woman.Plate 36. Ht. 0.04 m.

Backmissing.Reddishclay; whiteslip.
Indistinctfeatures.Capwornlow over the forehead,coveringthe hair.
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"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
398. (1678).Femalehead. Plate 36. Ht. 0.033 m.
Left half of face and top of head missing.Reddish
clay; white slip.
Hair parted in the center and drawn in loose
waves to a knot at the nape. Small circularearrings.
Madein two moulds.
(First century).
399. (2149).Femalehead. Plate 36. Ht. 0.042 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Very soft orange-redclay.
Narrow diadem; below it the hair parted in the
middle and drawninto a knot at the nape. Careless
workmanship.The head was madein two mouldsand
is solid.
(First century).
400. (6367).Female head. Plate 36. Ht. 0.05 m.
Broken off at the neck. Reddish clay; traces of
white slip, red pigment.
Hair partedin the center;low diadem.
(First century).
401. (1440).Femalehead. Plate 36. Ht. 0.084 m.
Tip of nose brokenoff. Hard buff-redclay.
Hair parted in the center, dressedin double roll
on top of the head and held in place with a narrow
band and a low diadem (now mostly gone). Back
hair tied at the nape and hanging in loose curls.
Diadem, curls, and button earrings are plastic
additions. Projectionat the bottom for setting into
a figurine.
(First century).
402. (6360).Femalehead. Plate 36. Ht. 0.055 m.
Brokenoff at the neck; back of head missing,face
chipped.Unrefinedbuff clay with a gray core.
Shallowfacial features. High diadem. Long neck,
probablyto be set into a body.
(Firstcentury).
403. (2163).Femalehead. Plate 37. Ht. 0.052 m.
Broken off at the neck; back missing. Hard buff
clay; traces of white slip and brown glaze (perhaps
originallyred) on face and hair.
Hair fallingin loose waves almostto the shoulders,
below a doubleband. Facial featuresindistinct.
(First century).
404. (3343).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.058 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Hard red-grayclay; traces
of darkred or brownon the diadem.
Hair partedin the center;high diadem.Front and
back made in two moulds, badly joined. Indistinct
featuresand poorworkmanship.
(First or second century).
405. (5271).Femalehead. Plate 37. Ht. 0.042 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Gritty buff-redclay.
Hair dressed in a knot above the forehead, surrounding the face in gentle waves. Large braid (a
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plastic addition) outlining the head, which is solid.
Knot at the nape also added by hand. This is a poor
exampleof the hairdressof the earlyAugustanperiod.
See R. West, R6mische Portrdt-Plastik (Munich,
1933),pls. XXVI, XXVII.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First century.
406. (5267).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.065 m.
Broken off at the neck; back missing. Soft buff
clay; traces of yellow on the hair.
Hair dressedin a high knot; featuresindistinctand
worn.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or earlysecond
century.
407. (4360).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.042 m.
Broken off at the neck; most of petasos missing.
Buff clay (slightly burned);traces of white slip and
of brownpigment.
Hair drawnto the top of the head, undera petasos.
The head was made in a very wornmould.
(First century).
408. (3271).Femalehead. Plate 37. Ht. 0.055 m.
Broken off at the neck. Hard buff clay; traces of
pink slip on the flesh.
Head slightly inclined to the left. High forehead
surroundedby regularwaves; back of the head, made
in a separate mould, quite plain. Features heavy,
almost negroid. Cf. Laumonier,Cataloguede Terres
Cuitesdu MuseeArcheologique
deMadrid,no. 213 (pl.
XI, no. 2), a figurinewith similarlyheavy features.
(First century).
409. (510). Femalehead. Plate 37. Ht. 0.039 m.
Broken off the neck; face chipped. Hard reddish
clay; traces of red on the flesh; eyes, eyebrows,and
a line between the lips painted boldly in black.
Hair parted in the center and dressed in large,
regular waves. Large circular earring. The features
are indistinct. The head may have been imported
from Egypt.
(First century).
410. (5260).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.058 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Dark red gritty clay.
Elaborateheaddresscomprisinga series of braids
held in place by narrowbands. In the back (handmade) the hair is dressed in a simple knot. Large
button earrings applied by hand. Considerableretouching. While the headdress and the appearance
of the clay classify this head among the "GraecoEgyptian" figurinesand it is very likely an importation fromEgypt, the soft andnaturalfacialfeatures,
very much in the Hellenistic tradition, set it apart
from the others, e. g., Nos. 411 and 412. For the
headdress,cf. M. Bieber,Die AntikenSkulpturenund
Bronzenin Cassel(Marburg,1915),no. 51, pl. XXXIV
(periodof Trajanand Hadrian).
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or earlysecond
century.
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411. (8925).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.068 m.
Broken off at base of neck. Dark red clay; white
slip, yellow on the hair.
Hair dressed in four rows of braids (retouched)
encircling the face and hanging behind the ears.
Narrowdiademattached on top of the head. Button
earrings.Back hand-made.
ProbablyimportedfromEgypt; cf. J. Sieveking,Die
Terrakottender SammlungLoeb (Munich, 1916), I,
pl. 24; ibid., II, p. 51, pl. 109, no. 3 (finer than the
Corinth specimen); also Winter, Typen, I, p. 65,
nos. 3, 4, 5.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
412. (1523a). Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.066 m.
Brokenoff at base of neck. Coarsered clay.
Hairdresssimilarto the precedingbut differingin
the omission of the diadem and the addition to the
back of a large hand-madecircularbraid. Eyeballs
emphasizedby incision.Anotherhead (uncatalogued,
MF 1523)fromthe same mouldis made of gritty buff
clay and has traces of chalky yellow pigment on the
hair. Both figurines were probably imported from
Egypt. See A.J.A., II, 1898,p. 217, fig. 24.
(First or second century).
413. (5268).Female figure. Plate 37. Ht. 0.073 m.
Head and part of back preserved.Grittygray clay.
Hair dressedin puffs on either side of two vertical
braids. Large button earrings. Plain, hand-made
back; roughly cut circularvent. Probably imported
fromEgypt. Cf.C.Kaufmann,Graeco-dgyptische
Koroand
485.
no.
Cairo,1915), pl. 52,
plastik (Leipzig
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First century.
414. (6370).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.055 m.
Broken off at the neck, face fractured,back missing. Dark red clay; traces of white slip.
Hair dressedin braids radiatingfrom the face and
in a knob on top. Button earrings.The figurinemay
have been imported from Egypt, but is possibly a
Greekimitation. Cf. Kaufmann,op. cit., pl. 52, no.
507.
First century.
415. (2517).Female head. Plate 37. Ht. 0.047 m.
Broken off at the shoulders.Hard gritty red clay.
Hairdress similar to but cruder than that of
No. 412. Small polos. Back of head smooth. Perhaps
an import from Egypt.
(First or second century).
416. (7425).Erosastridea boar.Plate 38. Ht. 0.124m.
Heads of Eros and boar missing; surface chipped
and damaged. Dark red clay covered with brown
glaze.
ChubbyEros astridea ratherill-proportionedboar
standing on a high, mouldedbase. Position of Eros'
head and right arm no longer clear. Made in two
moulds; open bottom and small circularvent. Eros'

wings and base mouldings retouched. Probably an
importationfrom Asia Minor. A figurine similar in
feeling and form--a boy playingwith a dog (see Antikenim deutschenPrivatbesitz[ed. K. A. Neugebauer,
Berlin, 1938], no. 130, pl. 54), is called "late Hellenistic."
From Roman tomb at Hexamilia (see A.J.A.,
XLII, 1938, pp. 369-370). First century.
417. (5106).Eros as Herakles.Plate 38. Ht. 0.055 m.
Torsopreserved.Red clay, red glaze.
Eros standing with weight on left leg, producing
a sharp torsion of the right hip. Nude except for a
lion's skin aroundthe neck. The figurineappearsto
be part of a reliefand may be from a largelamp.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First century.
418. (7427).Fragment of Eros figure. Plate 38. Ht.
0.034 m.
Head and wing preserved.Friable,gritty reddish
clay.
Hair dressed in a roll. Large wing with parallel
incised lines indicating feathers. Flat back showing
traces of attachmentto anothermould.
Roman tomb at Hexamilia (see A.J.A., XLII,
1938, pp. 369-370). First century.
419. (2797). Child, standing. Plate 38. Ht. 0.072 m.
Legs missing. Hard, gritty gray clay; traces of
chalky pink slip on the garment.
Head hooded, leaving part of the hairexposedto
fall aroundthe chubbyfacein curls.Himationfastened
on right shoulder,partially coveringleft side of the
body. Right hand hanging at the side; left clasping bunch of fruit. Plain back with large roundvent.
The mould was poor and all the features are indistinct. Anotherfigure (MF 1443, uncatalogued)from
the same mould is of bright red clay. Neither seems
of local origin.
(First century).
420. (2398). Child,standing. Plate 88. Ht. 0.059 m.
Head and lower legs missing.Fairly soft red clay;
traces of white slip.
Left arm, holding a bird (?), resting on a stele.
Body nude except for himation hanging from left
shoulderand coveringthe legs. Back plain.
(First century).
421. (3926). Child,seated. Plate 38. Ht. 0.07 m.
Fragmentary;back missing. Gritty buff clay.
Child seated on a cushion, naked except for a
cloak. Legs drawn up, arms raised. The arm of
another child appears, clasping its left arm. It was
probably one of a pair of kissing children. Cf. a
somewhat similar plastic vase (L. T. Shoe, "A Box
of Antiquities from Corinth,"Hesperia, I, 1932, p.
61, fig. 6).
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
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422. (3907).Head of boy (Telesphoros).Plate 38. Ht.
0.052 m.
Back missing, nose chipped, broken off at neck.
Slightly gritty buff clay; traces of white slip.
Head of young boy with faun-like features. Hair
dressed in curls around the forehead; pointed cap,
probably joined to a cape. Cf. Winter, Typen, II,
p. 265, 1, and referencesthere to Telesphorosfigures;
also D. Burrin Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 191 and note 9.
First century.
423. (5628).Head of child. Plate 38. Ht. 0.065 m.
Side and back missing; brokenoff at neck. Gritty
red clay; yellow on hair and cap.
Small, blunt features. Hair dressed in vertical
waves aroundthe face; high cap or bun on top of the
head. Back hand-made.Probablynot of local origin.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
424. (5522).Head of child (Harpokrates?). Plate 38.
Ht. 0.057 m.
Broken all around. Gritty buff clay; traces of
white slip.
Pudgy face with smiling, childish features.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
425. (4225).Head of man. Plate 38. Ht. 0.04 m.
Back missing;brokenoff at neck. Buff clay; dark
red pigment all over the face, bright pink on mouth
and ear.
Old man with lined foreheadand wrinkles around
the eyes.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First century context, but possibly of the Hellenisticperiod.
426. (3904).Head of warrior.Plate 38. Ht. 0.07 m.
Broken off at the neck. Gritty buff clay; thick
white slip.
Helmeted warriorwith heavy browsand frowning
expression. Helmet with high plume and without
cheek-pieces,fitting the face closely.
(Secondcentury).
427. (4234). Grotesquefigure (actor?). Plate 39. Ht.
0.04 m.
Preservedfrom head to waist. Buff clay.
Mask-likeface, with wide-open mouth and beetling brows. Long curls reachingthe shoulders. Himation drapedover left shoulder. Hands clasped in
front, probably resting on large belly now missing.
Back made in a separatemould.
(First century).
428. (2503). Comicactor. Plate 39. Ht. 0.058 m.
Head and right side of body preserved.Hard reddish clay; traces of white slip on the flesh.
Bald head with beetling browsand wide, grinning
mouth. Right armbent at the elbow;the hand grasps
a piece of draperydescendingfrom the left shoulder.
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Poor execution. Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 172, no. 7
(from Tarentum),and ibid., II, p. 420, no. 4 (supposedlyfrom Corinth).
(First century).
429. (5454).Head of Negro.Plate 39. Ht. 0.092 m.
Neck chipped.Grittybrown-grayclay.
Completefigurine;an abbreviatedbust. Typically
negroidfeatures,with curly hair low on the forehead.
Back hand made; small vent neartop of head.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First century.
430. (2109). Grotesquehead. Plate 39. Ht. 0.076 m.
Brokenoff at neck; back of head missing.Coarse,
gritty bright red clay; brownclay slip.
Satyr-likeface. Possibly part of a bust such as the
preceding.Smooth,hand-madeback.
(Firstcentury).
431. (3365). Grotesquemask. Plate 39. Ht. 0.06 m.
Face preserved.Very gritty porousbuff-grayclay.
Featuresperhapsintendedas negroid.
(Secondcentury).
432. (8043). Grotesquehead. Plate 39. Ht. 0.055 m.
Brokenoff at the neck. Gritty red-brownclay.
Poorly cast head, probably intended as a caricature. Roundedback, made by hand.
(Secondcentury).
433. (3393). Cock'shead. Plate 39. Ht. 0.043 m.
One side preserved; wattles broken off. Fine,
micaceousbuff clay; tracesof white slip andredglaze.
Head representednaturalistically.Probablynot of
local origin.
(First or secondcentury).
434. (1761). Cock.Plate 39. Ht. 0.05 m.
Feet, tail and comb missing. Gritty, bright red
clay with gray core.
Ratherlifelikebird, perhapsan attachmentfor the
top of a pot. Hand-made.
(Secondcentury).
435. (8068). Wheel.Plate 39. Diam. 0.08 m.
Half missing. Slightly gritty buff clay; faint traces
of white slip.
Modelof a four-spokedwheel. Back perfectlyflat.
The object may have been intended for use with a
model cart, or for a toy horse (cf. T. L. Shear, "Excavationsat Corinthin 1930,"A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930,
p. 430, fig. 20).
Romanperiod.
436. (1212).Mask.Plate 39. Ht. 0.133 m.
Largepart missing.Slightlygritty, hardbuff clay;
traces of yellow on the wreath,purplishpink on face,
blackon eyebrowsand white aroundeyes.
Life-size mask. Wreath of leaves and flowers
coveringthe foreheadand short hornsspringingfrom
the center. Circularholes cut for the eyes. Suspension
hole above the forehead.Cf.for this and the following
the large numberof interestingmasks found at Tar-
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sus (H. Goldman, Tarsus, I, pp. 346-349, figs. 234236). None dates fromthe first century.
First century.
437. (6392).Mask.Plate 40. Ht. 0.265 m.
Centralpart missing, including almost all of face.
Dark brown clay; traces of white slip, yellow on
flowersof wreath.
Life-size mask representinga fully beardedman
(Dionysos).The lowerlip, paintedwhite, is all that is
preserved of the face. Ivy wreath on the forehead.
Beard and hair representedby convex sections with
shallow grooves. Hole near the top of the head and
one througheach ear. Roughlyfinishedinterior.
(First century).
438. (4250).Mask.Plate 40. Max. dim. 0.093 m.
Part of i:ght edge preserved.Grittybuff clay; faint
trace of red on the hair.
Probably part of a mask representingDionysos.
The preservedpiece shows right side of beard with
part of mustache, and above the beard a bunch of
grapes.Originalheight not morethan 0.15 m.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or earlysecond
century.
439. (6591).Mask.Plate 40. Max. dim. 0.085 m.
Fragment. Hard buff clay; traces of white slip,
blue on the flesh.
Two rows of formal curls. The face rises from this
bordertowardthe center. Hole near the edge.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
440. (3923).Mask.Plate 40. Ht. 0.087 m.
Fragment.Pale buff clay; traces of red aroundthe
eye.
Unusuallyflat mask. Hair representedby irregular
groovesand crossedby a band. Holes cut for the eyes.
Poor and carelesswork.
First century.
441. (1798).Mask.Plate 40. Ht. 0.074 m.
Fragment of the face. Dark red clay; reddish
brownglaze over entire surface.
Stylized, grotesque face. Heavy-lidded eye with
projectingpupil; nostril ending in a volute. Hair represented on the face by indentations made with a
sharpinstrument.Back roughlyfinished.
First or secondcentury.
442. (5629).Mask.Plate 41. Ht. 0.107 m.
Fragment of face. Greenishclay; traces of brown
glaze on the face, darkerbrownaroundeye.
Approximately life-size. The nose, deeply indented at the sides, roundedoff at the bottom, with
large holes for nostrils. The mouth has a hole at each
side and is closed in the middle. Holes cut for the
eyes. Roughlyfinishedneck.
First century.

443. (3921).Mask.Plate 41. Ht. 0.043 m.
Fragment, no edge preserved. Pale buff clay;
tracesof red on the eye.
Heavily lined face with unusually large eyes and
piercedeyeballs.Hole cut for the mouth.
(Firstcentury).
444. (3074).Mask.Plate 41. Ht. 0.056 m.
Fragment of the face. Reddish clay; white slip,
traces of red on the flesh, blue on the eye.
Similar to the preceding but more stylized and
grotesque. Heavily rimmed eyes, deep horizontal
grooves in forehead and nose. Hole pierced for the
eye, another for the mouth. Back roughly finished.
(Firstcentury).
445. (3860).Mask.Plate 41. Ht. 0.06 m.
Fragmentof face. Red clay; white slip.
Similarto the precedingbut largerin scale (about
two-thirds life-size). Broad nose with flat bridge.
Holes pierced for both eyes and mouth. Hairs of
mustacheindicatedby incisedgrooves.Back roughly
finished.
(First century).
446. (2091).Femaleface. Plate 41. Ht. 0.063 m.
Fragmentof face. Hard buff clay; traces of black
on variousparts of the face, of red on the eyes.
Realistic representation.Delicate features.
(First century).
447. (3348).Malebust. Plate 41. Ht. 0.073 m.
Head missing. Hard buff-red clay (varied by
firing).
Armless figure represented down to the waist,
about which is a doublebelt. Poor workmanship.Cf.
Winter, Typen, I, p. 256, no. 8 (from the Piraeus).
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
448. (3398).Male(?) bust. Plate 41. Ht. 0.075 m.
Face missing.Hard buff clay; traces of red around
the necklace.
Figure representedto just below the breast. Hair
indicatedin back by straightlines radiatingfromthe
top. Necklacewith pendant. Bottom closed; circular
vent in middle of back. Cf. P. Perdrizet,Les Terres
Cuites Grecquesd'Egypte de la CollectionFouquet
(Nancy, 1921),pi. XCVI.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
449. (1524).Head of Negro (?). Plate 41. Ht. 0.10 m.
Right side of face missing.Hardbrownclay; traces
of white slip.
Grotesqueface with coarse features perhaps intended to represent a Negro. Hair, lying in tight
waves (indicatedby incision),partedfrom the top to
the nape. Finishedoff at base of neck; small circular
vent in top of head. K incised on back of neck, near
the bottom. Probably imported from Egypt. Cf.
Perdrizet,Les TerresCuitesGrecquesd'Egyptede la
CollectionFouquet,pi. XCVI; Sieveking,Die Terra-
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kottender SammlungLoeb,II, p. 64; C. Edgar,Greek
Large eyes droopingat the outer ends. Lips with
incisedline separatingthem fromthe rest of the face.
Vases (Cairo,1911),pl. XXV, no. 26. 318.
Dimpled chin. Eyebrows heavily emphasized;wrin(Thirdor fourthcentury).
kled
forehead.
450. (3908). Seatedfigure.Plate 41. Ht. 0.077 m.
(Fourthcentury).
Fragmentincluding legs, right hand, and part of
base. Gritty buff clay; white slip on garment,red on 458. (MF 6). Seated female figure. Plate 42. Ht.
hand.
0.158 m.
Figure seated on high base forminga sort of footFeet and lower part of back missing (restoredin
stool, wearing a long sleeved garment with straight plaster). Gritty red clay; yellowishwhite slip, bluelines indicatingfolds. Tabletheld in the lap.
black on the garmentand eyes.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
Figure seated in a somewhatrecliningposition on
a high-backedchair; wearing a long sleeveless gar451. (3346). Arm of boxer. Plate 41. L. 0.064 m.
Broken off just above the elbow. Hard red clay; ment with deep folds emphasizedby heavy incision.
Both hands rest on the lap, on which are several
white slip.
Cestus bound to the hand with straps extending pieces of fruit. Hair arrangedover the forehead in
over part of the arm. Three central fingers tied to- straight diverginglines; head crownedwith a thick
gether, projecting outward; thumb holding cestus wreath;in back a net cap. All detailsheavily incised;
the figurinemade in two moulds. This figurinewas
firmly againstthe palm.
not
discoveredin the excavations,but was one of the
or
fourth
(Third
century).
objects confiscatedby the Corinthpolice, a selection
452. (399). Head of child. Plate 41. Ht. 0.03 m.
Brokenoff at neck;backmissing.Hardreddishclay. of whichappearin Hesperia,I, 1932, pp. 56-89 (Lucy
T. Shoe, "A Box of Antiquities from Corinth").A
High forehead and small, childish features. Cap
of a figurineprobablyfromthe same mould
concealingthe hair.Eyeball depressedbut not incised. fragment
was, however, found in the excavations (MF 274,
(Thirdcentury).
uncatalogued).It is of a hard, gritty brownclay and
453. (3344).Head of child. Plate 42. Ht. 0.059 m.
showsthat therewas a narrowborderbeneaththe feet.
Face preserved. Very hard, gritty reddish clay;
(Fourthcentury).
traces of paint on the eyes.
Large eyes, mouth partially open and smiling; 459. (3352).Femalehead. Plate 42. Ht. 0.087 m.
One side of head and most of back missing. Hard
chin dimpled. Incised eyeball. Mediocreworkmanfine
reddishclay; thick white slip. Eyes encircledand
an
This
is
the
of
one
ship.
example
Harpokratestype,
of the subjects most common among the Graeco- pupils marked with black paint, which is also used
Egyptian figurines.Cf. Kaufmann,Graeco-dgyptischesfor the eyebrowsand a wide band on the headdress
just below the top. Peak of headdress,mouth, and
Koroplastik,pl. 51 (thirdrow).
band acrossthe neck paintedred.
(Thirdcentury).
Peaked cap with top curvingover. Eyebrowsand
454. (3361). Female (?) head. Plate 42. Ht. 0.042 m.
eyes
greatly exaggerated; eyeball incised. Crudest
Face preserved;forehead missing. Hard fine red
possible workmanship.Cf. Inv. nos. KT 10-53 and
clay.
KT 10-54 (found on the surface in the Potters'
Rather large eyes with circulardepressionsin the
Quarter). Cf. also Kaufmann, Graeco-dgyptisches
center.
Koroplastik,pl. 18, no. 109 (Harpokrates).The work(Thirdcentury).
manshipis less degenerate,but the headdressand the
455. (3359). Head of child. Plate 42. Ht. 0.028 m.
eyes, in particular,are quite similar.
Part of face preserved.Fairly hard, deep red clay
(Fourthcentury).
of very fine texture.
460.
(6506, 8357). Two fragments of a figure. Plate
Large oval eyes formed of concentric ellipses. 42. Ht.
of
A 0.105 m.; ht. of FragmentB
Pouting mouth with depressionbeneaththe lowerlip. 0.117 m. Fragment
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
A: fragmentof head and breast; B: left leg. Red
456. (329). Head of child. Plate 42. Ht. 0.039 m.
clay; white slip, decorationin red and black. The
Broken off above the eyes and below the chin.
fragmentswere not found togetherbut are so similar
Hard, reddish,micaceousclay.
in fabricand techniqueand so perfectlyin proportion
Eyes represented by concentric incised ellipses. that they may well be fromthe same figurine.
Thick,flat nose; straightmouth with full lips.
Fragment A: Only nose and mouth, represented
(Fourthcentury).
by horizontalred lines, remainof the face. Receding
457. (3355).Head of child. Plate 42. Ht. 0.053 m.
chin. A thick vertical red line painted between the
Face preserved.Hard reddishclay; traces of black prominentbreasts, which are coveredwith an irregon eyebrowsand forehead.
ular geometricpatternin black.
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FragmentB: Child'sleg, slightly bowed,with two the polos, and hanging to the shouldersin regular
wide horizontalred stripesand an irregulargeometric waves. Left hand restingon the knee; right holdinga
pattern in black painted over them. Back of leg lotus bud. Back of the mouldsmooth.
missing.The techniqueof these fragmentsis reminis(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
cent of No. 459, but they are even cruder.
468. (3340).Mould for bird reliefs. Plate 43. Ht.
(Fourthor fifth century).
0.083 m.
461. (2390).Head of horse.Plate 43. Ht. 0.059 m.
Brokenall around.Hard red clay, with a buff clay
Brokenoff at the neck. Fairly hard,micaceousbuff slip.
Two-sidedmould; on one side a cock, on the other
clay.
Short, thick head with small ears and large, un- a dove (2). Both are fragmentary.
evenly placed eyes. Muscles, mane and harness
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
roughly indicated by incised lines. Made in two 469. (8075).Mouldfor plaques.Plate 44. Th. 0.022m.,
moulds.
originaldiam. ca. 0.30 m.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
Part of edge preserved.Buff clay.
462. (1195).Head of ram. Plate 43. Ht. 0.036 m.
Two-sided mould: on one side (not figured) a
Part of left side of head preserved.Hard fine buff horse'shead, strainingupwardwith
open mouth and
clay.
rein hangingin front of it, rayed border;on the other
Horn lying flat againstthe head, curledaroundthe side a largescrollpatternwith rayed border.
small ear. Wool indicatedby rough,irregularbumps.
(Sixth or fifth centuryB.C.).
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
470. (2992).Mouldfor a plaque.Plate 44. Ht. 0.168m.
463. (3347). Dog. Plate 43. Ht. 0.081 m.
Right side preserved.Fine hardbuff clay with very
Head and part of chest preserved. Hard coarse fine
particlesof mica.
darkred clay, with traces of black and yellow.
Griffinattackingstag or similaranimal.Thegriffin
Maltese dog with wide ruff and large eyes. Back has a
heavy mane, a large wing which fills the upper
made in a second mould, now detached. Probably
part of the plaque, and a tail waving above his back
imported from Egypt. Cf. Kaufmann,Graeco-dgyp- in a spiral. The anatomy, especiallyof the griffin,is
tischesKoroplastik,pl. 62; Breccia, Terrecotte
Figurate carefullydelineated.
Grechee Greco-Egiziedel Museo di Alessandria,II,
(Fifth century).
pl. CXIII.
To be comparedis a hitherto unpublishedmould
(Thirdor fourth century).
in the MetropolitanMuseumof Art (No. 10.210.47)
464. (1533).Head of dog. Plate 43. Ht. 0.035 m.
which strongly resembles the Corinth specimen
Brokenoff at the neck. Soft reddishclay.
(Plate 143,d). It was mentioned by Helen McClees,
Crudely made by hand. Eyes represented by Daily Life of the Greeksand Romans (New York,
punched circles, and a row of similarcirclesjust be- 1941),p. 121, andis publishedhereby kindpermission
low the left ear. Nostrils indicated by holes made of Miss Gisela M. A. Richter. Of a slightly smaller
with a sharpinstrument.
size (ht. 0.119 m.), it is made of a fabric which may
well be Corinthian- a very hard light buff clay,
(Secondcentury).
465. (210). Head of cock. Plate 43. Ht. 0.065 m.
slightly micaceous,with a hard red core. The mould
from ours only in details: the compositionis
differs
at
the
neck.
Coarse
Left side preserved;brokenoff
less
compact; the griffin'swings are more carefully
gritty red clay with a gray core.
and his musculatureless so; the border
indicated
Very crude workmanship. Wattles roughly inthe
entire mouldis missingand it appearsto
around
dicatedby meansof an instrument.
made
have
been
by pressingclay against a relief and
(Secondcenturyor later).
then paringoff the edges.
471. (1045).Mould for bust of Athena Parthenos.
TERRACOTTA MOULDS, MODELS AND TRY-PIECES
Plate 45. Ht. 0.165 m.
466. (1548).Mouldfor malehead. Plate 43. Ht.0.12m.
Darkbrownclay (probablynot local).
Left side brokenoff. Very fine, hardyellow clay.
Head of Athena, facing forward,slightly inclined
Mouldfor the left side of the face. Archaicfeatures, towardthe left shoulder.Hair hangingin curlsto the
with the very largeeye drawnin full face. Onthe head shoulders.Characteristic
helmetof the Parthenos(but
a cap with raisedband aroundthe edge.
with many details omitted): winged sphinx in the
(Late sixth or early fifth centuryB.C.).
center,Pegasoson eitherside above the cheek-pieces.
467. (3979).Mouldforseatedkore.Plate 43. Ht. 0.10m. A necklaceis worn, as well as the aegis with gorgon
head, whichis rathernarrowbecauseof the shape of
Missingfromknees t ffeet.Hard buff clay.
a
Kore of the usual type, wearing polos and seated the mould.
The mouldis publishedin detail,with an extensive
on a winged chair. Hair partedin the center beneath
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bibliography,by David M. Robinson, "Two Corinthian Copies of the Head of Athena Parthenos,"
A.J.A., XV, 1911, pp. 482-503. See also E. Pfuhl,
"Die groBeeherne Athena des Phidias," Ath. Mitt.,
LVII, 1982, pp. 151-157 (a discussionof a terracotta
statuette, with bibliography).
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
472. (6381).Mouldfor figure of child. Plate 44. Ht.
0.082 m.
Light buff clay.
Figure of a child, standing. Chubby nude body
with ratherflat chest and protrudingabdomen.Arms
and head were to be cast in a separate mould. The
mould has incisions all around the edge so that it
could be alignedwith the mouldfor the back. On the
back of the mouldare incisedthe letters ONOC.
Found in Hellenistic context; probably fourth
century B.C.

473. (8899).Mouldfor figure of satyr. Plate 44. Ht.
0.078 m.
Top and bottom missing.Buff clay.
Bearded satyr kneeling and holding some object
(probablya vase) on the left shoulder.He wears a
chiton or other shortgarment.Smooth-backedmould
on which are incisedthe letters IN.
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
474. (2750).Mould for nude figure. Plate 45. Ht.
0.071 m.
One edge preserved.Hard, reddishbuff clay with
gray core.
Mouldfor casting backs of thighs of a nude female
figure, slightly larger than No. 224. Back of mould
rough.
DepositV (see p. 20). Early third centuryB.C.
475. (5103).Mould for female head. Plate 45. Ht.
0.086 m.
Nose chipped.Darkred clay.
Face of a young woman with "Praxitelean"features. Hair parted in the center and drawn to the
sides in waves. Back of the mould damagedand surface irregular.Incisionsalong the edge were made to
help in aligningthe mouldfor the back.
(Hellenisticperiod).
476. (6505).Mouldfor horse.Plate 46. Ht. 0.068 m.
Lowerright cornerpreserved.Pale buff clay.
Prancinghorse with one forefoot off the ground.
Figureratherforeshortened,with thick neckretracted
so that the musclesshow plainly. Cylindricalknob on
the back of the mould.
(Hellenisticperiod).
477. (5098).Mouldfor rabbit.Plate 45. L. 0.075 m.
Brokenoff at left and bottom. Darkred-buffclay.
Rabbit munchingsome fruits (?). Large eye carefully indicated, hairs delineatedby incised grooves;
collar aroundthe neck. Back of the mould smooth,
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with a cylindricalknob at about the center of the
preservedfragment.
(First century).
478. (7415).Mould for Medusa head. Plate 46. Ht.
0.141 m.
Completeexcept for chip out of lower right side.
Gritty buff clay.
Head of Medusain fairlyhigh reliefbut with somewhat flattened features. Short, curly locks, scaly
snakes encirclingthe head and knotted both below
and above (where the snakes' heads are opposed),
lined forehead and well-marked eyebrows. Long,
prominent eyes with pupils indicated by incised
circles with central dots. Back of the mouldroughly
finished,with many thumbprints,indicatingthat the
mould was made by pressingthe clay on to a relief,
perhaps of metal. The appearanceof the head is
extremelymetallic.
Foundwith No. 396. First century.
479. (3423).Mould for plaque. Plate 46. Original
diam. ca. 0.14 m.
Fragmentary.Hardreddishbuff clay.
Circularplaque showing head of a bald, bearded
man with prominentnose and thick lips. Unusually
large eye drawnin full face. A knotted club upright
beforehis face. It appearsthat the intention was to
representa foreigner,probablyof Semiticrace.
Found in mixed context; probablyof the Roman
period.
480. (8924).Mouldfor boar and elephant. Plate 45.
Ht. 0.085 m.
Brokenabove and at right, bottom and lowerleft.
Hard, slightly micaceous red clay (apparentlynot
Corinthian).
Crouching boar with hair indicated by short
grooves, and long ears rather like those of a rabbit.
Elephant standingbehind with trunk extended over
the boar's back. Small, unidentifiableobjects in the
field.
First century.
481. (8069).Mould for lion's head. Plate 46. Max.
dim. 0.23 m.; probableht. lion's head, ca. 0.23 m.
Fragmentary.Grittyredclaywithforeignparticles.
Lion'sright eye and portionsof the nose and mane
show on the preservedfragment.Eye outlined by a
ridge and pupil indicated by a raised dot. Heavy
brow, wrinkled nose. Hair indicated in a rather
sketchymanner.The preservededge of the mouldhas
two hemisphericalprojectionsfor fitting into another
section. Back roughlyfinished. Despite the poor and
flat quality of the work,it seemsmost likely that the
mould was intended for casting lions' heads for a
sima.
(Romanperiod).
482. (2100).Arm of femalefigure (model?).Plate 46.
IHt.0.094 m.
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Preservedfromshoulderto lowerarm. Fairly hard
buff clay.
Hand-madefragmentrepresentinga figurewearing
a chiton with sleeve extending to below the elbow
(madeby cutting the clay with a sharpinstrument).
Probably a model from which a mould would be
made.
DepositVII (see p. 17). Fifth centuryB.C.
483. (2092).Leg of figure (model). Plate 46. Ht.
0.088 m.
Foot and lower leg preserved. Hard white-buff
clay.
Right foot, standing on a plinth (which may represent a sandal), leg covered by a long garment
which has no folds and which blends into the foot.
The foot itself is beautifullymodelled,with muscles,
toes and even toenailsshowingplainly.Probablypart
of a model,like the preceding.
DepositVII (see p. 17). Fifth centuryB.C.

484. (3085).Fragment (try-piece). Plate 47. Ht.
0.073 m.
Fairly soft buff clay.
Fragmentconsisting of a hollowtube of thick clay
with smallcircularvent in the side and projectingstub
at one end. Probablya try-piece,intendedfor testing
the heat of the kiln.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Late fourth or early third
centuryB.C.
485. (3082).Fragment (try-piece). Plate 46. Ht.
0.045 m.
Soft buff clay (burned).
The thighs of a man appearto be represented,with
a short tunic coveringthe upper part. A hole in the
bottom, betweenthe legs, for supportingthe figurein
the kiln. Probablya try-piece.
Deposit V (see p. 20). Late fourth or early third
century B.C.

METALSTATUETTESAND STATUEFRAGMENTS

The rapacity of Corinth'sconquerorsand ment A in Plate 144,a, appearto be from the
the corrosivepropertiesof her soil have com- flesh portions of statues (thickness, 0.004bined to destroymost of the productsof her 0.006 m.) and they usually show defects caused
bronzeindustry.Thatsuchan industryexisted by faulty casting.39Others,such as Fragment
appearsnot only from the literaryevidence35 B, arefragmentsof locksof humanhair;Fragbut from definitethoughtantalizinglyincom- ment C is part of an animal'shide; Fragment
plete indicationsat variouspoints of the ex- D is the rim of a large vessel (thickness,
cavations. The earliest evidenceis that pro- 0.005 m.). Fragments E, flat rectangularstrips,
someof were perhapsused for tickets or other such
videdby the Penteskouphiapinakes,36
which seem to show work at a foundry.The objects (thickness, 0.001-0.003 m.). Fragment
presenceof a bronzefoundryin the first cen- F is a partly melted or re-meltedfragment.
tury before or after Christ, adjacent to the The context of these pieceswas Roman, cerand tainly not later than the third century after
fountainof Peirene,has beenestablished,37
metal workingwas perhapsresumedin this Christ,perhapsearlier.Therewere no indicaareain the fourthcentury.38In recentyears a tions that a foundryexisted in the vicinity,
considerableamountof bronzescraps,appar- and these fragmentswere perhapsto be used
ently froma foundry,has turnedup duringthe on a small scale in an establishmentwhere
excavationof the South Stoa. Besides a few they would be melted down for jewelry and
fingers,locks of hair, and similaridentifiable other ornaments.The pre-Byzantinecontext
bits, the remainsconsist of scraps(Nos.486- makesit unlikelythat the scrapsarethe result
488 and Plate 144,a).Mostof them,like Frag- of Byzantineiconoclasm,althoughthe possi35 Pliny, N. H., XXXIV, 2, 6; Pausanias, II, 3, 3; Josebility cannotbe excluded.
Roman Mines in
68. See also 0.
Davies,
Europe
phus, Vita, 13,
(Oxford, 1935), pp. 252-253.
36See H.Bliimner, Technologieund TerminologiederGewerbe
und Kiinste bei Griechenund Romern, IV (Leipzig, 1887), pp.
204-205.
37 Corinth,I, ii, pp. 27-31.
38 Ibid., p. 36. For other possible foundry sites at Corinth
see Davies, op. cit., p. 253, note 3.

39For a general discussion of ancient bronze casting see
Kluge and Lehmann-Hartleben, Die Antiken Grofbronzen,I
(Berlin, 1927); ibid., p. 120 for types of defects produced
during casting. Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v.
Statuaria, p. 1490, note 7, give referencesto defective bronzes
from various sites.
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The bronzefigurinesare astonishinglyfew,
in comparisonwith the great numbersfrom
sites suchas Olympia,wherehundredsof small
votive offeringswerefound.Nos. 495498 are
the only examplesof the smallbronzeanimals
usuallydedicatedin sanctuaries.Nos.499-502
and 506-512 were almost certainly onceattachedto vesselsor instruments;they are included here since all traces of the associated
objectshave disappeared.The only important
metal statuette thus far discoveredat Corinth
is the figureof a warrior(No.503). Thefoot of
a similarfigurehas also been found(No.504).
A rareobject,but unfortunatelyfarfromcomplete,is No. 505, part of a lead statuette.

486. (6319). Two fragments of bronze statue. Plate
47. Max. dim. 0.107 m. and 0.088 m.
Pieces of "flesh" showing holes preparedfor the
insertionof patches.Backs ratherrough.
First century.
487. (6317).Bronzefinger.Plate 47. L. 0.062 m.
Missingabove the lowestjoint.
Probably a thumb, well over life size. Well cast
(solid) with few imperfections.Lines lightly incised
on the joint, and a line across the top of the nail.
Thereis a roughenedsurfaceon the back of the joint,
as if the fingerrested against somethingor held some
object.
Not later than the third century.
488. (6440). Two bronzefingers.Plate 47. L. 0.11 m.
and 0.062 m.
The largeris probablythe middlefinger;the other
may belong to anotherstatue, since the nail is much
longer and different in appearance.Joint lines and
lines aroundthe fingernails incisedafter casting. The
smallerpiece is cast solid; the larger,solid nearly to
the break, showingan irregulardepressionor "pore"
(Kluge and Lehmann-Hartleben,Die AntikenGrofbronzen[Berlin,1927], I, p. 112, fig. 26a). No signs of
attachment on the back. With these fingers, both
over life-size, were found two small scrapsof bronze,
evidently part of a statue, but too small for assignment to a particularpart of the body.
Not later than the third century.
489. (1292).Bronze finger. Plate 47. L. ca. 0.085m.
Broken off at the point of attachment to the hand;
surfacecorroded.
Perhaps a fourth finger, but so curved that it
seemsto have no joints. Approximatelylife-size.
(Secondcentury or later).
490. (5560).Bronzeclaw. Plate 47. L. 0.05 m.
5
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Broken at upper end. Perhaps from a piece of
furniture,but morelikely not.
(First-fourthcenturies).
491. (2215).Bronzelock of hair. Plate 47. L. 0.044m.
Broken at upper end. Tip end of lock, very well
cast. The bronzehas a yellowishcolor uncommonat
Corinth.
Late first centurycontext. ProbablyHellenistic.
492. (1087).Bronzelocks of hair.Plate 47. L.0.083m.
Parts of three locks of hair, perhapsfrom a statue
of Apollo. Modellinggood; strands apparently retouched.
(First-thirdcenturies).
493. (1390).Bronzefragmentof statue. Plate 47. Ht.
0.145 m.
Surface damaged,apparentlyburned. Broken all
around.
Apparently the edge of the garment of a large
statue. Maeanderpattern used as a border (width,
0.057 m.), not cast, but addedon in strips 0.004 m. to
0.007 m. wide. Cf. a similarfragmentfrom Olympia
(A.Furtwangler,Olympia,Die Ergebnisse,IV, [Berlin,
1890],no. 33, pl. V). Theinlay of this fragmentis said
to be of "another metal" now oxidized green like
bronze.
(Greekperiod).
494. (3970).Bronze phallus. Plate 47. Ht. 0.036 m.
Objectendingat the top in a triangularshape,with
a hole for the insertionof a rivet. Details added by
incision. Perhaps attached to a wooden plaque as a
votive offering to Asklepios(cf. a large number of
terracotta phalli found in the Asklepieion,A.J.A.,
XXXVII, 1933,p. 443), or to a woodenherm.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
495. (8180).Bronzesheep.Plate 47. Ht. 0.026 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Heavy haunchesand sheep-liketail.
It is interestingto note that only one animalwhich
is certainly a ram was found at Olympia(Furtwangler, Olympia,IV, no. 195),in the Pelopion.Except for
its curlinghornsit is not very like a sheep.
(Seventhor sixth century B.C.).
496. (115). Bronzeram. Plate 47. Ht. 0.057 m.
Eyes indicatedby incisedcircles;nostrilsby dots,
the fleece by a tongue pattern impressedirregularly
over the surface of the body. Lifelike but with incorrect anatomicalproportions.Cast solid, with imperfections.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
497. (3429).Bronzebull. Plate 47. Ht. 0.03 m.
Poorly modelledbody (cast solid). Tail attachedto
the hind leg. Eyes and wrinklesof the jowls carefully
indicatedby incision.The figurestandson a low base.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
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498. (523). Bronzebull. Plate 47. Ht. 0.025 m.
Hooves missing.
Rather cruder than the preceding figurine; the
only incised details are the mouth and the hairs on
the jowl and tail. Castsolid.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
499. (5434).Bronze horse (applique).Plate 48. Ht.
0.035 m.
Lower legs and hooves missing, surfacedamaged.
Flat back, for attachment to a wooden or metal
surface. Threeholes in the body, with traces of iron
rivets in them. Goodmodelling;details of the mane
incised.

(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
500. (4941).Bronzehare. Plate 48. Ht. 0.019 m.
Well cast (solid); eyes marked by tiny circles.
Obviouslyan attachment for a mirroror vessel. Cf.
a mirrorsaid to be from Corinthin H. B. Walters,
BritishMuseumCatalogueof Bronzes(London,1899),
no. 243, pl. IV, on which a fox pursues two hares
aroundthe rim. It appearsto be of the fifth century
B.C. Cf. also A.J.A. XLI, 1937, p. 336, fig. 3, a
mirrorfrom Sikyondated by Orlandosto 460 B.C.
Found in the "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22), but
probablyof the fifth centuryB.C.
501. (1180).Bronzehare. Plate 48. Ht. 0.017 m.
Both forelegs missing; most of the surfacedamaged.
Similarto the preceding,probablyfor attachment
to a mirror.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
502. (5721).Bronzecock. Plate 48. Ht. 0.029 m.
Well cast; details added by incision. Feet slightly
concave beneath, as if to fit on a curved surface,
perhapsthe lid of a vessel. This figure may, like the
hares,have been a mirrordecoration(cf. Schumacher,
Beschreibungder SammlungantikerBronzen [Karlsruhe, 1890],no. 223, pl. XXIV, whichhas dogs, hares
and cocks).
Found with late Roman and Byzantine coins, but
probablyfifth or fourthcenturyB.C.
503. (4016).Bronzewarrior.Plate 8. lt. 0.255 m.
End of right arm missing,also left knee (restored)
and lower end of plume. Surfaceof left shoulderand
front of helmet seriously damaged; the rest of the
surface, except on the cuirass, not well preserved.
Mostof the damageis due to fire.
Fully armed warriorstanding at ease, resting on
the right leg, with the left leg slightly bent. In the upraised right hand was probablya spear; on the left
arm perhaps a shield. The half-closed fist may
indicatethat the warriorheld the thongsof the shield,
or perhapsan offensiveweapon(cf. Roscher,Lexikon,
I, p. 490, whereMarsholds a spearin the right hand
and a sword in the left). Long-crestedhelmet with
plumes carefully indicated by incised lines. The

cuirass, which imitates the anatomy of the torso,
borderedby wide, raisedbands at bottom, arms and
neck; head of Medusa,with a childlike expression,
embossedon the breast. Three rows of lappets with
incised details below the cuirass, others serving as
sleeves. Feet and lower leg encased in high laced
sandalswhichleave the toes free. The best modelling
as well as the best preservedsurfaceis found on the
cuirass. The facial features are poor and the neck
thick(perhapsowingto fire).The
is disproportionately
left hand is so largeas to be entirelyout of proportion
to the arm and the calves of the legs are unusually
massive.
This statuette (firstpublishedby B. H. Hill, A.J.A.,
XXX. 1926, pp. 45-46, also mentioned in 'Apx.

AE\T.,

XI. 1927-28, nlapapTrinac,
p. 13, fig. 19) representsa
fairly common subject. Somewhatsimilar figurines,
generallyidentified as Mars,are found in the collections of various museums(cf. S. Reinach, Repertoire
de la statuairegrecqueet romaine[Paris, 1897-1910],
II, i, pp. 189-190). They usually have more elaborately workeddetails and none is exactly like the
Corinth statuette. The simplicity of the cuirass is
especiallydifficultto parallel.Mostsimilarto ours in
composition and pose is a bronze bearded warrior
0.21 m. high in the CologneMuseum(J. Poppelreuter,
"Jupiterim Panzer,"BonnerJahrbiicherCVII, 1901,
pp. 56-60) who wears greaves with thunderboltsin
relief on the front. The figureis restoredwith helmet,
spear in the right hand and thunderboltin the left,
and is identified as Jupiter Dolichenus.Also to be
comparedare: British MuseumCatalogueof Bronzes,
no. 798, (pl.XXIII), foundnearthe Rhine; deRidder,
MuseeduLouvre,BronzesAntiques(Paris,1913),I, no.
484, pl. 36; C. C. Edgar, GreekMoulds(Cairo,1903),
no. 32033, pl. VI.
(First or secondcentury).
504. (4546).Bronze foot of warrior. Plate 49. Ht.
0.031 m.
Preservedto calf. Surfacecorroded.
Foot of a figureprobablymuch like No. 603. High
boot with flaps turned down (cf. terracottafigurines
of Artemis, Nos. 232, 233); on the flaps a lightly incisedherring-bonepattern.Bottom of the foot smooth
fromhell to ball; forepartroughenedas if it had become detachedfromsomeobject.
(First or secondcentury).
605. (1110).Lead statuette. Plate 49. Ht. of base,
ca. 0.03 m.
Base and one foot preserved.
Standing figure, either male or female. The position may be deducedfrom the one remainingfoot,
which is bare, and from a rectangularhole for the
insertionof the other. Feet set into a square leaden
base, in turn enclosed in a rough mass of lead,
approximatelyrectangularin shape. The latter was
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probably poured around the base to bind it to a
stand of some sort which has now completelydisappearedexcept for a small fragmentof iron imbedded
in the lead.
Leaden statuettes appear to have been rare (see
Darembergand Saglio, Dictionnaire,s. v. Plumbum,
p. 514). Reinach, Repertoirede la Statuairegives two
examples: Eros (III, p. 262, 3) and Perseus (III, p.
268,5).
(Romanperiod?).
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506. (1286).Bronzeserpent.Plate 49. Ht. ca. 0.038m.
Slightly more than half preserved. Surfacebadly
corroded.
Snakecoiled to spring.It may have been attached
to the lid of a vessel, or perhapswas a separatefigure
resting on a small altar. Body covered with a scale
pattern; ridges on the neck.
(Greekperiod?).

507. (1563). Bronzeowl. Plate 49. Ht. 0.017 m.
Tipsof wingsmissing.Surfacesomewhatdamaged.
Bird perchingwith wings outspread.Feathersand
anatomicaldetails carefully and elaboratelyincised.
Perhapsa decorationfor the lid of a bronzevessel or
other object.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
508. (6311). Bronzegoosehead.Plate49. Ht. 0.026 m.
Neck broken off.
Feathers and eyes incised. Considerableretouching. This is perhapsthe end of the handle of a winestrainersuch as one found at Olympia(Furtwangler,
Olympia, IV, no. 925). Cf. also a goose's head from
Dodona (C. Carapanos,Dodoneet ses Ruines [Paris,
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1878], pl. XLVIII, 3) which is of the archaicperiod
and very similarto our specimen.
Found in Byzantine context (coins as late as
ManuelI) but probablyof the Greekperiod.
609. (7964).Bronze animal (applique).Plate 49. Ht.
0.037 m.
Head and neck preserved.
Back flat; high relief. Vigorousmodellingand the
boldlyinciseddetailscombineto give a lifelikeappearance. Smallraisedcirclewith centraldot on top of the
head. Cf. dogs and griffins on ivory caskets of the
tenth-eleventh centuries (A. Goldschmidt and K.
Weitzmann, Byzantinische Elfenbeinkunstdes X.XIII. Jahrhunderts[Berlin,1930],I, pl.XXXVI, 56c).
(Byzantineperiod).
610. (5555).Bronze face. Plate 49. Ht. 0.026 m.
Cast, no retouching.Primitive features. Concave
behind,no trace of an attachment.
(Byzantineperiod).
511. (8171).Bronze face. Plate 49. Ht. 0.027 m.
Similarto preceding.Featuresare moregrotesque
and partly incised.
Byzantine period.
512. (684). Bronze bird. Plate 49. Ht. 0.051 m.
Lower end brokenoff.
The figure has been detached from some other
object, probably a vessel (part of a bronze rivet
remainsin the piece formingthe legs). Details omitted; eyes not indicated.Cf. J. Strzygowski,Koptische
Kunst (Vienna,1904),p. 327, no. 7007, not unlikeour
figurine. Many vessels with similar birds have been
found in Egypt.
(Fifth or sixth century).

MISCELLANEOUS
FIGURINES

Under this heading are included a fragmentary statuette of faience (No. 513), of a
type which seems to be rare, at least in Greece,
a tiny stone herm (No. 514) and a finger made
out of bone (No. 515).

1941), I, p. 270, pl. XXXVI, three faience figurines
(one a head, the others vase fragments)from Egypt
(Hellenisticperiod).Suchfigurinesappearto be rare.
First century.
614. (1030). Steatite herm.Plate 49. Ht. 0.04 m.
Head missing.Dark blue steatite.
Rectangular herm, curving at the shoulders,
513. (8188).Faiencestatuette. Plate 49. Ht. 0.022 m.,
below
which is a rectangularprojection on either
w. of base 0.03 m.
side
(now brokenoff). Squarebase.
Blue faience, encrusted. Base and fragment of
(Romanperiod).
figure preserved.
with
a
circular
hole
in
616.
Roughly rectangularbase,
(989). Bone finger. Plate 49. L. 0.035 m.
the bottom for supportingthe figure. Two bare feet
Finger carvedfrom a piece of bone and sawed off
and somedraperyremain,the latter fallingin graceful at the base. Probablyfor insertionin a statue of some
folds behind the feet. See M. Rostovtzeff, Socialand other material.
EconomicHistory of the Hellenistic World (Oxford,
(Romanperiod).
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As we have mentionedin connectionwith plicatory inscription apparently intended as a
the metal figurines,the soil of Corinthis not dedication (see No. 552 for the circumstances
conducive to the preservation of bronze. of finding).
Of a later period are the two mortars Nos.
Nearly all the bronze vessels are of a late
period, and only those of the heaviest metal 571 and 572 and the bronzelamp No. 580. The
are in good condition.Iron vessels have sur- ampulla, or pilgrim'sflask, is representedby a
vived even less well (Nos.532 and578). Lead, few specimens in lead (Nos. 573-575).
a moreenduringmetal,is foundonly in small 516.
(7279).Bronze skyphos. Figure 1. Ht. 0.055 m.,
ampullae(Nos.573-575). Onetiny silvervase diam. of rim 0.115 m.
(No.525) remains,fromthe Hellenisticperiod. Fragmentary; base and lower portion missing;
The two Geometricpieces,the skyphos(No. surface corroded.
Sides vertical to 0.018 m. below the rim, then
516) and the phiale(No.517), arethe only pre- flaring and contracting toward the bottom. Very
Romanbronzevesselswhichareleft us. Other solid, well preservedhandles riveted on to the sides
classical remains are fragmentary, chiefly at the flaringpoint.
Found in a grave (A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543),
handles(Nos.518-524) of jugs and bowls.The
resting in a terracotta skyphos (Weinberg,Corinth,
Roman periodis equally poorly represented, VII, i, no. 75) which lay in the mouth of a hydria
with a few completevessels (Nos. 527-529, (op. cit., no. 77). For the tall, straight rim, cf. an
Attic skyphosof the secondhalf of the ninth century
531) and othersfragmentary(Nos.530,532) or
(A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 481, pl. XXI, 4). Rodney
preservingonly attachments(Nos.533-539). Young (Hesperia,SupplementII, p. 223, note 5) lists
Threemetal lamps, two bronzeand one iron bronzevases recordedas found in Geometricgraves.
Ca. 800-750 B.C.
(Nos.577-579), arepreserved.
The Byzantine period is somewhatbetter 517. (6442).Bronze phiale. Figure 1. Ht. 0.045 m.,
diam. of rim 0.15 m.
represented.In additionto a numberof vessels
surface badly corroded.
which might have been used in a household Fragmentary;
Slightly thickened and flaring rim, pointed
(Nos. 543-545,548-551,555,556) and a few ("spike")omphalosin center of rounded bowl.
which seem appropriatefor pharmaceutical Found between two graves (A and B in A.J.A.,
XLI, 1937, pls. XIII, 2, XIV, 1) inside a hand-made
purposes(Nos. 546-547), there is a seriesof terracottahydria
(Weinberg,Corinth,VII, i, no. 82).
vessels connected with church ritual. Four While the date of the graves A-B and the hydria in
shapes are included: ewers (Nos. 557, 558), which the phiale was found cannot be determined
censers(Nos.569, 570), largekettles, perhaps with accuracy,a skyphosfrom Grave G (Weinberg,
no. 80) can be dated to the middle of the
for use in baptismalceremonies(Nos. 552- op. cit.,
eighth century,and there is every likelihoodthat the
554), jugs or pitchers (No. 559). Several of entire area comprisingtwo sets of joined graves was
these (the ewers Nos. 557 and 558 and the excavated,and filled up, at the same time (see Weinkettle No. 554) bearinscriptions.Onthe ewer berg, op. cit., p. 28). This becomes of interest when
we note Dunbabin'sstatement (Perachora,I,
is engraved the opening phrase of Psalm that "the earliest datable Greek phialai arep.of151)
the
XXVIII, 3, in Greek,and on No. 554 a sup- seventh century."He goes on to say, "Earlierexam-
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ples in Greeceand Etruria are certainly Phoenician
imports. The phiale mesomphaloscame to Greece,
and, in the first place, it appears,to Corinth,probably from Syria or Phoenicia."We now have a phiale
mesomphalosdating at least fifty years earlier,but
it is a spike omphalos.Dunbabinillustrates such an
omphalos(Perachbra,I, p. 155, pl. 55,1) but does not
remarkon its shape and apparentlyhas overlooked
the possibility that the spike omphalos may have
been the predecessorof the roundedomphalos,or, at
any rate, an earlier phenomenon.(There is as yet
no evidence for transition from the spike to the
rounded omphalos, and such evidence should certainly have appearedat Perachora,if it is to appear
anywhere).Luschey (Die Phiale, p. 31) remarksthat
the phialemesomphalosreachedGreececa. 700, from
the East. This statement seems to be based largely
on the Tiryns bothros which contained the remarkable Gorgonheads (G. Karo, Fiihrer durch Tiryns
[Athens, 1934], pp. 47-48) but there seems to be no
reason,to judge fromKaro'saccountof the find, why
some of the contents of the bothros could not date
fromca. 750. (Luschey'sfig. 8 showsminiaturephialai
with spike omphaloifromthis bothros).Luscheysays
(op. cit., p. 35) that while the pointed omphalos
appears early (Tiryns; Delphi: Fouilles de Delphes,
II, 3, fig. 56; Cyprus:SwedishCyprusExpedition,II,
pl. 95 [A. 5.37]),it was soonsupersededby the rounded
omphalosand by the late seventh centuryit appears
onlyin Rhodes(Kameiros:ClaraRhodos,VI/VII,p. 93,
fig. 105; Vroulia: Kinch, Vroulia, pi. 44, 31) and
occasionallyin Italy (E. Langlotz,GriechischeVasen
in Wiirzburg[Munich,1932],pl. 224, no. 735).
Ca. 750 B.C.
518. (6530).Bronzevase handle. Plate 49. L. 0.02 m.
Oval handle, circularin section. Part of binding
which attached it to vessel or box still in place. For
method of attachment to vessels, see Schumacher,
derSammlungAntikerBronzenin KarlsBeschreibung
ruhe,pl. VIII. See also PerachoraI, pp. 161ff., pl. 65.
Early fifth century B.C.
519. (6533).Bronzevase handle.Plate 49. L. 0.022m.
Similarto the preceding,perhapsfrom the same
vessel.
Found with preceding. Early fifth century B.C.
B20. (3453). Three bronze handles. Plate 49. L.
0.033 m.; 0.033 m.; 0.038 m.
Similar handles, obviously belonging to a single
vessel, found together. Oval shape, polygonal in
section, the ends filed down sharply to be held in a
socket. Cf. Robinson, Excavationsat Olynthus,X,
no. 800.
(Fifth-third centuriesB.C.).
521. (4610).Bronze handle of vessel. Plate 49. L.
0.093 m.
Solid piece, finished off at the center, showing

signs of attachment at each end. See Furtwingler,
Olympia, IV, no. 926, pp. 147-148, where a considerablediscussionof this type of handle is to be
found, as well as ceramicparallels.It occursat other
sites as well (see Robinson, op. cit., no. 650; Waldstein, ArgiveHeraeum,II, nos. 2061-2064; Perachora
I, p. 165, pl. 67, nos. 1, 4, 9).
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
522. (6970).Bronzejug handle. Plate 49. L. 0.039 m.
Top brokenoff.
Leaf-shapedattachmentat the bottom; at the top
the shaft spreads out to fit the rim of a jug. Cf. a
similarone from Olynthos(Robinson,Excavationsat
Olynthus,X, no. 661).
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
523. (804).Bronzevase handle. Plate 49. L. 0.058 m.
Somewhat similar to preceding. Small fragment
of rivet preservedin upper end. The handle is probably from an oenochoe.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
524. (1697).Bronzevase handle.Plate 49. L. 0.084 m.
Beautifully finished piece, circular in section.
Tracesof attachmentat both ends, wherethe handle
flattens to join the body of the vase. For a complete
vase with this type of handle, see Schumacher,op.
cit., pl. VIII.
Found in Byzantine context, but certainly of the
Greekperiod.
525. (5704). Silver miniature vase. Plate 49. Ht.
0.034 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Pear-shapedbody, straight neck, with mouldings
at each end. Two small holes near the top for suspension. Probably a perfumeflask.
Found in Byzantine context, but certainly not
later than the Hellenisticperiod.
526. (1085).Bronze ring. Plate 49. Diam. 0.063 m.
Heavy ring, polygonal in section, flat-bottomed
(Figure 1). On the upper surface are engraved the
letters HB. Perhaps a stand for a round-bottomed
vessel. Cf. a bronze ring from Dodona (Carapanos,
Dodoneet ses ruines, pl. XXVI, 6) which bears the
letters AAKE.
(Fifth or fourth century B.C.).
627. (5254).Bronze bowl. Figure 1. Ht. 0.055 m.
diam. of rim 0.156 m.
About one quartermissing. Made of thick metal,
with mouldingson the outside and engravedconcentric circles in the interior.
Found in post-Byzantinecontext, but probablyof
the Roman period.
528. (5759).Bronzejar with lid. Figure1. Ht. 0.075m.,
ht. of lid 0.031 m.
Broken up; portionsmissing.
Rather thin bronze. The jar is made of two parts
now separated (see profile). The lid fits inside the
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mouth. The shape of the top of the lid cannot be
restored.
Late Roman context.
629. (6861).Bronzejar. Figure 1. Ht. 0.10 m.
Brokeninto many pieces; parts missing.
Slightlythickenedat the rim; otherwiseof uniform
thickness.Circlesincisedon the body and linesincised
aroundthe neck belowthe lip.
(Roman period?).
630. (7180).Bronze vessel. Figure 1. Ht. 0.04 m.
Badly corroded,only a fragmentof rim and side
preserved.
The metal is quite thick (ca. 0.003 m.), and the rim
even thicker. The design incised on the outside is
barely noticeable.
(Roman period).
631. (6438).Bronze bowl. Figure 1. Ht. 0.065 m.,
diam. of rim 0.238 m.
Badly bent and corroded,much of body missing.
Shallow, thickened rim, with incised grooves
aroundthe exterior, as shown in the figure. Double
circle incised in the center interior,and two grooves
just below the rim on the inside.
Found in a fairly moderncontext, but possibly of
the Roman period.
632. (2485).Iron bowl. Figure 1. Max. dim. 0.085 m.
Fragments of the rim preserved; surface badly
corroded.
Shallow vessel, with a wide rim having a hole
piercedthroughit at one point.
Roman period.
633. (6318).Bronze foot of vessel. Plate 49. Ht.
0.04 m.
Tip of one wing missing.
Panther-headedwinged animal, terminatingin a
panther'spaw. Widespreadwings with inciseddetail.
Cf. a similar foot probably from Livorno (Schumacher,op. cit., no. 263, pl. IV, 23); see also Bieber,
Skulpturenund Bronzenin Cassel,no. 358 and bibliographythere given.
(First or second century).
634. (7184).Bronze foot of vessel. Plate 50. Ht.
0.038 m.
Tip of one wing broken.
Griffin with outspread wings, terminating in a
simplefoot without claws. In back a small horizontal
projection.Carelessworkmanship.
(Secondcentury).
636. (121). Bronzebucranium.Plate 50. Ht. 0.066 m.
Part of the nose and end of one horn broken off.
Skeletaltype, with eyes indicatedby long depressions on either side of the head. Probably to be attached to a large metal vessel.
Cf. Babelon et Blanchet, Cataloguedes Bronzes
Antiquesde la BibliothequeNationale (Paris, 1895),
p. 483, nos. 1176ff. Thesebucraniahave fillets on the
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forehead. See also Bonner Jahrbiicher,CIII, 1898,
pl. III, an exactly similar bucraniumon a Roman
sarcophagusin Berlin.
(Romanperiod).
536. (1107).Bronzepan handle.Plate 50. Ht. 0.065m.
Handle probably for a flat bowl or pan. Small
piercedknob at the top for suspension.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
537. (8184).Bronzedoubleloop.Plate 50. L. 0.066m.,
th. 0.005 m.
Probably to be solderedon to a vase as a lug or
for someotherpurpose.
Romanperiod.
638. (4982).Bronzevase foot( ?). Plate 50. L. 0.048m.,
th. 0.006 m.
This may be the foot for a flat plate or bowl, to be
soldered on (cf. Furtwangler,Olympia, IV, p. 197,
no. 1270, Roman period).
Found in Byzantine context, but perhapsof the
Roman period.
639. (2066, 4929, 5879, 5110). Bronze vase feet (?).
Plate 50. L. 0.015 m., 0.022 m., 0.028 m., 0.033 m.
Th. 0.002 m.-0.003 m.
Foursimilarobjects,perhapsintended,likeNo.538,
as supportsfor plates, cf. Furtwingler,op. cit., p. 197,
no. 1271.
Onewas foundin a context probablyof the second
century,the othersin doubtfulcontexts with Roman
and Byzantine coins. Another specimen (MF 4829)
was found in the "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22), first
to early second century.
640. (5916).Bronzebowl. Figure2. Ht. 0.084 m.
Very much squashed.
Flat bottom, nearlystraightsides. A design(imitation Kufic?) lightly incised around the outside,
below the rim.
Tenth or eleventh century.
641. (7276).Bronze bowl. Figure 2. Ht. 0.06 m.,
diam. of top 0.271 m.
Muchof the body missing through corrosion.
In the centerof the bowl a rudelyincised chrisma,
and an incised design around it. Outside, on the
bottom, a large kappa, crudelyincised.
Tenth- twelfth centuries.
542. (3098).Bronzebowl.Figure2. Ht. 0.03 m., diam.
of rim 0.141 m.
Centerslightly damaged.
In the interiora pattern of incisedgrooves,within
which is a crude petal pattern made with a semicircularpunch.
(Frankishor Turkishperiod).
643. (223). Bronze bowl. Plate 50. Ht. ca. 0.055 m.,
diam. of base 0.145 m., diam. of rim ca. 0.347 m.
Badly bent; part of the side broken away.
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Shallow vessel, with a slightly raised base and
projectingrim.
(Early Byzantine period).
644. (484).Bronzebowl. Plate 50. Ht. 0.032 m., diam.
of rim 0.061 m., diam. of base 0.03 m.
Bent and one side damaged.
Bowl made of two thicknesses of metal pressed
firmly together. Sides are decorated with a simple
linear pattern in repousse.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
545. (1077). Bronzebowl. Plate 50. Ht. ca. 0.034 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.065 m.
Bowl with a low base and roundedsides curving
inward at the rim. No decoration.
(Byzantine period).
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NO. 550

1:4;

OTHERS

1:2

546. (430). Bowl. Plate 50. Ht. 0.026 m., diam. of
rim 0.033 m.
One side brokenaway.
Bowl with roundedbottom, undecorated.Perhaps
for pharmaceuticalpurposes.
Byzantine period.
547. (577). Bronze bowl. Plate 50. Ht. 0.026 m.,
diam. of bottom 0.041 m.
One side damaged.
Cylindricalbowl, made by attaching a strip of
metal to a flat disk. Two holes in the bottom.
Byzantine period.
548. (3097).Bronzesaucepan.Plate 50 and Figure 2.
Ht. 0.068 m., diam. of rim 0.167 m.

Tip of handle broken off, base bent.
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Pan made of a single piece of metal, with the
exception of the base, which is a strip of bronze
riveted together,and solderedto the pan. Cf. a rather
similarearly Byzantinesilver saucepanin Leningrad
(L.Matzulewitsch,ByzantinischeAntike[Berlin,1929],
p. 76, fig. 10).
Found in a late Byzantine or post-Byzantinecontext.
649. (6192). Bronze pan. Figure 2. Ht. 0.035m.,
diam. of rim 0.15 m.
Badly corroded,a large portionmissing.
Pan wrought from very thin metal. Traces of
rivets show wherea handle was attached.
Byzantineperiod.
650. (6034).Bronzesaucepan.Figure2. Ht. 0.078 m.,
diam. of rim 0.162 m.
Portions of the body missing through corrosion;
attachment of handle to body missing.
The handle is a hollowtube formedby solderinga
flat piece of bronze together. Form of the end of it
undetermined.Rivets still remainingin the pan show
how the handle was attached.
Byzantine period or later.
651. (535). Bronze one-handledbowl. Plate 50. Ht.
0.056 m., diam. of rim 0.14 m.
Handle missing, one side of the bowl slightly
damaged.
Fairly deep, without a base. Rim finished off by
folding the edge over so that it projectshorizontally.
(Byzantineperiod).
562. (4007). Bronze kettle. Plate 51. Ht. 0.21 m.,
diam. of rim 0.40 m.
Rim and sides badly broken.
Vessel consisting of two interlockingsections, one
forming the sides, the other the bottom, soldered
together with bronze.Roundedbottom with a raised
omphalosin the center. Sides bent outwardto form
the rim. In the rim a number of unevenly spaced
holes,in severalof whichare ironpins or rust, perhaps
the remains of handles.
This kettle, as well as Nos. 563 and 554 and the
jug No. 669, which were found piled one within
anotherin a water-channelin the Agoraregionfairly
near the Churchof St. John Theologos (now demolished), have been published in detail by Frederick
O. Waage ("Bronze Objects from Old Corinth,"
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, pp. 86-91). Waage believes
that these were household objects, not church furniture, and he dates them tentatively to the thirteenth century.He rightlyremarks:"It is hopeless...
to venture a guess at what time the vessels were
stowed away... The depth of burial, however, does
limit a downwardextensionof time, since the vessels
must have been hiddenpriorto the final decay of the
town..." Cf. CatalogueGeneraledu Musee Arabedu
Caire,G.Wiet,Objetsen Cuivre,no. 8241,pi. XXXVII.
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This vessel is of the same shape as ours, but with
Arabic decorationsand inscription.It is assignedto
the thirteenthcenturyonthe basisof internalevidence.
(Thirteenthcentury).
553. (4005).Bronze kettle. Plate 51. Ht. 0.15 m.,
diam. of rim 0.26 m.
Most of the bottom and part of the sides missing.
Shape similar to the preceding, but made of a
single piece of metal. Two pairs of holes in the rim,
opposite each other, for the insertion of handles.
Found with Nos. 552, 554 and 559. (Thirteenth
century).
554. (4041). Bronze kettle. Plate 51. Ht. 0.12 m.,
diam. of rim 0.19 m.
Much battered, surface damaged. Several pieces,
includingthe handle, missing.
Flat-bottomed vessel with straight sides slightly
indented beneath the projecting rim. Two pierced
oval projectionson the rim for the attachment of a
handle; an iron rivet remains in one hole. Just below the rim is engraved the following inscription
8o SoutAouov 'Harl[5]6(Fig. 3): K("pi)EPo9(E)i TO
pou &iaaTToauupiou'ApeT[ij.Both the propernames
are uncertain,but the readingsare at least probable.
Below this is a crudelyengravedguillochepatternand
aroundthe sides, near the bottom, an engravedband
of chevrons(Fig. 3).
For the guillochepattern,cf. a designon a sgraffito
plate of the middle of the twelfth century (Morgan,
Corinth,XI, The Byzantine Pottery,p. 30, fig. 19, c).
The inscription,which was only partiallydeciphered
by Waage (see commenton No. 552 above)is further
discussedin a note in A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 372
(Davidson, "The Inscriptionon a Byzantine Kettle
from Corinth").
Found with Nos. 552, 553 and 559. (Thirteenth
century).
555. (899). Sieve. Plate 51. Originaldiam. ca. 0.12 m.
Fragment of one side preserved.
Shallow,circularbowl shape, probablywithout a
base. The whole side, almost to the rim, has small
holes at regularintervals.
(Byzantineperiod).
556. (1845).Bronzeewer. Plate 51. Ht. 0.20 m.
Corroded,fragmentsmissing.
Madeof three sheets of bronze solderedtogether.
One forms the thickenedrim and upper part of the
body, anotherthe lowerbody and the third the base.
Thereis a seam down the back of the upper part of
the body. Handle made of a strip of bronzesoldered
to rim and body.
Byzantine periodor later.
557. (1938).Bronze ewer. Plate 51. Ht. 0.178 m.,
diam. of rim 0.045 m., diam. of base 0.073 m.

Handle missing; body damaged.
Madein three sections,the upper and lower parts
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of the body interlocked,with silver used as solder,
and the base inserted separately. Silver also used to
bind the seam at the back. Rounded,thickenedrim.
Just above the solderedjoint is a band of incised
decoration, perhaps a floral design (mostly obliterated), enclosedbetweendouble incised lines. Near
the top of the ewer similar incised lines border an
inscriptionrunningaroundthe neck (Fig.3): ' H pcovfl
K (upio)u wnT'[Tro]V0U86cOV.

These are the first wordsof Psalm XXVIII, verse 3:
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558. (1058).Bronzeewer.Plate 51. Ht. 0.135m, diam.
of rim 0.051 m., diam. of base 0.073 m.
Handlemissing;one side badly damaged.
Body made in one piece, base set in separately.
Rounded, thickenedrim. Aroundthe neck, between
two incised lines, the following lightly engraved

V

C~H1
"

by a basin bearinga Latin inscription.It is dated in
the sixth-seventh centuries. We thus have good
parallels for the ewer covering six centuries. The
excavations provide no evidence, except that it is
probablynot earlierthan the ninth century.
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FIG. 3. INSCRIPTIONS AND DECORATION ON BYZANTINE BRONZE VESSELS. 1:2

Cf. No. 558 and a silver and gold ewerfrom Vrap,
Albania,now in the MetropolitanMuseum(J.Breck,
Handbookof Pierpont Morgan Wing, Metropolitan
Museumof Art, 1925, p. 35; WaltersArt GalleryEarly Christianand Byzantine Art, 1947, no. 415),
which bears the same inscription. See Strzygowski
p. 19 and p. 20,
(Altai-Iran und V6lkerwanderung,
treasure
the
whole
who
dates
(op. cit., pp.
fig. 19),
Cf.
also Wulff,
ninth
centuries.
to
seventh
241f.)
Altchristlicheund MittelalterlicheBildwerke, I, no.
1676, a ewer of the same shape bearing an imperfectly decipheredinscription of which at least the
last part, and probablythe whole, is similarto ours.
It is assigned to the third to fourth centuries. A
silver vase (ewer?) in the Hermitagehag the same
inscription (Compte-rendude la CommissionImp.
Arch., 1867, p. 44), as does also a classical bronze
statuette which has the words engravedaroundthe
abdomenand monogramson chest and stomach (op.
cit., p. 43, pl. I, 4). For the shape, cf. Dalton, British
MuseumCatalogueof ChristianAntiquities,no. 541,
an uninscribedewerfrom Spainwhichis accompanied

inscription (Fig. 3): l (pcovfiKupfiouETriT-rC[J6]
6cr[co]v. Theinscriptionis obviouslythe sameas that
on the precedingvessel. The quotationwas probably
preferredfor this type of church vessel because of
the referenceto water.
Byzantine period.
559. (4006).Bronze pitcher. Plate 52. Original ht.
ca. 0.23 m., diam. of rim 0.05 m., diam. of bottom

0.13 m.
Brokenin two at the neck; a smallportionmissing.
Top bent and broken.
Top and bottom made separately and soldered
together with bronze.Flat bottom. Crudegeometric
designs (now very faint) incised on the shoulderand
at the top of the neck.
Found with Nos. 552, 553 and 554. Waage,in the
article cited in connection with No. 552, fails to
mention the incised pattern.
(Thirteenthcentury).
560. (4825).Bronze foot of vessel. Plate 52. Ht.
0.019 m.
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Top brokenoff.
Decorative foot for vessel, with a vague resemblance to an animal's paw.
Twelfth century context.
561. (5343). Bronze foot of vessel. Plate 52. Ht.
0.035 m.
Top broken off.
Cylindricalpiece, with two ridges, terminatingin
a flat, semicircularpad.
Tenth or eleventh century.
562. (4999). Bronze bucket handle. Plate 52. W.
0.08 m.
Circular in section; thickened in the middle.
Other similar handles have been found and, owing
to lack of externalevidence,are difficultto date.
Byzantine period.
563. (5394).Bronzebucket rim. Plate 52. L. 0.109 m.
Brokenon all sides except the top.
The inner section, i. e., the bucket itself, made of
a rather thin sheet of bronze, which has an incised
designof diagonals.Outsidestrip, attachedby rivets,
of a rather thicker bronze, and the ring still thicker
and rectangularin section.
Byzantine period or later.
564. (5001).Bronze bucket handle. Plate 52. Ht.
0.071 m.
Handle rectangularin section and flattened at the
ends, whereuneven holes are cut. The piece was cast
as a straight bar, the ends flattened out and then
bent around.
Byzantine period or later.
565. (5228).Bronzehandle.Plate 52. L. 0.097 m.
At the top a flat, leaf-shapedpiece, joining the
curvedportionwhichis flat insideandconvexoutside,
with a ridge running along the center. Bottom part
roughly oval in section. A hole at the bottom, as if
for a rivet to attach the handleto a vessel.
Byzantine period.
566. (4647).Bronzehandle. Plate 52. L. 0.075 m.
Similarto the preceding,but flimsy,madeof a thin
strip of bronze.A hole throughthe upper end.
Tenth-eleventh century context.
567. (5498).Bronze vase support. Plate 52. Ht.
0.086 m.
Rectangular in section, with rounded corners.
Onerivet remainsin the top.
(Byzantineperiod).
568. (4932).Bronzekettle spout. Plate 52. L. 0.096m.
Surfacedamaged.
Made of a tube flattened out at the lower end in
order to attach it to a kettle. A similar spout was
found with No. 566.
(Byzantineperiod).
669. (1124)Bronzecenser.Plate 52. Ht. 0.088 m.
Part of the bowl missing.
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Made of two pieces, the bowl almost cylindrical,
the lid a flaringconicalshape, endingin a small hole
at the top, through which the incense was released.
The lid decorated with incised bands. Cf. Strzygowski, KoptischeKunst, p. 301, no. 9163, fig. 339
(height with lid, 0.138 m.); Bonner Jahrbiicher,
CXXXV, 1930, pl. XXXII, no. 6 (from Cologne).
Byzantine period.
570. (1125).Bronze censer. Plate 52. Ht. 0.102 m.
Onlythe bowl preserved(the vessel is upsidedown
in the photograph).
Conicalbowl, endingin a decorativeknob. A hinge
attached to one side.
Byzantine period.
571. (6033).Bronze mortar. Plate 52. Ht. 0.089 m.
Bottom broken through (perhapsconvex on this
account).
Very thick metal. Splayed rim. Four vertical
projectionsaround the sides. Cf. Survey of Persian
Art, VI, pl. 1280, A and others, dated "10th or lth
century (?)". One found in the AthenianAgorawith
a pestle is dated late sixteenth - early seventeenth
century(Frantz,Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 10, fig. 18, 8).
Byzantineperiod.
572. (436a).Bronzemortar.Plate 52. Ht. 0.089 m.
Cylindrical,with slightly convex bottom, so that
the vessel is unstable. Sides decorated with raised
vertical knobs, and at one point a loop is attached in
which is a largering.
Found with No. 1440 (bronze pestle). Byzantine
periodor later.
573. (8242).Lead ampulla.Plate 53. Ht. 0.065 m.
Top brokenoff; badly bent.
On the obverse an overall petal pattern, on the
reverse a quarteredcircle surroundedby an eightpointed star. Unusuallywide neck.
Foundnearthe surface,but perhapsof the Byzantine period.
574. (5727).Lead ampulla. Plate 53. Figure 4. Ht.
0.054 m.
Top bent; one handlemissing.On one side a bust
of the Virgin, mostly obliterated; design on other
side quite indistinct.
Found in Frankishcontext.
575. (5726).Lead ampulla.Plate 53. Ht. 0.053 m.
Part of neck and the handlesmissing.
The relief on both sides very indistinct; one may
have been a bust.
Byzantine periodor later.
576. (2185).Limestonemouldfor a metal vase. Plate
53. Ht. 0.048 m., w. 0.067 m., th. 0.039 m.
Bottom missing.
Hard pink limestonemould for a small "pilgrim's
flask," probably of lead. On the neck a chevron
pattern, on the body a rosette which covers nearly

its wholesurface.Thedesignis deeplyand carefully
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Badly corroded; most of handle and parts of
discus missing.
Made of very thin metal. The discus is a separate
piece which fits onto the body and has a centralhole
with three smaller holes around it. A hole in the
bottom of the lamp shows that it must have been
attachedto a stand. The fragmentof vertical handle
which is preservedis a flat strip of bronze 0.013 m.
wide.
Found with a Type XXVIII terracotta lamp
(Broneer,Corinth,IV, ii, pp. 102ff.). Fourth century.
578. (6127).Iron lamp. Plate 53. L. 0.119 m., original
w. ca. 0.07 m., ht. 0.019 m.
Badly corroded;parts of body and handlemissing.
Opennozzle. Remainsof chain links fastenedin a
loop at upperright end of nozzle. A stub end of the
vertical handle remainingat the back shows that it
was 0.007 m. wide.
(Late Roman or early Byzantine period).
FIG. 4. DESIGN ON LEAD AMPULLA (NO. 574). 2:1
579. (5751).Bronze lamp. Plate 53. L. 0.10 m., w.
0.05 m., ht. of body 0.032 m.
cut. At the upperrighthandcornerof the mouldis
Completeexcept for center of base.
a hole for the attachmentof the other half and in the
Squat body with a raisedbase which has a central
back remainsa rivet bent into rectangularshape.
support. Spreading, cup-shaped nozzle. Handle in
form of a cross with knobbed ends and incised
the
(Byzantineperiod).
concentriccircles as decoration.Directly in front of
577. (5369).Bronzelamp. Plate 53. Figure 5. W.
the crossis a vertical loop which, with a secondloop
0.057 m., ht. 0.035 m.
between discus and nozzle, served to suspend the
lamp. On the hinged lid a crude human face with
curling locks, lightly engraved. This is a common
type of lamp. Cf., e.g., Strzygowski,KoptischeKunst,
undMittelp. 291nos. 9137,9138;Wulff,Altchristliche
alterlicheBildwerke,I, no. 799.
Fourth-sixth centuries.

FIG. 5. PROFILE OF BRONZELAMP (NO. 577). 1: 1

580. (7162). Bronze lamp. Plate 53. L. 0.11 m., w.
0.075 m., ht. 0.016 m.
Handle missing.
Heavy, solid metal. Flat bottom with incised
circleson the interior,sides slopingoutward.Handle
hinged on. The nozzle has a small piece of metal
attached on the top to keep the wick in place.
Byzantine period.

GLASSVESSELS
The bulk of the glasswarefoundat Corinth
falls into two main periods:the first century
to about 500, and the eleventh-twelfthcenturies.Therearefew piecesdatingfrombefore
the Roman occupation,for glass was comparativelyrare here, as elsewhere,until the

inventionof the blowpipe.1Duringalmostthe
entireRomanperiodglass vessels were fairly
plentiful,but especiallyduringthe first and
secondcenturies.Afterthe fifth centurythere
1 For the date of this invention see M. Trowbridge, Philological Studies in Ancient Glass (University of Illinois, 1980),
p. 107; also D. B. Harden, Antiquity, VII, 1933, pp. 421-422.
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is a longgap, owingto the barbarianincursions followingpages to assignindividualpieces to
and the consequentdesertionof the city. The specificforeignsources,except in the case of
unusually abundantmaterialfrom the elev- types whose originis generallyaccepted,for
enth and twelfthcenturiescomeslargelyfrom the wanderingsof ancient glassmakershave
two factorysites lying not far fromeachother made this a difficult task, not to be underin the Byzantine Agora.2After the Norman taken without wide experienceof fabricsand
invasionput an end to this periodof activity, techniques.
the communitywas too smallandnegligibleto
Corinth'simportanceas a glass-makingcenfurnisheither the initiative or the marketfor ter in the Byzantineperiodwas not suspected
glass manufacture.Most of the glassware,of until in 1937two factorieswerediscoveredalall periods, was found in the Agora region. most at the sametime. Althoughthe material
That of Romantimes was probablyassociated is relativelyabundant,both fromancientand
with the numerousshops which stood there, mediaevaltimes,thereareseldomenoughspeand that of the mediaeval period with the cimensof a singleshort periodto allow many
factoriesand houseswhichcoveredpart of the generalizationsto be made or significantconarea, leaving a smallermarket-placethan the clusionsto be drawn.For this reasonmost of
classicalone had been.
the comparativematerialhas been placedin
Thevalueof the glassdiscoveredat Corinth, the catalogue.
both Romanand mediaeval,consiststo a large
degreein the fact that it providesthe greatest
GREEKPERIOD
amountof materialyet excavatedon a Greek
site. Glassfindsin Greecehave beenrelatively Not morethan a dozenpiecesof glassof the
meagerand the few vesselswhichhave turned pre-Romanperiodhave beenfoundat Corinth
up here and there have been only brieflydis- (six of them in the Potters' Quarter).4Of these
cussed.3While the Romanglass found at Co- the majorityis of the sand-coretype, probably
rinth does not indicate that the city was importedfrom Egypt.5 The three fragments
lavishly suppliedlike the towns of Italy and Nos. 581-583 are parts of aryballoiand an
Syria, yet it appearsthat glasswarewas more amphoriskos,with the usualdecorationof yelcommonin Greecethan has been supposed.It low and, in one case (No. 582), light blue
is unlikely that Roman glass was manufac- threads in zigzag patterns. They cannot be
turedin Corinthitself, for if it had been,some dated closely. The one piece possibly of the
tracesof the factorymighthave beenexpected Hellenisticperiodis a mould-pressed
bowl (No.
to appearby this time; but the possibilitystill
4 Corinth, XV, i, pp. 114, 130-131.
Early collections also
remains.Little attempt will be made in the contain
pieces said to have been found at Corinth: see
2

See Davidson "A Mediaeval Glass-factory at Corinth,"
A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 297-324, and Matson, "Technological Study of the Glass from the Corinth Factory," ibid.,
pp. 325-327.
3 For glass vessels found in excavations in
Greece, see
Waldstein, The Argive Heraeum, II, p. 184, fig. 99; Furtwingler, Olympia, IV, no. 1335-7; Valmin, TheSwedishMessenia Expedition (Lund, 1938), p. 463; Perdrizet, Fouilles de
Delphes, V, pp. 215-216; Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus,
V, p. 263; XI, p. 177; Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 112 (Pnyx,
Athens); Syria, XXIV, 1944-45, pp. 87ff. (Siphnos); B. S. A.,
XLIV, 1949, pp. 80-92 (Siphnos); 'Ep. 'Apx., 1902,
pp. 165ff. (Antikythera find); A.A., 1942, pp. 170ff. (Verria);
'Apx. AEAT.,XV, 1933-35 (suppl.), p. 59 and fig. 20 (Crete);
J.H.S., XXIX, 1909, p. 327 (Rhitsona). This bibliography
does not pretend to be exhaustive.

W. Froehner, La VerrerieAntique; descriptionde la collection
Charvet(Le Pecq, 1879), nos. 1, 3, 4, 7, 8,11 and P. Fossing,
Glass Vessels beforeGlass-blowing(Copenhagen, 1940), p. 88,
fig. 55.
6 Fossing (op. cit., p. 2) describes their manufacture as
follows: "A core of moist sand was placed on the end of a
mandril, and round this core the worker laid ring after ring of
hot plastic glass, in most cases afterwards adding rings or
threads of other colours to produce the polychrome decoration; the whole was then rolled backwards and forwards on a
smooth surface until the outside of the vessel became flat
and welded together. The neck, which was formed round the
mandril above the core, readily loosened itself from it when
contracted by cooling after the process, and the sand could
be withdrawn from the inside of the vase, usually leaving a
rough, granular wall, quite different from the smooth, glossy
outer side."
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584) which is remarkablywell executed, of
very heavy material,and perhapsdates from
the secondcentury B.C. While no clue to its
date is given by the provenience,the shapeis
reminiscentof Megarianbowlsand a fragment
of a somewhat similar glass bowl has been
foundin Athensassociatedwith potteryof the
late second and early first centuryB.C.6No.
584 must be datedeitherfifty yearslater (consideringthe one hundredyears' desertionof
Corinth)or fifty years earlier,7and the latter
is perhapsmorelikely.
ROMAN PERIOD

AlthoughCorinthwas establishedas a Roman colonyin 44 B.C., none of the glass can
definitelybe assignedto a dateearlierthanthe
first centuryof our era. Thus Corinthcannot
help to fix the date of the inventionof glassblowing.
The earliestimportantdepositof glass8conmould-blownand freetains mould-pressed,9
blownvessels.Notingthe similarityof several
of the shapesin this depositto those of Arretine ware(e.g. Nos.620, 621), the fragmentof
millefioriglass (No. 604) and the fact that
Arretinepotterywas foundwith the glass,one
might imagine that the whole lot was imported from Italy, but actually, there is no
firm basis for such an assumption.10From
amongthe fragmentscontainedin the deposit
the followingshapesor portionsof shapeswere
recovered:

6 Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 427.
For a somewhat similar shape and material, cf. a unique
mould-pressedbowl with a cut leaf pattern which is said to
have been found in a fourth century B.C. context at Ephesos
(Fossing, Glass Vessels, p. 84, and Berytus, IV, 1937, pp.
121ff.). Fossing emphasizes its affinity to Persian metal
vessels of the period.
8 Found in two groups behind the South Stoa, with
Arretine pottery and coins of the first century.
9 A glossary of terms used in describing glass will be found
on pages 90-93.
10 For a general account of glass-working and the glass
trade under the Roman Empire see passim T. Frank, An
Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, 5 vols. and index (Baltimore 1933-1940). An account of the glass industry in Italy is
found in Vol. V, pp. 194-197.
7

Plate (No. 621)
Shallow bowl or cup (No. 620)

Pillar-moulded
bowl (Nos.597,604)
Bowl with wheel-cutgrooves(No. 590)
Ribbedbowl (No.605)
Shallowbowlwith thickenedrim (Nos.
625,626,627)
Bowlwith incurvingrim (No.636)
Goblet(No.637)
Cupor beaker(Nos.638, 639, 652)
Rectangularjug (Nos.656,657)
Toiletbottle (No.667).
Therewere no duplicates,as far as could be
judgedfromthe fragments.Thewareis noticeably various in appearanceand in color, includinga fine emeraldgreen glass containing
many bubbles(Nos.620, 621), a delicatepale
green glass with few bubbles(Nos. 637, 638,
657), a turquoisebluematerialwith occasional
bubbles(Nos.597,605,625-627,639,656) and
a very delicatepale blue glass (Nos.636, 652,
667). No. 590, the bowlwithwheel-cutgrooves,
is colorless,with a slight yellow-greentinge.
Almostuniqueat Corinthis the fragmentof a
bowl of millefioritype (No. 604). One small
fragmentof a vase of opaquegreen paste, of
no determinableshape, was found in the deposit (MF7253,not catalogued).Thisgroupis
presumablyall of the samedate, as the deposit
seemssimultaneousratherthancumulative.In
techniqueit is fairly representativeof all the
Corinth glass of the period. Mould-pressed
glassis representedby Nos.590,597, 604, 620
and621. Nos. 620 and621 showthe technique
at its best, with the entire surface polished
afterremovalfromthe mould,the processgiving a fine, smoothfinish.The rectangularjugs
Nos. 656 and 657 wereprobablynot mouldblown, but flattened after blowing. The remaining vessels are free-blown.On none of
themis the post techniqueto be observed,but
it canbe seenon otherCorinthian
vesselsof the
sameperiod.Until recentlythere was no evidencefor the use of the pontiltechniquebefore
the fifthcenturyon glassfoundat Corinth,but
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a deposit of second century glass discoveredin
1947 (hencenot included here) shows the pontil
in use at that time.
Practically all of the Roman glass has suffered deterioration, in greater or less degree,
through burial in the ground. For an account
of the various types of decomposition, generally termed "weathering," as well as of technical terms used in describing the glass, the
reader is referred to the section on Terminology, p. 90.
A summary of the commonershapes of glass
vessels of the Roman period follows, with the
main types divided into categories according
to their decoration. While this arrangement
produces some anomalies as far as technique
and dates are concerned, it should make the
catalogue more convenient for reference.
BowLS

1) Engravedbowls(Nos.585-594)

The ten specimens presented here represent
not more than twice as many pieces, for bowls
decorated in this manner are comparatively
rare at Corinth. All except the last three specimens (Nos. 592-594) were mould-pressed,
and afterward polished and engraved on the
wheel. Nos. 585-591 have simple decoration of
horizontal grooves, varying in width, around
the outside or the inside, sometimes on both
surfaces. These have been assigned to the first
and second centuries after Christ, but some
may well be from the end of the first century
B.C. Blue and green are the predominating
colors; there are also yellow and colorless specimens. From the second century there are
bowls engraved not only with grooves but with
facets as well. While No. 592 is the only specimen of its kind at Corinth,the type of decoration is found on vessels of other shapes (e.g.
No. 641). The workmanshipof No. 592 is extremely fine and painstaking, apparently superior to that of its many parallels.11It was

probablyimportedfromAlexandria.Nos. 593
11 See the catalogue for comparative material.
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and 594, both of types fairly widespreadin
western Europe (see the cataloguefor parallels), are probablyto be dated in the fourth
century. Neither was found in a significant
context.
2) Ribbedbowls(Nos.595-609)
Numerousspecimenswith this type of decoration, one of the most common almost
everywhereduringthe early Imperialperiod,
have been found. This very generalterm includes bowls which vary not only in quality
andin shape(at least threedistinctformsmay
be noted), but in technique.The commonest
variety of ribbed bowl, best exemplifiedby
No. 595, is the "pillar-moulded"
bowl,12corresponding to Morin-Jean'sForm 6813and to
Harden's III B i.14 These bowls are mould-

pressed,with roundedbottoms, no base, and
verticalribs on the body.l5On some the ribs
slant, as the result of twistingthe bowl upon
removalfromthe mould;on others(especially
No. 600) they are hardly more than blobs.
The rims, and often the upper parts of the
bowls,are polishedandoccasionallyhorizontal
groovesare wheel-cutin the interior.The rims
generallyfollow the line of the sides directly
upward;on No. 601 the rim splays outward.
Thereis some variationin the finishingof the
edge of the rim. Colorsused for the bowlsare
blue, yellowishgreen, yellowishbrown, deep
12For its metal prototypes see, e.g., Swedish Cyprus Expedition II, pl. CLXXX, 81 (from Idalion); B. Filov,Nadgrobnite
mogili pri Duvanlij (Sofia, 1934), p. 50, fig. 60 (silver).
13 Morin-Jean, La Verrerieen Gaule sous l'Empire Romain
(Paris, 1913), Tableau de Morphologieand pp. 122ff.
14 D. B. Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis (Ann Arbor,
1936), p. 118. It is interesting to note that only one small
fragment of a "pillar-moulded" bowl was found at Karanis
(No. 310) and that only one other example of Egyptian
provenience is known (Harden, op. cit., p. 99). In Syria and
Palestine they were common. A magnificent specimen (diam.
of rim, 0.228 m.) has been found in Afghanistan: see J.
Hackin, RecherchesArcheologiquesa Begram (Paris, 1939),
p. 34, no. 177, pl. IX. An example has recently been found in
Siphnos (B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, pl. 31,2). For western examples see Harden, Camulodunum,First Report on the Excavations at Colchester1930-1939 (Report of the Research
Committeeof the Society of Antiquaries of London, XIV),
p. 302.
15 For the technique of these and other early Roman
glasses see W. A. Thorpe, Journal Soc. Glass Technology,
XXII, 1938, pp. Iff.
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brown,light yellow,or colorlesswith a greenish
tinge, and in one case millefioriglass. Mostof
them date from the first century;some may
be from the second. Thereis no evidenceat
Corinthfor the continuationof the shapelater
than that. Variationsin techniqueseem to
offer no clue to date: well made pieces and
pooroneswerefoundin the samecontext (e.g.
Nos.598 and603).
The second variety of ribbed bowl (not
amongMorin-Jean'sshapes)is representedby
two fragmentsunique at Corinth(Nos. 605,
606), datingfrom the first century.Although
it might appear that moulds were used for
these two bowls, it is more likely that both
were free-blownand that the ribs were made
afterwardwith a reamer.
Thethirdvariety,a free-blownbowl corres-
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Althoughseveralvarietiesof applieddecoration occur on Corinthianvases, the actual
numberof examplesis very small. No. 611 is
an earlyspecimenwith appliedthreads,probably in a spiralpattern.Fillets appliedto the
rim in a ribboneffect appearon Nos. 612 and
613, foundin a well-datedcontext of the second century. No. 614 is a unique fragment
with very delicateappliedcoil decorationresemblingthat on snake-threadglass.Barbotine
appearsas appliedblue blobson Nos. 615 and
616, both datingfromthe late Romanperiod,
when this type of decorationwas common.
No. 617 is our only example of the "clawbeaker,"whichwas commonespeciallyin the
west: a large coil of glass attachedat the top
and "dripping"downthe side of the vase. Anotherformof appliedornamentis represented
ponding to Morin-Jean's Form 69,16is exem- by the small lion's head No. 618 and the fish
plifiedby two specimens(Nos.607, 608). The No. 619, neither of which could be closely
mouthof the bowlis narrowerthan in the first datedby context.
bowlsand dishes (Nos. 620varietyandthe ribsbeginlowerdownandfade
5) Undecorated
into the bodyof the vase at bothends.No.608,
636)
with its marvered-inthreadsof a secondcolor,
In this categoryare placed, of necessity, a
is the moretypical of the two examples.This good many fragmentsof various types. The
kind of ribbedbowl, whichappearsto be con- earliest are mould-pressed,dating from the
temporarywith the othertwo varieties,was a first century. These are Nos. 620 and 621,
widespreadform, especiallyin the west.7 No. alreadymentionedin connectionwith the de609, a ribbedvessel perhapstoo deep to be posit foundbehindthe South Stoa. No. 622, a
calleda bowl,is aloneof its kind.
fragmentof a bluefaiencebowl,is probablyan
Threesmallfragmentsof bowlswithpinched- importfromEgypt. Nos.623-632 and634-636
rib decoration'8(MF7311), too tiny to cata- seem to be free-blown.Most of them are exlogue,areuniqueat Corinth.Theglassis color- tremelyfragmentary,so that it is not always
less with a faint yellowtinge. No shapecan be possibleto be certain.Nos.634 and635 reprededucedfromany of the pieces.
sent a type of whichtherearemanyfragments
bowls(No.610)
but not a single completespecimen.No. 636
3) Mould-blown
Aloneof its kindat Corinthis a mould-blown may be an inkwell. It is interestingto note
bowl(No.610)withdecorationrecallingsigillata that some of the bowls and plates of the first
ware, probablydating fromthe first century. andsecondcenturiesfindduplicatesin sigillata
4) Bowls with applieddecoration(Nos. 611- ware(e.g. Nos.620, 621,631).
619)

16Morin-Jean, op. cit., Tableau de
Morphologieand p. 123,
fig. 153.
17 For
bibliography see Camulodunum,pp. 294-295.
18 The decoration is exactly like that on a
fragment from
Karanis (Harden,Roman GlassfromKaranis, no. 325, pl. XIV).

CUPSANDGOBLETS

Cupsandgoblets,evenin fragmentarystate,
areless numerousthan the bowls.The classificationis by decoration.
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The few first century specimens are of
various shapes. One is conical (No. 637), another has a narrowmouth, spreadingsides and
perhaps a flat bottom (No. 638), a third has a
rounded and deeply pricked bottom (No. 639
- shape of upper part doubtful). The pieces
which can be assigned to the second century
are also few: No. 640, a conical cup much like
the first century specimens, and No. 641, a
piece whose fabric and decoration are like No.
592 and which probablywas also importedfrom
Egypt. This type of goblet had wide distribution. Examples have been found in the west
and as far north as Sweden, as well as far to
the east, in Afghanistan.l9No.642 is similar in
techniquebut cruderandprobablylater in date.
The fabricseems western ratherthan Egyptian.
The inscription on No. 643, a late fragment,
may have read TilE.
cups(Nos. 644-648)
2) Thumb-indented
Although this form of decoration was not
confined to any particular period,20all the
Corinth specimens happen to be of the first or
second century. There are two types: one with
a flat bottom, too small for balancing the cup
(No. 644), the other with a cut-out base (Nos.
645-648). The rim, in the two examples in
which it is preserved, flares outward and is
slightly thickened and rounded. All the bases
show the use of the post technique.

handles (Nos.
3) Cups with pincer-moulded
649-650)

These two cups are examples of a widespread
type of pottery and glass cups which obviously
imitate metal (see the catalogue for parallels).
They date from the first century. The handles
of No. 650 were impressedwith the name of the
maker, 'Apiordbv
(Fig. 10), who is probably to
be identified with Aristo Sidonius, known from
many other examples.21This cup is the only
19 A.

Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume(Leipzig, 1908), p. 905,
fig. 377; Acta Archaeologica,XI, 1940, p. 216, fig. 3; Hackin,
Recherchesa Begram, nos. 156, 160, 175, pl. IX.
20
Morin-Jean, La Verrerieen Gaule, pp. 193-194.
21 See
Trowbridge, Philological Studies in Ancient Glass,
6
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Corinthianpiece which gives the maker'sname.
No mould-blown glasses with inscriptions of
any sort have turned up.
4) Undecoratedcups (Nos. 651-653)
The first two examples, of the first century,
are simple and much alike in shape. Both have
unworked rims. No. 653, with its double tube
at the neck, is unique at Corinth.
5) Stemmedgoblets(Nos. 654, 655)
These fourth-century prototypes of Byzantine goblets (see Nos.711ff.) are rare at Corinth.
Three almost identical pieces were found together (Nos. 654, 655 and one other). The
quality of both material and manufacture is
poor. The misshapen piece (No. 655) may have
reached that condition during manufacture,
but it is not sufficient, in itself, to give evidence of a local factory.
BOTTLESAND JUGS

Since the jugs and bottles are seldom decorated, they have been classified by their
shapes.
1) Rectangularjugs (Nos. 656-662)
These jugs were quite common at Corinth,
as elsewhere, during the first and second centuries.22Some were formed by blowing into a
mould, others by flattening after blowing. No.
656 is the only example of the wide-necked
variety (Morin-Jean'sForm 18). The narrownecked rectangular jug (Morin-Jean's Form
14) is much more common, and only a few
examples (Nos. 657-662) of the many fragments which have been found are presented
here. Morin-Jean has made a distinction, without chronological significance, between those
with bodies of cubic shape (his Form 14 A) and
those in which the bodies are longer than they
are wide (Form 14 B).23All the Corinthianjugs
which are sufficiently preserved to give the
entire height fall in the second category.
pp. 120ff., for names of ancient glass-workers, known from
their products.
22 For a discussion of rectangular jugs, the method of
manufacture and their distribution, see Harden, Roman
Glass from Karanis, pp. 237-239.
23
Morin-Jean, op. cit., p. 62.
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Among them are two somewhat differentkinds
of rims: the usual broad, flat rim, formed by
folding the edge inward and flattening it down
(Nos. 659 and 660) and a rareroutsplayed (but
not flat) rim with tubular fold (Nos. 657, 658).
No. 657 is also distinguished by an extraordinarily long neck, a loop at the top of the
handle, and a more sloping shoulder than is
usual. Although Morin-Jean mentions no differencesin the shape of the rim, one of the jugs
he shows (his fig. 46) seems to be of this sort.
It is possible that this type of rim is somewhat
earlier than the more usual variety, but this
cannot be proved by the Corinth material
alone. The necks of the others are uniformly
short. Almost all the handles are broad, variations in them depending at least partially on
accidents in forming the coil when it was
applied to the vessel. A slight concavity of the
shoulder where it meets the neck is characteristic of some of the jugs. The bases are either
flat and plain, sometimes with a slight kick, or
bear a pattern from the mould (Nos.661,662).
The bottoms of two, one of which is plain and
the other with a pattern (No. 662), show
traces of the post technique. If a similar technique was employed for the others, all signs of
it were removed. Among the rectangularjugs
there is great range in size and quality. The
thinnest-walled is almost too fragile for use,
while the heaviest could have been transported
with ease. Blue is the predominant color, as in
most of the glass of this period; there are a few
green and yellow pieces as well. Those which
can be dated by context belong to the first
century or to the early part of the second.
2) Polygonal bottles(Nos. 663, 664)
There is one small fragment of a hexagonal
bottle (No. 663), dating from the second century, another of an octagonal one (No. 664), of
the first or second century. The latter is a well
made piece, of thick blue glass, with ribs
separating the facets.

8) Cylindricalbottle(No.665)
The one identifiablefragmentof a bottle

with cylindricalbody has two handles like
Morin-Jean'sForm9,24 whichwasa fairlycommon shape in both east and west duringthe
thirdand fourthcenturies.
4) Toilet bottles(Nos. 666-674)

This groupincludesa variety of shapesand
coversthe first three centuriesof our era. The
earliest (from its context) is No. 667, which
probably resembled No. 666, although the
walls of the latter are thicker. Nos. 668-671
have longer bodies, in the case of No. 668
dividedfromthe neck by an engravedgroove,
in No. 671 set off by constrictionwith a
modellingtool. Thefull shapesof Nos.672 and
673 are doubtful.
5) Miscellaneousbottles(Nos. 675-684)

These single examplesof various types do
not fit into any of the above categories.No.
675 was foundwith No. 592 in a secondcentury grave, and its fragmentaryconditionis
due to the fact that the grave was a chance
find of a local farmer.The oil bottle No. 676,
forusein the bath,is of a type commonin both
east and west, and was made in metal as well
as in glass.25Mostof the remainingbottlesalso
have western parallels(Nos. 677-680). Nos.
681 and 682, however,do not appearto have
such parallels.Althoughsomewhatsimilarin
appearance,they arewidelyseparatedin date.
No. 681, a secondcenturypiece,resemblesthe
cups with thumb indents (Nos. 644-648); in
fact, many fragmentsof this type have been
found which could be assignedto bottles as
well as to cups. No. 682, of much heavier
material,is probablytwo centurieslater. No.
683, foundwithNo.680, is of anunusualshape.
The knob whichformsthe base suggeststhat
it was made for some specialpurpose,as yet
unknown.No. 684 shouldhave been placedin
the mediaeval section. Its context was not
whollyreliableand it can be stated only that
it probablydates fromthe "earlymediaeval"
period.
24
Morin-Jean, op. cit., pp. 53-54. See also Harden, op.
cit., pp. 234-236.
25
Morin-Jean, op. cit., p. 84, note 1.
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A survey of the glass described above leaves
the impression that vessels of this material
were not so extensively used in Corinthduring
the Roman period as might have been expected, considering the city's importance and
wealth. But besides the comparatively few
pieces which are reasonably complete, there
are hundreds of tiny fragments which have
turned up everywhere in the excavations and
which are too insignificant and shapeless to
give any idea of their original form. If most of
these represent once complete vessels, the
amount of glass at Corinth must have been
appreciable. A few pieces of glass have also
been found in graves; these, as yet only briefly
mentioned in print, do not come within the
scope of this publication.

MEDIAEVAL
PERIOD
The glass of the mediaeval period is so much
more abundant than that of Roman times as
to make it obvious that vessels of this material
had by then become very common household
possessions. This abundance, however, came
late. Although Corinthhad recovered from the
barbarianinvasions by the ninth century, and
during the tenth was a flourishing town, there
are few signs of the use of glass vessels until
early in the eleventh century, when two glasshouses were set up not far from each other on
the site of the ancient Agora. One of these
factories (that in Agora South Centre) has already been described in detail,26and here we
may summarize briefly that account. It appears that the establishment was founded early
in the eleventh century by Greeksfrom Egypt,
probably as a result of oppressive measures of
the ruling Caliph. Setting up a simple, onefurnace glasshouse, these refugees proceeded
to make a great variety of wares, mostly of a
delicate, "luxury" type. Adjoining this establishment was founded, perhaps some years
later, a pottery.27The glass factory flourished
26

A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 297-327.
Morgan, Corinth,XI, p. 11, fig. 5 for a plan; see also the
general plan of the Agora at ca. 1100 in ibid., p. 6, fig. 1.
27
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throughout the eleventh and early twelfth
centuries, then ceased to operate after the
Normans in 1147 carried off most of Corinth's
technicians.
The remains from the factory in Agora
Northeast are far less extensive.28Nothing was
found that could definitely be associated with
a furnace, and it seems more than likely that
only the refuse from a factory was discovered,
rather than the site of the factory itself, which
was probably destroyed by later building.
Many of the pieces of glass are so like those
from the Agora South Centre factory that the
two establishments were undoubtedly contemporary. One might suppose that this refuse was
actually thrown out from the South Centre
factory but for the fact that the Agora region
at this period was covered with buildings, and
refuse was not likely to have been carried to a
great distance, as it might have been had the
area been empty. There is also the consideration that much of the material from the Agora
Northeast factory is quite unparalleledin the
other. The same slag was found as in the South
Centre factory, the same tag-ends, tubes, and
threads of glass. There were pieces snapped off
from the bottoms of vessels, warped bits of
vases, burned pieces, solid chunks of glass
brokenon all sides (Plate 144, b) - all these as
in the South Centre factory. But there were
also fragments of clay vessels with glass or
glaze attached to them (Plate 145, a) and these
were not found in the other factory. They
show that the Agora Northeast factory probably manufactured not only glass vessels but
glaze for pottery. The glaze often lies in a
thick layer in the bottom of the clay vessel.
The colors are: translucent green, opaque red,
and a blue color like Egyptian faience (only
one piece). Besides the glass and glaze were
found bits of bronze and bronze slag, iron
fragments, and some lumps of ash, iron slag,
and wood all together (Plate 145, b). Much
28 The location can be seen in
Morgan, op. cit., p. 6, fig. 1,
just below the kiln at the extreme upper right.
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more of this sort of refuse was discovered,in
proportionto the fragmentsof vessels,than in
the South Centrefactory. The shapes of the
vessels from the Northeast factory are not
always easy to distinguish,as the fragments
are often very small. The main shapes and
decorationseemto be the following:
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andcoinsof ManuelI.29A numberof dumpsof
broken drinkinggoblets have also been discovered.All the gobletsare of the commonest
type (e.g. Nos. 714, 716) and moreor less the
same size. Only a single specimen of such
gobletsappearedin the refuseof either of the
two factories,so that one may perhapsassume
the existence of still anotherfactory in the
Bowl with mould-blownpattern (Nos.
city.
686, 687)
The glass of the mediaevalperiod usually
Cupwith similarpattern(No.741)
can be
distinguishedfrom the Roman.
Cup with threads wound around the Much ofeasily
it is dark blue-green,of a bubbly
body (Nos.731,732)
material,and its compositionis such that the
Cupwith colorsmarveredin
chemicalsin the soil of Corinthgenerallyhave
Ribbedgoblet
less effect on it than on the glass of Roman
Cupwithoutdecoration(straight-sided) times. In somecasesthe surface
bearsa milky
Bottle with bulbous body and neck
incrustationlike that on the Roman pieces,
bulge(No.775)
thoughseldomso thick, and in othersthe surBottle with ribbedneck
face has been almost entirely removedby a
Bottle with mould-blownpattern
formof weatheringknownas "pitting,"but a
Rectangularbottle
considerableamountof the glass has changed
Bottle with colorsmarveredin
very little from the time when it was first
Jug
buried.Technicallyit is like that of the Roman
In additionto vessels of these types, a frag- period.The shapesare not very different,and
ment of a windowpane was found (No. 1062) the methodsof manufactureare generallythe
and a quantityof glassjewelry,chieflybrace- same.Whilemost of the vesselsarefree-blown,
lets. These are describedin the section on mould-blownvases are common, and these
jewelry (see Nos. 2145, 2150, 2151, 2157 and were almost invariablyblown also after removal from the mouldin orderto spreadand
2159).
Glass from one or the other of these two soften the outlines of the pattern. The post
factorieswas foundalmost all over the Agora techniquewas no longer used,but was quite
region,usually as isolatedfragments,but oc- uniformlyreplaced by the pontil. A pontil
casionallyin a deposit.One of these deposits, markis foundon the bottom of almostevery
at the westernend of the Agora,containedin vessel, eitherin the formof a lumpof glass or
additionto somedelicateglass (Nos.735, 780) of a sharp fracture.Very seldomwas an atapparentlyfrom the AgoraSouth Centrefac- tempt made to removethe mark,even on the
tory, quantitiesof coarseclay kitchenvessels. most carefullyformedvessels. The types of
This was probablythe equipmentof a single decorationmost commonlyfound on the mehouse, perhapsdestroyedat the same time as diaeval vessels are those which also pleased
the factory.
Roman taste: applied threads standing out
Anothersmalldepositwas found,consisting or marveredinto the surface,coils and blobs,
of two bowls and a bottle (Nos. 685, 798), and engraveddesigns. The only new (at Cowhich were certainlyfrom the South Centre rinth)formof decorationwas painting.
factory, as well as a good deal of fine pottery
The variety of shapes and decorationis
29Morgan, A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 78.
quite large, as the followingsummaryshows.
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bowls(Nos.696-706)
5) Miscellaneous
The remainingbowls are fragmentaryand
hard to classify. Some are decorated with
applied threads, coils or blobs, others with
marvered-incoils. There are fragmentswith
mould-blowndesignsandotherswith engraved
patterns.No. 700 has ribs pinchedout of the
surface.Nearlyall of these fragmentsmay almost as wellhave beenfromshapesotherthan
bowls.
6) Plates(Nos.707-710)
These are fragmentsof flat vessels, hence
classifiedas plates.
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These vessels do not form a very homogeneous collectionand it is with some difficulty
that they have been dividedaccordingto their
shapes.
bowls(Nos.685-687)
1) Flat-bottomed
This was the simplestformof bowl and the
most common,with roundedrim,slopingsides,
and a flat, thickenedbottomwith pontilmark.
The size varies considerably.The many fragments of this sort of bowl foundin the South
Centrefactory show that it was probablythe
sourceof them all. No. 685 is the most complete specimen.Probably of the same shape GOBLETSAND CUPS
are a numberof fragmentsfoundin the North1) Stemmedgoblets(Nos.711-723)
east factory,whichhave mould-blowndesigns
From the largenumberof stemmedgoblets
on the sides (Nos.686, 687).
that have been discoveredit appearsthat this
2) Bowlswithpushed-inbase(Nos.688-690) was a commonformof
at Corinth
drinking-cup
A numberof bowls possessingin common
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
only a pushed-inbase have been groupedto- These
goblets, about the size of the modern
getherfor lack of morenotablecharacteristics.
are sometimesshallow,moreoften
The simplestform is that in which a tubular wine-glass,
with deepbowl.Therearethreemainvarieties.
base ringis madeandthen pinchedin at interThefirstis distinguishedby a wide,almostflat
vals, giving an irregularpattern (No. 688). A
base, rounded at the edges and sometimes
more elaboratebase has raised circles with
turned under (Nos. 711-718). The bowl was
centraldots all around(No. 690, the only exmadefirst; then a secondparaisonwas added
ample found). Still another (No. 689) has a to formthe stem andbase,thus
causinga conribbed outer surface(mould-blown).None of
in
the
bottom
of the bowl. When the
these preservesthe entire shape. No. 688 is vexity
base had been formedand rounded,a pontil
ratherdeep; the otherswerefairlyflat.
was attachedto the bottomand the rim of the
Shallow
bowls
with
coil
base
(Nos.691-693) goblet rounded off (only one preservesthe
3)
Thesewere foundonly in the South Centre rim).No greatcarewas takenin the manufacfactory,and wererareeven there (six or eight ture of these goblets. The material,generally
in all). They are all of a delicateblue glass ex- of a greenishblue color,is fairly good, somecept one, with thicker walls, which is of an timesslightlybubbly,but on the wholefree of
opaquered color.No. 694 has the samesort of impurities.Almost all the pieces have conrim and may have had a similarbase.
spicuousblowingspirals.No.716, with its flatbottomed bowl curving abruptly into the
4) Bowlswithhighbase(No.695)
Only two fragmentsof this type are pre- sides, No. 717, with a slightly concave base
served, both from the South Centrefactory; andflat bowl,andNo.718, with an elaborately
the profilein Figure12 is a combinationof the shapedbowl decoratedwith appliedthreads,
two. The shapeof the body is incomplete;the are variations.No goblets of this type were
wallsspreadabovethe highbase,whichwidens foundin eitherof the factories,but thereis no
reasonto believe that they were not of local
slightlytowardthe bottom.
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manufacture, and the hypothetical third factory may be the source.30Also formed of two
paraisons is No. 719, but the bulge in the
center of the stem and the very evenly concave
base is found on no other specimen.
The second variety of stemmed goblet, apparently contemporary with the first, is made
of a single paraison (Nos. 720-722). One side of
the paraison was pushed inward to form the
bottom of the bowl, and the rest composedthe
base. The base, which is concave, is thus
double, and the outer edge forms a tubular
base-ring. No bowl of this type of goblet is
preserved, but it probably was much like that
of the first variety. The stem is often bulbshaped and always hollow, though this cavity
is sometimes concealed by the remains of the
pontil. No. 722, in which the two parts of the
folded base have not been pressed together,
seems to be unique.
Of the third variety of goblet (No. 723) only
two specimens were found, one in the refuse of
the Agora South Centre factory. In making it
three paraisons of glass were used. The lower
part of the bowl was first blown into the shape
of a small bulb which was folded in upon itself, forming a tubular ring around the edge.
This paraison was then held by a pontil, while
the paraison for the stem and base was added
and formed. The first pontil was then removed,
another attached to the base, and the third
paraison was applied to the top of the bowl in
the form of a very thin sheet of glass which
projected beyond the edge of the tubular ring.
The rest of the shape of this interesting goblet,
that is, the bowl, is unknown at Corinth, but
may be restored as rather deep and wide on the
analogy of a goblet from Egypt which appears
to be identical in construction, and may well
have been the prototype of the Corinthcups.31
2) Free-blowncups (Nos. 724-734)
a. Undecorated, with handles (Nos. 72430For their Egyptian parallels (perhaps
prototypes) see
C.C. Edgar, Graeco-EgyptianGlass (Cairo,1905), pl. IV.
31 Ibid.,
pl. IV, no. 32.505 ("pale blue or bluish green,"
height 0.125 m., from the Fayum).

730). Although hundreds of fragments of the
type of cup representedby Nos. 724-726 were
found in the two factories and elsewhere in
Corinth, there is not a single complete, or even
reasonably complete, specimen. The shape
which has been restored (Figure 12, No. 724)
may, consequently, be inaccurate in details
such as the number of handles and the height
of the cup. The main features, however, are
certain. The rim is rounded; the sides are
nearly straight, curving into the small tubular
base ring. The ring handles, of the same
material as the cups, are attached just below
the rim. The upper end of the coil of which each
was made was pulled out and flattened with a
reamer. Because the handles are small, it is
presumedthat each cup had two.
A few fragmentswith ring handles also have
a flat coil of the same material extending in
loops down the side of the cup (Nos. 727,728).
For this "side-whiskerhandle"32the loops are
laid on a flat coil of glass which, in turn, rests
on the wall of the cup. This arrangementwas
probably intended to give strength to the
looped coil and suggests that it was extended
to form a support.
Some coil handles of a slightly different
shape (No. 729) have only the most insignificant fragments of the vessel attached to them
so that the shape cannot be determined. No.
730 apparently belonged to a cup with body
constricted in the middle.
b. Decorated, without handles (Nos. 731,
732). A tentative reconstructionof this type is
shown in Fig. 14, No. 731. The fragments are,
like those of the preceding,both abundant and
tantalizingly small. The rimis usually rounded,
or sometimes finished with an applied thread.
The decoration consists of a thread, either of
the same color as the cup, or of another, wound
around it in a spiral. Beginning thick and uneven at the bottom, where it forms a base for
the cup (No. 732, Plate 57), it spins out to a

thin threadat the upperend.
32

Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis, p. 16.
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c. Decorated, with handles (Nos. 733,
734). These are less numerous, only one example being found in the South Centrefactory
(No. 734) and none in the other. The threads
which decorate the body seem to be laid on
horizontally and probablycover only the upper
part of the body. The handles are simple coils
flattened at the ends.

cups(Nos.735-741)
3) Mould-blown

These simple cups were one of the chief products of the Agora South Centre factory (120
bases were found). Quite a number also came
from the kitchen pit (see p. 84), but very few
from the Agora Northeast factory. The shape
is a shallow one, with the sides narrowingtoward the deeply pricked bottom. The rim (diameters varying from 0.04 m. to 0.075 m.) is
usually rounded off, but occasionally folded or
finished with an applied coil. The material is
always very thin, of a blue or green color. The
cups were blown into moulds, and often the
blowing was continued after they were removed from the moulds, as is shown by the
swirled effect on some of the fragments. The
patterns (for the types see Figure 14, No. 736
and Figure 15) are various - circles, ellipses,
diamonds, herring-bone, ribs. Usually they
start a short distance below the rim and cover
all of the cup, sometimes even the bottom.
Some of the cups (e.g. No. 735) do not bear
a pattern and may have been free-blown.
Somewhat similar free-blown cups of an earlier
period have been found in Egypt33 and it is
likely that this shape was brought from there
by the founders of the South Centre factory.
Later it travelled, probably via Sicily and
Italy, to northern Europe.34
Another variety of mould-blown cup, or
bowl, was found in the Northeast factory (No.
741). This is made of a differentmaterialwhich
C. J. Lamm, Mittelalterliche Glaser und Steinschnittarbeitenaus dem nahen Osten (Berlin, 1930), pl. 24:4 (nintheleventh centuries).
34For the reappearance of several Corinthian shapes in
Germany during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries see
A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 310, 313.
33
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has not weathered. The shape is doubtful, since
only a few rims are preserved.
4) Prunted gobletsand cups (Nos. 742-745)
Because of the connections it suggests with
other places and times the prunted goblet is
one of the most interesting types of glass
vessels discovered at Corinth. Nos. 742-743
represent a large number of fragments, found
chiefly in the Agora South Centre factory. All
are made of an almost entirely colorless material which has in most cases acquireda severe
enamel weathering. The rather graceful shape
is distinguished by a wide, flaring rim, separatedfromthe body by an applied thread of the
same material. The body, tapering gradually
toward the bottom, terminates in a base
formed of an applied coil pinched out into tiny
feet (toed base). The deep kick usually retains
traces of the pontil mark. The small prunts or
blobs, of the same color as the goblet itself, are
applied to the body in oblique rows.
Nos. 744 and 745, with similar decoration
but different proportions, are the only two of
this shape found at Corinth. The material is
heavier than that of the goblets, and the cups
larger. In No. 744 the rim flares slightly; in
No. 745 the line of rim and body is continuous.
A coil of the same material sets off rim from
body and another forms the base (preserved
only in No. 744).
The goblets representedby Nos. 742 and 743
are important in that they form a link, hitherto
unknown, in a long series which extends from
the Near East in the eleventh century to
northern Europe in the sixteenth.35 The type
probably came to Corinthfrom Egypt36but it
was common, usually without prunts, all over
the Near East, until as late as the fourteenth
century.37The closest parallels to the Corinthian goblets, both in form and decoration, are
those which appearedin Germanyin the early
35 Ibid.,
pp. 308-310.
36 For a similar cup, differing in some details, see Lamm,

op. cit., pl. 21:7.
37Cf. Lamm, op. cit., pl. 103:8 (Fustat group, 1270-1340);
pl. 127 (Aleppo group, thirteenth century); pl. 163 (Damascus
group, ca. 1250-1310).
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andwhichlaterdeveloped
fourteenthcentury38
whichcontinuedfor
into the "Krautstrunk,"39
many centuriesin westernEurope. It is unlikely that the Corinthiangoblets travelledto
Germany;the Normanswhomade off with the
Corinthianartisansprobablywere responsible
for the transmissionof the type.
5) Ribbedcups(No.746)
This type, somewhatsimilarin shapeto the
prunted goblet, was found not only in the
Agora South Centrefactory but also in the
Agora Northeastglasshouseand in the "kitchen pit." Usually of a pale blue or colorless
greenishmaterial,it flaresslightlyat both top
and bottom. The rim is finishedoff with an
appliedcoil of darkblue glass and the base is
formedby anothercoil of the samecoloras the
goblet. The mould-blownribs, which begin
some distancebelow the rim, graduallyfade
into the surfacenear the base, but appear in
low relief on the bottom and also, still more
faintly, in the interior.This cup, unlike the
pruntedgoblet,doesnot appearto have antecedentsor descendantselsewhere.40
cups (Nos.747,748)
6) Miscellaneous
No. 747, a smallfragment,is the only painted piece which seems to be from a cup, not a
bottle. For the technique,see the discussion
concerningNo. 750, below. No. 748, also
probablyfrom a cup, is the only fragmentof
its kind at Corinth,though commonenough
elsewhere.41
BOTTLES

bottle(No.749)
1) Broad-rimmed
Thisuniquepieceseemsearlierthan most of
the mediaevalglass and may be dated tentatively to the ninthcenturyon the analogyof
a bottle from Egypt (see cataloguefor reference).Thethickwallsandthe polishedrim are
reminiscentof Romantechnique.

F. Rademacher, Die deutschen Gldser des Mittelalters
(Berlin, 1933), pp. 105-106.
39Ibid., pp. 111-115.
40 A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 310, no. 4.
41 For a discussion of this sort of
engraved glass see Lamm,
Das Glas von Samarra (Berlin, 1928), pp. 79-82.

2) Cylindricalbottles,short-necked(Nos. 750-

763)
A single almost complete specimen (No. 750)
has made possible the identification of a number of fragments as probably belonging to this
shape. The short neck, with a rounded rim
which is often uneven, is joined by a sloping
shoulder to the cylindrical body. The bottom
is more or less flat, wherever preserved. The
material, of various colors, is generally rather
thick. A large number of such bottles was
found in the Agora South Centre factory,
others elsewhere in the Agora region.
Varioustechniques are used for their decoration. The first is painting. The design was
painted on the glass after it had cooled and
was fixed on by muffle-firing.42At once the
most common and the most interesting pattern
is that represented by No. 750 (Plates 58 and
146, a), in which the body is covered with
medallions bordered in red and green, each
containing a golden bird amid gold and green
foliage. Gilt scroll-work fills the spaces between the medallions. Bottles with identical
decoration discovered in Egypt (see the catalogue for references) constitute the most important evidence for the theory, mentioned on
p. 83, that the Agora South Centre glasshouse
was set up by Greeksfrom Egypt. The similarity between the bottles of Corinthian and
Egyptian provenienceis so exact as to rule out
mere "influence."43No. 751 is a fragment of a
similarly decorated bottle with differently
bordered medallions. Other designs in the
same technique appear on Nos. 751-754. The
second means of decoration is marvering-in,
which is less common than painting. No. 755
combines marvered-in coils with painted gilt
scrolls. Nos. 756-758 have coils or blobs marvered in. A very few of these bottles are mouldblown (e.g. No. 759). One fragment (No. 760)

38

42

For the technique see Matson, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
pp. 326-327.
43 Medallions with birds were used in other branches of
Byzantine art as well; see Revue Biblique, XXXIII, 1924,
p. 594, a mosaic at Belt Jibrin (Palestine).
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has groovesfurrowedwith a reamerwhen the
glass was warm. A small number have cut
designs(Nos.761-763). One of these(No. 761)
is reminiscentof Romancut glass.Not enough
is preservedof the otherfragmentsto give an
idea of the generalpattern,and in these cases
the shapeof the bottle is alsoin doubt.
(Nos.7643) Cylindricalbottles,long-necked
766)
A few cylindricalbottles, of blue or yellow
glass, with long necks, rounded rims, and
deeply concave bottoms have been found in
variouscontexts.Theyaresimplein shapeand
without decoration. The material is quite
sturdy,so that they would have been appropriate for householduse. No.766, a miniature
bottle, is of the samegeneraltype.
piriformbody(No.767)
4) Bottleswithinverted
A singlecompletespecimenrepresentsmany
fragmentarybottles,usuallyof greenor greenish glass.Therimandneckarelikethoseof the
cylindrical bottles (Nos. 750ff.). The fragile
shape was not providedwith a base, so that
the bottles,probablyfor toilet use, musteither
have been set on a stand or carriedin a net. A
large number of fragmentsof this type appearedin the SouthCentrefactory.
5) Flat, circularbottles(Nos.768-770)
No. 768 representsseveralsimilarfragmentary bottles, a few of which were foundin the
South Centrefactory. No. 769, much larger
andwith a differentneck,is unique.No. 770 is
doubtlessof a later period.
6) Bottleswith bulbousbody(Nos. 771-784)
Under this headingis includeda variety of
bottles. No. 771 is the simplestform,without
basering and apparently undecorated.The
rim was probablya simple one, perhapslike
that of No. 781. No fragmentsof this shape
largeenoughto be identifiedas suchhave been
found in either factory. No. 772, essentially
similar,has a cut-outbulgejust belowthe rim,
in addition to decorationof marvered-inred
and white blobsplacedat random.Fragments
of this type have been found in the Agora
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Northeast factory. Nos. 773-774 represent a
large number of fragments, some found in the
Agora South Centre factory, of what was apparently a common shape in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. Usually it appears in a dark
green glass which resists weathering. Nos. 775777, with similar cut-out bulges in the neck,
may or may not have had thumb-indented
bodies. No. 778, a unique specimen with its
angular shoulder and extraordinarily deep
kick, may be later than the majority of the
mediaeval glass. No. 779 is also unique. Although from the South Centre factory, not
even a fragment of another similar bottle was
found. No. 780, on the other hand, represents
a great number of bottles, some from the
factory but many more from the "kitchen pit"
and elsewhere. They are often found with
drinking cups like No. 735, and despite the
extreme thinness of the material they were
probably in general use as carafes. The shape
seems to be indigenous to Corinth.A variation,
No. 781, has spiral threads around the neck
instead of a bulge, as well as the unique feature
of a cut-in tubular ring around the middle of
the body. There were no identifiable fragments
of such a bottle in either factory, and it may
have been imported at a later date. No. 782,
another variation on No. 780, was one of the
Agora South Centrefactory's standard shapes,
and fragments were found there in great profusion. Rather close parallels exist in glass
from Syria and Persia of the twelfth-fourteenth centuries (see catalogue for references),
but none has a mould-blown pattern. No. 783
is the same shape without ribbed decoration
and No. 784 is a similar type of a considerably
later period.

bottles(Nos.785-798)
7) Miscellaneous
These specimens, of the Byzantine period
and later, are discussed in the catalogue.
PITCHERS,LAMPS,JARS,LIDS

Nos. 799-800 are the only remainsof pitchers,with the exceptionof a few even smaller
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fragments.Glass lamps are meagerlyrepresented by Nos. 801-802. Nos. 803-813 are
variousfragmentsof jugs and jars, and Nos.
814-815 appearto be lids of vessels.
In general,Corinthianglassof the mediaeval
periodshowsa gooddeal of influencefromthe
other glass-makingcentersborderingthe Aegean, as well as a certain amount of native
originality.Since the materialpresentedhere
is the first largeamountfroma Greeksite, it
may be hopedthat the futurewill clarifyand
amplifythe data whichCorinthoffers.
TERMINOLOGY

Most of the definitionsgiven below are extractedfrom and, in general,directlyquoted
fromthe glossaryand descriptionof technical
terms given in Harden, Roman Glass from
Karanis.Some termshave been addedwhich
apply only to mediaeval glass and which
Hardenthereforehas not defined.
Generalterms:44
Blow-pipe.Hollowmetalpipefor blowing
glass.
Pontil. Solidmetalrod,tippedwith a cap
of moltenglass,for holdingvessel during manufacture.
Marver.Flat surfacefor rollingvessel on
duringmanufacture.
Pucellas.Tongsfor fashioningvessel.
Reamer.Tool with flat blade endingin a
point,for fashioningvessel.
Paraison.Blob of glassfor working.
Colors:45

"A graded scale of terminologyhas been
employedwithineachcolorgroup.This,taking
green as a specimen,works out as follows,
proceedingfromlight to dark:
Greenishcolorless
Greenish
Pale green
Light green
Green
Roman Glass from Karanis, p. xviii.
6 Ibid., p. 8.

44 Harden,

Dull green
Dark green
"In describing mixed colors the predominant
color is always mentioned last. That is, 'yellowish green' means 'green with a yellow tint,'
while 'greenish yellow' means 'yellow with a
green tint'... Glass which shows no trace of
coloration except at an edge or fracture is
called 'colorless'and if the tinting visible at an
edge or fracture is at all noticeable it is described as 'colorlesswith greenishtinge,' 'colorless with yellowish tinge,' and so forth. Where
a piece is labelled 'greenish colorless' it means
that it bears a deeper tinge of green which is
visible on the plane surface as well as at the
edges."
Weathering:46
"The term 'weathering' is applied to any
change for the worse on the surface or in the
internal texture of glass that is caused, during
the passage of time, by contact with outside
influences or by internal decomposition."
Of the five varieties of weatheringmentioned
by Harden (dulling, strain cracking, frosting,
iridescence,and milky or enamel-like weathering), the last is by far the most common at
Corinth. Very few Roman pieces and only a
small proportion of the mediaeval examples
are free from it. Owing to this fact, mention of
weathering has in most cases been omitted
from the catalogue descriptions, and the condition of the surface is described only when it
is of an unusual nature (i.e., unusual for
Corinth)or when weatheringis entirely absent.
There is a certain difference between the
enamel-like weathering found on the Roman
specimens and that which appears on mediaeval glass, but this difference is almost impossible to explain and can really be appreciated only by examining the glass fragments
themselves. Whenmilky weatheringis so severe
that it has made pits in the surface,it is called
"milky-pitting" weathering.
46 Ibid.,

p. 9.
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warddirectionwith the aid of a reamer.Folded
rimsmay be 'hollow'or 'solid.'
Coil rim. The rim is decoratedwith one or
more coils of glass trailed on horizontallyor
spirallyat or nearthe edge."
Base.
I do not follow Harden in his use of the
terms 'base' and 'bottom.' He uses 'base' to
signify"all that part of a vase whichunderlies
the sides"49and 'bottom'"to denotethat part
of the base which is outside the actual ring
base or stem."50I employ the terminology
generallyused for pottery: 'bottom'meaning
the underportionof the vase, 'base' a raised
of impurities:
Bubbles.Internalpocketsof airin the metal. ring or pad, not an essentialpart of a vessel.
Types of bases :51
['Pin-prick'bubblesarevery tiny ones.]
"Coilbase.A threador coil of glassis trailed
Sandy impurities.Brownblobsor specksof
on and formsa ringon whichthe vase stands.
sand.
Pad base.A base ring has been formedby
Blowingspirals. Spiralstreaksin the glass
caused by the rotatory motion given to the applying as a pad the bottom of another
blow-pipeto prevent the paraison ... from paraison,upside down,underneaththe body.
a
bendingto one side duringthe blowingof the The lips of the pad are splayedout to fornm
ringon whichthe vesselstands.
glass."
Base with truering. A base ring has been
Fabric.
Owingto the comparativelysmall amount formed by the addition of a ring of glass,
of glassfoundat Corinth,no attempthas been knockedoff a cylinder,underneaththe body.
Pushed-inbase.A baseringhas been formed
madeto classifyit by fabrics,as in Harden,op.
cit., pp. 20ff.
by blowinga secondarybulb below the body
of the vessel and then forminga cut-out ring
Shape.4?
Rim.
by pushingthe secondarybulbup frombelow.
"Unworkedrim. The edge of the rim is left The resultingbase ring may assumea variety
sharpand unfinishedafter the vessel has been of contoursbut the most commontype is the
knocked off from the unwantedpart of the tubularbasering.
Toedbase.A set of three or moresmalltoes
paraison... Rims that have received some
slight grindingin orderto protectthe handsof have been pinchedout from the glass at the
the user of the vase are includedunder this baseof the vessel."
Othertermsusedto describeshapearethose
head.
Polishedrim.Theedgeof the rimis smoothed familiarfrompottery.
orgroundwitha wheel,andnot left unfinished. Technique52
Roundedrim. Theedgeof the rimis rounded "Blowingspirals. In blowing a vase it is
by reheatingin a flame.
necessaryto rotatethe warmparaisonrapidly.
Foldedrim. The tip of the rim is softenedin Suchrotationcausesanybubbles,impuritiesor
49Ibid., p. 15.
a flame and folded over in an outwardor in-
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Material:41
"By this term is meant the conditionand
outward aspect of the metal at the time of
manufacture.'Material'is distinctfrom'fabric',
whichrefersonly to the chemicalcomposition
of the batch;andit doesnot includeany of the
characteristicsof the metal which are due to
weathering,and were not present when the
glass was first made.
"If a piece contains no visible impurities,
its materialis describedas 'excellent';if the
impuritiesare hardlynoticeable,it is described
as 'good.'The followingare the chief varieties

47 Ibid.,
48

50 Ibid.,

pp. 11-12.

Ibid., pp. 13-14.

p. 15.

51
Ibid., pp. 15-16.
52
Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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imperfectionsof color to appear as spiral corrugationswhichit receivesfromthe mould
streaks,whicharecalled'blowingspirals.'
expandor contractaccordingto the contours
Constriction.
Slightindentationin the walls of the vase. They may be made curvedor Sof a vesselmadewith modellingtool orreamer. shaped on the vessel by sharply twirling it
Cuttingin. When, duringblowing,a roll or whenon the blow-pipe."
fold is madeinwardon the inside of the walls
Pressingintoa mould.Thisprocesswas used
of a vessel.
beforethe inventionof the blow-pipeand for
to
out.
but
sometimeafter.Theresultingvesselsgenerally
Equivalent 'cuttingin,'
Cutting
the roll or fold is on the outsideof the wallsof havethickerwallsthanthosewhicharemouldthe vessel.
blown.
Kick. Many bases have been pricked or
Two mouldsare used, one
"Opticblowing.54
pushedinto a deep concavitywith a reamer. after the other,the first indented,like a star,
A concavityof this kindis calleda 'kick.'
the secondsmooth. By being blown into the
Pinching. A pair of pucellasor tongs was indentedmouldthe paraisongets corrugated,
used, not only for decorativepinchesbut also but the wall is not of equalthickness,as more
for structuralwork; for example,in making materialaccumulatesat the outeranglesthan
spouts [and handles] of jugs,... in making at the innerones. Whenthe paraisonis afterwards blown into the smooth mould, the
indents,etc."
Pontiltechnique.
Theresultof usinga pontil thicker,outstandingparts of the wall are ex(see definition above) in making a vessel. posed to a pressurewhich causes them to
When the vase is completedand the pontil appearas convex waves not only on the outsnapped off it leaves a rough mark which side, but on the insideas well. The paraisonis
neither the Roman nor the mediaevalglass- then fashionedinto the shapedesiredand the
workersbotheredto grindoff.
flutings expand or contractaccordingto the
"Posttechnique.
instead
of
Sometimes,
being contoursof the vessel."
applied direct to the bottom of a vessel by
"Toolingtheglasswhenwarm:55
meansof a cap, the pontil is affixedto a flat
Pinches.Theglassis gatheredwithpucellas
plate of glass called a 'post,' and then this into raisedridgesor knobs.
Ribs. The glassis furrowedwith the point
plateis attachedto the baseor baseringof the
vessel. Whenthe post is snappedoff it leaves of a reamer.
tracesof roughnessor apparentfracture."
Indents.The wallsare indented with the
Sand-core.See p. 77, note 5.
tips of the pucellas. A commonvarietyis the
Decoration.
'thumb indent,' a form of decorationcopied
Occurseitherwhen frompottery-making.
"Blowingintoa mould.53
the vessel receives its final form or at an
Engravingtheglasswhencold.Accomplished
earlier stage. If the former, the vessel is by means of a rotatingwheel fed with water
termed 'mould-blown,'and the patternsleft and corundum.
by the mould... are termed 'mould-blown Applyingortrailingon glass:
Coilsand threads.A strip of warm,drawn
patterns.'Often,however,at an earlierstage
of manufacture,the paraisonis givena pattern glass trailedon horizontallyroundthe vessel.
of ridgesandfurrows... by beingblowninto a If the strip is thin it is called a 'thread,'if
cylindricalor tapering mould of that form. thick, a 'coil.' [The term 'fillet' is sometimes
The vesselis afterwardfashionedinto its final
"4Adapted from C. J. Lamm, Glassfrom Iran (Stockholm,
shapeby free blowingand modelling,and the
53

Ibid., pp. 18-19.

1935), p. 10.
66 Harden, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
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used for a flat strip.] Such coils or threads...
might be left in relief, or else marveredin flush
with the surface while still warm.
Barbotine.Forms of such decorationother
than coils and threads. The commonest form
is the 'blob,' a dab of glass applied in a warm
state to the vase and fused in by reheating, but
left in relief." Blobs on mediaeval glass are
generally called 'prunts.' They usually stand
out in higher relief than do the Roman ones.
Painting. The only form found at Corinthis
cold-painting, which was done after the glass
had cooled and which was fixed on by a second
firing at a lower temperature which is known
as 'muffle-firing.'
GREEKPERIOD

581. (3835).Aryballos.Plate 54. Max. dim. 0.025 m.
Fragment of body. Surface badly damaged by
milky weathering.Dark blue, decoratedwith yellow
threadsin herring-bonepattern.
Sand-coreglass(formethodof manufactureseep.77,
note 5). The threads are flush with the surface. Cf.
Fossing,Glassvesselsbeforeglass-blowing,
p. 73, fig.48.
Found in a Hellenistic context. Fourth century
B.C.(?).
582. (5578).Aryballos.Plate 54. Ht. 0.027 m.
Fragmentof body. Translucentdarkblue; decoration of two horizontalopaque yellow stripes, above
them threads of opaque yellow and blue in herringbone pattern. Sand-coretechnique.
Found in fifth-fourth centuryB.C. context.
583. (5332).Amphoriskos(?).Plate 54. Ht. 0.024 m.
Fragment of body. Dark blue with horizontal
yellow threads. Sand-coretechnique.Cf. Fossing, op.
cit., fig. 47.
Found in "Basilicafill" but probablyseveral centuries earlier.
584. (666). Bowl. Plate 54 and Figure 6. Ht. 0.05 m.,
diam. of rim 0.11 m.
Fragmentsof rim and body missing.Light green;
very fine material.
Mould-pressedbowl with roundedbottom and flaring rim. Polished surface and two horizontalwheelcut grooves around the sides. For comparisonsand
the date see p. 78.
ROMANPERIOD

585. (4803).Bowl. Figure6. Ht. 0.04 m., diam. of rim
0.096 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Yellowish green; no
bubbles.

93

Mould-pressed.Polishedrim with wheel-cutgroove
aroundthe outside just below the edge and another
cut 0.018m. belowthe rim.Bottomprobablyrounded.
(First century).
686. (5656).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.038 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.11 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Pale green;bubbly.
Mould-pressed.Polishedrim with slight moulding.
Groovearoundthe outside0.03 m. below the rim.
First century.
687. (2569).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.042 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.107 m.
Fragment of rim and body. Goldenyellow; fine
material.
Mould-pressed.Polishedrim. Two groovesaround
interior,no decorationoutside.The bottom was probably rounded.
First or secondcentury.
688. (7509).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.023 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.155 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Light blue; few bubbles.
Mould-pressed.Outsplayed,polishedrim; a groove
cut aroundthe outside 0.01 m. below the rim. Two
grooves on the interior. For fairly close pottery
parallels cf. Oswald and Pryce, Introductionto the
Study of TerraSigillata (London,1920),pls. LV, 15;
LVI, 8.
(Secondcentury).
689. (256). Bowl. Plate 54 and Figure6. Ht. 0.04 m.,
diam. of rim 0.12 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Bluish, heavily encrustedwith blackenamelweathering;goodmaterial.
Mould-pressed.Polished rim. Aroundthe outside
three grooves,two wide and one narrow;betweenthe
secondand thirdis engravedthe letter H. The letters
(if there were others)must have been widely spaced;
the preservedletter probablyterminatedthe inscription.
First or secondcentury.
690. (7245).Bowl. Figure6. Ht. 0.027 m.
Fragmentof bottomand sides.Colorlesswith slight
yellow-greentinge; smallbubbles.
Mould-pressed.The rounded bottom is slightly
flattened. A numberof groovesaroundthe sides. No
indicationof the natureof the rim.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
591. (2475).Bowl. Figure6. Ht. 0.046 m.
Fragment of bottom and side. Light blue; few
bubbles.
Mould-pressed.Slightly concavebottom. Seriesof
groovesaroundthe outside.
(First or secondcentury).
692. (3526).Bowl.Plate 54 andFigure6. Ht. 0.087m.,
diam. of rim 0.14 m.
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About one half preserved. Colorlesswith yellow similarto that on this Corinthfragmentis found on
the bowl referred to in connection with No. 693
tinge; slightly bubbly material.
Bulging body slightly constrictedjust below the (Morin-Jean,op. cit., p. 244, fig. 326).
polishedrim. Roundedbottom. Elaborateengraving
(Fourthcentury).
on exterior, consisting of horizontallines (with tiny 595. (6433).Bowl. Figure6. Ht. ca. 0.048 m., diam.of
facets engraved on them, as pointed out to me by rim 0.097 m.
Mr. Ray W. Smith) separating rows of wheel-cut
Two non-joining fragments. Light blue; good
ellipses on the sides, circles on the bottom. Cf. materialwith somebubbles.
Harden, RomanGlassfromKaranis, p. 120, no. 317;
Mould-pressed, pillar-moulded. Long ribs, exibid., pp. 101-102 for referencesto other specimens. tending to the bottom, tapering and roundedat the
See also Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,p. 236, fig. top. Exteriorof polishedrim slightly concave.Double
319 (from Rheims); Froehner,La VerrerieAntique, groovearoundthe interioraboutmidway.Cf.Harden,
pl. XXII; Fremersdorf,SaalburgJahrbuch,IX, p. 13, RomanGlassfromKaranis,p. 118, no. 310; Kisa, Das
wherehe remarksthat there are no less than twenty- Glasim Altertume,p. 81, fig. 41; Arch.Anz. 1935,
p.
five complete specimens in the Wallraf-Richartz 139, fig. 61 (first half of first century); BonnerJahrMuseumand showsone (pl. 15,4) as well as fragments biicherXCVI-XCVII, 1895, p. 271 and references
(pl. 14).
there given, pl. X (earlyImperial).
Found with No. 675 in a grave of the second
Found with Nos. 598 and 603 in a context probcentury.
ably of the first century.
593. (8358).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.039 m., diam. of 596. (1336).Bowl.Plate 54 andFigure6. Ht. 0.044m.,
rim 0.124 m.
diam. of rim ca. 0.10 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Light green; good
Fragment of rim and side. Yellowishgreen; good
material.
materialwith many bubbles.
Roundedrim. Sides warped,probablyby fire. On
Mould-pressed,pillar-moulded.Long, sharp ribs,
the outside is engraved a runningherring-bonepat- slightly curved, cut off at the top. Polishedrimwith
tern; below, a series of arches resting on columns, groovearoundthe interior.
with a trefoil between each two arches.This shape is
First century.
well dated by a similarbowl from a tomb in north- 597.
(7283).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.04 m., diam. of
west Palestine (J. H. Iliffe, Q.D.A.P., III, p. 88, fig. rim ca.
0.11 m.
17) which has engraveddecoration,includinga cross
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; good
on the bottom. Another such bowl, with a Greek material.
inscription,now in the Ashmolean,came from Syria
Ratherhighvertical
pillar-moulded.
Mould-pressed,
or Palestine. In publishingit (Iraq, XI, 1949, pp.
off at the top. Wall thickenedslightly
ribs,
tapering
156-158) D.B. Harden gives other parallels (one in near the polishedrim.
the Louvre) and refers to his Roman Glass from
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
Karanis,p. 69, note 2, where,in giving a bibliography
p.
78).
of western examples, he remarks that "the type
seemshardly to occur in the east," but he cites one 598. (6432).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.043 m., diam. of
from the Crimeaand one from Cyprus.Harden be- rim ca. 0.156 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; good
lieves that both the Ashmoleanbowl and the el Bassa
material,pin-prickbubbles.
(Palestine) specimen were made in Syria, perhaps
pillar-moulded.Long,slantingribs,
Mould-pressed,
decoratedby glass-cuttersfrom Alexandria.A good
Rim slightly polished; groove
at
the
cut
off
top.
westernparallel(foundin France)is shownby MorinJean in La Verrerieen Gaule,p. 244, fig. 326. It has aroundthe interior.
Found with Nos. 595 and 603 in a context probcolumnsand archesnot unlike the Corinthexample.
ably of the first century.
(Fourthcentury).
599. (5655).Bowl. Figure 6. Ht. 0.047 m., diam. of
594. (859). Bowl. Figure6. Ht. ca. 0.027 m.
rim ca. 0.10 m.
Fragmentof body. Pale green;good materialwith
Fragmentof rim and side. Yellowishgreen; good
small bubbles.
materialwith pin-prickbubbles.
Shallow,with roundedbottom.Delicatelyengraved
Mould-pressed,pillar-moulded.Short slantingribs
geometric patterns cover the entire preservedsurface. Six-armedcross on the bottom, surroundedby with roundedtops. Groovesaroundthe interior.
First century.
cross-hatchingsand zigzags. H. Bossert, Geschichte
desKunstgewerbes,
IV, p. 312 and p. 315, fig. 2, shows 600. (4061).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.063 m., diam. of
a flat plate with a similarly cut geometric pattern rim 0.145m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Yellowishbrown;good
(withoutChristiansymbol).Foundat Cologne,it is
material.
dated to the third century. An engravedmonogram
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Mould-pressed,
pillar-moulded.Short,almostbloblike ribs, uneven at the top and encroachingon the
very narrow, polished rim. Two grooves around
interior,just belowrim.
(Secondcentury).
601. (4063).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.037 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.132 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Greenishyellow; good
material.
Mould-pressed,pillar-moulded.Short, low vertical
ribs. A widegroovearoundinteriorat base of polished
rim. This and one other fragment(uncatalogued)are
the only specimenswith flaringrim.
(First century).
602. (5652).Bowl. Figure7. Ht. ca. 0.07 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.11 m.
Two fragments,one of rim and side, the other of
the bottom. Brown;bubbly material.
Mould-pressed,pillar-moulded.Long slanting ribs
of variouslengths, wideningtowardthe top. Around
the interiortwo groovesjust below the rim, another
widergroovebelow.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22). First or
early secondcentury.
603. (6434). Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.041 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.17 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; good
material,pin-prickbubbles.
Mould-pressed,pillar-moulded.Shallow, slanting
ribs, tapering off at top and bottom. Polished rim.
Rather poorwork.
Foundwith Nos. 595 and 598 in a context probably
of the first century.
604. (7256).Bowl. Plate 54. Ht. 0.037 m.
Fragment of body. Colorlessbluish, with opaque
spots of white, yellow and purple. Surfacepitted and
largelydestroyed.
Mould-pressed, pillar-moulded. Concave body,
turning in very sharply at the top of the preserved
fragment.High,widerib, taperingoff at the top. This
type of millefioriglass has been most recently discussedby Harden(Camulodunum,
pp. 292-294). This
to
the group called
fragment apparently belongs
which
he
believes
succeeded the
bowls,"
"dappled
floral patterns in the later part of the first century
after Christ.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see p.
78).
605. (7259).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.027 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.085 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; fine
material.
Mould-pressed,
pillar-moulded.Heavy verticalribs
joined by archesat the top. Shape of the bottom unknown. Cf. Froehner, CollectionJulien Gre'au,pl.
CCXIII,6.

First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
606. (7243).Bowl. Figure7. Ht. 0.083 m.
Fragment of body. Light blue; fine, very thin
material.
Ribbed. Bulbous body flaring toward top (rim
not preserved).Bottom probablyrounded.Thin ribs
taperingtowardthe bottom and joined at the top to
a heavy, archedhorizontalrib.
First century.
607. (1251).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.055 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.102 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Darkblue; fine material,
few bubbles.
Ribbed. Bulbousbody with high, sharpribs tapering at both ends.
Secondcentury.
608. (2563).Bowl. Plate 54 andFigure7. Ht. 0.038m.
Fragment of body. Light yellow, with white
threadsmarveredinto the surface- straight on the
rim,wavy on the ribbedportion.Verysevereweathering has left the walls of the bowl extremelythin.
Thin, short ribs tapering at both ends. This type
of glass is dated by Harden(Camulodunum,
pp. 294295) to the middle of the first century. He considers
that both Morin-Jean(La Verrerieen Gaule,p. 123)
and Kisa (Das Glas im Altertume,pp. 410ff.) have
datedit muchtoo late. To Harden'sbibliographymay
be added an example from a Rhodian tomb of the
first century (ClaraRhodos,VI-VII, p. 533, fig. 69).
(First century).
609. (1338). Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.045 m.
Fragmentof body. Pale blue; good material with
very small bubbles.
Mould-blown. Thin-walled vessel with narrow
verticalribs, tops connectedby slightlyraisedarches.
First century.
610. (2531).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.055 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.085 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Pale blue; bubbly
material.
Mould-blown.Unworkedrim; sides straight until
near the bottom. Below the rim shallow flutings in
relief; on the body a runningfloraldesign. The shape
resemblesMorin-Jean'sForm 83, which usually has
mould-blowngladiatorialscenes (see Morin-Jean,op.
cit., p. 190, fig. 250); also Hardenin Camulodunum,
pp. 299-300, no. 52. In pottery cf. Dragendorff's
Form 30 (Oswaldand Pryce, TerraSigillata,pl. VII,
from Hofheim). The pattern is not unlike that on a
cup with mould-blowninscription,where, however,
the vine is above the flutings (Morin-Jean,op. cit.,
p. 187, fig. 248). For similarmotives on sigillata ware
see Oswaldand Pryce, op. cit.,pl. V, especially the
long flutingsof no. 2.
(First century).
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611. (5696).Bowl. Plate 54. Max. dim. 0.025 m.
Fragmentof body. Light blue; good material.
Straight sides curving into the bottom. Opaque
light blue glass threads applied horizontallyon exterior.
Found with Hellenistic figurines, but probably
first century.
612. (8305).Bowl. Plate 54. Diam. of rim ca. 0.18 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Pale green; good
material.
Extremely thin walls; thickened, outsplayed rim
folded towardthe outside. Thickfillet appliedto top
of rim and flattened at intervalswith a reamer.This
fragment and No. 613 are the earliest pieces with
applied fillets that have been found at Corinthand
they seem to be somewhatearlierthan those cited by
Morin-Jean(La Verrerieen Gaule,p. 195), who states
that vessels with appliedfillets appearedin Gaul by
the end of the secondcentury.
Secondcentury.
613. (8300).Bowl. Plate 54. Max. dim. 0.034 m.
Fragmentof rim. Pale green;small bubbles.
Similar to the preceding,except that the rim is
folded toward the interior.A fillet of the same glass
is appliedto the edge of the rim.
Secondcentury.
614. (438). Fragment. Plate 54 and Figure 7. Max.
dim. 0.057 m.
Fragment of body. Opaque white, with hard
enamelweathering.
Perhaps from a bowl or large bottle; no finished
edge preserved. The convex surface is ornamented
with raised threads of opaque yellow striped with
white, ending in knot-shapeddesigns of white. Mr.
Harden permits me to quote him on the subject of
this fragmentas follows: "I take it to be a piece of
easternsnake-threadprototype... It is not, so far as
I am aware, directly paralleledby any western examples -

or indeed by any eastern ones -

but the

decorationis somewhatsimilarto that on the Cologne
flat amphoraillustratedin colourin Kisa, pl. V. opp.
p. 452 and in Fremersdorf,RomischeGldseraus Koln,
2nd ed. 1939, pl. ii."
(Secondcentury).

615. (1462).Bowl.Figure7. Ht. 0.039m. Diam.of rim
ca. 0.095 m.
Fragmentof rim and sides. Pale green; very good
material.
Deep body with polished rim and horizontal
groovescut on the exterior.Below these three blobs
of blue glass appliedin roughly triangularform. Cf.
Harden, RomanGlassfromKaranis, p. 162, no. 457
(a lamp). See also Morin-Jean,op. cit., pp. 218-225,
for a discussionof blobson vases.
Found with coins of the fourthcentury.

616. (4059).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.071 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.13 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Greenishcolorless;good
material.
Deep body, polishedrim. A numberof horizontal
grooves on the outside,very wide groovearoundthe
lowerpart of the bowl. Groupsof blue blobs applied
outside around the middle. Cf. MorinJean, op. cit.,
p. 222, fig. 300 (a round-bottomedbowl).
(Fourthcentury).
617. (4052).Fragment.Plate 54. Max. dim. 0.042m.
Fragmentof body. Greenish;good material.
The preservedfragmentis a coil of glass whichwas
attached to the side of a thin-walled vase (clawbeakertype). Cf.Morin-Jean,op. cit., p. 226, fig. 306;
Kisa, Das Glasim Altertume,FormentafelE, 320.
(Fourthcentury).
618. (2224).Fragment (lion's head). Plate 54. Ht.
0.025 m.
Fragment broken probably from side of vessel;
surfacebroken.Light yellow.
Mouldedlion'shead,used as a medallionfor attaching to side or rim of a vessel. Rather realistic treatment. For the method of applicationto the vase see
Fremersdorf,Denkmalerdes r6mischenKoln (1928),
pl. 43.
Romanperiod.
619. (6978).Fragment(fish). Plate 54. L. 0.027 m.
Head of fish preserved. Colorlesswith greenish
tinge; bubbly material.
The object, for attachmentto a vase, representsa
fish with wide-openmouth. Dorsalfin preserved.Cf.
Kisa, op. cit., p. 768, figs. 314, 314a for a beakerwith
decorationof similarfishes, whichwas found at Trier
in a cemetery of the fourth century. Kisa believes,
from study of the literary sources (Vopiscus)that
such decorationbeganin the time of Tacitus(ca.275).
Cf. also Cabroland Leclercq,Dictionnaire,II, 2, fig.
1874.
Romanperiod.
620. (7247).Bowl. Plate 55 and Figure7. Ht. 0.035m.,
diam. of rim 0.072 m.
Complete except for small fragment of rim;
cracked. Dark green; good material with small
bubbles.
Mould-pressed.Shallowform, surface polishedinside and out. For the shapein pottery see Oswaldand
Pryce, TerraSigillata,p. 185, no. 8A and pl. XLVIII,
no. 13 (Dragendorff40), dated secondcentury.
Firstcentury(depositbehindSouthStoa,seep. 78).
621. (7246).Plate. Plate 54 andFigure7. Ht. 0.026m.,
diam. of rim 0.182 m.
Brokenbut completeexcept for a few fragments.
Dark green;materialsimilarto No. 620.
Mould-pressed.Entire surface polished. Slightly
raised circle in center of top. For a discussion of
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circularplates (free-blown)see Harden, RomanGlass
fromKaranis,pp. 49ff. and parallelsthere given. For
pottery parallels see Oswald and Pryce, op. cit., p.
172, no. 4, pl. XLI,4 (Dragendorff16), dated first
century.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
622. (2559).Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.019 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.13 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Blue faience.
Rounded rim; a short distance below it, on the
inside, a low horizontalridge.
(First century).
623. (7441).Bowl or plate. Figure 7. Ht. 0.03 m.,
diam. of base ca. 0.135 m.
Fragment of base and sides. Pale green; small
bubbles.
High base ring attachedto curvingbody, the upper
part of which is extremely thin-walled. While too
fragmentaryfor valid comparison,the form somewhat resemblesKaranis nos. 74 and 83 (Harden,op.
cit., pls. XI, XII).
(First or second century).
624. (8312). Bowl. Figure 7. Ht. 0.033 m., diam. of
base 0.052 m.
Fragment of base and sides. Light blue; few
bubbles.
Thin walls, thickening toward the bottom. Pad
base.
(First or secondcentury).
625. (7254).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.028 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.23 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; good
material.
Shallow, with thickened rim. The whole surface
polished.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
626. (7252).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.023 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.18 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; bubbly
material.
Shallow,with thickenedrim.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
627. (7257).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.016 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.16 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Light blue; slightly
bubbly material.
Shallow,with thickened,polishedrim.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
628. (8291).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.03 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.22 m.
Fragments of rim and sides. Pale green; many
bubbles.
7*
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Shallow, with polished rim. The bottom appears
to have been concave.
Found with Nos. 634, 662 and 1490. Second
century.
629. (8035).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.027 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.17 m.
Fragmentsof rim and body. Colorless;few bubbles.
Very shallow, with polishedrim. The shape of the
bottom may have been similarto No. 628.
Found in a tomb of the secondcentury.
630. (6992).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.025 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.25 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Light blue; bubbly
material.
Shallow,with thick walls. Rim folded toward the
exterior.
(First century).
631. (4499). Dish. Figure 8. Ht. 0.03 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.15 m.
About one-fourth preserved. Light blue; small
bubbles.
Shallow, with straight sides and flat bottom.Rim
formed by a hollow outward fold; the tubular base
ring is cut out. Cf. Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume,
FormentafelG, 412. For pottery parallelscf. Oswald
and Pryce, TerraSigillata,p. 188, no. 10; pl. L, 8-10
(Dragendorff23), dated first century.
(First century).
632. (3073).Dish. Figure 8. Ht. 0.032 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.28 m.
Part of side and fragmentof bottom. Light green;
small bubbles.
Shallow, with raised base and double-walledside
formedby folding. Cf. the same double-walledeffect
in Harden, RomanGlassfromKaranis, p. 71, no. 88.
(Secondcentury?).
633. (3070).Bowl (?). Figure 8. Ht. 0.021 m., diam.
of base 0.08 m.
Part of base and body. Light green;goodmaterial.
Convex sides, pricked bottom. Base formed by
winding a coil around to form a moulded profile
(Harden's"solid multiple coil") which was slightly
groundafterward.Cf.Harden,op. cit., p. 217, no. 658,
base of a flask.
(Romanperiod).
634. (8287, 8298). Bowl. Figure 8. Diam. of rim ca.
0.135 m., diam. of base ca. 0.04 m.
Fragment of rim and sides, part of base. Light
blue; smallbubbles.
Shallow,with thin walls. Thickenedrim folded to
the outside, leaving a hollow ring. Concavebottom,
post technique; tubular base ring. For the base cf.
Harden, op. cit., no. 266.

Found with Nos. 628, 662 and 1490. Second
century.
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635. (3744).Bowl. Figure 8. Ht. 0.033 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.16 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Colorlessgreenish;fine
materialwith a few bubbles.
Shallow,thin-walled,with tubularrim folded outward. The only preservedhandle consists of a thick
coil applied to the outside of the rim, with a thin
filament stretchedacrossthe innerside of the handle.
(First century).
636. (7286).Bowl (?). Figure 8. Ht. 0.005 m., diam.
of rim 0.032 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Pale blue; smallbubbles.
Thin-walled,slightly thickened at the rim, which
curvesinwardand is polished.Perhapsa fragmentof
an inkwell; cf. those of pottery found at Corinth
(A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 73, fig. 17).
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
637. (7261). Goblet. Figure 8. Ht. 0.113 m., diam. of
rim 0.076 m.
Part of rim and most of sidespreserved.Pale green;
fine materialwith few bubbles.
Outsplayed,polished rim. On the outside a series
of horizontalgrooves. The base was probably solid.
Cf. Harden, RomanGlass from Karanis, p. 149, no.
408, a second century piece, exactly similar except
for the pad base.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
638. (7285). Cup.Figure 8. Ht. 0.035 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.084 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Colorlessgreenish;
good material.
Very thin walls, unworked rim. Grooves cut
aroundthe outside.The bottom was perhapslike that
of No. 651.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
639. (7248). Cup.Figure8. Ht. 0.033 m.
Fragment of bottom and sides. Light blue; good
materialwith few bubbles.
Straight sides as far as preserved;deeply pricked.
Horizontalgroovearoundthe sides. Cf. Eisen, Glass,
pi. 8 center (p. 67); Fremersdorf,Die Denkmdlerdes
romischenKoln (1928),pl. 8.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
640. (1250).Beaker.Figure 8. Ht. 0.067 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.10 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Deep blue; good material (surfacedestroyedby milky weathering).
Polishedrim, seriesof groovesaroundthe outside.
A pad base is probablyto be restored.For a parallel
in pottery see Oswaldand Pryce, TerraSigillata, p.
189, no. 11; pi. LI, no. 16 (Dragendorff33). The form
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lasts from the first century throughthe third (no. 16
dates fromthe second).
Secondcentury.
641. (4060). Goblet.Figure 8. Ht. 0.153 m., diam. of
rim 0.097 m.
Six fragmentsgiving the whole shape except for
the lower part of the base. Colorless;milky, hard
enamelweatheringdifferentfromthat usual on glass
from Corinth.
Outsplayed,polishedrim. Groovescut aroundthe
outside; between them five rows of concave facets,
in quincunx formation. Pad base. For an exact
parallelto this well knowntype of goblet see Harden,
op. cit., p. 149, no. 409.
(Secondcentury).
642. (5510).Beaker.Figure9. Ht. 0.07 m.
Fragment of body. Pale yellowish green; rather
bubbly material.
Heavy walls taperingtoward the base. Carelessly
cut decorationon the exterior;a row of oval lozenges
enclosedwithin horizontalgrooves;above, a pattern
of circlesand grooves;below, slantinggrooves.
(Thirdcenturyor later).
643. (6936). Cup.Plate 55 and Figure 9. Ht. 0.03 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.084 m.
Fragmentof rim and sides. Pale green; fine clear
material;no weathering.
Straight, polished rim. Grooves around the outside; between them the letter TTand, at the left,
traces of some letter or design.
(Fourthor fifth century?).
644. (2423). Cup. Figure 9. Ht. 0.065 m., diam. of
rim 0.077 m.
Parts of rim and body missing. Greenish;good
material.
Rounded, outsplayed rim; convex body with
thumb indents all around. Thickenedbottom. Post
technique. Cf. Harden, RomanGlass from Karanis,
no. 391, which has an unworkedrim but is otherwise
rather similar. It is dated second-thirdcentury. See
also Zahn,SammlungBauratSchiller,no. 288, dated
to the first century.
Found in grave in Peribolos of Apollo. (First or
secondcentury).
645. (5593).Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.026 m., diam.of base
0.044 m.
Base and part of body. Yellowish green; small
bubbles.
Walls spreading toward the top, as far as preserved. No trace of thumb indents, but they may
have existed nearerthe top. Base cut out, forminga
sort of pad. Post technique.
First century.
646. (3071).Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.02 m., diam. of base
0.042 m.
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Base and part of body. Light blue; small bubbles.
Similarto the preceding,but with thumb indents
extendingnearlyto the base.
First century.
647. (8297). Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.025m., diam.of base
0.045 m.
Base and part of body. Light blue; a few bubbles.
Similarto the preceding.
Secondcentury.
648. (8296). Cup.Figure 9. Diam. of rim ca. 0.09 m.,
diam. of base 0.05 m.
Fragments of base and body. Yellowish green;
good material.
Roundedrim. Thumbindentsin the sides. Concave
bottom, tubularbase ring. Post technique.
Secondcentury.
649. (8310). Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.024 m., diam. of rim
ca. 0.11 m.
Fragment of rim, body and handle. Light blue;
good materialwith few bubbles.
Thickened,roundedrim and straight sides (as far
as preserved).The handle (there were probablytwo)
is attached to the rim. It is a separatepiece, its outer
edge thinned and flattened with pucellas, and it is
also flattened at the bottom, where it is brokenoff.
See Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,Form 94, pp.
132-133. For the pottery prototype, see Langlotz,
GriechischeVasenin Wiirzburg,no. 912; Oswaldand
Pryce, TerraSigillata,pl. XXII, 9.
(First century).
650. (8311). Cup.Figure 10. Ht. 0.022 m.
Fragmentof handle.Light blue; very severemilky
weathering.

. 10

FIG.

10.

INSCRIPTIONON HANDL OF ROMAN GLASS CUP

INSCRIPTION ON HANDLE OF ROMAN GLASS CUP

(NO. 650). 1:1

Similarto the preceding,but smaller(not fromthe
same cup). The following inscription is pincermouldedon the top and bottom of the outer projecAPIC
AP1C
tion of the handle: TAON(upper surface); TA)lN
(lower surface). The letters C and N appear on the
outside and inside of the vertical portion of the
handle. Cf. Eisen, Glass, I, p. 154 and pl. 15 (he
believes that this shape did not last beyondthe first
century); Froehner,La VerrerieAntique (Collection
Charvet),pi. XIII, 77; Froehner,La CollectionGreau,
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no. 1114, pl. XXIV, 9 ("poucierbleu,"from Rome ARIST SIDO); Fremersdorf,in FestschriftAugust
Oxe,pp. 116ff.
(First century).
651. (7217). Cup. Figure 9. Ht. 0.105 m., diam. of
rim 0.083 m.
Parts of rim and sides missing.Light blue; many
smallbubbles.
Deep, with almost straight sides and slightly concave bottom. The outsplayed rim is unworked.Cf.
Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,Form 112, taller
and narrowerbut otherwisesimilar.This type of cup
has been foundat Pompeii(cf. Eisen, Glass,I, p. 277,
fig. 125).
First century (context dating first century B.C.first centuryafter Christ).
652. (7255). Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.041 m., diam. of rim
ca. 0.07 m.
Fragment of rim and side. Colorlesswith bluish
tinge; good, clearmaterial.
Shape similar to preceding;more sharply flaring
rim (unworked).A complete cup similar to this one
(height, 0.055 m.) has been found in a first century
grave on Siphnos(B.S.A. XLIV, 1949,pl. 28,2).
First century(depositbehindSouthStoa,see p. 78).
663. (4058).Cup.Figure9. Ht. 0.032 m., diam. of top
0.084 m.
Part of rim and body. Light blue; good material.
Rounded,slightly flaring rim. Aroundthe neck is
a double tube formed by folding. Cf. E. Ritterling,
Das friihr6mischeLager bei Hofheim in Taunus,
pi. 38,6.
(Secondor third century).
654. (7241). Goblet.Figure 9. Ht. 0.024 m., diam. of
base 0.037 m.
Base and lower part of body. Light green; few
bubbles.
Bowl almostflat, as far as preserved,andjoinedby
a short stem to the curving,outsplayedbase. Pontil
technique.Cf. Eisen,Glass,I, pl. 62, d and p. 289. He
dates the shapeto the first century;says it resembles
chalicesshownon the walls of Pompeii,as well as the
Morgansilver cup, Berthouville cups and Antioch
chalice.
Found with No. 655. Fourth century.
655. (7240). Goblet.Plate 55. Ht. 0.035 m., diam. of
base ca. 0.044 m.
Base and part of body; warpedby fire.Light green.
Similarto the preceding.Centerof bottom convex.
Foundwith the preceding.Fourth century.
656. (7281)Rectangularjug. Figure 9. Diam. of rim
ca. 0.11 m., diam. of bottom probablyca. 0.09 m.
Parts of rim and body missing (height not preserved). Turquoiseblue; small bubbles.
Rim folded outward and downward, leaving a
hollow space, and then upward again to form an
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almost solid ridge. Sides and bottom flattened after
blowing.
Cf. Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,p. 60, figs.
37, 38.
First century (depositbehind the South Stoa, see
p. 78).
657. (7258).Rectangularjug. Figure9. Ht. ca.0.155m.,
diam. of rim 0.033 m.
Nearly complete but in many fragments. Pale
green; slightly bubbly material.
Narrow, outsplayed rim, folded up and inward;
long cylindricalneck merginginto very thin-walled
body, square in section. Shallow concavity on the
bottom. The rectangularribbon-handleis thicker at
the edges and the top is cut out into a decorative
projection(Cf.Kisa's type 15, op. cit., p. 317; MorinJean, op. cit., Form 14, pp. 61-63).
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
658. (3828).Rectangularjug. Plate 55. Ht. 0.041 m.,
diam. of rim 0.027 m.
Rim, neck and handle.Light green;good material.
Rim and body similar (as far as preserved)to the
preceding,but with shorterneck. Rectangularribbon
handle.
(First or second century).
659. (3704).Rectangularjug. Figure 9. Ht. 0.035 m.,
diam. of rim 0.042 m.
Rim, neck, and handle. Yellow; small bubbles.
Thick rim, folded outward and then back. Short
neck, concave shoulder. Handle joined to shoulder
and neck just under the rim.
First or early secondcentury.
660. (1377).Rectangularjug. Plate 55. Ht. 0.055 m.,
diam. of rim 0.067 m.
Rim, neck and handle. Light turquoiseblue; good
material.
Similarto the preceding,but of heaviermaterial.
The shoulder is convex. See No. 879 for comparative material.
Late first or early secondcentury.
661. (2162). Rectangular jug. Plate 55. Diam. of
base ca. 0.088 m.
Fragment of bottom. Blue; good material.
Mould-blown.Square base with raised concentric
circles on the bottom. Very heavy material, slightly
thicker in the center of the bottom.
(First century).
662. (8285).Rectangularjug. Plate 55. Diam. of base
ca. 0.055 m.
Fragment of bottom. Blue; good material.
Mould-blownpattern on the bottom: a circle in
the center and one at each corner, with quartercirclesjoining the four sides. Post technique.
Found with Nos. 628, 634 and 1490. Second
century.

663. (8284).Hexagonal bottle. Plate 55. Max. dim.
0.068 m.
Fragmentof the bottom.Pale green;smallbubbles.
Bottom apparently hexagonal, with an approximately circular, mould-blown depression in the
center. See Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume,Formentafel E, 269-270; Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,
Form 17, pp. 65-66.
Secondcentury.
664. (2570).Octagonalbottle. Figure9. Ht. ca.0.035m.
Fragment of body. Light blue; slightly bubbly
material.
Mould-blownbody with ribs separatingthe eight
facets. The bottle may have had a handle and rim
like those of the rectangularjugs (Cf.Eisen, Glass,I,
p. 289, fig. 127).
(First or second century).
665. (7326). Cylindricalbottle. Figure 9. Ht. 0.05 m.,
diam. of mouth 0.057 m.
Rim, neck and parts of handles. Turquoiseblue;
bubbly material.
Rounded, outsplayed rim, with horizontal coil
beneathit; short cylindricalneck. Broadcoil handles
attached to opposite sides of the neck just below the
rim. Cf. Morin-Jean,op. cit., Form 9 and especially
fig. 28. The rim is like that on No. 739 in Harden,
Karanis, a one-handledjug with cut decoration.
(Third century).
666. (2492).Toilet bottle. Plate 55 and Figure 9. Ht.
0.05 m., diam. of rim 0.015 m.

Part of body and rim missing. Light blue; small
bubbles.
Flattened, polished rim, with outer edge turned
upward.Pear-shapedbody, slightly flattenedon the
bottom. Cf. Morin-Jean,op. cit., Form 22.
Second century.
667. (7251). Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.036 m.,
diam. of rim 0.02 m.
Fragmentof rim and neck. Pale blue; bubblesand
blowing spirals.
Polished rim, slightly outsplayed. Body probably
bulbous.
First century (deposit behind South Stoa, see
p. 78).
668. (3728). Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.069 m.
Rim and part of neck missing. Emerald green;
very severe milky-pittingweathering.
Pear-shapedbody, probablya long neck; engraved
groove at junction of body and neck. Bottom uneven
and slightly concave. Cf.Harden, RomanGlass from
Karanis, no. 835 (dated third-fourthcentury), but
here a constrictionseparatesneck and body.
(First or second century).
669. (536). Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.068 m.
Rim missing.Light blue; good material.
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Pear-shaped;thin walls. Cf.Zahn,SammlungBaurat Schiller,no. 246, dated first century, and a similar
one from a first century grave on Siphnos (B.S.A.
XLIV, 1949, pl. 25,1[2]).
(Firstor secondcentury).
670. (4042).Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.082 m.,
diam. of rim 0.04 m.
Rim and neck. Pale blue; bubbly material.
The rim splayed out, then folded inward and
flattened. Probably from an unguentarium with
conical body. This is the commonesttype of rim on
toilet bottles; see Harden,RomanGlassfromKaranis,
nos. 797, 805 et al.
(Secondcentury).

671. (4441).Toilet bottle. Figure11. Ht. 0.122 m.
Rim and bottom missing.Pale blue; goodmaterial.
The rim seems to have been slightly outsplayed.
Long cylindricalneck, constricted at junction with
narrow,drop-shapedbody. Similarto a Karanistype
(Harden,op.cit.,no. 835). See also No. 668 above.
(Thirdcentury).
672. (7044).Bottle. Plate 56. Ht. 0.083 m.
Rim and neck. Pale blue; a few bubblesand blowing spirals.

Roundedrim; long narrowneck wideninginto the
shoulder.No indicationof shapeof body.
First century.
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677. (MG1). Amphora.Plate 56. Ht. 0.165 m., diam.
673. (5603). Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.045 m.
Bottom and part of body. Dark blue; bubblesand of rim 0.099 m.
Completebut cracked.Light bluishgreen;slightly
blowingspirals.
bulb.
in
an
elongated
bubbly material.
Cylindricalbody terminating
Rim folded out and then inward and flattened
A late version of this type is Morin-Jean'sForm 32.
He dates it to the fourth century (La Verrerieen down. Shortneck spreadinginto wide shoulder.Body
is a flattened globe, bottom flat. Thick ribbonGaule,p. 82).
handles attached just underthe rim end to the top
First century.
of the shoulder.This vase was amongthe finds con674. (7450). Toilet bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.074 m.
fiscatedby the authoritiesand publishedby Lucy T.
Rim and part of body missing. Light blue; good Shoe, "A Box of AntiquitiesfromCorinth,"Hesperia,
material.
I, 1932, p. 56. Cf. Morin-Jean,La Verrerieen Gaule,
Pear-shapedbody, slightly flattened; cylindrical Form 3, p. 49, fig. 21.
neck, flaring towards the rim. Thereis some resem(First or secondcentury).
blance to Morin-Jean'sForm 38, which is dated 678.
(5657).Bottle. Plate 56, Ht. 0.17 m., diam. of.
third-fourthcenturies(op. cit., p. 90).
rim ca. 0.065 m.
(Secondcentury).
Base and parts of body missing. Pale yellow;
material,badly corrodedby enamelweatherbubbly
675. (3527).Bottle. Figure 11. Diam. of rim 0.034 m.
ing.
Parts of rim and body. Apparentlycolorless;milky
Thickened,rounded rim, flaring from the cylinweatheringso severethat the fabricis almostentirely drical
neck. Body almostvertical,as far as preserved.
destroyed.
La Verrerieen Gaule,Form 40, pp.
Cf.
Morin-Jean,
Rim folded outward,down and back again, form91
who
believes
ff.,
(p. 94) these bottles are of Oriental
ing a flat top. Shortneck; upperpart of body missing.
and
date
from
the third or fourthcentury.
origin
Bottom slightly concave, without a trace of post or
(Fourth
century
?).
pontil. The shape is rather like a later one from
679. (1149).Bottle. Plate 56. Ht. 0.082 m.
Karanis(cf. Harden,op. cit., no. 696).
Part of body missing.Pale green; blowingspirals.
Found with No. 592 in a grave of the second
Rim and neck decorated with applied threads.
century.
Bulbousbody, with bottom concave.
676. (6579).Bottle with stopper.Figure 11. Diam. of
(Fourthcentury).
rim 0.03 m.
680. (6047).Bottle. Plate 56. Ht. 0.15 m.
Rim, neck and handles.Blue; good material.
Part of body missing.Colorless;small bubbles.
Rim folded up and inward; short neck; convex
Slightly outsplayed rim, folded inward. Bulbous
shoulder.Two handles preserved,one appliedto the
with kick and pontil mark.Very fine threadsof
neck and shoulder; the other apparently attached body
the sameglasswoundaroundmiddleof the cylindrical
fartherdown (it does not join the preservedpiece).To neck. Cf.
Morin-Jean,op. cit., fig. 109, with similar
each handle is attached a bronze ring, and to each
neck and rim.
different
but
body
ring the end of a braided bronze chain (square in
Found with No. 683. Fifth century.
section). These are in turn fastened to a bronzering
681. (8034). Bottle. Figure 11. Ht. ca. 0.09 m., diam.
(diam. 0.028 m.) and a stopper which fits into the
mouth of the bottle. Cf.Morin-Jean,op.cit.,Form 33, of rim 0.045 m.
Parts of rim and body missing.Light green; small
p. 85, fig. 89. The stopperis identical with ours and
bubbles.
the bottle is very similar but the handle is a solid
Thickened,roundedrim flaring and then turning
piece of metal. Such bottles, according to Morininward.Bulbousbody with four deep thumb
Jean, appearedin Gaul as early as Nero and lasted slightly
indents.
Base ring formed by cutting out, bottom
until the fourth century. One with stopperand rings
Post technique.
concave.
throughthe handles (probablyalso a chain)is shown
in a tomb of the secondcentury.
Found
Gliseraus K6ln (1928),p. 5,
in Fremersdorf,RBmische
fig. 12. Anotherwas found at Kertchin a grave with 682. (7515).Bottle. Figure 11. Ht. ca. 0.10 m., diam.
a rectangularjug, a cylindricalbottle (with handle), of base 0.063 m.
terracottas and other objects, and coins of Agrippa
Top and part of body missing. Dark green; fine
material.
Comm.
de
la
28,
1900,
Arch.,
Imp.
p.
(Compte-rendu
Shapeof the upperpart unknown;the sides almost
fig. 66). A braidedbronze chain attached to several
bronzerings, but without the bottle (of which there straight; rounded shoulder sloping into the neck.
were fragments),was found in a first century grave Base ring formed by cutting out, concave bottom.
on Siphnos (B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, p. 85, pi. 26,1 [4]). Post technique.
(Fourthcentury).
First or secondcentury.
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683. (6048A).Bottle. Figure 11. Ht. ca. 0.175 m.,
diam. of rim 0.053 m.
Parts of rim and body missing. Light green;
materialbadly destroyedby enamelweathering.
Outsplayed,flattened rim, turned upward at the
edge and polished. Cylindricalneck spreadinginto a
wide body, which terminatesin a cylindricalknob.
Found with No. 680. Fifth century.
684. (4128).Bottle. Figure 11. Ht. 0.055 m., diam. of
rim 0.018 m.
Tips of feet missing.Pale green;good material.
Polished rim. Cylindricalneck composedof seven
small raisedrings and one large ring. Row of pinches
on body for decoration.Six small pinched-outfeet.
Slightly concavebottom.
Found with early tenth centurycoins.
MEDIAEVALPERIOD

685. (3965).Bowl.Plate 56 and Figure12.Ht. 0.046m.,
diam. of rim 0.12 m.
Part of rim and side missing. Pale green; good
material.
Shallow, with rounded rim and sides sloping
evenly to the flat, thickenedbottom, convex inside.
Pontil mark. Manyfragmentsof bowls like this were
found in the Agora South Centre factory (A.J.A.,
XLIV, 1940, p. 314, fig. 15, no. 29). This piece was
publishedby C. H. Morgan,A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935,
p. 78, fig. 4a. Found with No. 798.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
686. (7598). Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. ca. 0.048 m.
Fragment of bottom and sides. Dark green; small
bubbles,no weathering.
Mould-blown, shallow, with thickened bottom.
Raised petal pattern on body.
Found in the AgoraNortheast factory, (see p. 83)
with a similarbowl. Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
687. (7587).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.042 m.
Fragment of body. Light bluish green; good
material.
Mould-blownbowl. Body deeper than preceding
bowl; thick walls. Raisedband of ellipseswith central
dots. Above this band the surfaceis smooth; belowis
an indefinite raised pattern. For the decorationcf.
Lamm, MittelalterlicheGlaser,pl. 15:20 (Egyptian,
ninth century).
From the Agora Northeast factory (see p. 83). A
similaryellowish green bowl of thinner materialwas
also found there. Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
688. (5058).Bowl.Figure12. Diam.ofrim ca.0.075m.,
diam. of base 0.04 m.
Parts of rim, body and base. Light blue; fine
material.
Rather deep, with rounded,slightly thickenedrim
and thick, foldedbase pinchedin at intervals,forming
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an irregularpatternof bulbs. Pontil mark. A similar
piece was found in the Agora South Centrefactory.
(Eleventhcentury).
689. (7290).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.02 m., diam. of
base 0.058 m.
Base and part of body. Light green;smallbubbles.
Pushed-inbase; spreadingsideswith surfacefluted
by optic blowing.Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
690. (5601).Bowl. Figure 12. Diam. of base ca.
0.045 m.
Fragmentof base. Light green;bubbly material.
Folded base formedas follows: the glass was first
blown into a mould, producingcircles with central
dot in high relief on the outside of the base; then the
base was pushed in. Body entirely missing. For the
decoration(not the shape),cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Gliser,pl. 15:17, 19,20 (Egyptian,eighth to eleventh
century).
(Eleventhcentury).
691. (7543).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.039 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.085 m.
Parts of rim and body missing.Blue; goodmaterial
with blowingspirals.
Shallow,with rounded,flaring rim, convex body,
deep kick, coil base. Pontil mark.
This and severalother similarbowls (see Nos. 692,
693) and many fragmentswere found in the Agora
South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 314,
figs. 11 and 15, no. 25). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
692. (7454).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.036 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.089 m.
Parts of rim and body missing. Blue; very good
material.
Similarto the preceding,with slight variation in
profile.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 314, fig. 15, no. 26). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
693. (7455).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.038 m., diam. of
rim, ca. 0.082 m.
Parts of rimandbody missing.Blue; smallbubbles.
Similarin materialto the preceding,but with rim
only slightly flared.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 314, fig. 15, no. 27). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
694. (617). Bowl. Figure12. Ht. 0.03 m., diam. of top
ca. 0.11 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Opaque red; slight
milky weathering.
Shallow(?), with rounded,thickenedrim, slightly
outsplayed.Body curvesinwardtoward the bottom.
A fragment of a similar bowl was found in the
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AgoraNortheastfactory.Madeof mixed blue and red
glass, it has a red rim, with blue and white threads.
(Eleventhcentury).
695. (7503,7536). Bowl (?). Plate 56 (7536)and Figure 12. Ht. 0.031 m.
The profile is a composite of two fragments of
differentbowls, one preservingthe bottom and part
of the base, the other the bottom and part of the
sides. The first is yellowish brown, the second light
green.Smallbubblesin the materialof both.
Flat bottom, high flaring base, widely spreading
sides.Pontil mark. Cf.Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Glaser,
pls. 45:12, 46: 24 (Egyptian,ca. tenth century).
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 314, fig. 15, no. 30 and fig. 16, nos. 30, 31). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
696. (3717).Bowl. Figure 12. Ht. 0.03 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.13 m.
Fragmentof rim and sides.Very pale green; small
bubbles.
Shallow, with rounded rim. Decoration on the
exterior:two threadsof the same glass encirclingthe
bowl horizontally, below them a thick coil of blue
glass applied in a zigzag pattern, and in the angles
irregularblobs of the same glass as the bowl.
Cf. for the decoration two bottles published by
Lamm (Mittelalterliche
Gldser,pl. 27:7 and 8). They
are of "smokyglass," with blue coils, and come from
North Syria or Rakka (but found in Russia). Lamm
dates them ninth to thirteenthcentury.
(Twelfthcentury).
697. (4362). Spoutfrombowl (?). Plate 56. L.0.062m.
Brokenat both ends. Colorlesswith greenishtinge;
small bubbles.
Flat spout, wide at the end where it joined the
body at a sharpupwardangle. It was lengthenedby
pulling out the glass. Cf. Lamm, op. cit., pl. 7:7, a
round-bottomed bowl with a similar spout from
Mesopotamia,of the mediaevalperiod.A fragmentof
another spout was found in the AgoraSouth Centre
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 319, fig. 23, no. 49).
(Eleventhcentury).
698. (5548).Bowl (?). Figure 12. Ht. 0.024 m., diam.
of rim ca. 0.096 m.
Fragments of rim and sides. Light green; good
material.
Thickened,rounded rim. Two threads of opaque
red glass woundaroundthe sides; belowthese a series
of greenthreads(of the sameglass as the vase) wound
aroundand partiallymarveredinto the surface.There
are also blobs of green glass, but a pattern is not
discernible.
Found with No. 756. Eleventh or twelfth century.
699. (7494).Bowl (?). Plate 57. Ht. 0.037 m.
Fragment,no edgepreserved.Opaquebrick-redwith
threadsof darkerred runningthrough.Unweathered.
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Mould-blown.The shapecannotbe determinedbut
it may have been a bowl. The single preserved
verticalrib mergesinto the surfaceat top and bottom.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 16, no. 35). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
700. (7542).Bowl (?). Plate 57. Ht. 0.045 m.
Fragment of the body. Green; few bubbles; no
weathering.
The shape cannot be restored.Thick walls; heavy
rib, apparentlypinched out of the surface,tapering
off at one end.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 16, no. 36). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
701. (7567).Bowl (?). Plate 57. Ht. 0.035 m.
Fragment of body, no edge preserved. Colorless
with greenishtinge; good material,no weathering.
Curved fragment, perhaps from a bowl. Dropshaped coil of dark bluish green glass applied to the
surface. Cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Glaser,pl. 21:11
(fromFustat, tenth or eleventhcentury).
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 16, no. 37). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
702. (4804). Bowl (?). Plate 57. Max. dims. 0.055,
0.035 m.
Two fragmentsof the body. Pale green; bubbles
and blowingspirals;slight enamelweathering.
Perhaps a large, shallow bowl. Parallel coils of
opaque milky grayish green glass marveredinto the
surface.
(Eleventh-twelfthcentury).
703. (7476).Bowl. Figure 13. Max. dim. 0.047 m.
Fragment, no edge preserved.Light green; good
material.
Curvedsurface,showingthat the fragmentis probably from a bowl. Engraved decoration:two horizontal lines with a row of cross-hatcheddiamonds
above them. Indistinct design below. The cutting is
of good quality, but shallow. Cf. Lamm, MittelalterlicheGldser,pl. 56:2 (fromEgypt, eighth century), a
coarsertype.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 17, no. 40). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
704. (7549).Bowl (?). Figure 13. Max. dim. 0.048 m.
Fragment of body. Colorlesswith greenishtinge;
good material.
Mould-blown.Thickwalls; small ellipses in relief.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 17, no. 38). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
705. (7551b).Bowl (?). Figure13. Max.dim. 0.026m.
Fragment of body. Yellowish brown; bubbly
material.
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FIG. 13. ENGRAVED, MOULD-BLOWN AND TONG-IMPRESSED DESIGNS ON BOWLS AND PLATES. 1: 1

Mould-blown.Pattern in relief.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 315, fig. 17, no. 39). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
706. (7478).Medallionfrom bowl (?). Plate 57. Ht.
0.031 m.
Medalliondamaged; fragment of vase attached.
Darkblue, nearly opaque.
Medallionin the shape of a female head. Hair
dressedin a low pompadour,with regularwaves on
the foreheadand down the sides of the face. Facial
features mostly obliterated. Cf. similar medallions
from Egypt: C. C. Edgar, Graeco-Egyptian
Glass,pl.
X, 32.762-768, also p. IV. None is definitelydated.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 23, no. 41). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
707. (6541).Plate 57. Ht. 0.005 m., diam. ca. 0.12 m.
Fragment.Light green;smallbubbles.
Uncertainshape, but probablythe plate was flat,
without a base. Roundedrim risingvertically,folded
inwardat intervals.
(Eleventh-twelfthcentury).
708. (2764).Plate (?). Plate 57. Max. dim. 0.048 m.
Fragment, no edge preserved.Colorlessgreenish;
good material.
Surface perfectly flat. Conventionalizedplant
designcut in low reliefon one face.
(Byzantineperiod).
709. (7551a).Plate (?). Figure13. Max.dim. 0.033m.,
th. 0.004 m.
Fragment, no edge preserved. Dark green; good
material;no weathering.
Perhapsa flat plate. On one surfacean impressed
or mouldedpatternof "diamonds."
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 17, no. 42). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
710. (7530b).Plate (?). Figure13. Max.dim. 0.027m.,
th. 0.005 m.

Fragment broken on all sides. Dark blue; good
material;no weathering.
Perhaps part of a plate. Design in relief on each
face, madewith pucellas.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 17, no. 43). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
711. (4381). Goblet. Plate 57 and Figure 12. Ht.
0.089 m., diam. of rim 0.036 m.

Part of base missing. Greenish blue; blowing
spirals.
Rounded rim, slightly bulging body tapering toward stem. Base slightly convex on the bottom (the
shape may have been like that of Nos. 712 and 713).
Pontil mark.Severalfragmentsof this type have been
found.
Found with No. 1060 (windowpane). (Eleventhor
twelfth century).
712. (4384). Goblet. Figure 12. Ht. 0.045 m., diam.
of base 0.049 m.
Top and part of base missing.Greenishblue; blowing spirals.

Body similarto preceding.Stemmedbase. Pontil
mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
713. (6539). Goblet.Figure 12. Ht. 0.04 m., diam. of
base 0.042 m.
Top and part of base missing. Greenish blue;
bubbly materialwith blowingspirals.
Similarto preceding.Twistedstem. Pontil mark.
(Eleventhcentury).
714. (5757b). Goblet.Figure 12. Ht. 0.048 m., diam.
of base 0.042 m.
Top and part of base missing.Bluish green.
Similarto preceding.Stem bulges slightly at top;
base roundedupwardat the edge. Pontil mark.
Foundwith No. 716. (Eleventhor twelfth century).
715. (6540). Goblet.Figure12. Ht. 0.036 m., diam. of
base 0.047 m.
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Top missing. Greenishblue; bubbly materialwith
blowingspirals.
Somewhatsimilarto preceding.Body spreadsout
widely,with straightsidesas far as preserved.Twisted
stem; base with doublecurve. Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
716. (5757c). Goblet. Figure 12. Ht. 0.033 m., diam.
of base 0.047 m.
Top and part of base missing.Blue.
Shapeof body uncertain;the long stem pushedup
into it, thus making the inside convex. Base with
triple curve and finishedwith a roundededge. Pontil
mark.
Foundwith No. 714. (Eleventhor twelfthcentury).
717. (4379). Goblet.Figure 12. Ht. 0.04 m.
Parts of body and base missing. Bluish green;
bubblesand blowingspirals.
Body perfectly flat so far as preserved. Long
straight stem curvinginto the base, whichis concave
beneath.Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
718. (3968). Goblet. Plate 57 and Figure 12. Ht.
0.092 m., diam. of base 0.055 m.
Rim and parts of body missing.Light bluishgreen;
small bubblesand blowingspirals.
Flaring rim (edge missing); bulbous body with
short stem resting on doubly curved base with
rounded off edge. Three threads of the same glass
appliedin wavy lines from stem to rim. Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
719. (7303). Goblet. Figure 12. Ht. 0.045 m., diam.
of base 0.064 m.
Stem and base. Light blue; blowingspirals.
Shapeof the body uncertain.Largebulgein middle
of stem; base concaveunderneath.Pontil mark.
Eleventh century.
720. (2772). Goblet.Figure 12. Ht. 0.035 m., diam. of
base 0.048 m.
Top missing.Olive-green.
Body widely spread as far as preserved. Short,
globularstem, flaring base with folded edge. Pontil
mark. Cf. Lamm, MittelalterlicheGlaser,pl. 2:30, a
similarshape. It is not apparentwhetherthe edge of
the base is folded; at least it is not mentioned.Lamm
states that the type is Syrianand dates it to the sixth
century, adding that it also appearsin the twelfth,
but he says "the later examples of this form were
usually of preciousmetal."
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
721. (1150). Goblet. Plate 57. Ht. 0.048 m., diam. of
base ca. 0.06 m.
Stem and base. Bluish green;bubbly material.
Similarto preceding.Stemtwistedandnot centered
on the base. Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
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722. (3773). Goblet.Figure12. Ht. 0.042 m., diam. of
base 0.049 m.
Top missing.Light green;blowingspirals.
Deep, conical body. Base formed by blowing out
the bottom of the body into a bulb, the center of
whichwas then pushedin until it touchedthe opposite
side, leaving the base hollow and rather uneven.
Pontil mark.
(Eleventhor twelfth century?).
723. (6980). Goblet.Figure12. Ht. 0.027 m.
Parts of body and base missing.Light blue; bubbly
materialwith blowingspirals.
Formed of three paraisons, one for the base, a
second for the lower part of the bowl (with tubular
ring), a third for the upper part of the bowl. Pontil
mark. A similargobletwas foundin the Agora South
Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 311, fig. 12,
no. 5). Cf. Edgar, Graeco-Egyptian
Glass, pl. IV, no.
32.505, similarlymade,with a high, wide bowl.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
724. (7471e, 7493, 7498d, 7531a, 7561, 7568, 7569,
7571, 7572, 7573, 7573b, 7576, 7577). Two-handled
cup. Figure 12. Diam. of rims, 0.07-0.08 m., 0.10 m.,
0.11 m., 0.16 m.
Fragmentsof rims, handlesand bases. Light blue,
colorlesswith greenishtinge, opaquered with brown
threads, amethyst, pale green, green, olive-green,
bluish green, gray-green, yellowish, colorless with
yellow tinge. Many fragments not weathered, the
othersonly slightly.
Rounded rim and nearly straight sides curving
into a small thick tubular base ring. Handles (probably two) formedof a coil of the same material,bent
into a ring; upper end of the coil pulled out and
flattenedwith a reamer.
AgoraSouth Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 12, no. 9). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
725. (7560b).Cup. Plate 57 and Figure 12. Diam. of
bases 0.031 m., 0.029 m., 0.026 m.
Three bases similar to the preceding.Dark green
and bluish green; good material, with occasional
bubbles.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
726. (7526a).Cuphandles.Plate 57.
Four handlesof cups like No. 724. Light yellowish
greento darkerbluishgreen.The only rim which can
be measuredhas a diameterof ca. 0.06 m.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 14, nos. 9-11, 13). Eleventhto mid-twelfth
century.
727. (7462).Cupwith handle. Plate 57. Ht. 0.033 m.
Fragment of rim and side with handle attached.
Green;bubblesand sandy impurities;no weathering.
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Handleformedof a coil attachedto side of cup and
flattenedon top; a serpentinecoil runningdownfrom
it may have extended beyond the bottom of the cup
to form feet (Cf. a flat-bottomed Egyptian cup,
Glieighth-ninthcentury, in Lamm, Mittelalterliche
ser,pl. 19:2).
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 14, no. 12). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
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728. (7482).Handleof cup. Plate 57. Ht. 0.037 m.
Fragment of handle and body. Pale green; a few
bubbles;no weathering.
Similarto preceding.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 14, no. 14). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.

729. (7526b).Handlesof cups (?). Plate 57. Ht. 0.018
to 0.03 m.
Three handles. Yellowish green, green, and light
blue.
The shape of the vessel to which these handles
were attachedis not known.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 14, nos. 15-17). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
730. (7484).Handle of cup. Plate 57. Ht. 0.04 m.,
diam. of rim of cup ca. 0.05 m.
Handleand fragmentof cup attachedto it. Opaque
red; no weathering.
Body apparentlyconstrictedin the middle.Handle
formedof a coil flattened at top and bottom with a
reamer.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 313, fig. 14, no. 18). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
731. (7545,7547, 7610, 7612). Cups.Figure14. Diam.
of rims ca. 0.07 to 0.10 m.
Fragments of rims and sides. Yellowish brown,
yellowishgreen,bluishgreen,pale yellow; very slight
weatheringor none at all.
The shape is conjecturallyrestored.Rim rounded
or finishedwith an appliedthread.Threadof the same
materialwoundaroundthe body in spiralform,thick
at the base,thinningtowardthe upperend, ca. 0.01m.
below the rim. Cf. a similar cup (tenth or eleventh
Gliser,
century) from Egypt (Lamm,Mittelalterliche
pl. 26:2).
Agora South Centre and Northeast factories
(A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 313-314, figs. 12, 14, no.
20). Manytiny fragments,perhapsfromsimilarcups,
with decorative threads in contrasting colors, were
found in the Agora Northeast factory (MF 7614).
They are red on green, blackishgreen on green, blue
on green,and blue on light green.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.

732. (7617).Cups.Plate 57 (oneillustrated).
Fragmentsof bases. Bluish green,colorlessyellow;
fine material with a few bubbles; most pieces unweathered.
Similar to the preceding. Threads of the same
materialwoundaroundthe body. Pontil mark.
AgoraNortheastfactory. Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
733. (4055).Cupwith handle.Figure14. Ht. 0.028m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.083 m.
Fragmentof rim and side with handle.Darkgreen;
good material.
Thickened,roundedrim. A coil of the same glass
trailed horizontallyaround the body. Loop handle
attachedto this and to the rim.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
734. (7477). Cupwith handle.Figure 14. Ht. 0.03 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.11 m.
Fragment of rim and sides with handle. Light
green;good material.
Rounded rim, sloping sides. Three horizontal
threads of the same glass trailed around the sides.
Coilhandle attached to top of rim and side. Several
fragmentsof similarcups (bluishgreen,yellow) were
foundin the AgoraNortheastfactory.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 314, fig. 12, no. 21). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
735. (5650a).Cup. Figure 14. Ht. 0.067 m., diam. of
rim 0.101 m.
Parts of rim and body missing. Light blue; good
materialwith blowingspirals.
Shallow, with rounded rim, sloping sides, deep
kick. Pontil mark. Cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Gldser,
pi. 24:4 (Egyptian,ninth to eleventh century). This
is a free-blowntype.
Found in the "kitchen pit" (see p. 84). For those
foundin the AgoraSouth Centrefactory, see A.J.A.,
XLIV, 1940, p. 311, fig. 12, no. 6. Late eleventh
to mid-twelfthcentury.
736. (3792a).Cup. Figure 14. Ht. 0.045 m., diam. of
rim 0.08 m.
Fragmentof rim and side. Colorlesswith greenish
tinge; good materialwith blowingspirals.
Shallow, with roundedrim, sloping sides. On the
sides a mould-blownpattern of curvedribs. This cup
is similar to many found in the Agora South Centre
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 311, fig. 12, no. 7).
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
737. (7456).Cup. Plate 57. Ht. 0.042 m., diam. of
rim 0.088 m.
Part of body missing. Pale bluish green; blowing
spirals.
Shapesimilarto preceding.Mould-blowndesignof
raised ovals runninghorizontally.Pontil technique.
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Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 311, fig. 13). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
738. (7470).Cup. Figure 15. Diam. of the bottom
0.047 m.
Bottom and part of sides. Bluish green; small
bubbles.
Similarto preceding.On the sides a mould-blown
designof raisedmandorlas,runningvertically.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 311, fig. 13). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
__~

~

century.

744. (7518).Cup.Plate 58 and Figure14.Ht. 0.077m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.075 m.

~ ~~~_

===-~~~~~~~~~~

738

1940, p. 808, figs. 11, 12, no. 1). Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
743. (7512). Goblet.Plate 58. Diam.of rim ca.0.115m.
Part of rim and body. Colorless;good material.
Similarto preceding.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 308, fig. 11, no. 2). Eleventh to mid-twelfth

"'/Ibll'Yff//fII

I

739
740
FIG. 15. MOULD-BLOWNDESIGNSON CUPS. 1: 1

739. (7520).Cup.Figure15.Diam.of bottom,0.055m.
Bottom and part of sides. Pale bluish green;small
bubbles.
Similar to preceding. On sides a mould-blown
pattern of vertical raised ovals; on the bottom
smallerovals in ray formation.Pontil mark.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 311, fig. 13). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
740. (7468). Cup. Figure 15. Ht. ca. 0.075 m., diam.

of rim ca. 0.069 m.
Fragmentsof bottom and side (not joining).Light
green,few bubbles.
Similar to preceding. On sides a mould-blown
herring-bonepattern.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 311, fig. 13). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
741. (7605).Cup. Figure 14. Ht. 0.028 m., diam. of
rim ca. 0.07 m.
Fragment of rim and sides. Pale bluish green;
bubbly material;no weathering.
Shallow(?), with roundedrim and slightlybulging
sides. Mould-blownswirlingrib pattern.
Agora Northeastfactory. Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
742. (7465). Goblet. Plate 57 and Figure 14. Ht.

Parts of rim and body. Yellowish green; a few
bubbles.
Rounded,flaringrim; slightlybulbousbody set off
at top and bottom by an appliedcoil. Sides decorated
with pruntsappliedin a checkerboardpattern. There
was probablya deep kick.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 308, figs. 11, 12, no. 3). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
745. (4110a).Cup.Plate 58. Diam. of rim ca. 0.09 m.
Fragmentof body. Green;good material;surface
pitted.
Cylindricalbody and rim, the latter set off by an
applied thread. Body decoratedwith prunts applied
in checkerboard(?) pattern.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).

746. (7534). Cup. Figure 14. Ht. 0.09 m., diam. of
rim 0.065 m.
Parts of body missing. Pale blue; good material.
Cylindricalbody, flaring slightly at top and bottom. Rim finishedwith appliedcoil of darkblue glass.
On the sides a mould-blownpatternof ribs, gradually
fadinginto the surfaceas they reachthe bottom. The
concavebottom also has ribs in relief.Coilbase (same
materialas the body).
0.094 m., diam. of rim ca. 0.075 m.
Agora South Centre factory, where other fragParts of rim and body missing. Colorless;good
ments have been found (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 310,
material.
11, 12, no. 4). One (MF 7591) was also found in
Roundedrim, flaringfrom cylindricalbody which figs.
the Agora Northeast factory. Eleventh to midtapersslightlytowardthe base. Rim set off frombody twelfth
century.
by an appliedthread.Prunts appliedto the body in a
checkerboardpattern. Toed base. Pontil mark. See 747. (5048).Cup (?). Plate 58. Max. dim. 0.024 m.,
diam. ca. 0.08 m.
p. 87 for discussionof this type of goblet.
Agora South Centre factory, where many fragFragmentof body. Colorlesswith yellowishtinge;
ments of such goblets were found (A.J.A., XLIV, small bubbles;no weathering.
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Almost straight sides. Painted decorationon the
exteriorin opaquered, yellow and white.
Found with tenth centurycoins.
748. (7479). Cup(?). Plate 58. Max. dim. 0.016 m.
Fragment of body. Dark blue; good material; no
weathering.
The fragmentis too small to determinethe shape.
Exterior incised with fine lines in a leaf (?) pattern.
Cf. Lamm, Das Glas von Samarra,pl. VIII, no. 256;
also Lamm,Mittelalterliche
Glaser,pls. 50, 51.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 314, fig. 14, no. 24), but perhaps earlierthan its
context.
749. (7249).Bottle. Figure14. Ht. ca. 0.022 m., diam.
of rim 0.054 m.
Parts of body missing. Pale yellow; bubbly
material.
Broad, thick, polishedrim; conical neck widening
toward the sloping shoulder; bulbous body; thickened, slightly concave bottom. Pontil mark. Cf. for
the shape Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Gliser, pl. 12:4, an
bottle
with
mould-blown
decorationdating
Egyptian
from the eighth or ninth century. For a photograph
of the same bottle see Edgar,Graeco-Egyptian
Glass,
pl. VI, no. 32.571.
(Ninth century ?).
750. (6772).Bottle. Plates 58, 146,a and Figure 14.

Ht. ca. 0.21 m., diam. of rim 0.015 m.

Parts of body missing. Dark blue; very small
bubbles;slight milky weathering.
Rim rounded off unevenly, sloping shoulder,cylindrical body curving into the flat bottom. Pontil
mark. Cold-painteddecoration:rim and neck covered
with gold; on shoulder, gold rays encircled by a
double yellow band, gold and green scroll work, and
a doublegreenband. On the body three rowsof three
medallions,each with a borderof two red lines within
two green,and in the centera goldenbirdfacingright
or left. Plumageindicatedby lines incisedin the gold
paint. Conventionalizedgold brancheswith yellowgreen leaves fill the field in each medallion, and
goldenscroll-workthe spacesbetweenthe medallions,
which vary considerablyin size. At the bottom are
two wide stripes,the uppergreen,the lowerred. See
p. 88 and cf. Lamm, op. cit., pls. 41:28 (colorplate
A,12); 42:3 (color plate A,9); 43:10-12, also pl.
109:2 (neckand rim, gold on blue glass). See Duthuit
and Volbach,Art Byzantin, pl. 42B for a cruderexamplesaid to be of the eighth-ninthcenturies.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 320, figs. 20-22, no. 51). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
761. (7463).Bottle. Plate 58. Max. dim. 0.041 m.
Fragmentof body. Blue (lighterthan preceding);
good material;no weathering.
Shape probably similar to preceding; decoration
8*
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also similar.Thebordersof the medallionshave a row
of largeyellowdots betweendoubleyellow lines. Gold
scroll-workfills the spacesbetweenthe medallions.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 320, fig. 19, no. 60. Other fragments of similar
bottles, also foundin the AgoraSouth Centrefactory,
are illustrated in this article - nos. 58, 59, 61).
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
752. (6450).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.033 m.
Fragment of body. Blue (lighter than No. 760);
bubblymaterial.
Body apparently cylindrical. Conventionalized
flowers cold-painted in yellowish green and gold
(gold flowers with green borders).Above is a horizontal gold stripe and remainsof some other design
above that. Carelesswork.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
763. (4169).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.038 m.
Smallfragmentof body. Purple.
Body probablycylindrical.Decorationcold-painted in gold and green; apparentlya conventionalized
floral design in gold below a green band. Work of
good quality.
Found in a Byzantine wall. (Eleventh or twelfth
century).
754. (7297).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.045 m., diam. of
rim 0.016 m.
Lower part of body missing. Brownish black;
bubblymaterial;slight enamelweathering.
Shape probablysimilarto No. 750. Roundedrim;
cylindricalneck spreadingabruptlyinto body. Coldpainted pattern beginning at base of neck: rising
scales in whitish blue, a gold crosswithin each scale.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 321, fig. 19, no. 62). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
7655.(7472).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.03 m.
Fragmentof body. Light blue; good material;no
weathering.
Shape probablysimilarto No. 750. Opaquewhite
coils marveredin flush with the surface in a continuous loop pattern, and divided vertically by
paintedgold lines. In the intersticesconventionalized
plant designspainted in gold. Cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche Glaser,pls. 104-106, also colorplate C, 1, dating
fromthe thirteenthcentury.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
pp. 319-320, fig. 19, no. 57). Eleventhto mid-twelfth
century.
756. (5547). Bottle (?). Plate 58. Max. dims. 0.026,
0.02 m.
Threefragmentsof the body. 'Royal' blue; a few
bubbles;very slight milky weathering.
Doubtful shape, most likely a bottle. White coils
marveredinto the surfacein a loop pattern. Twotiny
fragments of blue glass found in the Agora South
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Centrefactory also have white coils marveredin; the
patternsappearto be loops in one case, stripes in the
other (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 319).
Found with No. 698. Eleventh or twelfth century.
757. (6577).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.051 m.
Fragmentof the body. Blue; smallbubbles.
Body apparently cylindrical. Opaquewhite coils
are marveredin flushwith the surfacein a continuous
loop pattern, whichprotrudesslightly in the interior.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
758. (7475).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.026 m., diam. of
base 0.026 m.
Fragmentof base and side. Thick,opaquematerial
showingamethyst color at the edge; no weathering.
Shape of body probably like No. 750. Blobs of
opaquewhite and light blue glass marveredinto the
surfacein an indeterminabledesign. Pontil roughly
brokenoff.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 319, fig. 19, no. 56). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
759. (7488).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.026 m., diam. of
bottom 0.037 m.
Fragmentof bottom and side. Opaquebrownwith
a black threadrunningthrough;no weathering.
Mould-blown.Cylindricalbody, bottom slightly
concave. On the exterior,rows of raisedblobs. Pontil
mark.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 319, fig. 19, no. 53). Other small fragments of
opaquered or brownbottles were also found in this
factory. In the AgoraNortheastfactory was found a
fragmentof a darkgreenbottle with a patternon the
outsideof raisedcircleswith centraldot.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
760. (7528).Bottle. Figure 14. Ht. 0.021 m., diam. of
bottom ca. 0.03 m.
Fragment of bottom and side. Yellowish green,
bubbly materialwith blowingspirals.
Cylindricalbody, slight concavity in the bottom.
Onthe outside deep,almostverticalribs, furrowedby
hand while the glass was warm. Pontil mark. Cf.
Lamm,Mittelalterliche
Glaser,pl. 8:7 (fromMemphis,
eighth century).For a photographof the same bottle
see Edgar, Graeco-Egyptian
Glass, p. 83, pl. XI, no.
32.789.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 319, fig. 18, no. 52). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
761. (7445).Bottle. Figure 14. Ht. 0.039 m., diam. of
bottom 0.03 m.
Top missing. Greenishyellow; small bubbles.
Walls taper slightly toward the bottom, which is
thicker and slightly concave. Engraved around the
body: two horizontalgroovesjust above the bottom,
long groovesin zigzag arrangementabove that, with

ovals below and in between them and circles above.
The design seems to be repeated above. Cf. in a
generalway Lamm,op. cit., pl. 55, dated eighth-ninth
centuries.This specimenis probablylater.
Tenth-eleventhcenturycontext.
762. (7551c).Bottle. Figure16. Ht. 0.02 m.
Fragment of body. Colorlesswith yellow tinge;
tiny bubbles;no weathering.

762
FIG. 16. ENGRAVEDDESIGNON NO. 762. 1: 1

Apparentlycylindrical.Geometricdesigns cut on
the exterior.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 319, fig. 18, no. 55). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
763. (7548).Bottle. Plate 58. Max. dim. 0.025 m.,
diam. of base ca. 0.04 m.
Fragmentof base. Colorless;good material.
Shape uncertain; the bottom was probably flat.
Deeply cut horizontalgrooveson the body, beginning
just above the bottom. For the techniqueof cutting
such glass see Lamm,op. cit., pp. 142-144. This fragment probablyfalls in the last category(p. 144).
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 319, fig. 19, no. 54). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
764. (7294).Bottle. Figure14. Ht. ca. 0.157 m., diam.
of rim 0.019 m.
Parts of the body missing. Light blue; bubbly
material.
Rounded,uneven rim; long cylindricalneck; sloping shoulder and cylindrical body. Deep, rounded
kick. Pontil mark. Three other similarbottles (fragmentary)werefoundwith this one.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
765. (5618).Bottle. Figure 14. Ht. 0.048 m., diam. of
rim 0.014 m.
Lower part of body missing. Bluish green; good
material;enamelweathering.
Shapesimilarto preceding,but of heaviermaterial.
Twelfthcentury.
766. (2546).Bottle. Plate 58 and Figure 14. Ht.
0.033 m., diam. of rim 0.011 m.
Part of neck missing. Bluish green; bubbly material with blowingspirals.
Polishedrim, cylindricalneck, globularbody. The
slightly convex bottom appearsto have been added
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after the bottle was finished,or this effect may be the
result of the use of the pontil.
(Twelfthcentury).
767. (1146).Bottle. Plate 58 and Figure 14. Ht.
0.102 m., diam. of rim 0.016 m.
Parts of the body missing. Colorlesswith greenish
tinge; slightly bubbly materialwith blowing spirals.
Egg-shapedbody with short, cylindricalneck and
rounded, thickened rim. Pontil mark. A number of
fragmentsof this type werefoundin the AgoraSouth
Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 821, fig. 18,
no. 65).
(Eleventhcentury).
768. (7299).Bottle. Figure 14. Ht. 0.141 m., diam. of
rim 0.015 m.
Parts of the body missing. Greenish;fine clear
material.
Thickened, rounded rim; cylindrical neck; flat,
circularbody. The bottle was pressedflat after being
blown. A few fragmentsof apparentlysimilarbottles
were found in the Agora South Centrefactory. Cf.
A. de Ridder, Collectionde Clercq,Les TerresCuites
et les Verres(Paris, 1909),no. 542 (pl. XXVIII). It is
0.20 m. high, comesfromthe Syriancoast, and seems
to be late Roman. The form, accordingto de Ridder,
is common in Cyprus and Phoenicia. See Cesnola,
Atlas of CyprioteAntiquities,III, pl. CVI, 1, 3, from
Idalion; Froehner,CollectionGreau,p. 180, no. 1297,
pl. CCXLVII, p. 200, no. 1503, pl. CCLXIII, 4;
Froehner, La VerrerieAntique; descriptionde la
( ollectionCharvet,pl. XXI, 91.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
769. (4239).Bottle. Figure 17. Ht. 0.065 m., diam. of
rim 0.03 m.
Top of bottle. Light green;blowingspirals.
Roundedrim,funnel-shapedneck,slopingshoulder.
The body is flattened on one side, and perhapswas
oval in shape.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
770. (4313).Bottle. Plate 58. Ht. 0.084 m., diam. of
rim 0.016 m.
Intact. Pale green.
Slightly infolded,roundedrim; bulbousneck contracted at junction with the body, which is flat and
narrowsslightly towardthe bottom. No pontil mark.
Found near the surface;probablyof the Turkish
period.
771. (1145).Bottle. Figure17. Ht. 0.123 m.
Top missing. Olive green; bubbly material; slight
weathering.
Long, cylindrical neck widening into a globular
body. Pontil mark.
(Twelfthcentury).
772. (7262).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.076 m., diam. of
rim 0.021 m.
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Part of body missing. Pale bluish green; small
bubblesand blowingspirals.
Rounded, outsplayedrim with cut-out bulge just
below it. Long cylindricalneck, bulbous body with
kick. Opaquewhite and red blobs marveredinto the
body; these are elongatedinto threadson the neck.
Similar fragments have been found in the Agora
Northeast factory (MF 7620), and it is therefore
likely that the date of this bottle is eleventh or
twelfth century. Lamm, however, in his article
"Glass and Hard Stone Vessels," Surveyof Persian
Art, III, pp. 2592-2606, presents a similar "carafe,
green,ribbedin red and white," which he dates 18th
or 19th century (pl. 1453, C).
773. (5455).Bottle. Figure 17. Ht. 0.097 m., diam. of
rim 0.016 m.
Intact. Darkgreen;a few bubbles.
Boundedrim; short neck with cut-out bulge; piriform body with two large thumb indents at opposite
sides near the bottom. Pontil mark. Small fragments
of similarbottleswerefoundin the AgoraSouthCentre
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 321, fig. 18, no. 64).
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
774. (7301).Bottle. Figure17. Ht. ca. 0.116m., diam.
of rim 0.015 m.
Fragments of body missing. Dark green; good
material.
Similarto preceding,but moreelongated.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
775. (7599).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.041 m., diam. of
rim 0.016 m.
Neck and part of body. Bluish green; good
material.
Infoldedrim, pinchedtogetherat intervalsso that
air pocketsare formed.Neck with cut-out bulge; flat
shoulder;bulbousbody.
Agora Northeastfactory. Otherfragmentsof this
type were found outside the factory. Eleventh to
mid-twelfthcentury.
776. (4046).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.055 m., diam. of
rim 0.016 m.
Upperpart. Pale green;bubblymaterial.
Roundedrim, slightly concave neck with cut-out
bulge. Body bulbousas far as preserved.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
777. (7481).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.034 m., diam. of
rim 0.025 m.
Rim and neck. Greenishyellow; bubbly material;
no weathering.
Rounded rim, rather uneven; neck with cut-out
bulge. The body was probablysimilarto No. 773.
Agora South Centre factory. Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
778. (4960).Bottle (?). Figure17. Ht. 0.044 m.
Top missing. Colorlesswith faint greenishyellow
tinge; materialroughand bubbly; no weathering.
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Shape of upper part uncertain. Body tapers towardsthe bottom, which has a deep kick and a large
lump of glass left by the pontil.
(Late Byzantineperiodor later).
779. (7519).Bottle. Plate 59 and Figure 17. Ht. ca.
0.12 m.
Fragmentsof body. Light blue; smallbubbles.
Bulbous body with deep kick. Vertical ribs of
same material applied in relief on the sides; on the
lowerpart of the body they are partly marveredinto
the surface, and extend almost to the center of the
bottom. The neck may have been long and narrow.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 321, fig. 22, no. 70). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
780. (5651a).Bottle. Figure17. Ht. ca. 0.19 m., diam.
of rim 0.041 m.
Central part of body missing. Light blue; small
bubblesand blowingspirals.
Rounded,slightly thickenedrim; cylindricalneck
with cut-out bulge. Bulbous body; deep kick with
pontil mark. Tubularbase ring.
Found in the "kitchenpit" (see p. 84) with fragments of five or six others (light blue or colorless
greenish). Many other fragments have been found
elsewherein Corinth(variousshades of yellow, green
and blue), a few in the Agora South Centrefactory
(A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,p. 321, fig. 22, no. 63). Eleventh
to mid-twelfthcentury.
781. (7444).Bottle. Figure 17. Ht. ca. 0.027 m., diam.
of rim 0.059 m.
Fragmentsof body missing.Pale olive-green;tiny
bubbles;no weathering.
Roundedrim, flaringfrom the long neck; bulbous
body, around the inside of which is a horizontal,
cut-in tube. Tubular base ring; deep kick; pontil
mark. Coilof blue glass wound severaltimes around
the neck. Cf.Lamm, GlassfromIran, pl. 41, D (thirteenth or fourteenthcentury).
(Late Byzantineperiodor later).
782. (7451).Bottle. Plate 59 and Figure 17. Ht.
0.105 m., diam. of rim 0.02 m.
Fragments of body missing. Light blue; good
materialwith blowingspirals.
Infolded rim, long neck broadening toward its
base, with a large cut-out bulge at about the middle.
Squat body sharplyconstrictedjust above the folded
base. Deep kick; pontil mark.Fromthe middleof the
neck to about the center of the body the vase is
coveredwith verticalribs producedby optic blowing.
Cf. Lamm, MittelalterlicheGlaser, pls. 140, 162:3
(Aleppoand Damascus,thirteenth century); Lamm,
Glass from Iran, p. 10, pl. 20, F (twelfth-fourteenth
centuries).
Found in the Agora South Centre factory with
numerousfragmentsof similarbottles, all about the
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same size (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 319, figs. 11, 18,
no. 50). One fragment (bluish green) probably of a
similar bottle was found in the Agora Northeast
factory (MF 7590). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
783. (7522a).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.049 m.
Fragment of neck. Blue (darkerthan preceding);
good material.
Similarto preceding,but without ribbing.
Agora South Centre factory. Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
784. (1774).Bottle. Figure 17. Ht. ca. 0.18 m., diam.
of rim 0.028 m.
Lower part of body missing. Brownish purple;
largebubbles;no weathering.
Partiallyfoldedrim; long neck with cut-out bulge.
Vertical ribs, made by applying coils and partially
marveringthem into the surface, extend from the
shoulderdownward.They also protrudeslightly on
the interior.
(Venetianor Turkishperiod).
785. (6134).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.043 m., diam. of
rim 0.015 m.
Intact, but warpedby fire.Pale blue;smallbubbles
and blowingspirals.
Slightly outsplayed, infolded rim; short neck;
piriformbody; flattenedbottom with pontil mark.
(Late Byzantineperiodor later).
786. (4149).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.037 m.
Top missing.Light green (?); severemilky-pitting
weatheringwhichhas destroyedthe material.
Cylindricalneck flaring toward the top; squat
piriformbody. Verticalwhite (?) threadsapparently
marveredinto the surface.For the shape cf. Lamm,
Mittelalterliche
Gliser, pl. 8:15 (the ribs blown, not
set in) of the eighth or ninth century (Egyptian).
Found with coins of the tenth and eleventh
centuries.
787. (6953).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.04 m.
Intact. Dark blue; blowing spirals and small
bubbles;iridescent.
Rounded rim; short cylindricalneck; flat, pearshapedbody. The bottle is hollow only to a distance
of 0.021 m. below the lip; the remainderis solid.
Pontil mark.
Found with coins of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries.
788. (7501).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.027 m.
Top missing. Light green; good material; no
weathering.
Drop-shaped,of very thick glass.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 321, fig. 19, no. 66). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
789. (7523a).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.032 m.
Top missing. Light green; bubbly material; no
weathering.
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Rim and neck. Olive green; a few bubbles and
Rounded bottom, cylindricalbody of very thick
material.Pontil mark.
blowingspirals;enamelweathering.
Folded (solid) rim; funnel-shapedneck; flaring
Centre
South
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
Agora
shoulder.
A thread of the same glass is wound in a
to
Eleventh
no.
mid-twelfth
67).
p. 321, fig. 19,
from
the bottom of the neck to the top.
spiral
century.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
790. (6993).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.10 m., diam. of 794.
(3830).Bottle. Plate 60. Ht. 0.073 m., diam. of
rim 0.035 m.
rim 0.04 m.
Neck and part of body. Green; very bubbly
Rim and neck. Bluish green;bubblymaterial.
material;no weathering.
Coilrim; convex neck taperingslightly downward.
Uneven, rounded rim; long, cylindrical neck A threadof the same
glass appliedin a spiralfromthe
spreadinginto steeply slanting shoulder.Cf. Lamm, bottom of the neck to the top. Anothersimilar
fragMittelalterlicheGldser,pl. 2:19, 20 (Spanish, tenth ment was
found,of pale yellow glass.
century).
Found with twelfth centurycoins.
(Byzantineperiod?).
795. (5922). Bottle. Plate 60 and Figure 18. Ht.
791. (4959).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.078 m., diam. of 0.087 m., diam. of rim ca. 0.015 m. (uneven).
rim 0.029 m.
Bottom missing.Light blue; good material.
Rim and neck. Light green;good material.
Rounded rim with applied coil just below it;
Outsplayed, polished rim. Cylindricalneck con- cylindricalneck spreadinginto the body. Spiralribs
stricted beneath the rim, bulgingin the middle, and on the entire surface produced by optic blowing.
Anotherfragmentof a similarbottle is colorlesswith
splayingat the bottom.
or
a yellow tinge. Cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche
(Byzantineperiod later).
Glaser,pl.
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792. (7263).Bottle. Figure 18. Ht. 0.061 m., diam. of
rim 0.057 m.
Rim and neck. Yellow; small bubbles,iridescent.
Rim formed of an applied coil of greenishblue
glass. Shapeuncertain.
(Late Byzantineperiod).
793. (8745).Bottle. Plate 59. Ht. 0.09 m., diam. of
rim 0.043 m.

8:25 (the neck of a similarbottle, whichis Egyptian,
eleventhto thirteenthcenturies).
(Late Byzantineperiod).
796. (4302).Bottle. Plate 60. Ht. 0.065 m., diam. of
rim 0.028 m.
Rim and neck. Brownishyellow; bubbly material,
very slight milky weathering.
Flat-topped,roundedrim; cylindricalneck taper-
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ing slightly towardthe top; a coil woundaroundjust
belowthe rim. No indicationof the shapeof the body.
(Venetianor Turkishperiod).
797. (7442).Bottle. Plate 60. Ht. 0.104 m., diam. of
top 0.024 m.
Lower part missing. Colorlesswith yellow tinge;
good material.
Rounded rim; cylindrical neck tapering slightly
downwardto a cut-out bulge. Below the bulge the
neckis dividedinto foursections(cut out) whichhave
passagesthroughthem. Thereis also a centralpassage,
and these five passagesall lead into the body. Shape
of body and base unknown. Cf. a flask with similar
body in C.A. Niessen, BeschreibungromischerAltertiimer(Cologne1911),no. 1130,"of questionableage."
Found with late Byzantine and thirteenthcentury
pottery, and with No. 799.
798. (3966).Bottle. Plate 60 and Figure 18. Ht.
0.082 m., diam. of base 0.016 m.

Base and part of body. Olive green; bubbly
material;no weathering.
The part which is preserved is funnel-shaped,
narrowingtoward the bottom, beginningto curve in
at the top. Base with slight kick and pontil mark. See
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 78, fig. 4b. Two fragments
of similar bottles were found in the Agora South
Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 321, fig. 18,
no. 69). Cf. Lamm, MittelalterlicheGlaser,pl. 4:32
(fromSamarra,ninth century).
Found with No. 685. Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
799. (7443). Spout. Plate 60. L. 0.049 m., diam. of
rim 0.011 m.
Upperend missing.Pale green;small bubbles.
Ellipticalin section, bent downwardnear the end,
terminating in a circular rim. Probably part of a
pitcher.
Found with No. 797.
800. (4043).Pitcher. Plate 60 and Figure 18. Ht.
0.07 m.
Spout and neck preserved.Yellowishgreen; good
materialwith blowingspirals.
Rim formed by attaching a strip of glass around
top of neck, the spout made by pinching out this
strip. Cylindricalneck flaring into broad shoulder.
Handle, which was attachedto the rim and probably
to the shoulder,missing. Cf. Lamm,GlassfromIran,
pl. 13, D (ca. ninth century).
(Byzantineperiod).
801. (7504).Lamp. Plate 60. Ht. 0.055 m.
Base and part of body preserved. Olive green;
bubbly material,no weathering.
Long stem ending in a bulb. Body spreading
widely as far as preserved.See Crowfootand Harden,
J.E.A., XVII, 1931, pp. 196-208, for a generaldiscussionof Byzantineglass lamps.
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Found in Agora South Centre factory (A.J.A.,
XLIV, 1940, p. 321, fig. 19, no. 68). Eleventhto midtwelfth century.
802. (7485).Lamp.Plate 60. Ht. 0.018 m.
Vase and part of body. Opaquereddishbrown;no
weathering.
Body flaring above the small, spherical bulb
whichformsthe base. Pontil mark.Cf.Lamm,MittelalterlicheGlaser,pl. 30:20, a lamp of the seventhninth century from Jerusalem, and made in Syria
or Egypt.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 19, no. 48). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
803. (7446). Jar. Figure 18. Ht. 0.043 m., diam. of
rim 0.037 m.
Part of rim and body. Pale green; good material.
Rounded, flaring rim; short neck spreadinginto
bulbousbody.
Found with early Byzantine pottery. (Eleventh
century?).
804. (7527a). Jar. Plate 60. Ht. 0.015 m.
Fragment of neck and body. Bluish green; small
bubbles.
Somewhatsimilarto preceding.
Agora South Centrefactory. A numberof similar
fragmentswerefound there. Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
805. (7563). Jar. Plate 60. Ht. 0.034 m.
Fragment of neck and body. Greenishblue; tiny
bubbles;no weathering.
Similarto preceding,with less bulgingbody.
Agora South Centre factory. Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
806. (5757a). Jug. Figure 18. Ht. 0.031 m., diam. of
rim 0.06 m.
Part of rim and body. Bluish green.
Roundedrim; short, straightneck; flaringshoulder. Handle attached to top of rim and to shoulder.
The jug probablyhad at least one other handle. A
few fragmentsprobablyof this shape were found in
the Northeastfactory.
Found with Byzantine coins (Eleventh or twelfth
century).
807. (7490). Jug (?). Plate 60. Ht. 0.029 m.
Handle and fragmentof the body. Opaquered; no
weathering.
Cylindricalneck, spreadinginto almost horizontal
shoulder. Upper end of handle attached to neck,
lower to shoulder. The handle is formed of a coil
looped over on top and flattened with a reamer,the
end forminga sort of knob.
Agora South Centre factory. Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
808. (7543). Jug. Figure 18. Ht. 0.044 m., diam. of
rim 0.085 m.
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Rim and neck. Colorlesswith greenishtinge; a few
bubblesand blowingspirals.
Rounded, thickened, outsplayed rim; neck cylindrical as far as preserved;a vertical lug pinched
out of one side of the neck. There are no traces of
another lug, but the entire circumferenceis not
preserved.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 18, no. 44). A fragmentof a similarvessel
(MF 5653) was found outside the factory, in an uncertaincontext.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
809. (7570d). Jar (?). Figure 18. Ht. 0.012 m., diam.
of rim 0.08 m.
Fragment of rim. Greenish blue; very bubbly
material;no weathering.
Rim formedby foldingthe roundededge outward,
leavinga hollowspace. Shapeof body uncertain.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 18, no. 45). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
810. (7533c). Jar (?). Figure 18. Ht. 0.015 m., diam.
of rim 0.082 m.
Fragment of rim. Olive green; good material; no
weathering.
Rim formedby folding roundededge inward. The
sides appearto have been straight, at least for some
distance.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316,fig. 18,no. 46). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
811. (1660).Jar (?). Figure18. Ht. 0.033 m., diam. of
rim 0.087 m.
Part of rim and neck. Colorless;blowingspirals.
Rim formed by an applied blue coil. Two similar
coils encirclethe neck. Shape of lowerpart doubtful.
(Late Byzantineperiodor later).
812. (7499). Jar (?). Figure 18. Ht. 0.023 m.
Two fragments of base and sides. Light green;
bubblymaterial;no weathering.

Flat bottom curvinginto the sides, whichbroaden
as they ascend. Verticalribs on the body, produced
by optic blowing. Cf. Lamm, GlassfromIran, p. 10.
The jar probablyhad a cylindricalneck curvinginto
a broad shoulder.
Agora South Centre factory. Eleventh to midtwelfth century.
813. (7508). Jar (?). Plate 60. Ht. 0.051 m.
Handleandpart of vessel attachedto it. Amethyst;
good material.
Curvingbody, with ribboncoil of the samematerial
applied to the outside from the bottom upward,
loopedback on itself, and flattened at irregularintervals with a reamer.Cf. Lamm, Mittelalterliche
Glaser,
pl. 28:16 (an earlier,sixth or seventh century, piece
from Sakkara).
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 316, fig. 14, no. 47). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
814. (7546).Lid (?). Plate 60. Max. dim. 0.033 m.
Broken all around. Pale green; fine material; no
weathering.
Probablycircular,to judge fromtwo white opaque
threads applied in an arc. The glass is thicker near
the centerthan near the outer edge.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 321, fig. 23, no. 71). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.
815. (7539).Lid (?). Plate 60. Max. dim. 0.022 m.
Fragment, no edge preserved. Pale green; good
material.
Probably similar to the preceding. Light blue
threadsappliedon the top, and one blob of the same
color,perhapsaccidental.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 321, fig. 28, no. 72). Eleventh to mid-twelfth
century.

STONEVESSELS; STONEPALETTES

Althoughstonevessels,chieflybowls,basins
and mortars,were commonlyused duringthe
Hellenisticand Roman periods,56
Corinthhas
offeredonly a meagercollection.The twentyone fragmentspresentedherearea selectionof
the typesin usethereduringthe Romanperiod.
56 An idea of how widespread was their use
may be obtained from the bibliography given in Deonna, Le Mobilier
de Delos, XVIII (Paris,
D6lien, Exploration ArchMologique
1938), p. 111, notes 5-14.

Few pieces were found which date either
earlierorlater.
The commonesttype is the shallowmarble
basin with two lugs and a spout projecting
from the rim (Nos. 816-820). The spout may
eitherbe pierced(Nos.817, 818) or solid (Nos.
These
819, 820) and thus purelydecorative.57
For variant shapes of spouts see Delos, XVIII, p. 112,
fig. 186. No suggestion is made of possible chronological
significance in these variations.
57
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A small portionpreserved.Fine white marblewith
small crystals.
Shallowbowl with very slightly raisedbase and a
triangularpiercedspout projectingfromthe rim.
(First century).
819. (582).Marble bowl. Plate 61 and Figure 19.
Diam. of rim ca. 0.11 m.
A smallportionpreserved.Very fine-grainedwhite
marblewithout crystals.
Shallow bowl with a rectangularlug and a triangularfalse spout. There were probablytwo more
lugs evenly spacedaroundthe rim.
(First century).
820. (4205).Marblebowl. Plate 61. Ht. 0.038 m.
Fragmentary.White marble.
Shallow bowl with slightly raised base; widely
flaringsides. False spout with leaf-shapeddecoration
belowit on the outside.
(First century).
821. (5855).Marblebowl. Figure 20. Ht. 0.094 m.,
diam. of rim 0.326 m.
About one-thirdpreserved.Skyrosmarble.
Flat base. The handle, in imitation of metal, has
turned-backends. Surfacesmoothly polished except
between handle and rim, where it is only rudely
chiseled.
Romanperiod.
822. (667).Marble bowl. Figure 19. Ht. 0.041 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.16 m.
Small fragment of rim and sides. Pure white
marbleof very fine texture.
Bowl somewhatdeeperthan precedingspecimens.
Sharplyflaringrim. Beautifullyfinishedsurface.
(First century).
823. (2375).Marble basin. Figure 19. Ht. 0.07 m.,
originaldiam. of rim ca. 0.65 m.
Fragmentof rim preserved.Whitemarble,streaked
with
gray.
diam. of rim ca. 0.203 m.
The completevessel must have been a very large
Aboutone-thirdpreserved.
Whitemarble.
Slightlyraisedbase;piercedspout.A rectangular basin. Carvingof very fine quality.
Romanperiod.
projectionwhichextendsaboutone-thirdof the dis824.
tancearoundthe edgeof the bowlmakesthe profile
(5145).Marblebowl. Plate 60 and Figure20. Ht.
0.081
of the rimappearunusuallythick.
m., diam. of rim ca. 0.34 m.
Small
Firstcentury.
fragmentof rim and sides preserved.Island
much
like that of Skyros.
818. (583).Marblebowl.Plate61. Ht. 0.05m., diam. marble,
with verticalgrooves,probablyin
Exterior
carved
of rim0.188m.
imitationof metal. Theverticalloop handleis missing
68 Deonna (Delos, XVIII, p. 111) states that bowls like our above the rim.
No. 818 were used for "pounding grains, vegetables and con(EarlyRomanperiod).
diments." Blinkenberg (Lindos I, p. 748) says that they
were sometimes used for grinding colors. Cf. also Cagnat 825. (2277).Marblebowl. Plate 61 and Figure20. Ht.
0.055 m., diam. of rim ca. 0.24 m.
and Chapot, Manuel d'Arch4ologieRomaine (Paris, 1916Smallfragmentpreservingthe entireprofile.White
1920), II, p. 14, fig. 374; Bliimner, Technologieund Terminologie, IV, p. 457, figs. 66-67; Neuburger, Technik des Alter- marble.
tums (3rd ed.), p. 203, fig. 255.
Similarto the preceding,but with double-curved
59 Cf. Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, II, p. 106, fig.
carved outside. Most of design on the base
grooves
251; Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 416, fig. 102, a basin from the
Athenian Agora dated second or early first century B.C.
missing.The curvinggroovesare reminiscentof those
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bowls or basins are sometimes identified as
mortars58but none of those from Corinthshow
traces of such use. The prototypes of these
vessels may be found in terracotta basins of the
classical and Hellenistic period.59In Corinth
they date chiefly from the early Roman period.
Their continuation into Christian times is
shown in the crude specimens Nos. 827-829.
Nos. 821-826 are single specimens of different types. No. 830, a rather unusual bowl, of
slate, is unfortunately fragmentary and of uncertain date. No. 831 is doubtless part of a
very large funerary (?) urn. The two alabaster
pieces (Nos. 832, 833) are almost certainly
from Egypt. No. 833 seems to be in an unfinished state and may show that the "raw
material" was sometimes imported.
Of the three "palettes" (Nos. 834-836), the
slate one is Greek, the others Roman. No
traces of color or other matter appearedon any
of them. The large size of No. 834 contrasts
with the small dimensionsof Nos. 835 and 836,
but the smooth surface found on all suggests a
common purpose.
816. (1770).Marblebowl. Figure19. Ht. 0.032 m.,
diam.of rimca. 0.156m.
Aboutone-thirdpreserved.
Whitemarble.
raised
base
Slightly
elaboratelydecoratedwith a
rosettein relief;a lugon the outside.
Firstcentury.
817. (4206).Marblebowl. Figure19. Ht. 0.039 m.,
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on late Roman sarcophagi(e.g., one at Avignonin Le
Blant, Les Sarcophageschretiensde la Gaule,p. 28,
no. 40, pl. VIII, 3) and perhapsis of the same period.
Cf. also a marbleurn with similardecoration,dated
"late Roman," in Sammlung A. Ruesch, Ziirich
(Lucerne,1936),no. 236.
(Late Roman Period).
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lugs bear crudelyinciseddesignsor letters, on one the

lettersXPO(?).

Fourth centurycontext.
829. (4195).Marblebowl.Plate 61. Max.dim. 0.092m.
Fragmentof the rim preserved.White marble.
The bowl probablyresembledNo. 827. On the projecting lug is an engravedcross.Rough exterior.
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826. (7046).Marblebowl. Figure 19. Ht. 0.034 m.
Small fragment of base and sides. Marble resemblingserpentine:greenishblackwith lightergreen
spots.
Shallowbowl with raisedridges aroundthe center
inside and deeprunnelsradiatingfromit. Onthe outside, deeply cut radiating channels. Carvingof good
quality.
(Romanperiod).
827. (2373).Marble bowl. Plate 61. Ht. 0.055 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.17 m.
Half of bowl missing. Graymarble.
Shallow bowl with flat bottom, the sides rather
rough on the outside. Incised design on the two projecting lugs.
(Late Romanperiod).
828. (4435).Marble bowl. Plate 60. Ht. 0.048 m.,
diam. of rim ca. 0.12 m.
Half of bowl missing.White marble.
Shallowbowl with flat bottom. The two projecting

1: 4

Tenth-eleventhcentury context but perhapsearlier in date.
830. (2377). Slate bowl. Figure19. Ht. 0.055 m.
Fragments of side and bottom preserved.Badly
burned,very friable.
The exteriorhas carvedmouldingson the bottom;
the interioris plain. Therewas probablya raisedbase.
Fairly good workmanship.
(Romanperiod?).
831. (3057).Marbleurn. Plate 62 and Figure 20. Ht.
0.088 m.
Fragment of side and shoulderpreserved.White
marble.
Probablya tall urn. The elaboratecarvingis well
executed.
Romanperiod.
832. (5147).Alabaster alabastron. Plate 61. Ht.
0.166 m.
Neck and bottom missing.
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Usual shape, made of a beautifully veined alabaster. Two small projectionsat the sides. Probably
an importationfromEgypt.
First century.
833. (4199).Alabasterjar (?). Plate 61. Ht. 0.087 m.
Top missing.
The object appearsto be unfinished.The exterior
has been smoothed,but the interioris roughand the
central portion,which was removedby the insertion
of a curvedwedge,is unevenlybrokenoff.
(Romanperiod?).
834. (2121). Slate palette. Plate 62. L. 0.28 m., w.
0.27 m., th. in center0.009 m.
Fragmentsmissing. Grayslate.
Flat rectangularpalette with raisedborderaround
two sides. Oneother side (the fourthis not preserved)

ends abruptly,withouta border.Top smooth,bottom
rough-picked.
(Greekperiod).
835. (7043).Porphyrypalette. Plate 62. L. 0.109 m.,
th. 0.007 m.
One cornermissing. Surfacedamaged,perhapsby
fire.
Small, flat, rectangular palette, with bevelled
edges.
(Romanperiod).
836. (7929). Serpentinepalette. Plate 62. L. 0.104 m.,
w. 0.07 m., th. 0.006 m.
Two cornersmissing.
Similarto preceding.
(Romanperiod).

FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS

The remainsof householdand other furniture are slight, as mightbe expectedsincethe
chief area of excavationhas been the Agora.
The turmoilwhichthis part of the city underwent fromtime to time dealtseverelywith the
largerobjects,especiallythose of metal. Such
stationaryfurnitureas bencheswhichare permanent parts of buildingsis not includedin
this publication.
No metal furnitureis preservedfrom the
Greek period. The metal fragments of the
Romanand Byzantineperiodsconsist chiefly
of parts of stands,perhapstripods(Nos.837843), and decorativeattachments(Nos. 844857) for unidentifiedobjects which are assumedto have been piecesof furniture.Those
illustratedhave been selected from a large
numberof similar objects, all equally uninformative.There are also a few examplesof
churchfurniture:polycandela(Nos.859, 860),
lamppendants(Nos.861,862), a lampsupport
(No.863) andpossiblya candlestick(No.864).
Remainsof furniturefragmentsof boneconsist entirely of joints and hinges to be used
with metal or wood.All are of the Romanand
Byzantineperiods.
Theoneoutstandingpieceof furniturefound
at Corinthis the marbletable (No.879) whose

three supportsrepresentpantherheads surmounting slender legs which terminate in
paws.Themoderncopy in wood(Plate 146, b)
is similarin all detailsexcept the centraltierods, whichin the originalwereof metal. Not
but the subtle
only the excellentworkmanship
combinationof colors the deep-redtabletop
with the gray stone slab beneath and the
yellow-white panther supports - made this

table a remarkablespecimen.It may reasonably be claimedthat it is the finest of its kind.
The other stone furniturefragments,representedby Nos.880-882, arenegligible.
Includedwith the furniture,forlack of more
suitable classification, are some terracotta
miniaturealtarsof the Greekperiod(Nos.883887).60The Hellenistic period also offers a few

fragmentsof altars (Nos. 889-891). No. 892
is rathera basefor a miniaturetable than for
an altar. No. 893 is an example of a type of
incense burner common in the Hellenistic
period.No.894 mayhavebeen part of a larger
altar.No. 2939 mightalso have beenincluded
here.
60 For others see
Mary H. Swindler, "A Terracotta Altar
in Corinth," A.J.A., XXXVI, 1932, pp. 512-520; Oscar
Broneer, "The Corinthian Altar Painter," Hesperia, XVI,
1947, pp. 214-223, and "Terracotta Altars from Corinth,"
Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 370-375.
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837. (155). Bronzefoot of stand. Plate 62. Ht.0.066m. 844. (4648).Bronzeleaf. Plate 62. L. 0.095 m.
Lowerend brokenoff.
Fragmentpreservingpart of the stand.
A leaf very solid and well cast, with a rib running
Animal's paw somewhat crudely represented,
terminating in foliage above. Circularstand with along the center of the back, and a knob at the end,
engravedhorizontalgrooves.
apparentlyadded after casting. Probablydecoration
for somepiece of furniture.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
Foundin a Byzantinecontext,but probablyRoman.
838. (6823).Bronze foot of stand. Plate 62. Ht.
845. (4790).Bronzepalmette. Plate 62. Ht. 0.056 m.
0.092 m.
Lowerpart brokenoff.
end
broken
off.
Upper
thick palmette with flat back. Slightly
with
a
ball
at
decorative
the
Very
Right-angledsupport
tooled
after
in
and
an
animal's
A
being cast. Use undetermined.
angle
ending
paw. strong,solidly
Found in a Byzantine context, but probably
made piece, probablyto supporta very large stand.
Roman.
(Fourthcentury).
839. (7344).Bronze foot of stand. Plate 62. Ht. 846. (4534).Bronzeattachment.Plate 63. L. 0.063m.
Leaf-shapedpiece of metal, extremely solid. The
0.061 m.
Extremely solid support (probablyfor a piece of ring attached to it is of slightly irregularshape, perwooden furniture) in the shape of a goat's hoof. haps owingto the form of the object to whichit was
Cylindricalrivet directly above the hoof and a hole fastened.
Romanor Byzantineperiod.
piercedthroughthe innerpart of the top.
847. (7192).Bronzeattachment.Plate 63. L. 0.077m.
Byzantineperiod.
End of strip at top twisted and broken.
840. (2787).Bronze foot of stand. Plate 62. Ht.
Leaf-shapedpiece with a bronzestrip, attachedto
0.043 m.
it
by a rivet, driventhroughthe center.Thestripmay
Goat's hoof renderednaturalisticallybut without
have
beenintendedto fold backto be usedaga handle
care. Leg hollow from above the hock to the top,
No.
848).
probablyfor the insertionof the woodenleg of some (cf.
Byzantine
period.
of
furniture.
piece
Roman
or
848.
Bronze
attachment.Plate 63. L. 0.053m.
(Late
Byzantineperiod).
(6785).
Almost
circular, convex object with a flattened
841. (2806).Bronze foot of stand. Plate 62. Ht.
rim
from
which
a loop (circularin section) rises and
0.048 m.
touches
the
center
(not fastened).
Support in the shape of a lion's head and paw,
Byzantine
period.
with
features
inhighly conventionalized,
roughly
cised and ears representedby two circular pierced 849. (8229).Bronzeattachment.Plate 63. L. 0.033m.
Trefoilpiece, very solid. The back shows no signs
projections.Mouth open and head hollow. The proof
attachment
to any object.A hole is piercedthrough
at
back
has
two
for
the
holes
attachment
a
to
jection
the
at
the
of
furniture.
loop
top.
piece
Byzantineperiod.
(Fourthor fifth century).
850. (5230).Bronzeattachment.Plate 63. L. 0.047m.
842. (6853).Bronzestand. Plate 62. Ht. 0.059 m.
Leaf-shapedobject of ratherthick metal, with two
Stand composedof two detachablesections, each
small
rivets in the back.
consisting of a support in the shape of two lions'
Ninth
heads and paws. The sections fit into each other to
centurycontext.
form a four-footedstand which could have supported 851. (6077).Bronzeattachment.Plate 63. L. 0.055m.
a smallvessel. Cf.a bronzestand in the ClevelandArt w. of ring 0.008 m.
Museumdated to the twelfth century (H. C. Hollis,
Ring, rectangularin section, with a rectangular
"A Unique Seldjuk Bronze,"Ars Islamica, II, 1935, projectionat one side and a flat piece extendingfrom
pp. 231-2), similarto ours in form but much larger the latter. Probablyto be insertedinto a woodenoband beautifullyinlaid with silver.
ject for use as a handle. The rectangularextensionof
the circle has a hole pierced through each side and
Byzantineperiod.
there
is anotherhole in the protrudingend.
843. (1701).Bronzesupport.Plate 62. Ht. 0.051 m.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Knobbedfoot with horizontalprojection.Although
the use of this object cannot be determinedwith 852. (7759).Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.046 m.
certainty, it is likely that the horizontalprojection
Objectshapedlike a spike,with a sphericalknobat
was to be inserted into wood and that the vertical the upperend and two holes throughthe shaft. Probpiece served as a support. One other similar object ably to be insertedinto a woodenobject and fastened
with a pin or rivet.
(MF7381, uncatalogued)was found.
Byzantineperiod.
Byzantineperiod.
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853. (6793).Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.044 m.
Tip brokenoff.
Similarto the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
854. (7941).Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.048 m.
Similar to the preceding,but with more pointed
shaft and only one hole.
Byzantineperiod.
855. (5839).Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.033 m.
Similarto the preceding.
Found with tenth-twelfth centurycoins.
856. (817). Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.053 m.
Similarto the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
857. (2845).Bronzeknob. Plate 63. L. 0.033 m.
Similarto the precedingbut with rectangularhead.
Byzantineperiod.
858. (8178).Bronzechainlinks. Plate 63. L. 0.11 m.
Five figure-eightlinks attached to a leaf-shaped
piece of bronzewith a loop at the end. Probablyused
for the suspensionof a polycandelonor other lamp.
(Byzantineperiod).
859. (5447).Bronze polycandelon. Plate 63. Diam.
0.193 m.
Cutout of a sheet of bronze,with six circularopenings for holding small vessels of glass or other
material which would have been filled with oil and
furnishedwith a wick. Threeloops for suspension.In
the centera Maltesecross. Cf. a moreelaboratespecimen in the British Museum: Dalton, Catalogueof
Early Christian'Antiquitiesin the British Museum,
p. 104, no. 529 and see the bibliographythere given.
Cf. also ibid., p. 85, no. 393; and G. Fitzgerald,BethShan Excavations,III, pp. 6, 42, pl. XXVII, 4 (no
definitedate given).
Byzantineperiod.
860. (8241).Bronze polycandelon.Plate 63. Original
diam. ca. 0.16 m.
Fragmentary.
Similar to the preceding. Different design and
somewhat finer workmanship. Two pieces of the
suspensionchain preserved.
(Byzantineperiod).
861. (6303).Bronze lamp pendant. Plate 63. Ht.
0.042 m.
Triangularobject with a loop at the top and three
at the bottom. Probablyfor hanginga polycandelon.
Cf. Delos, XVIII, p. 392, fig. 454; Dalton, op. cit.,
p. 85, no. 392.
Byzantineperiod.
862. (978). Bronze lamp pendant. Plate 63. Ht.
0.035 m.
Loop at the top brokenoff.
Similarto the precedingbut less elongated.
(Byzantineperiod).

863. (1288).Bronze lamp support. Plate 63. Ht.
0.055 m.
Bottom brokenoff.
Object consisting of a disk with slightly concave
top bearingincised concentriccircles,and piercedby
a rod taperingto a point at the upperend. Probably
used to supporta lamp such as No. 579. For a complete lamp support of this type see Dalton, op. cit.,
p. 81, no. 376.
(Byzantineperiod).
864. (4988).Bronzecandlestick(?). Plate 63. L.O.lOm.
Lowerend brokenoff.
Long spike (squarein section) probablyused as a
support for a wax candle, which could have been
forceddownover the point.
Late Byzantinecontext.
865. (647). Bone furniturejoint. Plate 64. L. 0.037 m.
Joint made of a sawed-offsection of a large bone,
the extracted marrowleaving an irregularhole. Exterior finished with wheel-mademouldings, surface
highly polished.
(First or secondcentury).
866. (2795).Bone furniturejoint. Plate 64. L. 0.032m.
Similar to the precedingbut without mouldings.
Twoholes,one circular,the otherroughlyrectangular,
cut in one side. Thesewereprobablyfor the insertion
of struts of metal or wood.
(Romanperiod).
867. (3662).Bone furniturejoint.Plate 64. L. 0.008m.
Flat cylinderwith a horizontalgroove all around
and a hole in one side.
(First century).
868. (3657).Bone furniturejoint. Plate 64.L. 0.012 m.
Short tube with one end wider than the other.
Polishedsurface.No hole in the side.
First century.
869. (6138).Bone joint or knob. Plate 64. L. 0.03 m.
Surfacepitted.
Highly polishedtube with mouldings.No hole in
the side.
Thirdcenturyor earlier.
870. (7848).Bone furniturejoint. Plate 64. L. 0.051m.
Fragmentary.
Tube with delicately turned mouldings,well polished. Cf. Delos, XVIII, p. 246, pl. LXXVIII, 654;
no use is suggestedfor these objects.
(EarlyRomanperiod).
871. (1738).Bonefurniturejoint. Plate 64. L. 0.071m.
Brokenbut complete.
Tube with well carved mouldingsand a polished
surface.
Found in Byzantine context, but probablyof the
Romanperiod.
872. (4230).Bone hinge. Plate 64. L. 0.039 m.
Tube with a single hole in one side and a vertical
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groove on the exterior which is interruptedby the
hole. Deonna (Delos, XVIII, pp. 242-244) discusses
objects of this kind at length. He believes them to
have been hinges of chests, with wooden plugs introducedinto the lateral holes for attachingthem to
the chest and lid, and with a longwoodenrodinserted
throughthe lengths of severalof these tubes to hold
them together. F. Fremersdorf,in "R6mischeScharnierbanderaus Bein," Serta Hoffilleriana (Zagreb,
1940), pp. 321-337, illustratesmany of these objects,
also explainingthem as hinges and giving diagrams
which show clearlythat this was their purpose.
Early Romanperiod.
873. (1780).Bone hinge. Plate 64. L. 0.05 m.
Similarto the preceding.The interioris very narrow, with an irregularsurface.Exteriorpolished.
Secondcentury.
874. (2502).Bone hinge. Plate 64. L. 0.019 m.
Similarto the preceding.
Secondcentury.
875. (1197).Bone knob. Plate 64. L. 0.023 m.
Knob composedof a tube pluggedat one end with
a piece of bone. Slightly raisedmouldingat the junction of top and sides; surfacehighly polished.
(Romanperiod).
876. (7806).Bone cylinder. Plate 64. L. 0.025 m.
Half missing.
Centralportionof the bone not removed.Pattern
of runningloops between zigzag lines rather crudely
carved aroundthe exterior. The use of this and the
followingobjectshas not been determined.
(Byzantineperiod).
877. (4150).Bone cylinder.Plate 64. L. 0.022 m.
Similarto the preceding.Centernot removed,but
one end plugged with a piece of bone. Well carved
geometricpattern between incised lines and zigzags.
(Byzantineperiod).
878. (7085).Bone knob. Plate 64. L. 0.026 m.
Similarto the preceding.Circlescontainingincised
saltires and dots, between rows of short vertical incisedlines, carvedaroundthe exterior.
(Byzantineperiod).
879. (9040).Marble table. Plates 64 and 146b. Ht.
0.77 m., diam. of table top 0.427 m., th. of same
0.009 m., diam. of slab under table top 0.415 m.,
th. of same 0.009 m.
Missingportions:partsof table top and slabunderneath, parts of the panther'sleg and paw, most of the
second support and all of the third support. Surface
of lowerpart of leg damaged.
Top of the table composedof a thin circularslab of
porphyry resting on a slightly smaller slab of gray
stone, at the edge of which are three rectangular
cuttings, at regularintervals, to allow for the insertion of the tops of the supports;also a shallowgroove
runningaroundthe lower side of the gray stone slab,
9
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near the edge. The completelypreservedsupport(see
details, P1. 64) was cut from a single piece of very
fine-grained,yellow-whitemarble(anotherwasmadein
two sectionsjoinedwith a dowel).Closeto the bottom
of the inner side of the rectangularmember which
formsthe upperpart is a smallrectangularcutting in
which is preserveda trace of one of the iron tie-rods
used to join the legs, thus strengtheningthe table.
The carving of the panther'shead is extremely delicate and fine, with much undercuttingin the eyes,
ears,etc. Brieflymentionedin a preliminaryreportin
A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, p. 74, fig. 21. For comparative materialseeDelos,XVIII, pp. 43ff. and especially
fig. 67, a table from Pompeii (Gusman,Pompeii, p.
438, fig.), which is very like ours in appearanceand
construction. J. Liversidge, "Tables in Roman
Britain," Antiquity, XXIV, 1950, pp. 25-29, shows
some table legs carved from shale. An interesting
representationof a table similarto ours is carved in
relief on the inner wall of a sarcophagusfound in
Holland(A. A., 1933,pp. 56ff.). Also representedare
first century glass bottles with ribbed handles like
our No. 660. A modernrestoredcopy of the table, in
wood (Plate 146,b), which is in the possessionof the
excavator,Prof. OscarBroneer,showswhat a successfully decorativepiece of furniturethe table was, and
emphasizesits superiorityin generalproportionsand
in delicacy of detail to other extant specimenssuch
as those quoted above.
First century.
880. (2073). Slate table top. Plate 65. Max. dim.
0.057 m., th. 0.004 m.
The tiny fragmentappearsto bear a runningvine
pattern,with a geometricdesignnearerto the center.
Several slate table tops of this sort were found at
Delos. See Delos, XVIII, pp. 58-61 and especiallyfig.
86, a fragmentwith an ivy pattern.
(Romanperiod).
881. (3746). Stone stand. Plate 65. Ht. 0.06 m., diam.
of base 0.092 m.
Top chipped.Fine, soft poros.
Both top and bottom of the stand are circular.The
base rests on four short feet. Above the horizontal
grooves aroundthe base are elongatedpetal-shaped
depressionsand above these anotherseries of deeply
cut horizontalgrooves. The top is flat. In the center
of the bottom is a square depression(w. 0.013 m.,
d. 0.016 m.).
(Romanperiod).
882. (2214).Marblestatuette base (?). Plate 65. L.
0.073 m., th. 0.013 m.
About half preserved; bottom chipped. Black
marblestreakedwith green.
The base is approximatelysquare. The bottom is

flat, the top bevelled,with incisedlines running
aroundthe bevelledportionand crossingthe upper
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surfacein a saltire. A small hole throughthe center
for attachingsome object, perhapsa metal statuette.
(Romanperiod).
883. (1954a),Terracottaminiaturealtar.Plate 65 and
Figure21. Ht. 0.173 m., th. (lowerpart) 0.03 m.
Fragment of corner preserved. Coarsebuff clay
with fine slip; red and black paint. The profileof the
altar appearsin Figure 21. The colorsare distributed
as shown in the drawing.Below the tongue pattern
are the remains of a double triangle or "butterfly"

/

One cornerpreserved.Buff clay, a thin slip over a
core of coarsefabric. Red paint on the flesh, brown
on the garment; traces of brown on the upper
moulding.
The altar was probablysquare,with figuresin low
reliefon the sides.Onthe best preservedis represented
a malefigurewearinga shorttunic or himationseated
on a circularstool or stump and facingthe corner.Behind him is the foot of anotherfigure, probablyalso
seated. Thismay have been a rowof seateddeities.On
the small portion of the second side which is preservedappearsthe hoof of a horseor bull, raisedin the
directionof the corner. The mouldingson the base
are almost entirely obliterated. See Hesperia,XVI,
1947, p. 220, pl. LIII,1. Cf. a paintedterracottaaltar
found at Corinthin a well of the late fifth century
(Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 314, no. 240).
(Sixth centuryB.C.).
886. (6429).Terracottaminiaturealtar. Plate 65. Ht.
0.097 m., w. 0.12 m.
Part of one side missing;surfacepartiallydamaged.
Coarsebuff clay covered with a fine buff clay slip
(excepton the uppersurface);matt brownpaint used
to outlinethe designand on the edge belowthe top.
The sidesof the altar are decoratedwith mouldings
in reliefwhichroughlyapproximatethe ovolo and the
cyma reversa.Onthe formeris a petal pattern,on the
latter a leaf pattern, each having the outlinesemphasized with paint. The altar is hollowand the bottom
open. See Hesperia,XVI, 1947, p. 220, pl. LIII,2.
Found in a well containing material of the late
fifth centuryB.C.
887. (6430).Terracottaminiaturealtar. Plate 65. Ht.
0.074 m.
Part of one side and a corner preserved. Coarse
reddishbuff clay coveredwith a fine greenishyellow
clay slip. Red paint aroundthe edges at top and bottom; brownused for the solid portionsof the design,
red for the details.
Similarto the preceding,except for slight variations in the mouldingand in the design,whichis only
painted and not moulded. See Hesperia,XVI, 1947,
p. 220, pl. LIII,3.
Found with the preceding.
888. (6574).Terracottaminiature grave monument.
Plate 65. Ht. 0.201 m., backgroundset in 0.03 m.
fromthe top of the frame.
Centerand left side chipped.Buff clay; thick white
slip, red on bottom of pedimentand on acroteria.
Imitationof a largemarblegravemonumentwhich
would have figuresset into the frame.Here no trace
of the attachmentof any figureis visible. Suspension
hole in the centerof the pediment.Back flat.
Found in a well of the late fifth century (most of

design. Thereis also a narrowborderof red around
the edge of the top. No tracesof a figureor designare
visible on the small part of the second side which is
preserved. See Broneer, "The Corinthian Altar
Painter,"Hesperia,XVI, 1947, p. 219, pl. LII,3.
(Late sixth centuryB.C.).
884. (1955).Terracotta miniature altar. Plate 65.
Max. dim. 0.07 m., th. 0.014 m.
Fragment of one side preserved. Coarselemoncolored clay containinggritty particles; fine slip of
the same. Red and black paint (one figure red, the
other black).
Fragment showing two figures running to the
right. One, a male figure, is painted red; the other
(a silen?) is black. Behind them is the tail of the
secondfigure (?) or some object. See Hesperia,XVI,
1947, p. 219, pl. LII,5.
(Late sixth centuryB.C.).
885. (1547). Terracottaminiaturealtar. Plate 65. Ht. the objectsfromthis well werepublishedby M. Z.
0.086 m.

VI, 1937,pp. 257-316).
Pease,Hesperia,
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889. (2465). Terracottaminiaturealtar. Plate 65. Ht. have been cylindrical. The small portion preserved
showstool marksas if the surfacewereunfinishedand
0.077 m.
a
of
one
and
the
not
of
side
to be seen.
Most
fragment
adjoining
in a first century context, but probablyof
Hard
reddish
of
Found
side preserved.
clay; slight traces
the Hellenisticperiod.
white slip.
The altar was originallyrectangular.Upon a base 892. (6754).Terracottaminiaturetable base (?) Plate
consisting of three irregularsteps, a roughlyrectan- 66. Ht. 0.06 m.
gularplaquewith threefigures,Dionysoswith a satyr
Top missing.Buff clay; traces of white slip and of
and maenad, in relief. Dionysos nude; the other pink color.
figures clothed. The mould for the relief carelessly
Square plinth supporting a conical section enused and spoiledby havingthe edgessmootheddown. circled by a plastic ring with four narrow petals
This reliefis found on small rectangular"Tarentine" descendingfromit. Perhapsa modelof a table.
altars,alwaysin conjunctionwith three othergroups;
Thirdor early secondcenturyB.C.
Poseidon and Amymone, Apollo and Leto, and a 893.
Terracottathymiaterion. Plate 66. Ht.
maiden decking a trophy (See P. Wuilleumier, 0.084(1914).
m.
"Brule-parfumsen terrecuite"Melangesd'archeologie Fragments of the rim missing. Buff clay; white
et d'histoire,XLVI, 1929, pp. 68-69, pl. II, 1. These
slip all over, includingthe interior,decorationin red:
altarsaresmaller,with the relieffillingthe wholeside, border
aroundinside of top, anotheraroundthe botand with elaboratemouldingsat the bottom, as well tom
outside,three equidistantstar-likeflowerson the
as a cornicecrownedwith a decorativesima. Cf., e.g., sides.
Delos, XVIII, p. 386, fig. 451, pl. CXI, nos. 974 and
Madeof two sections: a shallowcup and a hollow
975. Ourfragmentis evidently a local adaptationof
stand, the two parts fastened together so that the
such an altar. The same representationis found on
joint is invisible.See Hesperia,XI, 1942,pp. 124-125,
Megarian bowls; see Schwabacher,A.J.A., XLV, fig. 13. Thymiateriaof this type (somewhatlater in
1941, pp. 185-188, where the subject is treated date) were found in profusionat Delos. See, Delos,
exhaustively.
XVIII, pp. 377-379, pl. CV.
(Latethird or early secondcenturyB.C.).
DepositVI (see p. 20). Ca. 250 B.C.
890. (180). Terracottaminiatureacroterion.Plate 65. 894.
(3552).Terracottarelief. Plate 66. L. 0.21 m.,
Ht. 0.0225 m.
ht. 0.098 m., th. 0.076 m.
Broken off at the back. Soft reddish clay, white
Fragmentof upper part preserved.Reddish clay.
slip. Lowerrow of leaves blue, with pink tips; upper
Flat top and straightback,withoutsignsof attachrow white.
ment to any other object. Under the overhanging
The fragmentbelongedto an altar like those deupperpart a smooth vertical surfaceset back (about
scribedin connectionwith No. 889. Very delicateand 0.05 m.) and on this surfacetwo heads
standingout in
carefulworkmanship.Cf. Wuilleumier,"Brules-parrelief
0.025
At
left
a curly-haired
the
high
m.).
(about
fums en TerreCuite,"Melangesd'archeologie,XLVI,
a
behind
whom
is
youth,
pointed object in lower
1929, pl. 11,2. The height of the entire altar shown relief. At the right the head of a woman with hair
there is 0.105 m.
flying out behindas if she wererunning,hairindicated
(Thirdor early secondcenturyB.C.).
by crudeincised strokes. Both faces mutilated before
891. (5627). Terracottaaltar fragment.Plate 65. Ht. firing by jabbing with a pointed instrument. The
0.025 m.
portions not thus disfigured,e.g., the youth's neck,
Part of base preserved.Fine buff clay; white slip. are well modelled and carefully finished. The fragUpon a rectangularplinth a circularbase having mentary nature of the object deprives us of an exan elaborately decorated moulding (cyma reversa) planationboth of the subject and of the anomaliesin
with extraordinarilydelicatelymouldedLesbianleaf its execution.
(Hellenisticperiod).
pattern. Above this moulding the altar appears to

BOXES AND CHESTS
There are no metal remains of boxes or
chests of the Greekperiod. From Roman times
somewhat more is preserved; in addition to a
few handles (Nos. 895-897), there were nails
and fragments of iron sheathing which were
9*

usedto coverwoodenboxes. Severalgroupsof
fragmentswerefoundinshopsofthe SouthStoa
whichwerestillin useduringthe Romanperiod.
One of them was certainly the merchant's
cashbox,as coins were found with it. None
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was sufficiently well preserved for photographyor for an attempt at restoration.One
of them (MF 6059) preserveda piece of iron
sheathing0.083m. long and ca. 0.003m. thick.
Theremainingmetalfragmentsof boxesareof
the Byzantine period or later. Some of the
handlesand attachmentsmay have comefrom
vessels ratherthan fromboxes (e.g. No. 898).
Hinges,haspsandbindingforboxes(Nos.904916) are quite common.Other objects (Nos.
917-928) are more doubtfulof identification.
Metal plaques for applicationto boxes have
been more rarely found (Nos. 929-939).61

Many pieces of ivory and bone were discoveredwhich were once attachedto wooden
boxesor caskets.Thefinest piecesare also the
earliest(No.940), but suchgood examplesare
few and, in general,the fragmentsboth of the
Roman and Byzantine periods are of poor
quality.Exceptionsare No. 946, a masterfully
carvedand unusuallydelicateivory applique
probablyof the early Byzantineperiod,and
No. 960, the forepartof a griffin'shead, well
carved and highly polished. In addition to
plaquesfor attachment,there are also a few
fragmentsof small ivory and bone pyxides
datingfromthe Romanperiod(Nos.964-966).
896. (5730).Bronzehandle.Plate 67. L. 0.082 m.

Handleprobablyfor a chest, circularin section

throughout.Excellent workmanship.
Found in Byzantine context, but probablyof the
Romanperiod.
896. (6302).Bronzehandle.Plate 67. L. 0.062 m.
One end brokenoff.
Flat in section, with ends circularin section and
finishedwith oval knobs.Probablyfor a chest.
(Romanperiod).
897. (1300).Bronzehandle.Plate 66. L. 0.114 m.
Centralpart squarein section, ends circular.Fragment of the bronze fastening adheringto one end.
The handle might have served for a vessel as well as
for a chest (see Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,X,
p. 219, no. 750, pl. LIX).
(Romanperiod).
898. (4671).Bronzehandle.Plate 67. L. 0.107 m.
Circularin section. The handle might have been
used either for a vessel or for a chest. Cf. Survey of

61No. 935 is probably wrongly placed here as a plaque. It
is more likely a brooch (see note in catalogue).

Persian Art, pl. 1291,A, dated twelfth or thirteenth
century.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
899. (6779).Bronzehandle.Plate 66. L. 0.097 m.
Squarein sectionthroughout.Both ends have flat,
thin, leaf-shapedattachmentswhich served to fasten
the handleeitherto a chest or a vessel.
(Byzantineperiod).
900. (2783).Bronzehandle.Plate 66. L. 0.072 m.
Oneend missing.
Centralportiondecoratedwith an incisedrunning
wave pattern. The end finished with an elaborate
"plumed"knob. Perhapsfor use on a box.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
901. (534). Bronzehandle.Plate 66. L. 0.116 m.
Well cast handle,probablyfor a chest. A bit of the
bronzefasteningpreservedat oneend.Cf.M.Longhurst,
Catalogueof Carvingsin Ivory, Victoriaand Albert
Museum(London,1927), I, p. 56, pl. XXXV, a SiculoArabiccasket, "twelfth or thirteenthcentury."
(Byzantineperiod).
902. (6788).Bronze handle and binding. Plate 66.
L. of handle 0.077 m., 1. of best preservedpiece of
binding 0.091 m.
Parts of bindingbrokenoff; otherwisecomplete.
Handle (for a chest) attached to the binding by
metal fasteners.The binding has a hinge at one end
(madeby folding the metal) and shows marksof the
rasp on the back,whichis flat. Cf.Longhurst,op.cit.,I,
pp. 52-53, pl. XXIX(A580-1910),a Hispano-Moresque
casket dated "middleof tenth century (?)."
Byzantine period.
903. (6915). Bronze ring handle. Plate 67. Diam. of
ring 0.02 m., 1.of attachment0.036 m.
Ring attachedto a strip of metal doubledover, the
latter probablyto be insertedinto wood.
(Byzantineperiod).
904. (7316).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.075 m.
Hinge for a chest, of very solid metal. The upper
part (in the photograph)of the binding,which has a
right-angledbend, was to fit on the lid of the chest,
the lowerpart on the back. The two parts hingedtogether by a bronzebar. Back flat, with rasp marks.
Cf. Goldschmidtand Weitzmann,Die Byzantinischen
des X.-XIII. Jahrhunderts(BerElfenbeinskulpturen
lin, 1930),I, no. 49, pl. XXIX, dated twelfth century.
(Byzantineperiod).
905. (5161).Bronzehinge.Plate 67. L. 0.111 m.
Two sectionshingedtogether,as in the preceding,
the longerpart for the lid, the shorterfor the back of
the box. Well made, delicate object, with designsin
relief (cast).
(Byzantineperiod).
906. (5699).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.128 m.
Badly bent.
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Two sections hinged together, the lower to be 915. (5830).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.032 m.
attachedto the lid of a chest, the upperfor fastening.
Part of loop at end broken.
Flat strip of thin metal bent over to form a hinge
Qualityinferiorto that of the two pieces preceding.
Tenth-twelfthcenturycontext.
for a box. On the bar projectingat the left (in the
photograph) are incised rosettes and on the loop
907. (7339).Bronzebinding.Plate 67. L. 0.094 m.
incised
circles.
Oneend brokenoff.
(Late
Byzantineperiod).
Similarto No. 906. The piece preservedis for the
916.
(7944).Bronzebinding.Plate 67. L. 0.028 m.
lid of the box. The narrow portion rectangularin
Top brokenoff.
section, the remainderflat. Incised saltire on the
Cast
strip with rounded end, for use on a box.
lower end. Cf. Longhurst,op.cit.,I, p. 53, pl. XXX, a
circularcasket, dated "middleof Floraldesignin relief.
Hispano-Moresque
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
tenth century."
917.
(5213).Bronze attachment for chest (?). Plate
(Byzantineperiod).
67. L. 0.084 m.
908. (6805).Bronzebinding.Plate 67. L. 0.048 m.
Piece composedof a flat strip whichbearsrosettes
Brokenoff in back.
and a borderof circlesmadewith a punch,and which
Flat strip, rather rudely finished. Probably bent
is doubledover to form a hinge; attached to this a
after being brokenoff a box.
medallionwith the figure of an eagle in relief. The
Byzantineperiodor later.
medallionis formedof two layers of metal, the upper
909. (5504).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.04 m.
very thin, and bearstracesof gilding.
Brokenin back.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Flat stripwith remainsof a bronzebar throughthe 918. (6249).Bronzeattachment.Plate 67. L. 0.065m.
Ratherheavy pieceof metal,hingedat one end and
top, probablyfor a chest.
Foundin "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22) but prob- with a projection at the other, perhaps used for a
chest. Undersideperfectlyflat.
ably a late intrusion.
Byzantineperiodor later.
910. (4631).Bronzehasp. Plate 67. L. 0.056 m.
919. (7686).Bronzeattachment.Plate 67. L. 0.048m.
Top brokenoff.
Cast strip for use on a chest. Projecting loop in
Objectcomposedof two sections hinged together,
one at the right (in the photograph)made of a
the
in
m.
from
the
bottom
0.01
the
back,
(as
photograph).
Saltiresand horizontallines incisedon one surface.
piece of metal doubledover and with a rivet on the
The section at the left shows no sign of
underside.
or
later.
Byzantineperiod
to any object and may have served as a
attachment
911. (1734).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.038 m. (top
sort of handle.
to bottom).
Byzantineperiodor later.
Cross-shapedhinge for a chest, with an incised
saltire in a square at the junction of the arms. Re- 920. (4767).Bronzeattachment.Plate 67. L. 0.046m.
Objectmade of ratherheavy metal, the narrower
mains of a bronzebar in the top.
piece
projectingat the right (in the photograph)bent
(Byzantineperiod).
over to form an open loop. On the lower ends of the
912. (5722).Bronzebinding.Plate 67. L. 0.08 m.
two rivets are preservedsmall square,flat pieces of
Upperend brokenoff.
bronze, which show that the object to which the
Thin flat strip with delicatelyincisedlines, for use attachmentwas fastenedwas not morethan 0.0025m.
on a chest. Projectingpiece at the top squarein sec- thick probablyof wood.
tion, with an incisedherring-bonepattern.
Byzantineperiodor later.
(Late Byzantine period).
921. (7947).Bronzehinge. Plate 67. L. 0.033 m.
913. (628). Bronzehasp. Plate 67. L. 0.063 m.
Oneside of hinge brokenoff.
End brokenoff.
Triangularpiece with a perforatedknob at each
Flat strip with a ring projectingat right angles. side. On the upper surface an incised design of triHorizontalincisedlines near pointed end. For use on anglesand straightlines.
a box.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Byzantineperiodor later.
922. (7146).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. of longer
914. (5231).Bronzebinding.Plate 67. L. 0.06 m.
piece 0.036 m.
broken
off.
The two sections, shown separatelyin the photoTop
Flat strip bearingirregulardesignof incisedcircles graph,wereto be riveted togetherand the whole obwith centraldot. At the top a projectingloop (broken ject to be hingedon to something,perhapsto be used
as a handle.
off). For use on a chest or box.
Byzantineperiod.
Byzantineperiodor later.
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923. (7757).Bronze hinge of chest. Plate 68. L.
0.031 m.
Oneside of the hinge brokenoff.
Circularpiece with edge of uppersurfacedecorated
with a punched zizag design. A rivet through the
centerfor attachmentto someobject.
Byzantineperiodor later.
924. (6882).Bronze hinge for chest (?). Plate 68. L.
0.032 m.
Upper end of the shell-shapedobject bent over to
form a hinge. Surface of the shell convex and decoratedwith incisedlines.
Byzantineperiodor later.
925. (7707).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. 0.035m.
Objectshapedlike a shell, with incised decoration
similar to the preceding. The projecting piece is
piercednear the top.
Byzantineperiodor later.
926. (7667).Bronzeobject. Plate 68. L. 0.034 m.
Similarto the preceding,exceptthat the projection
is unpierced.Purposeobscure.
Byzantineperiodor later.
927. (5843).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. 0.035 m.
Undecoratedring with a rectangularprojectionon
whichthereis incisedcross-hatching.Rivet projecting
fromthe back. Perhapsthe keyholeof a chest.
Byzantineperiod.
928. (6182).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. 0.04 m.
Two identical pieces, found together. They may
possibly be keyholes. Threerivets preservedin one,
one in the other.
Byzantineperiodor later.
929. (1241).Lead disk. Plate 68. Diam. 0.0175m.
On one side a tragic mask in fairly high relief. A
cap with long ends is wornon the head. Perhapsused
as an inlay.
(Romanperiod).
930. (1155).Bronzeplaques.Plate 68. L. of fragments
(a) 0.036 m., (b) 0.034 m., (c) 0.021 m., (d) 0.032 m.
Four fragments. Left edge of (a) preserved,two
opposite edges of (b). Extremely thin material and
delicatework.
On (a) a gazelle in repousse,perhapsin a fallen
position. On (b) a braid pattern. The surfaceof the
petal-shapedfragment(c) is flat, with a raisedborder
applied to it. Fragment (d) is composedof two thin
rods joined together with a loop at one end. Other
fragmentsof the same fragile material were found.
Fragments(a) and (b) may have been intendedfor a
chest.
(Byzantineperiod).
931. (960). Bronzeplaque.Plate 68. Ht. 0.026 m.
Rectangularplaquewith relief of a lion devouring
a bull and a borderof short radiatinglines, deeply
incised.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).

932. (1272).Bronzebox lid (?). Plate 68. W. 0.051 m.
Oneend brokenoff.
Heavy, flat piece of bronzewith turned-upedges.
In the center is inscribed: + M[. Perhapspart of the
top of a box, as a slidingcover.
(Byzantineperiod).
933. (859).Bronzeplaque.Plate 68. Diam.ca. 0.12 m.
Onethird preserved.
Circularplaque of very thin bronze,with decoration in repousse. In the center an eagle with outspread wings holding a cross aloft in his mouth.
Aroundthe edge an inscriptionreading:]ZTZP H I[.
Borderof smallcircles.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
934. (2815).Bronzeplaque. Plate 68. Ht. 0.054 m.
Plaque representinga lion, stampedout of a fairly
thick pieceof metal. Detailsof eyes, mane,etc. lightly
incised. The animal seems to be wearing a collar.
Perhaps attached to a chest as an ornament.Cf. P.
Toesca, Storia dell' Arte Italiana, I, p. 336, fig.
209, two similarlions found at Lucca, said to have
been used for armorand trappingsand to date probably fromthe seventh century.
(Byzantineperiod).
935. (5209).Bronzeplaque.Plate 68. Ht. 0.03 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Cruderepresentationof a horse, decorated with
incisedor punchedcircleswith centraldot. Twoloops
on the back for attachment.This may well have been
a brooch(Bieber,Die antikenSkulpturenund Bronzen
in Cassel, No. 479, a deer, "late Roman or even
Frankish;" Mon. Ant., XII, 1902, p. 299, fig. 195,
a similar figure representing a horse, from the
barbariancemeteryof CastelTrosino).
(Byzantine period).
936. (6509).Bronzestud. Plate 68. Diam. 0.021 m.
Rosette-shapedsttd with a small round-headed
rivet for attachment.
(LateByzantineperiod).
937. (6265).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. 0.033m.,
th. 0.003 m.
Rectangular piece with four elliptical openings,
and slightly concave beneath. Punched dots around
all the holes and the edge. Perhapsdecorationfor a
chett.
Eleventhor twelfth century.
938. (5906).Bronzeplaque. Plate 68. L. 0.052 m.
Gilded metal. Rectangularplaque with a zigzag
line aroundthe edge, made with a punch. Smallknob
projectingfromthe center.
Byzantineperiodor later.
939. (5181).Bronzeattachment.Plate 68. L. 0.064m.
Oneend brokenoff.
Central medallion with incised design of four
crossesplaced between the arms of a saltire; on the
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projecting extensions a running loop design. Rivet
remainingon the back of one of the extensions.Perhaps for a box (?).
Eleventh century.
940. (650, 532). Ivory moulding.Plate 68. Ht. 0.012
m., th. 0.004 m.
One end of the larger fragment preserved; the
other ends brokenoff.
Delicatelycarvedleaf-and-dartpatternon a moulding probably for inlay in wooden box. The oblique
cutting at one end of the largerfragmentshowsthat
it was to be at one cornerof the box. No holes in the
mouldingsfor attachment. Such mouldingsare commonbut rarelyas fine as these fragments.Cf.egg-anddart mouldingsfrom Croton(Not. Scav., 1911, Suppl.
p. 96, fig. 72) and fromDelphi (Perdrizet,Fouillesde
Delphes,V, p. 212, no. 728). A completelypreserved
chest from Egypt, of the Copticperiod, shows how
these strips were applied to the surface in rows by
meansof tacks (Strzygowski,KoptischeKunst,p. 143,
no. 8818, fig. 213).
(First century).
941. (2317).Bone moulding.Plate 68. Ht. 0.025 m.,
th. 0.004 m.
Brokenat both ends.
Crudelycarved egg-and-dartmoulding, probably
inlay for a box. The back roughlysawed.
(Late Romanperiod).
942. (1167).Bone plaque. Plate 68. Ht. 0.044 m., th.
0.0025m.
Two fragmentsmissing.
Thin plaque with an eagle representedin relief
facing left, its right wing spreadinto the upperright
corner. Its head seems to be crowned,but the preservation of the surface is so poor that nearly all
details are obliterated.Incised borderenclosingthe
figure.Threeholes in the plaquefor attachment.
(Romanperiod).
943. (1493).Bone box lid. Plate 68. L. 0.083 m., th.
0.003 m.
Onecornerbroken.
Rectangularplaque with a small projection(one
now missing)at each of the uppercornersto serve as
a hinge. Doubleborderof rathercrudelyincisedlines
around the edge. Remains of a bronze handle imbeddedin the lid. Cf. a similarlid with a decoration
of incised concentriccirclesfrom Saalburg(Saalburg
Jahrbuch,V, 1913, II, p. 104, pl. IIII, 37).
(Thirdcentury).
944. (4079).Bone moulding.Plate 69. Ht. 0.024 m.
Brokenat both ends.
Rectangularplaquewith reliefdesignconsistingof
palmettesseparatedby a continuouswavy line. Hole
near one end. Probablyfor attachmentto a box.
(Romanperiod).
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945. (845). Bone plaque. Plate 68. L. 0.10 m., th.
0.004 m.
Flat trapezoidalplaque with conventional floral
design, not very well carved, in relief. Narrow,flat
mouldingsat top and bottom and three irregularly
spaced holes for attachment,probablyto a box. Cf.
Aly Bahgat Bey and Albert Gabriel,Fouilles d'Al
Foustat,pl. XXVIII, a similarplaquedated not later
than the ninth century.
(EarlyByzantineperiod).
946. (3943).Ivory appliqu6.Plate 69. L. 0.18 m.
Beautifully carved conventionalizedfloral design
with a slight polish(perhapsoriginallymorebrilliant)
on the convex upper surface. The back is flat. Five
smallholes for attachmentto a box or chest.
Foundin a context containingobjectsas late as the
time of ManuelII (1391-1425)but probablyof the
early Byzantineperiod.
947. (5606).Bone plaque. Plate 69. W. 0.047 m., th.
0.004 m.
Aboutone-thirdmissing;surfaceslightlydamaged.
Squareplaquewith an eight-petaledrosettecarved
ratherdeeplyin the surface.The unusuallylargesize
of the holes for attachmentsuggeststhat decorative
studs may have been used to fasten the plaque to
a box.

Byzantineperiod.
948. (1741).Bone plaque.Plate 69. Ht. 0.035 m., th.
0.004 m.
Fragmentmissing.
Rectangularplaquewith a bird facingleft, carved
in low relief. The work, though not delicate, is firm
and effective. No holes for attachment; the plaque
must have beeninlaid,probablyin a box. For a better
piece, somewhatsimilarin style, see Goldschmidtand
des
Weitzmann, ByzantinischeElfenbeinskulpturen
X.-XIII. Jahrhunderts,I, no. 109, pl. LXIV, dated
XIIth century.
Ninth or tenth centurycontext.
949. (7037).Ivory moulding.Plate 69. L. 0.04 m.
Fragmentary;two adjoiningedgespreserved.Very
fragile.
Rosettes and stars carved in relief within circles
which are joined by "leaves"above and below. Two
holes for attachmentpreserved,one in a rosette and
anotherin the upper right corner.This pattern was
the commonest used on caskets of the Byzantine
period. Cf. Goldschmidtand Weitzmann,op.cit., I,
pls. IIIff.; Longhurst,Carvingsin Ivory, Victoriaand
AlbertMuseum,I, pp. 35-37, pls. XII-XIV.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
950. (3944).Ivory plaque. Plate 69. L. 0.03 m., th.
0.0027m.
Fragmentary.
Rectangular plaque with floral design in relief.
Threeholes for attachment,probablyto a box.
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Found on the surface,but probablyof the Byzantine period.
951. (4080).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.059 m.
Parts of two edges preserved.
Imperfectly rectangular plaque decorated with
incisedlines and circles,for attachmentto a box.
(Late Romanor early Byzantineperiod).
962. (5617).Bone plaque.Plate 69. W. 0.024 m.
Ends chipped.
Rectangularplaque,crudely carved.Two holesfor
attachmentto a box.
Byzantineperiod.
953. (6353).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.03 m.
Rectangularplaque, surface covered with incised
circleswhosecentersare cut out. Also severalholesfor
attachment,probablyto a box.
(Byzantineperiod).
954. (1824).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.045 m.
Rectangularplaque for attachment to a box, the
surfacedecoratedwith circleslike the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
955. (4348).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.046 m.
Slightly chipped.
Rectangularplaque whose decorationconsists of
circleswith central dot placed betweenthe arms of a
saltire and a double borderat top and bottom. Two
holes for attachmentto a box.
Byzantine period.
956. (2616).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.039 m.
Roughlyrectangularplaquewith a hole piercedat
each end for attachment, and between them two
deeply incised circles with central dots. For a more
elaboratepiece of the same type, cf. Brusin,Gli Scavi
di Aquileia,p. 153, fig. 86,6 (Romanperiod).
(Byzantineperiod).
957. (964). Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.088 m.
Roughly rectangular plaque having five circles
with central dots incised on the highly polishedsurface. No holes for attachment.
(Byzantineperiod).
958. (5341).Bone inlay. Plate 69. L. 0.028 m., th.
0.006 m.
Oneend brokenoff.
Flat piece which may originally have had four
foliate ends. Probablyintendedfor insertionin the lid
of a box or gamingboard.
First century.
959. (5929).Ivory inlay. Plate 69. L. 0.047 m., th.
0.0027 m.
Tip brokenoff; surfacediscolored.
Diamond-shapedplaque, probablyto be used like
the preceding.
Not later than the third century.

960. (4078).Ivory inlay. Plate 69. Ht. 0.031 m.
Plaque finishedon all sides, with convex front and
flat back. Front of a griffin's head in profile with
open mouth and extended tongue. Nostril indicated
by a shallowincision.Highly polishedsurface.Probably to be set into wood.
(EarlyRomanperiod).
961. (4000).Bone plaque.Plate 69. L. 0.065 m.
About half missing.
Plaque of ovoid shape, cut off at the bottom in
lunate form. From the circle carved in the center
downto the bottom the edge is finished.The head of
a bird may be represented.
(Romanperiod 2).
962. (6025).Bone inlay. Plate 69. H. 0.035 m., th. ca.
0.006 m.
Flat plaque with human face crudelyrepresented
in front view.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22), but in a
partwhichmay have been disturbed.
963. (3840).Ivory bar. Plate 69. L. 0.069 m., th.
0.007 m.
Brokenat both ends.
Rectangularin section. An identicaldesigncarved
on opposite sides of the piece. The other preserved
surfaceundecorated.
(Byzantineperiod).
964. (1825).Ivory pyxis. Plate 70. Ht. 0.068 m.,
originaldiam. ca. 0.12 m.
Oneside preserved.
Cylindricalpyxis with the bottom, probablyalso
of ivory, tied on (smallholes for this purposenear the
bottom of the preservedside), the top edge cut back
to receive the lid. Incised concentriccircles, somewhat unevenly spaced, decoratingtop and bottom
edges. Interiorsmoothlyfinished.A rude sketch of a
boat (?) incisedon the side, upsidedown.
(Romanperiod).
965. (6940).Bone pyxis. Plate 69. Ht. 0.053 m.,
originaldiam. ca. 0.029 m.
One side preserved.
Cylindricalpyxis, well carved, with a decorative
moulding at the bottom. The sides indented in the
interiorto receive the bottom of the pyxis; the top
cut back to receivethe lid.
(Romanperiod).
966. (3817).Bone plaque. Plate 69. Diam. 0.07 m.,
th. 0.005 m.
Half preserved.
Disk with surfacewell carvedand polished.A trace
of a hole in the center.Possiblythe lid of a pyxis. Cf.
Delos, XVIII, pl. LXXVII, 640,1.
Romanperiod.
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It was not to be expectedthat keys or locks
of pre-Romantimeswouldturnup at Corinth.
The Romanperiod,however,is fairly well representedby the types of keys mostcommonly
used62and by a few fragmentsof the locks
which go with them. There are three main
varietiesof keys:
a) Nos. 967-969. A long shaft terminating
in a small immovablering, with a series of
teeth projectingfrom the lower end at right
angles.The ringis too smallto be wornon the
fingerbut it couldhave beenhungon the belt.
Thiskey was used duringthe first centuryand
may have lastedinto the second.
b) Nos. 970-975. A short shaft (note the
exceptionalNo. 974) terminatingin a large
ring which could be worn on the finger. The
teeth, which projectat right angles from the
shaft, areeitherblunt (Nos.970,971, and974)
or sharp(Nos.972, 973). This type appearsto
belong to the third and fourthcenturies.The
one iron specimen(No.975), whichwas found
in a first centurycontext, is too corrodedto
showexactlywhatits originalshapewas.
c) No. 977. No shaft; a decorative"plate"
attacheddirectlyto the ring, whichwas to be
wornon the finger.63Thelittle informationwe
have concerningthe date seems to show that
these were currentin the third and fourth
centuries.
UniquespecimensareNos.976 and978. The
only kind of Roman lock fragmentsfound is
representedby No. 1003, which would have
been used with a key like No. 972.64 No. 1004
may be an unfinishedpart of a lock.
The keys of the Byzantineperiodarechiefly
of bronze,but therearesomeof ironand some
62For the most complete bibliography on keys see DTlos,
XVIII, p. 250; also Richter, Catalogue of Bronzes in the
Metropolitan Museum, pp. 361ff.; Robinson, Excavations at
Olynthus,VIII, pp. 259ff., and ibid., X, pp. 505ff.
63 For this type of ring see F. Henkel, Die RomischenFingerringe der Rheinlande (Berlin, 1913), pp. 183ff., pl. LXXII.
64The best account of the mechanism of various types of
Roman locks and keys is Gaheis, "Das Romische Tiir- und
KastenschloB," Jahreshefte,XXVI, 1930, Beibl. pp. 231-262.

whichcombinethe two metals (e.g. No. 986).
They are, in general,all of one type. A fairly
short shaft, rectangularor circularin section,
has simpleor elaboratewardsat one end and a
movablering at the other. Variationsin the
wardsare considerableand it is obviousthat
an attempt was made really to differentiate
them. Especially notable are the elaborate
wardsof No. 999. Somekeys have solidshafts,
while others are hollow, but it has not been
possibleto determinewhetherany chronologicalsignificanceattachesto thisdifference.The
formsof the ringsarealsoquite various:most
are plain or decoratedonly witha smallknob,
but others have inciseddesignsand a few are
very elaborate(Nos.996, 997). TheByzantine
keyswerenot intendedto bewornonthefinger.
The largemajorityof the keys dates fromthe
tenth-twelfthcenturies,but thereis someevidence that this type of key beganas earlyas
the fourthor fifth century(seeNo. 994).
Of post-Byzantinekeys we know little. It
seemslikelythat the Byzantinetype, whichis
obviouslythe forerunnerof the modernkey,
as time went
graduallybecame"modernized"
has
Corinth
but
on,
hardly any evidenceto
offerfor sucha development.
From the Byzantine and later periods is
preserveda numberof padlocks.Perhapsthe
earliest of them is the type representedby
Nos.1009 and1010.Thisis a box-likearrangement, of iron lined with wood and containing
iron tumblers,with a handleat the top which
was releasedwhen the key was turnedin the
hole in the bottom. The purposeof the four
dome-shapedfeet which the lock has is not
obvious.A curiouskind of lock is that representedby Nos.1007-1008 (Nos.1005 and1006
appearto be a variation).This lock had two
parts (none of our pieces preservesboth of
them),andsometimeswasmadein animalforms
(No. 1005). At Corinthit seemsto date from
theeleventhandtwelfthcenturiesbutelsewhere
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it may have come into use earlier. Unique
specimens are Nos. 1011, 1012 and 1013.
One observation may be made about these
padlocks: none of the keys which have been
found at Corinth could possibly have fitted
them. We must assume the existence of much
smaller and differently shaped keys for the
locks we have, and quite different locks for use
with the extant keys.

967. (4621).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.05 m.
Ring and one tooth broken.
Long shaft, rectangularin section, with five teeth
projectingat right angles.Immovablering at the top.
Cf. Deonna,Delos, XVIII, pl. LXXIX, 671, 673.
First or secondcentury.
968. (6306).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.043 m.
Onetooth broken.
Flat shaft with five triangularteeth set at a right
angle. Immovablering with triangularprojection.
First century.
969. (5506).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.048 m.
Teethbrokenoff. Similarto preceding.
First century.
970. (311). Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.036 m.
Very short shaft with incised decoration; blunt
teeth set at right angles.Largeimmovablering.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
971. (7965).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.038 m.
Similarto preceding.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
972. (5705).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.037 m.
Corroded,two teeth missing.
Similarto preceding,but with ten sharpteeth.
Fourthcentury.
973. (1569).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.028 m.
Similarto the preceding,with seven teeth.
(Fourthcentury).
974. (4876).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.056 m.
Similarto preceding,with heavier,longershaft.
Fourthcenturycontext.
975. (6058).Iron key. Plate 70. L. 0.059 m.
Similarto No. 970, but with longershaft.
"Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22). First or early
secondcentury.
976. (1312).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.028 m.
Corroded.
Flat ring-handleattached to a short rectangular
shaft endingin a circularknob.
Romanperiod.
977. (1349).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.019 m.
Ring attacheddirectlyto a plate set at right angles
without any connectingshaft. Geometricdecoration

incised on the plate where it joins the ring. Two
similarkeys werefoundin late Romancontext.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
978. (1559).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.056 m.
Cylindricalshaft terminatingin immovableringhandle.The wardshave mostly disappeared.
(Late Romanperiod).
979. (2834).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.058 m.
Solid cylindrical shaft with wards at one end,
movablering-handlewith knob at the other.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
980. (5352).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.054 m.
Similarto preceding.Hollowshaft.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
981. (5828).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.058 m.
Similar to preceding. Solid, rectangular shaft.
Diamond-shapedring-handle.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
982. (5157).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.058 m.
Similar to preceding. Solid, rectangular shaft.
Elaboratering-handle.
Tenthcentury.
983. (5400).Bronzeandironkey. Plate 70. L. 0.072m.
Similar to preceding. Bronze ring-handle;solid,
rectangularironshaftandironwards(badlycorroded).
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
984. (2191).Iron key. Plate 70. L. 0.068 m.
Corroded.
Short shaft with wards; large ring-handle(probably once movable).
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
985. (2867).Iron key. Plate 70. L. 0.088 m.
Shaft rectangularin section,jointed to a movable
ring-handle.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
986. (8273).Bronze and iron key. Plate 70. L. ca.
0.08 m.
Solid iron shaft, circular in section (badly corroded); iron wards. Movable bronze ring-handle,
diamond-shapedin section, with a group of three
circlesat each end.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
987. (7365).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.055 m.
Ring-handlemissing. Solid shaft, circularin section. Solidwards.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
988. (8148).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.066 m.
Hollowshaft, roughlyrectangularin section.Movable ring-handle.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
989. (7350).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.049 m.
Similar to preceding. Shaft circular in section.
Wardsa simple flat piece. Five-pointedstar incised
on knob of ring-handle.
Tenthor eleventhcentury.
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990. (8192).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.058 m.
Similar to the preceding. Shaft hexagonal in
section.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
991. (5249).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.047 m.
Similarto preceding.Shaft circularin section.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
992. (2064).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.054 m.
Similar to preceding. Shaft circular in section;
saltireincised on it.
Tenth or eleventhcentury.
993. (6674).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.056 m.
Similar to preceding.Hollow circular shaft, undecorated.
Tenthor eleventhcentury.
994. (7963).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.04 m.
Ring alonepreserved.
Oval ring with small cylindricalknob.
Fourthcenturycontext whichmay not be reliable.
995. (8204).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.042 m.
End of shaft brokenoff.
Hollow shaft, rectangularin section, with rudimentary wards. Ring in shape of square cross with
roundedends; on top, marksof casting.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
996. (8167).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.053 m.
Hollow shaft, circular in section. Movable ringhandle with an oval knob at the top bearing an
incised five-pointed star, and terminating at the
bottom in the forepartsof dogs (?). Engraved geometricdesignson ring and shaft.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
997. (7682).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.053 m.
Similarto the preceding.Undecoratedshaft. Small
circleswith central dot stampedon both sides of the
ring-handle,which terminates below in highly conventionalizedanimalsor birds.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
998. (6606).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.054 m.
Ring-handlemissing.Rectangularshaft with lower
portionsplit. Large,complicatedwards.
Byzantineperiodor later.
999. (5221).Bronzekey. Plate 70. L. 0.047 m.
Ring missing,top of shaft broken.
Similarto preceding,with moreelaboratewards.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1000. (4092b).Iron key. Plate 71. L. 0.095 m.
Badly corroded.
Hollow shaft, circular in section, with simple
wards.Oval,immovablering-handle.
Found with Nos. 1460 and 1461 and weaponsNos.
1532, 1535, 1540, 1541, 1546, 1552, 1553 and 1558, all
dating probablyfrom the eleventhcentury.
1001. (5884). Iron key. Plate 71. L. 0.076 m.
Corroded.
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Hollow shaft, circular in section, with simple
wards.Immovablering-handle.
Tenthor eleventhcentury.
1002. (6307).Iron key. Plate 71. L. 0.08 m.
Hollow shaft, circular in section, with simple
wards. Flat, immovablering-handlewith very small
hole.
Byzantineor Frankishperiod.
1003. (6264).Bronzelock. Plate 71. L. 0.057 m.
Flat piece of metal piercedwith six holes of different sizes. One projectingstrip at each end (one long,
one short). This constitutespart of a lock, cf. Delos,
XVIII, pl. LXXIX, 672 (Romanperiod).
(Romanperiod).
1004. (6250).Bronzelock (?). Plate 71. L. 0.091 m.
Flat, rectangularstrip of metal, with a numberof
circulardepressionspunchedin one surface.Narrow
strip projecting at one end. This may have been
intendedfor a lock like the preceding,but it was not
finished.
Fourth century.
1005. (6254).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.052 m.
Onehalf missing,and one leg of the animal.
Lock in the formof a goat, conventionalized,with
engravedlines and dots decoratingits body. The lock
itself is a hollow half-cylinder,the hole leading into
the body fromthe front.
(Byzantineperiod).
1006. (7715).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.04 m.
Similarto the preceding,but not in the formof an
animal. Stampedcircleson the cylindricalportion.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1007. (7771).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.03 m.
Half of a lock composedof a cylinderwith crossshapedhole in one end and projectingspike. Incised
decorationon the cylinder: feathered zigzags with
dotted circles on both sides. For a completelock of
this type see Bieber, Skulpturenund Bronzen in
Kassel, p. 106, no. 557, where a detailed description
and diagramsare given.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1008. (8009).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.092 m.
Similarto the preceding.In this case there is only
a half-cylinderpreserved,as in Nos. 1006 and 1006.
Engravedgeometricpatternson parts of the cylinder.
Eleventhor twelfth century.
1009. (6439).Iron padlock.Plate 71. Ht. 0.099 m.
Oneside brokenoff. Surfacecorroded.
The lock is constructedas follows: a thin, square
containerof iron is made by folding a strip of metal
upon itself and fasteningit with rivets. A bottom of
similar thickness, with four small "dome" feet, is
attached, and a top is added in the same way.

Attachedto thetopis a thick,circularhandle.Within
the ironshell,layersof wood0.017m. thickline the
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top and the four sides. Projectingfrom the wood can
be seen threeiron tumblers.The key was insertedin a
circularopeningin the bottom of the lock, and when
turnedwould move the tumblers,causingthe handle
to springopen. Details of the fasteningof the handle
and of the lock's mechanismare difficultto make out
becauseof the thick layer of corrosion.
Probablytenth century.
1010. (7951).Iron padlock.Plate 71. Ht. 0.055 m.
Intact, but surfacebadly corroded.
Similarto the preceding.
Ninth or tenth century.
1011. (5769).Iron padlock.Plate 71. L. 0.078 m.
Intact, but badly corroded.
Lock in shape of hollow cylinder,with a rectangularhandleextendingfrom one endto the other.The
key was probablyinsertedin one end.
Byzantineperiod.
1012. (7338).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.047 m.
Padlock in three parts, hinged together: (1) the
central part, a convex, triangularpiece with a hinge
at one side, a rectangularloop at the other side, and

a circularone at the bottom. On the inside is riveted
a roughpiece of bronzewith a large keyhole. To the
top of this are hinged (2) a flat piece of metal of the
sameshape,with a similarcircularloop at the bottom,
and at the side (3) a flat loop of metal with a hole at
the free end which fits into the rectangularloop
on (1). All threepieces bearcrudelyincisedgeometric
patterns. The lock workedas follows: (2) was lifted
and the key insertedin (1), thus releasing(3).
Not later than the twelfth century.
1013. (2630).Bronzepadlock.Plate 71. L. 0.066 m.
Lock formedof two sections,back and front, each
joinedto half of a loop whichcloseswhenthe padlock
is locked. The keyhole, made for a key with hollow
shaft, is covered by a sliding strip of metal. Below
this is a perforatedplate, the purposeof whichis not
clear. The surfaceof the lock bearsincised geometric
patterns. An identical lock guards the enclosurein
the so-calledMosqueof Omarin Jerusalemin which
rests the head of Mohammed.While,traditionally,it
dates from the twelfth century, it may be of a later
period.
(Byzantineperiodor later).

STRUCTURALPIECES

The numberof metal bosses of the Greek
period which have been found at Corinthis
ratherlargerthan might have been expected.
three of bronze
Four types are represented,65
and one of iron. Thoseof bronzehave a protuberancein the interiorwhichcontainsa depressioninto which must have fitted the end
of the nail. That these nails wereoften, if not
always,of ironis shownby tracesleft in these
central depressionsand by some specimens
from Olynthoswhich preservelarge portions
of the nail.66Thebronzebossescouldnot have
been hammeredon but must have been attachedafterthe nailswerein place.Thelarger
ones were used on doors or other parts of
buildings,the smaller (e.g. Nos. 1014, 1020)
for decoratingfurniture.In the caseof the only
well preservediron piece we have (No. 1024),
boss and nail are a single piece, and the head
must have beenhammeredin.
65 For the various
types of bosses and a bibliography see
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pp. 260ff.; also ibid.,
VIII, p. 257.
66
Robinson, op. cit., X, Nos. 1167-1169.

The nails and tacks (Nos. 1025-1052) are of
all varieties and all periods. Iron nails were by
far the most common, but they are hard to
clean and to preserve, and therefore only a
few appear here. Decorative pieces like Nos.
1036, 1043,1048 and 1051 were probably used
for furniture. Two bronze spikes of the Byzantine period (Nos. 1053 and 1054) are of doubtful purpose. A Roman spike (No. 1055) may
have been used for fastening marblerevetment.
It is the only one of its kind found at Corinth.
The curiousobjects Nos. 1057 and 1058 may
have been attached to furniture. No. 1059 is a
sample of lead pipe in use during the Roman
period. Such pipe has rarely been found at
Corinth.
1014.(6161).Bronzeboss.Plate 71. Diam.0.021m.
Convextop. Thereis a projectioninsidefor the
attachmentof theboss.Thisformis similarto TypeI
of Olynthosbosses (see Robinson,Excavationsat
Olynthus,X, pp. 261ff., pl. LXX).
Found in a first century context, but probablyof

the Hellenisticperiod.
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1016. (6829).Bronze boss. Plate 71 and Figure 22.
Diam. 0.061 m.
Fragmentmissing;surfacepartiallycorroded.
Convextop, with a flat mouldingaroundthe edge.
Cf. Olynthos Type II (see Robinson, op. cit., pp.
269ff., pl. LXXI).
Found in a first century context, but probablyof
the classicalor Hellenisticperiod.
1016. (6330).Bronze boss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.062 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Similarto the preceding,and foundwith it.

1017. (1786).Bronze boss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.037 m.
Similarto the preceding.
Found in Hellenisticcontext.
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1023. (7177).Bronze boss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.027 m.
Similar to the preceding except that moulding
aroundthe edge is omitted. Rings are incised around
the top and the knobis moreelaborate.
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).
1024. (4372a).Iron boss. Plate 72 and Figure 22.
Diam. 0.059 m.
Surfacebadly corroded;most of shankmissing.
The shape is shown in profile (Fig. 22). Shank
circularin section.
Hellenisticperiod.
1025. (4372b).Iron spike. Plate 72. L. 0.078 m.
End of shankmissing;surfacebadly corroded.

1019

1015

1021
1024
FIG. 22. PROFILES OF BOSSES. 1: 1

1018. (8174).Bronze boss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.023 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).
1019. (7762).Bronze boss. Plate 71 and Figure 22.
Diam. 0.036 m.
Similarto the preceding,althoughflatterin profile.
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).
1020. (6242).Bronzeboss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.019 m.
Similarto the preceding,but with different proportions.
Foundin Romancontext, but probablyearlier.
1021. (5718).Bronze boss. Plate 71 and Figure 22.
Diam. 0.031 m.
Part of rim missing;top brokenoff.
The shape is shown in the profile (Fig. 22). Cf.
OlynthosType III (see Robinson,op. cit., pp. 271ff.,
pl. LXXII).
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).
1022. (7209).Bronze boss. Plate 71. Diam. 0.023 m.
Similar to the preceding except that the upper
surfaceis not convex.
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).

The head was flat and circular(diam.originallyca.
0.025 m.); the shankrectangularin section.
Found with the preceding.
1026. (5189).Bronzetack. Plate 72. L. 0.019 m.
The head is bent.
Approximatelycircular head, the shank rectangularin section.
Hellenisticperiod.
1027. (4778).Bronzenail. Plate 72. L. 0.033 m.
Shankbrokenand bent.
Convex, circularhead. Shank roughly circularin
section.
Hellenisticperiod.
1028. (5398).Bronzenail. Plate 72. L. ca. 0.055 m.
Bent; surfacecorroded.
The head was probably circular; the shank is
circularin section.
Hellenisticperiod.
1029. (4783).Bronzenail. Plate 72. L. ca. 0.073 m.
Bent, end of shankmissing;surfacecorroded.
Slightly convex, circular head; shank roughly
rectangularin section.
Hellenisticperiod.
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1030. (4592).Bronzebrad.Plate 72. L. 0.028 m.
1041. (7994).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head,
The whole piece is rectangularin section. The 0.018 m.
Shankmissing.
prongsare thickerthan the top.
Hellenisticperiod.
Convexcircularhead; slight mouldingaroundthe
edge. Circularshank.
1031. (5561).Bronzerivet. Plate 72. L. 0.023 m.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
of
End shankmissing.
Solidhead, convex on top. Circularshank.
1042. (3117).Bronze tack. Plate 72. L. 0.024 m.,
Romancontext.
diam. of head 0.017 m.
1032. (5397).Bronzerivet. Plate 72. L. 0.037 m.
Flat, circularhead, with raiseddots and radiating
lines
betweenthem on the undersurface.Rectangular
End of shankmissing.
Circularshank withouthead, spreadingslightly at shank. This type of tack is fairly common and is
the top.
representedby other specimensat Corinth.The proon the lower surfaceof the head may have
first
jections
Probably
century.
been intendedto grip the wood. Cf. Durm, Baukunst
1033. (6212).Bronze tack. Plate 72. L. 0.037 m.,
derRomer,p. 347, fig. 380, P.
diam. of head, ca. 0.019 m.
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
Slightly corroded;end of shankmissing.
Approximatelycircularhead. Shank rectangular 1043. (1507).Bronze tack. Plate 72. L. 0.032 m.,
in section.
diam. of head 0.019 m.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22). First or
Approximately circular, flat head. Small holes
early secondcentury.
punchedall aroundthe rim, perhapsas decoration.
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1034. (4623).Bronzetack. Plate 72. L. 0.02 m.
End of shankmissing.
1044. (5384).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head
Roughly circular head, shank (set off center) 0.022 m.
rectangularin section.
Very thin flat circular head with faintly raised
(Romanperiod).
ridgesaroundthe edge. Shankrectangularin section.
The nail couldbe only for decorativeuse.
1035. (5612).Iron nail. Plate 72. L. 0.072 m.
Early Byzantineperiod.
Badly corroded.
Flat head, slightly convex.
1045. (1847).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head
First century.
0.023 m.
Shankbrokenoff. Slightly convex head bearinga
1036. (6115).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head
0.017 m.
geometricdesign which was cast and then improved
Shankmissing.
by hammeringwith a punch. Circularshank.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
Flat head with raised ridge aroundthe edge and
of
four
leaves.
Circular
shank.
lightly puncheddesign
1046. (8173).Bronze stud. Plate 72. Diam. of head
The metal is thin, and the tack must have been 0.012 m.
purelyfor decorativepurposes.
Shank missing. Solid head with incised design on
First century.
convex top. Circularshank.
1037. (5483).Bronzenail. Plate 72. L. 0.076 m.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
End of shankmissing.
1047. (20). Bronzetack. Plate 72. L. 0.0425m.
Approximatelycircularhead, slightly convex on
Oval, convex head with simpleinciseddecoration.
top; shankcircularin section.
Heavy,
rectangularshank.
Probablythird century.
(Byzantineperiod).
1038. (5359).Bronzenail. Plate 72. L. 0.087 m.
Circularhead, slightly convex. Shank rectangular 1048. (5219).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head,
0.03 m.
in section.
Convex head with scalloped edge, and deeply
Byzantineperiod.
incised lines to separate the sections. Short rec1039. (4751).Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. of head
tangularshank.
0.026 m., 1. of shank ca. 0.023 m.
(Byzantineperiod).
Shankbent. Convex,circularhead.
1049. (5368).Bronzetack. Plate 72. L. 0.021 m.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Solid, convex head; roughlycircularshank.
1040. (6660).Bronzetack. Plate 72. L. 0.031 m.
in grave in "St. Paul's Church"(see p. 6).
Found
End of shankmissing.
1050. (1676).Bronzetack. Plate 72. Diam. 0.012 m.,
Cup-shapedhead; shankrectangularin section.
1.of shankca. 0.01 m.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
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Shank bent. Square convex head of very thin
metal. Very short shank.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1051. (7645). Bronze tack. Plate 72. Diam. 0.013 m.
Shank broken off. Square head with hammered
designof squares.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1052. (5365).Lead nail. Plate 72. L. 0.073 m.
Squarehead, long rectangularshank.
Tenth-eleventhcenturycontext.
1053. (6314).Bronzespike.Plate 72. L. 0.087 m.
Flat head; shaft squarein section.
Byzantineperiod.
1054. (4759).Bronzespike. Plate 72. L. 0.08 m.
Similar to the preceding,with a more elaborate
head.
(Byzantineperiod).
1055. (147). Bronzespike.Plate 72. L. 0.125 m.
Heavy spike, triangularin section. A rectangular
piece projectsfromthe blunt end.
The spike may have been for the purpose of
fastening marble revetment to a wall (it was found
"in a mass of 'Roman debris' ...... containingtile
fragments and large pieces of red-veined marble
revetment"). No other spike of this kind has been
found at Corinth.
Romanperiod.

1056. (4768).Bronze clamp. Plate 72. L. 0.056 m.,

th. 0.013m.

Oneend brokenoff. Probablyoriginallya double-T
clamp;it is roughon the back as if to grip the lead.
(Romanperiod).
1057. (5482).Bronzeattachment.Plate 72. Ht. 0.03m.
Object consisting of a flat, cruciform piece of
metal, with small "spikes"piercingthree of the four
arms. It is possible that these spikes were fastened
into a wooden object, but what the latter can have
been, and what the purposeof this attachment was,
are not known.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1058.(5433).Bronzeattachment.Plate 72.Ht. 0.007m.
Ends of "spikes"brokenoff.
Similarto the preceding,except that all fourof the
armshave spikesin them.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1059. (8114).Lead pipe. Plate 72. L. of longest fragment 0.095 m., th. 0.006 m.
Surfacebadly corroded.Brokenon all sides.
Section of pipe with flat bottom and convex top.
Found beside the stylobate of the South Stoa.
Probablyof the Romanperiod.

GLASSPANES AND INLAY

A considerablequantity of flat panes of
glass was discoveredamongthe Romanstructures in the CorinthianAgora.Some of these
aretransparent(e.g.No. 1060, a), but moreare
opaque. The panes were made in a rollermould,as is shownby their one glossyand one
dullsurface,and by their roundededges.67
The
largestsingledeposit,includingmorethan one
hundredfragments(No.1060,b,c,d),was found
in a tiny square room of a bath which was
superimposedon the South Stoa. This room,
the lower part of which is lined with marble
revetment,was called in the preliminaryrebut it is nowthoughtthat
porta "light-well,"68
it was a plunge-bath.The date is given proMostof the
visionallyas the fourthcentury.69
67
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Harden, Karanis, p. 302.
A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 540.
69 Window glass, we learn from the
literary evidence,
began to be made as early as the first century, but "even by
the fourth century glass had not become the only material

glassfragmentsfoundon the floorof the room
were fromlargepanes,whichled the excavators to assumethe existenceof a skylight.The
fact that practically all the fragments are
opaque(andcouldneverhave been otherwise)
doesnot excludethe possibilityof theirhaving
been used for this purpose, as they would
admita gooddealof light. Whetheror not the
room did have a window or skylight, it is
impossibleto assume that all the fragments
belongedto it, first, becausethere are various
colorsamongthem (blue,yellow,green,bluish
green, olive-green,whitish), and second, because in the debris was found a numberof
small glass plaques, cut into various shapes
for use as inlay (P1.73, No. 1060, e and f). It
seemslikely, therefore,that the largerpanes,

68

for making windows." (Trowbridge, Philological Studies in
Ancient Glass, p. 187; see ibid., pp. 186-190 for the extensive
literary evidence).
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as wellas the smallpieces,wereusedto line the formly had a folded edge.72Their diameters, so
upperpartof the walls,abovethe marbledado. far as can be determined, varied from 0.13 m.
Manyof the fragmentsareof a darkgraycolor, to 0.23 m.
and one surfaceis blistered(No. 1060, b, d), 1060.
(4380, 7280). Glass panes and inlay pieces.
which may show that they were exposed to Plate 73. a) L. 0.14m., th. 0.003m.-0.004 m. b-d) Th.
0.002m.-0.005 m. e) L. of rectangles0.017m.-0.03 m.,
fire or, at least, to heat.
0.018 m.-0.035 m., 1. of oval piece
Another group of sixty-five fragmentsof 1. of triangles
0.035 m., 1. of diamond (broken)0.032m. f) L. of
glass panes(MF6441)containssometranspar- longest piece 0.04 m.
ent or translucentglass, but most is opaque. a) Fragmentof light green,translucentglass, with
The quality of the material is poor, with one edge preserved. Bubbly material with milkypitting weathering which follows the swirls. (For
bubblesand spiralformations.The thickness technical
terms concerningglass see pp. 90-93). The
varies from 0.002m. to 0.0045m. and the edge is rounded.
thicknessof the edge, where preserved,also
b) Fragment of opaque gray glass, broken all
round.
varies greatly. The transparentglass is light
c) Fragmentof opaqueglass,brokenall round.The
blue, light green,and a slightly darkergreen. largerportionis brightyellow; the others,whichjoin,
The opaqueglass is yellow, blue and greenish grayishyellow.
gray.Thefragmentsappearto be quitesimilar d) Fragmentof opaqueyellowglass,preservingone
the pane, which has been pulled out by a
to those of No. 1060 and are probablyof the cornerofinstrument.
pointed
samedate.
e) Pieces of glass inlay: squares, rectangles, triStill another deposit (MF 8359) contains angles, also a single oval piece and one "diamondtranslucentglass of a good qualitywhichwas shaped"piece.
f) Glassbars, mostly rectangularin section, a few
probablyusedforwindowpanes.Thefragments curvedon top with groovesin the surface.
are a light olive-green,light blue, and an
Fourth century.
almostcolorlessglass. Weathering(milky-pit- 1061.
(7478). Glasspane. Plate 78. Diam. ca. 0.13 m.
much
on
is
more
the
colorless
severe
glass
ting)
Fragmentof edge preserved.
than on the other fragments.The thickness Darkblueglass,bubbly,with slightmilkyweathervaries from 0.0012m. to 0.004m. and the ing.. The pane was originallycircular,with a folded
edge. Thereis an empty spacewithin the fold.
panesareusuallythinnernearthe edge.
Agora South Centrefactory (see p. 83). Eleventh
No indication is given by the available to mid-twelfthcentury.
materialas to the originalsize of the panes. 1062. (7588). Glass pane. Plate 73. Max. dim. 0.052
Suchinformationhas beengatheredelsewhere m., th. 0.001 m.
At Karanis Fragmentof edge preserved.
fromthe size of windowframes.70
Light bluish green glass, bubbly; no weathering.
only small pieces appearto have been found The pane was originallypolygonal(the exact number
and the many preservedwindowframesshow of sides could not be determined).The folded edge
no trace of their use; thereforeit is thought formsa broad,partiallyhollowband.
that the glassmay have been used for lanterns AgoraNortheastfactory (see pp. 83-84). Eleventh
to mid-twelfthcentury.
ratherthan for windows.71
Of the mediaevalperioda goodlynumberof 1063. (2780). Glass pane. Plate 73. Max. dim. 0.078
m., diam. ca. 0.023 m.
fragmentswas found. These windows, all of
Fragmentof edge preserved.
clear glass, were quite small and almost uniColorlessgreenish glass; enamel weathering.Circularpane with foldededge.
(Byzantineperiod).

70Kisa, Das Glas im Altertume,p. 363, gives the measurements of some window frames known to have contained glass:
80 x 40 cm., 33 x 54 cm., 27 x 33 cm., 30 x 60 cm. In ibid., pp.
362-365, he discusses ancient window glass at length.
71 Harden, op. cit., pp. 302-303.

For a discussion of these small mediaeval windows see
Lamm, MittelalterlicheGldser,p. 11; also Lamm, Das Glas von
Samarra, pp. 125, 127-128. Fig. 72 shows the method of
fastening them to the window frames.
72
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1064. (7474). Glasspane. Plate 73. Diam. ca. 0.19 m.
Fragmentof edge preserved.
Light olive-green glass, bubbly; no weathering.
Similarto preceding.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 322, no. 73). Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
1065. (7570a). Glasspane. Plate 73. Diam.ca. 0.15 m.
Fragmentof edge preserved.
Light bluish green glass, bubbly; no weathering.
Similarto the preceding.
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Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 822, no. 74). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
1066. (7570c).Glasspane. Plate 73. Diam. ca. 0.17 m.
Fragmentof edge preserved.
Light greenglass,bubbly;no weathering.The edge
looks as if it had begun to be folded over. It seems
likely that the piecewas discardedwhile beingmanufactured.
Agora South Centrefactory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,
p. 322, no. 76). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
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LOOM-WEIGHTS
Terracottaloom-weightswill probablynever
be dated as accurately as lamps or vases. The
shapes are frequently crude, and since the
weights are practically indestructible, they
could be used for centuries and, in some cases,
apparently were. The types found at most sites
exhibit variations which may as well have been
accidental as intentional, so that the excavator
as a rule lumps them all together and abandons
the idea of forming a chronology. Even at
Athens, where loom-weights were neat and
well made objects, it has not been possible to
establish a serviceable chronologyfor all periods. Corinth is perhaps the one exception.
There the loom-weight makers obviously took
an interest in their product. After an initial
period of experimentation, the weights assumed a form which might almost be called
elegant. Not only that, but within its limited
possibilities the form gradually developed. The
contours of loom-weights changed slowly the set she received for her dowry certainly
could have lasted a woman for the rest of her
life - but they did change, and over a period
of five hundred years a definite development
can be observed. The hundredsof loom-weights
found in the excavations - in wells, in pottery
deposits, in house remains, lying about on the
streets or mixed with other debris - have been
resolved into a chronologicalseries comprising
distinct types, more or less well defined. This
chronology was evolved by drawing the profile of every loom-weight (by means of a strip
of lead) which was found in a dated deposit,
and comparing them. By this means it was

found that a distinct development could be
traced, that the height of the bevelled portion
of the weight (see Profile V and following profiles in Fig. 23), as well as the general aspect of
the weight, proved to be dependable criteria
for dating. In some cases early loom-weights
turn up in late contexts (e.g. No. 1166, which
was found in a deposit dating one hundred
years later), but in general the system has
proved reliable. This applies only to the loomweights of conical form, but these constitute
the great bulk of Corinthianweights.
Loom-weights were manufactured, so far as
we know, in two parts of the city: at the Potters' Quarter to the west1 and at a factory in
the northeast section of the city, where the
chief product seems to have been roof tiles.
This kiln (unpublished)was in operation during the sixth and fifth centuries and the early
part of the fourth. Thus it appears that loomweights were secondary products in establishments intended chiefly for making other merchandise. Loom-weights can never have been
a very important manufacture,for the demand
was limited and they were not usually exported. Although the loom-weights themselves
seldom traveled, the types did spread, and in
Athens of the late fourth century the Corinthian type was suddenly adopted and the local
varieties abandoned.2
In the discussion of the loom-weights found
in the excavation of the Pnyx in Athens is
1 Agnes N. Stillwell, Corinth, XV, i, pp. 37, 44; XV, ii,
chap. III.
2 Davidson and
Thompson, Small Objectsfrom the Pnyx: I
(Hesperia, Supplement VII), p. 77.
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included a history of the ancient loom3 and
therefore only a short summary will be given
here. The vertical loom with weighted warp
was the original type of loom used in Greece.
Its origin is obscure but we know that it came
early, for at least one Neolithic loom-weight
has been found (see below). From the various
representations of the Greek loom, chiefly on
vases, it seems apparent that two people were
required for its efficient operation. The weft
was pushed away from the weaver, instead of
toward her as in the Egyptian loom and in
modern looms, and the evenness of the web
depended in large measure on the equality of
weight among the loom-weights which held
down the warp thread. These weights were
probably almost always furnished with rings
or rods (of which few traces are left)4 to which
the threads were tied. The meager remains of
such rings may be explained by the assumption
that they were usually of some perishable
material. By calculating from vase representations and from loom-weights found in Olynthian houses, it has been estimated that 65-70
weights were probably used on a woolen warp
1.75 m. wide, an appropriate width for a
peplos,5 and this number could be varied for
making different types of material. The vertical loom existed, so far as we know, without
change until the first century after Christ, in
the course of which it was replaced by the
horizontal loom. Whatever the exact form of
this new loom (which is open to question), it
did not require weights, and here the literary
and the archaeological evidence combine to

3 Op. cit., pp. 67-71. This account should have included a
reference to Lillian M. Wilson, The Clothing of the Ancient
Romans (Baltimore, 1938). On pp. 16-27 she gives an excellent account of ancient looms. Especially valuable are the
diagrams on plate VIII.
4 Hesperia,
Suppl. VII, p. 68, fig. 30 and p. 69, note 58.
Remains of metal rods have been noticed in loom-weights
found in Swiss lake-dwellings (see Pottier and Reinach, La
N4eropole de Myrina [Paris, 1888], p. 252 and note 3). For
other reminders of such rods or rings see Fig. 25, No. 1145;
Fig. 27, Nos. 1158, 1164-1165.
6 M. Bieber, GriechischeKleidung
(Berlin, 1928), pp. 12-13,
figs. 16, 17.
10*
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show that the vertical weighted loom had
vanished by the end of the first century.6
The three main types of loom-weights are
the pyramid, the cone and the disk. At some
sites, as at Corinth, all three types are found,
at others two of the three, at still others only
one. Excavators have not always troubled to
count all the weights found, nor to note their
distributionand dates, so that a study of loomweights from excavated sites is unprofitable.
In comparingthe distributionof types of loomweights, we fail to find any significant data.
From the Argive Heraeum are recorded only
pyramids, whereas from Argos itself we know
only cones. Delphi, Elatea, Ephesos, Olynthos
have all three types; Aegina has no recorded
cones and none were found at Tarsus; Dodona,
Lindos, Myrina, Olympia have no disks; Pergamon has only pyramids.7 The evidence
mounts up to very little.
Although all three types of loom-weights are
found at Corinth, the conical weight was always the favorite. The oldest one known is a
weight (MF 9036, Plate 146,c) of slightly gritty
buff clay (height, 0.07 m.) with flat top and
bottom, and gently sloping sides around which
are painted horizontal stripes of red paint. On
top and bottom are cross-hatchings of the
same color. A single hole is pierced rather low
down. This has been dated by context8 to the
6 Wilson
(op. cit., pp. 21-23) gives additional literary
evidence for the abandonment of the weighted loom. She
considers that the change was to another type of vertical
loom without weights (as shown on a second century Roman
tomb painting, her fig. 11), but it is possible that the form
of this pictured loom was a concession to the exigencies of
perspective. It still seems to me more likely that the new
form was a horizontal or, at least, a leaning loom. For
additional archaeological evidence for the abandonment of
loom-weights at this time, see H. Goldman, Tarsus, I, p. 394,
note 6.
7 Waldstein, Argive Heraeum, II, pp. 43-44; Vollgraff,
B.C.H., XXX, 1906, p. 36 (Argos); Perdrizet, Fouilles de
Delphes, V, p. 199; Paris, Alatee, pp. 281-282; D. Hogarth,
Excavations at Ephesus (London, 1908), pp. 319-320; Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus,II, pp. 118-128 (by L. Wilson);
A. Furtwangler, Aegina, (Munich, 1906), p. 385; Goldman,
Tarsus, I, pp. 394-395; Carapanos,Dodone, pp. 112 and pl.
LXI; Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, pp. 143ff.; Pottier and Reinach,
Necropolede Myrina, pp. 247ff.; Furtwangler, Olympia, IV,
p. 206; and Conze, Altertimer von Pergamon, 12,p. 258.
8 It was found with bowls like those shown in
Hesperia,
VI, 1937, pp. 494-495.
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Early Neolithic period. Slight as is the evi- from Troy VI, rather rough in form, dates
denceof asingleloom-weight,thereis noreason 1900-180015and some very precisely made
to disbelievein it. The only other Corinthian pyramidalweights, often with simple incised
loom-weightwhich might be assigned to a designs,are from Troy VII, the period1300remoteperiodis a pyramidalone (No. 1192) 900.16 Perhaps as significantas the positive
whichunfortunatelywasnot foundin a reliable evidenceis the negative:no loom-weightswere
context,but which,on the basis of its appear- found at Zygouries,Korakou,Prosymna, or
Fromthis absenceit may perhapsbe
ance, may be as early as the Helladicperiod Tiryns.17
(see also p. 162). It is not of Corinthianfabric imaginedthat regularloom-weightswere not
and is, with its uniqueincised decoration,a yet generallyin use - perhapsstones of suitableshapesweretied to the warpthreads.It is
ratherpuzzlingobject.
At Corinththere is a long gap after this, also perfectlypossiblethat the Egyptiantype
until the latterpartof the eighthcenturyB.C., of loom was in use at some places18and that
when the loom-weights,now more plentiful, this loomwaslatersupersededby the weighted
areextremelylike the Neolithiconementioned loom.
above. In other parts of Greeceloom-weights
appearto have been in use, to some extent,
CONICAL
LOOM-WEIGHTS
fromthe Neolithicperiodthroughthe Helladic
and Mycenaean,but the evidenceis meager Beginning with the loom-weights of the
and unsatisfactory. The large and heavy, eighth century, the conical examples have
rathershapelessobjectsfoundin the Neolithic been classifiedby their shapes.Fourteenprosettlementat Olynthos9may well have been, fileshave been distinguished(Fig. 23).
as the authorsuggests, spit supports rather Profile I (Nos. 1067-1070) representsthe
thanloom-weights.At Diminiand Sesklosome loom-weight of the late eighth and early
datefromthe Bronze seventh century B.C. It is very similar to the
roughlyconicalweights10
Age. Loom-weightsof this periodarerecorded Neolithic specimen quoted above, and the
at various Thessaliansites but they are not latter is actuallya bettermadepiece. Quitea
At Eutresiswerefounda number few of this type have beenfound,thoughthey
illustrated.11
of conicalweights,curiouslylike someHellen- cannot be called plentiful.The type is charistic specimens,in MiddleHelladicand Late acterizedby the flat top and bottom,and the
Helladiccontexts.12Farthereast we find dis- very slightly sloping sides. Variationsin the
coid loom-weights (or at least one) of the form are found only in the degree of inclination
andstill farther, of the sides and the relative area of the top
EarlyBronzeAgeat Thermi,13
the largestcollectionof all at Troy.Heresome (cf. the shapesof Nos. 1067-1070 on P1. 74).
unbaked, roughly pyramidalexamplescome
from Troy I-V (3000-1900),14 a conical one
9 Mylonas, Excavations at Olynthus, I, p. 80, figs. 88, 89.

10 Ch. Tsountas, Al
lTpoloTropiKal 'AKpoTrOA6i1AtlViviov
Kalt EcrKOV(Athens, 1908), p. 346, fig. 277.

11Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 43, 130,
149.
12 H. Goldman,Excavations at Eutresis (Cambridge,Mass.,

1931), p. 194, fig. 266,1.
13 W.

Lamb, Excavations at Thermiin Lesbos (Cambridge,

1936), p. 158, fig. 44, no. 31.31.
14 Dorpfeld, Troja und Ilion (Athens, 1902), p. 390 (ex-

amples from Troy II-V); C. W. Blegen et al., Troy, I (Princeton, 1950), p. 104, fig. 221 (Troy I), p. 338 (Troy II). Evidence
for the width of a oom used here in prehistoric times has also

been found (Blegen, op. cit., pp. 350-351, fig. 461, Room 206).
Twenty-four large and eighteen smaller loom-weights (and
originally others, now disintegrated) were found lying in
orderly rows between a wall and two post holes 1.10 m.
distant from it, showing that the loom was probably slightly
more than one meter wide. It stood in a house which was
destroyed in the conflagration which wiped out the Second
Settlement (ca. 2300 B.C.).
15Dorpfeld, op. cit., p. 399, fig. 390.
16Dorpfeld, op. ct., p. 410, fig. 416. For this and the preceding dates see B.S.A., XXXVII, 1936-37, p. 12.
17 It is
unlikely that the unbaked clay objects found there
(H. Schliemann, Tiryns [Leipzig, 1886], p. 146, no. 70) were
loom-weights.
18 This had the threads tied at both ends to a warp beam:
see Ebert, Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte,XIV, pl. 59, c.
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ILLUSTRATING
THEDEVELOPMENT
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FIG. 23. PROFILES
LOOM-WEIGHT.

The weights are invariablycrude in appearance and often somewhatirregularin shape.
The clay varies: occasionallythere is a gray
core with a fine reddishbuff clay slip; sometimes this buff clay, not always perfectlyrefined, composesthe wholeweight. The height
rangeis fromca. 0.07 m. to 0.085m. No. 1070
is one of the few decoratedweightsof this type
found at Corinth,but an elaboratelypainted
and
specimenwas discoveredat Perachora19
others may become known when the loomweights from that site are published.A very
exceptionalpaintedloom-weightof this period
is reproducedon Plate 146, d.20 Found at
Corinthin a wellcontainingfill datingfromthe
19 For
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a brief description of this specimen see Hesperia,
Suppl. VII, p. 76, note 85.
20 For the detailed
publication see Weinberg, Hesperia,
XVII, 1948, p. 207, pl. LXXII, 4.

eighth to the fifth century B.C., it can be dated
by the technique to the period 750-700. Its
shallow, rounded form and its decoration are
quite unlike other loom-weights of the period.
The practice of painting loom-weights for
ornamental purposes was never widespread
and apparently did not last beyond the fourth
century.21

Profile II (No. 1071), although not much
later in date than I, exhibits quite a different
21

For early painted weights see e.g. Waldstein, Argive
Heraeum, II, pp. 43-44, figs. 89, 90. Very unusual painted
pyramidal loom-weights of the fifth century were found on
the Acropolis; see Graef and Langlotz, Die Antike Vasen von
derAkropolis zu Athen (Berlin, 1925), I, pp. 261-262, figure.
Athenian loom-weights of the fifth and fourth centuries were
often entirely or partially glazed (see Hesperia, Suppl. VII,
figs. 33, 38). An apparently unique painted loom-weight,
dating before 350 B.C., was found at Ephesos. Covered with
a red slip, it "is painted on the sides with white flowers or
stars of seven dots, between lines" (Hogarth, Excavations at
Ephesus, p. 319). It seems to have been a votive.
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ProfileV (No. 1076), whichis very similar
to IV, appearedin the earlyyears of the fifth
century.The only specimenwith a good context is No. 1076, from the same well as Nos.
1072, 1073 and 1084. The terminusantequem
of this well is ca. 480 B.C. In this type, bevellingof the loweredgebeginsto be morenoticeable but it is not yet a well establishedcharacteristic.In No. 1076, whichwas usedfor the
profile of the type in Fig. 23, the bevelling
seems quite high (about one-eighth of the
height) but it is the unusuallysteep slope of
the sideswhichgives this impression.
Up to this time no incisedor stampedmarks
of any sort appearedon the loom-weights.
While the weights of the eighth or seventh
centuryhad painted decoration,those of the
sixth andearlyfifthcenturiesareentirelyplain.
Thematerialis the usuallight buff clay, fairly
wellrefined.Someof theweightsmaybeslipped.
The heightsvary from0.06m. to 0.083m.
With Profile VI we return once more to
what I considerthe mainline of development:
I-III-VI. TheProfileVI weightsarecharacterized by a broadbase and by the shape of the
sideswhich,slopinggentlyandoftenunevenly,
with a slight curve, suddenly flare outward
just above the low bevelling. The bottom is
sometimesslightlyconcave.Thereis no change
in the type of clay; heightsvary morewidely
than before (0.06m. to 0.09 m. and higher).
This type is muchmorecommonthan Profile
V, with which it is contemporary.Although
we lack gooddepositsfromthe firsthalf of the
fifth century, it is possible to state with a
degree of probabilitythat the bevelling of
loom-weights,that is, the sharpcuttingoff of
the lower edge so as to producean inward
slope, began in the early years of the fifth
century or possibly even at the end of the
sixth. At this time incised letters are comparativelyrare and those which do appear
(Nos. 1077-1079) were made with a sharp
the loom-weights
knockedagainsteachother. instrumentsuch as a knife blade. Later on,
22
letterswereincisedwith a blunterinstrument.
Corinth,VII, i, pp. 45-49.
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form and a more sophisticated outline. The
top is proportionately very much smaller and
the sides slope in a gentle curve to the flat
bottom. This rather rare type has been found
in a well of the Protocorinthian period22and
thus is probably not later than 625 B.C. I regard the type as representinga line of development separate from that begun by Profile I.
If one compares the first five profiles in Fig.
23, it is plain that I and III resemble each
other and that IV and V seem to follow
naturally after II. The material of this period,
however, is too meager to make possible any
reliable generalizations. The clay of the few
specimens of Profile II is uniformly the normal
Corinthianbuff clay, sometimes covered with
a fine slip of the same clay. The heights vary
from 0.07 m. to 0.075 m.
Profile III (Nos. 1072-1074) appearsto have
developed, as mentioned above, not from II,
but directly from I, from which it differsin the
smaller area of the top, in the more marked
slope of the sides, and consequently, in the
proportionatelylargerbottom. The appearance
of the weights is, like that of Profile I, rather
crude. The clay is the typical Corinthian
variety. Usually the weights are not very tall,
between 0.06 m. and 0.065 m. The type appears to date from the sixth century and the
early part of the fifth. No. 1074 is somewhat
of a curiosity, as it shows on the bottom the
marks of the potter's wheel. Its rude and
irregular shape seems in direct contradiction,
and it must be considereda freak.
In the late sixth century appeared Profile
IV (No. 1075), one of the most slender of
Corinthian loom-weights. The top is sharply
pointed, the sides gently curved, and parts of
the bottom edge are slightly rounded. This
rounded edge, which is actually the result of
wear, suggests that the bevelling of the lower
edge of loom-weights, which began a little
later, originated in the wearing of the edges as
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The earlier letters, however, as well as the
later, were engraved before firing, and were
therefore obviously part of the process of
manufacture. The digamma on No. 1078 (Fig.
24) appears much wider than it really was
originally because the clay surrounding the
cutting has chipped away. The "iota" on No.
1079 (Fig. 24) may not have been meant as
anything but a deep stroke.
Profile VII (Nos. 1080-1084), a rare shape,
is the first to exhibit the symmetry and
machine-like precision which became the outstanding characteristic of Corinthian loomweights. Following hard on Profile VI, perhaps
only a decade later, the weight retained from
that profile a subtle flare just above the bevelled portion. This flare soon faded and the
transition was made to Profile VIII. Occasionally the flare appears on later weights, so that
its presence cannot be taken as absolute proof
of an early date, but if a group of weights with
flared sides were to be found, I believe that
they could be assigned definitely to the period
before450B.C.Onthe weights of ProfileVII appear the first incised letters of the usual type.
These single letters or symbols were inscribed,
probably with a pointed stick, on the bottom
or side of the loom-weight before it was fired,
and usually before the slip was applied. There
is no noticeable difference in quality or shape
between the markedand the unmarkedweights.
While no loom-weights of coarse clay are
marked, there are many unmarked weights of
as fine clay as the marked ones, or finer. Inscriptions on the bottom are more common
than those on the side. Although a large number of such incised loom-weights has been
found, thus far only eleven letters of the
alphabet occur: A, A, F, I, K,A, P, PS, T, X, T.
There are also a few non-alphabetic signs
(Fig. 24, Nos. 1101-1103). These letters and
symbols probably indicated various sets of
loom-weights. They cannot have represented

specificweights since many similarlymarked
loom-weightsvary considerablyin size and

were certainly not of the same series. The
marksserved,then,merelyforthe convenience
of merchant and purchaser.At other sites
conicalweights with single incisedletters are
not common.Seven were found at the Kerameikosin Athens23with the letters 1, A, N,
2, X. There are a few at the Athenian Agora.

Three are recordedfrom Olynthos (marked
A, A, K and OAE - quite unique if it represents the name of the city).24 The letters

0, K,T occuron Delphianloom-weights.25
Onone of the weightsof ProfileVII appears
the impressionof a gem. This is the oldest
loom-weightwith such a stamp, and the gem
whichwas used to makeit was probablyfifty
years older than the weight itself. Gem impressionsarecommonon the weightsof Profile
VIII, and will thereforebe discussedin connectionwith them.
No. 1084, foundwith weightsof ProfileIII
and V, appearsto be transitionalbetweenVII
and VIII, but it need not be later than 480,
the lowestdate of the well'scontents.
Beginningwith Profile VIII (Nos. 10851117)thereis a greatincreasein the quantity
of loom-weightsfound.The largenumberpresented in the catalogueis only a small proportionof the total. The shapeof ProfileVIII
is not very differentfromthat of VII, the main
change being that the flare has disappeared
from above the bevelledportionand that the
shape is, consequently,a less graceful one.
Someof the many variationson the formcan
be seen in Nos.1087, 1100, 1102 and 1116 on
Plate 74. The materialshows a good deal of
variety,thoughall of it is definitelyCorinthian.
Mostof the weightsare slippedwith fine clay,
but the presenceor absenceof a slip is not
alwayseasy to determinewhena weightis unbroken. The heights of Profile VIII weights
vary, in general, from 0.075 m. to 0.085 m., but

some are as tall as 0.115 m. and one is only
23 I examined these in 1933 or 1934. Others
may have been
found since then.
24
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, II, p. 128, fig. 294.
25
Perdrizet, Fouilles de Delphes, V, p. 199, nos. 622-623.
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0.032 m. in height. The latter may have been a
child's toy. No. 1116 is an odd specimen, unlike the othersin that the sides have been pared
or smoothed down by means of a blunt instrument which left vertical marks on the surface.26
Profile VIII seems to have existed as early as
the middle of the fifth century and to have
lasted perhaps fifty years. By this time the
practice of incising letters, described above,
was well established. One rather late weight
has a painted letter (No. 1100). During this
half-century, also, gem and ring impressions
were used to mark the loom-weights. The number of weights stamped in this way is comparatively small, and at Corinthduplicate impressions are rare (No. 1106 is one of three,
No. 1109 one of four, No. 1110 one of three and
No. 1113 one of two) except at the kiln mentioned on p. 146, where as many as twenty-one
loom-weights were found bearing the same
stamp. The impressionsare found either on the
side or on the bottom of the loom-weight. A
number of impressions of the same stamp on a
single weight, as frequentlyfound at Olynthos27
and sometimes at Athens,28does not occur on
Corinthian weights. The subjects are of the
types commonly found on gems, and it may
be assumed that the impressions were struck
either from intaglios or from the bezels of
metal finger-rings. The ends of some show
clearly the marks of the hoop (e.g. P1. 75,
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2
1
1
1
1
1
Tripod
If the assumption is correct that these are
impressions of women's finger rings, it can be
seen that practically any subject was considered suitable. There seems to have been a
slight preference for female types, especially
winged ones. It seems plausible that a prospective purchaser would have left her signet
ring with the loom-weight maker, in order to
have him stamp it on the weights. This would
indicate ownership as well as decorate the
weight. Some impressions are not from gems
or rings, but from other stamps, e.g. Nos. 1083
and 1115, which may have been used for
pottery as well. Such stamps were common in
Athens29but rare at Corinth.
In the course of the century 450-350 the
shape of the conical loom-weight changed from
Profile VIII to Profile IX, which I have dated
400-350. The difference between these two
profiles is more fundamental than it seems.
The sharpness of the bevelling, which is the
chief characteristicof IX, depends not only on
the raising of the bevelled portion but on the
contraction of the area of the bottom. Many
loom-weights of Profile IX show wear at the
No. 1138).
projecting edge, and later, probably as a reis
The subject matter of the stamps quite sult, there was a reversion to less sharp outvarious. The twenty-seven gem- and ring- lines, but for nearly a century the shape
impressed stamps which we have (this in- seemed to prove satisfactory. Among a group
of low-bevelled weights there will occasionally
cludes all periods) are distributed as follows:
be one with a high bevelling. I prefer to regard
Nikes
6
such a phenomenon as accidental rather than
Satyrs and Pan 5
4
Men
intentional, for in objects such as these the
3
similarities seem more striking than the differWomen
2
Eros
ences. During the period 450-350 the clay
2
Animals
remained the same, subject to the usual variations. The loom-weights with incised letters
26 Cf. the similar treatment of earlier
pottery (Corinth,
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Birds
Centaur
Athena
Sphinx
Rider

VII, i, pl. 13, no. 82).
" Robinson, op. cit., fig. 289.
" Heqperia,Suppl. VII, p. 84, no. 56.

continue,althoughthere are perhaps propor29

Op. cit., p. 83, fig. 34, nos. 1-50.
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FIG. 25. GEM IMPRESSIONS AND OTHER STAMPS ON LOOM-WEIGHTS. 1: 1

tionately less after 400 than in the preceding
fifty years. This century is the period in which
were made most of the loom-weights with gem
impressions; this is indicated not only by the
profiles of the loom-weights but by the styles
of the gems and rings used.
No. 1130 (Fig. 26) is a unique specimen. The
clay is a deep red color, never found at Corinth.
It was inserted in the catalogue at this point
since this seemed the proper place by Corinth-

ian standards. Whether it actually dates from
this time is uncertain.
To be noted here is the first appearance of
the stamp representing a loom-weight (Nos.
1129 and 1145), which later became common
in conjunction with the letter-stamps (see
below). Only about a dozen weights with this
stamp alone have been found. Although chronological evidence is scanty I am inclined to
believe, judging from the profiles of the
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weights which bear them, that these stamps
appeared alone for at least a short period before they were used with the letter-stamps.
The forms of the loom-weights representedon
the stamps vary considerably. The stamp on
No. 1129 shows a precisely shaped weight of a

1130
FIG. 26. PROFILEOF NO. 1130. 1: 1

form much like that of the weight which bears
it. The loom-weight stamped on No. 1145 is
pierced near the top by a rod (for their purpose
see Note 4) and it has a curious little base,
which is a common feature on these stamps.
The only conical loom-weight I have ever seen
which actually has a base like those represented
on the stamps is an Attic specimen, once blackglazed, found at the Athenian Agora (P1.
146, e).30The reason for the existence of such a
base, either on this unique loom-weight or on
the loom-weight stamps, is not apparent. It is
in this period also that we find the first of the
letter-stamps, though they do not become
common until the following half-century.
These stamps will be discussed separately
below.
In the second half of the fourth century the
conical loom-weight remained like the earlier

30 MC 118,
reproduced here by courtesy of the Director of
the Agora Excavations. The weight was found in the northern of two wells west of the Tholos, the contents of which
dated from the end of the fourth and beginning of the third
century B.C. (H. A. Thompson, The Tholos,Hesperia Supplement IV, p. 100 and note 77).
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ones as far as material and finish were concerned, but gradually and persistently the
shape changed, the bevelling growing higher
and the whole weight narrowing so that
eventually it assumed an actual pear shape
(Profile XII). This development did not come
all at once, nor did it always reach this extreme. Often a weight of the Hellenistic period
is reminiscentof the fifth-fourth century types,
and in the second century there was a revival
of the more spreading type in a coarser
material (Profile XIII), but by and large a
narrower weight with a high bevelling is
characteristic of the Hellenistic period at
Corinth.
Although we lack good deposits dating from
350-300, it is fairly certain that Profile X is
characteristic of the period. Weights of this
date, the shape of which is somewhat reminiscent of Profile IX, have been labelled IX-X.
Profile X shows a distinct roundness of the
bevelled portion, which in IX was highly
accentuated. There is also a slight increase in
the height of this portion of the weight. On the
weights of Profile X we still occasionally find
incised letters (e.g. No. 1155) but these are
much rarer, and by the end of the century the
practice of incising letters had almost completely ceased. Gem impressionsare also much
less common, and now a considerableproportion of the weights bears letter-stamps, either
alone or in conjunctionwith a secondarystamp
containing a symbol. A weight of Profile X is
the only example in which the incised letter
and the letter-stamp are combined. This is No.
1167, which bears the stamp MPon the side and
has A incised on the bottom.31
The transition from Profile X to Profile XI
seems to have been made during the halfcentury from 300-250, for the date of Profile
XI is well fixed at ca. 250. It is obvious that in
these fifty years loom-weights became much
heavier and the bevelling rose conspicuously.
31 One at the Athenian Agora (MC 15) has both a stamp
and an incised letter.
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While a good many of the loom-weightsof accompaniedby a smaller stamp, placed above
ProfileXI aremadeof fine clay, or of fine clay the bevelling, which contains a symbol or a
coveredwith a slip, there are now a consider- single letter. Letter-stamps on loom-weights
able numberof coarseclay with no covering were discussed in a general way, in connection
slip. A few of these have a largeincisedletter with those found on the Pnyx,33 where the
on one side below the bevelling (Nos. 1171, conclusion was reached that they represent a
1177). Letter-stampsstill were preferredas a sort of trade-mark,and that the letters may or
means of markingthe weights, and these are may not representabbreviationsof the makers'
occasionallyfound on weights of coarseclay names. In a few cases like APIXTO(No. 1178)
as well as on those of fine material.It must be and APIETOKA(No. 1179) it is quite clear
rememberedthat at this period, as at all that an abbreviation for a name is meant. As
others,unmarkedweightsfar outnumberthe far as the others are concerned, the only one
which is not an obvious abbreviation is XA
markedones.
After the weights of Profile XI died out, (No. 1150). Although it seems inadvisable to
perhapsnear the end of the third century, put forth any definite interpretation for these
therewas a sharpbreak.Theweightsof Profile stamps, it may be noticed that many of the
XII and followingprofiles are all of coarse stamps bring to mind feminine names. rAYK
MEAI MAtaroaa,
INIQ lVcOr1,
materialand most of them are not markedin suggests rAFuKpac,
etc. NOHMAmay also be considered
any way. For this reason we shall discussthe IvpMupivrl,
letter-stampshere, before going on to the as a woman's name.34 It seems possible
that a manufacturer might have chosen a
later weights.
These stamps, made expresslyfor use on femininename as a trade-mark,just as is often
loom-weights,are never found on other ob- done today.
Each stamp will now be consideredin chrojects. In almostevery case the letter-stampis
impressedbelowthe bevelling.Usuallyit con- nological order, as far as possible.
MEA:(Nos.1146,1147,1149)
sists of a rectangleenclosingseveral letters.
Occasionally(but never at Corinth)these letters form a completeword; more often they des, 'AT-rlKqj'E;rriypapal 'ETrrTtPiotl [Athens, 1871], p. K?).
The stamp is also common at the Agora.
are abbreviations.32
These stamps are often
Pyramidal loom-weights:
32 Below are listed
letter-stamps which do not occur at
Corinth. The list has been made as comprehensive as possible,
but there may be errorsboth of inclusion and omission, since
early writers have not always indicated accurately whether
an inscription is stamped or incised.
Conical loom-weights:
p (AgoraMC33). Stamped twice on one loom-weight. Not
recorded elsewhere.
rAYK. For variations not found at Corinth see p. 159.
Dumont (Inscriptions Ceramiquesde la Grace[Paris, 1872],
p. 408) gives rAYKY - a form seen by no one else.
MI (Agora MC 193) with illegible circular stamp. Not
recorded elsewhere.
NOHMA(Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 92, no. 134). A number
of examples has also been found at the Agora. There is
always a second stamp showing Athena armed, except on one
at the Agora (MC94) where the letter-stamp is alone.
TTAPHTAAEYE(Conze, B.C.H., I, 1877, p. 53). Not
recorded elsewhere.
lN I3. With a stamp representing a kernos, on a number
of weights at the Agora. With a 0 (Pridik, Ath. Mitt., XXI,
1896, p. 181).
0 (Dumont, Inscriptions Ceramiqes, p. 408; Koumanou-

Monogram for HPAK (M. Frankel, Die Inschriften von
Pergamon[Berlin, 1895] p. 419 no. 742).
IA (Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 83, fig. 34, no. 27). For single
letter stamps see ibid., p. 83, fig. 34, nos. 1-26).
NIKOXTPATOY(pyramidal?) (Pridik, Ath. Mitt., XXI,
1896, p. 181).
Discoid loom-weights:
AP (Koumanoudes, op. cit., p. Ki).
BEP (Dumont, op. cit., p. 410 and Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
AH (Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
EPI (Dumont, op. cit., p. 409). This has also been found
at the Kerameikos.
EEM I (Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
KAE(Dumont,op. cit., p. 410 and Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
MENOf-OC(Hogarth, Excavations at Ephesus, p. 320).
This may possibly not be a loom-weight.
MPe (Dumont, op. cit., p. 409).
T (Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
PIO (Dumont, loc. cit., and also found at the Kerameikos).
X (Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
XAP (Koumanoudes, loc. cit.).
Some of the letter-forms, as given above, are probably
inaccurate.
33Hesperia, Suppl. VII, pp. 77-78.
34 Pape, Worterbuchder griechischenEigennamen, s.v.
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A comparatively small number of weights
bearing this stamp (six in all) has been found.
Their heights vary from 0.086 m. to 0.095 m.
with the exception of No. 1149, which is
smaller. To judge from their profiles, which
are mostly IX (No. 1149 is between IX and X),
these are the earliest letter-stamped loomweights. In all cases but one the MEAstamp is
associated with a loom-weight stamp placed
above the bevelling. The one exception (No.
1149) has a gem impression which is unique at
Corinth. It shows Eros bound, kneeling with
averted head before what seems to be a
xoanon.The implications of this representation
are discussed in the catalogue. MEAmay represent the same manufacturer who wrote
MEAIEon his weights; of this we cannot be
sure. The only loom-weights with the MEA
stamp which I know to have been found outside
Corinth are unpublished: one at the Athenian
Agora (MC 607), the other at the Athenian
Kerameikos. Both are of Corinthianclay.
MEAI:(No. 1197)
This is a rare stamp, found only on fragments of two conical weights (uncatalogued)
and on one pyramidalloom-weight (No. 1197),
on the latter in conjunction with a gem impression representing a female head. The date
is not definitely known; I have assumed it to
be about 350 B.C.

XHandXA:(Nos.1148,1150)

These two tiny weights seem to be rather
useless for weaving, since they are so light.
There are no others like them, and neither was
found in a good context. Their profiles seem to
date them early in the series of stamped loomweights.
NIKO:(Nos. 1151, 1152, 1169)
This stamp appears on a number of weights.
The heights vary between 0.062 m. (restored)
and 0.095 m., but most of the weights are
large. All the stamps are identical (retrograde) but sometimes the stamp is upside

down.Associatedwith this stampis generally
a loom-weightstamp (the loom-weightrepre-

sentedwithoutbaseandwithouta rodrunning
throughthe top) but on threespecimensthere
is a gem impression which in every case is

poorly preserved.It seems to representthe
head of a satyr facing front. None of these
weightsappearsto belaterthan300B.C.;there
is no exact evidencefor their date. Several
Corinthian weights with NIKOhave been
foundin the Agoraat Athens, some with the
loom-weightstampand otherswith the satyr's
head.
MEAIZ:
(Nos.1163-1166)
This is the commonestof the Corinthian
loom-weight stamps. The height of those
weightswhichareentirelypreserved(elevenin
all) rangesfrom0.077m. to 0.096m. with the
largestnumberbetween0.085m. and0.093m.
The stamp is in all cases identical, and it is
almost always accompaniedby a stamp representinga loom-weightwith a well-defined
base and with a smallrod piercingit near the
top. The only exceptionis a weight found in
the Potters' Quarter which has, with the
MEAIXstamp, a gem impressionrepresenting
an armed warrior.The MEAIY-stamped
weights
are fairly well dated to the second half of the
fourth century B.C. by a deposit of that date
in the Potters' Quarter which contained a
number of them.35 In fact, this was the only
stamp found at the Potters' Quarter. It does
not seem likely that the stamp was used after
300 B.C.. Despite their popularity at Corinth,
very few such weights have been found in
Athens, and all were certainly imported from
Corinth.A single conicalweight with this stamp
is reported from Delphi36and one fromAradus
in Asia Minor.37
iVP:(Nos. 1167 and 1168)
This ratherrarestamp is the only monogram
found on Corinthian loom-weights. The profiles of all the weights are identical (Profile X)
and the heights of the four which are entirely
35A. Stillwell, Corinth,XV, i, p. 37; XV, ii, chap. III.
38

Perdrizet, Fouilles de Delphes, V, p. 199, no. 621.
Inscriptions C6ramiques,p. 408.

37 Dumont,
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preserved vary from 0.075 m. to 0.097 m. In
all cases the stamp is alone but on one specimen there is also an incised letter on the bottom of the weight (No. 1167). This conjunction
of stamping and incision is unique at Corinth.
Several weights with the Mp stamp in Athens
(at the Agora, the Kerameikos and elsewhere)
are almost certainly Corinthianimportations.38
Monogramsoccuroccasionallyon loom-weights
from other sites,39 and their use for this purpose may have originated from the more
commonpractice of engravingthem on gems.40
The date of the jvpstamp is probably 350-300.
API:(No. 1157)
Only two loom-weights bearing this stamp
have been found, and one of them is fragmentary. No subsidiarystamp occurson either. The
date is judged from the profile to be the second
half of the fourth century. Such weights have
been found in Athens.41
FAYK:(Nos. 1153, 1176)
At Corinth these letters appear on only a
small number of weights, invariably accompanied by a stamp representinga loom-weight.
The height of those weights which are complete varies from 0.08 m. to 0.096 m.; most of
them are about 0.095 m. The material is
generally the usual Corinthianvariety, but one
No. 1176, is made of a bright red clay containing much mica, which almost certainly could
not be found at Corinth. The profile varies
from a form between IX and X to XI, and the
weights may consequently be dated 350 to
250 B.C.
The remarkablefeature of this stamp is that
numerous loom-weights bearing a stamp identical with those from Corinthhave been found
in Athens and examples have turned up even
as far afield as Asia Minor.42While at Corinth,

38 See also another
specimen in Conze, Annali dell'Instituto, 1872, p. 198, note 1, pl. M, d.
39 Cf. Frankel,
Inschriften von Pergamon, p. 419, no. 742.
40 Walters, Catalogueof EngravedGemsin the British Museum, p. 72, no. 596.
41 Conze, Annali dell'Instituto,1872, p. 198, note 1: "ARI
a lato della base di un cono;" MC649 at the Agora; Koumanoudes, op. cit., p. Kr.
42 A
great many have been found at the Agora, (Hesperia,
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as mentioned above, the only subsidiary stamp
which occurs with rAYKis the loom-weight
stamp, in Athens a number of others appears:
a small amphoraenclosed in a polygonalframe,
a r framed in a circle, the letters For in a
circle, or a series of parabolas diminishing in
size, one within the other. Although on all
these the letter-forms are the same, the size of
the letters varies somewhat, showing that
different stamps were in use. The clay is also of
various sorts: while some of the weights seem
to be Attic and others genuinely Corinthian, a
third sort appears to be of Attic clay covered
with a light yellow clay slip exactly resembling
Corinthian fabric. It appears, therefore, that
we have to do with an Attic imitation of
Corinthian loom-weights. Just as in the fifth
century Corinthianpotters concealed the buff
tone of their clay with red paint in order to
have their vases appear Attic, so in the third
century it was a Corinthian product which
attracted popular taste and brought forth
imitations. It is possible that clay with which
to make the slip was actually imported from
Corinth. It seems surprisingthat an Athenian
woman should really care whether the weights
on her loom were local or imported, but the
evidence shows that she did. Further indication of this is given by two weights found at
the Agora, one (MC 593) with a poorly made
stamp reading rAYKE accompanied by an
illegible circular stamp, the other (MC 474)
reading )>TAT,also with a worn circularstamp
(this has a yellow slip on the Attic clay). It
would seem that these are barbarousimitations
of the regular rAYK weights, produced by
some manufacturer who hoped to cash in on
the profitable business of the originator of
rAYK weights. A discoid weight bearing the
rAYKstamp and FoFwas found in the AtheniIII, 1934, pp. 344, 393) at least forty in the Kerameikos, and
a large number now in the Epigraphical Museum were presumably found somewhere in Athens or near by. Dumont,
Inscriptions Ceramiques,p. 408; Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 92,
nos. 135-139; B.C.H., I, 1877, p. 53 (a specimen found in a
tomb at the Kerameikos). For examples found in Asia Minor
see Arch. Epigr. Mitt. aus Oesterreich,I, 1877, p. 22.
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an Kerameikosand a similarone at the Agora is in all cases unaccompaniedby any other
(MC 355) with accompanyingloom-weight stamp.Theweightsarein generalratherlarge,
stamp. No such discoid weights have been from 0.08 m. to 0.10 m. A few are smaller.
foundat Corinth.
Althoughthere are so many varieties of the
All the evidenceseems to show that loom- stamp,the letter formsare not very different,
originatedin Corinth, and the profilesof the loom-weightsare much
weights stampedFAYK
but were soon manufacturedin far greater the same, so that all must be approximately
quantity at Athens. It was probably from contemporary.Nos. 1158-1162 are dated by
there that isolated examplesfound their way their profilesto the years 350-300, whereas
to other parts of the ancient world. The one Nos. 1174,1175, 1180 and 1181shouldbe half
rAYKweight at Corinth which is not of a centurylater. But it must be noted that No.
Corinthian clay (No. 1176) was probably 1180 has a stamp identicalwith that of No.
broughtfromAthens(forcomparisonwith the 1159. Each of these differentstampsis representedby a numberof specimens,except No.
localproduct?).
Corinthian
of
the
other
None
stamps, ap- 1174, which is unique. No. 1175 is the only
parently, was adopted by Athenian manu- stamp with ligaturedletters besidesrtpwhich
facturers,but, on the other hand, they origi- is foundon Corinthianweights.
SINQ APIZTO:
nated some themselves,e.g., NOHMA,
(No. 1178)
and
loomon
The
these
note
they
single
loom-weight which bears this
stamped
32),
(see
weightswhich, in shape, resembledthe Cor- stamp is of ProfileXI and probablydates at
inthian ones. The publication of the loom- about the middle of the third century B.C.
weights of the Agora and the Kerameikos Theselettersmay representa completefemale
would doubtless bring out other interesting name,but they mightalso be an abbreviation
or othernames.
facts about the interrelationof the Attic and for 'Apiorcov
APIETOKA:
Corinthianindustrieswhich can now only be
(No. 1179)
This
at.
stamp was also found on only one
guessed
ArA:(Nos.1156, 1172, 1173)
weight. It is the longest stamp we have, and
Oneof the fairlycommonstampsat Corinth, clearly an abbreviationfor a name, either
it is found on rather large loom-weights male or female.The loom-weightwhichbears
(height between 0.09 m. and 0.10 m.) whose it has an XI profile and should date from
profilevaries betweenX and XI. Associated ca. 250 B.C.
AAM:(No. 1182)
with it are two different subsidiarystamps
This unique stamp appears on a loom(Fig. 27, Nos.1156 and 1173). Oneweighthas
no second stamp (No. 1172) but only a hole weightwhichwasfoundin a welldateddeposit
pierced upward above the bevelled portion. of ca. 250 B.C. (see catalogue for reference)
The ArA stamp itself is identical on all the whichprovidesevidencefor the date of Profile
weights preserved.This stamp, which is ap- XI. Demetercomesto mindas a probablerestoproximately contemporarywith the rAYK rationof the name.
stamp,has rarelybeenfoundoutsideof Corinth Cn:(No. 1183)
Theoneloom-weightwhichbearsthis stamp
(one with ArA and M at the Agora,MC397).
APXI,APXI! and APX: (Nos. 1158-1162, is of coarseclay and poorly preserved.It is
1174, 1175,1180, 1181).
probablyof ProfileXI and dates from250B.C.
Thesevenvariationsof this stampappearin or possiblylater.
With the end of ProfileXI, sometime after
Figure27. In its variousformsit is quite common on loom-weightsof ProfilesX and XI. It 250 B.C., a radicalchangein the manufacture
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of loom-weightscame about. The fine Co- stamp below the bevelling,containinga
rinthian product now degenerated into a saltire.
The tendencyto make the loom-weights
coarse,carelessone, andthe practiceof stampthe
almost
ing weights
completelydisappeared. larger and larger, which here reachesits
also of the developProfiles XII and XIII are characteristicof climax,is characteristic
I believethereasonforit to
this period. Loom-weightswith both these mentin Athens.43
profileswere foundin a well whichcontained havebeenthe desirefora morecloselywoven
objects chiefly of the second century B.C. fabric,whichcouldbe obtainedby increasing
Sincewe have no evidencefor the beginningof the tensionon the warp threads.A really
couldnever
these types, I have assignedthe dates250-146, "machine-like"
however,
precision,
been
has
be
without
the
achieved
it
but is possiblethat the beginning
fastening warpto a
placedtoo early.In addition,it is possiblethat beam,andthiswasfinallydonewhenthenew
in the firstcenturyafter
these types were in use also after the Roman loomwasintroduced
revival of Corinth.Examples are sometimes Christ.
foundin first centurycontexts,and sincethey
Onlya singleweightof ProfileXIV exists.
are so durable,it is impossibleto tell whether Theshapeis bulkierandless attractivethan
found
it, andit apparently
they were then new or alreadymore than a any that preceded
no
no
It
found
in
a
closed
favor.
was
late
Hellenistic
old.
have
been
conThere
deposcentury
its of the first centuryafterChrist.
text,andI havedatedit ca.200B. C. Thelast
The weights of Profile XII are invariably weightof conicaltype is No. 1191, whichI
made of a coarse clay containingmuch grit. havenot includedas a profilebecauseit was
This type of clay had been used for loom- not found in the excavationsproper,but
weightsbefore,but it had nearlyalwaysbeen pickedup on the site. Thisstrangeobject(see
coveredwith a slip of finerclay. Now the slip P1.76) is actuallya doublecone.Besidesthe
was entirelyabandoned.The height of Profile suspensionhole at the top, it has a number
XII weights ranges between 0.085 m. and of otherholes(seecatalogue
fordetails)whose
0.106 m.; most of them are 0.10 m. tall, or purposeis obscure.It mightbe datedin either
nearly that. The shape can hardly be called the firstcenturyB.C.orthe firstcenturyafter
conical;it is almostpyramidal,for the weights Christ.
have two long sides and two narrowones with
As mentionedabove,the date of the exin
the
show
rounded edges. This does not
is unknown
pirationof theconicalloom-weight
and
in
1185
Nos.
be
observed
but
can
of
becauseof inadequatedeposits the early
profile,
1186 (P1.76), wherethe long side of one and Romanperiod.Wecanbe certainonlythatit
the short side of the otheris shown.The bot- did not last beyond the end of the first
tom of the weight is often indented (see centuryafterChrist.
profile).
The weightsof ProfileXIII are very large.
PYRAMIDALLOOM-WEIGHTS
The smallest is 0.094 m. high, the tallest
0.124 m., and they are, of course,correspond- The loom-weight
usuallydescribedby the
has foursidesof moreor
ingly heavy. Like those of Profile XII, they term"pyramidal"
are made of coarse, gritty clay, but unlike less equalwidthslopingfromthe flat, trunthem, their shapeis perfectlyconicaland they catedtopto thebottom,whichis alsoflat.The
are very similarin proportionsto Type IX of pyramidalweightsfromCorinthshow more
the early fourth century. Only one weight is variancefromthe normalshapethando those
stamped:No. 1189, whichbearsa rectangular 43 Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 74.
11
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of other sites. The series begins with a very
curious weight (No. 1192) which is not of local
manufacture. Made of a brick-red clay full of
large white particles, it has four equal sides, a
single suspension hole very near the rounded
top, and on each side a large herring-bone
pattern incised with a fine instrument. On the
top is a similarly incised asterisk pattern.
Without any information from the context
(which was Roman) it is very difficult to date
this weight, which has an extremely antique
appearance. Obviously it is neither a product
of Corinth nor of Athens. It is surely as early
as the Geometric period, and perhaps a good
deal earlier.
No. 1193 is the only example of the characteristic Attic pyramidal weight which has
turned up at Corinth. Without context, it
dates probably from the fifth or fourth cen-

tury.
Very few of the pyramidal weights were
found in a good context. One of these few is
No. 1194, which came from a late fifth-century
well. It is made, like the conical weights, of the
typical local buff clay and is covered with a
slip of finer clay. The curving sides of unequal
width and the rounded corners are characteristic of most of the pyramidal weights of
Corinth. No. 1195 is similar except for the
unique feature of having a single suspension
hole pierced through the two narrowsides. The
gem impression it bears seems to be a fifthcentury type.
Nos. 1196-1201, while similarin appearance,
date from the fourth century. No. 1196 has a
gem impression which is probably no earlier
than that; No. 1197 bears a MEAI stamp
which has been dated on conical loom-weights
as probablyabout 350B.C. (andthis date would
suit the gem stamp which accompanies it);
Nos. 1198 and 1200 each have an incised letter
on the side and from those could be dated to
the fifth century, but their shape, with the

cent of the conicalweightsof the fourthcentury and leads me to assign them to that
century.No. 1201 is the only pyramidalloomweight with a loom-weightstamp, and it representsa conicalloom-weight,not a pyramidal one. The representationis quite like that
on the conicalweights (e.g. No. 1145) and so
this weight is doubtless contemporarywith
them.
The variationsin the pyramidalshape are
well shownby Nos. 1194-1201. Chronological
judgmentsare impossible,but it is likely that
therewas a tendencyto raisethe heightof the
bevelledportionon these weights,just as in
the caseof the conicalweights.Whilethe sides
are, in general,always unequalin width, in
No. 1200 this has reachedthe extreme,where
the top of the weightis a knife-thinedge and
the bottomis almostround.The wholeweight
is extremely bulky and cannot have been
practical.
It is hard to imaginewhy these pyramidal
weightswereproducedat all. All togethernot
morethan a dozenhave been found,and they
can onlybe regardedas a formof experimentation. They must have requiredmorelabor to
produce than did the conical weights, and
evidentlyneverfoundgreatfavor.
Thereis no evidenceforthe use of pyramidal
loom-weightsat Corinthduringthe Hellenistic
period.The only pyramidalweightswhichare
later than the fourthcenturyare some which
were found in contexts of the first century
after Christ. These are representedby Nos.
1202-1204. The type is quite differentfrom
the Greek ones - the weights now have sides

of equalwidth. They are madeof coarseclay,
andnonehas any markingswhatsoever.
DISCOIDLOOM-WEIGHTS

The discoidweightis the rarestshapeof all
at Corinth.Fromthe wholesite thereare only
bevellingof the lower edge which makes the five examples.Nos. 1205 and 1206 are quite
bottom almost circular,is extremelyreminis- large, and as heavy as the conical weights,
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while Nos. 1207 and 1208 are so small that
their use is doubtful. The latter are similar in
size and appearance to Athenian weights and
they may have come from Athens.44No. 1209,
which was found in Roman context, may not
be a loom-weight, since it has two holes at one
side and a third opposite. It might have been
a lid for a jar.
Nos. 1210 and 1211 are makeshift weights
cut out of Corinthian roof-tiles. It is impossible to tell whether or not they were used as
loom-weights.
LEAD LOOM-WEIGHTS

The single lead suspension weight found at
Corinth (No. 1212) is of the Hellenistic or
Roman period. It might have been used as a
loom-weight. Elsewhere such weights have
been found bearing stamped impressions.45

1067. (2430). Conical loom-weight, Plate 74. Ht.
0.07 m.
ProfileI. Red clay with largewhite particles,fired
black.

(Eighth or early seventh century B.C.). A similar
loom-weight, discoveredin 1940 and hence not included here, can be dated to this period from its
context.

1068.(2877).Conical loom-weight.Plate 74. Ht.

0.07 m.
Profile I. Coarsebuff-gray clay with a fine buff
slip.

(SeventhcenturyB.C.).
1069. (4246). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.078 m.
Profile I. Coarsegray biscuit with a thick slip of

finebuffclay.
Foundin a wellof the seventhcenturyB.C.

1070. (3370). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.057 m., and 0.029 m.

Two fragments,top and bottom, perhaps of the
same weight.

ProfileI. Fine buff clay. A purplishbrowncircle

painted on the top; wide bands of red around the
sides. On the lower fragment narrowbands of red-

brownglazearoundthe sides.
(SeventhcenturyB.C.).

44Cf. op. cit., p. 93,
fig. 41, no. 142.

45 See Delos,
XVIII, pp. 155-156 for bibliography and

discussion.
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1071. (6552a).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.074 m.
Profile II. Light buff clay containingimpurities,
with a fine clay slip of the same color.
Foundin a well of the seventh centuryB.C.
1072. (6592c).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.061 m.
ProfileIII. Buff clay with gritty particles.
Found with Nos. 1073, 1076 and 1084; Hesperia,
VII, 1938,p. 609, fig. 30 (MaryT. Campbell,"A Well
of the Black-figuredPeriod at Corinth").Sixth or
early fifth centuryB.C.
1073. (6592b).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.065 m.
ProfileIII. Light buff clay with gritty particles.
Found with the preceding(Hesperia,loc.cit.).
1074. (3681).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.06 m.
Profile III. Buff-gray clay, fairly well refined.
Irregularshape;extremelyflat bottom showingwheel
marks(see Plate 74).
(Sixth centuryB.C.).
1075. (7430). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.08 m.
ProfileIV. Very light buff clay, fairly well refined.
(Late sixth or early fifth centuryB.C.).
1076. (8110). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.08 m.
Abouthalf brokenoff.
ProfileV. Very soft, fine buff clay.
Found with Nos. 1072, 1073 and 1084 (Hesperia,
loc. cit.).
1077. (1617).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.061 m.
Profile VI. Fine buff clay. Bottom very uneven.
The letter X incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Late sixth or earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
1078. (1618).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.073 m.
ProfileVI. Fairly hard,fine buff clay. Sidesrather
uneven.A largeF incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Late sixth or early fifth centuryB.C.).
1079. (1619).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.092 m.
ProfileVI. Fine reddishbuff clay. An I incisedon
the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Late sixth or early fifth centuryB.C.).
1080. (3489).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.089 m.
ProfileVII. Fine, fairly hardreddishclay. Uneven
sides.A incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
1081. (3479).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.084 m.
Top chipped.
Profile VII. Fine buff clay. A large incised X
coversall of the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
1082. (537). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.095 m.
Profile VII. Fine reddish buff clay. Gem impressionhigh on one side of the weight (P1. 75 and
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Fig. 25): man in a running attitude with left
arm stretched out behind; in the right hand he
appears to hold a staff which extends to the left,
passingbehindhis body. This attitude is commonon
archaic gems see Furtwingler, Antike Gemmen,I,
pl. VIII, 35-36, scarabsand 37, a scaraboid; J. D.
Beazley, LewesHouseCollectionof AncientGems(Oxford, 1920), nos. 16, 18, mid-sixth century; F. H.
Marshall,British MuseumCatalogueof Finger Rings,
(London,1907), no. 334.
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
1083. (2602).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.056 m.
Top brokenoff.
ProfileVII. Fairly coarsebuff clay with a fine buff
slip. Stamp on the bottom (Fig. 25): a series of five
triangles,one within the other, on the samebase.
(Earlyfifth centuryB.C.).
1084. (7431). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
ProfileVII-VIII. Fine, light buff clay.
Found with Nos. 1072, 1073 and 1076 (Hesperia,
loc.cit.). Early fifth centuryB.C.
1085. (3483).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.087 m.
Top chipped.
ProfileVIII. Fine, hardbuff clay. A incisedon the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1086. (1622).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.08 m.
Top chipped.
Profile VIII. Fine, soft buff clay. The bevelling
showssignsof wear.A incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1087. (8102).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.085 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay. A incised on the
bottom.
(450-400 B.C.).
1088. (6149). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.087 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Body chippedin many
places. F deeply incised on the bottom, and a hole
piercedbesideit. (Fig. 24).
(450-400 B.C.).
1089. (1626).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine,reddishbuffclay.Aincisedon the
side with a fine, sharpinstrument(Fig. 24). Oneother
weight with a A incisedon the side has been found.
(450-400 B.C.).
1090. (1624). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay. Sharp outlines. A
incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400 B.C.).
1091. (1513). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.088 m.
Top chipped.
Profile VIII. Fine, soft buff clay. A incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).

1092. (1510). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.085 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. The shapeis very fine
and even. A incised on the bottom (Fig. 24), and a
smallhole punchedat one end.
(450-400B.C.).
1093. (3219).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.077 m.
Profile VIII. Fine light buff clay. An ornamental
A is incisedon one side above the bevelling(Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1094. (3478).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.078 m.
Top brokenoff.
Profile VIII. Fine yellow clay. Uneven sides. ITT
incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1095. (1512). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.082 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay with a buff slip. T
incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1096. (1508).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay. T incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1097. (1637).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine, soft reddishbuff clay, which is
probablya slip over a coarsercore. T incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1098. (8224).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.084 m.
ProfileVIII. Coarsebuff clay; the slip is probably
worn off. The sides bulge slightly. X incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1099. (1511).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
Top chippedand one side broken.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay with a core of fine red
clay. X incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1100. (2244).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.083 m.
Oneside brokenoff.
Profile VIII. Fine, fairly soft buff clay. A large X
paintedon the bottom in red-brownglaze (P1.74).
(450-400B.C.).
1101. (1621).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.079 m.
Top chippedand one side broken.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay, unslipped. The bevelling is worn. The sign pictured in Figure 24 is
deeplyincisedon the bottom.
(450-400B.C.).
1102. (6460).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.087 m.
Profile VIII. Buff clay with similarslip. A small
circlepunchedin the bottom.
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Found with No. 1194; Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 316,
no. 247, fig. 47 (M.Z. Pease, "A Well of the Late
Fifth Centuryat Corinth").460-420 B.C.
1103. (4244). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.082 m.
Profile VIII. Fine reddish buff clay. Bevelling
worn.Arrow(?) incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(450-400B.C.).
1104. (3492).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.075 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay. Gem impressionjust
above the bevelling (P1.75 and Fig. 25): Nike flying
to the right and lookingbackward,with wingsspread
out on both sides. A raisedborderenclosesthe figure.
The gem which made the impressionwas quite flat,
with a fairly deep intaglio. Another loom-weightof
the same size with the same stamp, similarlyplaced,
has been found.
(450-400B.C.).
1105. (3448).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.076 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
just above the bevelling (P1. 75 and Fig. 25): Nike
facingleft, her helmeted(?) head inclineddownward,
holdinga wreathin an outstretchedhand. Lowerpart
of body not clearly stamped. Cf. the bezel of a silver

of FingerRings,no.
ring (BritishMuseumCatalogue

1094)whichhas a very Similarfigure.
(450-400 B.C.).
1106. (3369). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.055 m.
Top brokenoff.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
just abovebevelling,upsidedown(P1.75 andFig. 25):
Nike flying or walkingto the left, lookingbackward.
She has long wings and a garment reachingto the
feet. The left arm is raised,the right bent beforeher,
and apparently holding a vase. Two other loomweights with an identical stamp have been found
(MF 6425, ht. 0.071 m. and MF 5575, ht. 0.07 m.).
In both casesthe stampis right side up just abovethe
bevelling.
(450-400B.C.).
1107. (3442). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.076 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
above and partly on the bevelling (Fig. 25): woman
with mirror(?), facingfront,headturnedto the right.
She appearsto hold a mirroracrossher body with the
right hand. A cloak, which looks like a wing, hangs
down at her left. Her hair is boundin a knot and tied
with a fillet. Lowerpart of stamp missing.
(450400 B.C.).
1108. (6544). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.054 m.
Top missing,about half preserved.
Profile VIII. Fairly fine reddish clay with fine
clay slip. Oval gem impressionon the bottom, near
the center (P1. 75 and Fig. 25): old man, rather
grotesque,in profile to the left. Hie is bearded,but
anatomicaldetails are not clear. His hands are out-
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stretched,and in them he holds some object, possibly
flutes. This gem impressionoccurs on loom-weights
foundin the kiln mentionedon p. 146. Cf.P. Fossing,
Catalogueof AntiqueEngravedGemsand Cameosin
the ThorvaldsenMuseum(Copenhagen,1929), no. 63
(an Etruscanscarab).
450-400 B.C. (found in a well of the late fifth
century).
1109. (2600).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.091 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
just above the bevelling (P1. 75 and Fig. 25): satyr
facingleft, kneelingon the right kneewith the left leg
bent. On the left shoulder an amphora supported
with both hands. No details of anatomy are visible,
since the figureis very faintly stamped.Threeloomweights bearingthe identicalstamp (MF8466-8), all
ca. 0.08 m. high, were found in a mid-fifth century
well.
(450-400B.C.).
1110. (2021).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.08 m.
Top chippedoff.
Profile VIII. Fairly fine buff clay, with very fine
buff slip. Metal ring impressionjust above the bevelling (P1. 75 and Fig. 25): satyr in profile to left,
bending over. His left arm is extended before him,
his right raised above his head, holding some indistinguishableobject, possibly a wine sack or some
container.Fromthis he might be pouringinto a vessel
heldinhis left hand.Thestampis enclosedby a narrow
doubleborder,brokenby the tail, both feet and the
object above the head. Two other loom-weightsof
different sizes with this stamp have been found
(MF 538, 8469), the secondfrom a mid-fifthcentury
well with other weights bearingstamps like that of
Nos. 1109 and 1113. Othershave been found in the
kiln mentionedon p. 146.
DepositVII (see p. 17) 450-400 B.C.
1111. (6549).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.063 m.
Top brokenoff.
Profile VIII. Coarsebuff clay with fine slip. Gem
(?) impressionsidewaysjust belowthe bevelling,both
ends of it cut off (Plate 75): satyr squatting to the
right, apparentlycoveredwith a cloak.Both his arms
are outstretchedtoward some indistinguishableobject restingon the ground.
(450-400B.C.).
1112. (3763).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.089 m.
Chipsmissinghere and there.
ProfileVIII. Fairly fine buff clay, with finer slip.
Metal ring impressionjust above the bevelling, and
partly on it, so that the lowerpart is lost (P1.75 and
Fig. 25): Pan in profile to the right, playing pipes.
The goat's head, large in proportionto the body, is
bent downward.There are small horns and a tiny
tail, almostlike a rabbit's.The legs are missing.
(450-400B.C.).
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1113. (3443). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.071 m.
Top brokenoff.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
just above the bevelling, upside down (P1. 75 and
Fig. 25): bearded head, facing right. The beard is
forked.A curiouspeaked cap is worn. A largerloomweight with the identicalstamp (MF8472)was found
in a mid-fifth century well with other stamped
weightslike Nos. 1109 and 1110.
(450-400B.C.).
1114. (1611).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.09 m.
Top brokenoff.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Metalring impression
just above the bevelling (Figure 25): swan facing
right; in front of it is an indefiniteobject, like a leaf.
Anotherweight (ht. 0.078 m.) with the same stamp
has been foundin a fourthcenturyB.C. context.
(450-400B.C.).
1115. (1406).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.065 m.
ProfileVIII. Fine buff clay. Stampjust above the
bevelling (Fig. 25): palmette with five leaves. Not a
gem or ring impression.The identical stamp is found
on another weight (MF 6147) found in a late fifth
centurycontext.
(450-400B.C.).
1116. (1625).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.115 m.
Profile VIII. Coarsereddish clay with a fine reddish slip which has been smootheddown by vertical
strokesof a blunt instrument.Unevensides,bevelling
low and uneven.
(450-400B.C.).
1117. (3229).Conical loom-weight. Plate 75. Ht.
0.032 m.
Profile VIII. Fine buff clay. This is the smallest
loom-weightfound.
(450-400B.C.).
1118. (1627).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.078 m.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay. A incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1119. (2250).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.092 m.
Top chipped.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay with a fine buff
slip. The bevelling worn. K incised on the bottom
(Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1120. (1515). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.072 m.
Top and side chipped.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay. TTincised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1121. (1509). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.078 m.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay. FIincised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).

1122. (1629).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.059 m.
Top chipped.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay with a buff slip.
X incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1123. (3222).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.085 m.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine green clay with a fine buff
slip. Three short vertical lines, made with upward
strokes of an instrument, incised on the side just
above the bevelling(Fig. 24).
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1124. (3809).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.082 m.
ProfileVIII-IX. Fine light buff clay. Threesmall
circlespuncheddeeplyjust above the bevelling.
Found in a well of the Hellenistic period. (Ca.
400 B.C.).
1125. (574). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.091 m.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay. Gem impression
just above the bevelling (P1.75 and Fig. 25): Nike,
facing right, bedeckinga trophy with a wreath (?).
The gem was slightly convex. For the motive, cf.
British MuseumCatalogueof EngravedGems,no. 601
(pl. X), a gem by Onatas,of fine workmanship,with
delicate details. Cf. Furtwangler,AntikeGemmen,pl.
XIII, 37 (the same gem). He dates it to the fourth
century.
(Ca. 400 B.C.).
1126. (7439).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.086 m.
Profile VIII-IX. Fine buff clay. Gem impression
just above the bevelling (P1.75 and Fig. 25): female
head facingright. The hair is dressedin a bun at the
front and another at the back, and still more hangs
down to the shoulders(though this may be a veil).
The gem had a convex surface.
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1127. (3372).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.064 m.
ProfileVIII-IX. Fine pale yellow clay. Metalring
impressionupright just above the bevelling (P1. 75
and Fig. 25): centaurprancingleft. The humanhead
springsdirectlyfromthe equineneck, and there seem
to be two human arms, one held out in front, the
other flung straightout behind. Cf. an Etruscangem
of the fifth century B.C. (BritishMuseumCatalogue
of EngravedGems,no. 661) with a centaurresembling
this specimen.The two hands are outstretched,one
in front, the other behind, both holding rocks. The
same gem is publishedin Furtwaingler,AntikeGemmen,I, pl. XVII, 69.
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1128. (4699).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.096 m.
Oneside chipped.
ProfileVIII-IX. Fine reddishbuff clay. Deep gem
impressionupright just above the bevelling (P1. 75
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and Fig. 25): cockin profileto left. Ratherschematic,
bold outlines.The surfaceof the gem was convex.
(Ca.400 B.C.).
1129. (700). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.068 m.
Top and one side brokenoff.
ProfileVIII-IX. Fine reddishclay. Stampupright
just above the bevelling (Fig. 25): a conical loomweight.
(Ca. 400 B.C.).
1130. (3375).Conicalloom-weight.Fig. 26. Ht.0.06m.
Top brokenoff.
Dark red clay, not perfectly refined. Ring impressiona little abovethe bevelling(P1.75 andFig.25):
lizard, spread out so that the back and all legs are
visible. The disproportionatelylarge head is toward
the top of the weight. Long, winding tail. Top of
stamp brokenoff. Thisweightwas certainlyimported
to Corinth.The clay is of a differentvariety fromany
of the Corinthian clays, and the shape is more
regularlyconicalthan that of the otherloom-weights.
(Ca.400 B.C.?).
1131. (3203). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.094 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay (probablywith a coarse
core, which is invisible). A incised on the bottom
(Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1132. (8215).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.085 m.
Bottom broken.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay, with a coarse core.
F incisedabove the bevelling(Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1133. (3204). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.092 m.
ProfileIX. Fine buff clay. The sidesbulgenearthe
top. A incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1134. (3200). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.088 m.
Profile IX. Fine light buff clay. A incised on the
bottom (Fig. 24).
(400-350B.C.).
1135. (3490). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.09 m.
Bevellingworn.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay. T incised on one side,
the three short strokesjust above the bevelling,the
long one belowit (Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1136. (1620). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.091 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay with a fine buff slip.
T incisedon the side (Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1137. (3199). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.082 m.
Profile IX. Buff clay with a fine buff slip. The
bevelling shows signs of wear. T incised on the side
(Fig. 24).
(400-350 B.C.).
1138. (6760). Conicalloom-weight.lit. 0.058 m.
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Profile IX. Fairly fine yellow-buff clay, with
slightly darkerbuff slip. Metalring impressiondeeply
stamped upside down a little above the bevelling
(P1.75 andFigure25): Athena,facing front, in armor.
The helmet is like that of the Parthenos;the aegis is
undecorated.Throughthe long garmentthe left leg
showsplainly.In each hand is a largewreath.
(400-350B.C.).
1139. (1516).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.083 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay. Gemimpressionbelow
the bevelling,the figurerunningupward(P1.75 and
Fig. 25): Nike, runningto the right. The curiouslyfat
handsand shortarmsare stretchedout in front;large
wingsfly out behind.Onthe headis a peculiarplumed
cap. The impressionhas been somewhat damaged.
The gem had a convex surface.Cf. Breccia,Necropoli
di Sciatbi,I, p. 168, fig. 92 (a gold signet ring which
shows a somewhatsimilartype. Especially alike are
the hands,with all fingersoutspread).
(400-350B.C.).
1140. (1354).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.079 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay. Gemimpressionabove
and partly on the bevelling,with the result that the
lower part of the stamp (the head of the figure)was
not clearly impressed(P1.75 and Fig. 25): kneeling
woman, perhapsAphrodite.The figure is drapedto
the feet, the right elbow resting on the knee and the
two hands held up with draperyhangingdown from
them. The head is missing.The gem was almost flat.
Cf. an impressionfrom a chalcedonyintaglio in the
Bibliotheque Nationale (Les Pierres Grave'es[Paris,
1930], no. 1549 bis). The figureis in exactly the same
pose as that on the loom-weightstamp, but is completely nude, with draperyhangingfrombetweenher
hands. Cf. also Furtwangler,Antike Gemmen,I, p1.
XII, 30 (a bathingwoman),and a womanin the same
attitudeon a red-figuredvase (K. Schefold,Kertscher
Vasen[Berlin,1930], pl. 15, b); in this case the hair
is held betweenthe hands.
(400-350B.C.).
1141. (3198).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.083 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff clay. Unusually small gem
impressionjust above the bevelling (P1.75 and Fig.
25): sphinx facing right, head bent slightly downward.Thepositionof the handsis indistinct,but they
seem to be holding some object. The gem had a
slightly convex surface.
(400-350B.C.).
1142. (7440).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.083 m.
Profile IX. Fine buff slip over coarse buff clay.
Gemimpressionjust below the bevelling,upperpart
not clearly struck (P1.75 and Fig. 25): satyr (?) in
profileto right, standing,lookingdownwardat some
objectin his hands.Head entirelygone. The gem was
almost flat.
(400-350B.C.).
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1143. (3543).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.073 m.
One side and top brokenoff.
ProfileIX. Fine buff clay. Ring or gem impression
(worn)upside down above the bevelling (P1.75 and
Fig. 25): beardedman's head in profile to the left,
wearinga cap which projects over the foreheadand
appearsto be peaked. The surfaceof the gem or ring
was flat.
(400-350B.C.).
1144. (3566). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.082 m.
Top chippedoff.
ProfileIX. Fairly fine reddishbuff clay with finer
slip. Gemimpressionjust below the bevelling(P1.75
and Fig. 25): two felines facing in heraldicposition,
their heads (missing) perhaps turned to the front,
their tails high in the air. They are seated on an
altar (?), a circularor squareobject with mouldings
top and bottom.
(400-350 B.C.).
1145. (3197). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.091 m.
Profile IX. Fine reddish buff clay. Stamp just
above the bevelling (Fig. 25): conical loom-weight
with base, piercedby a rod.
(400-350B.C.).
1146. (3226). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.095 m.
Bottom missing.
Profile IX. Fine red clay. Stamped on one side
(Fig. 27): a loom-weightabove the bevelling, MEA
belowit.
(400-350 B.C.).
1147. (1996). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.087 m.
Side chipped.
Profile IX. Coarsereddish clay with a fine buff
slip. Stampedon one side: a loom-weightjust above
the bevelling,MEAupsidedownjust belowit.
(400-350B.C.).
1148. (3207). Conical loom-weight. Plate 75. Ht.
0.046 m.
Profile IX. Fine light red clay, probablyslipped.
Stampedbelowthe bevelling(Fig.27): XH. Theloomweight, as well as the stamp, is extremelysmall and
its use is doubtful.
(400-350B.C.).
1149. (5283). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.078 m.
ProfileIX-X. Fairly fine buff clay with fine greenish slip. Metalring (?) impressionabove the bevelling
(P1. 75): Eros, bound, kneeling to the left, facing
away from a xoanon (?) with shield and helmet.
Stamped below the bevelling: MEA.The motive of
Eros bound has many parallels (see Furtwangler,
AntikeGemmen,I, pls. XVIII, 40, XXX, 32; Watzinger, GriechischeVasenin Tiibingen,pl. 32, no. E 114,
Aphrodite beating Eros). It has been suggested
(A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 481) that the xoanon, if such
it is, may representthe statue of the armedAphrodite

which stood on Acrocorinthin the Greekperiod. For
the statue of the Romanperiod see Broneer, University ofCaliforniaPublicationsin ClassicalArchaeology,
I, 2, pp. 65-84.
(350-300B.C.).
1150. (3772).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.04 m.
Profile IX-X. Fairly fine reddishclay with a fine
slip. Stampedvery deeply below the bevelling (Fig.
27): XA.
(350-300B.C.).
1151. (2230). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.082 m.
ProfileIX-X. Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip.
Bevelling worn. Stamped on one side (Fig. 27): a
loom-weight above the bevelling, 0>11Wbelow it.
(350-300B.C.).
1152. (3218).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.056 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.062 m.).
ProfileIX-X. Fine buff clay, unslipped.Bevelling
worn. Stampedabove the bevelling(Fig. 27): a loomI upsidedown.
weight, belowit, O>11
(350-300 B.C.).
1153. (3208). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.087 m.
Top chipped.
Profile IX-X. Fine buff slip over coarse clay.
Stampedon the side (Fig. 27): a loom-weightabove
the bevelling,FAYKbelowit.
(350-300B.C.).
1154. (6593). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.077 m.
Top brokenoff.
Profile IX-X. Coarsebuff clay without a slip (or
perhapsa very thin one, worn off). Gem impression
just below the bevelling (Fig. 25): tripod. The figure
is ratherindistinct.
(350-300 B.C.).
1155. (2265). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.077 m.
ProfileX. Coarsered clay with a fine reddishbuff
slip. A incisedon the bottom (Fig. 24).
(350-300 B.C.).
1156. (2596). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.084 m.
Top missing(originalheight, ca. 0.092 m.).
Profile X. Fine buff clay with slip (mostly worn
off). Stamped on the side (Fig. 27): 0 above the
bevelling,AFA belowit.
(350-300B.C.).
1157. (1940).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.09 m.
Profile X. Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip.
Stamped on the side, below the bevelling (Fig. 27):
API. Cf. Conze, Annali dell' Instituto,1872, p. 198,
note 1 ("ARI a lato della base di un cono").
(350-300B.C.).
1158. (2484).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.082 m.
Profile X. Coarse buff clay, the slip worn off.
Stampedon the side, below the bevelling (Fig. 27):
APX I within a raisedborder.
(350-300B.C.).
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1169. (2580).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.084 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.09 m.).
Profile X. Fairly fine buff clay, the slip worn off.
Stampedon the side, upsidedownbelowthe bevelling
(Fig. 27): APXI. The letters are fine, and rather
faintly impressed. The P has two distinct vertical
strokes.
(850-300 B.C.).
1160. (8100).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.077 m.
Top and one side gone (originalht. ca. 0.09 m.).
Profile X. Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip.
Stampedbelow the bevelling(P1.75): APX I.
(350-300B.C.).
1161. (3484).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.076 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.093 m.).
Profile X. Fine buff clay with a slip. Stamped
below the bevelling (Fig. 27): APX IY.The stamp is
curved at one end; the letters are uneven, and the
bars of the E are not joined.
(350-300B.C.).
1162. (4902).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.065 m.
Top missing.
Profile X. Fairly fine buff clay with finer slip.
Stamp upside down below the bevelling (Fig. 27):
IXqA. The frame does not continue all aroundthe
stamp, probablyaccidentally.
(350-300 B.C.).
1163. (1453). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.047 m.
Top missing.
ProfileX. Very fine buff clay, slipped.Stampedon
one side (Fig. 27): a loom-weightabovethe bevelling;
MEAIS belowit.
(350-300 B.C.).
1164. (3205). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.081 m.
ProfileX. Very fine, soft red clay. Stampedon one
side (Fig. 27): a loom-weightabove the bevelling;
MEAIYbelowit.
(350-300 B.C.).
1166. (1505). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.071 m.
Top is missing(originalht. ca. 0.09 m.).
Profile X. Fine buff clay. Stamped on one side
(Fig. 27): a loom-weightabove the bevelling; MEAIS
below it.
(350-300 B.C.).
1166. (1912). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.076 m.
ProfileX. Fine reddishbuff clay. Stampedon one
side: loom-weight above the bevelling; MEAIZbelow.
Deposit VI (see p. 20). See Hesperia, XI, 1942,
pp. 125-6, fig. 13. (350-300 B.C.).
1167. (4101). Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
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upside down on the bevelling:NPin an oval frame.
A incisedon the bottom of the weight.
(350-300B.C.).
1168. (2848).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.092 m.
Profile X. Fine buff clay with a buff slip, slightly
burned. Stampeddirectlyon the bevelling (Fig. 27):
IrYenclosedin a circularframe.Below it a vertical
incised stroke reachingnearly to the bottom of the
weight.
(350-300B.C.).
1169. (3735). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.065 m.
Top and most of one side gone (originalht. ca.
0.095 m.).
Profile X. Fairly fine reddishbuff clay with finer
slip. Metal ring (?) impressionabove the bevelling
(P1.75 and Fig. 27): within a raisedborderthe head
of a satyr (?) facing front with tiny wisps of hair (?)
projecting on either side. Lower part of stamp
Ii.
missing. Stampedbelowthe bevelling:0>Ot
350-300 B.C.
1170. (6052).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.083 m.
Profile X. Fine buff clay. Metal ring impression
just above the bevelling (P1.75 and Fig. 25): sphinx
seated, facing right, on an altar shapedlike an Ionic
column-capital,one drumand smallbase.
(350-300B.C.).
1171. (8108).Conical loom-weight. Plate 74. Ht.
0.086 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.093 m.).
Profile X-XI. Very coarse buff clay. Large T
incised with blunt instrument below the bevelling.
Bottom of the weight concave.
(300-250 B.C.).
1172. (4903).Conical loom-weight. Plate 75. Ht.
0.08 m.
Top missing(originalht. ca. 0.093 m.).
Profile X-XI. Fairly fine buff clay. The shape is
flattened, so that it approaches the pyramidal.
Stampedbelowthe bevelling:AFA. Abovethe stamp
is a hole piercedin an upwarddirection.
(300-250B.C.).
1173. (2770).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.097 m.
Profile X-XI. Fine red-buffclay with a fine buff
slip. Stampedon one side (Fig. 27): AFA below the
bevelling;M aboveit.
(300-250B.C.).
1174. (499). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.105 m.
Profile X-XI. Coarse buff clay, slip worn off.
Stampedbelowthe bevelling(Fig.27): APX enclosed
in a narrow,raisedframe.
(300-250B.C.).
1175. (2766).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.092 m.
Profile X-XI. Coarsebuff clay with a fine slip.
0.097 m.
Stampedbelowthe bevelling(Fig. 27): PAX.
ProfileX. Fine buff clay with a buff slip. Stamped
(300-250B.C.).
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1176. (8256). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.097 m.
Profile X-XI. Bright red, rathergritty, fine clay,
containingconsiderablemica. Stamped on one side:
FAYKbelowthe bevelling;a loom-weightabove it.
(300-250B.C.).
1177. (4725).Conical loom-weight. Plate 75. Ht.
0.076 m.
Top missing(originalht. ca. 0.093 m.).
Profile XI. Very coarsebuff clay. LargeA incised
with a blunt instrumentbelowthe bevelling.Bottom
slightly concave.
(Ca.250 B.C.).
1178. (2235).Conical loom-weight.
Fragmentary(Originalht. ca. 0.097 m.).
ProfileXI. Fine buff clay with a pinkishbuff slip.
Stampedjust belowthe bevelling(Fig. 27): AP1STO.
(Ca.250 B.C.).
1179. (4415). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.083 m.
Profile XI. Rather coarsebuff clay. Stampedjust
belowthe bevelling(Fig. 27): APISTOKA.
(Ca.250 B.C.).
1180. (2767).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.095 m.
Profile XI. Fine buff slip over core, probablyof
coarseclay. Stampeddeeply below the bevelling,upside down:APXI,similarto No. 1169.
(Ca.250 B.C.).
1181. (5542).Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.061 m.
About half the height missing.
Profile XI. Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip.
Stamped below the bevelling (Fig. 27): APXI. The
letters were rather poorly cut in the originalstamp.
Another loom-weight (MF 8100), height not preserved, has practicallythe same stamp but with the
letters reversed.
(Ca.250 B.C.).
1182. (1913).Conical loom-weight. Plate 75. Ht.
0.093 m.
Profile XI. Fairly fine buff clay with a fine slip.
Stampedbelow the bevelling:AAM. Some meaningless scratchesmade just above it by rollinga punch
along:MN (?).
Deposit VI (see p. 20). See also Hesperia, XI,
1942,pp. 125-126, fig. 13. Ca. 250 B.C.
1183. (6458). Conicalloom-weight.Ht. 0.073 m.
Top missing.
ProfileXI. Coarsebuff clay without slip. Stamped
below the bevelling, nearly at the bottom (Fig. 27):
cn.
(Ca. 250 B.C.).
1184. (3486). Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.093 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.103 m.).
ProfileXI. Fine buff clay. Five deepholespunched
in the bottom, in the shapeof a quincunx.
Ca. 250 B.C.

1185. (6636i).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.097 m.
Profile XII. Gritty light buff clay with many
foreignparticles.Flat bottom.
250-146 B.C. (foundin well containingobjects as
late as the secondcentury).
1186. (6636j).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.091 m.
Profile XII. Gritty, friable light buff clay. Flat
bottom.
Foundwith preceding.250-146 B.C.
1187. (2582).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.104 m.
Profile XII. Coarse buff clay containing large
particlesof foreignmatter.Bottom concave.
(250-146B.C.).
1188. (6636f).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.122 m.
Profile XIII. Fairly fine, slightly gritty buff clay
containingparticlesof foreignmatter.
Foundwith Nos. 1185 and 1186 (Ca.200 B.C.).
1189. (5953).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.094 m.
ProfileXIII. Verycoarsegritty buffclay. Stamped
below the bevelling: a square stamp containing a
saltirein relief.
(Ca.200 B.C.).
1190. (6763).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.119 m.
Oneside brokenoff.
Profile XIV. Fairly fine gritty red clay. Deep hole
(0.072m.) extendinginto the interiorfromthe center
bottom (see profile),and anotherone (0.058m. deep)
from the side near the bottom, probablyfor support
in the kiln.
(Ca.200 B.C.?).
1191. (9039).Conical loom-weight. Plate 76. Ht.
0.13 m.
Top and severalfragmentsmissing.
Fairly fine reddishclay.
Almosta doublecone. In the centerof the bottom
an oval hole (w. 0.005 m.) pierced to a depth of
0.049 m., and three similarholes in the sides (0.021
and 0.025 m. above the bottom) to a depth of ca.
0.017 m. Oneof these containsa piece of iron- part
of the kiln prop (?).
(First century?).
1192. (3808).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.077 m.
Brick-redclay, full of white particles. Squaretop
and bottom. Top rounded at the edges with an
instrument.Hole piercedvery near the top. Incised
with fine lines, on the top a "star",on each side a
herring-bonepattern.
(Geometricperiodor earlier.).
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1193. (3373).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.05 m.
Fine soft reddishbuff clay (Attic).Topand bottom
flat. Two sides widerthan the others.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
1194. (4157).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.072 m.
Buff clay, slipped. Curvingsides (two wide and
two narrow),roundedcorners.Two suspensionholes
and a third hole throughthe middleof the weight.
Found with No. 1102 (Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 316,
no. 246, fig. 47). 460-420 B.C.
1195. (6345).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.068 m.
Fine buff clay, probably slipped. Sides nearly
equalin width. Slight bevellingat lowercorners.One
suspension hole, pierced through the narrow sides.
Metalringimpressionon one side (PI.75 and Fig. 25):
horsemanriding a gallopinghorse to the left. Large
circlein reliefunderthe horse'sbelly. Spiritedfigure,
good composition.No interiordetailspreserved.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
1196. (4900).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.08 m.
Coarsebuff clay with fine slip. Twowide sides,two
narrow. Slight bevellingall roundthe sides. Bottom
rectangular.Gem impressionon the top (P1.75 and
Fig. 25): Eros (2) standingto the right. The figureis
that of a youth, nude, with long wings. The head is
bent, and in the handsis a staff-likeobject.
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
1197. (7433).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.07 m.
Top brokenoff (originalht. ca. 0.089 m.).
Coarsebuff clay with finerslip. Unequalsides,two
holes piercedin the wider sides. Sides bevelled,bottom rounded.Above the bevellinga gem impression
(Fig. 27): femaleheadin profileto the right,with hair
in a knot behind; stamped below the bevelling:
MEAI.
(Ca.350 B.C.).
1198. (7434).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.08 m.
Coarse buff clay with fine slip. Unequal sides,
bevelled all roundnear the bottom. A incisedon one
wide side, belowthe bevelling.
(400-350B.C.).
1199. (1632).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 76. Ht.
0.077 m.
Fine buff clay, perhaps slipped. Unequal sides,
bulging slightly and bevelled off near the bottom,
whichis rounded.
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
1200. (3368).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 77. it.
ca. 0.111 m.
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Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip. Extremely
unequalsides, the two wider ones convergingat the
top to a thin line. Lowercornersbevelledoff, making
the bottom circular.Kincisedon the bottom.
(400-350B.C.).
1201. (3374).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 77. Ht.
0.079 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with fine greenishslip. Unequal sides, slightly bevellednear the bottom, which
is rounded.Stampedon the side: a loom-weight,with
base and a bar throughthe suspensionhole, within an
oval frame.
(400-350B.C.).
1202. (3450).Pyramidal loom-weight.Plate 77. Ht.
0.132 m.
Coarsebuff clay with a fine slip. Sides equal in
width. Top slightly rounded, lower sides slightly
bevelled.
(First century).
1203. (3525a).Pyramidalloom-weight.Plate 77. Ht.
0.129 m.
Coarsebuff clay. Sidesnearlyequalin width. Very
slight bevellingat the lowercorners.
First century.
1204. (3525b).Pyramidalloom-weight.Plate 77. Ht.
0.113 m.
Coarse buff clay. Sides equal in width. Slight
bevellingat the lowercorners.
First century.
1206. (2593).Discoid loom-weight. Plate 77. Diam.
0.096 m., th. 0.033 m.
Coarsebuff clay containingbits of red stone. Disk
convex on both sides; edgesthin.
(Fourthor third centuryB.C.?).
1206. (3367).Discoid loom-weight.Diam. 0.102 m.,
th. 0.029 m.
Coarsebuff clay, once covered with a slip, now
worn off. Disk convex on both sides. The edges are
not taperedoff, as on the precedingweight, but have
a constantthickness.
(Fourthor third centuryB.C.?).
1207. (7429).Discoid loom-weight.Plate 77. Diam.
0.056 m., th. 0.027 m.
Coarsebuff clay. Both sides convex. Attic type of
loom-weight, although it may have been made at
Corinth.
(Fifth-fourthcenturyB.C.).
1208. (8397).Discoid loom-weight.Plate 77. Diam.
0.042 m.
Reddishclay. The two faces are so convex that the
weight is, in effect, a doublecone.
(FourthcenturyB.C.?).
1209. (5305).Discoidloom-weight(?). Plate 77. Diam.
0.111 m., th. 0.027 m.

Half missing.
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Coarse buff clay. Back flat, front (with stamp)
convex. Stamp (half missing)in the center (Fig. 25):
figure of doubtful meaning, from a gem (?). Three
holes: two close together near one edge, one at the
oppositeedge.
Found in first centurycontext.
1210. (1616).Loom-weight(?). Plate 77. Ht. 0.072 m.
Coarseclay with a fine slip. Madefromthe edge of
a roof-tile, decoratedwith a guillochepattern in red
and black. Oneside is entirelycoveredwith red paint.
Found with No. 1211. (Fifth centuryB.C.).

1211. (1615).Loom-weight(?). Plate 77. Ht. 0.08 m.
Coarseyellowishclay with a fine green slip. Made
from the edge of a Corinthianroof-tile, crudely cut
into a roughlypyramidalshape. A single, very large
suspensionhole carvednearthe top.
Two othersimilarweightshave been found.Found
with No. 1210. (Fifth centuryB.C.).
1212. (4097).Leadloom-weight.Plate 77. Ht. 0.066m.
Roughlyconical,with flat top, irregularlyconcave
bottom.
(Hellenisticor RomanPeriod).

OTHERUTENSILSFOR SPINNING,WEAVING,SEWING

SPINDLE WHORLS

(Nos. 1213-1222)

Of implements for spinning45there have
beenfoundat Corinthonly whorlsand spindle
hooks. The spindlesthemselvesmay all have
been of wood (althoughother materialswere
sometimes used),46at any rate, hardly a trace

of a spindleis preserved.
In makingthe often difficultdecisionas to
whichobjectsarespindlewhorlsandwhichare
not, I have followedchieflythe criteriaof size
and appearance.It seems to me that a large
terracottawhorl cannot have been useful as
anythingbut a spindlewhorl,whereasa small
bone or stone whorl, with elaboratedincised
decoration,would have been attractive and
appropriatefor use as a button. The latter
have thereforebeen placedin the categoryof
"buttons"in ChapterV. Thereis, of course,a
greatintermediategroup(includingespecially
stonewhorls)in whichare objectsratherlarge
forbuttonsandrathersmallforspindlewhorls.
Here I have preferredto err on the side of

45For a bibliography see Delos, XVIII, pp. 267-271;
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus,X, pp. 374-376; Blinkenberg, Lindos, I, pp. 130-135; Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v. Fusus. For an excellent description of the technique
of spinning seeWilson, TheClothingof theAncientRomans,p.15.
46Bronze: see Petrie, Tools and Weapons, p. 53, pl. LXII,
N 28 (from Athens). Ivory and bone: see Compterendu de la
Comm. Imp. Archeologique,1901, p. 20, fig. 44 (0.48 m. long,
provenience not given), also B.C.H., LXXI-LXXII, 194748, pp. 198-199, fig. 16 (from Delos). The so-called spindle or
distaff from Tegea (Ath. Mitt., V, 1880, p. 67, pl. IV, a) seems
to be a piece of a long "spit" or "pin" such as our No. 2259.
While it is possible that such pins were used as spindles, the
absence of a hook on any preserved specimen, as well as their
great length, militates against this notion.

identifyingtoo many whorlsas buttons, and
have callednone of the stone or bone whorls
spindle whorls, since I feel that their sheer
numbersalone (thousandsof the stone ones
have been found)make such an identification
implausible.There is also the fact that the
diametersof the holes of stone and bone buttons are usually too small for this purpose.
Furtherdiscussionof the subjectwill be found
in ChapterV, under"Buttons."
Thetypes of spindlewhorlshererepresented
extend from the Geometricperiod through
Romantimes. Nos. 1213 and 1214, two quite
differentshapes,are both characteristicof the
Geometricperiod.No. 1215 is perhapsa little
laterandNo.1216is definitelyProtocorinthian.
AlthoughNo. 1217 is the typical Corinthian
whorlof the seventhand sixth centuriesB.C.,
comparativelyfew of the type have been
found. No. 1218 also occurs in this period.
Very few examples of the well made Attic
spindle whorls of the classical period have
turnedup at Corinth;No. 1219is typical.Nos.
1220-1221 are Roman;No. 1222 may or may
not be a whorl.For the Byzantineperiodand
later times we are left withoutwhorls,unless
we assume1) that they weremadeof wood,or
2) that the larger stone buttons were really
spindlewhorls.Either alternativeis possible.
In modern Greece (also in ancient Egypt47)
woodenwhorlsarein coraror.use.48
47Petrie, op. cit., pl. LXVI, nos. 139-147.
Wilson, op. cit., pl. III, fig. 2.
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The bronze spindle hooks, of which great
Althoughthe art of embroiderymay have
numbershave been found,are all quite alike: been practised in ancient times, household
a strip of metal, folded into conical shape, sewingin the modernsense was almost nonformsa hookat one end, whilethe otherendis existent. Sincegarmentswere not cut from a
left open to form a socket for the wooden pieceof cloth,they weregenerallyfastenedtospindle.A fragmentof wood still remainsin gether ratherthan sewed. The result is that
one hook (MF471, uncatalogued).Someof the ancient needles are far scarcer and much
examples(e.g. No. 1223) are decoratedwith coarserthan would seem natural.The rarity
simpleincisedgeometricdesigns;mostof them, of the finer sorts of needles may also be due
however,are plain. While all the Corinthian partly to the fact that these would be the
spindlehooks were found in contexts of By- first to disintegratein the ground. A good
zantine or later times, such hooks are known many of the needlescataloguedhere seem to
to have been in use in the classical period be the equivalent of the modern "bodkin,"
usefulonlyforpullinga cordorribbonthrough
as well.49
holes previouslymade for the purpose,but it
is possiblethat thesecoarseneedlescouldhave
been drawnthrougha looselywovenstuff.
At Corinththereis no evidenceforthe existCOMBS
LOOM
(Nos.1229-1233)
ence of needles beforethe first centuryafter
If the verticalloomhad beenusedin ancient Christ51
and those we have are almost excluhave
there
some
remained
exEgypt,
might
sivelyof bone.Bronzeneedles,althoughknown
the
was
of
which
emwooden
aTra&St
amples
elsewherein classicaltimes, appearat Corinth
ployed on that type of loom for packingthe in the Late Romanor early Byzantineperiod.
weft. In fact, however, we have only the Threemethodsof
makinga bronzeneedlewere
remainsof the tools used for a similarpurpose used. The first was to flatten the head and
on later looms, i.e. the pecten.These are fre- then puncha roundhole in it. Nos. 1235-1240
quently found in Egypt, made entirely of representthis method.Thesecondwas to split
wood;50at Corinththe portioncontainingthe the head, thus producinga long, narroweye
teeth was madeseparatelyof bronzeand later (Nos.
1241-1245). The third methodwas first
rivetedto a woodenhandle.Thefive examples to flatten the head and then to
split it (Nos.
cataloguedare characteristicof the consider- 1246-1247). It has been impossibleto distinable numberfound. On most of these combs guish chronologicaldifferences
among these
the teeth are longeron one side than on the three types. The only needle which does not
other (cf. Nos. 1229 and 1231 on Plate 78); fall into one of these three categoriesis No.
some, however, (Nos. 1230 and 1232) have 1234, whichwasmademorecarefullythan any
teeth whichare the samelengthon both sides. of the others,andhas a roundedheadfoundon
None of these combswas found in a context none of the others. It
stronglyresemblesthe
earlierthan the Byzantineperiod;possiblyin early Roman bone needles,
especially No.
Romantimeswoodwas used.
and
it
has
thereforebeen assignedto the
1249,
first century.No. 1248 is so thick and heavy
49Robinson, op. cit.,
pp. 376-377 and references given that it probablyservedas an awl.

there.
50 Petrie, op. cit., pl. LXVI; Wulff, Altchristliche und
MittelalterlicheBildwerke,III, 1, nos. 311-312 (dated seventheighth centuries); Wilson, op. cit., pl. XI, fig. 12.

61For somewhat earlier examples, and a bibliography, see
D6los, XVIII, pp. 265-266; also H. Goldman, Excavations at
GozluKule, Tarsus, I, p. 390, fig. 264, 33-40.
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The bone needles date chiefly from the and will thereforebe discussedin connection
Romanperiod,althoughthey may have been with them (seep. 278 and Plate 148, a).
used in later times as well. First and second
centurytypes vary as to the shapeof the head
and of the eye. Thosein whichthe upperend EMBROIDERYPUNCHES(Nos. 1263-1266)
of the shaft has been flattened may have a
Nos. 1263-1265 greatly resemblemodern
oval
head
rounded
and
(Nos.1249,1255,1256), embroiderypunchesbut it is impossibleto tell
rectangular(No. 1252) or circulareye (No. if they were used for such a purpose. In
1259),orsometimestwo eyes (No.1258).A few modern embroidery,a hole is made in the
of thesehave a pointedheadandoval eye (Nos. cloth, and the edgesarethen finishedoff with
1250, 1251). Thosein which the shaft is uni- a buttonholestitch or other decorativestitch,
formly circular in section throughout may so that the hole remainsas part of the design.
have a roundedhead and circulareye (No. No. 1266 is the same kind of instrumentbut
1253) or two eyes (No. 1254) or a pointedhead of moredelicateproportions.
andoval eye (No.1257). Thecirculareyeswere
made by drillingone hole, the oval eyes by
drillingtwo holes very close to each other,so NETTING BOBBINS(Nos. 1267-1270)
that the shapeis often that of a figure-eight. A curiousclassof
implementsis represented
No. 1252 has its eye madeby anothermethod:
by Nos. 1267-1270. Theseblunt, rod-likeobtwo parallel grooves were cut in the shaft
jects, with a hole at one end, have also been
(probablywith a sharpknife-likeinstrument) foundat othersites,52but they werenot very
and the portionbetween them knockedout. common. Petrie's identificationof them as
Third and fourth century types often have "bobbinsfor
pillow netting, like pillow laceflattened heads and two or three eyes (Nos. work"53
seemsto me correct.He has notedtwo
modresemble
These
particularly
1260-1262).
kinds, of bone and of ebony, so that different
ernbodkins.
threadscould be distinguished.OurNo. 1270
Somelight has been shed on the methodof differs from the others in
having a shallow
manufacturingbone implementsand decora- groovecut in each end, at right anglesto the
tive pins by the discoveryof two groupsof hole. This was doubtlessfor
holdinga thread.
such objectsin variousunfinishedstages.Re- A secondhole was
the lowerend
near
pierced
conof
first
which
the
group,
presentatives
but it is now filledwith a boneplug.
tained thirty-eight fragments in the initial
stages of workingand twenty-twoin a more
finishedcondition,areshownonPlate147,a and WEAVING PICKS (Nos. 1271, 1272)
b. In Plate 147, a the fragmentsrepresenting
The two objects put in this category are
the first stages of manufactureare arranged
Corinthfinds and their identifrom left to right: first a rectangularstrip of uniqueamong
fication may well be incorrect.Such a pick
bone was cut, and this was graduallyworked
would have been used to straightenthreads
down to a more or less cylindricalform. The
whichbecamesnarledandfor whichthe OTrr&Sq
final stages, when the instrumentwas turned
was not handy. The first example(No. 1271)
and polishedon the lathe or trimmedby hand,
thesecondwasfoundin Byzantine
is
are shownon Plate 147, b. Some of these are Hellenistic;
62 Dawkins, Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia,pp. 242-243, pls.
entirely finished; others still requiredaddi- CLXXIV, 11, CLXXV, 6, 8. These, although much earlier
also Waldtional work. The second group of unfinished than our specimens, resemble them closely.no.See
59.
stein, Argive Heraeum, II, p. 353, pl. CXL,
bone objects containsmostly decorativepins
63 Petrie, Tools and Weapons, p. 53 (nos. 123, 124).
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context. Elsewhere54
these have been thought
to have been instrumentsfor netting; how
they could have been so used I fail to comprehend.
NETTING NEEDLES (No. 1273)
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sometimes punched at random, in other cases
in definite patterns (see e.g. Nos. 1287, 1294,
1296, 1297). Similar thimbles (nowhere accurately dated) have turned up elsewhere.56
The type with closed top is perhaps less common57and may be earlierin date.
1213. (3186).Terracottaspindle whorl. Plate 77. Ht.
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The single netting needle reproducedon 0.03 m., diam. of hole 0.006 m.
Gritty brownishclay. Double cone. Cf. BlinkenPlate 79 is typical of all. Althoughthey were
berg,Lindos,I, no. 373; Kinch, Vroulia,p. 60 (found
commonall over the ancientworld55very few with Corinthianvases).
have been found at Corinth,and these are
(Geometricperiod).
1214.
(3446).Terracottaspindlewhorl. Plate 77. Ht.
probablyof the Byzantineperiod.
0.024 m., diam. of hole 0.005 m.

Fine gray clay, fairly soft, somewhat burned.
Conical.Cf. Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, no. 351 (stone).
SHUTTLES (No. 1274)
(Geometricperiod).
1215.
one
this
kind
of
has
been
found
(3185).Terracottaspindlewhorl.Plate 77. Ht.
Only
object

at Corinthand its identificationis tentative. 0.012 m., diam. of hole 0.004 m.
Coarsebuff clay with a fine buff slip. Discoid,with
If it is indeeda shuttle,it can have been used a very smallcentral
hole.
Geometric
to
Protocorinthianperiod).
only for a rathersmallloom.
(Late
1216. (5604).Terracottaspindlewhorl.Plate 77. Ht.
0.048 m., diam. of hole 0.006 m.

Red clay with buff slip.
Protocorinthianperiod.
This miscellaneouscollectionshows a wide 1217. (4695).Terracottaspindlewhorl. Plate 77. Ht.

SPOOLSANDREELS(Nos. 1275-1284)

variety of bone and terracottaobjects used 0.021 m., diam. of hole 0.005 m.
Fine buff clay, decorationsin purpleand brown.
for windingthread. They date from the fifth
(Seventhor sixth centuryB.C.).
century to the Byzantine period. The only 1218.
(320). Terracottaspindle whorl. Plate 78. Ht.
kindwhichwas foundin considerablenumbers 0.015 m.,
diam. of hole 0.005 m.
is No. 1282. Woodenspoolswere probablyin
Fine buff clay. Conical,with the top flattened.
generaluse; thus the small numberof others Bottom very slightly concave.
(Seventhor sixth centuryB.C.).
is not surprising.
1219.
Terracotta
THIMBLES
(Nos. 1285-1298)

(255).

spindle whorl. Plate 78. Ht.

0.027 m., diam. of hole 0.006 m.

Fine reddish clay (probably Attic), traces of
decorationin black glaze. Flaringcone with rounded
bottom. Thisis the typical Athenianspindlewhorlof
the classical period. See Hesperia, SupplementVII,
pp. 94-96.
(Fifth centuryB.C.).
1220. (3108).Terracottaspindlewhorl. Plate 78. Ht.

There is no evidence for the use of the
thimbleat Corinthbeforethe Byzantineperiod,
andthimblesdo not seem to have existedanywherebeforeRomantimes. All the Corinthian
0.019 m., diam. of hole 0.008 m.
examples(perhapsa hundredhavebeenfound)
Gritty, fine red clay, with thin coating of brown
areopenat the top, andthe needlemusttherepaint (largely worn off). Incised horizontalgrooves
fore have been pushedinto the cloth with the aroundthe sides.
side of the fingerratherthan with the end. On
(Romanperiod).
66 Petrie,
the surfaceof eachthimbleare depresseddots, Benedetto op. cit., p. 53, pi. XLIV, N 110; Magi, Raccolta
Guglielmi (Vatican City, 1941), II, p. 235, no. 128.

Petrie, op. cit., p. 53 (nos. 128, 129).
65 Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pp. 364-365 for
bibliography and many examples.
64

57 See British MuseumGuideto Greekand Roman
Life, 2nd
ed., p. 147, fig. 178; Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v.
Digitale (examples found in France); Sammlung Niessen,
no. 3966.
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1221. (6106).Marblespindle whorl. Plate 78. Diam.
0.036 m., ht. 0.026 m., diam. of hole 0.006 m.
White marble,calcined.Conical.
(Romanperiod).
1222. (5461). Stone spindlewhorl(?). Plate 78. Diam.
0.058 m., th. 0.011 m., diam. of hole 0.009 m.
Poros. Flat disk, which may possibly be a spindle
whorl.
(Romanperiodor later).
1223. (7968). Bronze spindle hook. Plate 78. L.
0.047 m.
A strip of metal folded over to form a tiny hook
and a socket to receive the wooden spindle. Zigzags
betweenparallellines incisednearthe open end.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1224. (6832).Bronze spindle hook. Plate 78. L.
0.045 m.
Similarto the preceding,but undecorated.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1225. (5808).Bronze spindle hook. Plate 78. L.
0.027 m.
Similarto the preceding.A hole piercedin the top
for attachment.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
1226. (6215). Two bronzespindle hooks. Plate 78. L.
(a) 0.04 m., (b) 0.039 m.
Similarto preceding.A zigzag designis incised on
the whole shaft of (a); (b) is undecorated.
Found together in a context of the Byzantine
periodor later.
1227. (6049).Bronze spindle hook. Plate 78. L.
0.042 m.
Badly corroded.Similar to the preceding,but of
heaviermetal.
ProbablyByzantine.
1228. (7761).Bronze spindle hook. Plate 78. L.
0.044 m.
Similar to the preceding. Incised zigzags on the
whole shaft.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1229. (5710).Bronzeloom-comb.Plate 78. L. 0.083m.
A row of short, blunt teeth projectfromthe comb,
which is hollow for the insertionof a woodenhandle.
Thereare two holes on each side for rivets.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1230. (6160).Bronzeloom-comb.Plate 78. L. 0.079m.
Similarto the preceding.Five holes on each side,
with rivets remainingin two of them.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1231. (4666).Bronzeloom-comb.Plate 78. L. 0.09 m.
Similarto the preceding.Threeholes on one side,
four on the other. Onerivet remains.
Found with No. 2651 in late wall - Byzantine
period(?).

1232. (6773).Bronzeloom-comb.Plate 78. L. 0.134m.
Similarto the preceding.Four holes on each side.
Byzantineperiod.
1233. (6825).Bronzeloom-comb.Plate 78. L. 0.10 m.
Similarto the preceding.Five holes on each side.
Byzantineperiod.
1234. (4629).Bronzeneedle.Plate 78. L. 0.121 m.
Shaft circularin section, flattened and curved at
the end, with a long, narroweye.
(First century).
1235-1240. (7956, 4609, 5842, 1831, 4636, 7214).
Bronzeneedles.Plate 78.
L. 0.123 m. (No. 1235)
0.043 m. (No. 1238)
0.105 m. (No. 1236)
0.088 m. (No. 1239)
0.087 m. (No. 1237)
0.082 m. (No. 1240)
Each of these needles has a circulareye punched
in a flat head. The shafts are circular in section,
except that of No. 1236, which is circularin section
near the head, diamond-shapedfarther down. This
specimenalso has horizontallines incised below the
eye.
No. 1238 was found with "barbarous" coins
(fourth century), the others in indefinite Byzantine
contexts.
1241-1245. (5222, 7215, 7955, 6459, 3986). Bronze
needles.Plate 78.
0.123 m. (No. 1244)
L. 0.113 m. (No. 1241)
0.12 m. (No. 1242)
0.09 m. (No. 1245)
0.132 m. (No. 1243)
The head of the shaft is split, producinga long,
narrow eye. The shafts of Nos. 1241 and 1245 are
circular in section; those of Nos. 1242-1244 are
circularnear the head, diamond-shapedin the lower
part.
No. 1245 was found in a Byzantine grave of
indefinitedate, the othersin Byzantinecontexts.
1246-1247. (7232, 6485). Bronze needles. Plate 78.
L. 0.099 m. (No. 1246), 0.101 m. (No. 1247).
The head of the shaft is flattened and then split,
producinga long, slightly roundedeye. The shaft is
circularin section.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1248. (6304).Bronzeawl. Plate 78. L. 0.073 m.
Heavy shaft, circularin section. Hole nearthe top.
Probablyeleventhcentury.
1249. (412). Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.12 m.
Point broken off. Circularshaft flattened at the
head, whichis finishedoff in a rectangle.Oval eye.
First century.
1250. (341). Bone needle.Plate 78. L. 0.061 m.
Similarto the preceding,but with pointedhead.
First or secondcentury.
1251. (416). Bone needle.Plate 78. L. 0.061 m.
The point brokenand resharpened.Circularshaft,
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slightly flattened near the eye, and polished.The eye
was madeby drillingtwo circularholes closetogether.
Secondcentury.
1252. (5071).Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.111 m.
Point missing.Circularshaft, flattenedat the head,
rectangulareye.
Found in "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or
early secondcentury.
1253. (1801).Bone needle.Plate 78. L. 0.097 m.
Point brokenoff. Shaft circularin section. Round
eye, roundedhead.
Secondcentury.
1254. (3804).Bone needle.Plate 78. L. 0.095 m.
Point missing. Shaft partly circular,partly oval in
section. Two eyes, one circular,one rectangular.
Secondcentury.
1255. (5587a).Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.095 m.
Point missing.Circularshaft, flattenedat the head,
oval eye.
First or secondcentury.
1256. (3754).Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.10 m.
Point missing. Similarto preceding.
Found with No. 1258. Not later than second
century.
1267. (3739).Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.091 m.
Point missing. Shaft circularin section; pointed
head, oval eye.
Probablysecondcentury.
1258. (3755).Bone needle.Plate 78. L. 0.081 m.
Point missing.Circularshaft, flattened at the head.
Twoholes,the smallcircularone fartherfromthe end,
an unusualfeature.
Found with No. 1256. Not later than second
century.
1259. (367). Bone needle. Plate 78. L. 0.098 m.
Surface damaged. Shaft is unevenly circular,
flattened out at the head, which is rounded.Large,
circulareye.
Romanperiod.
1260. (3699).Bone needle. Plate 79. L. 0.127 m.
Shaft flat in section near the head, circularnear
the point. Pointed head. Two eyes, one round, the
other oval.
Fourth century.
1261. (932). Bone needle.Plate 79. L. 0.115 m.
Point brokenoff. Similarto the preceding.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
1262. (3643).Bone needle.Plate 79. L. 0.087 m.
Point missing.Circularshaft, flattenedat the head.
Threeeyes, a small circularone on each side of a long
oval eye.
Late Romanperiod.
1263-126. (6973, 7333, 7778). Bone instruments.
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Circularshaft endingin a sharppoint. Decorative
groovesaroundthe shaft; sphericalknob at the end.
Top of No. 1265 brokenoff.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1266. (6061).Bone instrument.Plate 79. L. 0.047 m.
Surfaceworn, point broken off. Small flat head,
long pointedshaft.
Not later than first century (several others were
foundin a similarcontext).
1267. (1223).Bone netting bobbin. Plate 79. L.
0.092 m.
Long shaft, circularin section,with a hole pierced
at one end, and horizontallines incisedon either side
of it. The other end of the shaft is slightly bulbous.
Cf. Petrie, Tools and Weapons,pl. LXVI, nos. 123,
124.
Found with Nos. 2313, 2315, 2325. First or second
century.
1268. (307). Bone netting bobbin.Plate 79. L.0.094m.
Similar to the preceding. The pierced end is
flattened.
(First or secondcentury).
1269. (360). Bone netting bobbin.Plate 79. L. 0.08 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(First or secondcentury).
1270. (8330).Bone netting bobbin. Plate 79. L.
0.099 m.
Shaft approximatelycircularin section, widening
slightly toward each end. A hole is piercednear one
end, and there is a similarhole, blocked by a bone
plug, near the other end. A shallowgrooveis cut on
eachend. Theinciseddecorationis inlaid with chalky
red pigment.
(Romanperiod).
1271. (3669). Bone weaving pick(?). Plate 79. L.
0.032 m., th. ca. 0.0018m.
Spade-shaped,with thin haft. Flat.
Foundin Hellenisticcontext.

1272. (3787). Bone weaving pick(?). Plate 79. L.
0.056 m., th. ca. 0.004 m.
Same shape as the preceding,but less definite in
outline.
Foundin Byzantinecontext.
1273. (7206).Bronze netting needle. Plate 79. L.
0.185 m.
Long shaft with prongsat each end, placedat right
angles to each other. For bibliographyand many
examples,see Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,X,
pp. 364-365, pl. CXVI. The tines of the Olynthos
netting needlesare in all caseslongerthan ours.
ProbablyByzantineperiod.
Plate79. L. 0.053m. (No.1263),0.043m. (No.1264), 1274. (7105). Bone shuttle(?). Plate 79. L. 0.06 m.,
0.039m. (No.1266).
th. 0.0035m.
12
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The object is flat in section,with a hole piercedin
the center.Neatly inciseddecorationon one side.
(ProbablyByzantine).
1276. (6717).Bone spool. Plate 79. Ht. 0.012 m.
Nicely finishedspool with a high polish.
(Romanperiod).
1276. (828). Bone spool (?). Plate 79. L. 0.042 m.
A cylinder, each end finished off with a small
hemisphericalknob. Its purposeis not certain.
(Romanor Byzantine).
1277. (2221).Bone spool (?). Plate 79. L. 0.056 m.
Similarto the preceding,but less well made.
(Romanor Byzantine).
1278.(6573).Terracottareel. Plate 79. L. 0.04 m., th.
0.004 m.
A piece cut out of a fine red-glazedpot. Notches
cut in the sides seem to be for windingthread.
Foundin a context of the fifth centuryB.C.
1279. (3279).Terracottaspool.Plate 79. Ht. 0.048 m.
Slightly chipped. Well refined soft red clay. The
spool is narrowin the middle, flaring at both ends
into disks.It is very unevenin shape.Cf.Furtwangler,
Olympia,IV, Nos. 1327, 1328.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
1280. (6525). Terracottaspool.Plate 79. Ht. 0.044 m.
Chippedhere and there. Fine buff clay. Shape
somewhatsimilarto the preceding.A stamp on the
top in an oblongframe(P1.79) is entirelyillegible.
Probablyfifth centuryB.C.
1281. (7047). Terracottaspool. Plate 79. Ht. 0.058 m.
Slightly chipped. Coarsebuff clay with finer slip.
Top and bottom are both flat.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
1282.(3277).Terracotta
spool(?).Plate 79.Ht. 0.062m.
Fine hard buff clay. Hollow spool, flaring at top
and bottom. One end is well finished off; the other
more roughly. Five other similar objects, approximately the same size, werefoundwith it.
(Byzantineperiod).
1283. (3653).Terracottareel (?). Plate 79. L. 0.063m.,
th. 0.012 m.
Gritty red clay. Oval object with a groove cut on
each side.
(Romanperiod).
1284. (5610). Terracotta reel(?). Plate 79. Diam.
0.043 m., th. 0.016 m.
Fairly fine buff clay. Crudelyshapeddisk with two
holes rudely cut in it. The object may possibly have
been used for windingthread.
Found in "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First or
early second century.
1286. (7710).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.019 m.,
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All the thimbleswere found in Byzantine context
or nearerthe surface.
1286. (7658).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.019 m.,
lower diam. 0.02 m.
Straight sides. Dotg punched in slanting lines.
Narrowborderabove and below.
1287. (7724).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.016 m.,
lowerdiam. 0.02 m.
Straightsides. Dots punchedto formthree panels:
a petal-like pattern with zigzags between. Narrow
border above and below.
1288. (8175).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.019 m.,
lower diam. 0.022 m.
Slightly convex sides. Dots punched in irregular
vertical lines.
1289. (7681).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.018 m.,
lower diam. 0.02 m.
Straight sides. Dots punched in slanting lines.
Narrowborderabove and below.
1290. (5840).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.018 m.,
lower diam. 0.021 m.
Convex sides. Dots punched in slanting lines.
Narrowborderat bottom.
1291. (6886).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.016 m.,
lower diam. 0.016 m.
Convex sides. Dots punched in slanting lines.
Narrowborderat bottom.
1292. (4455).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.019 m.,
lower diam. 0.022 m.
Straight sides. Dots punched in slightly slanting
lines. Double border above and below.
1293. (7205).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.017 m.,
lower diam. 0.02 m.
Convex sides. Dots punched in slanting lines.
Double border above and below.
1294. (6829).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.022 m.,
lower diam. 0.021 m.
Convexsides. Dots punchedin triangularpatterns.
Double borderabove and below.
1295. (4757).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.011 m.,
lowerdiam. 0.02 m.
Straightsides.Dotspunchedin honeycombpattern.
Projectingborderbelow.Borderof smallerdots above.
1296. (2210).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.014 m.,
lowerdiam. 0.017 m.
Straight sides. Dots punched in three horizontal
panels; petals with spirals between. Narrowborder
at the bottom.
1297. (5735).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.015 m.,
lower diam. 0.018 m.
Straightsides.Patternsimilarto that of preceding.
Narrowborderabove and below.
1298. (5749).Bronzethimble.Plate 79. Ht. 0.018 m.,
lower diam. 0.021 m.
lower diam. 0.019 m.
Wornoff at top. Straightsides, with dots punched
Convex sides. Dots punched at random. Narrow
in vertical lines.
border above and below.
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In this categoryhave been placed only those
objects which were unquestionably for toilet
or cosmetic use: combs, mirrors, strigils and
certain instruments for dipping out unguents
and other cosmetic preparations. The large
number of bone "pins" found in the excavations presents a difficult problem of classification, as their possible uses are many and definite identification is well-nigh impossible. It
has seemed best to distribute them in categories other than that of toilet implements.
While some might have been placed here, as
being intended for dressing the hair, they have
been put, instead, with the decorative pins
(see e.g. Nos. 2357-2365) because they were
often worn in the hair besides being used to
dress it. The question as to which pins are to be
considered as decorative and which are not is
often a difficult one, and decoration is sometimes the only criterionfor determiningthe use.
COMBS(Nos. 1299-1305)

Only a small number of combs has been
found, and none is earlier than the late Roman
period. The reason for this scarcity is probably
that combs were commonly made of wood.
Boxwood is supposed to have been particularly
favored for this purpose.58The late Roman
combs (Nos. 1299 and 1300) offer nothing of
special interest, but three combs of the Byzantine period (Nos. 1301-1303) are most unusual and very interesting from an iconographic point of view. Made of ivory, they
bear carved reliefs in a panel on each side. The
subjects in all cases are two lions confronted,
with some object between them and, on the
reverse, two peacocks confronting a chalice
(No. 1301), a pine cone (No. 1302) or an unidentified object (No. 1303).
The peacock, symbolizing immortality, is a

common motive in Christian art. The birds
appear, usually in pairs, on sarcophagi and
other reliefs confronting a chalice, the Tree of
Life, the monogramof Christ, or a pine cone.59
The chalice, as shown in No. 1301, is one of the
commonest motives. A marble relief plaque in
Constantinople (dated late ninth or early tenth
century) is especially similar to No. 1301 in
that it shows foliage which looks as if it were
growing out of the birds' backs, and it also
resembles No. 1302 in respect to the position
of the birds: one facing the center, the other
looking away from it.60 The object placed between the two birds (which may or may not be
peacocks) on No. 1303 may perhaps, by a
stretch of the imagination, be regarded as a
conventionalized dove, the head downward
between the outspread wings. It would then
represent the Holy Ghost, which generally
appearsin the form of a dove and is sometimes
shown on reliefs descending between two
birds.61
The reverses of all three of our combs show
the pair of lions crouching and guarding between them an object which is difficult of
interpretation. Only on No. 1302 are they
actually grasping this object. Heraldic lions
are comparatively rare on Byzantine reliefs.62
A pair somewhat like ours occurs in a relief on
the Church of the Panagia Gorgoepikoos at
Athens, but here the lions are associated with
two sphinxes and a thyrsos.63 A sandstone

59Cabrol and Leclercq, op. cit., XIII, 1, figs. 9604-9611,
9613-9619.
60 Th. Macridi in 'EwT-rripis
TriS 'ErTapeiasBuava-rivCv
7rrou65ov,
1932, p. 417, fig. 1. A similar attitude is shown on a
fragmentary relief from Asia Minor, dated tenth-eleventh
century (Wulff, Altchristlicheund MittelalterlicheBildwerke,
II, p. 4, no. 1702.
61H. Gliick, Die Christliche Kunst des Ostens
(Berlin,
1923), pl. 20.
62 Griffins are more common. See, e.g. Goldschmidt and
Weitzmann, Die Elfenbeinskulpturendes X-XIII. Jahrhunderts, I, No. 52 (a); Rom. Mitt., XVIII, 1903, p. 194, fig. 9.
63 Ath. Mitt., XXXI, 1906, p. 296, fig. 5. Both peacocks
68
Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, IVa, p. 364; and lions (the latter back to back) appear on a Venetian
Cabrol and Leclercq, Dictionnaire d'archeologiechretienne, relief, twelfth-thirteenth centuries (Wulff, op. cit., p. 27, no.
XIII, 2, p. 2932.
1755).
12*
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relief in Egypt shows two lions64guarding an
object which resembles, according to the
author, "a candelabrum or a tree." It seems
possible that both in this case and on our
combs the object in question is meant to be
the Tree of Life, although in the Egyptian
relief it has been highly conventionalized and
made absolutely symmetrical, while in our
reliefsit has a flame-like form and in Nos. 1301
and 1303 has become entirely detached from
the ground.
All the motives which appear on these combs
have a long and complicated pre-Christian
history, which could not be appropriately discussed here.65From the religious nature of the
representations, it seems fairly clear that the
combs were intended for liturgical purposes.
It is known that a comb was used by the
priest in preparing for religious services66and
it seems likely that our specimens were meant
for such use. Their date is difficult to fix
accurately. The contextual evidence is poor:
they were all found in Byzantine fills which
contained coins of numerousemperors.Despite
the fact that three similar examples have
turned up at a single site (and actually within
a quite limited area) I have failed to find more
than two parallels for them: one comb (with
peacocks like those of No. 1301 but apparently
without decoration on the reverse) which is
called by the author "Etruscan"67and another
(with peacocks on one side and heraldic griffins
on the other) which is said to have been found
at Erlbach, near Nuremberg, and is dated by
the author to the ninth century.68The shape

64
Strzygowski, Koptische Kunst (Vienna, 1904), p. 63.
The heraldic lions with this object between them were, according to the author, an Oriental motive which came through
Syria to Egypt.
65 For thelatest discussion and a considerable bibliography
see G. W. Elderkin, ArchaeologicalPapers, VIII (Springfield,
Mass., 1946).
66Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, IVa, p. 364;
Cabrol and Leclercq, Dictionnaire, XIII, 2, pp. 2934-2935. It
is stated here that the first literary evidence of such liturgical
use dates from the ninth century.
67 F. Winter, Kdmme aller Zeiten (Leipzig, 1906), pl. XII.
This attribution is obviously impossible.
68Winter, op. cit., pl. XXXII.

of the carvedpanelsis like that of a combfrom
whichis consideredto be Roman,and
Bingen69
the technique of which seems to be thirdfourth century. However, our combs can
hardly be earlierthan the ninth century and
more likely date from the tenth or even the
eleventhcentury.
MIRRORS(Nos. 1306-1309)

Outsideof graves mirrorsare always rare.
We have only three examplesof the classical
period.No. 1306 dates fromthe sixth century
B.C., No. 1307 from the fifth, and No. 1308
fromeitherthe fifth or the fourthcenturyB.C.
No. 1309 seems to be the prototype of the
modern "compact."A glass mirroroccupies
half of the smallhingedbronzecase, the outside of which is decoratedwith a hammered
design, but it is doubtfulwhetherthe other
half of the case contained powder or other
cosmeticpreparation,as compactsdo today.
STRIGILS(Nos. 1310-1317)

The few strigils included here70were all
foundin graves,71chiefly of the fifth century
B.C.Nonebearsaninscriptionof anysort.Most
of them are of bronze,and the iron specimens
are so fragmentarythat in most cases they
couldnot be measured.In spite of the general
contemporaneityof the specimens,there is
considerablevariety of form, as may be seen
fromthe drawingsof handlesand the sections
of the bladesshownin Figure28. The sections
were taken just belowthe end of the handle.
The differencesin shape among these few
strigils suggest that a definite development
mightbe tracedif a largenumberof examples
wereavailable.
69Cabrol and Leclercq, op. cit.,XIII, 2, p. 2942,fig. 10046;
also reproducedin Darembergand Saglio, op. cit., IVa, p. 364,
fig. 5534.
70 For a
bibliography of strigils see Robinson, Excavations
at Olynthus, X, pp. 172-173.
71 A strigil found in a tomb in Italy had a nail driven
through the blade, perhaps for a ritual purpose (Not. Scav.,
1932, p. 145, fig. 8).
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Someof the strigilshavea smallironrivet which have short shafts have been called ear
joiningthe leaf-shapedend of the handleto spoons;thosewithmuchlongershaftsunguent
the blade;in othercasesonlythe holeforthe spoons,for while a shortshaft wouldbe quite
andin stillotherstherewas adequatefor reachinginside the ear, a long
rivetis preserved;
no rivet and the strengthof the metalmust shaft would be necessaryfor scoopingup the
havebeenrelieduponto keepthe implement contentsof a deep vessel such as an unguenin shape.The strigil,whenin use, was held tarium. It is, of course,difficultto draw an
or exact line betweenthe two kinds, and thereeitherby graspingbothsidesof thehandle72
In fore they have been includedunder a single
by placingthe fingersinsidethe handle.73
the case of later types,74not representedat heading. These spoons are made either of
Corinth,thehandlewasrathersimilarin shape bronzeor of bone. The bronzespoonsexhibit
to Nos. 1310-1316but it was cast all in one two forms:one with a flat shaft (as No. 1318),
piece and no method of attachmentwas the others with a shaft circularin section.
necessary.On such strigils as No. 1317 a FromsomewhatinconclusiveevidenceI judge
woodenor bonehandlemust have been in- those with flat shaft to be earlier,but none
sertedin thetubularhaft.
dates beforethe Romanperiod.The bone exOnevery smallfragmentary
bronzestrigil amples all have shafts which are circularin
was
(MF 2889, unmeasurable) found in a section and they are rarely decorated.They
grave.It wasprobablya toy, as it is too small seem to have been commonerin the early
evenfora child'suse.
Romanperiod(i.e. first and secondcenturies)

EAR SPOONS AND UNGUENT SPOONS (Nos.

1318-1327)
Thespoonsclassified
underthisdoubleheading arecharacterized
by a smallcircularbowl
at the endof a shaftwhichis usuallypointed.
Suchspoonsarefoundin abundance
at most
ancient sites, especiallyin contextsof the

than werethe bronzespoons.
COSMETICSPOONS(Nos.

1328-1333)

These bone spoons have bowls of shapes
suited for dipping out unguents or powder,
rouge and similar cosmetic substances.Nos.
1328-1330 are of a type especiallycommonin
the first and secondcenturies.77

Romanperiodandlater,75andthey areusually

identifiedas implementsfor cleaningthe ear. SPATULAE(Nos. 1334, 1335)
Theuseof suchspoonsformedicalpurposes
is
Truespatulaeare rareat Corinth.No. 1334
alsowellattested.76
ThoseoftheCorinth
spoons is uniqueand No. 1335 representsonly a few
72

E. Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen(Munich,
1923), III, pl. 210 (a white-ground lekythos).
73 H. R. W. Smith, Der Lewismaler
(Leipzig, 1939), pl. 18.
74Daremberg and
Saglio, Dictionnaire, IVb, p. 1532, fig.
6646.
75 For ear spoons of the Greek period see Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pp. 354-355; Delos, XVIII, pp.
223-224. For Roman spoons see Furtwangler, Olympia, IV,
pp. 181, 209, nos. 1109-1113; Bonner Jahrbiicher,CXXXV,
1930, p. 135, fig. 14a, 6; SaalburgJahrbuch,VII, p. 47, where
there is a brief discussion of the purpose of these instruments.
For later ear spoons see Mon. Ant., XII, 1902, p. 225, fig. 73
(sixth century); J. Hampel, A lterthiimerdesfriihenMittelalters
in Ungarn, (Brunswick, 1905) I, p. 380, fig. 1020 (eighth
century); ibid., III, pl. 201,7 (seventh century).
76 J. S.
Milne, Surgical Instruments in Greekand Roman
Times (Oxford, 1907), pp. 63-68. The examples shown in
Delos, XVIII, pp. 223-224 are considered by Deonna to be

of the same type. No. 1335 is exactly like a
commonmedicalinstrumentcalleda "spatula
but, being of boneand not too careprobe"78
fully made, it is unlikelythat it wouldhave
been consideredsuitable for medical work.
Some bright red chalky substancewhich remedical instruments. Some are very well made and may have
served such a purpose. Deonna gives an extensive bibliography on the subject. Some examples from Novaesium
(Bonner Jahrbilcher,CXI-CXII, 1904, p. 400, pl. XXV, nos.
20-29) are also thought to be medical instruments.
77 Similar ones found at Delos have been called
ear spoons
(Delos, XVIII, p. 297), but this does not seem likely.
78
Milne, op. cit., pp. 58-61, pl. XIII, 3.
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mains in the grooves at the base of the shaft
may have been the material which this spatula
was used to mix.79

SPATULATEINSTRUMENTS(Nos.

1336-1347)
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These instruments are distinguished from
the ear and unguent spoons by the fact that
the working end is flat, not concave. They
were probably used for mixing unguents or
similar materials. Nos. 1343-1347, which have
circular blades set at an angle, may have been
used, like the spoons, for dipping out small
quantities of unguents.

1299. (4364).Ivory comb. Plate 80. W. 0.051 m.
Many teeth missing.
Very coarse teeth on one side, fine on the other.
Rectangularpanel between, with carved geometric
design (the same on both faces).
Probablylate Roman period.
1300. (791). Ivory comb. Plate 80. W. 0.048 m.
Part broken off.
Two sets of teeth of equal width set oppositeeach
other. The centralportionhas a raisedband running
down its length.
Probablylate Roman period.
1301. (3969).Ivory comb. Plate 80. L. 0.115 m.
Most of teeth missing.
Two-edgedcomb with coarse teeth on one side,
fine on the other. In the center of each face a carved
panel within a triple border.Obverse:heraldiclions,
couchant, looking away from each other. Between
them a conventionalized tree(?). Reverse: two
peacocks, facing, drinkingfrom a basin on a stand
with a bow (?) tied around it. A conventionalized
tree (2) behind each bird and in the center. Conventionalizedfoliagein the lowercorners.SeeA.J.A.,
XXXIX, 1935, p. 74, fig. 19. For interpretationof
the relief see pp. 179-180.
Probably eleventh century.
1302. (6013). Ivory comb. Plate 80. L. 0.064 m.
Teeth and part of center missing.
Shape similar to the preceding. Single borders
aroundthe panels. Obverse:similarto the preceding.
79At Delos were found a great many spatulae of this type,
made of bronze (Delos, XVIII, pp. 221-222, pl. LXXIV,
599-601). Deonna considers these medical instruments, and
his theory is supported by the fact that several of them were
found in a tomb on Rheneia together with an instrument
which is certainly a medical speculum. But, judging from
the illustration (pl. LXXIV, 599), the tomb also contained
a couple of keys and three rings joined together.

Reverse: two birds (possibly peacocks); between
them a pine cone with a curiousbow (?) tied around
the stem. The peacock at the left is looking backward.The carvingis of a superiorquality.
Byzantineperiod.
1303. (7029).Ivory comb. Plate 80. L. 0.081 m.,
w. 0.05 m.
Most of the fine teeth missing.
Shape similar to the preceding.Obverse:similar
to the preceding.Reverse:two ungainlybirdsfacing,
beneath an object (see p. 179).
Byzantineperiod.
1304. (6416).Ivory comb. Plate 80. W. 0.066 m.
Most of teeth missing.
Shape similarto preceding.Centralpanel without
decoration.
(Byzantineperiod).
1305. (6557).Ivory comb. Plate 81. W. 0.062 m.
Part brokenoff.
Fine and coarseteeth set on either side of a plain,
very flat, thin panel.
(Byzantineperiod).
1306. (1137).Bronzemirror.Plate 81. Diam.0.145m.,
1. of handle 0.15 m.
Disk fractured.
The mirrorand handle are made of a single piece
of bronze of uniformthickness. The disk is slightly
convex. Cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,
p. 226, fig. 103B
from
bronze
mirror
Naupaktos). Payne
(similar
places it in the late sixth century B.C. Cf. also
decoratedmirrorsof the same shape (ibid., p. 227,
fig. 102).
(Late sixth century B.C.).
1307. (1138).Bronzemirror.Plate 81. Diam. 0.124 m.
Handle is partly brokenoff, and the disk slightly
damaged.
Slightlyconvex disk. The upperpart of the handle
is composed of two separate pieces: a thin plaque
with a palmette between double scrollsin relief, and
a piece of similarsize which fits between the plaque
and a projectingportion of the disk which has the
same shape. The thin haft, rectangularin section, is
broken off. An exactly similarmirror(disk missing)
foundin the Potters' Quarter(Corinth,XV, i, p. 118,
no. 19) shows the constructionof the handle. Its
length, not including the ornamental plaque, is
0.113 m. At the lower end is a thin bronzedisk and
a small transverseprojectionto hold it in place. A
hollowcylindricalhandleof ivory fits over the bronze
shaft. The space betweenit and the shaft must have
been filled with some cohesive substance.
North Cemetery,burial 38A. Ca. 450 B.C.
1308. (6678).Bronzemirror.Plate 81. Diam. 0.152 m.
Parts of the disk missing.
Disk with edge raised on both sides. On the obverse a double groove around the edge. On the
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AND IRON STRIGILS:

reverse (shownin photograph)a series of concentric,
compass-drawngrooves. Two rivets remain at one
side, for attachinga handle.
Found in Byzantine context, but probablyof the
Greekperiod.
1309. (8176). Bronzemirrorand case. Plate 82. Diam.
0.032 m.
Two disks hingedtogether.On the outside of each
a delicately hammeredgeometricdesign. Inside one
half of the case is a glass mirror,fixed in with some
sort of adhesive.
(Byzantine period or later).
1310. (1139).Bronze strigil. Plate 81 and Fig. 28.
L. 0.24 m.
Flat handle ending in a leaf-shaped projection.
The latter is attached to the blade by means of a
small iron rivet.
North Cemetery,Tomb 32. 500-450 B.C.
1311. (3328). Bronzestrigil. Plate 82. L. 0.242 m.
Blade chipped.
Similarto the preceding.The handle attached by
a similariron rivet.
This strigil, the two following,and a fragmentof
another bronze strigil (MF 3330), were found in a
grave at the East Wall containingtwo black-figured
lekythoi dating from the second quarterof the fifth
century B.C. (Carpenterand Bon, Corinth,III, ii,
p. 117, Grave S 1).
1312. (3329).Bronze strigil. Fig. 28. L. 0.26 m.
End of blade missing.
Similarto the preceding.The leaf-shapedhandle,
with a serrated edge, is perhaps a degeneratepal-

HANDLES
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AND SECTIONS

OF BLADES

mette (cf. Jacobsthal, 93d Winckelmannsprogramm,
p. 4 for a good palmette, end of sixth or early fifth
century B.C.)
Found with the preceding.
1313. (3333). Iron strigil. Fig. 28.
Fragmentsof blade and handle preserved.
Flat handle. The bladeis deeply curvedin section.
Found with the preceding.
1314. (3327).Bronzestrigil. Fig. 28. L. 0.235 m.
End of blade brokenoff.
Similar to No. 1310. The blade attached to the
handle by a rivet.
(Fifth century B.C.).
1315. (1140).Bronze strigil. Plate 82 and Fig. 28.
IL.0.255 m.
Handle fractured;part of blade broken off.
Similar to the preceding.A section of the blade
shows a pointed form unlike the precedingstrigils,
which are all rounded.
North Cemetery,Tomb 49. 475-450 B.C.
1316. (2419).Bronzestrigil. Fig. 28. L. 0.125 m.
Most of blade and part of handle missing.
Flat handle, flaring in front and much narrower
in back than any of the preceding.A section of the
blade shows a wide, shallow curve.
A fragment of a similar strigil (MF 2419b) was
found with it. (Fifth or fourth century B.C.)
1317. (1141).Bronzestrigil. Plate 81. L. 0.19 m.
Cylindricalhandle, made to fit around a handle
of bone or wood. The blade flaresslightly at the end.
North Cemetery,Tomb 32. 500-450 B. C.
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1328. (4450).Bone unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.104 m.
Circularshaft, ending in a narrowgroovedspoon.
The point is burned.
First or second century.
1329. (5925).Bone unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.087 m.
Similarto the preceding.Point burned.
(First or second century).
1330. (567). Bone unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.136 m.
Point brokenoff. Similarto the preceding.
First or second century.
1331. (819). Bone unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.096 m.
Point broken off.
Circularshaft ending in a grooved, oval spoon.
The shaft is highly polished.
Probably second century.
1332. (4398).Bone or ivory unguentspoon. Plate 82.
L. 0.112 m.
Oval pointed bowl, circularshaft with rings cut
aroundit near the bowl.
Found in a well with No. 1333. Hellenisticperiod.
1333. (4399).Bone or ivory unguentspoon. Plate 82.
L. 0.112 m.
Point brokenoff, traces of burning.Identicalwith
the precedingin design,but largerbowl.
Found with the preceding.
1334. (2646).Bronze spatula. Plate 82. L. 0.133 m.
Blade broken.
Flexible oval blade with central rib, joined to a
tapering shaft, with an oval knob between.
Probably late Roman period.
1335. (5115).Bone spatula. Plate 82. L. 0.142 m.
Spatulateblade with slightly roundedend. Bluntended shaft, circularin section. A bright red chalky
substanceremainsin the grooves at the base of the
shaft. Such spatulae were often made of bronze. Cf.
one from Tarsus,dated ca.thirdcentury(H. Goldman,
Tarsus, I, p. 390 [where there is a bibliography],
fig. 264, 24).
(Late Roman period).
1336. (4121).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 82.
L. 0.085 m.
Point brokenoff.
Pointed shaft, circularin section, spreadinginto a
flat, circularspatula.
Roman period.
1337. (4142).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 82.
L. 0.058 m.
Point missing. Similarto preceding.
Roman period.
Foundin "Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22); first or 1338. (993). Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 82.
L. 0.105 m.
early second century.
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1318. (4993). Bronze ear spoon. Plate 82. L. 0.10 m.
Long flat shaft, slightly convex on the back,
pointed at one end, terminating in a tiny circular
spoon (broken)on the other. The back is decorated
with an incised herring-bonepattern.
(Romanperiod).
1319. (1066).Bronzeear spoon. Plate 82. L. 0.069 m.
The shaft is circularin section and undecorated.
(Roman period).
1320. (8168).Bronzeear spoon. Plate 82. L. 0.073 m.
Short shaft, circularin section, but flat near the
spoon. A loop at the upper end for suspension(now
broken).
(Romanperiod).
1321. (1132).Bronze unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.112 m.
Handle bent; surface corroded.
A flat strip of bronze,pointed at one end, formed
at the other into a small semicircularbowl. The
reverse is decorated with an elaborate but crudely
incised geometric pattern.
(Romanperiod).
1322. (2434).Bronze unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.109 m.
Long shaft, circular in section. Two rings are
incised aroundit near the bowl, and the back of the
bowl has an incised design. Only one other similar
spoon has been found.
(Romanperiod).
1323. (5351).Bronze unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.167 m.
Shaft circularin section, decoratedwith an incised
spiral.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
1324. (1133.)Bronze unguent spoon. Plate 82. L.
0.127 m.
Point missing.
Circularshaft, much heavierthan those preceding,
ornamentedwith raised knobs and rings. The back
of the bowl bears an incised cross.
Threeothers show variationsin the arrangements
of decorative rings on the shaft, but are otherwise
quite similar.
(Late Roman or Byzantine).
1325. (2538).Bone ear spoon. Plate 82. L. 0.077 m.
Circularshaft, flattened out near the bowl.
(Romanperiod).
1326. (5944).Bone ear spoon. Plate 82. L. 0.088 m.
Point broken off.
Similarto the preceding.
Not later than the second century.
1327. (5311). Bone ear or unguent spoon. Plate 82.
L. 0.103 m.
Thick circularshaft. Short, groovedspoon.
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Similar to preceding, with approximatelytriangular spatula. The point shows traces of burning.
(First or secondcentury).
1339. (881). Bone spatulate instrument.Plate 83. L.
0.074 m.
Pointed shaft, circular in section, with a small,
flat oval projectionat one end.
Found with No. 1342. (First or second century).
1340. (2411).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.081 m.
Point brokenoff.
Thin, delicate shaft, ending in an extremelysmall
spatula.
(First or second century).
1341. (7651).Bronze spatulate instrument.Plate 83.
L. 0.065 m.
Shaft circularin section, the end flattened into a
disk.
(Romanperiod).
1342. (384). Bone spatulate instrument.Plate 83. L.
0.102 m.
Shaftroughlycircularin section,endingina flat disk.
Found with No. 1339. (First or second century).
1343. (2042).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.137 m.
Pointed shaft, circular in section. Small semi-
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circularspoon with flat upper surface, convex beneath. Point burned.
Found in a well with first century lamps. Another
example (MF 4407) was found in the "Basilicafill"
(see pp. 21-22).
1344. (3104). Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.076 m.
Point brokenoff. Similarto the preceding,with a
circularspoon.
Second century context.
1345. (3753).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.068 m.
Point missing. Similarto the preceding.
Not later than second century.
1346. (5257).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.084 m.
Point missing. Similar to the preceding. Very
small, semicircularspoon.
Found in the "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22). First
or early second century.
1347. (1487).Bone spatulate instrument. Plate 83.
L. 0.132 m.
Long circularshaft, pointed at one end, finished
off with a flat circularbowl at the other. Incisednetpattern on the shaft.
Fourth century.

WRITINGIMPLEMENTS

A comparativelysmall number of instrumentscan be definitelyidentifiedas styli (Nos.
1348-1351 and Nos. 1355-1364); the rest of
the objects included in this category may
possibly have been intended as writing implements. The two essential requirementsof
the stylus - a point and a flat, blunt end for
erasure - are fulfilled by many instruments.

Styli are generallymadeeitherof bronzeor of
bone. At Corinththere are examplesof both
materials,but the bronze styli (Nos. 13481354) are all from late contexts, none dating
beforethe Romanperiod.The bronzestyli of
the Greekperiod which have been found at
other sites resemblethe later Corinthianones
quiteclosely.80
Nos. 1355-1357 are typical Greekivory or
bone styli. No. 1355 may date fromthe early

80
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pp. 357-359;
D4los, XVIII, p. 254, pl. LXXX, 674, 675 (some of these
may be Roman; dates are not given).

part of the fifth century,81No. 1357 fromthe
first half of the fourth century;82and No. 1356

is probablyHellenistic.Nos. 1358 and 1359
may be Hellenisticor earlyRoman.A common
type of the Roman periodis representedby
Nos. 1362-1364. These were extraordinarily
numerousat Delos.83Nos.1365-1368,although
not foundin reliablecontexts,canplausiblybe
assignedto the late Roman period. The remainingstyli (Nos. 1369-1376),if indeedthey
are such,are all fromByzantinecontexts.The
type representedby Nos. 1374-1376occursat
Corinthonly in the tenth-twelfthcenturies.In
these instruments it can be seen that the
pointed end is the important feature; the
81 Cf. Hesperia, XV, 1946, p. 335, no. 353. But similar styli
have also been found at the Agora in later contexts.
82 The
shape apparently was in use earlier: cf. the stylus
shown on an early fifth century red-figure kylix (Panaitios
Painter); Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung,pl. 131, no. 408.
83 Delos, XVIII, pp. 254-255 (including a good bibliography), pl. LXXX, 676-678, LXXXI, 681, 682.
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1352. (1131).Bronzestylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.079 m.
Surfacecorroded.
The shaft is circularin section near the pointed
end, rectangularnearer to the middle, and twisted
into a spiralbeforeit reachesthe flat, triangularblade.
Cf. a dentiscalpiumin Darembergand Saglio, Dictionnaire,IIa, p. 102, fig. 2331.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
1353. (4580).Bronzestylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.061 m.
Point brokenoff. Shaft circularin section, slightly
flattened at one end. The instrumentmay not have
been intended for writing.
Byzantine period.
1354. (2768).Bronzestylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.145 m.
Surfacecorroded.Long shaft, circularin section,
flattenedat one end into a roughlyrectangularblade.
(Byzantineperiod).
1355. (1484).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.095 m.
Surface damaged. Cylindricalshaft, ending in a
point. Spade-shapedblade, with two small projections below it, setting it off from the shaft.
(Fifth century B.C.).
1356. (3632).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.11 m.
Shaft circularin section. Long, flat blade.
Found in Hellenistic context with a coin of Antigonos Gonatas.
1357.(7830).Ivory (?) stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.118 m.
Short shaft, circular in section; long, slightly
1348.(385).Bronzestylus.Plate83. L. 0.094m.
spreadingblade (section,Fig. 29), with incisedsaltire
Pointbrokenoff. Thin,circularshaftendingin a at upper end.
flat spade-shaped
blade.Cf.Richter,Greek,Etruscan Ca. 400-350 B.C.
and Roman Bronzes, no. 1730; also, Cabrol and
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upper end is often rough and of a poor quality
of bone, whereas the point is sharp and finely
finished.
As evidence of use may be noted the worn
erasing ends of Nos. 1363 and 1366. The traces
of burning on some of the points (Nos. 1360,
1367, 1374) may indicate that the point was
heated for writing on the wax; similar traces
on the blunt end (Nos. 1358, 1373) may show
that erasure was similarly performed. It must
be noted, however, that many instruments
which cannot have been styli also have the
pointed end burned.
In connection with writing implements, see
No. 2901, which is perhaps a fragment of an
ivory diptych. It was not included here because its identification is uncertain.
Several inkwells of the Greek period containing remains of ink, which have been found
at Corinth,84naturally cannot be associated
with the styli. For writing in ink a reed pen
must have been used85and of course these have
all disappeared.

II, 2,p. 1579,fig. 1858(asimilar
Leclerq,Dictionnaire,
a
on
third-fourth
stylusdepicted
centurytombstone
with a diptych).
(Romanperiod).
FIG. 29. SECTION OF BONE STYLUS BLADE (NO. 1357). 2: 1
1349.(3041).Bronzestylus.Plate83. L. 0.129m.
Longshaft,flattenedat one end into a triangular 1358. (3641).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.077 m.
blade.The otherend is sharplypointed.The shaft
Point broken off. Similar to the preceding, but
decoratedwith crudelyincisedlinear designs.Cf. with a more
abrupt transition from blade to shaft.
SaalburgJahrbuch,VII, pl. IIII, 20.

(LateRomanor Byzantineperiod).
1350.(798).Bronzestylus.Plate83. L. 0.077m.
Bladebroken;surfacecorroded.Thinshaftending
in a triangularblade.Lineardesignsincisedat the
baseof the blade.
(LateRomanor Byzantineperiod).
1351.(5234).Bronzestylus. Plate 83. L. 0.052 m.
Point brokenoff. Similarto preceding,with an
unusuallybroadblade.
Byzantineperiod,probablynot later than tenth
century.
84 A.J.A., XXXIX, 1935, 72,
p.
fig. 17.

85 The form can be see in
Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v. Calamus.

Blade burned at end.
(Hellenisticor Roman period).
1359. (4689). Ivory (?) stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.09 m.
Blade broken off. Shaft rectangularin section,
wideningtowardthe point. Flat blade.
(Roman period).
1360. (2161).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.089 m.
Shaft circularin section, pointed at one end. The
other end is in the shapeof a cow'shoof, with incised
lines above it. The point shows traces of burning.
Somewhat cruder examples have been found at
Tarsus (H. Goldman, Tarsus, I, p. 397, fig. 271,
7-8).
Probably first or second century.
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1361. (340). Ivory stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.075 m.
Blade broken off. Shaft circularin section. The
point is in the shape of an arrowhead.
First or second century.
1362. (3511).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.09 m.
Shaft broken; surface badly worn and material
crumbling.
Oval head, thick shaft bulging in middle. Cf.
Cabroland Leclercq,Dictionnaire,IV, 1, p. 1047,fig.
3757, styli and diptych of the late Roman period.
(Roman period).
1363. (6073). Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.076 m.
Similarto preceding,but well polished.The upper
end is worn down as if it had been used for rubbing.
Found in late fourthcenturycontext.
1364. (6709).Bone stylus. Plate 83. L. 0.059 m.
Oneend brokenoff. Similarto preceding,but with
shaft narrowingnearerthe point and more abruptly.
(Roman period).
1365. (6951).Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.116 m.
Long thick shaft, not quite circular in section.
Herring-bonepattern incised on the short blade,
saltires between double grooves on the shaft just
below.
(Late Romanperiod).
1366. (834). Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.098 m.
Thick shaft, circularin section. One end pointed,
the other spade-shaped.Faint traces of incised geometric decorationon the shaft. This, as well as the
blade, has been worn down.
(Late Roman period).
1367. (2949). Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.098 m.
Thick, somewhatflattened shaft. The pointed end
showstracesof burning;the broadbladeis decorated
with a crudelyincised herring-bonepattern in which
traces of a chalky red substanceremain.
(Late Roman period).
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1368. (981). Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.091 m.
Shaft fractured. Flat shaft, pointed at one end,
blunt at the other, decoratedwith a series of small
incised circles.
(Thirdor fourth century).
1369. (4485).Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.103 m.
Oval shaft; one blunt, one pointed end.
(Byzantineperiod).
1370. (7818).Bone stylus (?). Plate 83. L. 0.099 m.
Similar shape, shaft rather flat. Two rows of incised circles (largelyobliterated)near the blunt end.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1371. (7800). Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.098 m.
Flat shaft with one end wide, flat and thin, the
other end pointed.
Not later than the eleventh century.
1372. (4311).Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.096 m.
Shaft oval in section. One end wide and flattish,
the other pointed.
Byzantineperiod.
1373. (1743).Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.086 m.
Highly polished shaft, almost rectangularin section, with roundededges. Traces of burning at the
blunt end.
(Byzantineperiod).
1374. (3958).Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.147 m.
Flat shaft. Incised geometric pattern near the
blunt end. Slight trace of burningat the pointedend.
Byzantineperiod.
1375. (5314).Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.141 m.
Similarto the preceding.At the blunt end incised
zigzags between parallels, and between these small
circleswith central dots.
Late Byzantineperiod.
1376. (6008).Bone stylus (?). Plate 84. L. 0.152 m.
Similar to preceding.Incised net pattern at the
upperend, wherethe quality of the bone is poor.
Late Byzantineperiod.

SURGICALINSTRUMENTS

A few of the hundredsof instrumentsfound tion; the hafts are either to be inserted in a
at Corinthcan be identifiedwith some plau- wooden handle (as No. 1377) or, more comsibility as intendedfor surgicalpurposes.The monly, supplied with a series of protrusions commonestof these is the bifurcatedprobe,86 rings, squares, spirals - which, besides being
the variousformsof whichareshownon Plate decorative, would give a firm grip on the
84 (Nos. 1377-1383). All these exhibit con- instruments. The only single probeis No. 1384.
siderableprecisionof manufacture.The tines
Spatulae have already been mentioned in
are always diamond-shapedor squarein sec- the category of toilet implements (Nos. 1334,
86For its uses see Milne,

pl. XXI,6.

SurgicalInstruments,
pp. 83-84,

1335). No. 1385, however, seems so carefully
made as to be more suitable for medical use.
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It is possible that the pointed end was origi- 1383. (1298).Bronze bifurcated probe. Plate 84.
L. 0.073 m.
nally of olivary shape, in which case the instruOnetine
the other broken.
ment would fit in the class of spatula probes.87 Similar tomissing,
the preceding,but more delicate than
The small triangularknife (No. 1386) is of a any other example. Handle complete, not for inshape which was used for operating on the sertion.
Byzantine period.
eye;88 I do not know whether it could actually
1384. (1391).Bronzeprobe.Plate 84. L. 0.071 m.
have been so used.
Shaft corroded;one end brokenoff.
Nos. 1387-1390 all have narrow, flat blades
Shaft partly circular in section with incised
which are slightly split at the bottom. Positive spirals, partly polygonal, to provide a firm grip.
identification eludes us, but the care and pre- Very sharp,fine point. Cf. a very similarinstrument
cision of their manufacture, so like that of the from Olympia,with a spatulate surfaceat the other
end (Furtwangler,Olympia,IV, no. 1124). Oursmay
instruments mentioned above, makes it seem be similarlyrestored.
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
likely that they were meant for some medical
purpose.
1385. (6783).Bronze spatula probe. Plate 85. L.
The dates of all these instruments are hard 0.141 m.
Long, rather inflexible blade, one side flat, trianto fix. Most of them were found in Byzantine
in section. Long haft, rectangularin section,
gular
contexts, but some may well date from the perhapsfor insertionin handle.
Roman period.
(Byzantine period).
1377.(2123).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L. 1386. (1293).Bronze knife. Plate 85. L. 0.102 m.
0.145m.
Handle corroded.
Part of one tine broken.
Triangularblade; long, straight handle, rectanfor
toward
the
shaft,narrowing
end,
gularin section, endingin a squareknob.
Rectangular
insertionin a woodenhandle.Elaboratedecoration (Romanperiod?).
abovethe fork.Tinesdiamond-shaped
in section.
1387. (6174).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 84. L. 0.107m.
Notlaterthanthe tenthcentury.
Surfaceof lower end corroded.
1378.(7687).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L.
Elaboratelydecoratedhandle, circularin section.
0.105m.
Long, flat blade with the end slightly split from side
Haft brokenoff. Similarto preceding.
to side. Geometricdesigns incised on one surfaceof
Not laterthanthe twelfthcentury.
the blade.
1379.(6774).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L.
(Byzantineperiod).
0.142m.
1388.
(790). Bronzeinstrument.Plate 84. L. 0.106 m.
One tine missing.Flat, triangularhaft with inSimilar
to the preceding, with slightly different
cisedcirclesandlineson bothsides.
decorationon the handle.
Byzantineperiod.
(Byzantineperiod).
1380.(7945).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L.
1389. (6650).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 84. L. 0.102 m.
0.104m.
Similarto the preceding,with a longerhandle and
Endsof tinesmissing.Haftlikethe preceding,
but
a narrower,undecoratedblade. The latter is split at
undecorated.
the bottom.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
Not later than the tenth century.
1381.(7178).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L.
1390. (6173).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 84. L. 0.09 m.
0.089m.
Haft squarein section. Elaborate,well made
Similar to the preceding, but with handle and
handlewith hollowcenter.Tinessquarein section. blade merged.Incised decorationof a differentpattern on each side. End of the blade split.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
(Byzantineperiod).
1382.(1805).Bronzebifurcatedprobe.Plate 84. L.
0.126m.
1391. (1216).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 84. L. 0.077m.
Handlecomplete,notforinsertion.ElaboratedecoOne end brokenoff.
rationlikethat of No.1377.Tinessquarein section.
Handle provided with rings, knobs and spirals.
Byzantineperiod.
The blade is missing, so that the purposeof the in87Milne, op. cit., pp. 58-61 and
especially pl. XII,1.
Milne, op. cit., pp. 45-46, pl. IX,6.

88

strumentis not clear.
(Roman or Byzantine period).
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From the hundredsof implementsin the anotherinterpretationis possible:a survival
inventory there are here presented a com- from the originaluse of a sea shell as a bowl
paratively small number which show in a for the spoon. A spoon I have seen in the
general way the many types of household, EgyptianMuseumat Cairohas a bronzehandle
industrialand agriculturaltools used at Co- to whicha shellis actuallyattachedas a bowl.
rinth. The selectioncannotbe truly represent- No. 1399 is a crudelycarvedcochlear,perhaps
ative since all the wooden implementsand in the earlystagesof manufacture.
probablymanyof the moredelicatemetalones
have entirely disappeared.Chronologically, KNIVES AND INSTRUMENTHANDLES
(NOS.
too, they give an unbalancedpicture,for the 1402-1429)
majority are of the later periods.NevertheAn attempt has been made to differentiate
less, because of their variety, if not their
intrinsicqualities,they presentan interesting householdknivesandthosemeantforwarfare.
The latter are to be found in a later section
array.The moreimportantcategoriesare discussed separately; bibliographicalreferences (Nos. 1511, 1567-1573). Most of the nonmartialknives are of late date. All have iron
are foundchieflyin the catalogue.
blades.The handleNo. 1402 is the only piece
definitelyof the Greekperiod, and here the
SPOONS(Nos. 1392-1401)
knife itself is gone. The Roman periodis reNo. 1403, a ratherdelicateinOnlya few bronzespoonshave been found; presentedby
the rest are of ivory or bone. All these are of strument,and No. 1404, a razor.
The bronzehandlesNos. 1405-1409, of the
the Romanperiodand we must thereforeconclude that the Corinthiansof earlierand later Byzantine period, which are probably for
times used chiefly, if not entirely, wooden knives,forman interestinggroup,all showing
of the human head or form.
spoons.89The spoons are of two types, both representations
well known in antiquity: one with an oval Parallelsfromelsewherehave failedto appear.
Nos. 1411-1413are examplesof a common
bowl,the otherwitha smallcircularbowlanda
of
whichmay have been
very longhandle.Theauthoritiesagreeontheir Byzantinetype knife,
identificationas the ligula and the cochlear the standardkitchenknife of the period.Nos.
The latter is supposedto have 1415-1421, handles of more delicate knives,
respectively.90
beenusedforeatingshellfishandeggs(thesharp were perhapsfor use in some kind of handwork.Nos. 1422-1429have beenplacedat the
pointof the handleusedto breakthe shells);the
formerfor moregeneralpurposes.The curious end as their purposeis doubtful. They may
have been handles of very small knives, or
way in which the ligula is often formed,the
bowl curvingin underthe end of the handleas some may have been finials for pieces of
in No. 1392, has been explainedas a device furniture;it is impossibleto reconstructtheir
which would allow the spoon to rest against use.
the edge of the plate without slipping.91But
89

At other sites metal and bone spoons occur in the Greek
period; see DNlos,XVIII, pp. 228-230, pl. LXXV, 603. A considerable bibliography is given.
90Cagnat and Chapot, Manuel d'Archeologie Romaine,
II, p. 437, fig. 635 (cochlear),fig. 636 (ligula); also Daremberg
and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v. ligula, cochlear.
91Cagnat and Chapot, op. cit., p. 437.

PESTLES(Nos. 1430-1442)

the fact that onlysmallportions
Considering
of residentialsectionshave been excavated,a
remarkablenumberof pestles has turnedup.
Probablymost of them were used in shops.
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Thoseof the Greekand Romanperiodsare all
of stone,usuallymarble.Thecommonestshape
is the "fingerpestle,"whichis foundas early
as the fifth century B.C. (No. 1430), and
which appearsin exactly similarform in the
Romanperiodas well.Otherpestlesareconical
(No. 1438) or have the shape of a truncated
cone (No.1439). Oneseemsto have beenmade
from a pebble (No. 1437). In the Byzantine
periodbronzepestleswerechieflyused. These
(Nos. 1440-1442) are of a formwhichhas not
changedto the presentday.
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTS

(Nos.1443-1446)
Thesehave been rarelyfound,probablybecause the iron of which they are generally
madedisintegratesrapidlywhilein the ground
and even more quicklyafter it has been excavated. The trowel (No. 1443) is of an appropriate shape and size for cultivating a
garden.Theexact use of the tongs(No.1444)is
hard to fix: a blacksmithmight have found
them handy. The axe head also has several
possible uses. The anchor (No. 1446), of a
rather exceptionalshape, is an unusualfind
in a shop threemilesfromthe sea.
FISH HOOKS AND NET WEIGHTS (Nos. 1447-

1449)

Although the fishing industry must have
been considerable,comparativelyfew objects
connectedwith it have appeared.This is not
surprising,for it is likely that nets were used
extensivelyandfish hooksvery little. Thelead
net weights (No. 1449) differin no way from
thoseusedin modernGreece.
The rest of the implementsare for miscellaneouspurposes.Most of them are of the
Roman and Byzantine periods. The hooks
(Nos. 1450-1454) were used in variousways:
Nos. 1450 and 1451 wereprobablyfor lamps;
No. 1454, with a hook dependingfrom a hole

in the center of the bottom, probably also
served to suspend a lamp. The chain links
(Nos. 1456-1459) are of the type often used for
hanging censers or polycandela. Nos. 14621463 may have been meant for poking wicks.
A common type of shears is represented by
No. 1464. The flint striker, No. 1468, is the
ancient equivalent of the cigarette lighter. It
appears to have been invented in Roman
times92and continued in the same form during
the Middle Ages. A number of whetstones of
various sizes have been found; Nos. 1480 and
1481 are examples. Glassrods such as No. 1502
are occasionally found. They were used for
stirring medicaments or cosmetics. The remaining instruments could not be definitely
identified. Anyone who looks at the array of
household and personal utensils which exist
today will realize that the archaeologistof the
future will run into similar difficulties.
1392. (2460).Bronze ligula. Plate 84. L. 0.124 m.

Handlebroken;bowldamaged.
Long,thinhandle,the ovalbowlset off fromit by
a semicircular
Thebowlis madeof several
projection.
thicknessesof metal.
(Firstor secondcentury).
1393. (6325).Bone or ivory ligula. Plate 84. L.
0.084 m.
Bowl broken, handle missing. Long oval bowl,
rathercrudelymade.
First century.
1394. (2150).Ivory ligula. Plate 84. L. 0.121 m.

Bowlbroken.
Oval bowl, the handle circularin section and

finished off with decorative knobs. Incised grooves
on the handle extend almost the length of the back
of the bowl.
Probablysecondcentury.
1395. (1330).Bone or ivory ligula. Plate 84. L.
0.146 m.
End of the handle broken off.
Long, oval bowl, set off from the circularshafthandle by two small projectingknobs and a rectangular area which bears incised concentric circles.
Fragmentsof three similarspoonshave been found,
one with herring-bonepattern instead of concentric
circles.
Found with No. 2305, a bone pin. (Firstor second
century).
92

Cagnat and Chapot, op. cit., p. 464.
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1396. (3659).Bone cochlear.Plate 85. L. 0.136 m.
Flat bowl, long pointed shaft.
First or second century.
1397. (1797).Bone cochlear.Plate 85. L. 0.052 m.
End of handle missing. Uneven bowl; incised net
pattern on the handle.
First century.
1398. (2513).Bone or ivory cochlear.Plate 85. L.
0.115 m.
Shallow bowl with concentricrings in the center
of the highly polisheduppersurface.The back of the
bowl is less well carved, and is encroachedupon by
the handle, which ends in a triangularprojection.
For a similar spoon dated second-first centuryB.C.
see H. Goldman,Tarsus,I, p. 397, fig. 271, 4.
Secondcentury.
1399. (5290).Bone cochlear.Plate 85. L. 0.106 m.
The spoon is unfinished, with the bowl only
roughly blocked out. The carving was done with a
knife or similarinstrument.
(Romanperiod).
1400. (6415).Ivory spoon-like receptacle.Plate 84.
L. 0.027 m. Brokenbut complete.
Two pieces: oval spoon with raised base having
three holes in it; hinged lid (hinge missing). No decoration. Cf. similar objects found at Delos. Their
purposeis unknown (Deonna,Delos, XVIII, p. 239,
pl. LXXVII, 637, 1-4).
Byzantine periodor later.
1401. (5566).Bone spoon-like receptacle. Plate 84.
L. 0.027 m.
Lid alonepreserved;hingebrokenoff.
Similarto preceding.Top decoratedwith incised
lines and circlesplacedirregularly.
Byzantine period.
1402. (5719).Bone knife handle (?). Plate 85. L.
0.058 m.
Brokenoff at upper end.
Natural, curved bone, with a piece of iron set in
at one end.
Found in a well whose contents are dated 460-420
B. C. (M.Z.Pease, Hesperia,VI, 1937, pp. 257ff.).
1403. (5966).Bone knife handle (?). Plate 85. L.
0.076 m.
Blade brokenoff.
Two thin strips of bone fastened together with
iron rivets. Inserted between them is an iron blade
extending0.017 m. into the handle.
First century.
1404. (3046).Iron razor. Plate 85. L. 0.067 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Rectangularblade joined to a short circularshaft
with a disk at the end.
(Romanperiod).
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1405. (1993).Bronzehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.07 m.
Handle in the form of a nude boy holding an object (?) on his head. His knees are bent and he is
apparentlysupposedto be balancing. The figure is
crudelymade, especiallythe facial features.
(Byzantineperiod).
1406. (708). Bronzeknifehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.053m.
The upper part, cylindrical in section, shows a
nude female figure with a large head and tiny body
and limbs. The hair is indicatedin back by incision.
The lowerpart of the handleis rectangular,split from
side to side for the insertion of a blade. Back and
front have incisedgeometricdesigns.
Foundin UpperPeirene.Tenthto twelfth century.
1407. (7752).Bronze handle. Plate 85. L. 0.038 m.
Handle in the form of two female faces with high
head-dressesdecoratedwith incisedcircles.Whenthe
two faces are placed back to back, a rectangular
opening is formed, for the insertion of some object,
and the projecting ears form loops. The faces are
crudebut naturalistic.
Byzantine period,not later than 1200.
1408. (4616).Bronzehandle. Plate 85. L. 0.04 m.
Similar to preceding,but not so well preserved,
and without incised decoration.
Byzantine period.
1409. (4641).Bronzehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.035 m.
Similar to preceding but cruder. Circles with
central dot incised all over the surface. The facial
featuresare barelyrecognizableas such.
Byzantineperiod.
1410. (643). Bone handle. Plate 85. L. 0.141 m.
Long cylindricalhandle, partially hollow. In the
lower end are traces of an iron blade, and two rivets
still remain, one in each side. Rings incised around
the upperend.
(Byzantine period or later).
1411. (7884).Iron knife with bone handle. Plate 85.
L. 0.222 m.
Poorlypreserved.
Two long flat stripsof bone, slightlyconvex on the
outside and decorated with incised designs, are
fastened togetherwith iron rivets, and an iron knife
blade is inserted between them.
Late Byzantine period or later.
1412. (4400).Bone knife handle.Plate 85. L. 0.112m.
Two halves of a handle like the preceding,with
poorlyinciseddecorationon each side. Oneiron rivet
remains,and part of the hole for anotheris preserved
at the brokenend of the handle.
Byzantine period.
1413. (3648).Bone knifehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.158m.
Half of a similar handle with incised decoration
and with three holes for rivets.
Byzantine period.
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1414. (2890).Bone handle. Plate 85. L. 0.103 m.
One end broken.
Somewhatlike the precedinghandles, but with a
projecting knob at the end, and decorationincised
in wedge-shapedlines. Onehole for a rivet. This may
not have been for a knife.
(Byzantineperiod or later).
1415. (6526).Iron knife with bone handle. Plate 86.
L. (with blade)0.201 m.
Iron badly corroded.
Handle composed of three bone tubes joined by
three iron rods running through them and fastened
at the top to an iron disk and at the bottom to the
blade. Elaboratecarvingon each tube: on the center
one, circleswithin squarepanels, and in the centerof
each circle a hole in which were iron brads; on the
two end tubes, similarcirclesin checkerboardpattern.
Byzantineperiod.
1416. (7168).Bone knifehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.063 m.
End tube preserved.Similarto preceding,with the
same decoration. The central circle has a Maltese
crossin the center.
Tenth to thirteenthcenturycontext.
1417. (7905).Bone knifehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.054m.
Fragment preservingthe end tube and an iron
attachment. The central iron tube had wood around
it. Carvedpanel design, an elaboraterunning wave
pattern.
Tenth to eleventhcenturycontext.

1418. (3563).Bone knifehandle.Plate 85. L. 0.073 m.
Brokenoff at upperend.
At the upperend a bee (?) carvedin relief. Below,
groovescut lengthwisein the bone. Insideareremains
of an iron knife.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1419. (5568).Bone knifehandle.Plate 86. L. 0.065 m.
Brokenoff at lowerend. Bonetube (naturalshape),
herring-bonepattern carvedon the outside. No trace
of a knife.
Byzantineperiod.
1420. (746). Bone handle.Plate 86. L. 0.108 m.
Fragmentary.Probably the handle of a knife or
other instrument.Carefullycut geometricdesign.
Found on Acrocorinth.(Byzantineperiod).
1421. (6263). Glassknifehandle.Plate 86. L. 0.072m.
Marbledglass,black,gray and white,unweathered,
but the surfacedamagedby ironrust crackingit from
inside. Bronzecap on the end.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1422. (4082).Bone handle (?). Plate 86. L. 0.039 m.
Surfacedamaged.Hollowcylinderwith elaborately
moulded and grooved exterior. Two pierced loops
nearthe center.
(Romanperiod).

1423. (2948).Bone handle (?). Plate 86. L. 0.066 m.
Circularin section and highly polished. Incised
bandsof decorationat both ends, the top finishedoff
with a small circularknob.
(Byzantineperiod).
1424. (4081).Ivory handle (?). Plate 86. L. 0.047 m.
One side chipped. Cylindrical lower end with
horizontal grooves inlaid with a dark substance.
Above this an oval portion and a knob at the top.
Very finely turnedand polishedpiece. The hole in the
bottom is 0.013 m. deep and 0.003 m. in diameter.
(Romanperiod).
1425. (5579).Bone handle (?). Plate 86. L. 0.046 m.
Similarobjectwith differentmouldings.It also has
some substance in the grooves. In the hole in the
bottom is part of a bone shaft nearly 0.003 m. in
diameter.
(Romanperiod).
1426. (5141).Bone handle.Plate 86. L. 0.043 m.
One side chipped.Highly polishedcylinder,partly
hollow, with a knob at the top and a series of horizontal groovesall downthe shaft.
(Romanperiod).
1427. (3711).Bone handle.Plate 86. L. 0.053 m.
One side chipped. Hollow flat-topped cylinder,
well polished. Decorativerings all aroundthe shaft.
Tracesof iron inside.
ProbablyLate Romanperiod.
1428. (4167).Bone handle.Plate 86. L. 0.063 m.
Hollow cylinder with flat knob at the top, and
horizontalgroovesaroundtop and bottom. Tracesof
the ironshaft of an implementremaininsidethe tube.
(Romanperiod).
1429. (3647).Bone handle.Plate 86. L. 0.06 m.
End brokenoff and part of side missing.Octagonal
outside, cylindricaland hollow inside. A knob at the
top. Not highly polished.Dotted circlesincised along
each side. A bronzerivet remainsin one side near the
bottom.
(Byzantineperiod?).
1430. (3971).Marble finger pestle. Plate 86. L.
0.073 m.
Surfaceworn.Fine white marble.
Pestle in the shapeof a finger,with finger-nailand
joints carefullydelineated,bent sharplyat the second
joint. This specimenexhibits the best carvingof any
pestles found at Corinth. For similar specimens,
bibliography,and a discussionof the use of the human
finger for this and other instruments, see Delos,
XVIII, pp. 117ff.
Found in a cistern with objects of the fifth
centuryB.C.
1431. (5262).Marble finger pestle. Plate 86. L.
0.067 m.
Pestle brokenoff. Fine white marble.
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Similarto preceding,but less well carved.
"Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22), first or earlysecond
century.
1432. (5070).Marblefingerpestle.Plate86.L.0.045m.
Surface destroyed, probably by burning. White
marble.
Similarto preceding.
(Romanperiod).
1433. (5092).Marblefingerpestle. Plate 86. L.0.07m.
Pestle worn. Graymarble.
Similarto preceding.Fairly good carving.
(Romanperiod).
1434. (4503).Marblefingerpestle.Plate 86. L. 0.05 m.
Surfacepoor. White marble.
The shapeis similarto the others,but the fingeris
not representedin detail, and the top of it rises to a
sharpridge.
(Romanperiod).
1435. (4680).Marblefingerpestle.Plate86.L. 0.052m.
Mottledreddishmarble,probablyfrom an island.
Similar to preceding.Pestle much worn from use,
and the finger also worn, as if it also had been used
for pounding.
(Romanperiod).
1436. (3658).Marble finger pestle. Plate 86. Ht.
0.041 m.
End of fingerbrokenoff. Graymarble.
Similarto the preceding.The pestle is not at all
worn. Slight marksindicatethe fingerjoints.
Probably "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22), first or
early secondcentury.
1437. (8021). Stone pestle. Plate 86. Ht. 0.039 m.
Very fine-graineddarkgreenishgray stone.
Rounded shape with flat surfacefor pounding.It
appearsto have originallybeen a largepebble.
Date uncertain (context Roman to Venetian
period).
1438. (3651). Stone pestle. Plate 86. Ht. 0.063 m.
Mottledgray stone. Conicalshape.
Found in Byzantinecontext.
1439. (3545). Stone pestle. Plate 86. Ht. 0.054 m.
Hard, blue-gray stone. Truncated cone with
slightly slopingsides.
(ProbablyByzantineperiod).
1440. (436). Bronzepestle. Plate 87. L. 0.195 m.
Cylindricalshaft, flaringslightly at the bottom. At
the other end a sphericalknob decoratedwith incised
rings, and at the middle of the shaft a disk-likeknob
with similar rings. Found with a bronze mortar
(No. 572).
Probablynot earlierthan the sixteenth century.
1441. (3113).Bronzepestle. Plate 87. L. 0.165 m.
Shaft like the preceding,but thickerin proportion.
The large cylindricalknob at the upper end shows
13
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signs of wear; probably both ends were used for
pounding.
(Late mediaevalperiod).
1442. (3231).Bronzepestle. Plate 87. L. 0.094 m.
Short cylindricalshaft flaringwidely. Small knob
on the other end.
(Late mediaevalperiod).
1443. (8280).Iron trowel.Plate 87. L. 0.43 m.
Blunt end, leaf-shapedblade. Hollowhaft, formed
by bendingthe two sides of a strip of metal inward.
Probablynot later than the tenth century.
1444. (7274).Iron tongs. Plate 87. L. 0.38 m.
Complete,but badly corroded.Two parts riveted
together.
Probablynot later than the eleventhcentury.
1445. (7156).Iron axe head. Plate 87. L. 0.24 m.
Badly corroded. Circularhole for insertion of a
wooden handle. Cf. a very similar Roman axe head
(Maiuri,La Casa del Menandro,p. 463, fig. 185, no.
5031); also Wiegand and Schrader,Priene, p. 388,
fig. 496,2.
(Byzantineperiod).
1446. (3807).Iron anchor. Plate 87. L. 1.33 m.,
w. acrossflukes 0.81 m.
Badly corroded;one fluke brokenoff.
Long shaft; two holes near the top with an iron
ring through the upper one. Flukes projectingfrom
the shaft at right angles and turningup at the ends.
The extreme corrosionof the metal has prevented
investigation of the method of construction.Cf. a
similar one of the classical period, Not.Scav., 1932,
pp. 434ff.
Foundin one of the West Shops(A.J.A., XXXIX,
1935, p. 74, fig. 20). Probably eleventh or twelfth
century.
1447. (3377).Bronzefish hook. Plate 88. L. 0.03 m.
The hook is circularin section, with a single barb
at the end and a notch at the top for the attachment
of the line. For many examplesand bibliographysee
Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,X, pp. 365ff.
Date uncertain.
1448. (1499).Bronzefish hook. Plate 88. L. 0.045 m.
The hook is rectangularin section, with a large
singlebarbat the end. Top flattenedinto a triangular
shape.
Date uncertain.
1449. (7319).Leadfishnet weights.Plate 88.L. 0.03m.
to 0.055 m.
Flat strips of lead bent so that they fasten to the
net. Cf.similar weights foundin the priest'shouseat
CapeZoster('Apx. 'Ep., 1938, p. 21, fig. 22).
About forty of these weights were found together
in Byzantine context in Shop XXVIII of the South
Stoa.
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1460. (2886).Bronzehook. Plate 88. L. 0.075 m.
1469. (1789).Bronzechainlinks. Plate 88. L. 0.102m.
The hook is rectangularin section, with a blunt
Rod-shapedlink with figure-eightlink attached.
end. Upperend loopedover to forma circularring by
Byzantineperiod.
which to suspendthe hook. For a hook like this used 1460.
(4092d).Iron chain links. Plate 88. L. of each
to suspend a polycandelonsee Wulff, Altchristliche link 0.059
m., 0.04 m., 0.068 m.
und MittelalterlicheBildwerke, I, pl. XLVIII, no.
Surface corroded. Three elongated figure-eight
1004.
links.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Found with a key (No. 1000), with No. 1461 and
with
mediaevalweapons(Nos.1532,1535,1540,15411461. (2178).Bronzehook. Plate 88. L. 0.053 m.
Heavy hook made of a thick, flat strip of metal. 1546,1662,163, 1558,1662-1564).
For a similarhook, used to suspenda polylychnion,
Probablyeleventhcentury.
see Wulff,op. cit., p. 210, no. 1001.
1461. (4092c).Iron fork.Plate 88. L. 0.10 m.
ProbablyByzantineperiod.
Ends of tines brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Shaft circularin section; upper end made as if to
1452. (6217).Bronzehook. Plate 88. L. 0.053 m.
Cast metal, flat in section. A loop at the top for fit into a woodenhandle. Therewere originallythree
tines, set close together.
suspension.Slight barb on the end.
Found with the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
1462. (4619).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 88. L. 0.091m.
1463. (5179).Bronzehook. Plate 88. L. 0.037 m.
Strip of metal, flat in section, pointed at one end,
Thin hook with a discoidprojectionat the top and
a barb extending sideways (does not show in the perforatedat the other, with two figure-eightlinks
attached. It may have been used for poking lamp
photograph).
wicks.
Byzantineperiodor later.
(Byzantineperiod).
1464. (5371).Bronzeobject. Plate 88. Ht. 0.086 m.
1463.
(4841).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 88. L. 0.094m.
Brokenbut complete;surfacecorroded.The piece
Similar to the preceding, but of heavier metal.
is flat in section, except for the knob at the top. At
the bottom is a circularperforation.Thereis a com- This may also have been used in connectionwith a
plete object of this kind in the Arabic Museumat lamp.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
Cairo,and anotherin the Benaki Museumat Athens.
These show that a long hook fitted into the hole at 1464. (303). Iron shears.Plate 88. L. 0.102 m.
Surfacecorroded.A singlestrip of metal is bent to
the bottom. The object could then be used for susthe implement. This type of shearsis common
form
pendinga lamp or other vessel.
in
many places at many times. Cf. for example,
Byzantineperiod.
Tools and Weapons,pl. LVIII; Daremberg
1455. (2698).Bronzechain links. Plate 88. L. of each Petrie,
and Saglio,Dictionnaire,IIb, p. 1242, fig. 3170 (from
link, ca. 0.012 m.
BonnerJahrbiicher,1926, p. 298, fig. 10, 4
A ring attached to thirteen figure-eightlinks and Aeolis);
(Roman period,found under St. Severin'scathedral
one smallring-link.
Bronzeeimer
von
in Cologne);H. Willers,Die r6mischen
Found with Nos. 1633, 1649, 1555, 1561 and 2191
and Leipzig, 1901), p. 76, fig.
Hemmoor
(Hannover
in a barbariangrave on the west slope of Acrocorinth
31, 4 (from Hannover); Wiegand and Schrader,
(Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 232,fig. 2, B). Seventhcentury.
Priene,p. 390, fig. 514; M. von Chlingensperg-Berg,
1466. (1711).Bronzechainlinks.Plate 88. L. 0.152m. DasGriberfeld
vonReichenhall
inOberbayern(ReichenTwo long, rod-shapedlinks with holes at each end hall, 1890),pl. XVI.
(the latter at right anglesto each other), attachedby
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
a figure-eight link with another at one end. Cf. 1465.
(5833).Bronze tweezers.Plate 88. L. 0.062 m.
similar links holding a censer, dated seventh-eighth
Flat strip of bronze, with a wavy line incised on
centuries (Orsi, "Byzantina Siciliae," Byz. Zeitschr., both
sides, and dots punchedat intervals.
XXI, 1912, p. 188, fig. 2).
Byzantineperiod.
Byzantineperiod.
1466. (3310).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 88. L.0.072m.
1457. (1233).Bronzechainlinks.Plate 88. L. 0.061m.
Two pieces of bronze fitted together like shears,
Rod-shapedlink with a figure-eightlink at each and fixed with an iron rivet. The upperend of each is
end.
shapedlike a leaf; the lowerend is spade-shaped.The
(Byzantineperiod).
whole surface has been filed by hand. It has been
1458. (7665).Bronzechain link. Plate 88. L. 0.08 m. suggested that this is a pair of scales for weighing
smallquantitiesof gold.
Rod-shapedlink, thinnerthan the preceding.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
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1467. (5824).Bronze instrument (?). Plate 88. L.
0.057 m.
Heavy strip of metal with ridges in relief on the
outer face, looped over, with a ring attached. The
purposeof this is obscure.
Byzantineperiod.
1468. (7770).Iron flint striker.Plate 88. L. 0.082 m.,
originalth. ca. 0.018 m.
Badly corroded,but complete. The main part of
the object is triangular,with projectingends looped
towardthe center to form a surfacefor friction. For
the original form see Cagnat and Chapot, Manuel
d'archeologieromaine, II, p. 464, fig. 657 (left). A
similarobject(fragmentary)was foundin a barbarian
grave with buckles, rings, and various weapons (see
No. 1537).
Seventh century.
1469. (8272). Bronze wedge. Plate 88. L. 0.054 m.,
th. 0.012 m.
Simple wedge shape, with a hole piercednear the
upperend, and a circulardepressionjust belowit.
Byzantineperiod.
1470-1473. (5233, 5227, 5409, 5869). Bronze cornucopias. Plate 89. L. 0.039 m. (No.1470); 0.03 m. (No.
1471); 0.022 m. (No. 1472); 0.019 m. (No. 1473).
Thinmetal strips,rectangularin shape,foldedover
to form tiny cornucopias.In some the point is sharp;
in others the bottom of the cone is open. The purpose of these objects is unknown. A large number
were found all togetherin a context of no specialsignificance.

Byzantineperiod.
1474. (2124).Bronze miniature axe. Plate 89. L.
0.025 m.
Endofhandlebrokenoff. Handlecircularin section.
Axe head flat on top, sharplypointedat both ends.
(Byzantineperiod).
1475. (8307).Bronze miniature axe head. Plate 89.
L. 0.027 m.
Loop at the top brokenoff. Curvedaxe head with
doubleloop at the end.
Date uncertain.
1476. (270). Bronzerod. Plate 89. L. 0.078 m.
Circularin section, with a grooved knob at each
end. One end may be broken. The use of this object
is unknown.
Date uncertain.
1477. (6782).Lead object. Plate 89. L. 0.087 m., th.
0.009 m.
Flat piece of metal. Onehole is piercedthroughit,
another partially through, nearer the bottom. The
purposeof this and the followingobjects is obscure.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1478. (4517).Lead "shovel." Plate 89. L. 0.12 m.,
th. 0.003 m.
13*
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Flat, squareshovel-likepiece, with a handle made
froma flat piece foldedover.
Foundin a well of the Hellenisticperiod.Probably
early secondcenturyB.C.
1479. (4518).Lead "shovel." Plate 89. L. 0.061 m.,
th. of handle0.006 m.
Similarto the preceding.Shape slightly different.
Foundin the same place.
1480. (7901).Whetstone.L. 0.042 m., th. 0.004 m.
Very soft, light blue stone. Flat piece, straight at
one end, curvedat the other.
Date uncertain.
1481. (7158).Whetstone. Plate 89. L. 0.054 m., th.
0.01 m.
One end missing. Graystone. Flat piece with hole
in one end.
Date uncertain.
1482. (1911).Bone knob (?). Plate 89. L. 0.028 m.
Lower end broken off. Solid as far as preserved.
Highly polishedsurface.
(Hellenisticperiod).
1483. (4368).Bone knob (?). Plate 89. L. 0.032 m.
Lowerend brokenoff. Elaboratemouldings,highly
polished.
Hellenisticperiod.
1484. (5570).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.07 m.
One end broken off. Shaft circular in section.
Spade-shapedblade, flat on one side, convex on the
other. Incisedgrooveon both sides.
First century.
1485. (6042).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.065 m.
Oneend brokenoff. Similarto preceding,but more
elaborate. The groove extends farther and is found
only on one side.
(Romanperiod).
1486. (122b).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.096 m.
Oneend brokenoff. Objectrudelycarvedby hand,
the shaftimperfectlycircularin section.Thepreserved
end is carvedin the shape of the featherof an arrow.
(Romanperiod).
1487. (2515).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.093 m.
One end brokenoff. Shaft circularin section,with
a sphericalknob at one end. Highly polished.
Hellenisticor Romanperiod.
1488. (4690a).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.085 m.
One end broken off. Shaft circular in section,
highly polished.
(Romanperiod).
1489. (4502).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.12 m.
Both ends brokenoff. Circularshaft, thick in the
middle,narrowerat the ends.
Byzantineperiod.
1490. (8252).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.139 m.
Similarto the preceding,but with the bulge nearer
to one end.
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Found with glass vessels Nos. 628, 634, 662.
Secondcentury.
1491. (7102).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.14 m.
Flat in section,with a fairlysharppoint at one end,
a blunterpoint at the other.
(Romanperiod).
1492. (857). Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.096 m.
Flat instrument, pointed at one end. Near the
other end, which is blunt, an incised design of small
vertical lines.
First or secondcentury.
1493. (2988).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.107 m.
Similarto No. 1491.
(Romanperiod).
1494. (8276).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.118 m.
Shaft rectangularin section and roundedoff to a
point at eitherend. Unusuallyhigh polish.
(Romanperiod).
1495. (5374).Bone implement.Plate 89~L. 0.073 m.
One end brokenoff. Flat blade thickeningtoward
the broken end. On both sides, near the end, an
incisednet pattern.
Byzantineperiod.
1496. (4686h).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.049 m.
Oneend brokenoff.
Shaft circularin section, ending in a triangular
blade which appearsto have been worn down from
use. On the shaft is a seriesof horizontalridgeswith
a concave portionin between, probablyto providea
firm grip for the fingers.
(Romanperiod).
1497. (2951).Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.078 m.
One end broken off. Highly polished, flattened
shaft with a knob at one end, with a numberof small
incised circles on both sides, and rudely cut lines on
the sides.
(Byzantineperiod).
1498. (824). Bone implement.Plate 89. L. 0.058 m.
A flat, rectangularshaft terminating in a disk,

whichhas a deep hole carvedin the center. The shaft
has a numberof incisedcirclesboth on top and sides,
separated by incised lines. Two holes are pierced
throughit near the brokenend.
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1499. (4480).Ivory (?) implement. Plate 89. L.
0.057 m.
One end brokenoff. Shaft oval in section, terminating in a conventionalizedbird(?). Theincisedlines
are the same on both sides. The work was done with
care,the surfacepolished.Perhapsa handle (?).
(Romanperiod).
1500. (6090).Bone implement (?). Plate 89. L.
0.107 m.
Shaft circular in section, with conventionalized
bird at the top. The bottom of the shaft has half its
width split off and there are two holes in this section.
A piece of bone exactly correspondingto the portion
of the shaft whichwas cut off, with two similarholes,
was found with the larger piece, and was evidently
attached to it. Whetherthe extension of this small
piece was similar to the large piece, and what the
purposeof the wholewas, is not known.
(Byzantineperiod).
1501. (4232).Bone handle(?). Plate 89. L. 0.067m.
Bottom chipped.The object is hollow. Beautifully
carvedand polishedexterior.
Eleventh century (?).
1502. (392). Glagsrod. Plate 89. L. 0.078 m.
Transparent,colorlessglass, twisted into a spiral
rod. For suchrods,supposedto have beenfor stirring,
see Harden,RomanGlassfromKaranis,pp. 285-286,
pl. XXI, nos. 862 and 863. See also Kisa, Die antiken
GldserderFrau Maria vonRathzu Koln (Bonn,1899),
p. 102, pl. XVI, nos. 130, 131. A spiralglass rod from
de la Comm.Imp. Arch., 1875,
Russia (Compte-rendu
a
has
p. 41, pl. II, 25)
ring at one end and a bird at
the other.
(Romanperiod).

MUSICALINSTRUMENTS
The aulos93and the cymbal are the two
kinds of musicalinstrumentsso far found at
Corinth. The former represents the Greek
period,the latter the Byzantine.Recently a
93The following definition of the aulos is quoted from
K. Schlesinger, The GreekAulos (London, 1989), p. 220: "It
is preferable to translate Aulos by 'reed-blownpipe,' bearing
in mind that the same pipe may be played by means of (a) the
double-reed mouthpiece, as primitive oboe; or (b) by means
of the beating- or single-reed mouthpiece, as primitive
clarinet."

numberof fragmentsof auloihave beenfound
at Corinthassociatedwith other debrisfrom
taverns,94
showingthat theseinstrumentswere
usedfor entertainmentat suchplaces.All date
fromthe Hellenisticperiod.Theyhave not yet
been studiedin detail; some fragmentsseem
94Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 241, pl. LXI, 21. Miss Schlesinger (op. cit., p. 79) says that Corinth and Alexandria were
the two cities most famous for their flutes.
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to belong to plagiauloi, others to the type
shownbelow.
Whilea considerablenumberof cymbalshas
been found, alwayssingly, these are all quite
identicaland thereforeonly one is presented
here. It is quite likely that they wereused in
connectionwith religiousceremonies.
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(Schlesinger,op. cit., pl. 17). Theseare assignedto the
fifth centuryB.C. Thirteenfragmentsof similarauloi,
dating from the seventh centuryB.C., were found at
Sparta(Dawkins,Sanctuaryof ArtemisOrthia,p. 236,
pls. CLXI and CLXII). No. 1, b on pl. CLXI is
practicallyidenticalwith our fragmentB; the others
are not exact parallels.A small fragmentof a similar
aulos was found at Aigina (Furtwangler,Aegina, p.
429, fig. 337). Fragmentsof flutes have been found at

4o0 ct

FIG. 30. DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION OF AULOS (NO. 1503)

1603. (4740).Bone aulos. Plate 90 and Fig. 30. L.

0.236 m., 1. of section A 0.106 m., 1. of section B
0.142 m., inner diam. 0.01 m.

Upperends of both sectionsbroken.
Part of a Greek aulos composed of two tubular
sections, one fitting within the other. The section at
the left on Plate 90, (A), is the lower end of the
instrument;it has two holes, both on the same side.
The section at the right, (B), has its lower end
narrowedby cutting (for a distance of 0.017 m.) in
orderto fit into section A, whichis cut out to receive
it. Theupperend of B is preparedin the samemanner
to receive a third section of tubing, at the end of
whichwas probablythe mouthpiece.No tracesof any
adhesive or binding for the sections are visible.
SectionB has on one side two closelyspacedholesand
one fartheraway; on the other side (not quite opposite) one hole, equidistantbetweenthe last two holes,
countingthem fromleft to right.
A detailed discussion of ancient flutes is to be
found in Darembergand Saglio, Dictionnaire,V, s.v.
Tibia.For a moretechnicalviewpointconcernedwith
the reconstructionof ancient music, Miss Schlesinger's impressivebook (TheGreekAulos)is to be consulted. But this fragmentfrom Corinthwill not help
to solve the problemsinvolvedin the study of ancient
music. Miss Schlesingersays (op. cit., p. 38): "Obviously it is impossibleto determinethe pitch, scale
or modality of any pipe that lacks a mouthpiece
whichwill play it." Ouraulos,so far as it is preserved,
resembles the Elgin auloi in the British Museum

Lindos (Blinkenberg,Lindos, I, pp. 153-154) and a
large numberof fragmentswere discoveredat Delos
(Delos, XVIII, pp. 324-325, pl. XCII, 812-815).
Pieces similar to our fragment B may be found
in Breccia, Necropoli di Sciatbi, p. 176, fig. 110.
Additionalbibliographyis to be found at the end of
Bodley's article, "The Auloi of Meroe,"A.J.A., L,
1946, pp. 217-240.
Found in a well in the Agora (A.J.A., XXXIX,
1935, p. 73, fig. 18). Fifth centuryB.C.
1504. (6786).Bronzecymbal.Plate 90. Diam.0.069m.
Bent, and a bit missingfromthe edge.
Circularobject with a convex central portion and
a hole in the middle.The rim rises at the edge.A good
many of these have been found in various Byzantine
contexts; their diameters vary from 0.065 m. to
0.08 m. Cymbalswere exactly the same in the Greek
and Roman periods: see Daremberg and Saglio,
Dictionnaire, s.v. Cymbalum.For other classical
cymbals see Richter, Greek, Roman and Etruscan
Bronzes, p. 455; Blinkenberg, Lindos, I, p. 155;
Waldstein, Argive Heraeum, II, p. 299. Pairs of
cymbals were fastened together either with a chain
to hold them(see P. Delattre,Muse'eLavigerie[Paris,
1900], I, pp. 207-208, pl. XXX, 7) or by a long
double handle, sometimes with bells attached on
either side of the cymbals (Strzygowski,Koptische
Kunst,p. 316).
Byzantineperiod.
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The objects assembledin this categoryare
only a few of those whichcouldlogicallyhave
beenplacedhere,for example,amulets,vessels
and bread stamps. It was thought, however,
that it would be more convenient for the
readerto locate these objectsundercategories
indicating their primary use, and therefore
churchvessels,suchas ewersandcensers,have
been placed in the chapter on Vessels (Nos.
552-554, 557, 558, 569, 570), combs,which
were used in connectionwith churchservices,
in the section on Toilet Implements (Nos.
1301-1303),cymbalsin the sectionon Musical
Instruments (No. 1504), crosses and other
amuletsin the chapteron Jewelry(Nos.20582108), terracottastampsformakingholybread
in the chapter on Seals and Stamps (Nos.
2854-2862). Objectsconnectedwith Greekand
Roman religionmay also be found in other
chapters. Many of the terracotta figurines
(ChapterII) are votive in character,and some
objects in ChapterVII may also have had
religioussignificance(e.g. Nos. 2920, 2939).
Besidesthese, there may be other objectsthe
religiouspurposeof whichhas escapedus.
The two crosses(Nos. 1505, 1506) wereapparently to be borne in procession.At the
bottom of each appeartraces of the wooden
staffson whichthey werefixed.Theuse of No.
1507 is moredubious;it wasprobablyattached
to a plaqueor some otherbackground,but in
any case it is too large to have been wornon
the person. The communionspoons are of a
well knownform and offerno specialinterest.
1605.(6435).Iron standardcross. Plate 90. Ht.

0.144 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Crosscomposedof two flat strips of metal riveted
together. The lower end is joined to a hollowshaft in
whichremaintracesof wood.A holeis piercedthrough
the center of the disk at the end of each arm. Cf.
Wulff, Altchristlicheund MittelalterlicheBildwerke,
I, no. 1675, pl. LXXIV, a standardcrosswith hollow

haft and three knobs at the end of each arm, from
Luxor,dated fifth to sixth century.
Foundin a tomb in the Agorawith a bronzefinger
ring (No. 1905) and a woodencomb (MF5952).
Probablytenth or eleventhcentury.
1506. (6436).Iron standardcross.Plate 90. Ht. (with
wooden staff) 0.195 m., without staff 0.155 m.

Armsmissing;surfacecorroded.
Similarto the preceding.The one preservedend
has a doubledisk, without any hole. At the bottom a
stout wooden staff is bound on by a wide strip of
metal (diam. of the wood, 0.027 m.).

Found with the preceding.
1507. (1518).Bronzecross.Plate 90. Ht. 0.083 m.
Two flat strips of metal riveted togetherwith two
rivets throughthe center.The ends of the longerarms
are pierced.Cf.Mon. Ant.,XXV, 1918,p. 164, fig. 12,
from the "barbarian"cemetery of Nocera Umbra.
Othersimilarones may be found in ibid., p. 243, fig.
123, p. 294, fig. 155.
Byzantineperiod.
1508. (1130).Bronzespoon.Plate 90. L. 0.079 m.
Chipmissingfromthe bowl.
The spoon is made from a single piece of metal.
Flat, circular bowl having a raised rim decorated
with short,incisedlines; the letters - + (?v XPIlorr)
engravedon the uppersurface.Flat handle endingin
a disk, with a cross betweenit and the bowl. Incised
designs on the shaft, the cross and the disk. On the
shaft, just above the bowl, is a small piercedprojection. This type of spoon was commonlyused in the
Eastern church for communion(see Volbach, Kultgerdteder christlichenKirche [Wegweiserdurch das
Mainz,no. 9], p. 11). A similarspoon
Centralmuseum,
in the National Museumat Athens (no. 14749)has a
rectangular strip of bronze hinged to the pierced
projectionon the handle.
(Byzantineperiod).
1509. (13). Bronzespoon.Plate 90. L. 0.074 m.
Bowl chipped.
Similarto the precedingbut less well made.Incised
lines on the rim of the bowl. Flat, cruciformhandle
with incised decoration,ending in a lion's head with
incised details. Pierced projection just above the
bowl, as in the precedingexample.
(Byzantineperiod).
1510. (70). Bronzespoon.Plate 90. L. 0.073 m.
Surfaceof the bowl scratched.
Similar to the preceding, but with less incised
decoration.
(Byzantineperiod).
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Since comparatively little excavation has
been carried on in the outlying sections of the
city, most of the weapons found are from the
period when Corinth was in a state of decline.
No. 1511 is one of the few knives, or weapons
of any sort, which remain from the Geometric
period. From Greek times there are some
arrowheads (Nos. 1512-1521 and a few others
not catalogued),most of which were discovered
during the excavation of the city walls, a
number of sling bullets (e.g. Nos. 1525-1527)
and possibly a spear (No. 1522) and a dagger
(No. 1523). There is hardly anything that can
definitely be assigned to the Roman period

which must have been used to attack and to
defend the city during the centuries. Probably
most of them were melted down or disposed of
in some way during the practically continuous
occupation of the site. There may also be
mentioned here the great Venetian cannon
which still lie on the fortifications of Acrocorinth,96as well as the hundreds of stone
cannon balls which dot the excavations.96a

1511. (7308).Iron knife.Plate 91. L. 0.064 m. (including part of handle).
Some parts badly corroded,others perfectly preserved. (Theobjecthas not been cleaned).
Straight knife blade, with one dull edge and one
sharp, the latter curvingin to the very sharp point.
At the upperend there is a masg,partly of metal and
(seeNos. 1524, 1528, 1574,1575).
of wood,the originalformof whichis not clear.
partly
A considerable number of weapons has
It appears, however, that there was a flat wooden
turned up in graves of the early mediaeval
handle,rivetedto the haft with ironrivets. Manybits
period. These rough interments are probably of wood, preservedby means of impregnationwith
the resting places of the barbarians who in- the iron, were found with the knife, and suggestthat
vaded Corinth during the seventh century.95 it was in some kind of container(not a sheath).
Found in a Geometricgrave with a skyphos (CoTheir weapons were the spear, in various forms rinth, VII, i, no.
80). Eighth centuryB.C.
(Nos.1533,1537-1539,1547-1549,1555,1557), 1512. (1778).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.064m.
the axe (No. 1561) and the knife (Nos. 1567,
Two-edgedblade endingin barbs;slightly defined
midrib.
Long tang for insertionin shaft. For biblio1568). Most of these weapons, being of iron,
are in poor condition. With them were found graphy see Richter, Greek, Roman and Etruscan
Bronzes,p. 407 (Type IV); Robinson,Excavationsat
the ornaments which identified their owners Olynthus,X, p. 387ff. (TypeD 1). See also Perachora,
I, p. 182, pl. 82,20; Walters,Catalogueof the Bronzes
(see pp. 267-268).
the British Museum,p. 347 (Type D); Perdrizet,
in
The few arrowheadsof the mediaeval period
Fouillesde Delphes,V, p. 97, no. 482.
cannot be dated closely. To judge from the
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
small number found, they were not so im- 1513.
(6299).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.042m.
End of tang missing.Similarto the preceding.
portant as the spear and the knife.
The only datable collection of weapons of
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
1514.
(3378).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.037m.
the later mediaeval period is a group (see No.
Point broken; tang missing. Similar to the pre1532) dated to the eleventh century on some- ceding.
what slendernumismaticevidence. This assortFourthcenturyB.C.
ment compriseschiefly spears, with some frag- 16515.(4784).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.042m.
End of socketbrokenoff.
ments (Nos. 1562-1563) which may be from
Two-edgedblade ending in barbs. Tubularsocket
swords.
for insertionof shaft. Cf. Perachora,I, p. 181, pl. 82,
A few bullet moulds, of uncertain date (Nos. 15; SwedishCyprusExpedition,III, p. 105, pl. XLV
1576-1579), complete the collection. This as- (Type 6). This type was not found at Olynthos.
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
semblage of weapons hardly gives an idea of

the mass of defensive and offensive weapons
95See Chapter I, pp. 5-6.

96

See Carpenterand Bon, Corinth,III, ii, passim.
E.g. in the Stoa north of the Archaic Temple, Corinth,
I, iii, p. 176, pl. 722.
96a
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1516. (4104).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.037m.
End of socketbrokenoff.
Three-edged blade with barbs below. Tubular
socket for shaft. Cf. Robinson,op. cit., p. 382f. (Type
C); Perachora,I, p. 181, pl. 82, 16; SwedishCyprus
Expedition,III, p. 105, pl. XLV (Type 5). For complete arrows with this type of head (regardedas
votive) see ibid., III, p. 105, pl. XLV, no. 159.
(FourthcenturyB.C.).
1517. (5793).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.042m.
Badly corroded;end of socketbrokenoff.
Three-edgedblade without barbs. Hollow socket.
Cf. arrowheadsfound on the North Slopeof the Acropolis, presumably dating from the Persian War
(Hesperia,II, 1933, p. 341, fig. 13e; ibid., IV, 1935,
p. 114, fig. 4); similaroneswerefoundat Thermopylae
(A.A., 1940, p. 200, fig. 47). See also Robinson, op.
cit., p. 397ff. (Type F); Richter, op. cit., p. 404
(Type II); Walters,op. cit., p. 347 (Type F); Swedish
CyprusExpedition,III, p. 105, pl. XLV (Type 3).
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
1518. (5903).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.03 m.
Hole piercedthroughblade. Similarto the preceding.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
1519. (6487).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.021m.
Slightly damaged. Similar to the preceding,but
smaller.Cf.Hesperia,IV, 1935,p. 114, fig. 4 (top row,
right).
Late fifth centuryB.C.
1520. (3024).Bronzearrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.018m.
Blade shaped like a three-sidedpyramid; hollow
for insertion of shaft. Cf. Walters, op. cit., p. 347
(Type G); also Robinson,op. cit., p. 408 (Type G IV),
especiallyNo. 2117.
(Fourthcentury).
1521. (6661).Bronze arrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.04 m.
Badly corroded.Two-edgedblade with prominent
midrib. Hollow socket for insertion of shaft. Barb
projectingfrom the socket. Cf. Hesperia,II, 1933, p.
341, fig. 13 g (the only one of its kind found on the
North Slope); Walters,op. cit., p. 347 (Type H). This
type was not found at Olynthos.
(Fifth century).
1522. (1270).Bronzespearhead.Plate 91. L. 0.175 m.
Part of the haft brokenoff.
Leaf-shaped blade with a broad, well-defined
midrib. Hollow, polygonal haft, with four holes
piercednearthe end for the attachmentof the handle.
This seems to be an Italian type; see e.g. Daremberg
and Saglio,Dictionnaire,III A, p. 38, fig. 3727 (from
Cumae); also British Museum Guide to Greekand
RomanLife, 2nd ed., p. 99, fig. 100 (top row); also
Petrie, Tools and Weapons,pi. XXXVII, no. 8 and

others.
(Greekperiod).

1523. (1271).Bronze dagger blade. Plate 91. L.
0.114 m.
Both ends brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Two-edgedblade. Upperend and haft are flanged.
Daggerssomewhatsimilarto this have been found in
variousplaces.Petrie, op. cit.,p. XXXIII, nos. 29-32,
showsa variety of these weapons.Thenearestparallel
is perhapsno. 32, from a tomb at Knossos. Since our
specimen,fromthe early excavations,has no context,
it wouldbe hazardousto date it.
1624. (1113).Iron dagger with bronze handle. Plate
91. L. 0.20 m.
Blade corroded;end missing.
Flat blade, converging almost to a point at its
upper end. Almost rectangularhandle, wideningtoward the upper end, with five large openings down
its length which allow the upper end of the blade to
be seen. Incisedvolutes on both sides of upperend of
handle. Despite its distinctive character,this dagger
could not be fixed either as to date or origin. No
context is recorded for it, and it may belong to
almost any period. I judge the Roman period to be
the likeliest.
1525. (2388).Lead sling bullet. Plate 91. L. 0.033 m.
Almond-shaped.Unmarked.For bibliographyon
sling bullets see Robinson, Excavationsat Olynthus,
X, pp. 418ff.
(Greekperiod).
1626. (5430).Lead sling bullet. Plate 91. L. 0.03 m.
Similar to preceding. The bullet appears to be
fresh from the mould, with a strip from the mouldchannelstill attached.
(Greekperiod).
1527. (5981).Lead sling bullet. Plate 91. L. 0.027 m.
Similarto preceding.
(Greekperiod).
1628. (1560).Iron arrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.049 m.
Tangbroken;surfacecorroded.
Three-edgedblade. Tang circularin section. Cf. a
sixth century arrowhead from the "barbarian"
cemetery of Nocera Umbra (Mon.Ant., XXV, 1918,
p. 248, fig. 96); see also Hampel, Alterthilmerdes
friihenMittelaltersin UngarnI, p. 170, fig. 872, from
Pecs-Usz6g.
Fourth century.
1629. (2844).Iron arrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.074 m.
Ends of point and tang missing;surfacecorroded.
Two-edged, leaf-shaped blade, with a knob between it and the tang.
Byzantineperiod.
1530. (2856).Iron arrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.067 m.
End of tang and point of blade brokenoff; surface
corroded.
Similarto the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
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1531. (6213).Iron arrowhead.Plate 91. L. 0.054 m.
Tangbrokenoff; surfacemuch corroded.
Two-edgedblade. Tangcircularin section.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
1532. (4092a).Iron arrowhead.Plate 93. L. 0.069 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Quadrilateralblade. Thin, short tang.
Found with Nos. 1000, 1460, 1461, 1532, 1535,
1540-1546,1651-1554,1558and 1562-1564.Probably
eleventh century.
1533. (2694).Iron spearhead.Plate 91. L. 0.14 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Long, solid, conicalblade; hollow,cylindricalhaft.
Cf.Hampel,op. cit., p. 182, fig. 444 (fromKotaj).
Found with Nos. 1455, 1549, 1555, 1561 and 2191
in a barbariangrave near Acrocorinth(Hesperia,VI,
1937, p. 232, fig. 2, F). Seventhcentury.
1534. (2863). Bronzespearhead.Plate 91. L. 0.146 m.
End of point brokenoff.
Solid, conical blade separated from the hollow,
hexagonalhaft by a decorativecircularknob. Upper
end of the haft piercedby two holes for attachment.
Byzantine period.
1535. (4094a). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.226 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Extremely long, thin point, quadrilateralin section. Long, thin circularhaft.
Found with No. 1532 (q.v.) and other objects.
Probably eleventh century.
1536. (2858).Bronzespearhead.Plate 91. L. 0.087 m.
Upperend missing.
Conical,hollow blade.
Byzantine period.
1537. (7082).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.059 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Spear point made of a strip of metal folded into
conicalform. Tracesof wood inside.
Found in a barbariangravein the SouthStoa with
Nos. 1468, 1538, 1539, 1547, 1548, 1567, 1864, 1909,
1934, 2182 and 2195. Seventh century.
1538. (7083).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.063 m.
Surfacecorroded.Similarto preceding.
Found with preceding.Seventh century.
1539. (7084.) Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.078 m.
Sectionmissingfromthe middle.Surfacecorroded.
Blade circularin section; hollow at upperend.
Found with preceding. Seventh century.
1640. (4095a). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.101 m.
Haft broken off; surface corroded.
Very sharp, short point, quadrilateralin section.
Hollow, circularhaft.
Found with No. 1532 (q.v.) and other objects.
Probably eleventh century.
1541. (4090a). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.212 m.
Surfacebadly corroded.
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Blade circularin section; upper part hollow for
insertion of handle.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1642. (4090b). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.18 m.
Point brokenoff. Surfacecorroded.
Similarto preceding.
Found with preceding.Probablyeleventhcentury.
1643. (4090c). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.154 m.
Point blunted; upper end broken off. Surface
corroded.
Similar to preceding.
Foundwith preceding.Probablyeleventhcentury.
1544. (4090d). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.142 m.
Point brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Similar to preceding.
Found with preceding.Probablyeleventhcentury.
1545. (4094b). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.163 m.
Both ends brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Similar to preceding, except that blade flattens
near the point.
Found with preceding.Probablyeleventhcentury.
1646. (4093). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.112 m.
Hollow,cylindricalhaft, taperingtowardthe short
point which is quadrilateralin section.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1647. (7094).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.101 m.
Flat, leaf-shaped blade. Hollow haft containing
traces of wood.
Found with No. 1637 (q.v.) and other objects.
Seventh century.
1548. (7097).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.104 m.
End of haft broken off. Surface corroded.
Leaf-shaped blade, narrower than preceding.
Hollow haft, largerthan precedingin proportionto
the blade.
Found with preceding.Seventh century.
1649. (2695).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.097 m.
End of blade brokenoff.
Similar to No. 1547. See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p.
232, fig. 2, H. Cf. Hampel, op. cit., I, fig. 427; von
Das Graberfeld
von Reichenhall,
Chlingensperg-Berg,
Grave 250, pl. XXIX.
Found with No. 1633 (q.v.) and other objects.
Seventh century.
1650. (7139).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.162 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Flat, leaf-shapedblade; hollowhaft.
(Byzantineperiod).
1651. (4089b). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.182 m.
Point and haft brokenoff. Surfacecorroded.
Long, leaf-shapedblade with central rib. Hollow
haft.
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Found with No. 1532 (q.v.) and other objects.
Probably eleventh century.
1552. (4089a). Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.154 m.
Upper end brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Long, leaf-shapedbladewhichmay originallyhave
had a centralrib.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1553. (4091a). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.139 m.
Point broken off; surface corroded.
Flat, leaf-shapedblade; hollow, cylindricalhaft.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1554. (4091d). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.083 m.
Ends of blade and of haft missing; surface corroded.
Similarto preceding,but haft hollowfor a greater
distance.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1555. (2696).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.113 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Two-edged blade, barbed, with slightly defined
midrib. Hollow cylindrical haft. See Hesperia, VI,
1937, p. 232, fig. 2,G. Cf. Hampel, op. cit., III, pl.
147,5 (fromKeszthely); von Chlingensperg-Berg,
op.
cit., Grave306, pl. XXXIV.
Found with No. 1533 (q.v.) and other objects.
Seventh century.
1556. (5909).Iron spearhead. Plate 92. L. 0.22 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Two-edgedblade, hollow nearly to the tip, with
well definedmidrib.For section,taken about 0.07 m.
fromthe upperend, see Figure 31.

Fig. 31.

CROSS-SECTION OF SPEARHEAD (NO. 1556).

1:1

Found with Nos. 1572 and 2184 (buckle).Byzantine and Frankishcontext.
1557. (7069).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.087 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Small, pointed, leaf-shapedblade, with solid haft
for insertionin woodenhandle.
Found in a barbariangrave with Nos. 1568, 2174,
2177, 2181 and 2183. Seventh century.
166558.
(4096). Iron spearhead.Plate 93. L. 0.082 m.
Surfacecorroded.

Very short, sharp point, quadrilateralin section;
thick circularhaft.
Found withNo. 1532(q.v.) and otherobjects.Probably eleventh century.
1559. (6498).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.107 m.
End of tang brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Leaf-shaped blade, slightly convex, with angular
sides. Solid tang, circularin section.
Not later than eleventh century.
1560. (7148).Iron spearhead.Plate 92. L. 0.087 m.
End of tang brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Leaf-shapedblade, both sides bent inward. Haft
squarein section. This may not have been a weapon;
it seemstoo blunt for such a purpose.
Byzantine periodor later.
1561. (2697). Iron axe head. Plate 92. L. 0.119 m.
Haft alone preserved;surfacebadly corroded.
Long, rectangularpiece of metal, pierced by a
circular hole for the insertion of a handle. When
complete, the weapon had a rectangularblade projecting at right anglesfrom the piece now preserved.
See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 232, fig. 2,J; for a complete specimen,p. 234, fig. 4,F, fromHungary(Hampel, op. cit., I, fig. 104).
Found with No. 1533 (q.v.) and other objects.
Seventh century.
1562. (4089c). Iron swordtip (?). Plate 93. L. 0.10 m.
Only end of blade preserved.Surfacecorroded.
Two-edged, sharply pointed blade, which must
have been very largewhen complete.
Found with No. 1532 (q.v.) and other objects.
Probably eleventh century.
1563. (4095b). Iron sword handle (?). Plate 93. L.
0.11 m.
Upper end (in photograph)broken off. Surface
corroded.
Two wide, flat pieces of metal joined to a central
piece. Thismay possiblyhave been used as the handle
of a swordor other weapon.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1564. (4095c). Iron handle for weapon (?). Plate 93.
L. 0.062 m.
Both ends broken off. Surfacecorroded.
Flat, thin piece of metal with projectionsat both
sides. Purpose unknown.
Found with the preceding. Probably eleventh
century.
1565. (8231).Bronze sword pommel. Plate 92. Ht.
0.045 m.
Lowerpart of one side missing.
Hollow object, rounded on top, with indented
triangularsectionsat the sides.Flangedbottom edge.
The form of this pommelis unusual and no parallel
has presenteditself.
(Seventhcentury).
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1566. (6011).Iron sword pommel. Plate 92. Ht. 1674. (3260).Bronzescale. Plate 93. L. 0.019 m.
0.035 m.
Slightly convex piece of metal with straightupper
Lowerpart missing;surfacecorroded.
edge, curved below. Two holes piercednear the top.
which
the
of
the
into
Probably from a suit of armor. For this type of
object
top
"Umbrella-shaped"
handle of a sword fitted. No decorationvisible. For armor (lorica squamata)see Cagnat and Chapot,
a similar sword pommel (Avar) see Archaeologia Manueld'archeologie,
II, p. 317, fig. 528. Large porarmor
tions
of
such
of
suits
have beenfoundin Cyprus:
from
Verchne-Szaltovo
Hungarica,XVI, 1935, pl. II,
see SwedishCyprusExpedition,II, pp. 538-539 (no.
in Hungary.
236), pi. CLXXII; also ibid., p. 13, pl. CL.
Byzantineperiod.
Found in Upper Peirene. (Roman period).
1567. (7093). Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.118 m.
Surfacecorroded.
1675. (704). Bronze scale. Plate 93. L. 0.019 m.
Convexpiece of metal, flat on top, pointedbelow,
Single-edged knife blade, with short haft for
insertion in a wooden handle. Traces of a wooden with a hole throughthe middle.Probablyfroma suit
sheath remain.
of armor.
Found with No. 1537 (q.v.) and other objects.
(Romanperiod).
Seventh century.
1676.(6179).Bronzebulletmould.Plate94.L. 0.035m.,
1568. (7068).Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.141 m. diam. of bullet, 0.012 m.
Surfacecorroded.Similarto preceding.Tracesof
One half of the mouldpreserved.
cloth (simpleweave) on one side.
Mouldfor a singlebullet. Pour-channelat the top;
Found with No. 1557 (q.v.) and other objects. three
projectionsfor fitting it to the other half of the
Seventh century.
mould; loop on the back, probablyfor fasteningthe
1569. (6781).Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.134 m. two parts of the mould together.
Surfacecorroded.Similarto preceding.
Probablynot later than the tenth century.
Found with No. 2187 (buckle). (Sixth or seventh
1677. (1561).Bronzebulletmould.Plate 94.L. 0.03m.,
century).
diam. of bullet 0.012 m.
1570. (6074).Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.088 m.
The correspondinghalf of a mould similarto the
Tip of blade brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
preceding.
Similarto preceding,except that haft is bent.
(Fourteenthcentury or later).
Fourth century context.
1678. (5240).Bronze bullet mould. Plate 94. L.
1571. (7182).Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.118 m.
0.026 m., diam. of bullet 0.012 m.
Surfacecorroded.Similarto preceding.
One half preserved.Similarto the preceding,but
Byzantine period or later.
rectangularin shape.
1572. (5913).Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.094 m.
(Fourteenthcentury or later).
Both ends brokenoff; surfacecorroded.
Similarto preceding,except that the blade has a 1579.(902).Bronzebulletmould.Plate 94. L. 0.048m.,
diam. of bullets 0.008 m.
rectangularend whereit joins the haft.
Both sections of the mould preserved.
Found with Nos. 1556 and 2184 (buckle). ByzanTwo identical parts, joined by rivets. Eight
tine periodor later.
bullets could be made at one time, four on each side
1573. (7155). Iron knife blade. Plate 93. L. 0.26 m.
of a narrow pour-channel.Traces of metal bands
End of haft brokenoff. Surfacecorroded.
with which the two parts of the mould were held
Similarto the precedingspecimens,but much the
remain on the outside.
together
largest in the collection.
periodor later).
(Byzantine
(Byzantine period or later).

WEIGHTSAND BALANCES
The study of ancientweightsand measures
is amongthe moredemandingandless rewarding of occupations.97
Although literary and
97 The bibliography is
large. Older, but not yet superseded
authorities are E. Pernice, GriechischeGewichte(Berlin, 1894)
and F. Hultsch, Griechischeund RomischeMetrologie (Berlin,
1882). Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, have a good
article (Pondus) and an extensive treatment of the subject is

to be found in Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyklopddie,Suppl. 3,
s.v. Gewichte.A good deal of information about Greekweights
may be found in Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pp.
447ff. For a short summary of Roman weights Cagnat &
Chapot, Manuel d'archeologieromaine, II, Chap. V, is very
satisfactory. For Roman and Byzantine weights see especially K. Pink, "RSmische und Byzantinische Gewichte in
6sterreichischen Sammlungen," Sonderschriftendes Ost.Arch.
Inst. in Wien, XII, 1938; also Cabrol and Leclercq, Dictionnaire, s.v. Poids.
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archaeologicalevidenceis abundant,the re- coveredin Attica, appearsto be an official
sultsaregenerallyconfusingandoftenbaffling. Corinthianweight.10?
It is reproducedon Plate
Even whenweightsaremarked"official"they 147,c,sinceit is apparentlyuniqueand hence
do not alwaysconformto a singlestandard.98 of considerableinterest.On one side is a bull's
Theweightsfoundat Corinthareno exception. head in high relief, aroundit in archaicCorTheirfrequentfailureto correspondto known inthian letters the word 7rEvrrraiov;
on the
standardsmay be laid to a numberof factors: reverse is the inscription [K]opivetov. Its
the fluctuatingmetricstandardsof antiquity, weightis recordedby Hultschas 82.52grams.
local aberrations,the dishonestyof merchants He assumesthat ETvrrraTov
means"fivetimes"
or, finally, to chemicalchangestaking place and dividesthe weightby five, givinga stater
whilethe weightswereunderground.
With all of 16.50grams,whichdoesnot fit any known
thesefactorsto be takeninto account,it is not Greek system. If, on the other hand, 82.52
surprisingto find that the weights,in general, grams are multiplied by five, the resulting
do not fit neatlyinto theirproperplaces.
amountis 412.60 grams,or almost exactly a
The earliestweight found at Corinthis an mina as determinedby our Nos. 1580 and
importedpiece, No. 2122. A curiouslyshaped 1582. It thereforeseemslogicalto assumethat
means "a fifth" and not "five
object of haematite, it was identified as a TrEVTrraTov
weight only after it had been placedwith the times."A differentminais givenby No. 1581,
pendantsbecauseof the hole whichpiercesit. if theinscriptionit bearsindicatestwominas.101
A similar weight, likewise pierced,has been This mina weighs597.50grams,whichis not
found at Ras Shamra;99apparentlyit dates far fromthe puvayopaia(654.90grams)102
and
fromthe Mycenaeanperiod.Its weightis not even nearer the old uvva wTopIKfi
of 602.60
mentioned,but the authorsays that the group grams. But here again exact similarity beof weightsin whichthis is included"revealsa tween Attic and Corinthianweight standards
system based on a mina divided into fifty is probablynot to be sought.
sicles.... the systemlater used by the IsraelSincethe materialon Corinthianweightsof
18
ites of Palestine." Our specimenweighs
the Greekperiodis so limited,it seemsadvisand
its
not
has
able
to assemblewhat thereis, even thoughit
weight
grams,
apparently
doesnot actuallycomewithinthe scopeof this
changedsinceit was made.
publication. Figure 32 shows a triangular
of 73.50 grams.The inscripbronzeweight103
GREEK PERIOD
Weightsof the Greekperiodare extremely
few; those preserved(Nos. 1580-1582) are of
lead. Two of them, whichwerefoundtogether
(Nos.1580, 1582),agreein standard;they give
a mina of about412.50grams,whichis somewhatlowforthe Solonianmina(436.60grams),
but it is not necessaryto assumethat Corinthian weights conformedto an Attic standard. Confirmationof the existence of a
Corinthianmina of 412.50gramsis offeredby
a bronzediscoidweight which, althoughdis98
Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 362, figs. 51, 52.
99C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica I (Paris, 1939), pp. 44-45, fig. 34,
upper right corner.

FIG. 32. CORINTHIAN BRONZE WEIGHT (DAREMBERG & SAGLIO,
Iva, FIG. 5731). 1: 1
100
Hultsch, "Ein Altkorinthisches Gewicht," Journal Int.
d'ArcheologieNumismatique,VIII, 1905, pp. 5-6.
101For the use of the letters of the
alphabet as numbers on
Greek weights see Pernice, GriechischeGewichte,p. 167, no.
611.
102 Cf.
Pernice, op. cit., p. 54.
103
Reproduced from Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire,
IVa, p. 553, fig. 5731.
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tion KOPINGION
is probablyfourth
AAM(6atov)
century or later. This unusual shape is found
in another bronze weight (MF 8390) discovered in Hellenistic context in the South
Stoa (in the fall of 1938, hence not included in
the catalogue). This weight (Plate 147,d), a
perfect isosceles triangle (height, 0.045 m.)
with a hole pierced through the sides of one
angle (the bottom in the photograph),bears in
relief the inscription 1: or =L.On the reverse is
lightly scratched a 0. It weighs 127.15 grams,
a weight which does not seem to fit any known
standard. The relation between the two triangularweights is almost exactly 3:5. Possibly
the discovery of more material will clarify the
problem. Other weights from Corinthare listed
by Pernice104but of these only one is inscribed
with significant letters and that is apparently
from Sikyon.
ROMANPERIOD

For the Roman period the material is somewhat more plentiful, but not sufficiently to
give a general picture of the types of weights
in use during that time. They are of bronzeand
stone (usually marble)and occasionallyof lead.
None can be dated, from the evidence of the
excavations, to the first centuries of Roman
rule. It is possible that some of the marble
weights and even some of the unmarkedbronze
ones are early, but this cannot be verified as
the Roman pound (libra)remainedconstant in
weight (327.45 grams)105throughout the Imperial period and even into Byzantine times.
It was divided, until the time of Constantine
the Great, into twelve ounces (unciae) and
these into half-ounces (semunciae), quarter
ounces (sicilici), etc.;106 it is only by the type
of marks which the weights bear that their
104

Op. cit., pp. 178-179, nos. 684-690.
For the reliability of this standard see the summary
of the evidence in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, IIIb,
p. 1231.
106The divisions of the libra are given in Daremberg and
Saglio, op. cit., s.v. Libra; in Cagnat and Chapot, op. cit., II,
p. 256, etc.
105
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date can be determined.Constantine,using the
original libra of 327.45 grams as a basis, instituted a system of coinage weights, with the
nomismaas the unit (4.55 grams, equal to the
old sextula). This later developed into a series
of weights called exagia107which were employed in common trade transactions. But for
a time, the old uncial system seems to have
persisted as well.
The earliest Roman bronze weights we have
are those in the shape of a doubly truncated
sphere(Nos.1583-1586). They areprobablynot
earlier than the beginning of the fourth century. Those which are marked bear uncia signs
=
(
- o0(yKIa)); the smaller ones are unmarked. There are none at Corinthlarger than
two unciae (one uncia equals 27.288 grams).
This type of weight is dated by one authority
to the period 300-350;108another dates them
more generally to the late Roman period.109
Probably very little later came the square, flat
weight, with the sign for the uncia now Fo. No.
1587 is the only example found at Corinth,
although No. 1588, worth twelve scripulae,may
be part of this system, and somewhat later
are the weights of the same shape with the
value indicated in nomismata (Nos. 15891592). Two of these (Nos. 1591 and 1592) are
rather elaborately decoratedwith incision. No.
1593, with its four punch marks, does not seem
to fit any of the systems. Two other weights
whose value cannot be identified are No. 1611,
an inscribed disk weight found in fourth
century context, and No. 1612, which may
likewise be of the Roman period.
The only Roman lead weight found (No.
1594) is a flat, unmarked square weighing
almost a pound. Its exact date is uncertain.
Stone weights of the Roman period are of
various shapes. Some, like the bronze ones, are
doubly truncatedspheres(No. 1645); these are
rare at Corinth. A common shape for heavier
107 For a discussion of these see
Daremberg and Saglio, op.
cit., s.v. Exagium.
108 Pink,
op. cit., p. 80.
109Pernice, op. cit., pp. 75-76.
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are decoratedby inciseddesigns.112
The usual
schemeis a groupingof four signs aroundthe
central knob: above, a cross, more or less
elaborate;below,a floralor geometricmotive.
Atthe leftis the signrepresenting
the uncia(Fo)
and at the right the number of ounces, in
alphabeticnumerals.A borderof loops and
dots or a runningloopdesignoftenenclosesthe
symbols.Oneweight (No. 1602) which origiwas later scratched
nallyhadthis arrangement
over so that a large cross divides the central
portioninto four parts, and there is a gamma
in each part. Probablythe originalinscription
was consideredto be too indistinct.Only one
weight (No. 1596) has an inscriptionaround
the side, and this has so far defiedinterpretation. Thoseweightswhichbearno inscription
often have tiny stampedcircleson the central
part,eitherin groupsof three (No. 1598) or in
more elaborateformations(No. 1603). Still
others have only the central boss and no
incised decoration.The two discoid weights
Nos.1609 and1610,althoughclearlyinscribed,
do not appear to fit into the system. It is
possiblethat they are of the Roman period,
althoughboth were found in ByzantineconBYZANTINEPERIOD
texts.
A commontype of bronzeweightduringthe Nos. 1619-1632representthe secondof the
Byzantineperiodis the diskshape(Nos.1595- commonByzantinetypes of weights.Thiscon1610). Theseweightsareusuallyfoundin con- sists of a seriesof bowl-shapedweightswhose
texts dating from the ninth to the twelfth size and depth increasewith the weight, so
centuries,but the typeseemsto haveoriginated that one fits neatly within the other. The
earlier (cf. No. 1608, found in fourth-sixth smallestunitis a disk,oftenwithseveralraised
century context). A good proportionof them ringsaroundthe top. Theseweightshave been
have their values inscribed,the largerones in foundin greatnumbers,mostlyin contextsof
unciae,the smallerin nomismata.Of the uncia the eleventh,twelfthand thirteenthcenturies,
weightswe have fourdenominations:one, two, but manywerealsofoundin moremodernconthree and six unciae;of the nomismaalso four texts, andin AthensI oncesaw a set of them,
denominations:one,two,threeandfournomis- in shiny new-lookingcondition,for sale in an
mata. Inscriptionsindicatingthe value of the antiqueshop.113 Thedate of the earliestuseof
weight have been found on all denominations these weights is probably about the tenth
but the six-unciapiece. Mostof these weights
112 Weights of this
type are sometimes inlaid with silver:
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weightsis the rectangulartype with two projections on top (Nos. 1646-1653) sometimes
joinedby a handle(No.1652). Thesehavebeen
thought to be votive breasts but are now
The significance
definitelyprovedweights.110
of the two breast-likeprojections,however,
remains unexplained.Deonnall still thinks
they may representbreasts,on the analogyof
other subjects shown on weights, but this
particularone seems to me odd and unlikely.
Some of the examples we have are marked
with their values; othersbear no signs at all.
The markedones are 5, 7, 8 and 10 librae;the
unmarked2(?), 4, 6(?) and 10(?). Some of
them arevery muchlowerin weightthan they
shouldbe, but this is not surprisingas they are
all badlychipped.Anotherrectangularweight
(No. 1654) weighingabout six libraehas an
amphorain reliefon the top. Thedatesof these
stone weights are probablyall ratherlate in
the Romanperiodandquitepossiblythey were
used in the Byzantine period as well. The
typical Byzantinestone weights,however,are
of othertypes (see below).

"0 D6los, XVIII, pp. 144-145 for a discussion of the

problem.
111D6los, XVIII, p. 145.

see Dalton, Catalogueof Early Christian Antiquities, British
Museum, no. 478.
113 Unfortunately I did not take the
opportunity to discover the weight standard on which they were based.
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century. 114 The lightest weight of this type is
3.75 grams (No. 1620), the largest 178.30
grams.Many of the weights are decoratedwith
series of raised rings; others are plain. In some
cases there is evidence of filing on the bottom,
probably to reduce the weight, and in others
the weight was increased by partially filling
the bowl with lead. Since these weights are at
least partially contemporary with the diskshaped weights, it seems not unreasonableto
assume that they use the same ponderal
system, multiples of the nomisma.This is hard
to verify since only one weight is marked in
any way and the weight of an individual piece
is seldom the original one. The smallest unit,
disk-shaped to fit into the smallest bowl,
generally weighs between 4 and 4.50 grams,
but one is as low as 3.75 grams and another as
high as 5.10 grams. With the presumed twonomisma weights the variation is also great:
from 6.27 to 9.90 grams, and this amount of
variation is present in higher values as well, as
may be seen from Nos. 1624, 1626 and 1630.
The smallest unit, the disk, is in all cases but
one approximately the weight of one nomisma.
The exception is No. 1627, weighing 19.05
grams, which may possibly have been meant
as five nomismata (22.75 grams) or may be a
unit with which we are not familiar. The only
weight with the value marked on it is No. 1632,
weighing 148.30 grams, which has five parallel
grooves cut deeply on the rim. Dividing this
amount by five gives a unit of 29.66 grams,
which does not appear to bear any particular
relation to the nomisma. Possibly more material would help to clarify the problem; thus
far additional specimens have offered chiefly
additional complications. A series of bowl
weights formed a compact unit with a lid to

114 One
example (MF 4496) which resembles the smallest
unit, weighing 2.54 grams, was found in an apparently
reliable context of the second century after Christ. There is
no other evidence for the use of this type of weight so early,
and from the fact that the specimen is so far below normal
weight for the nomisma system, I should be inclined to guess
that it really has no connection with Byzantine weights and
that its resemblance to the latter is fortuitous.
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keep them together. There are two types of
covers,one plain (No. 1633), the otherhinged
and often quite elaboratelydecorated.A selection of theseis shownin Nos. 1634-1637.
In the Byzantineperiodstone was used for
the heavierweights.Therearetwo maintypes:
a doublytruncatedsphere,with a handle(Nos.
1655-1658) and a hemisphericalweight with
an ironringin the top (Nos.1659, 1660).Many
of these are marked,in rathercrudefashion,
with theirweightin pounds(libraeor litrae,see
No. 1650); othersare unmarkedbut all seem
to conformto the Romansystem.
In addition to weights used on simple
balances, there have been found a certain
numberof suspensionweights,for steelyards.
By far the mostimportantoneis No. 1638 (for
descriptionand discussionsee the catalogue).
No. 1639 dates from the eleventh or twelfth
century; only a few fragmentsof this type
have beenfound.The others(Nos.1640-1643)
offernothingof interest.
A seriesof glasscoinweightswill be foundin
ChapterVI. Some of them (Nos.2870-2873)
date from the early Byzantine period; the
others (Nos. 2877-2881) have Arabicinscriptionswith the namesof Fatimidrulers.
In the case of scales and other weighing
instruments,the absenceof Greekremainsis
even moremarkedthanin that of the weights.
Thereis no fragmentof a balance that can
definitelybe called Greek,and not many that
are certainlyRoman, since in the Byzantine
periodthe Romanscalesandthe characteristic
Romansteelyardcontinuedin use. The operation of the steelyardis familiar,as the instrument is still widely used today. Complete
ancientspecimensare common.115
At Corinth
the fragmentsof stateraeor steelyardswhich
have been foundare generallyportionsof the
horizontalbar (Nos.1661-1665)and otherless
116 Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, IIIb, pp. 12271228; British Museum Guide to Greekand Roman Life, 3rd.
ed., pp. 153-154. For other bibliography Bieber, Antike
Skulpturen und Bronzen in Cassel, pp. 83-84, and D6los,
XVIII, p. 140.
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Three other objects which have been placed
importantpartsof the instrument(Nos.1666all
The
bars
were
found
in
in
other sections of this volume may be
1669).
Byzantine
contexts and are probablyof that period.The balances or parts of balances. It has been
scale of weight is indicatedin variousways: suggested that No. 1466 might be a balance
by simple vertical lines and dots, by Roman for weighing small quantities of gold (such are
numerals,and in two cases (Nos. 1663 and in use today). Nos. 2892 and 2893, two curious
1665) by Greeknumerals,thoughin No. 1663 objects which resemble each other, may also
not in the acceptedorder.The one complete be from balances, but in exactly what way is
bar,No. 1661,verysmallanddelicate,weighed not clear.
amounts up to twenty pounds. The values 1580. (1434).Lead weight. Plate 94. W. 0.084 m.,
represented on the others are difficult to th. 0.01 m., weight 825 grams.
Flat, square weight. Incised on the top in large
calculateas the ends of the barsaremissing.It
letters: AIMNA(Tov).See p. 204 for discussion.
is quite possiblethat individualsystemswere
Found with No. 1582. Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.
usedand in that casethe meaningof the marks
1581. (4114).Lead weight. Plate 94. W. 0.093 m.,
would be harderto interpret.16A numberof th. 0.007
m., weight 1195 grams.
metalloopswhichformedpartof4he steelyard Flat, square weight with corners slightly turned
has also been found (Nos. 1666-1669) and up. Crudelyincised on the top: l.
Fourth or third century B.C.
some of the bronze chain links and hooks
which often turn up in the excavationsmay 1582. (1435). Lead weight. Plate 94. W. 0.052 m.,
th. 0.007 m., weight 137.45 grams.
alsohave belongedto steelyards.
Flat, square weight, with slightly raisededge and
As for the simplebalancetype of scales,the a hole piercedthroughone corner.Deeply incised
on
only kind which has been found in any the top: TPl(TTrI6piov).On the bottom, at one
is incised P. For a one-third mina weight see
quantity is that representedby Nos. 1672- side,
Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,X, no. 2393.
1674. No. 1672 has its two scalepansattached Found with No. 1580. Fifth or fourth
centuryB.C.
with modernstring but is otherwisecomplete. 1583.
(906). Bronzeweight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.011 m.,
The workingof this type of balance can be weight 3.80 grams.
Truncatedsphere, with the convex sides slightly
seenin the fragmentsNos. 1673 and 1674. The
flattened.
Small circular depression on top and
latter showsthe centralindicator,whichmust
bottom. One sextula (1/6 uncia) equals 4.548 grams.
be directlybetweenthe side bars in orderto
Late Romanperiod (probablyfourth century).
havethe scalepansevenlybalanced.Obviously 1584.
(8208).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam. 0.006m.
this is in no sense an accurateinstrument. weight 7.40 grams.
Truncatedsphere,without marksof any sort.
These balanceshave not been found in con(Fourth century).
texts earlierthan the Byzantineperiod1"and,
1585.
(7657).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam.0.018m.,
so far as we know, were used throughoutthe
weight 27.30 grams.
periodandpossiblylater.Thescalepanswhich
Truncatedsphere.Incisedon the top:' A (one
have been foundare mostly,like the balances, uncia). One uncia equals 27.288 grams.
Another
smalland delicate(cf. Nos. 1675-1678). None similarly inscribed weight (MF 7961) weighs 25.50
whichcouldhave held large objects has been grams; its surface is somewhat corroded. Others
weigh 26.75 grams (MF 880) and 27.50 grams (MF
found.
2771).
116 For

various types of scale indications see Daremberg
and Saglio, op. cit., IIIb, p. 1228; also C.I.L., XIII, iii, 2, pp.
744ff.
117 Daremberg and Saglio, op. cit., IIIb, p. 1225, fig. 4471,
for a similar one owned by Caylus, who thought it Roman.
Another similar balance was found in a cemetery in France:
Cabrol and Leclercq, Dictionnaire, V, 2, pp. 1691-1692, fig.
4501. See also Delos, XVIII, p. 140, pl. LIII, 400.

(Fourth century).

1586.(844).Bronzeweight.Plate94. Diam.0.023m.,

weight 52.50 grams.
Truncatedsphere. Incised on the top: B (two
unciae). Another similarly inscribed weight (MF
7720) weighs52.55 grams.
(Fourth century).
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1687. (1092).Bronze weight. Plate 94. W. 0.02 m.,
th. 0.007 m., weight 22.45 grams.
Flat, squareweight. Incised on the top: a chrisma
at the left, ro (uncia) right.Althoughit is muchunder
the properweight, the value must be one ounce.
(Late fourth century or later).
1688. (5427).Bronze weight. Plate 94. W. 0.019 m.,
weight 10.25 grams.
Flat square with bevelled edges. Incised on the
top: IB. Twelve scripulae equal 1/2 ounce (13.644
grams). Cf. C.I.L., XIII, Part III, 2, no. 10030, 7.
(Late fourth century or later).
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Flat, square weight. Incised on the top: NS
(6 nomismata)beneath palm branches;small crosses
in the uppercorners.
(Late fourth century or later).
1593. (6893).Bronze weight. Plate 94. L. 0.01 m.,
weight, 1.75 grams.
Flat, rectangularweight; four tiny punch marks
on the top. Probably part of the nomismasystem,
but the value is difficult to determine.
(Fourth century or later).
1594. (3555).Lead weight. W. 0.052 m., th. 0.011 m.,
weight 307 grams.

1592
1591

1608

1596
FIG. 33. BYZANTINE
BRONZE
WEIGHTS

(NOS.

1589. (5202).Bronze weight. Plate 94. W. 0.014 m.,
weight 4 grams.
Flat, square weight. Deeply incised on the top: N
(nomisma)enclosedin a lightly incised frame.
(Late fourth century or later).
1690. (7672). Bronze weight. Plate 94. W. 0.014 m.,
weight, 8.40 grams.
Similarto the preceding.Incised on the top: N,
with groupsof puncheddots above and below.
(Late fourth century or later).
1691. (2011).Bronzeweight. Figure 33. W. 0.018 m.,
weight, 13 grams.
Surfacecorroded.
Flat, squareweightwith indentedsides (see profile
in Fig. 33). Lightly incised on the top: two columns,
standing on a foundation, supporting an arch of
palm leaves; within this a cross and the letters Nr
(3 nomismata).
(Late fourth century or later).
1592. (6888).Bronzeweight. Plate 94 and Figure 33.
W. 0.023 m., weight, 25.46 grams.
Surfacecorroded.
14

1591, 1596 2: 1 NOS.1592, 1608 1: 1)

Surfaceslightly damaged.
Flat, squareweight, unmarked.This was probably
originallyone libra, 327.45 grams.
Roman period.
1596. (6819).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam.0.026m.,
weight 27.56 grams.
Disk with raised top edge and boss in centre of
top. Incised on the top: Fo A (one uncia) with
decorativedesignsmade of puncheddots. Two other
similar weights, without letters, weigh 26.10 grams
(MF 4663) and 26.49 grams (MF 4775).
Not later than the tenth century (other similar
weights found in contexts as late as the twelfth
century).
1596. (938). Bronze weight. Figure 33. Diam. 0.026
m., weight 25 grams.
Disk with raised boss in center of top. Incised on
the top: uppercenter, a cross;left, Fo (uncia);right,
A; bottom, illegible. On the side, between two
horizontal incised lines, the following incised inscription:+TA: EPXH).
Byzantine period.
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1597. (7649).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam.0.035m.,
weight 53.20 grams.
Disk with raised mouldings on top and central
boss. Incised on the top: FoB (2 unciae)beneatha
cross. Groupsof dots punched at intervals between
the mouldings.
Byzantine period.
1698. (506). Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam. 0.028 m.,
weight 52.30 grams.
Disk with centralboss on top. Incisedringsaround
the bottom; similar rings on top, and groups of
punched circles. Other two-uncia weights (none
bearing clear letters) have the following weights:
MF 2986, 49.40 grams; MF 225, 49.50 grams; MF
652, 54.10 grams.
Byzantine period.
1599. (6821).Bronze weight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.039

m., weight 79.45 grams.

Disk with raised mouldings on top and central
boss. Incised on the top: rr (3 unciae)with cross
above and star below, within a loop pattern and
puncheddots.
Byzantine period.
1600. (7670).Bronze weight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.042

m., weight 81.10 grams.

Shape similar to the preceding. Incised on the
top: rr (3 unciae) beneath a cross,within a pattern
of triangles and punched dots.
Not later than ca. 1050.
1601. (3120).Bronzeweight.Plate 95. Diam. 0.04 m.,
weight 78.25 grams.
Similarto the preceding.Incised on the top: Fo F
(3 unciae) beneath a cross; loop and dot pattern
aroundthe edge.
Byzantine period.
1602. (3419).Bronzeweight.Plate 95. Diam.0.036m.,
weight 77.55 grams.
Similarto the preceding.Incised on the top with
a fine instrument: Fo F (3 unciae)beneath a cross,
within a running loop border. Some time later the
surface was re-incised with a blunter instrument:
the surface was divided into four parts and a r
placedin each section. Othersimilar3-unciaweights,
with or without inscriptions, have the following
weights: MF 6164, 71 grams;MF 7979, 71.30 grams;
MF 651, 74 grams; MF8201, 79.75grams; MF 7733,
80.80 grams.
Byzantine period. (Others of these weights were
found in contexts not later than the middle of the
eleventh century, one in a context as late as the
thirteenth).
1603. (6851). Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.049
m., weight 158.65 grams.

Shape similar to the preceding. Double ring of
mouldings; small stamped circles all over the top.

On the bottom, deeply engraved concentric rings
overthe wholesurface,probablyto reducethe weight.
Six unciaeequal 163.73 grams.
Not later than the tenth century.
1604. (6220).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.044
m., weight 159.65 grams.
Disk weightwith narrowridgesall aroundthe top,
and a central depressionwith a raised boss in the
middle of it. Stamped circles aroundthe edge. The
bottom slightly gouged out. Other 6-uncia weights
have the followingweights: MF 8188, 150.75 grams;
MF 6194, 157.15 grams; MF 8187, 157.75 grams;
MF 219, 159.50 grams; MF 2828 (the only inscribed
one), 161.90grams;MF 288, 164.50grams.
Tenth-twelfth century context (others of these
weights were found in contexts dating from the
eleventh and twelfth centuries).
1605. (4987).Bronzeweight.Plate94. Diam.0.016m.,
weight 3.62 grams.
Flat disk. Incised on the top: N (nomisma),
stamped circles above and below, punched dots at
the ends of the strokes.
Not later than the twelfth century.
1606. (7635).Bronze weight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.019
m., weight 8.20 grams.
Disk with raised upper edge and central boss.
Incised on the top: NB (2 nomismata)beneath a
cross. Another similar 2-nomismaweight (MF 5580)
weighs 8.58 grams.
Not later than the twelfth century(similarweights
have been foundin contexts as late as the thirteenth
century).
1607. (6822).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam. 0.02 m.,
weight 11.85 grams.
Disk with elaboratemouldings,similarto those of
No. 1608 (see Fig. 33). Incised on the top: NF (3
nomismata),composedof punched dots, with other
dots in the field.
Ninth-eleventh century context.
1608. (8228).Bronze weight. Plate 94 and Fig. 33.
Diam. 0.022 m., weight 16.60 grams.
Disk with mouldings,as shownin Fig. 33. Incised
on the top: NA (4 nomismata)beneatha cross.
Fourth-sixth century context.
1609. (5008).Bronze weight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.018
m., weight 3.35 grams.
Surfacecorroded.
Thin disk stampedout of a sheet of metal. On the
obverse the raised letters: TE ITAP ITON; on the
reverse: A at one side, and probably three other
letters, now missing.
(Byzantineperiod?).
1610. (6804).Bronze weight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.015
m., weight 5.07 grams.
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Flat disk. Incised on the top: XII. Twelve
siliquae equal 5.804 grams.
Byzantinecontext.
1611. (6310).Bronzeweight. Plate 94. Diam. 0.03m.,
weight 20.54 grams.
Disk with raised edges on both faces. Monogram
for PE incised on each face.
Fourth century context.
1612. (2082).Bronzeweight.Plate 94. Diam.0.018 m.,
weight 15.65 grams.
Convex above; below straight-sided, converging
toward the bottom. Unmarked.
(Romanperiod?)
1613. (4564).Bronzeweight. Plate 95. Diam.0.02m.,
weight 26.62 grams.
Octagonal, with convex top and bottom. Unmarked.
Byzantine period or later.
1614. (8212).Bronzeweight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.03 m.,
weight 84.25 grams.
Octagonal,with flat, circulartop and bottom, both
coveredwith concentricgrooves.No other marks.
Not later than the thirteenth century.
1616. (3997). Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.012
m., weight 7.12 grams.
Cylindrical, with conical top. Incised grooves
around the sides. Another weight of this type (MF
631) weighs 25.35 grams.
Byzantine period or later.
1616. (2819).Bronzeweight.Plate 95. Diam.0.036m.,
weight 107.60grams.
Hemispherical,with deepradiatinggrooveshaving
convex surfaces. Unmarked.
Byzantine period or later.
1617. (5363).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.042
m., weight 283 grams.
Doubly truncated sphere,with vertically grooved
sides. Unmarked.
Byzantine period or, more probably,later.
1618. (4598).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.026
m., weight 24.50 grams.
Flat, with scallopededge and recessedridgeon top.
Not later than the eleventh century.
1619. (7362).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.017
m., weight 5.10 grams.
Disk, with sides spreadingslightly towardthe top.
Deep concentricgrooveson the top. Bottomscratched,
apparentlyto reducethe weight.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1620. (4872).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.015
m., weight 3.75 grams.
Disk, with depressionon top containinga central
boss.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
14*
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1621. (3307).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.016
m., weight 4.25 grams.
Similarto the preceding.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1622. (4859).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.018
m., weight 5.61 grams.
Similarto the preceding.Spiraldecorationon ridge
on upper surface. Other 1-nomismaweights of this
type have the followingweights:MF4496, 2.54 grams
(the bottom is gouged); MF 4857, 3.94 grams; MF
6858, 3.96 grams; MF 3321, 4.20 grams; MF 1502,
4.20 grams (the bottom has been filed); MF 5997,
4.22 grams; MF 3137, 4.37 grams; MF 2341, 4.45
grams; MF 6923, 4.75 grams; MF 2236, 4.90 grams.
Not later than ca. 1050. (Other weights of this
kind have been found in contexts dating as late as
the twelfth century).
1623. (1186).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.023
m., ht. 0.005 m., weight 8.62 grams.
Bowl-shaped,with straightsides spreadingtoward
the top. Incised circles in the bottom interior, and
incised grooves around the outside. Other twonomisma weights of this type have the following
weights: MF 7723c, 6.27 grams; MF 3316, 7.60
grams;MF 7723b, 7.67 grams;MF 2941, 7.90 grams;
MF 904, 7.90 grams;MF 5389, 7.97 grams;MF 7179,
8.30 grams; MF 8159, 8.75 grams; MF 6219, 8.84
grams; MF 1095, 9.40 grams;MF 3026, 9.50 grams;
MF 2333, 9.90 grams.
Twelfth and thirteenth centuries (most of the
similar weights were found in contexts containing
coins as late as the thirteenth century).
1624. (1280).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.027
m., ht. 0.018 m., weight 12.30grams.
Similar in shape to the preceding. Raised edge
around the bottom. Hole through the center, with
two incisedrings aroundit; incisedlines also around
the rim. Other 3-nomismaweights of this type have
the following weights: MF 6218, 10.36 grams; MF
222d, 11.88 grams (bottom slightly filed); MF 3121,
12 grams (bottom filed); MF 3415, 12 grams; MF
2085, 12.28 grams;MF 222c, 12.38 grams;MF 5507,
12.70 grams; MF 5197, 12.75 grams; MF 287, 12.75
grams; MF 423, 13 grams; MF 7723a, 13.05 grams;
MF 3027, 13.29 grams;MF 2831, 13.50 grams.
Twelfthand thirteenthcenturies(similarcontexts
for all these weights).
1625. (1282).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.028
m., ht. 0.009 m., weight 14.80 grams.
Similarin shapeto the preceding.The bottom has
been deeply gouged: perhapsan attempt to reduce
the value of the weightfromfourto threenomismata.
It weighs too little for the first and too muchfor the
second. It is also possiblethat dishonestmotives led
to the filing.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
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1626. (222b). Bronze weight. Diam. 0.028 m., ht.
0.007 m., weight 15.78 grams.

Similarto the preceding.Incised lines on the rim
and one around the outside. Bottom slightly filed.
Other 4-nomisma weights of this type have the
followingweights: MF 3106, 13.67 grams; MF 2209,
16.27 grams.
Not later than the twelfth century.
1627. (802). Bronze weight. Diam. 0.025 m., ht.
0.005 m., weight 19.05 grams.
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Disk shape, slightly largerat the top than at the
bottom. Raised rings aroundthe uppersurface.This
is the smallestweight of a series of bowls.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1628. (2791).Bronze weight. Diam. 0.039 m., ht.
0.017 m., weight 33.97 grams.

Bowl-shapedweight. The sides flare toward the
top, but at the upper edge suddenlyrecede.Bottom
filed in a pattern of squares.Possibly eight nomismata - 36.40 grams.

(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1629. (1094).Bronzeweight.Plate 95. Diam.0.036m.,

ht. 0.018 m., weight 44.05 grams.

Similar to the preceding.Bottom deeply filed in
a ray pattern. Possibly 10 nomismata- 45.50 grams.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1630. (285). Bronze weight. Diam. 0.038 m., ht.
0.015 m., weight 51.45 grams.

Similar to the preceding.Delicately incised lines
aroundthe top of the rim. Possibly 12 nomismata54.60 grams. Otherprobable12-nomismaweights of
this type have the following weights: MF 8170,
49.70 grams;MF 4762, 50.14 grams;MF 7656, 50.20
grams;MF7374, 50.20grams;MF 5602,50.80grams;
MF 1279, 50.85 grams (bottom filed); MF 6887,
50.87 grams; MF 5426, 51 grams.
Eleventh-thirteenthcentury (similarcontexts for
all the other weights mentionedabove).
1631. (2830).Bronze weight. Plate 95. Diam. 0.039
m., ht. 0.026 m., weight 97 grams.

Similarto the preceding.Sides thin, bottom thick.
Incised circlesand a deeply cut crosson the bottom.
Raised bands on the sides. Another similar weight
(MF 281) weighs 99.95 grams.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1632. (2044).Bronze weight. Plate 96. Diam. 0.048
m., weight 148.30 grams.

Similarto the preceding.Five parallelgroovescut
deeplyon the rim. Onlytwo bowl weightslargerthan
this were found: MF 7952, 160.90 grams and MF
4197, 178.30 grams. The former was found in a
thirteenth-centurycontext, the latter in one of the
twelfth.

Flat bowl shape. Incisedrings on top, bottom and
sides. A number of these lids have been found, all
meant for sets of rathersmall weights. The diameter
of the largest is 0.05 m., of the smallest, 0.028 m.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1634. (7331).Bronze weight cover. Plate 95. Diam.
0.077 m.
Flat bowl shape. Very solidly made, with deep
grooves around top and sides. Attached to it is a
solid metal binding, with hinge, and a loop handle
at the middle of the top. This was the lid for a set of
bowlweights.
Not later than the twelfth century.
1636. (2821).Bronze weight cover. Plate 95. Diam.
0.08 m.
Similarto the preceding.Very thick metal. Tiny
grooves around the entire surface of top and sides.
Binding attached by rivets. Centralhandle missing.
(Eleventh-thirteenthcentury).
1636. (7317).Bronze weight cover. Plate 95. Diam.
0.075 m.
Very solid, shallowlid; groovesincised all around
the top. A fleur-de-lisis deeply stampedon the top,
at one side. No binding;hingescast with the lid.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1637. (7706).Bronze weight cover. Plate 95. Diam.
0.07 m.
Shallowlid, of thinnermetal than those preceding,
decoratedwith scroll designsof puncheddots on top
and sides. Parts of the bindingremain.
Tenth-twelfth century.
1638. (4008).Bronze steelyardweight. Plate 96. Ht.
0.215 m., weight 5765 grams.
Metal split at lower left and right; lead filling
partially gone.
Weight in the form of a male bust, partiallyfilled
with lead. Large loop projectingfrom the plume of
the helmetfor suspendingthe weight on the horizontal bar of the steelyard.Ovalface withlargeeyes, long
flat nose and straight-lippedmouth. Ears set low,
projectingalmostat right anglesfromthe head. Short
hair, parted in the center and brushedto either side
ratherlow on the forehead.Helmet coveredwith incised scales;its brim, as well as the top of the plume,
decoratedwith an incised tongue pattern. Garment
elaborately represented:a cuirass composed of inverted scales, each bearing several stamped circles.
The pattern is interruptedby a cross worn on the
breast, hanging from a necklace of rays. Large
spherical button on each shoulder. Triangular
epauletswith a date-palmengravedon each one, the
field within the flat, raisedbordercoveredwith tiny
stampedcircles. Below the belt, whichhas an incised

(Eleventh-thirteenth
century).
tonguepattern,the figurespreadsout into a rectan1633.(268).Bronzeweight cover. Plate 96. Diam. gularshape.Thislowerpart,resemblinga skirt, is
0.047m.
coveredwith an incisednet patternwith a stamped
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circle in each enclosure,and is finished off at the
cornersby a herring-bonepattern, at the bottom by
a raised border with incised zigzags. For more detailed publication of this weight see Frederick 0.
Waage, "BronzeObjectsfrom Old Corinth,"A.J.A.,
XXXIX, 1935, pp. 79-86. He discussesnot only the
decoration but the method of manufacture,which
he concludeswas the cire perduemethod of hollow
casting. On stylistic groundshe assignsthe weight to
the fourth century, tentatively calling it a portrait
of ConstantineI. He believes that it may have been
brought from Syria or elsewherein the Near East.
For other steelyard weights representingimperial
figures, see Waage's bibliography,op. cit., p. 81,
notes 1 and 2. The most recent bibliographyis to be
foundin connectionwith MarvinC. Ross' publication
of a similar weight, A.J.A., L, 1946, pp. 368-369.
(Fourthcentury).
1639. (8007).Bronze suspension weight. Plate 95.

L. 0.14m.

Half preserved.
Long, leaf-shapedweight, convex on the outside,
with a suspensionloop at the top and three pierced
projections,one at each side near the wide end, one
at the narrow end. These were probably for the
attachment of the other half of the weight. Crude
decorationof incised lines on the body and on the
suspensionloop. Interiorfilled with lead.
Foundin the debrisof the AgoraSouthCentreglass
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940,p. 305, fig. 9). Eleventh
or early twelfth century.

1640. (6448).Bronze suspension weight. Plate 96.
Ht. 0.054 m., weight 310 grams.
Bell-shaped weight with suspension loop at the
top. Interiorfilled with lead, now partly gone.
Byzantineperiod.

1641. (4618).Bronze suspension weight. Plate 96.
Ht. 0.024 m., weight 27.65 grams.
Hemisphericalweightwith suspensionloop at the
top.
Eleventhcenturycontext.
1642. (7685).Bronze suspension weight. Plate 96.
Ht. 0.024 m., weight 54.20 grams.
Suspensionloop broken off.
Roughlyglobularweightwith loop at the top.
Twelfthcenturyor later.
1643. (5232).Bronze suspension weight. Plate 96.
Ht. 0.025 m., weight 55 grams.
Suspensionloop broken off.
Polygonal weight (14 sides) with loop at the top.
Byzantine periodor later.
1644. (4594).Lead suspensionweight. Plate 96. Ht.
0.021 m.
Sphericalweightwithtiny projectionforsuspension.
Byzantine periodor later.
1645. (42). Stone weight. Plate 96. Diam. 0.035 m.,
ht. 0.025 m., weight 52.10 grams.
Doubly truncatedsphereof black stone.
Late Roman period.
1646. (6962).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.115 m.,
ht. 0.043 m., weight 522 grams.
Surfacemuch worn.
Rectangularweight with two hemisphericalprojections on the top, joined by a flat strip. Unmarked.
(Romanperiod).
1647. (4426).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.13 m., ht.
0.064 m., weight 1224 grams.
Onecornerchipped.
Rectangularweight with two hemisphericalprojections on the top. Unmarked.Possiblyfour librae1309.80 grams.
Found with No. 1652 (Roman period).
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1648. (Sc 1234). Marbleweight. Fig. 34. L. 0.147 m.,
ht. 0.05 m., weight 1560 grams.

Bottom rough, surfaceslightly damaged.
Similarto the preceding.Between the two hemisphericalprojectionsis lightly cut: A V (5 librae).
Roman period.
1649. (6963).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.151 m.,
ht. 0.07 m., weight 1821 grams.
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Surfaceburnedand chipped.
Similarin shapeto the preceding.Unmarked.
(Romanperiod).
1660. (Insc 329). Marble weight. Fig. 34. Diam.
0.14 m., weight 2256 grams.

Hemisphericalweight, flat-bottomed. The letters
(7 litrae) are carved on the top.

AIT

Roman period.
1651. (Sc 1235). Marbleweight. Figure 34. L. 0.172
m., ht. 0.064 m., weight 2593 grams.

Surfacedamaged; one cornermissing.
Shape like No. 1648. Roughly tooled bottom.
Between the hemisphericalprojectionson the top are
incised the letters: AH (8 librae).
Roman period.
1652. (4425).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.165 m.,
ht. 0.101 m., weight 2964 grams.

Cornerschipped;handle missing.
Similarto the preceding,but with the hemispherical projectionstouching at the base and with traces
of a handle joining them at the top. Unmarked.
Possibly ten librae- 3274.50grams.
Found with No. 1647. (Romanperiod).
1653. (Sc 1236).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.181 m.,
ht. 0.063 m., weight 2995 grams.

Surfaceslightly damaged.
Rectangularweight with two conical projections
on the top. Alongthe top angleof one side are cut ten
short vertical strokes.
Roman period.
1664. (5549).Marbleweight. Plate 97. L. 0.154 m.,
ht. 0.068., weight 1938 grams.
Cornerschipped.
'Rectangular weight with an amphora crudely
carved in relief on the top. Possibly six librae 1964.70 grams.
Late Roman or early Byzantine period.
1655. (6126).Limestone weight. Plate 97. Diam.
0.065 m., weight 285 grams.

I7 J

FY Z.

Slightly chipped. Hard white limestone.
Doubly truncated sphere.In the top (the larger
surface) are set two iron rivets, fastened with lead,
by which the weight was to be suspended. The
rest of the handle missing.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1666. (8798).Limestone weight. Plate 97. Diam.
0.112 m., weight 1560 grams.
Graylimestone. Similarto the preceding.Shallow
depressiongougedin the bottom. On the top are iron
rivets set in lead. Five parallellines crudelyscratched
on the top betweenthe rivets (5 libraeequal 1637.25
grams).
(Byzantineperiod).
1657. (4434).Marbleweight.Plate 97. Diam.0.167m.,
ht. 0.127 m., weight 6545 grams.
Similar to the preceding, but here the smaller
surfaceis used as the top. In the center of the top an
iron rivet set in lead. Scratchedon the top: XVIIII.
(Twenty librae equal 6549 grams).
(Byzantineperiod).
1668. (5550).Limestone weight. Plate 97. Diam.
0.205 m., weight 9240 grams.
White limestone. Similar to the preceding. Two
rivets set into the top. Scratchedon the top: K.
(Byzantineperiod).
1669. (8119).Marbleweight.Plate 97. Diam. 0.15 m.,
weight 3444 grams.
Hemisphericalweight. Iron rivet set into the top,
with a ring attachedto it for lifting. Unmarked.
(Byzantineperiod).
1660. (8313).Marbleweight.Plate 97. Diam.0.185m.,
weight 7795 grams.
Largepiece chippedoff.
Hemispherical weight (actually more than a
hemisphere).Bottom gouged out. Iron rivet, with
iron ring attached, set into the top. Unmarked.
Possiblytwenty-fivelibrae- 8181.25grams.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
1661. (6684).Bronze steelyard bar. Plate 98 and
Figure35. L. 0.174 m.
Slightlycorrodedand bent.
Quadrilateralbar with knob at upper end and
holes for suspension (on two sides) just below.
Indicationsof weight incised on two opposite sides:
a) pounds, by sixes, up to thirty-six pounds; b) as
shownin Figure35, five is indicated by V, ten by X.
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On a third side, inscribedby meansof puncheddots:
*. Forother steelyardbarswithsimiTTOAVKPATOV
larinscriptionsof the ownersseeDarembergandSaglio,
Dictionnaire,IIIb, p. 1228.
Byzantineperiod.
1662. (2862).Bronze steelyard bar. Plate 98 and
Figure36. L. 0.235 m.
Lowerend brokenoff.
Quadrilateralbar with weight scales on each side.
Decorative knob at the upper end; below it, on
oppositesides, two small bars extendingout at right
angles. The indications of scale are as follows: a)
on two adjoining sides pounds divided into twelve
ounces (pounds are indicated by tall vertical lines,
half poundsby lines with dots at the top, five (or six)
pounds by V); b) on the other two adjoiningsides
poundsdividedby ones, fives and tens (the two latter
indicatedby V and X).
(Byzantineperiod).
1663. (7325).Bronze steelyard bar. Plate 98 and
Figure36. L. 0.232 m.
Upperend brokenoff. At the breaka hole through
the bar.
Quadrilateralbar (two sides wider than the other
two) with a knob at the end. Scaleindicationson the
two wide faces: a) twenty pounds, reading left to
right. Ten is indicated by ten dots, fifteen by E,
twenty by K; b) as shownin Fig. 36. The letters, besides E which seems to indicate five, are K, P, N,
f, 0 (?) and a twisted 8 sign. Thelettersarenot in the
acceptedorderfor alphabeticalnumeration,and the
meaningis thereforeobscure.
Not later than the twelfth century.
1664. (6494).Bronze steelyard bar. Plate 98 and
Figure36. L. 0.145 m.
Upperend preserved.
Bar elliptical in section, with knob at the end in
the shape of a conventionalizedanimal'shead. Hole
for suspensionbelow the knob, and beyondit a small
hole with a bar throughit. This part is flat in section.
Two opposite sides marked for weight as follows:
a) pounds, divided into quarters;b) pound divisions
with specialsigns markingeach five pounds.
Ninth centurycontext.
1665. (1299).Bronze steelyard bar. Plate 98 and
Figure36. L. 0.105 m.
Lowerend preserved.
Quadrilateralbar ending in a small knob, with
scaleson all four sides. Theindicationsare as follows:
a) one-pounddivisions (five indicatedby V); b) fivepound divisions (fifty (?) pounds indicated by N);
c) divisionsincludingV and X; d) V and X appear,
also N.
(Byzantineperiod).
1666. (1229).Bronze steelyard loop. Plate 98. L.
0.079 m.

Heavy strip of bronzebent into a parabola,with a
hole at each end. Chainshangingfrom it suspended
the object to be weighed.Thepositionof this loop can
be seen in BritishMuseumGuideto Greekand Roman
Life, 3rd ed., fig. 170.
(Romanperiod).
1667. (1228).Bronze steelyard loop. Plate 98. L.
0.031 m.
Similarto the preceding,but rounderin form,with
a smallknob at the bottom.
Romanperiod.
1668. (5229). Bronze steelyard loop. Plate 98. L.
0.043 m.
Similarto the precedingbut moreelaborate.Loop
at the bottom as well as at each end.
Byzantineperiod.
1669. (1690).Bronze steelyard loop. Plate 98. L.
0.027 m.
Similarto No. 1666, but shorter.
Byzantineperiod.
1670. (464). Bronzebalance.Plate 98. L. 0.102 m.
Bow-shapedbalance, made of thin metal, with a
smallhole at each end and one in the center. It could
have been used only for very small weights.
(Romanperiod).
1671. (1126).Bronzebalance.Plate 98. L. 0.245 m.
Simpletype of balanceconsistingof a long bronze
rod, rectangularin section, with a ring attached to
the center,leaving the rod freely movable.No special
provisionis madefor attachingthe scale pans.
(Byzantineperiod?).
1672. (6685).Bronzebalance.Plate 99. L. of balance,
0.18 m., diam. of scale pans, 0.08 m.
Completeexcept for a smallpiece missingfromthe
centralprojectionabove the bar.
The instrumentconsists of a long bar (circularin
section) with a hole at each end, from the center of
which projectsat right angles a short pointed extension which forms the balanceindicator.At the junction of this projectionwith the bar, it is piercedby a
hole; throughthis is passeda small rod attachingthe
balanceto the U-shapedloop by whichit hangs. The
ends of the bar are finished with raised decorative
rings. The slightlyconcavescalepans eachhave three
equidistant holes, and are decorated on top with
incisedgrooves.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1673. (2461).Bronzebalance.Plate 98. L. 0.157 m.
End of vertical indicator and one end of bar
broken.
Similarto the preceding.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1674. (1227).Bronzebalance.Plate 98. Ht. 0.113 m.
Upper part of balance preserved, together with
verticalindicator.
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Similarto the preceding,from a more delicate 1677. (5182).Bronze scale pan. Plate 98. Diam.
0.053 m.
balance.
Surfacecorroded;many smallholes.
(Byzantineperiodorlater).
Similarto the preceding.In the interiora designof
Diam.
98.
scale
Plate
Bronze
1676.(3252).
pan.
madewith a triangularpunch.
zigzags
m.
0.035
periodor later.
Byzantine
holes
with
three
Circular
equidistant
pan,concave,
and
lower
surfaces
decorated
aroundthe edge.Upper
1678. (7193).Bronze scale pan. Plate 98. Diam.
withengravedrings.Fine,preciseexecution.
0.034 m.
(Romanperiod).
Slightly concave disk with three holes. Scalloped
1676.(5174).Bronze scale pan. Plate 98. Diam. edge.
Not later than the twelfth century.
0.057m.
severalholes.
Surfacecorroded;
Shapesimilarto the preceding.Incisedon the
backa verylargeA.
(LateRomanor earlyByzantineperiod).

GAMINGPIECES

The fondnessof the ancientCorinthiansfor Megarianbowl. Such disks cut from vases are
gamesof chanceis amplyattestedby the large found in earlier periods as well.12'In Roman
assortmentof counters,diceandknucklebones, times counters are numerous, appearing in
as well as gamingtables,18whichhave come many shapes and made of almost every mato light in the excavations.The majority of terial. A representative selection is shown here
those presentedhere are Roman,but recently (Nos.1679-1694,1707-1709,1716-1721,1731gamingtables and gamingpieces of the Hel- 1732). Most of them are made of bone or
lenisticperiodhave beenfoundin considerable occasionally ivory, but there are also examples
quantity in wells of the South Stoa,119and of bronze, stone, clay and glass (many glass
these show that amusementsdid not change disks, which are in the chapter on Jewelry,
greatly as the centuriespassed. Some games, e.g. Nos. 1786 and 1787, because of the diffiindeed, are still played in the same way culty of determining their purpose, were probably counters). Judging from the workmantoday.120
Playing countersare comparativelyrarein ship, which varies from the very finest to the
the Greekperiod,not only at Corinthbut at crudest, it is obvious that games were played
other Greek sites, and it seems likely that by people of every class. The bone and ivory
duringthis period the vertebraeof fish (see counters of the first and second centuries (e.g.
No. 1707) and possiblyastragalitrimmedlike Nos. 1679-1683) are conspicuous for fine exeNo. 1753 were used in their place. The few cution - highly polished surfaces and delicountersof this time whichhave beenfoundat cately carved mouldings. One of the best exCorinthare of terracotta(Nos. 1729 and 1730 amples is No. 1683, the detail of which appears
are typical). The latter is a disk cut from a in profile (Fig. 37). No. 1679, which has al-

A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 564, fig. 8.
119 Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 241, pl. LXI, 19.
120 For games played in ancient times see Daremberg and
Saglio, Dictionnaire, sw. Ludi, Latrunculi, Tessera; PaulyWissowa, Realencyklopadie, s.v. Lusoria Tabula, an extremely lengthy and detailed article; Cagnat and Chapot,
Manuel d'archeologieromaine, II, Chap. XIII. Other references to gaming tables may be found in Delos, XVIII, pp.
336-337.
118

ready been published as a theatre ticket, may
perhaps have been a playing counter. The only
other inscribed counters are No. 1685, of bone,
and No. 1719, of marble. In both cases the
reading is difficult and unclear. Counters ap121 See
Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 603, fig. 71 for disks cut from
Geometric pots, found in the Athenian Agora.
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pear in different colors for the playing of
games requiring differentiation of the pieces
(such as the Greek petteia or the Roman
latrunculi).For example, No. 1688 is of ivory;
No. 1689, of the same shape, is made of a darkcolored horn. Other dark counters are No.
1708, of bronze, which is similar in shape to
the white No. 1679, and No. 1716, of stone.
Greek dice are not very common and it is
likely that in this period their place was
generally taken by knucklebones. Those we
have are of stone (No. 1737) and of terracotta
(No. 1738). At Corinth the dice of the Greek
period are distinguished from later ones by
having nine points on the face which is expected to have six. Nor are the values on these
dice placed as they usually were later, so that
each set of opposite values adds up to seven,
but haphazardly (see Nos. 1737 and 1738).
Elsewhere Greek dice are sometimes of the
type common in later times.122Roman dice
are generally of bone, or sometimes ivory, and
the values are delicately incised in the form of
concentric circles. Curiously, many of them
are by no means cubic in shape (see Nos.
1749-1751) and when thrown almost invariably fall on one of the two broaderfaces. The
reward for the throws on the narrower faces
must consequently have been very much
higher than in the case of symmetrical dice.
An interesting commentary on the habits of
the Corinthians is offered by the fact that
many of these dice were found in deposits in
the Odeion (first and second centuries) which
were composed of debris from the auditorium.
It seems likely that games were played by the
spectators in the intervals between spectacles
or while waiting for the show to begin, and
this also indicates that formal gaming-boards
were not required for all games. Dice boxes
were in common use123 and pyxides of ivory
and bone such as Nos. 964 and 965 may have
been intended for this purpose.
122
Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, p. 504. See also
his note 78 for references to other Greek dice.
123
Cagnat and Chapot, op. cit., II, p. 485, fig. 675.

Knucklebones astragalii), an essential part
of many ancient games124especially in preRoman times, have been found in quantity at
Corinth, notably in recent excavations in the
South Stoa.125The natural bones sometimes
have their sides cut down, possibly for use as
counters. In addition to the real knucklebones,
astragali of bronze and glass were manufactured. Some beautiful specimens of blue glass
astragali have been found in Hellenistic contexts (e.g. No. 1754). They are in all cases
exactly like the real knucklebones except for
their size.126
Other natural objects perhaps used for
games are vertebrae of fish (No. 1707), of
which many have been found. Although there
is no certain evidence that they were so used,
it is at least a probability.127
Among the gaming objects of the Roman
period may be included fourteen-sided polyhedrons (Nos. 1756 and 1757) which at Corinth
are always unmarkedbut elsewherehave numbers and other signs.128Also among the gaming
pieces are the label-like bone objects of which
Nos. 1761 and 1762 are representative. These

are well knownand common,usuallybearing
inscriptions.129
Byzantine counters are not very different

fromthe Roman ones but they are in general
cruder (See e.g. Nos. 1701-1702 and their
profilesin Fig. 37). A commontype is that in
which the top of the counter bears a four- or
six-armed cross with a depression at the ends
of each arm (Nos. 1695-1698, 1727, 1733).

These are of bone, stone and terracotta.No
dice of the Byzantine period have been found,
but it seems unlikely that none ever existed.
124Delos, XVIII, pp. 332f.; Robinson, Excavations at
Olynthus,X, pp. 502-504.
125 See
Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 241, where the moder
equivalent of the ancient game is described, and pl. LXI, fig.
20, where the six "throws" are pictured.
126 Glass astragali are very common at Delos: see D6los,
XVIII, p. 334, pls. XCIII, XCIV.
127 See Dglos, XVIII, p. 331, pl. XCIII, 818, 819.
128 Cf.
Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, V, p. 128, fig.
6816.
129 See
Daremberg and Saglio, op. cit., p. 128, fig. 6817.
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Comparativelylittle is known about Byzantine 1684. (411). Bone counter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.018 m.
Disk with series of fine ridges engraved on one
games but we assume that they were a direct face; the otherface flat.
inheritance from Roman times, and this is
(First or secondcentury).
borne out by the survival to this day of ancient 1685. (62). Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.029 m.
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diversions.
1679. (4009).Bone counter. Plate 99 (both faces).
Diam. 0.025 m.
Disk with highly polished surface and moulded
ringson one face. Onthe undecoratedface the incised
signs: l IA.This object has beenpublishedin Corinth,
X, The Odeum,p. 141 as a theatre ticket. Its resemblanceto No. 1680 and other unmarkedobjects
which are most probably counters, has brought it
into the category of gamingobjects. It is impossible
to determine whether it was one or the other. An
identical object in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo
bears the inscription:XIII IA. See also H. Goldman,
Tarsus,I, p. 396. fig. 270,4.
First or secondcentury.
1680. (404). Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.027 m.
Similarto the preceding,but without inscription.
Secondcentury.
1681. (8105).Bone counter. Plate 99 and Figure 37.
Diam. 0.024 m.

1681

1701

1683

1702

FIG. 37. PROFILES OF IVORY AND BONE COUNTERS. (NO. 1683
2: 1, OTHERS 1:1)

Similarto the preceding,with differentmouldings.
First century.
1682. (6276).Ivory counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.026 m.
Half missing. Similar to the preceding, with
differentmouldings.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
1683. (1503). Ivory counter.Plate 99 and Figure 37.
Diam. 0.028 m.
Disk with elaboratemouldingsand a conventionalized flower on one face. There are carved rings

aroundthe side;the bottomis flatwitha deepholein

the center.
(First or secondcentury).

Disk with incisedrings on one face and aroundthe
sides. On the other face are four small holes and an
inscriptionwhichmay read: TYXH.
(Romanperiod).
1686. (2220).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.031 m.
Thin,flat disk with lightly incisedringsaroundthe
edge of one face, the otherwith the edge bevelled.
(First century).
1687. (2520).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.016 m.
Disk with one face bevelled aroundthe edge and
with a centralhole; the other side flat.
First century.
1688. (6713).Ivory counter.Plate 99. Ht. 0.02 m.
Cylinderroundedat the top, with engravedlines
aroundthe sides and a raisedcircleon top. Very fine
workmanship.
(First centuryor earlier).
1689. (1324).Horncounter.Plate 99. Ht. 0.02 m.
Similarto the preceding,without any decoration.
(First or secondcentury).
1690. (7817).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.019 m.
Disk with one convex surface;small depressionin
centerof this side.
Fourth century.
1691. (1002).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.023 m.
Similarto the preceding.Highly polishedsurface.
(Romanperiod).
1692. (983). Bone counter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.024 m.
Similarto the preceding,with less convexity.
Fourth century.
1693. (3424).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.021 m.
Similarto preceding;no depressionin the center.
Probablylate Roman.
1694. (540). Bone counter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.029 m.
Thin, flat disk, somewhatwarped. "Spiderweb"
designscratchedononesurface;the otherundecorated.
(Fourthcentury).
1695. (7015).Bone counter.Plate 99. L. 0.026 m.
"Pebble-shaped"disk (both faces convex) with
cross deeply cut in one side and a hole deeply drilled
at the end of each arm.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1696. (2543).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.023 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(LateRomanor Byzantineperiod).
1697. (7897).Bone counter.Plate 99. L. 0.025 m.
Similarto the preceding,but with six-armedcross
incisedon one face.
Foundin context of the ninth-tenth centuries,but
perhapsearlierin date.
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1698. (17). Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.025 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1699. (4284).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.012 m.
Small, thick disk, with one convex surface on
whichis cut a saltire.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1700. (4394a).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam.0.021m.
Disk with one convex face on which are engraved
two rings, with five small circlesat intervals around
them.
(Ninth-twelfth century).
1701. (5297).Bone counter. Plate 99 and Figure 87.
Diam. 0.029 m.
Thickdisk with mouldedringson uppersurface.
Ninth-eleventh century.
1702. (7001).Bone counter. Plate 99 and Figure 37.
Diam. 0.031 m.
Similarto preceding,with more elaboratemouldings. The bottom is unevenlycarved,as if unfinished.
Ninth-twelfth century.
1703. (7002).Ivory counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.026 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Ninth-twelfth century).
1704. (7104a).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam.0.029m.,
th. 0.0085m.
Thick flat disk with scallopededge (five scallops)
and concentriccirclesincisedin each scallop.
This counter, the following,and two others were
found with early Byzantine stamped pottery and a
coin of Leo VI. Such countersare commonat Corinth
all duringthe Byzantineperiod.
1705. (7104b).Bone counter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.029
m., th. 0.008 m.
Similarto the preceding,but with six scallops.
Foundwith the preceding.
1706. (2409).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.019 m.
Disk with flat bottom, convex top on which is a
conventionalizedlily designin low relief.
(Byzantineperiod),
1707. (4682).Bone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.025 m.
Vertebraof fish. These are extremely commonat
Corinth,in variouscontexts, and it seemslikely that
they wereused as countersin games,and perhapsfor
other purposesas well. Cf. Delos, XVIII, p. 331, fig.
418, pl. XCIII, 818-819. See also Breccia,Necropoli
di Sciatbi,p. 176, no. 559. He believesthey are from
salmonor similarfish.
1708. (2331).Bronzecounter.Plate 99. Diam.0.082m.
Disk similarto No. 1679.
(First or secondcentury).
1709. (6789).Bronze counter.Plate 100. L. 0.019 m.
Oval object (cast) with flat bottom and melonshapedtop.
Fourthcentury.

1710. (1235).Bronze counter. Plate 99. W. 0.014 m.
Flat, square object, with saltire incised on one
surface,a dot punchedbetweeneach two arms.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1711. (2332).Bronzecounter.Plate 99. Diam.0.021m.
Flat disk with serratededges and a saltire incised
on each face.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1712. (3376).Bronzecounter.Plate 99. Diam.0.012m.
Disk with one convex surface having a slight
centraldepression.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1713. (6625).Bronzecounter.Plate 100.Diam.0.013m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1714. (7142).Bronzecounter.Plate 100. L. 0.015 m.
Oval object - simply a drop of metal allowedto
cool.

(Byzantineperiod).
1716. (937).Lead counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.022 m.
Roughly shapedflat disk with five holes in quincunx formationpunchedon each face.
(LateRomanor Byzantineperiod).
1716. (414). Stone counter.Plate 99. Diam. 0.022 m.,
ht. 0.013 m.
Hemisphere made of brown stone with black
streaks, highly polished.
First or secondcentury.
1717. (3568).Marblecounter.Plate 100. Diam.0.03m.
Disk with convex top, of purple-veinedmarble.
Found with the followingin second century context.
1718. (3762).Marblecounter.Plate100.Diam.0.019m.
Flat disk of porphyry(?) with crudedesignroughly
incisedon one face.
Foundwith the preceding.
1719. (3052).Marblecounter.Plate 99 and Figure38.
Diam. 0.028 m., th. 0.011 m.

FIG. 38. MARBLECOUNTER(NO. 1719) 1:1

Thick disk of white marble, somewhat polished.
Letters inscribed on both sides: (Obv.) TA.;
(Rev.)

E.I

AOC

(Late Romanperiod).
1720. (2408).Marblecounter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.033
m., th. 0.012 m.
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Flat disk of white marble with a cross rudely
incisedon one surface.
(Late Romanperiod).
1721. (2946).Marblecounter. Plate 99. Diam. 0.011
m., th. 0.003 m.
Very small, flat disk of transparentwhite marble,
unmarked.
(Late Romanperiod).
1722.(7119).Marble
counter.Plate100.Diam.0.038m.,
th. 0.017 m.
Flat disk of white marblewith a cross rudely cut
on one face.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1723.(7934).Marble
counter.Plate 100.Diam.0.034m.,
th. 0.015 m.
Flat disk of white marble.A cross with branched
armscut on one face.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1724.(7816).Marble
counter.Plate100.Diam.0.024m.,
th. 0.005 m.
Flat disk of yellow marble mottled with purple;
undecorated.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1725. (7523e).Marblecounter.Plate 100. Ht.0.005m.,
diam. 0.019 m.
Roughlycut flat disk of greenserpentine.
Found in Agora South Centre glass factory (see
p. 83). Eleventh or early twelfth century.
1726. (2777). Stone counter.Plate 99. L. 0.037 m.
Flat, brownpebble with four circulardepressions
cut on each face.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
1727. (3816). Stonecounter.Plate 100. Diam.0.036m.
Flat pebblewith crossincisedon one face, circular
depressionscut at ends of armsand betweenthem.
Byzantineperiod.
1728. (4352). Stonecounter.Plate 100.Diam.0.031m.
Flat, discoid pebble with six-armed cross and
many circlesincisedon one face.
Byzantineperiod.
1729. (6453).Terracotta counter. Plate 100. Diam.
0.048 m.
Pebble-shapedobject of red clay, probablypicked
up fromthe seashore.
Hellenisticperiod.
1730. (2994). Terracotta counter. Plate 99. Diam.
0.031 m.
Disk of gritty buff clay covered with dull brown
glaze, cut from the center of a Megarianbowl. Conventionalizedflowerin the center.
Hellenisticperiod.
1731. (2477). Terracotta counter. Plate 99. Diam.
0.025 m.
Disk of hard brownclay with dull brownglaze, a
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cross painted on one face with blackish paint. Cut
froma largerpiece, probablybeforefiring.
Fourthcentury.
1732. (1248).Terracotta counter. Plate 100. Diam.

0.031m.

Similarto the preceding.A rude mark painted in
creamcolorin one face.
(Fourthcentury).
1733. (561). Terracotta counter. Plate 99. Diam.
0.029 m., ht. 0.018 m.
Disk of well-refinedbuff clay coveredwith black
glaze (now mostly worn off). The bottom is circular,
with wheel-marks;the top is wider and bears an
incised cross with holes punched at the ends of the
arms (cf. No. 1695, of bone).
(Late Romanor early Byzantineperiod).
1734. (6056).Terracotta counter. Plate 100. Diam.
0.028 m., th. 0.017 m.
Flat disk of fine buff clay, unmarked.
Found with the followingin a Byzantine context
(eleventh-twelfthcenturies)but appearsto be of the
Greekperiod.
1735. (6057).Terracotta counter. Plate 100. Diam.
0.034 m., th. 0.018 m.
Flat disk of buff clay with a chrisma roughly
incised on one side; on the other a rude design
resemblinga candelabrum.
Found with the preceding.Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
1736. (7103).Terracotta counter. Plate 100. Diam.
0.036 m., th. 0.019 m.
Flat disk of gritty red clay, with a chrisma
scratchedon one face.
Tenth century.
1737. (1504). Stone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.035 m.,
w. 0.032 m.
Soft white limestone. Slightly asymmetrical.The
values (drilledin) are placedas follows: 1 opposite9,
2 opposite3, 4 opposite5.
Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.
1738. (1540).Terracottadie. Plate 100. Ht. 0.02 m.
Fine buff clay, black glaze. The values (punched
with a pointed instrumentbeforefiring) are placed
as follows: 1 opposite2, 3 opposite9, 4 opposite5.
Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.
1739. (266). Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.014 m., w.
0.013 m.
Highly polished,with cornersworn. Slightlyasymmetrical.Values(indicatedby smallcirclesmadewith
a compass)areplacedin the normalway (1-6, 2-5, 3-4).
First or secondcentury.
1740. (405). Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.009 m.
Finely cut, almost perfectly symmetrical.Values

indicatedas in the preceding.
(Firstor secondcentury).
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1741. (389). Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.009 m.
Similarto the preceding,but not so well made.
Secondcentury.
1742. (390). Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.01 m.
Somewhat burned. Similar to the preceding, of
better workmanship.
Secondcentury.
1743. (1218).Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.009 m.
Cornersslightly worn. Similarto the preceding.
(First or secondcentury).
1744. (1323).Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.009-0.01 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(First or secondcentury).
1746. (836). Bone die. Plate 100. Ht. 0.013 m.
Perfectly symmetrical,but with the values placed
abnormally,and arrangedas follows: 1 opposite 2,
3 opposite4, 5 opposite6.
(First or secondcentury).
1746. (4962).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.012 m. square.
Symmetricalcube, values in normalposition.
Foundin Byzantinecontext.
1747. (3665).Bone die. Plate 100. Ca.0.012m.square.
Similarto the preceding.
(Romancontext).
1748. (4878).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.012 m. square.
Similarto the preceding.
Fourth centurycontext.
1749. (3706).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.007 x 0.015 x
0.018 m.
Asymmetrical, with two wide faces and four
narrow faces. The values are placed in the normal
manner,with 3 and 4 oppositeon the wide faces.
Romanperiod.
1760. (3818).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.01 x 0.014 x
0.014 m.
Similarto the preceding,even less symmetrical.
Romanperiod.
1761. (3832).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.009 x 0.013 x
0.013 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Romanperiod).
1762. (3786).Bone die. Plate 100. 0.01 x 0.012 x
0.012 m.
Similarto the preceding,with 1 and 6 on opposite
wide faces, the othernumberson narrowerfaces.
Romanperiod.
1763. (2004).Astragalus.Plate 100. L. 0.03 m.
Natural knucklebonewith the sides cut down so
that it is 0.009 m. thick.

Found in Deposit VIII with terracotta figurines
(see p. 18). Fifth centuryB.C.
1754. (1910). Glassastragalus.Plate 100. L. 0.018 m.
Blue glass, well cast.
Found in DepositVI (p. 20) with terracottafigurines (Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 126).
Ca. 250 B.C.
1755. (6266).Bronzeastragalus.Plate 100.L.0.022m.
Well cast piece.
First century.
1756. (6665).Bronze polyhedron. Plate 100. Diam.
0.02-0.021 m.
Fourteen-sided;no markson it. Cf.Darembergand
Saglio,Dictionnaire,V, p. 128, fig. 6816.
(Late Romanperiod).
1757. (2464).Bronze polyhedron. Plate 100. Diam.
0.035 m.
Similar to the preceding. A number of other
polyhedronsof varioussizes have been found.
(Late Romanperiod).
1758. (5035). Stone marble.Plate 100. Diam. 0.017m.
Sphereof light gray marble.
Found in Byzantinecontext.
1759. (1775).Ivory marble.Plate 100. Diam.0.016m.
Sphere,beautifullyfinishedand polished.
Found in a coarsejar with a coin of TheodosiusI
(379-395)and a Type XXVIII lamp.
1760. (5802).Terracotta marble. Plate 100. Diam.
0.018 m.
Sphereof buff clay.
Found in Byzantinecontext.
1761. (2955).Ivory gaming piece (?). Plate 100. L.
0.059 m.
Squareshaft with a discoidprojectionat one end.
Slight marks on the cornersof the shaft just below
the disk. Highly polishedsurface.Cf. BritishMuseum
Guideto Greekand RomanLife, 3rd ed., p. 204, fig.
223: "the pieces may have been used in the Roman
game called 'the game of soldiers' (ludus latrunculorum)."
(Romanperiod).
1762. (1812).Bone gaming-piece(?). Plate 100. L.
0.038 m.
Mostof shaft missing.Objectsomewhatsimilarto
the preceding,but with a much largerdisk set on a
shaft of the samewidth,with a holepiercedthroughit.
First or secondcentury.
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GEMSOF STONEAND GLASS
The small collectionof scarabsand gems of used as insets for jewelry.1&It is also possible
semi-preciousstones cataloguedbelow com- that the larger ones or those less carefully
prises all that have been found at Corinth. formed may have been counters for games,
These tiny objects are hard to distinguishin since the Roman specimens are often found
the earth and are alwaysrarein excavations. with dice or with other counters.lbThe disks of
The only one foundin a gravewas the scarab the Greek period are easily distinguishable
No. 1763, and unfortunatelyno other objects from the Roman ones, as the outlines of the
were associatedwith it. The grave was, how- former are quite precise and symmetrical,
ever, one of a group dating in the eighth while the latter are irregular and were obcenturyB.C.1and there is no reasonto doubt viously made simply by dropping a blob of
the contemporaneityof the scarab.The other melted glass and letting it cool. No. 1794 is
scarabsand scaraboids(Nos. 1764-1766) can- noteworthy as being the only glass "gem"
made of mosaic glass.
not be datedclosely.
Amongthe intaglioscarvedin semi-precious The Byzantine deposits are extremely poor
stones,all probablyof the Romanperiod(Nos. in gems, which is strange since the period was
1767-1777), are some excellent specimens. one in which precious stones and glass imitaEspecially notable is No. 1767, probablyof tions of them were widely used. No. 1796, of
about the time of Augustus.The modellingof garnet, and Nos. 1797-1801, of glass, are rethe torso of the male figure, identified as presentative of what has been found.
Diomedes, is particularlynoteworthy. The 1763.(6137).Faiencescarab.Plate 100.L. 0.016m.
Bluefaience.In intaglioa hornedcowfacingright,
other gems are of carnelian,nicolo (a variety
within
a groovedborder.Abovethe cow threesymof sardonyx), garnet or amethyst. The one
bols.Mr.Edwardsof the BritishMuseumkindlygave
specimenmade of rock crystal is a very fine his opinionon this scarab.He stated tentatively
Gnosticgem (No. 1777). This is the only evi- (beingunwillingto give a final judgmentwithout
denceof Gnosticpracticesfoundat Corinth. having seen the scarabitself) that it is probably
Phoenicianin originandthat the type is that of the
Only one glass intaglio (No. 1778) has been XXIIndDynasty
(ca.950-720B.C.).
found and one glass cameo (No. 1779), the
latter showingan excellentmalehead perhaps la See R. Zahn, Sammlung Baurat Schiller, nos. 75a and
(earringsdated first century), and ibid., nos. 80a and 80b
of an Orientalruler.A flat glass disk with an 75b
(gold jewelry with the disks inlaid, dated third century).
lb Some were found with dice in a manhole in the orchestra
inlaid figure of a bird (No. 1780) may have
of the Odeion at Corinth. See also Kisa, Das Glas im Alterbeen used as a bezel for a ring or for other tume, I, p. 142. For a number found in an Etruscan tomb of
the third century B.C. which also contained dice see A.J.A.,
jewelry.
XXII, 1918, p. 293. The author refers (p. 293, note 3) to
Nos. 1781-1795,glass disks and pellets, are various other instances where these disks have been found
dice. There is no evidence at Corinth to support G.
included here because they may have been with
Eisen's theory (A.J.A., XX, 1916, pp. 299-307) that these
1 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 544.

glass objects were cemented together to form what he calls
"button beads."
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Foundin a Geometricgraveprobablyof the eighth reverse: +K(Lpl)EP(oiSE0i) T6 co6S6oAoYTuXqrav6.
centuryB.C. (A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 544, GraveB). The whole was obviouslymeant to be used as a seal.
1764. (7031).Carnelianscarab.Plate 100. L. 0.015 m. For the use of a very similarclassicalgem in a later
GazetteArchiologique,
see Schlumberger,
VIII,
Fragmentpreserved. Beautifullypolishedsurface, setting
In
the
this
case
50,2.
1883,
296,
pl.
inscription
p.
with divisionsof the beetle's body carefullymarked.
Found in late Roman context but probablyof the dates from the thirteenth century. It reads: "S(igillum) Bertrani Bestiarii." The same gem appearsin
Greekperiod.
of theCollectionof AntiqueGems
1765. (3951). Basalt(?) scaraboid. Plate 100. L. Carnegie,Catalogueninth
Earl of Southesk(London,
formed by James,
0.019 m.
no.
E
26.
1908),
Red-graystone. Shape as shownin profilein Fig.
(Gem of the Roman period, setting tenth or
39, with hole piercedlengthwise. On the bottom an eleventh
century).
insect (?) in intaglio.
1770.
(1447).Nicologem. Plate 101. L. 0.022 m.
(Greekperiod).
Oval
gem with upper surfacebevelled. Design cut
1766. (7124).Obsidian scaraboid. Plate 101. L.
through the upper light-blue layer into the black
0.017 m.
stratum beneath. In intaglio: man carryinga staff,
Designlargelydestroyed.
facingright (in the cast), wearinga chlamysand with
Shape similarto the preceding,with hole pierced hair
bound by a fillet. He carriesa long staff ending
lengthwise.Onthe bottom an insect (?) in intaglio.
in a knob (a torch?). Cf.Walters,op. cit., no. 1913, in
Hellenisticperiod.
whicha similarfigurerepresentsBellerophoncarrying
1767. (7841).Carneliangem. Plate 101. W. 0.026 m. a
spear.Pegasusflies above his head.
Lowerhalf missing.
(First century).
Flat, oval gem, 0.004 m. thick, with edges slightly
bevelled on the under side. Extremely good work- 1771. (996). Nicolo gem. Plate 101 and Figure 39.
m.
manship. In intaglio: Diomedes and the palladion. L. 0.01
Oval gem with bevelleduppersurface.In intaglio:
At the left (in the cast) Diomedes,seated, with short
Perseusholdingthe head of Medusa.The figurefaces
curly hair, nude torso with well developedmusculaon the rightleg and wearing
ture, and a filmy scarfhangingfromhis left shoulder. right (in the cast), resting
almost
to the feet, as well as
To the right the palladion,dressedin a chiton and a chlamyswhichreaches
a fillet on the head. In the left hand is the severed
equipped with spear, shield and helmet. Cf. Furtin the right the
wangler,AntikeGemmen,pl. XLIX, nos. 1 and 2, two head of Medusawith long bushylocks,
characteristiccurved sword of Perseus (&p
rri). The
signed gems of the Augustan period which are
times
from
archaic
was
(cf., e.g.,
popular
subject
Diothat
show
extremely like this specimen. They
no.
Geschnittene
Steine,
through
201)
Furtwangler,
a
sword
and
holds
medes sits on an altar
(our gem
the
Graeco-Roman
cit., no.
Walters,
(see
op.
period
can doubtlessbe similarlyrestored).
in which Perseus' shield is added to the com3175,
(First century).
and G.M,A. Richter,Catalogueof Engraved
1768. (2076).Carneliangem. Plate 101. L. 0.016 m. position,
Museum[NewYork,1920],no.197).
Gems,
Metropolitan
Oval gem with convex surface. Lower edge
second
or
century).
(First
bevelled. In intaglio: Athena, armed, proceedingto
the right (in the cast). The lower part of her skirt 1772. (1492). Nicolo gem. Plate 101 and Figure 39.
billows out behind. Spear over her shoulder,rod (?) L. 0.013 m.
Truncatedcone with bevelled base. Rather sumhangingdown behind. Somewhatcarelessbut rather
workmanship.In intaglio: Artemis as a huntmary
effectivetechnique.Cf.Walters,Catalogue
ofEngraved
in
tunic and chlamys,facingleft (in cast), with a
ress,
and
1144
nos.
British
in
the
Gems
Museum,
1145,very
in
her
bow
of
the
Hellenistic
cut
right hand; the left drawnback as if she
but
better
similar
period.
gems
an arrow.Onher head a peakedhat
released
had
or
just
(Secondcentury later).
and pose are commonon gems
brim.
a
with
Subject
1769. (6644).Carneliangem in bronze setting. Plate
Cf. e.g. Fossing, Catalogueof
Roman
the
of
period.
101. L. 0.013 m., diam. of the setting 0.02 m.
no. 641.
Thorvaldsen
the
Collection,
Flat, oval gem, slightly chipped on the bottom,
century).
(Second
which is bevelled. In intaglio: bust of womanfacing
1773.
hairdress
an
elaborate
the
(2493). Garnetgem. Plate 101 and Figure 39.
cast), wearing
right (in
a roll over the forehead,long curls hanging to the L. 0.01 m.
Oval,with bevellededges.Mediocreworkmanship.
shouldersand a fillet of leaves - and a sleeveless
chiton. Very careful workmanship:every strand of In intaglio: a few leaves, perhaps vine-leaves. Cf.
hair is indicated.The gem is mountedin a metal Furtwangler,Antike Gemmen,pi. XLV, no. 63, a
octagon (apparently silver heavily alloyed with muchfinercarneliangem.
(Secondcentury).
bronze), with the following inscription engraved in
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1774

1765

1781

1778
1777
FIG. 39. ENGRAVEDGEMS.2:1

1774. (921). Garnet gem. Plate 101 and Figure 39.
L. 0.0105 m.
Oval,with bevellededge. In intaglio:a conventionalized three-leavedflower or plant standing upright
in a vase with a highfoot. Stoneflawedandworkmanship poor.
(Secondcentury).
1775. (7804). Garnet(?) gem. Plate 101. L. 0.014 m.
Darkred stone,nearlyopaque,with a yellowstreak.
Oval, with one face convex. In intaglio: a bee, carefully carved,with all details.
(Romanperiod).
1776. (3723).Amethyst gem. Plate 101. L. 0.019 m.
Semicircular,bottom bevelled. In intaglio: a conventionalizedflower(?).
(Romanperiodor later).
1777. (992). Crystal gem. Plate 101 and Figure 39.
L. 0.021 m.
One side broken.
Oval, with flat obverse, convex reverse. On the
obverse, in intaglio: lion-headedserpent facing left,
head crowned with rays, tail twisted into a figureeight. In the field to the left and right, shallowly
cut letters reading: XMOVMIC. On the reverse,
engravedin similarmanner:ZNX3-[ broken.
The monster is extremely common on Gnostic
gems. Cf., e.g., M. Chabouillet,Cataloguegeneralet

CabrolandLeclercq,Dictionnaire,s.v. Abrasax,where
a Gnosticvocabularyis included. As to the variant
spelling on this specimen, Prof. CampbellBonner
wrote me in 1935: "The spelling Chnoumisis fairly
common,thoughnot so commonas the spellingwith
B. As to the occurrenceof M as the secondletter, I
suspectthat to be simply carelessnesson the part of
the lapidary.... As to the signs on the reverse,in
spite of the occurrenceof what look like X and N, I
think the inscriptionis to be regardedas a groupof
what people now call charakteres,that is, arbitrary
signs, possibly having a cryptic significance, but
probably invented for no other purpose than to
puzzle or mystify. Many such are found both in
magical papyri and on magical amulets, but no
satisfactoryexplanationof them has ever been proposed. For my part, I doubt very much whetherthey
weremeantto have a sensiblemeaning."In his recent
book, Studiesin MagicalAmulets(Ann Arbor,1950),
Prof. Bonnerstates (p. 54) that Chnoubisstones were
used as remedies for pains and diseases of the
stomach.
(Late Romanor early Byzantineperiod).
1778. (955). Glass gem. Plate 101. Figure 39. L.
0.012 m.
Amber-coloredglass, with white enamel weathering. Oval. In intaglio: Eros, facing left, with very
raisonne des camdeset pierresgravies de la Bibliotheque small wings and filleted head. In his two upraised
Impgriale(Paris,1858),nos. 2185-2190,2200. See also hands is held some object and in front of him is a
16
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heap of rocks(?) with a butterfly(?) resting on the
topmost. This was a favorite subject for gems and
pastes in the Hellenisticand early Romanperiod (cf.
Walters, Catalogueof EngravedGemsin the British
Museum,nos. 1468-1475).
(First century).
1779. (7011). Glasscameo.Plate 101. L. 0.02 m.
Oneside chipped.
Opaque blue glass, oval, with head of man in
relief. Full beard, long hair, fillet on the head, garments wornhigh on the neck. The generalappearance
suggestssomeOrientalpotentateratherthan a Greek.
(EarlyRomanperiod).
1780. (3682). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam.0.016m.,
th. 0.003 m.
Flat disk of dark blue glass with the figure of a
bird, facingright, inlaid in opaqueyellow paste, with
touches of red on head and beak. Carefulworkmanship.
(Hellenisticor early Romanperiod).
1781. (3683). Glass "gem."Plate 101 and Figure 39.
Diam. 0.012 m.
Light blue glass disk with convex top, slight depression in the bottom. Found with No. 1780. Cf.
similar glass "gems" found in the Athenian Kerameikosin a graveof the late fifth centuryB.C. (A.A.,
LV, 1940, p. 358).
(Fifth- third centuryB.C.).
1782. (6708). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.009m.
Colorlessglass with milky weathering.Same shape
as the preceding, without the depression in the
bottom.
(Hellenisticperiod).
1783. (3813). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.012 m.
Light greenglass. Shapesimilarto preceding.
(Hellenisticperiod).
1784. (3730). Glass"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.019 m.
Light green glass, oval. Flat bottom and convex
top.
(Hellenisticperiod).
1785. (3737). Glass"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.014 m.
Blue faience,oval, with both surfacesflat.
(Hellenisticperiodor possiblyearlier).
1786. (1421). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.016 m.
Disk of opaquebrownglass, with convex top.
(First or secondcentury).
1787. (2360). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.014 m.
Disk of translucent golden glass, similar to the
preceding.
(First or secondcentury).
1788. (1320). Glass "gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.01 m.
Disk of translucentdark blue glass, similarto the
preceding.
First or secondcentury.

1789. (1567). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.028 m.
Disk of opaqueblackglass,similarto the preceding.
(First or secondcentury).
1790. (74). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.021 m.
Roughlyoval pelletof amethyst-coloredglass,both
surfacesconvex.
Romanperiod.
1791. (1426). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam.0.024m.,
ht. 0.013 m.
Cone of transparent green glass, with slightly
curvedsides.
(Romanperiod).
1792. (2529). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.035 m.
Ovalpellet of opaqueblue glass, both faces slightly
convex.
(Romanperiod).
1793. (1446). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.013 m.
Oval pellet of translucent whitish glass, with a
raised ridge along the center of one surface. Two
identicalpellets werefoundtogether.
Romanperiod.
1794. (863). Glass"gem."Plate 101. W. 0.019 m.
Irregularlyshapedflat pellet of translucentyellowish glass,havinglargewhite spots with yellow centers
fused into the surface.
(Romanperiod).
1795. (4557). Glass"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.006 m.
Leaf-shapedpellet of greenglass, with flat bottom,
convex top.
Foundin fourthcenturycontext.
1796. (756). Garnet"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.012 m.
Pear-shapedgem, with flat bottom, convex top.
Found on Acrocorinth.Byzantine period or later.
1797. (6948). Glass"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.012 m.
Pyramidof light yellow glass, with flat bottom.
Tenth- twelfth century.
1798. (5113). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.026 m.
Disk of colorlessglass, somewhatweathered.Both
faces slightly convex.
(Byzantineperiod).
1799. (6959). Glass"gem."Plate 101. L. 0.016 m.
Oval pellet of green glass, both faces slightly
convex.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1800. (3959). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.019 m.
Disk of light greenglass,muchpitted. Flat bottom,
convex top with raisededge.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
1801. (7003). Glass"gem."Plate 101. Diam. 0.014 m.
Flat disk of dark blue glass, cut out roughly all
around.
Not later than the twelfth century.
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The two hundred rings catalogued here have
been chosen from the great numbers which
have been found at Corinth.Early periods are,
as usual, poorly represented. The eight Geometric rings (Nos. 1802-1809) are nearly all
that have been discovered; Greek and Roman
pieces are likewise rare and are generally in
poor condition.But the whole mediaevalperiod
is rich in quantity though not quality; Corinthians seem to have been lavishly if not
luxuriously adorned. Owing to the large amount of material, it has been possibleto compose a classification of finger rings, by types
and decoration, which may have some chronological validity. The dates are not, however,
close and cannot be insisted upon. The classification offeredis meant as tentative and much
of it will doubtless requirerevision when better
material is available.2 For measurement the
inner diameter of the rings is given whenever
possible, as being more informative of the sex
of the wearer and of the fingers on which the
rings may have been worn. It must be noted
however, that in this respect modern criteria
are not reliable: rings were sometimes worn on
the index finger or thumb, or on the second or
third joints of a finger.3Hence, we cannot say
conclusively that a large ring was worn by a
man or a small one by a woman or child.
The earliest rings at Corinthare those which
came from eighth century graves in the Agora.4
These are of two distinct types. The first is a
hoop of fairly thin metal (gold, silver, or alloys
of these metals) having a raised ridge around
the center of the band (Nos. 1802-1807). This

2 Comparatively little mediaeval material has been published. Henkel, Die Rbmischen Fingerringe der Rheinlande
(Berlin, 1913), is the most useful work, both for the Roman
and for the Byzantine period. Some Sicilian rings have been
published by Orsi ("Byzantina Siciliae," Byz. Zeitschr.,XIX,
1910, pp. 469-473) but these are not well dated. 0. M.
Dalton, Catalogueof Finger Rings, Early Christian,Byzantine,
Teutonic, Mediaeval, and Later in the British Museum (London, 1912) contains mostly later material, not closely related
to that from Corinth. References to other sources will be
found passim in the catalogue.
3 See Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire, s.v. anulus.
4 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 543-545.
15*

ridge was hammered out after the hoop was
wrought so that on the inside of the ring it
appears as a concavity. Both the width of the
hoop and the profile of the ring vary, as can be
seen in Nos. 1802-1807 on Plate 102, but the
only distinctively different ring is No. 1807,
which has a fine twisted wire soldered around
each edge of the hoop. Five rings, Nos. 18031807, were found in a woman's grave which
also contained heavy gold hair spirals (No.
1999) and one of the pair of long bronze pins,
Nos. 2258 and 2259, as well as the smalleriron
pins Nos. 2260 and 2261. It is fairly certain
that these five rings were all worn on the right
hand, although the slight scattering of the
finger bones as they fell apart prevents complete certainty. Nos. 1803 and 1807 were found
on a single finger joint, the latter nearer the
end of the finger. The second type of Geometric ring (Nos. 1808, 1809) is a plain, wide
hoop of metal (all Corinthian examples are of
bronze), flat inside, convex or angular outside
(see profiles in Fig. 40). Rings similar to Nos.
1808 and 1809 have been found in "early
Geometric" graves in the Athenian Kerameikos5but for rings like No. 1802 etc., I have
been unable to find parallels.
For the classical Greek and Hellenistic
periods the material is very meager. Only a
few rings can be attributed to this time and
these with some doubt. No. 1811, of bronze,
and the glass ring No. 1991 are characteristic.
The rings of the Roman, Byzantine and
later periods have been treated together. The
reason for this is that types beginning in the
Roman period often either continue in the
Byzantine period or reappearat that time, and
it was thought that for comparative purposes
grouping by types would be more convenient
than a chronologicalarrangement. I shall discuss below the characteristics of each class of
rings and the periods during which each ap6 A.A., 1938, p. 597, fig. 11.
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pears, and finally I shall give a brief summary
of the types which appear in each period. It
cannot be too strongly emphasized that this
classificationis tentative.
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cept No. 1823 which is cast in one piece, and
possibly also No. 1828) to a narrow hoop. In
all cases where the setting is preservedit consists of a glass gem, rudely cut, which is
fastened in by means of cement, some of which
often remainsin the collet. The period covered
I. RINGS WITH SETTINGS
is long: No. 1820 was found in a fourth-fifth
No. 1810 is in a class by itself, both as to century context, No. 1821 in a grave which
material and shape. It is fully discussed in the dates probably from the sixth or seventh
catalogue.
century; the rest are of the Byzantine period,
Type A (Nos. 1811-1817) begins in the except for No. 1829, which is probably as late
Hellenistic period6 and with variations con- as Turkishtimes.
tinues through the Byzantine. The essential
Type D (Nos. 1830-1834) is a ring with
entire
of
the
coarse
is
the
of
the
feature
filigree work, in various patterns, decasting
type
ring in one piece. The bezel is merely an corating the hoop. This type of ring appearsin
extension of the hoop which contains a de- two periods: first, that of the barbarian inpression to hold the gem. In the only ring with vasions and second, Byzantine times. The first
setting preserved (No. 1812), the gem is in- phase is represented by Nos. 1830-1832. In
serted so that its edge is flush with the edge of these rings the hoop may either be backed by
the bezel. In the case of No. 1813, the bezel a metal strip (No. 1830) or left open to show
has such a low edge that the gem must have the filigree pattern (Nos. 1831 and 1832). The
been cemented in very firmly if it were to stay bezel is a high oval or circular collet with two
there. No. 1814 has a rough surface made after thin coils of metal around the base, attached
casting at the bottom of the bezel, to which to the band by soldering. The only "gem"
the gem might be firmly attached, as well as a preserved (No. 1830) is an oval green glass
prong at each side to hold it in. This is the only piece with concave top. In some of the later
example with this feature. Nos. 1815-1817 are examples (No. 1833) the filigree work is only
mediaevalversions of this typical classical ring. apparent and the hoop is really cast solid. The
Type B (Nos. 1818-1819)has as its char- only remaining gem is a rudely cut piece of
acteristic feature a cluster of "berries"at each glass. These later specimens were probably
side of the bezel. The Roman example (No. made during the tenth, eleventh and twelfth
1818) has larger ones, projecting more pro- centuries. They form one of the rarer types.
minently; in the Byzantine specimen these
Type E (Nos. 1835-1841) is a fairly common
on
are
more
small spheres
compactly
grouped
variety of ring which appearsto have begun in
the shoulders. The spiral wire surroundingthe the fourth century and continues or reappears
bezel exists in both cases, but the Byzantine in the Byzantine period. The evidence seems
specimen has a deep bezel, whereasthe Roman to show that it did not exist after the twelfth
bezel is flat so that cement must have been century. The ring consists of a hoop, decorated
or plain, with open ends which are flattened
generously used to hold the gem in place.
a
is
rather
down to receive a collet or the gem itself. The
Type C (Nos. 1820-1829)
heterogeneous group of rings characterizedby cement remaining on the surface of, for exa deep circular or square collet soldered (ex- ample, No. 1838, seems to show that the gem
was attached directly to the flattened portion,
6 See
Marshall, Catalogue of Finger Rings in the British
Museum, (London, 1907), p. xlii. Pp. xxxvii-xlix of the
Introduction contain a useful classification by types of the
rings in the collection.

since a metal colletwouldhave beensoldered,
not cementedon.
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Type F (Nos. 1842-1844) is a simple ring
composed of two or three strands of bronze
wire twisted together to form the hoop. The
ends are flattened as in Type E, and a collet
may have been attached to this point, but
there is no real evidence for it. The ends may
have been flattened only for the purpose of
soldering them together. This type dates
probably from the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

II. RINGS WITHOUT SETTINGS

Type G (Nos. 1845-1876) is a cast ring

which, in a variety of forms, extends over
many centuries. The essential features are a
narrow hoop, usually semicircular in section,
widening toward a circular,oval or rectangular
bezel, which is often thickened. Some of the
bezels are very much thicker than others (e.g.
Nos. 1857, 1858) and these specimensalso have
very narrow hoops, thus giving the rings an
unbalanced and awkward appearance. This
thicker type of bezel apparently existed in the
late Roman period (e.g. No. 1857) as well as in
later times (No. 1858). The bezels exhibit a
great variety of decoration. On the earliest
specimens, dating from the third and fourth
centuries, there are often intaglio figures (Nos.
1845, 1846, 1848, 1849). A little later, in the
fourth, fifth and sixth centuries, appear incised circles (Nos. 1850-1852), crosses (No.
1853), more rarely inscriptions (No. 1855),
scroll designs carriedout in a series of punched
dots (No. 1856) and early forms of monograms
(No. 1859). Some of the designs have been
worn off (Nos. 1854, 1858). Typical of the sixth
century are the rings with monograms on the
bezels (Nos. 1860-1862); some of these exhibit
very fine workmanship (especially No. 1860).
This type of ring also existed in the "Volkerwanderung"period(Nos. 1863-1865) in various
forms. In the tenth century it again appeared
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be moreor less accuratelydated by the coins
they contain. The decorationon these later
rings is similar to that of the earlier ones:
thereareintaglios(No.1866),monograms(No.
1867) and inscriptions(Nos. 1868-1869), engraved scrolls (Nos. 1870-1871), stars (Nos.
1872, 1873), cross (No. 1876) and geometric
designs (Nos. 1874, 1875).

Type H (Nos. 1877-1892) includes rings
which are essentially like Type G but which
show certain variations. These are (1) a knoblike projection on each shoulder (Nos. 18771881), (2) single or double knobby projections
on each side of the bezel (Nos. 1882-1887) or
(3) knobs both on the bezel and on the shoulders (Nos. 1888-1892). The forms of decoration
are similar to those of Type G: scrolls, crosses,
dotted circles, figures of birds, inscriptions.
Sometimes the bezel is undecorated. The
quality and thickness of the metal varies considerably, as do the standardsof workmanship.
Especially interestingis No. 1892, an unfinished
ring, which shows the marks of the cast: a
raisedridge, both inside and outside, all around
the hoop, and an irregular oval lump on the
bezel, where the pour-hole was. It can be seen
that a good deal of finishing was necessary
after removal from the mould. No. 1889 is the
only ring which shows traces of gilding, but
others may also have been so treated. The
dates of these rings run, like those of Type G,

from the fourth centurythroughthe twelfth.
Some of those without reliable context may
have been wrongly assigned, as they are ex-

tremelydifficultto date by appearancealone.
Nos. 1893-1904 are cast rings of various
periods which follow logically after Types G
and H but which could not be included in
either one. Each is, in its way, exceptional,
and hence has not been included in any type.
They are discussedin the catalogue.
The characteristic feature of Type I (Nos.
1905-1907) is the division of the hoop by a

and it continuedthroughthe twelfth century. groove (in No. 1905 the groove is cut right
The ringsare often foundin graveswhichcan throughthe hoop.) This groovewas probably
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produced in casting and then emphasized by
cutting afterward. In front the metal is thickened and flattened to form a bezel. In No. 1905
the hoop is continuous; in the others the ends
are folded over at the back. The rings are
variously decorated. Although these rings are
almost certainly not earlier than the tenth
century, their formharks back to Roman times.
Thereis little differenceto be observedbetween
these specimens and those of earlier periods.7
Type J (Nos. 1908-1913) is one of the
simplest types of rings, consisting of a hoop,
circular or rectangular in section and entirely
without decoration. The hoop is perfect, without any trace of a joint, and was probably cast.
Such rings are found in quantities in contexts
of all periods. Those presented here were
chosen as representative of the Roman, the
early mediaeval and the Byzantine periods.
These rings are found in all sizes, and doubtless many of them had uses other than as
finger rings.
Type K (Nos. 1914-1924) includes rings
whose chief characteristic is a flat, wrought
hoop of rather thin metal, which is generally
of the same width all around but sometimes
widens slightly at the front. On most of the
rings the ends of the hoop overlap8and it seems
likely that they were left so, and not soldered,
so that the ring could be adjusted to fit various
fingers. Most of the rings bear hammered designs of various sorts: inscriptions (No. 1915),
geometric designs (Nos. 1914, 1916-1919) or
designs composedlargely of scrolls (Nos. 19201924). With the exception of No. 1914, which
may not be a finger ring at all, the rings date
from the Byzantine period.
Type L (Nos. 1925-1942) is one of the commonest varieties of wrought rings at Corinth.
Made of a fairly heavy metal, it is of uniform
thickness all around. The outer and inner sur7 See Henkel, Die Rimischen
Fingerringe der Rheinlande,
no. 110.
8 No. 1917, which is solid, and No. 1918, the hoop of
which is convex on the outside, should perhaps not have
been included in this category.

faces of hoop and bezel are quite flat. The
bezel is circular or oval and spreads more or
less abruptly from the hoop. Rings of this type
areinvariablydecoratedby incision and punching. A common design is the five-pointed star,
with dots punched irregularly within and
around it; sometimes the whole is within an
incised circle. Other designs are conventionalized birds, made by incised lines, with
punched dots for eyes and other details (Nos.
1932, 1933). Some specimens have incised inscriptions (e.g. Nos. 1935, 1936). The shoulders
of the hoop may either be plain or decorated.
One of the designs most frequently found here
is two saltires cut through by a horizontal line
(e.g. No. 1927). There are also conventionalized plant designs and simple geometric
patterns. Most of the rings are rather large,
and it is likely that some were intended for
men. Two specimens perhaps earlier than the
others (Nos. 1925, 1926) are not quite of the
characteristic form, and in general it seems
that the type began in the sixth century or
possibly even later. In the tenth, eleventh and
twelfth centuries it was extremely common,
and it continued after that in somewhat inferior forms (Nos. 1940-1942).
Type M (Nos. 1943 and 1944) consists of
rings made of twisted metal wire which did
not have bezels (cf. Type F, which is thought
to have carried a bezel). Such rings are generally found in poor condition and are not very
common. They seem to be confined to the
Roman period, but this is not certain. No. 1943
is apparently simply a decorative ring, but No.
1944, made of a strip of lead wire tied in the
nodus Heracleus(see the catalogue) must have
had religious or superstitious significance.
The following five types of rings (N,O,P,
Q,R) are characterized by having the bezel
soldered to the ring. As this is a very general
characteristic, they have been divided into
smallergroupsaccordingto secondaryfeatures.

Type N (Nos. 1945-1946) comprisesearly
mediaevalrings with incised designs on the
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circularor oval bezel, solderedto the hoop. The
hoop may be either convex, as in No. 1945, or
flat, as in No. 1946.
Type 0 (Nos. 1947-1959) includes some of
the most interesting rings found at Corinth.
Characteristic is a flat, fairly narrow hoop
which is solderedto a flat circularbezel (sometimes with scalloped edges) of about the same
thickness as the hoop. In most cases, the hoop
has become separated from the bezel, so that
only one of the two is preserved. This type of
ring often has an apotropaic nature. Four of
the bezels presented here (Nos. 1947-1950)
bear the device of a grotesque Medusa-like
face surrounded by a ray pattern. The hoops
are also decorated, often with supplicatory
inscriptions. The best preserved ring is No.
1947, which bears a gorgon head on the
bezel (see Fig. 51) and an inscription around
the hoop stating that the ring is a phylakterion
or amulet against hysterika.While the inscription is unique, so far as I can discover (except
for No. 2102, a lead disk which bears the same
inscription), there exists a large number of
amulets, bearing related but less definite inscriptions and the Medusa head, which have
long been thought to be amulets against
disease.9It seems probable that hysterikais to
be interpreted as a disease having to do with
the womb10and not with other afflictions such
as colic, etc. as has been suggested elsewhere.11
9 The bibliography on the subject and the most exhaustive
discussion may be found in the article entitled "Amulettes
Byzantines et formulaires magiques," by V. Laurent, Byz.
Zeitschr., XXXVI, 1936, pp. 300-315. Since then a small
amount of additional material has been published: see E. de
Savitsch, "Religious Amulets of early Russian Christendom,"
Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1943, pp. 111-116; H. M6bius,
"Griechisch-OrientalischeBleimedaillons aus Ionien," A.A.,
1941, pp. 26-32; also A.A., 1941, pp. 251-2.
10 Hippocrates, Aphorisms, V, xxxv.
11 Schlumberger, Melanges d'archeologiebyzantine (Paris,
1885), pp. 135-139. An interesting and plausible explanation
of the presence of the Medusa-likehead on these amulets has
recently been propounded by Campbell Bonner in his Studies
in Magical Amulets, p. 90. He derives it from a uterine
symbol, showing the womb as a roughly circular object with
ligaments resembling tentacles emerging from it, which was
common on Gnostic amulets (op. cit., pl. 6). See also his
remarks in Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 315 and pp. 327-328, nos.
26-28.
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The inscription on No. 1951 was probably of
the same nature as that on No. 1947, although
there is some difficulty in the reading. No.
1952 bears a largely illegible inscription of
some other nature. On No. 1953 the only word
that can definitely be deciphered is Kyrie;
doubtless someformof supplicationis intended.
No. 1954 was found in a grave wrapped in
cloth. The metal had penetrated the cloth,
thus preserving it, but when an attempt was
made to clean the ring, both it and the cloth
completely disintegrated. Thus it cannot be
said for certain that the ring bore any inscription or was intended as an amulet, but the
shape suggests that such was the case. Nos.
1955-1959, while similar in form to the preceding rings, entirely miss their religiouscharacter
and seem only decorative. All these rings, both
the amulets and the others, date chiefly from
the tenth-twelfth centuries. In some cases (see
No. 1947) more definite dates can be assigned.
Thereis no evidenceforthe existenceof this type
either earlieror later than these three centuries.
Type P (Nos. 1960-1966) is a catch-all
designation for rings which differ in minor
respects from those of Type 0. Nos. 1960-1962
have hoops which are convex on the outside,
and Nos. 1962 and 1963 have rectangular
bezels; Nos. 1965, 1966 have unusual bezels.
The rings of Type Q (Nos. 1967-1980) differ
from those of 0 and P in that the hoop does
not extend all the way under the bezel, but is
attached only to the ends. Both hoop and
bezel are, in general, more solid than in the
two precedingtypes (exceptions are Nos. 1978
and 1979) and in some cases it is difficult to
determine whether they were soldered together or were cast in one piece. Nos. 19741977 form a special group, made of a rather
brassy metal, in which the bezel has a stepped
border. The bezel of No. 1980 differs from the
others in being hollow. The dates of these
rings range chiefly, like those of Types 0 and

P, fromthe tenth to the twelfthcentury.Nos.
1979 and1980 areprobablylater.
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The conspicuous feature of Type R (Nos.
1981-1982) is the method of joining bezel and
hoop. In No. 1981 they are attached by struts,
in No. 1982 by a thick reinforcement which
resemblesstruts but which is not pierced. Both
rings have circular bezels decorated with conventionalized flowers: in No. 1981 the background is cut away so that the flower is in low
relief; in No. 1982 the flower is lightly incised.
This type of ring is quite rare; it dates probably from the Frankish period.
No. 1983, a poorly preserved ring with a
filigree bezel, is unique at Corinthand has not
been included in any of the types.

Type S (Nos. 1984-1986)is a ring of which
only three exampleshave been found, all of
silver, possibly with considerablealloy. The
heavy encrustationwith whichthe ringswere
coveredhas made it difficult to observethe
detailsof theirratherintricatedecoration.The
main features are: a pyramidalbezel with
flattened rectangulartop, and a flat hoop
widening toward the bezel, on either side
of it pierced by two small holes. An added
featureon No. 1986 is the divisionof the hoop,
just beyond the holes, into three sections a widecentralstrip and a narrowone (circular
in section)at each side. The designsare scrolls
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or conventionalizedfoliage. On No. 1984 these
are executed in a kind of filigree; on Nos. 1985
and 1986 they are engraved. In all cases there
is decoration on the hoop as well as on the
bezel (except on No. 1985, where the hoop is
not preserved). Two of these rings (Nos. 1984
and 1985) were found in graves which unfortunately contained no definite chronological
evidence. They can be dated in a general way
to the eleventh or twelfth century.
The distribution of these nineteen types of
rings and of other rings not included in the
classification is shown in the accompanying
chart. As stated above, this chronology should
be used with caution.
Besides the metal rings, some made of other
materials are occasionally found. Rings of
semi-precious stones (Nos. 1989, 1990) are
rather uncommon; those of glass turn up more
often. Nos. 1991 and 1992 are representative
of the Roman period, Nos. 1993-1995 of the
Byzantine. Bone finger rings made in the form
of a simple hoop, often decoratedwith incised
dotted circles, are rather common in the late
Byzantine period. Many of these are quite
small and were probably worn by children.
Two examples (Nos. 1996, 1997) are shown.
Archers' rings, which were used to protect
the thumb when drawing the bow, are usually
of bronze (Nos. 1987, 1988) but occasionallyof
ivory (No. 1998).
1802.(6114).Goldfingerring.Plate102.W. of hoop
0.007 m., inner diam. 0.017 m.

Flat hoop, wrought,with ends solderedtogether.
Raised ring aroundthe middle. Probablypure gold.
Found near a Geometric grave in the Agora
(Grave D: A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pl. XIII, 2). Eighth
century B.C.

1803. (6766). Goldfingerring. Plate 102. W. of hoop
0.006 m., inner diam. 0.017 m.

Similar to preceding. Greenishgold.
Found with Nos. 1804-1807, 1999 (hair spirals),
2258-2261 (pins) in a Geometricgrave in the Agora

(GraveF: A.J.A., XLI, 1937,p. 545,fig. 7). Eighth

century B.C.

1804.(6767).Goldfingerring.Plate102.W. of hoop
0.01 m., innerdiam.0.02m.
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Hoop broken. Similar to preceding.Dull bronzelike color; the gold probably much alloyed.
Found with preceding.
1805. (6768). Goldfingerring. Plate 102. W. of hoop
0.011 m., inner diam. 0.02 m.
Similarto preceding.Greenishgold.
Found with preceding.
1806. (6769). Silverfingerring. Plate 102. W. of hoop
0.006 m.
Hoop broken.Similarto preceding.
Found with preceding.
1807. (6765). Goldfingerring. Plate 102. W. of hoop
0.008 m., inner diam. 0.018 m.
Shape similarto the preceding,with a spiral wire
solderedto each edge. Greenishgold.
Found with preceding.
1808. (6109).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102 and
Figure 40. W. of hoop 0.009 m., inner diam. 0.018 m.

1808

1809

FIG. 40. SECTIONS OF GEOMETRICFINGER RINGS. 2: 1

Surface badly worn. Heavy hoop, wrought,
triangularin section,with flat innersurface.
Found with No. 2000 (goldhair spirals)and Nos.
2264, 2266 (pins) in a Geometricgrave in the Agora
(Grave C: A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 544, fig. 6). No
pottery was found in the grave. Eighth century B.C.
1809. (4669).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102 and
Figure 40. W. of hoop 0.012 m., inner diam. 0.02 m.
Edges chipped. Similarto preceding.
Found in top soil. Other similar rings have been
found in Roman and Byzantine contexts (MF 3247
and MF 4800). (Eighth century B.C.).
1810. (4040). Goldfinger ring. Plate 102. Diam. (top
to bottom) 0.0215 m., 1. of stone, 0.0125 m.
Oval band with projections at the side. Nicolo
gem sunk into the setting. It has a raised border
andan inscriptioncut in relief,whichreads:EYTYXII
rOPrO NI. Suchinscriptionsare commonlyfoundon
Roman rings of this sort. Cf. Walters, Catalogueof
EngravedGems in the British Museum, No. 1663
(EYTYXIBOKONT1), and a series of somewhat
similar inscriptionsin ibid., Nos. 3703-3705.Cf. also
Eichler and Kris, Die Kameenim Kunsthistorischen
Museum, No. 99, plate 17, an onyx with EYTYXI
CYAFPI.It is dated "bis 4. Jahrh. nach Chr."The
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closest parallel to the Corinthspecimen is Henkel,
No. 219( YTYXI
derRheinlande,
RItmischeFingerringe
AKAKI)- an opaqueyellow-brownstone,whichhas
much the same shape, and the inscriptionsimilarly
carved in two lines. The forms of the letters assign
it to the early third century(Henkel,op. cit.,p. 267).
Henkel interpretsGYTYXI
as an abbreviationfor the
imperative evrrXEi(vivas), and therefore considers
the vocative of
AKAKIas a contractionof AK&KIE,
a masculinename, which is inconvenient, since the
ring, like ours, seems to be meant for a woman.
rOPrONI XAIPE appears on an early Christian
sarcophagus(CabrolandLeclercq,Dictionnaire,V, 2,
p. 2500).
(Thirdcentury).
1811. (3143).Bronzefingerring. W. of bezel, 0.011m.
Set and most of hoop missing.
Type A. Ring cast. Narrowhoop, convex outside,
widening toward the bezel. Oval bezel, with fairly
deep depressionfor setting.
(Hellenisticor early Roman period).
1812. (5011).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. ca. 0.015 m.
Broken but complete.
Type A. Shape similarto preceding.Round glass
pellet with two convex surfacesset into the bezel so
that the edge is flush with the surface.
Second or third century.
1813. (6203). Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. W. of
bezel, ca. 0.015 m.
Bezel damaged,part of hoop and setting missing.
Type A. Shapesomewhatsimilarto the preceding,
of thinner metal, with much shallower and wider
bezel. Geometric design lightly engraved on the
shoulders(now mostly obliterated).
(Second or third century).
1814. (5724). Silver (?) finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Set missing.
Type A. Narrow hoop convex outside, widening
toward the bezel, which has a deep depressionwith
roughsurfaceat the bottom and four prongsaround
the edge to hold the set. Cast. The metal appearsto
be a silver alloy.
(Second- fourth centuries).
1815. (5820).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. ca. 0.017 m.
Broken but complete; badly corroded.
Type A. Rectangularbezel with flat-topped,pyramidal gem of pale yellow glass. Cast.
Eleventh century.
1816. (3257).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type A. Ring cast. Narrowhoop, convex outside,
wideningslightlytowardthe bezel. Deep circularhole
for gem (remainsof substancefor gluing it in left in

the bottom). Geometricdesigns engraved on sides
of bezel.
(Twelfthcentury or later).
1817. (4212). Bronze(?) fingerring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type A. Narrowhoop wideningtoward the bezel.
Prongs around the bezel hold a red glass gem,
resembling a garnet in color. Geometric pattern
incised on the shoulders.Cast. The metal seems to
contain some silver.
(Turkishperiod).
1818. (2046). Silver finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Part of bezel missing.
TypeB. Hoopcircularin section,joinedby soldering
to the bezel, whichwas originallycircularor oval and
containeda gem or paste. Traceof a braidedborder
aroundthe bezel. On each shouldera group of four
small spheres.Cf. Henkel, op. cit., No. 461, with gem
still in place. The bezel is octagonal, which does not
seem to be the case here.
(Fourth century).
1819. (7176).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Set missing.
Type B. Narrow hoop, circular in section, with
bezel fastened on it. Bezel cylindrical, with spiral
wire aroundit, and groupof six spheresat each side.
(Tenth-twelfth centuries).
1820. (4781). Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.018m.
Setting missing.
Type C. Narrow hoop convex (angular)outside,
attached to, or possibly cast with, a rather deep
circular collet set in from the edge. A hole in the
bottom of the collet may be intentional,for attaching
the gem morefirmly.
Fourth or fifth century.
1821. (7881).Bronze finger ring. Figure 41. W. of
hoop at back, 0.007 m.

FINGERRING (NO 1821). 1: 1
FIG. 41. EARLY MEDIAEVAL

Brokenup, parts of hoop missing.
Type C. Flat hoop, wideningto form bezel. Rude

glass gem of unevenshape set in deep collet and
affixedto bezel.
Foundin a gravein the Agorawith Nos. 1830,
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1927, 2030, 2036, 2037, 2461 and an iron knife blade
(MF 6679) (see p. 6). Sixth or seventh century.
1822. (7229).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.014 m.
Type C. Circularhoop attachedto bezel consisting
of deep circularcollet containingcolorlessglass gem.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1823. (1179). Silver finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type C. Narrowhoop, convex outside, with deep
circularcollet holding small greenglass gem. Zigzags
engravedon hoop, verticallines on sides of collet.
(Twelfth century or later).
1824. (3407). Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Hoop brokenoff bezel; part of collet gone.
Type C. Thin hoop circular in section. Large
shallow circular collet, originally solderedto hoop,
containing dark blue glass gem.
(Byzantineperiod).
1825. (7740).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. ca. 0.018 m.
Set missing;hoop bent.
Type C. Narrow hoop, slightly convex outside.
Hemisphericalcollet, with grooves on the outside
giving it the appearanceof a conventionalizedflower,
solderedto the band. Small projectionson the sides
of the collet to hold the set securely.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
1826. (4548).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Hoop brokenbut complete.Set missing.
Type C. Narrow hoop, convex outside; collet
solderedon. Prongsaroundedge of collet.
Eleventh century.
1827. (5210).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Set missing.
Type C. Narrow circularhoop, flattened toward
the bezel; square collet, with interior depressionof
pyramidal shape, soldered on. Cf. Henkel, op. cit.,
no. 1353, dated to the fourth century. The shape
apparentlycontinued,as oursis probablymuchlater.
Eleventh century.
1828. (7380).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Set gone.
Type C. Narrowhoop, convex outside, solderedto
square bezel. Rather deep collet, with remains of
glue inside. Vertical incised lines around sides of
collet.
(Twelfth or thirteenth century).
1829. (439). Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Diam.
0.021 m.
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Type C. Hoop formed of three strips of twisted
bronzewire. Solderedto these a squareleadensetting
with a square-cutgem of red glass. Very crude.
(Twelfth century or later).
1830. (6675). Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type D. Flat hoop with heavy filigree work on
outside consistingof a doublewire band at each side
with crescent-shapedwires set between. Reinforced
inside with a flat, thin band. Deep collet with wire
band around the base, holding an oval green glass
gem. Cf. Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, p. 67, pl. 36 (from
a "Volkerwanderung"
grave on an island in Lake
Karla).
Found in a grave in the Agora with Nos. 1821
(q.v.) and other objects. Sixth or seventh century.
1831. (7709).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. W. of
hoop, 0.008 m.
Part of hoop and setting missing.
Type D. Flat hoop with filigreework - bands of
wire at the edges, joined by a double row of wire
zigzags. Deep circularcollet with wire band around
the base.
(Sixth century or later).
1832. (7674).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Bezel partly missing.
Type D. Flat hoop with filigreework- two rows
of wire at each side (outer one a spiral) joined by
loops of wire. Circularcollet with wire band around
the base. Cf. a rathersimilargold ring in the British
Museum,from Athens (Marshall,Catalogueof Finger
Rings, no. 558). It is dated "late Roman or possibly
Merovingian."
(Sixth or seventh century).
1833. (7151).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. ca. 0.018 m.
Hoop broken;part of collet missing.
Type D. Flat hoop, solid, cast to representfiligree
work (two smooth bands on each side of a spiral
band); widenedat the ends to receivethe bezel. Circular collet surroundedby spiral band, containing
flat piece of pale green glass, rudely chippedaround
the edges. This is evidently an imitation of true
filigree,much easier and cheaperto produce.
(Tenth- twelfth centuries).
1834. (6166).Bronze finger ring. Plate 102. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Bezel and part of hoop missing.
Type D. Flat hoop of three rows of thick wire,
separatedby two rows of spiralwire.
(Eleventh century or later).
1835. (4796). Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. ca. 0.019 m.
Ends of hoop broken.
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Type E. Flat hoop of ratherthick metal, decorated
with incision: a row of circles with central dot between two lines. A bezel was probably solderedon.
(Fifth century or later).
1836. (8169).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. ca. 0.016 m.
Ends of hoop broken,bezelmissing.
Type E. Narrow, flat, rather thick hoop with
engraveddesign aroundit (Fig. 42).
(Tenthor eleventh century).

1842. (7376).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Diam.
0.022 m.
Bezel missing.
Type F. Three strands of bronze wire wound
togetherto forma hoop.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1843. (4942).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner

diam.0.015m.
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Bezel missing.
Type F. Similarto preceding.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1844. (7383). Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Hoop broken.
Type F. Two strands of wire wound together to
FIG. 42. ENGRAVED DESIGN ON BYZANTINE FINGER RING
form
a hoop.
(NO. 1836). 2:1
(Eleventh century).
1837. (2840).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner 1845. (6468).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103 and Figure 43. Inner diam. 0.018 m.
diam. 0.018 m.
Mostof hoop missing.
Bezel missing.
in
ends
circular
the
E.
section;
Hoop
Type
flattened downto form a bezel, to which a collet was
probably attached. Cf. Henkel, op. cit., No. 1356.
Thishas a flat band, but the ends are flattenedin the
same way. It is dated to the fourthcentury.
(Fourth century or later).
1838. (6680).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
FIG. 43. BEZEL OF ROMAN FINGER RING (NO. 1845). 2: 1
diam. 0.018 m.
Type G. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
Setting partly missing.
the bezel. Bezel oval; in intaglio on it a
toward
flattened
with
ends
narrow
E.
Flat,
hoop
Type
into a roughly circularsurface on which a gem was femalehead facing front (detailsindicatedby means
set. Remainsof glue or some substancefor fastening of a punch, after casting). On the shoulders,crudely
the gem are still on the bezel. Rudegeometricdesigns incised design resemblingtongs.
incisedon the shoulders.Cf.Henkel, op. cit., No. 1063.
(Thirdor fourthcentury).
Ninth or tenth century.
1846. (3153).Bronzefingerring.Plate 103.L. of bezel
1839. (4569).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner 0.012 m.
diam. 0.019 m.
Hoop brokenoff.
Type G. Oval bezel with figure of a woman in
Setting missing.
Type E. Thin,narrowhoop flattenedat the ends to intaglio within a border of dots. She faces threeform a circularbezel. Geometricdesign (exactly like quartersright, perhapsholdinga spindle.The workis
that of preceding)engravedon the shoulders.
poor and the figureindistinct.
Twelfth century.
(Thirdor fourth century).
1840. (4578).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner 1847. (387). Iron finger ring. Plate 103. Inner diam.
0.017 m.
diam. 0.019 m.
Surfacebadly corroded.
and
broken
bent.
Setting missing,hoop
a
for
to
E.
Similar precedingexcept
Type G. Circularhoop widenedout and flattened
deep
Type
to form a small oval bezel. No representation
down
and
horizontal
on
the
the
outside,
groovearound hoop
visible.
the
shoulders.
lines engravedon
Thirdcentury.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1841. (6499).Iron fingerring. Plate 103. Inner diam. 1848. (3129).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Diam.
0.02 m.
0.021 m.
corroded.
of
bezel
Hoop brokeninto severalparts.
missing.Badly
Top
at
in
the
section
E.
Narrow
Type G. Hoop circular and undecorated. Oval
hoop rectangular
Type
back, circularnear the bezel. Oval bezel to which a bezel with the head of a bearded man in intaglio,
facing right.
collet was perhapsattached.
Fourthcentury.
or
century
later).
(Eleventh
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1849. (837). Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. ca. 0.016 m.
Hoop broken and bezel damaged.
Type G. Narrow hoop, convex outside. Rectangularbezelwithtwo or threehumanfiguresin intaglio.
Their positions are not plain. This shape is assigned
by Henkel to the fourth century: op. cit., No. 399
(silver), with a cross incised on the bezel; No. 401,
with busts of a man and womanfacing; and No. 402,
with the monogramof Christ.
(Fourthcentury).
1850. (7713).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type G. Narrow hoop, slightly convex outside,
widening toward the bezel. Small oval bezel with
four incised circles in cross formation. Cf. Henkel,
op. cit., no. 894.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1851. (3130).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type G. Hoop circularin section, spreadingand
flattening toward the bezel. Flat, rectangularbezel
with engravedconcentriccircles.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
1852. (7360).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. L. of
bezel, 0.015 m.
Half missing.
Type G. Shapesimilarto preceding.Six circleswith
central dot incised on the bezel, and one on each
shoulder.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1853. (3293).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type G. Hoop narrow, widening toward bezel.
Rectangularbezel bearing an incised cross within a
narrowborder.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
1854. (5392).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type G. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
toward the bezel. Oval bezel, slightly raised, with
engraved design or letter now almost obliterated.
Fourthcentury.
1855. (3987).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type G. Convexhoop, wideningtowardthe bezel.
Oval bezel with inscription formed by a series of
dots punchedclose together:
KBOK(vpi)6E
po(SEi)
A crude scrollon each side of the H.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
1856. (7725).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.021 m.
Small hole in bezel.
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Type G. Shape similarto preceding.Scroll design
of punched dots on the bezel; indefinite design of
puncheddots on the shoulder.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1857. (4879). Silver finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type G. Narrowflat hoop widening toward the
bezel. Insect (?) incisedon the bezel,within a grooved
border; punched dots in the field. Heavily alloyed
silver.
Fourthcentury.
1858. (7730).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. ca. 0.019 m.
Type G. Flat narrow hoop which seems to have
been stretched. Thick roundishbezel, with traces of
puncheddesign now worn off.
(Eleventh century).
1859. (2829).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 103. Diam. of
bezel, 0.013 m.
Hoop missing.
Type G. Octagonalbezel with monogramengraved
on it (Fig. 44). The monogramis not reversedon the
ring, and was thereforenot intendedfor a seal.
(Fourthcentury).

1859

1862

FIG. 44. BEZELS OF RINGS WITH MONOGRAMS.2:1

1860. (2432).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Type G. Narrowhoop, convex outside. Oval bezel
set off from the hoop by a groove. Elaboratemonogram(OEoScopos?)
precededby a cross and followed
a
star.
Cf.
Dalton,
by
Catalogueof ChristianAntiquities in BritishMuseum,no. 168 (gold),dated sixth
century.
(Sixth century).
1861. (4931).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type G. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
towardthe oval bezel. Incised on bezel a monogram
containing the letters KOM and possibly A. A
cross on either side.
(Sixth century).
1862. (5495).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type G. Shape similar to preceding. Almost
obliteratedmonogram(Fig. 44) on the bezel.
(Sixth century).
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1863. (331). Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner 1869. (7966). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
diam. 0.019 m.
convex
Narrow
G.
outside, widening
Type G. Narrow, convex hoop widening toward
hoop,
Type
toward the bezel, where it becomestriangular.Oval the bezel, where it becomes angular. Oval, partly
bezel with two water-birdscarved in intaglio with angularbezel, with letters made on it by a series of
a reed (?) betweenthem, enclosedin a single border. dots punchedclosetogether:YO+ IHKI(the first line
Cf. Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, p. 67, pl. 36, for a ring of is reversed,the second not). Borderof similar dots.
this general shape found in a "Volkerwanderung" Tenth-twelfth centuries.
grave in Lake Karla.
1870. (4637).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
(Sixth or seventh century?).
diam. 0.019 m.
1864. (7087).Iron fingerring. Plate 103. Inner diam.
Type G. Thick hoop with lump at the back, pos0.015 m.
sibly showing alteration of the size. Bezel rather
Badly corroded.
thick with crude engravedscrolls on top; horizontal
Type G. Hoop flat in section. Thick,circularbezel. bands aroundthe sides, continuingon the hoop.
Found in a grave with No. 1537 (q.v.) and other
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
objects. Seventh century.
1871. (5706).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
1865. (7786).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Diam. diam. 0.016 m.
0.022 m., 1. of bezel, 0.014 m.
Type G. Similar to the preceding, with scroll
Hoop brokeninto severalpieces; surfaceworn.
on the bezel, design of zigzags and straight
design
Type G. Narrow,flat hoop, wideningtoward the lines on sides of bezel and hoop. Verticallines incised
bezel. Five circles with central dot punched on the on the
lump at the back of the hoop.
bezel, and one on each shoulder.
or twelfth century).
(Eleventh
Found with No. 1952 and a number of earrings
(MF 7787-7791)in a grave in the Agora. Byzantine 1872. (6792).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
period.
Part of hoop missing.
1866. (5353).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
Type G. Flat, undecoratedhoop. Oval bezel with
diam. 0.018 m.
five-pointed incised star, border of large punched
Hoop brokenbut complete.
dots, and similar dots in the field.
Type G. Oval bezel, slightly angular.Engravedon
Tenth-twelfth centuries.
it in intaglio: water fowl (?) with outspreadwings;
dots in the field. Three vertical marks on each side 1873. (8196).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
of the bezel. The hoop has dotted zigzagson one side, diam. 0.02 m.
an obscuredesignon the other.
Type G. Narrow,slightly convex hoop with deeply
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Church,con- engravedhorizontallines. On the bezel an engraved
tainingno otherobjects. (Tenthor eleventhcentury). five-pointedstar within a borderof dots, and a few
1867. (4922).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner dots here and there in the field.
Tenth or eleventh century.
diam. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing.
1874. (1182).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
Type G. Shape similar to preceding, roundish diam. 0.017 m.
bezel. Engraved on the bezel a monogram:Kiple
Type G. Rather thin metal. Fairly wide hoop,
poi?tE (?).
with lump at the back. Bezel only slightly thickened,
Found in a grave, perhaps of the tenth century, at the ends. Lightly engravedon it: saltirewith rays
with a bronze buckle something like No. 2240 around the edge. Similar pattern on the shoulders.
(disintegrated)and a pair of silver earrings, each
(Twelfth century or later).
consistingof a single loop twisted upon itself (both
1875. (5846).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
disintegrated).
diam. 0.019 m.
1868. (7233).Bronze finger ring. Plate 103. Inner
Type G. Hoop of unvarying width, convex outdiam. 0.019 m.
side. Mandorla-shaped
bezel, set off fromthe hoop by
Type G. Thick hoop, convex outside, widening a double groove. On the bezel a poorly engraved
toward the bezel. Engravedon the bezel, in reverse:
KGAI AVKAI TOV with a borderof small punched geometricdesign.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
herring-bones.Onthe sidesof the hoopa rathercrude
floraldesign.A similarring in the Victoriaand Albert 1876. (2443).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
Museum (Oman, Catalogueof Rings, no. 222) is diam. 0.02 m.
dated tenth-eleventh century.
Type G. Surfacecorroded.Narrow,flat hoop. The
oval bezel decorated with an incised Greek cross
Probablytenth century.
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Engraved on the bezel: a five-pointed star with
puncheddots in the field here and there, and a border of smallerpuncheddots.
Fourth century context.
1883. (5881).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Interior
diam. 0.019 m.
Type H. Similarto preceding.Incised on the top:
five-pointedstar encircledby puncheddots.
Found in a Byzantine grave containing no other
objects. (Tenth or eleventh century).
1884. (8155). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Interior
diam. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type H. Similar to preceding. Crude scroll (?)
designof puncheddots on the bezel.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
1885. (6467).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.013 m.
FIG. 45. BEZEL OF LATE ROMAN FINGER RING (NO. 1877). 2: 1
Type H. Narrow hoop, slightly convex outside,
widening toward the bezel. Thick oval bezel, un1878. (4813).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner decorated, with small knob-like projection at each
diam. 0.016 m.
side.
Tenth century context.
Type H. Shape similar to preceding.Very small
circularbezel; three punchedcircleswith centraldots 1886.
(5177).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
on it.
diam. 0.02 m.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
Type H. Shapesimilarto preceding.Incisedon the
1879. (692). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner bezel: four circleswith centraldot.
diam. ca. 0.017 m.
(Tenthcentury).
Type H. Similar to preceding, with knobs less 1887. (6465).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
emphasized.On the bezel a bird, in intaglio within diam. 0.019 m.
a rayed border.
Broken but complete.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
Type H. Shape similarto preceding.Very narrow
1880. (5860). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner hoop. Fourincisedcircleson centralpart of the bezel,
diam. 0.017 m.
two on the shoulders.
Part of hoop missing.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
Type H. Shape similar to preceding. Engraved 1888. (5827). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
scrolldesignon the bezel.
diam. 0.017 m.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith
Hoop in fragments.
Nos. 1910, 1912, 1913, 2005, 2006, 2039, 2072, 2135,
Type H. Narrowhoop, convex outside,with knob2657, and coins of John I Zimisces(969-976), Con- like projections on the shoulders. Oval bezel with
stantine IX (1042-1051) and MichaelVI (1056-57). double
projectionsat each side. Incised on the bezel
See A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 474, fig. 10. First half of withinaborderof
dots: KC BO HOIT0 INOOP'.Cf.a
eleventh century.
similar
silver
very
ring(Dalton,Catalogue
ofMediaeval
1881. (7948).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner Finger Ringsin the BritishMuseum,no. 64) with the
diam. 0.016 m.
same inscription.
but
H.
to
the
similar
Somewhat
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Church,with a
Type
preceding,
with a series of projectionson the shoulders.On the coin of "House of Theodosius."(Tenth or eleventh
bezel: a cross made of small punched circles, and a century).
borderof similarcircles.
1889. (6469). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
diam. 0.017 m.
Part of hoop missing.
1882. (4877).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Type H. Shapesimilarto preceding,withoutknobs
Part of hoop missing.
on shoulders.Indistinctengraveddesignon the bezel,
Type H. Narrow hoop spreading into oval bezel possiblya monogram.The ring is gilded.
which has doubleknob-likeprojectionsat eitherside.
Tenth-twelfth century context.
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with circles between the arms, enclosedin a border
of dots. Lines incised on the shoulders.
(Tenth-twelfth centuries).
1877. (5885). Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Surfaceworn.
Type H. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
toward the bezel. Two knob-likeprojectionson the
shoulders. Oval bezel with punched design of tiny
circlesforminga scrollpattern, enclosedin borderof
similarcircles(Figure45).
Fourth-fifth centurycontext.
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1890. (7926). Silver finger ring. Plate 104. Inner

diam.0.015m.
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Part of hoop missing.
Type H. Hoop with projectingknobs. Thickbezel
with projectionsat either side. Decoration,if any,
invisible because of poor preservation.The silver is
heavily alloyed.
Tenth-twelfth century context.
1891. (5497).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type H. Shape similar to preceding, with only
slight projectionson the hoop. Punchedor engraved
design on the bezel now obliterated.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1892. (7373).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. ca. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type H. Unfinishedring of shape similar to No.
1888. Roughprotuberanceson bezel and hoop as well
as a raised ridge aroundthe whole.
Sixth centurycontext.
1893. (1120).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Narrowhoop,slightly convex outside, with decorative ridges. Circularbezel with two crudelyincised
human figures within a border.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1894. (4593).Bronzefingerring. Plate 104. Diam. of
bezel, 0.011 m.
Mostof hoop missing.
Very narrowhoop almost circularin section, with
small knobs on the shoulders.Flat, cylindricalbezel
with four dotted circlesratherdeeplyimpressed.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1895. (4753).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Surfacecorroded.Tracesof gilt on the bezel.
Narrow, convex hoop with knobs at each side.
Thick, polygonal bezel apparently once having
projections around the edge (now largely gone).
Design on bezel in intaglio almost completelyobliterated by corrosion.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
1896. (6199).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Narrow hoop, almost circular in section but
flattened inside; series of decorative ridges on the
shoulders.Squarebezel, set crosswiseto hoop. Deep
groove aroundedge of bezel. Similardouble groove
along center of bezel.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1897. (5241).Bronze finger ring. Plate 104. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Part of hoop missing.

Hoop flat inside, on the outside a series of ridges.
Thick, square bezel divided from the hoop by a
groove. Incised on the bezel: five-pointedstar with
dots in the field; on the band, dots punchedin an
irregularpattern.
(Fourthto sixth century).
1898. (67). Bronzefingerring. Plate 104. Innerdiam.
0.02 m.
Narrow,convex hoop wideningtoward the bezel.
Square bezel with central portion raised. In the
middle a saltire with dots betweenthe arms; around
edge, punched dots.
(Eleventh-twelfthcenturies,or later).
1899. (5019).Bronzefingerring. Plate 105. Diam. of
bezel, 0.011 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Narrowhoop convex outside,wideningtowardthe
bezel. Groovedprojectionson it at intervals. Rectangularbezel with bird (?) in intaglio.
(Eleventh-twelfth centuriesor later).
1900. (1672).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Narrow,convex hoop wideningslightly towardthe
bezel, and having a grooved projection as in the
preceding,on either side. Square bezel with monogram (?) in intaglio.
(Eleventh-twelfthcenturiesor later).
1901. (5872).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Hoop broken.
Flat, ratherthick hoop, angularoutside, widening
towardthe bezel. Nearly squarebezel with two projections on either side. A crude design of punched
dots on both bezel and hoop.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1902. (1673).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. W. of
bezel 0.016 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Narrow,flat hoop. Thick, hexagonal bezel, with
an engravedbird, dots in the field.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
1903. (5837). Silver finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Brokenbut complete;badly corroded.
Narrow hoop, convex outside. Oval bezel with
projections at the sides and a small knob in the
middle. Probablyan alloy of silver.
(Eleventh-twelfthcenturiesor later).
1904. (2693). Silver finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Narrow hoop, convex outside, with two small
knobs at either side where it narrowssuddenly and
then spreads to the rectangularbezel. Bezel nearly
hexagonal with knob-like projections all round.
lAT I
Engravedon it (reversed)in the center: +-nTAI
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within a rectangle. Simple geometric designs engraved on bezel and hoop.
(Twelfth century or later).
1905. (6200).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type I. Slightly convex hoop wideningtowardthe
bezel. Deep groove around the middle of the ring
extending through the bezel and cut through the
hoop at either side of it, leaving a hole. Faint design
of punched circles on the bezel.
Found in tomb near "St. Paul's" Churchwith two
large crosses (Nos. 1505, 1506) and a wooden comb
(MF 5952).
Probablytenth or eleventh century.
1906. (5176).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type I. Narrowdouble hoop, joined at the back,
widening toward the bezel. Deep groove all around
the ring. Zigzag design of punched dots aroundthe
whole hoop, circleson the bezel.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
1907. (4835).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.015 m.
Type I. Similarto the preceding.Bezel flattened.
No decoration.
(Tenth or eleventh century).
1908. (3125). Bronzefinger (?) ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Type J. A plain hoop, circularin section. A great
number of these rings have been found, of all sizes.
Although such rings were certainly sometimes used
as finger rings, it is impossible to tell whether any
specific one served this or other purposes.This type,
says Henkel, op. cit.,pp. 211-213,was used in all periods, and is impossibleto date. He adds that it may
have been used for other purposes,but it has actually been found on fingers in graves.
Second century.
1909. (7085a) Iron finger (?) ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Brokeninto three pieces. Corroded.
Type J. Plain hoop, rectangularin section.
Found in a grave with No. 1537 (q.v.) and other
objects. Seventh century.
1910. (5856).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Corroded;brokeninto two pieces.
Type J. Plain hoop, circularin section.
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Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith
No. 1880 (q.v.) and other jewelry. First half of
eleventh century.
1911. (3230).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Type J. Flat hoop of almost uniform width. Cf.
Henkel, op. cit., pl. LV, nos. 1407, 1408. According
to Henkel (pp. 216-217) this type of ring was very
commonthroughoutRoman times.
(Roman period).
1912. (5865).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Badly corroded.
Type J. Plain flat band of ratherthick metal.
Found in a grave with No. 1880 (q.v.) and other
jewelry.First half of eleventhcentury.
1913. (5862).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. ca. 0.017 m., w. of band 0.007 m.
Broken,but complete;corroded.
Type J. Plain flat hoop of almost uniformwidth.
Found with preceding. First half of eleventh
century.
1914. (4952).Bronze finger (?) ring. Plate 105 and
Figure46. Diam. 0.027 m., w. 0.015 m.
Oneend brokenoff.
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FIG. 46. LATE ROMAN FINGER RING (?) (NO. 1914). 1: 1

Type K. Wide hoop of thin metal, with a hole
piercednear each end, and four holes in crossformation fartherfrom one end. Incised geometricdecoration (the four holesformpart of the design).Perhaps
not a ring at all, but a hasp which has become
rolledup(?).
Fourth centurycontext.
1915. (736). Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type K. Narrow hoop with overlapping ends.
Aroundthe whole length of the hoop is engravedthe
following(Figure47):
ev por (sEia)
OKATVKONENBOH= 'O KOaTOIKCOV
Ev
These are the first words of Psalm 90 ('O KcTOIKCoOV

po0qEi[

TOV

UJyiOTOV

EV

oCKdTI TOU

SEo0

Troi

oipavou acv&a91aEXcTai).I owe the identification of

?fo o(

D

o ?

FIG. 47. INSCRIBED BYZANTINE FINGER RING (NO. 1915).
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this quotationto R. E. G. Downey. Cf.two ringswith
the same inscriptionin the British Museum(Dalton,
Catalogueof ChristianAntiquitiesin the BritishMuseum,nos. 157, 158). They differ only in the substitution of the diphthong 01 for the V in KATOIKON,
but the first K in that word has been wronglyread
by the editor as IC,makingthe inscriptionmeaningless. Cf. also W. K. Prentice,A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 144,
who gives parts of this verse occurringon a bronze
nail (?) found near Tyre. See also Hadzidakis,Byz.Neugr. Jahrbiicher,XVIII, 1944, p. 204, no. 93.
Several amulets with the words of this psalm are
recordedin Bonner, Studies in MagicalAmulets,nos.
319, 822, 324 etc.
Foundin tombnorthof end of northaisle of church
on Acrocorinth.(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1916. (743). Bronzefingerring.Plate 105. Innerdiam.
0.015 m.
Type K. Hoop formedof a flat strip of metal with
overlappingends. Decoratedwith an incised herringbone pattern.
FoundonAcrocorinth.(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1917. (2449).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.01 m.
Type K. Flat hoop with deeply cut zigzag lines.
Cf.Henkel,op.cit.,no. 645, for the decoration.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1918. (6291).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. ca. 0.018 m.
Ends of hoop missing.
Type K. Narrowhoop, convex outside, decorated
with incisedgeometricpattern.Possiblyit once had a
bezel.
Tenth-twelfthcenturycontext.
1919. (6198).Bronze finger ring. Figure 48. W. of
hoop, 0.01 m.
Ends of hoop brokenoff.

FIG. 48. BYZANTINE FINGER RING (NO. 1919) 1: 1

Type K. Flat hoop of unvaryingwidth. Geometric
designengravedall around.
(Eleventhcenturyor later).
1920. (1472).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Diam.
0.019 m.
Surfaceslightly corroded.
Type K. Strip of metal narrowingslightly toward
the back, wherethe ends overlap.Hammeredpattern
of continuousscrolls.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1921. (2866).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Max. w.
of hoop, 0.008 m.
Back of hoop missing.

Type K. Thin strip, wider at the front, with geometric designslightly hammeredall aroundthe hoop
(Figure49).
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1922. (6901).Bronze finger ring. Figure 49. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
End broken.
(

..

1921

1923
FIG. 49.

'.":

:

1922

1924
BYZANTINE FINGER RINGS. 1: 1

Type K. Thin flat hoop, wider in front, with
puncheddesignof scrollsin panels.
Tenth or eleventhcentury.
1923. (1713).Bronze finger ring. Figure 49. W. of
hoop 0.009 m., diam. ca. 0.021 m.
Half of hoop missing.
Type K. Flat hoop slightly concaveinside, widening toward the front. Engraved scroll design all
around (hammeredwith an instrumentwhich made
lines, not dots).
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1924. (7688).Bronzefingerring. Plate 105 andFigure
49. Inner diam. ca. 0.018 m.
Ends of hoop missing.
Type K. Thin flat hoop with circular bezel.
Elaboratescrolldesignmadeby tiny puncheddots.
Eleventh centurycontext.
1925. (5796).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.014 m.
Type L. Flat hoop wideningtowardbezel. Incised
on bezel: six-armedcrosswith puncheddots between
the arms.
Late Romanor Byzantineperiod.
1926. (7984).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. ca. 0.016 m.
Brokenbut apparentlycomplete.
Type L. Very thin metal. Hoop circularin section,
flattenedto formlong oval bezel. No decoration.
Late Romanor Byzantineperiod.
1927. (6830).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Type L. Wide, flat hoop, widening toward the
bezel. Almost circularbezel with incised five-pointed
star within a circulargroove; circle of puncheddots
in the field and one dot in center of star. On the
shoulders,two saltireswith line drawnthroughthem.
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Found in grave with No. 1821 (q.v.) and other
objects (see p. 6). Sixth or seventh century.
1928. (7940).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type L. Shape similar to the preceding. Star
incised on bezel, circle of dots. No decorationon the
hoop.
(Sixth centuryor later).
1929. (2037).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type L. Shape similar to preceding. Incisedfivepointed star with groupsof puncheddots aroundit;
crudescrolland leaf decorationon the shoulders.
(Sixth centuryor later).
1930. (7683).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type L. Shape similar to precedingbut less well
defined. Oval bezel with five-pointed star within
borderof dots. Two vertical lines with slanting line
on the shoulders.
Tenth or eleventhcentury.
1931. (7756).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type L. Narrowflat hoop, widening toward the
circularbezel. On the bezel an engravedconventional
flowerwith dots in the field, surroundedby a simple
engravedborder.Rude floraldesignon the shoulders.
Tenth-earlytwelfth centuries.
1932. (7149).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type L. Shapesimilarto preceding.Incisedon the
circular bezel a dove in flight, facing front, with
punched dot for eye, a few on the body and in the
field. On the shoulders: two saltires with a line
throughthem.
Tenth or eleventhcentury.
1933. (6801).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.022 m.
Type L. Shapesimilarto preceding.Incisedon the
bezel: a conventionalizedbird,puncheddots hereand
there, and a border of them around an encircling
groove.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
1934. (7073).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type L. Flat, fairly wide hoop, spreadingtoward
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1935. (4848).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Part of hoop missing;bezel brokenin two.
Type L. Flat hoop. Circularbezel with inscription
(reversed)in groovedborder:
KB I OHeH =K(vpt)e Poil-ti. On the shoulders
two saltirescrossedby a horizontalline.
(Tenthcentury).
1936. (2063).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 105. Diam. of
bezel, 0.014 m.
Hoop missing.
Type L. Circularbezel, inscription(reversed)within groovedcircle:
KB IOHOHIANA = K(upl)Ep3oi.S91"Av(v)a(?).
(Tenthcenturyor later).
1937. (6201).Bronzefingerring. Plate 105 and Figure
50. Diam. of bezel, 0.01 m.
Ends of hoop missing.

1937

1940

FIG. 50. LATE BYZANTINE FINGER RINGS. 1: 1

Type L. Flat hoop widening to form an almost
circularbezel. On the bezel a punched design of an
animal lookingbackward.On the shouldersa design
of puncheddots betweenengravedsaltires.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1938. (6308).Bronze finger ring. Plate 105. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Hoop broken,part missing.
Type L. Wide hoop, spreadingto form an oval
bezel, with a design of engraved straight lines and
puncheddots.
Eleventh centurycontext.
1939. (1112).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type L. Bezel and hoop formed of a flat strip of
metal, the ends of which overlap without being
fastened. On the bezel a crudelyincised five-pointed
star within a borderof dots. Herring-bonepatterns,
followedby rows of dots, on the hoop.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1940. (3035). Silverfingerring. Plate 106 and Figure
50. Innerdiam. 0.019 m.
Surfaceworn.
the bezel.Circularbezel, with inscribedletters: KE H
Type L. Rather wide flat hoop, spreadingslightly
toward the bezel. Engraved on the bezel: concavewithin a borderof dots. Conventionalizedtree pattern sidedsquarein the center,a squareof puncheddots in
on the shoulders.
each corner.The materialis probablyheavily alloyed
Foundin a grave with No. 1637 (q.v.) and other silver.
objects. Seventh century.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
16*
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1941. (5781).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.009 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type L. Narrow,undecoratedhoop, wideninginto
nearly circularbezel. On the bezel: Greekcross combinedwith saltire,made of tiny dots punchedso close
together as to appear a continuous line. Border of
same.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1942. (4882).Bronzefingerring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.007 m.
Part of hoop missing.
Type L. Narrowhoop with slight projectionsnear
the bezel. Oval bezel with engraved design of un-

which made it possible to interpretthe inscription.)
Circularbezel solderedto hoopwith elaborateincised
pattern:in the center,a Medusa-likeheadwithina borderof dots, and crudelocksof hair extendingoutward
in all directions.Aroundthe edge a zigzag patternbe-

1949

1947

certain meaning.

Found with coins of the fourth century,but probably eleventhcenturyor later.
1943. (2947).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Type M. Hoop made of three strands of bronze
wirewoundtogether,a fourthstrandlaid horizontally
betweenthem.
Late Romanor Byzantineperiod.
1944. (630).Lead finger ring. Plate 106. Diam.
0.022 m.
TypeM. Stripof lead, circularin section,with ends
wound into a form of knot known as the nodus
Heracleus.See Henkel, op. cit., p. 47, and p. 230 for a
discussionof the formationand significanceof this
knot. It was consideredby both Greeksand Romans
to be apotropaic.
Romanperiod.
1945. (5745).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. W. of
bezel 0.006 m.
Hoop broken.
Type N. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
slightly toward the bezel. Rather thick oval bezel
soldered on top of the hoop, with engraved fivepointedstar. Saltiresincisedon the hoop. Cf.Henkel,
op. cit., no. 399, dated to the fourthcentury.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
1946. (4645).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel, 0.011 m.
Hoop missing,except for the part underthe bezel.
Type N. Narrow, flat hoop, attached under the
bezel. Circular,ratherthick bezel with incised monogram (see P1. 106).
(Sixth century).
1947. (7677). Silver fingerring. Plate 106 and Figure
51. Diam. of bezel 0.021 m., diam. 0.021 m.
Hoop brokenbut complete.
Type O. Broad,flat hoopwith inscriptionbordered
by a row of dots above and below (dots punched;
letters incised with a dot at the ends of each letter):
ION= ]oaTEplKCOV Uv3CTEPHKi)NI)VAAKTI-P
(J. H. Oliver first supplied the initial letter,
AacKTrilpov.
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tweentwo rows of dots. Immediatelyabove the head
a six-armed cross. The material is much alloyed
silver, approximately"billon."
Not later than tenth century.
1948. (6669).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.027 m.
Hoop missing.
Type 0. Circularbezel; engravedon it a grotesque
face surroundedby a pattern includingthree crosses
at irregularintervalsand a six-armedcrossat the top.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1949. (5072).Bronzefingerring. Figure 61. Diam. of
bezel 0.023 m.
Hoop missing;surfaceof bezelworn.
Type 0. Circularbezel; engravedon it a grotesque
face surroundedby rays.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
1950. (8309).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.018 m.
Hoop missing,bezel damaged.
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1966
1962
1958
FIG. 52. BYZANTINEFINGER RINGS (NOS. 1956, 1957 1: 1; NO. 1958 3:1; NOS. 1962, 1966 2:1).

Type 0. Flat, circularscallopedbezel with incised
decoration: a head surroundedby rays with a sixarmedcrossbelow, and a decorativeborder.
(Tenthcentury).
1961. (7809).Bronzefingerring. Plate 106 and Figure
51. W. of hoop 0.007 m., diam. ca. 0.021 m.

Bezel missing.
Type O. Wide, flat hoop with inscription on it
made by a zigzagpunch: TePH.. EONOV.
(Tenthor eleventh century).
1962. (7792).Bronzefingerring. Plate 106 and Figure
51. Inner diam. 0.019 m.
Type O. Flat, broad hoop bearing an inscription
now largely illegible (incised,the ends of the letters
given apices by means of a wedge-shapedpunch).
Circularbezel, scalloped.Designwornoff, a borderof
puncheddots aroundthe edge.
Found with No. 1865 in a Byzantine grave in the
Agora.
1953. (8141).Bronzefinger ring. Figure 51. Diam. of
bezel ca. 0.021 m.
Mostof hoop missing.
Type O. Flat, broad hoop, with inscription (now
missing except for A at the end) inscribedaroundit.
Flat, circularbezel,bearingan inscription(seeFig. 51)
within a borderof dots, and palm tree (?) at the top.
(Byzantineperiod).
1964. (6889).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Diam.
0.022 m., diam. of bezel 0.019 m.

Brokenbut complete.
Type O. Shape similar to preceding. The ring,
whenfound,was entirelycoveredwith a pieceof cloth
(very fine, of an even weave) which was drawnover
the bezel and hoop and then pulled together in the
middle,whereit later tore. It is evident that, at least
in this condition,the ring was not wornon the finger.

After being photographed,the ring was cleaned,and
disintegrated.
Found in a grave. Ninth-twelfth centuries.
1955. (7643).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type O. Flat, narrow hoop bearing an incised
scrollpattern. Circular,flat bezel, with incised scroll
patterndividedinto four equal sections.
Tenth-twelfthcenturycontext.
1956. (5242).Bronze finger ring. Figure 52. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Bezel missing.
Type O. Flat hoop with crude linear design
scratchedaroundthe outside.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1957. (7666).Bronze finger ring. Figure 52. W. of
hoop 0.04 m.
Bezel missing.
Type O. Flat hoop with roughpattern of punched
dots.
Eleventh-twelfthcenturycontext.
1958. (4549). Silver finger ring. Figure 52. Diam. of
bezel 0.016 m., th. of bezel 0.001 m.

Bezel and fragment of hoop preserved; bezel
damaged.
Type O. Narrow, flat hoop. Circularbezel. In
intaglio: lion facing left, looking back, with waving
tail, holding a palm branch. Double border around
the edge.
(Byzantineperiod).
1959. (3003).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type O. Flat hoop, the ends soldered together.
Engravedzigzagdesigncoversthe wholehoop except
the joint.
(Byzantineperiod).
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1960. (5738).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. W. of
hoop 0.004 m.
Hoop broken,bezel missing,
Type P. Narrowhoop, convex outside, with vertical groovescut in it at the ends. It probablyonce had
a bezel solderedon.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith a
bronze ring (MF 5899), a bronze pin (MF 5755), an
iron knife (MF 5894) and some iron fragments,perhaps from another knife (MF 6259). None of these
objects was well enough preserved to be worth
cataloguing.
Byzantineperiod.
1961. (8211). Silver finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. ca. 0.019 m.
Hoop broken,bezel missing.
Type P. Narrowhoopof threelengthsof spiralwire
solderedtogether, flattened down at the ends, where
bezel was attached.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1962. (7676).Bronze finger ring. Figure 52. W. of
bezel 0.01 m.
Bezel brokenoff hoop.
Type P. Narrowhoop (cast), convex outside, with
decorative grooved projections on the shoulders.
Square, flat bezel, soldered on, with decorationof
puncheddots.
Eleventh-thirteenthcenturycontext.
1963. (7726).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. W. of
bezel 0.009 m.
Hoop broken.
Type P. Flat narrowhoop with hammeredgrooves
all around.Rectangularbezelsolderedon to the hoop,
with single engravedborder.
Found in the Agora South Centre glass factory
(A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 297-324). Eleventh-early
twelfth century.
1964. (6508).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. W. of
bezel 0.013 m.
Hoop broken.
TypeP. Compositionlooksmorebrassthan bronze.
Flat hoop,wideningtowardthe bezel.Flat, oval bezel,
solderedto the hoop. Incised decorationon the bezel:
stars above and below, two letters between. Network
patternincised on the hoop.
Eleventh-thirteenthcenturycontext.
1965. (1570).Silverfingerring.Plate 106. Innerdiam.
0.02 m.
Type P. Narrow,flat hoop. The bezel consists of a
flat diamond-shapedpiece set between two similar
roundpieces, all solderedto the hoop.
(Byzantineperiod).
1966. (5715).Bronzefingerring. Plate 106 and Figure
52. W. of bezel 0.009 m.
Mostof hoop missing.

Type P. Flat hoop, wider near the thick circular
bezel, which is solderedon. Engravedon the bezel, a
cat (?); on the hoop, tracesof saltires.Cf.Henkel,op.
cit., no. 934.
(Byzantineperiod).
1967. (8182).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Hoop brokenbut complete.
Type Q. Flat hoop widening slightly toward the
bezel; on each shouldertwo saltireswith a horizontal
line throughthem. Scallopedbezel, solderedon, with
engravedconventionalflower (?), punched dots between the petals.
(Eleventhcenturyor later).
1968. (6890).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Type Q. Unevenhoop,wide at the back,narrowing
toward the bezel (it seems to have been stretched
after it was made). Oval bezel solderedonto hoop.
Scratched on the bezel: a crude geometric design,
now mostly obliterated.
Eleventh-thirteenthcenturycontext.
1969. (6873).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type Q. Very narrowhoop with ends solderedto
oval bezel. Crudelyscratchedcrosson bezel.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1970. (7356). Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Diam.
0.023m., diam.of bezel0.011m., innerdiam.0.019m.
Type Q. Same shape as preceding. Hoop convex,
with sharp angle. Incised on bezel: five-pointedstar
with punched dot emphasizingeach point, and row
of smaller puncheddots as border.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1971. (4854).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.014 m., innerdiam. 0.016 m.
Type Q. Narrow,flat hoop, attached to ends of
circularflat bezel. Engravedon bezel: rows of slanting and vertical scratches, separatedby horizontal
lines.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1972. (1310).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. ca. 0.02 m.
Type Q. Narrowhoop, convex outside, separated
from circularbezel by deep grooves. Geometricpattern engravedon the bezel.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1973. (4508).Bronzefingerring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.012 m.
Hoop bent.
Type Q. Shape similar to preceding. Bezel decoratedfirst with lightly engravedsaltireand vertical
lines, then five deep dots punchedover this in quincunx formation.Cf.Henkel,op. cit., no. 1076.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
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1974. (3147).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Type Q. Narrowhoop, convex outside. Flat oval
bezel, made of a doublepiece of metal solderedto the
hoop. Incised on it: cypress tree surroundedby
geometricpattern.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1975. (3146).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.017 m.
Type Q. Shape similar to preceding. Engraved
design on the bezel resemblesletters, but seems undecipherable.Groovearoundthe bezel.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1976. (4885).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Type Q. Shape similarto preceding.On the bezel
an engraved design of meaningless character, surroundedby a groove,and rays aroundthe edge.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1977. (3232).Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Type Q. Narrowhoop, convex outside,attachedto
a nearly square bezel, made to look as if it were a
double piece of metal. Engravedon the bezel: crude
geometricdesign.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1978. (7679). Bronze finger ring. Plate 106. L. of
bezel 0.018 m.
Hoop broken.
Type Q. Flat, narrowhoop attachedat two points
under the bezel. Uneven, oval bezel, scalloped;
six circles with central dot punchedin an irregular
pattern.
(Twelfthcentury).
1979. (4490).Bronzefinger ring. Plate 106. Diam. of
bezel 0.019 m.
Mostof hoop missing.
Type Q. Hoop circular in section, flattened at
points of attachment to the edge of the bezel. Engraved on the thin, circularbezel: two figures, the
one at the right bearded,both wearinglong garments
and facing front, holding between them a tall cross.
Simple engraved border around the whole. The
figuresare representedgeometrically.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1980. (8389).Bronze finger ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.

1985
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Type Q. Narrowhoop, convex outside, widening
towardthe bezel. Raised decorationon the shoulders.
Hollow, circular bezel, with engraved six-petaled
flowerand projectionsaroundthe edge.
(Thirteenthcenturyor later).
1981. (3983).Bronzefingerring. Plate 107. Diam. of
bezel 0.022 m.
Mostof hoop missing.
Type R. Flat, narrowhoop attached to the bezel
by struts. Largecircularbezel with engraveddesign:
a six-petaledflowersurroundedby a borderof petals
or leaves.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1982. (4920).Bronze finger ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.019 m.
Type R. Flat hoop with slight ridges on the
shoulders.Circular,scallopedbezel, with six-petaled
flowerlightly incised, and a row of petals aroundthe
edge within a doubleborder.Bezel joined to hoop by
a thick pieceof metalwith two circulardepressionson
each side.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1983. (8340).Bronze finger ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.018 m.
Hoop broken. Hoop made of double flat wire,
soldered together under the bezel. Hemispherical
bezelof filigreework,with a tiny "button"at the top.
Details of filigreeindistinctbecauseof corrosion.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
1984. (5734). Silver finger ring. Plate 107. Diam.
0.021 m.
Part of hoop missing;surfacedamaged.
Type S. Flat hoop, wideningtowardthe bezel. On
each shoulder,two small holes and filigreework, the
design now obliterated. Bezel in the shape of a
pyramid, also with filigree work now obliterated.
Cf. Oman, Catalogueof Rings, Victoria and Albert
Museum,no. 241, dated twelfth century.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith a
cross (No. 2078), a scapular(No. 2108) and a buckle
(No. 2236). See A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 474, fig. 11.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
1985. (4940). Silverfingerring. Figure53.
Bezel and part of hoop preserved.
Type S. Shape similar to preceding. Delicately
chased scroll and floral design on all facets of the

1986
FIG. 53. BYZANTINE SILVER FINGER RINGS. 2: 1
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bezel. What remains of the hoop shows a more
deeplychasedscrolldesign.
Found in a tomb with MF 4939 (ring), MF 5154
(earring) and MF 4930 (pin). None of these was
sufficientlywell preservedto be worth cataloguing.
Probablyeleventhcentury.
1986. (4926). Silverfingerring. Figure53.
Fragmentof hoop preserved.
Type S. Hoop of rather elaborate design, with
decorationsimilar to preceding.Tracesof two holes
on the shoulder.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1987. (5236).Bronze archer'sring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. ca. 0.014 m.
Narrow,flat hoop endingin a triangularprojection
whichformsa sort of bezel.Engravedfloraldesignon
the bezel.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
1988. (2309).Bronze archer'sring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.02 m.
Shape similar to preceding.Surfacecoveredwith
a lightly incisedfloralpattern. The "bezel"is pierced
by five smallholes.
Byzantineperiodor later.
1989. (717). Carnelianfinger ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.016 m.
Carvedout of a single piece of carnelian.Narrow
hoop, convex outside, with decorativeknobs. Bezel
long and pointed at both ends. Cf. Blinkenberg,
Lindos,I, no. 3241 (no date given).
Found on Acrocorinth.(Romanperiod).
1990. (9042).Carnelianfinger ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.015 m.
Fracturedbut complete.Similarto the preceding.
The carneliandarkerred. Almostcircularbezel.
(Romanperiod).
1991. (1422). Glassfingerring. Plate 107. L. of bezel
0.022 m.
Hoop brokenoff.
Translucent glass, yellowish white. Large oval
bezel, slightly set off from the hoop. Anotherring of

the same kind with a larger bezel, but very poorly
preserved,was foundnearit.
First centuryB.C. - first centuryafter Christ.
1992. (1122). Glassfingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
0.014 m.
Translucentyellowglass, partly coveredby enamel
weathering.Circularhoop, slightly flattened to form
a small oval bezel. Cf. Henkel, op. cit., pp. 256-257.
Nos. 1710-1713 and 1733-1735, which are similarto
our ring, are dated shortlybeforethe year 260.
(Thirdcentury).
1993. (6928). Glassfingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
0.016 m.
Amethyst-coloredglass. Narrowhoop, convex outside, flattenedto formlong, oval bezel.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
1994. (2069). Glassfingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
0.017 m.
Translucentblue glass. Shapesimilarto preceding.
Eleventh-twelfthcenturycontext.
1995. (5041). Glassfingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
ca. 0.017 m.
Half missing. Light blue glass. Shape similar to
preceding.Verticalgrooveson the bezel.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
1996. (5941).Bone fingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
0.013 m.
Narrowhoop cut out of a section of bone. Around
it a seriesof engravedcircleswith centraldot.
Byzantineperiod.
1997. (4963).Bone fingerring. Plate 107. Innerdiam.
0.018 m.
Half missing.Similarto preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
1998. (5973).Ivory archer's ring. Plate 107. Inner
diam. 0.024 m.
Shape similar to No. 1987, but with much wider
hoop. No decoration.
(Byzantineperiod).

EARRINGS
In this, as in other categories, specimens of
the earlier periods are far outnumbered by
those of mediaeval times: Nos. 1999-2004
comprise the entire pre-Byzantine collection.
Nos. 2005-2054 have been selected from a
much largernumber of earrings,most of which
are in poorer condition than those presented
here. The delicate quality of most of the

earrings, even those of bronze, explains why
they are less well preservedand fewer in number than other kinds of jewelry.
The two pairs of gold spirals (Nos. 1999 and
2000) found in graves of the eighth century
B.C. offer a tantalizing suggestion of what once
was buried in this cemetery. The massive
quality of the first pair (No. 1999) and the sure
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handling of the metal show the maker entirely
in control of his medium. No. 2000, of much
thinner wire, does not display any particular
technical virtuosity. There seems no doubt
that these spirals were tied in the hair and not
used as earrings. They may be considered as
prototypes of similar later spirals12which have
fewer twists and decoratively moulded ends.
It is conceivable that the later specimens may
have been in some way attached to the ears13
but fastening in the hair still seems more
likely.
To represent the classical period we have
two poor specimens of extremely common
types: the leech earring(No. 2001) and the ring
terminating in an animal head (No. 2002). The
former seems to have originated earlier than
the latter, but both became widespread. No.
2003 is a simple loop which might be assigned
to almost any period. No. 2004 is the only
specimen which could be dated to the Roman
period on the basis of context.
The earringsof post-Roman times can easily
be classified into a number of types, but since
dependable chronological data is frequently
lacking, the groupinghas not been emphasized.
Long histories for some types are as usual here
as in the case of the finger rings. Nos. 20052010 represent what is one of the commonest
varieties - a small bronze hoop bearing one
or more spherical beads of the same metal,
placed at intervals. These beads are quite
small and have a smooth surface. Some of the
smallest are merely metal strips folded around
the wire of the earring. In one case a finer wire
has been wound around the hoop (No. 2006)
but this feature is more common on a slightly
different type of earring, represented by Nos.
2014-2017. The type is a very simple one
which probably lasted for a long time. The
only reliable contexts in which such earrings
12

E.g., Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, pl. XVIII,
nos. 307-314.
13 See Robinson, op. cit., X, pp. 89-90 for a discussion of
the various possible ways of attachment and for a bibliography.
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were found are of the eleventh century. It is
likely, however, that these earrings continued
into the twelfth century as well, and they
recall such Roman specimens as No. 2004. No.
2011 is very similar, except that the attached
beads are of glass (in this case rather irregular
in shape).
No. 2012 represents the commonest and
cheapest variety of Byzantine earring,a simple
loop of wire. These earrings are usually found
in such poor condition that they disintegrate
in cleaning or even before. The type is found
during the whole of the Byzantine period. No.
2013 is a variation on this type, of later times:
the hoop is formed of two parts, hinged
together.
The essential features of the type represented by Nos. 2014-2017 are quite similar to
those of Nos. 2005-2010, but the hoop is
generally much larger, and the beads are somewhat larger in proportionto the hoop. In most
cases the hoop is wound with fine wire, which,
looped over the beads, serves to keep them in
place. In such examples as No. 2015 this wire
was probably omitted. Three is the usual
number of beads attached to each hoop; small
rings such as No. 2016, with a single bead, are
the exception. The contexts in which these
rings were found at Corinthare quite late, i.e.,
tenth or eleventh century; it is generally
supposed that the type began considerably
earlier and came with the northern invaders.14
At Corinth no such earring has actually been
found in a grave of the "Dark Ages," but this
can easily be explained by the fact that these
graves probably contained only men. In effect,
Corinth offers no evidence for the origin of
these earrings. No. 2018 has a somewhat
heavier elongated bead with a moulding at
each end of it, like those of No. 2030, which is
definitely of northern origin (see below).
14
See references given with No. 2014 in the catalogue.
The earring from Bonn appears to be even earlier. It was
found in a grave with a coin of Constantine I, an A UCISSA
fibula, and finger rings which appear to be Roman. It is
stated in the publication that the earring has affinities with
Merovingian types.
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The type represented by Nos. 2019-2021 is
very similar to that of Nos. 2014-2017. The
beads (and presumably the rings - none is
preserved) are somewhat larger, and are decorated with tiny wire rings soldered to the
surface. One of these (No. 2019) was found in
a context containing nothing later than the
tenth century; the data for the others is less
definite.
Less common at Corinththan elsewhereis a
similar type of earring with filigree instead of
solid beads (Nos. 2023-2024). This is of southern origin. At Corinthit appearsto date rather
late.
A curious kind of earring is shown in Nos.
2025-2029. It consists of a simplehoop around
which is intricately wound some very fine
wire which takes various shapes. Although the
type is dated by Corinthian contexts to the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, it seems to
have existed earlier in widely separated localities (see No. 2025 in catalogue for references).
A more typical northern earring is that
represented by Nos. 2030-2035. No. 2030is
the authentic type; Nos. 2031-2035 show
variations of the original scheme. No. 2030 is
fairly well dated, by its discovery in a grave,
to the "Volkerwanderung"period, but Nos.
2031-2035 are without reliable contexts and
it can only be supposed that they are somewhat later. Comparative material for these
degenerate forms is hard to find.
Extremely common at Corinthis the earring
represented by Nos. 2036-2044. Specimens
have been found in contexts both early and
late: from the sixth-seventh centuries to the
eleventh-twelfth centuries, and because these
rings are fragile it seems necessary to assume
that the type was actually in use over this long
period of time. Certain variations may be observed in the different specimens, but they do
not appear sufficiently definite for the construction of a chronology. The only one which

seems really different,and later, is No. 2044.
Earringsof this sort have been found widely

over the Mediterranean area, from Sicily to
Asia Minor (for referencessee No. 2036 in the
catalogue).
During the late Byzantine period appears a
crescent-shaped,pouch-likeearring(Nos.20452047) of which only a few specimenshave been
found. No. 2045, with its enamel inlay in
geometric pattern, is unique at Corinth, No.
2046 has a hammered design, and No. 2047 is
undecorated. These earrings may have been
intended as containers. In No. 2047 was found
a wad of cotton which might once have been
impregnated with perfume. Other crescentshaped earrings also appear: e.g., Nos. 2048
and 2051.
A locket type of earring is represented by a
few specimens (Nos. 2049-2050). Its date is
uncertain;

eleventh-twelfth

centuries seem

most probable. Other late earrings are Nos.

2052-2054.
1999. (6091). Gold spirals. Plate 107. L. 0.017 m.
Two identical spiral hair rings made of heavy, pure
gold wire, nearly 0.003 m. thick, widening toward the
ends, which are rounded off. Incised decoration of
herring-bone pattern near each end, and a cross incised on each of the tip ends.
Found in a Geometric grave in the Agora (Grave F,
A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 545, fig. 7) with Nos. 18031807, 2258-2261. Eighth century B.C.
2000. (6092). Gold spirals. Plate 107. L. ca. 0.008 m.
Two identical spiral hair rings made of thin, pure
gold wire, 0.001 m. thick. The wire is circular in section except at the ends where it has been twisted into
spiral form. For similar hair rings found in an "early
Geometric" grave in the Athenian Kerameikos see
A.A., 1938, p. 597, fig. 11.
Found in a Geometric grave in the Agora (Grave C,
A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543, fig. 6) with Nos. 1808, 2264
and 2265. Eighth century B.C.
2001. (2228). Bronze earrings. Plate 107. W. 0.015 m.
Wire for attachment to ear broken off.
Fragments of a pair of "leech" earrings, each composed of two convex crescents soldered together. Between them is inserted a strip of wire to pierce the ear.
This type of earring (Ionian in origin) was quite common from the sixth century through the third century
B.C. A similar earring (disintegrated) was found in a
fifth century B.C. well. At Olynthos it has been called
Type IV; see Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X,
pp. 85-86 for a history of the type and a bibliography,
See also K. Hadaczek, Ohrschmuckder Griechenund
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Etrusker (Vienna, 1903), pp. 21-23. Its appearance
when worn is shown on an archaic relief illustrated in
F. H. Marshall, Catalogue of Jewellery in the British
Museum (London, 1911), p. 166, fig. 47.
(Greek period).
2002. (6158). Gold earring. Plate 107. L. 0.016 m.
Thin pure gold wire, circular in section, terminating in a goat's head which has a loop under the chin
into which the other end of the wire fits. The workmanship is good considering the small scale. Earrings
with goat-heads are common; see British Museum
Catalogue of Jewellery, nos. 1786-1804. All of these
are more elaborate than our specimen.
Fourth century B.C.
2003. (2544). Gold earring. Plate 107. Diam. 0.012 m.
Thin, pure gold wire formed into a loop. Possibly
meant to be worn by a child.
(Greek period).
2004. (4864). Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. 0.023 m.
Wire ring circular in section, with two small beads
and a wide strip of metal fastened to it. A pair of gold
earrings with similar bead decoration has been found
in a grave in Cyprus which could be dated to the first
half of the first century (G. H. McFadden, "A Tomb
of the Necropolis of Ayios Ermoyenis at Kourion,"
A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 486, pl. XLV, 115 and 116).
Second century.
2005. (5867). Bronze earring. Plate 107. L. 0.024 m.
Wire ring, badly corroded and bent out of shape,
circular in section, with one (perhaps originally more)
small bronze bead attached to it.
Found in a grave with No. 1880 (q.v.) and other
jewelry. First half of eleventh century.
2006. (5858). Bronze earrings. Plate 107. Diam. 0.032 m.
Part of each ring missing; surface corroded.
Two earrings are represented here; the finer parts
of each have apparently disintegrated. Each is made
of wire, circular in section, which is wrapped in a very
much finer wire. Small bronze beads attached at
intervals and loops at the ends.
Found with preceding. First half of eleventh
century.
2007. (5821). Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. 0.027m.
Surface corroded.
Wire ring, circular in section, with a loop at one
end. Three very small beads, made of a strip of wire,
attached at intervals.
Eleventh century.
2008. (5791). Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. 0.02m.
Similar to the preceding, but with only two beads.
(Eleventh century).
2009. (6153). Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. 0.025m.
Similar to the preceding, with the exception that
the lower part, between the two tiny beads, is flat in
section.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
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2010. (6716).Silver earring.Plate 108. Diam.0.026m.
Similar to the preceding, with larger decorative
bronzebeads.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
2011. (3122).Bronze and glass earring. Plate 107.
Diam. ca. 0.018 m.
Wire ring on which are strung three glass beads,
two roughly pear-shapedand one spherical.All are
opaqueand much encrusted.
Byzantineperiod.
2012. (2157).Silverearring.Plate 107. Diam. 0.025m.
Surfacecorroded.
Thickwire, circularin section, formedinto a loop.
Found with fragmentsof a similarring in a grave
containingfouryoung children.Byzantineperiod.
2013. (6844).Bronzeearring.Plate 108. Diam.0.02m.
End of loop missing.Flat strip of metal hingedto
a strip of wire, circularin section.
Foundnearthe surface.Turkishperiod(?).
2014. (6248).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.049 m.
Wirering,circularin sectionwith a loop at the end,
on which are strung three hollow bronzebeads (each
composedof two halves). The beads are kept in place
by a very fine wire whichis loopedaroundthem and
the ring. This type of earring is supposedto have
come from the north. Cf., e.g., examplesfound near
Kiev (Kondakov, Rysscie Kladvie, pls. IV, XII,
XIII). See also a gold one found in Bonn (Bonner
Jahrbiicher,CXXXVI-CXXXVII, 1932, p. 171, pl.
XXXV,5).
Contextnot later than the twelfth century.
2015. (6866).Bronze earring. Plate 109. Max. dim.
0.055 m.
Similar to the preceding.The bronze beads have
fallen apart and the wire which held them is missing
(ormay neverhave been present).
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2016. (5805).Bronze earring. Plate 107. Max. dim.
0.035 m.
Badly bent.
Similar to the preceding,but smaller, and with
only one decorativebead. Wireis loopedaroundthis
bead and the ring in the same way as on No. 2014.
See Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 238, fig. 9.
Byzantineperiod.
2017. (5789).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.037 m.
Half missing;surfacecorroded.
Similar to No. 2014. The beads are missing, but
the thin wire is looped aroundthe ring in a manner
indicatingthat they wereprobablyonce present.Two
thick pieces of wire are also wrappedabout the ring,
one near the loop at the end.
Not later than early twelfth century.
2018. (7705).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.032 m.
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End of ring missing.
Wire ring, circularin section, with a largebronze
bead attached near one end. Beaded borderaround
each end of the bead whereit is attached to the ring.
Eleventh-twelfth century.
2019. (5158).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. of
beads 0.009 m.
A portionof the ring preserved.
Wirering, circularin section, on which are strung
small beads which are decoratedwith tiny wire rings
appliedto the surfacein an indefinite pattern. These
beads are fastened to the ring (as in No. 2014) by a
strip of fine wire wound aroundthem and the ring.
Not later than tenth century.
2020. (4948).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Diam. of
bead 0.014 m.
One decorativebead preserved.
Similar to the preceding,but much larger bead.
Wire rings containing smaller rings applied to the
surface.
Not later than twelfth century.

Hesperia, VI, 1987, p. 238, fig. 9, as a Slavic piece.
Later I learned that this was erroneous.
Byzantine period.
2024. (8020). Silver earring. Plate 109. Diam. of
bead 0.05 m.
Bent out of shape.
Wire ring with a loop at one end; silver filigree

bead strung on it.

Eleventh-twelfth century.
2025. (8226). Bronze earring, Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.034 m.
Badly corroded.
Wire ring, circular in section; fine wire wound
around the lower section in intricate fashion. Very
similar earrings were found in a late fourth century

tomb at el Bassa in Palestine (Q.D.A.P., III, pp.

81 f.) and also in a late-third to fourth century tomb
at Askalon (Q.D.A.P., II, p. 182, pl. XLVIII). The
same kind of earrings appear as a Germano-Slavic
type of the ninth-tenth century (see R. Pittioni, Der
Friihmittelalterliche Grdberfund von Kottlach, Land

2022
2021
FIG. 54. BYZANTINEEARRINGS.2: 1

2021. (5815). Bronze earring. Figure 54. Diam. of
bead 0.016 m.
Only one bead preserved.Badly corroded.
Similar to the preceding. For the applied wire
patternsee drawing(Fig. 54).
(Byzantine period).
2022. (4750).Bronzeand silver earring.Figure54. W.
0.031 m.
Badly disintegrated.
Bronze wire ring, circularin section, with a decorative silver attachment perhaps originally shaped
like those on No. 2030 (P1.107). On the silver portion
are carefullyengravedscroll designs.
Found in a Byzantine grave which could not be
closely dated.
2023. (1491).Bronze and silver earring. Plate 107.
Diam. 0.023 m.
Bronzewire ring with loop at one end, on whichis
strung a silver filigree bead. It is kept in place by
strips of thinner bronzewire wound aroundthe ring
on either side of it. This earring was published in

kreis Gloggnitz,Niederdonau,[Sonderschriftenv. d.
Zweigst. Wien d. Arch. Inst. des DeutschenReiches,
Band XIV, Munich,1943], pl. IX, nos. 9-10. These
are called "early German-Slavic"and dated ninthtenth centuries).
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2026. (6187).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.025 m.
Wirering, circularin section,which is split at one
point and is not furnishedwith a loop. Fine curlywire
looselywoundaroundit, not fastenedin any way.
Not later than eleventh century.
2027. (1820).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
ca. 0.03 m.
Upper part missing.
Wire ring, circular in section, with the ends
fastened together by a finer wire. Pendant made of
wire loop with finer wire woundaroundit.
(Eleventh or twelfth century).
2028. (5763).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.024 m.
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Half preserved.
Similar to No. 2025, but on a smaller scale. The
fine wire is neatly and attractivelywoundaroundthe
ring.
Found in a Byzantine grave containingno other
objects. (Eleventh or twelfth century).
2029. (7244).Bronze earring. Plate 108. Max. dim.
0.082 m.
Similarto No. 2026.
Eleventh century.
2030. (6699). Silver earring. Plate 107. L. of each
fragment (left to right in photograph) 0.027 m.,
0.03 m., 0.021 m.
Threefragmentsof a large earring(whencomplete
ca. 0.10 m. long)whichis shownin reconstructedform
in Fig. 55. This reconstructionis based on the complete earringfrom Lake Karla shown in Ath. Mitt.,
LXII, 1937, pl. 36, which our specimen closely
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FIG. 55. RECONSTRUCTION OF EARRING NO. 2030.
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fig. 19). See alsoPittioni, op. cit., pl. IX, 3-4 (early
German-Slavic,ninth-tenth centuries).
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Church.(Tenth
century).
2032. (1178).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.039 m.
Upper part missing.
Type similar to the preceding,but the earringis
cast. The form of No. 2030 is imitated exactly, even
to the four small strands of the thick wire, but the
earringis an inferiorproduct.
(Tenthor eleventh century).
2033. (6808). Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.049 m.
Upperpart missing.
Similar to the preceding(cast), differingonly in
details.
(Tenthor eleventh century).
2034. (485). Bronze earring. Plate 107. L. 0.043 m.
Type similar to the preceding (cast) but more
elaborately decorated. Surface studded with small
knobs.
(Tenth century or later).
2035. (6128).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.042 m.
Upperpart and one side missing.
Similar to the preceding,with larger and more
elaborateprojectionat the bottom. Back flat.
(Eleventh century or later).
2036. (6726a). Bronzeearring.Plate 108. W. 0.044 m.
Surfacecorroded;a few fragmentsmissing.
Heavy bronzewire hoop with a large hollow ball
attachedto one side and the bottom half of the hoop
filled with three applied rings decoratedwith tiny
balls. The central one is divided vertically. Smaller
rings and triangulargroupsof tiny balls hang down
from the lower edge. The corrosionof the surface
makes it difficult to perceive the design; a better
preservedspecimenfrom Sicily is illustratedin Fig.
56. For other Sicilian earringsof this type see Byz.
Zeitschr.,XIX, 1910, pp. 464-465, pl. II. A similar
earring has been found at Tarsus (H. Goldman,
Excavationsat Gozliu
Kule, Tarsus,I, p. 388,fig. 262 (2).

resembles. The central part is formed of a thick
bronzewire to which are attached four small strands
of wire (see cross-sectionin fig. 55), each of spiral
form. To this thick wire are attached two hollow
appendagesin the form of doublecones. Oneof these
preservesa loop for fastening the upper part of the
ring (now missing). Other similar appendagesmay
have existed, as shown in Fig. 55; the only trace of
such now remainingis the small "bud"on top of the
central fragment.
Found in a gravein the Agorawith No. 1821 (q.v.)
and other objects. Sixth or seventh century.
2031. (5782).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.043 m.
Fragmentmissing.
Type similar to the preceding.A small, delicate FIG. 56. BYZANTINEEARRINGFROMSICILY (Byz. Zeitschr.,
xix, 1910, p. 464, FIG.1).
earringmade of wire circularin section, with small
bronze balls fastened to it. The central appendage
der
resemblesa bunch of grapes.A quite similar earring Othersmay be found in M. Rosenberg,Geschichte
has been found in Kovesd (Hungary)in a grave dat- Goldschmiedekunst
auf technischerGrundlage(Franked to the tenth century (A.A., 1915, pp. 44-45, furt, 1915),II, p. 87, figs. 146-147,dated"friihchrist-
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lich." In fig. 148 is illustrated a mould for such
earrings.
Found in a grave with No. 1821 (q. v.) and other
objects. Sixth or seventh century.
2037. (6726b). Silver earring. Plate 107. W. ca.
0.04 m.
Fragmentsbroken off; surfacecorroded.
Similar to the preceding but not identical. The
decorationseems less elaboratebut a great deal of it
may be missing.
Found with the preceding.
2038. (71). Bronzeearring.Plate 107. W. ca. 0.055 m.
Brokenin severalplaces;surfacecorroded.
Similarto No. 2036. The largest earringfound at
Corinth.
Tenth-twelfth century context.
2039. (5859).Bronzeearring.Plate 107. W. 0.028 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Thick wire hoop with a knob at each side. The
bottom half of the hoop filled with a single wire ring
divided vertically and decoratedwith tiny balls. No
decorationbelow the bottom edge of the hoop. Cf.
No. 2042 for details of decoration.
Found in a grave with No. 1880 (q.v.) and other
jewelry. First half of eleventh century.
2040. (3240). Silver earring. Plate 107. L. 0.026 m.
Upperpart missing.
Similar to the preceding, but with triangular
groups of tiny balls and small rings hanging below
the hoop, as in No. 2036.
Tenth-twelfthcentury context.
2041. (7972). Bronze earring.Plate 108. W. 0.02 m.
Badly corroded;parts missing.
Similarto No. 2039, but considerablysmaller.
Context not later than ninth century.
2042. (7990). Silver earring.Plate 108. W. 0.021 m.
Centralportion of earring like No. 2039 (upside
down in the photograph).This fragmentshows more
clearly than the others that fine wire is applied to
the ring, wound aroundit and made into tiny loops
(a kind of filigree).
Ninth-thirteenthcentury context.
2043. (5760).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.029 m.
Half missing.
Similar in type to No. 2036, but much smaller.
No largering within the hoop, but only the tiny balls
groupedin triangularformation.
Tenth century context.
2044. (6892).Bronze earring.Plate 108. W. 0.06 m.
Topmissing;largepart of the decorationbrokenoff.
Lowerhalf of hoop madeof a flat strip of metal, to
which are attached strips of finer wire in a double
loop design. Small circles, each containing smaller
circles,attached to the lower edge of the hoop.
Eleventh or twelfth century.

2046. (3391).Bronze and enamel earring. Plate 108
and Figure 57. L. 0.046 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Crescent-shaped,with convex sides. Long wire
attached to one side hooks into a loop at the other
side. Both sides of the crescentbear the same design
inlaid in red, white and blue enamel (as shown in
Fig. 57).
Byzantineperiod.
2046. (7648).Bronzeearring.Figure 57. W. 0.023 m.
Fragile, partly broken; wire loop missing.

red

2045

2046

blue
FIG. 57. BYZANTINE EARRINGS. 1: 1

Crescent-shaped,convex in front, flat in back.
Hammereddesignon convex face as shownin Fig. 57.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2047. (6258).Bronzeearring.Plate 108. W. 0.026 m.
Loop missing.

both sides convex. No decoration
Crescent-shaped,
on eitherface. A piece of cotton was foundinside the
earring.

Not later than the twelfth century.
2048. (2926). Gilded bronze earring. Plate 108. W.
0.03 m.
Loop missing.

with a series of hollow balls proCrescent-shaped,
on
three
At the upperends, two hollow
sides.
jecting
balls decoratedwith filigree.
(Byzantine period or later).
2049. (6273).Bronze and enamel earring.Plate 109.
Diam. ca. 0.048 m. 1. of locket, 0.028 m.
Thickwirering, circularin section,with a "locket"
loosely attached to it. Top and bottom flat; top
inlaidwith geometricdesignin greenandblue enamel.
Spiral wire wound aroundtop and bottom edges of
locket.

(Byzantineperiod).
2060. (7348).Bronze earring fragment. Plate 108.
L. 0.043 m.
Top of locket preserved;corrodedand broken.
Fragment of an earringsimilar to the preceding.
Repousse design representsa lion facing left, with
conventionalizedfoliage above and below.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2061. (7174).Bronzeearring.Plate 108andFigure58.
W. 0.028 m.
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form a loop for the ear. Cf.a similarone from Tarsus,
Flat, crescent-shapedearring with plain back, found in undatablecontext (H. Goldman,Tarsus,I,
incised design on the front as shown in Fig. 58. The p. 391, fig. 265, 48).
loop was hinged to the lower part.
(Not later than the twelfth century).
(Byzantineperiod).
2053. (4010). Silver earring. Plate 109. L. 0.036 m.
Gourd-shaped,with a loop at the top to which is
attached a small gold ring. Spiralfiligreepatternson
both sides of the earring,and two spiralwires around
the edge joining the two sides. Tracesof gilding.
(Byzantineperiod).
FIG. 58. BRONZEEARRING(NO. 2051). 1: 1
2054. (4011). Silver earring. Plate 109. L. 0.03 m.
Pear-shaped,with three small knobsprojectingat
2052. (7353).Bronze earring.Plate 108. L. 0.036 m. the sides. At the
top a doubleloop throughwhich is
Crushedand bent out of shape.
a
silver
passed
ring. Tracesof gilding.
Group of eight wires fastened at each end by
(Byzantineperiod).
similarwires. One of the eight wires is drawnout to
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Upperpartmissing.

NECKLACEAND PENDANTS

The magnificentgold necklace No. 2055,
whichis here publishedfor the secondtime,15
showsthe Greekgoldsmith'sart at its best and
givesa rareglimpseof the finerywhichwasonce
to be seenin "wealthyCorinth."It alsohappens
to be the only necklaceof anykind of metal
foundat Corinth.A few stringsof glass beads
were the only other necklaces discovered.
These are discussedin the section on Beads.
Pendantsof the Greekperiodare completely
lacking; the only Roman ones are phallic
amulets(Nos.2056-2057).
The Byzantine pendants are almost all of
Bronze and
religiousor amuleticcharacter.16
lead are the commonmaterials;ivory, bone
and steatite also occur. One of the largest
groups of amulets is that of the reliquary
crosses (Nos. 2058-2068). Such crosses consist of two hingedportionswith flangededges,
forminga flat, hollow receptaclefor a relic.
They werecommonthroughoutthe Byzantine
world.17At Corinththese crosses are small,
15

422.

See preliminary report A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, pp. 420-

16 See Cabrol and
Leclercq, Dictionnaire, s.v. amulettefor
an extensive bibliography on the subject.
17 See e.g. Dalton, Catalogueof Early ChristianAntiquities
in the British Museum, pp. 112-115. These are from Syria,
Asia Minor and Egypt. See also Wulff, Altchristliche und
MittelalterlicheBildwerke, I, pl. XLV (from Egypt); Conze,
Pergamon, J2, p. 325, fig. 116.

their lengths varying from ca. 0.045 m. to
0.085 m. Only one of them contained anything
when excavated (many preserve only one
side); this was No. 2059, which held a gummy
substance which seemed to defy identification
by chemical analysis. A practical approach to
the problem (i.e., setting a lighted match to
the substance) determined it to be incense.
Whether this incense was in itself a relic,
whether it accompanied a relic which disappeared, or whether it replaced a lost relic,
one cannot say. While a few of the crosses are
quite plain, most of them bear incised figures
of one or more sacred personages, sometimes
accompaniedby identifying inscriptions.A few
of the crosses were cast and bear figures in
relief (Nos. 2065,2066). The figures named on
reliquary crosses found at Corinth are: Christ,
the Virgin, St. Basil, St. John and St. Paraskeve. One of the crosses (No. 2067) has an
inscription, an appeal on behalf of the possessor, but no pictorial representation. The
quality of most of the decoration on these
crosses is poor. No. 2058, certainly the best
specimen, shows considerable sense of composition and sureness of technique. It is, however, the exception (see for comparison Nos.
2059-2064). The contexts in which the crosses
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have been found are, in general,not very in- the comparative paucity of the Corinth
formative.Most are from tenth-twelfth cen- material.
Pendants in forms other than that of the
tury contexts, but some may well be much
earlier.The cast pieces, with figuresin relief cross are numerous and very varied in type.
(Nos.2065, 2066), are later than those with No. 2100, a Samaritanbronzeamuletbearingan
inciseddecoration.
inscription, is unique at Corinth. Nos. 2101of
are lead disks of various sorts, most of
of
2106
crosses
various
Quantities pendant
kinds and materialshave turnedup, often in which were probably worn in pouches around
graves.Thoseof metalarerepresentedby Nos. the neck, as they have no means of suspension.
2069-2093. No. 2069, with its incisedrepre- No. 2102 is especially interesting, since its
sentation of St. John (as identified by the decoration and inscription class it with a large
inscription)is very like the reliquarycrosses group of amulets which existed all over the
in appearance.Concerningthe various kinds Byzantine world (see p. 231 for a discussion of
of bronzecrossesthereis little to say. A com- the subject). No. 2108, a steatite amulet, bears
mon variety is exemplifiedby Nos. 2071 and a long and somewhat obscureinscriptionwhich
2072, whicharelaterversionsof the earlytype may indicate that it was the property of a
No. 2070. On No. 2071 are foundthe punched monk.
circleswith centraldot whicharecharacteristic The remaining pendants (Nos. 2109-2128)
of so muchotherByzantinematerial(see Nos. are ornamental rather than religious in char2073, 2074, 2081,2082, etc.).Nos.2073-2074 acter.
representanotherextremelycommonvariety, 2065.
Museum15457).Gold necklace.Plate
and the same may be said of Nos.2075-2077. 109. L.(Nat.
0.34 m.
Nos.2078 and2079 show one kind of crossin
Twopendantsof the lowerrow,fourof the upper
both bronze and lead. No. 2083 (similarto row,andonediskmissing.
Nos.2080-2082) is one of the few pendant Braidedribbonof fourplaits to whichare attached
alternately six-petaled rosettes with central bosses
crosseswhich bear inscriptions;as might be and circulardisks with similarbosses. On the former
are suspended,by a seriesof rings, pendants(originexpected,it is a supplication.
numberof pendants ally seventy-ninein all) in the shape of spearheads
Therearea considerable
(see British MuseumCatalogueof Jewellery,p. 212,
which consist of crosses enclosed within a no.
1943, and also Delos, XVIII, pp. 301-302) or
circle.Theseare of lead, and cast (Nos.2086- beechnuts(see F. J. DeWaele,A.J.A., XXXV, 1931,
2092). Of these No. 2086 is the only one (u- pp. 420-422). Onthe latter (the disks) are suspended,
a
similarsmallerpendants (originally
nique at Corinth)with claimsto artisticmerit. by single ring,
in all). Thereare traces of blue enamel
seventy-eight
Thisit doespossessto someextent, despiteits in the petals of the rosettes. The ends of the braid
smallscale.Steatitependantcrosses,especially are attached to rectangularclasps which have lion's
the type representedby No. 2094, are also heads in repousse on the upper surface. The clasp
was formedby folding a strip to form a sheath and
fairly common,and so are those of ivory and the braidis held
in placeby a gold rivet whichpierces
the chron- the sheath from side to side. The plaque with the
bone(Nos.2096-2097). Concerning
ology of the entire group of pendantcrosses, lion's head, extending slightly beyond the sheath, is
few generalizationscan be made. The state- solderedon, as is also the ring at the end. The necklace has been
by F. J. DeWaele, A.J.A.,
ment of date following each item in the XXXV, 1931,published
and also Edele Smeed420-422,
pp.
catalogue represents all that it has been kunsten Juweelenin OudHellas (Ghent, 1933). The
possible to determinefrom the contexts. A place of this necklace in the developmentof Greek
M.
Ruxer in her book
study of the forms of the crosses would jewelryis discussedby Sabina
Historja Naszyjnika Greckiego(History of the Greek
probablylead to more definite results; this, Necklace),Poznan, 1938. In her valuable English
however,has not been attemptedin view of summaryshe points out the similaritybetween this
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necklace and one from Panticapaeum (op. cit., p.
Small part of one side missing. The cross when
and
classifies
the
Corinth
the
excavated
contained incense.
369)
piece among
which
cannot
be
a
to
definite
to
Similar
the preceding.Poorly engravedon one
"groups
assigned
centre"(op. cit., p. 398). In additionto the similarity side: the crucifiedChrist,with beardand rayed halo,
to the Kertch necklace, it may be noted that the dressed in a long garment reaching the ankles. A
clasp ends on our necklace are practically identical zigzagdesignon it may representdrapery.Abovethe
with the ends of a braceletfrom the Crimea(op. cit., head is a rectangularobject with projectionat the
pl. G, 2). Also very similar is the necklacementioned top, apparentlyrepresentedas tied on to the cross.
above (British Museum Catalogueof Jewellery,no. This may be the tablet for the name. Inscribedon the
1943). In this case, small amphorasalternate with arms of the cross, left and right: ICXCNHKA=
the spearheads.
'I(lcov)s X(pio-r6) vlKa. Onthe other half: the VirFound in the North Stoa with forty-one gold gin standing, orans,dressedin a long garment.Toleft
staters of Philip II and ten gold staters of Alexander and right, in the armsof the cross,areconventionalized
the Great (A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 418; Corinth, plants.Abovethe head:IVF-PEV=
Q(Eo)0.
Mil(Trl)p
I, iii, p. 174). Fourth century B. C.
Byzantineperiod.
2056. (2530).Bronze phallic amulet. Plate 110. L. 2060. (7942). Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
0.041m.
0.083 m.
One end broken off.
One half lost; the remaininghalf split.
Shape similar to the preceding.Engravedon the
Phallus-shaped,with a loop on top for suspension.
Such amulets were not uncommon in the Roman surface,the Virgin standing, orans,with dotted halo
period: cf. Furtwaingler,Olympia, IV, No. 1167; andlong garment.AboveIV-POV= M)l(Trl)pe(?o)G.
Korte, G6ttingerBronzen(Berlin, 1917), Nos. 86-88, On each arm of the cross,the bust of a saint.
Not later than the tenth century.
pi. XVIII; SaalburgJahrbuch,VII, pl. XIII, 33;
Bonner Jahrbiicher,LXXXVII, 1889, p. 23, pl. 2061. (1307). Bronze
reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
III, 27. For a bronzestatuette of a boy wearingsuch 0.041 m.
an amulet,see Bieber,AntikeSkulpturenund Bronzen
Small portionof the bottom of one side preserved.
in Cassel,No. 214.
Shape similar to the preceding.Engraved figure
Roman period.
(lowerpart alone preserved)wearinga long garment.
2067. (5736).Bronze phallic amulet. Plate 110. L.
Byzantineperiod.
0.036 m.
2062. (4826). Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
0.048 m.
Phallus-shaped,with suspensionloop.
Roman period.
Lowerleft part of one side preserved.
Shape similar to the preceding.Engraved figure
2058. (4758).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
on the cross, dressedin a garmentreaching
of
Christ
0.082 m.
the
to
knees.
Beneath the left arm of the cross, the
Crossformed of two sections with flanged edges,
letters
IC==
'l(laou)s.
hinged at the top, which, when fitted together,form
Not later than the twelfth century.
a hollowreceptaclefor somerelic of a holy personage.
Engraveddecorationon the outside of both parts, as 2063. (6312).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
follows. On one side (the lower in the photograph) 0.055 m.
a saint standing, orans, wearing a long embroidered
Upper part of one side preserved. Surface worn.
and
a
Her
is
On
each
shoulder
cross.
Shape similar to the preceding.Engraved standgown
jacket.
hands extend into the arms of the cross and below ing figure, orans, wearinghalo. Inscribedabove the
eachhandis a conventionalizedplant. Aboveherhead head: HOAINHC= 'lcoavvns.
Not later than the twelfth century.
the followinginscription:YArHATTA
=/
IPACKEYH
2064. (7185).Bronze reliquary (?) cross. Plate 110.
yifa nrapacrnri.
Onthe other side five busts: in the centerChrist(?) L. 0.047 m.
Lowerpart of one side preserved.
wearinga rayed halo. Aroundit inscribed: (H) ()
Above, the bust of a haloed personagewith wings,
Flat piece of metal, crudelyshapedin the form of
and inscribedat the top: BACHAHO=Ba(CTiAEo(s).a cross.It seems to be half of a reliquarycrosswhich
In the left armof the cross,a similarbust with letters has been mutilated.Engravedon the surface(before
OAr inscribedaboveand to the left. In the right arm the cross was flattened out): Christ crucified. Inof the crossa similarbust andthe letterC. Below,sim- scription,now mostly obliterated,beneath the arms,
ilar bust with the letters A and H to left and right. left and right.
Byzantine period.
(Byzantineperiod).
2059. (7750).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L. 2065. (7199).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
0.081 m.
0.074 m.
17
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One side preserved;surfacecorroded.
Shape similar to preceding crosses except that
ends are rounded. The figures are in relief. In the
centerthe Virgin,orans.Busts of saints in medallions
above and below; similar ones in the arms of the
cross. No inscriptions.
(Byzantineperiod).
2066. (6848).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
0.044 m.
Complete;surfacecorroded.Inside the cross were
found slivers of bone, wrappedin cloth.
Shape similar to preceding.Figures in relief. On
one side Christ crucified. He is dressed in a loincloth. Onthe otherside the Virginorans.
Not later than the eleventh century.
2067. (3455). Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
(includingsuspensionring), 0.086 m.
Shape similar to preceding. On one side an inscription, as follows: MN H'T-IKI TON ABAON
C5re | MH N | 'X A = Mvi(o)T(E) K(iupl) TOV
Sov0ovaou rFpivi(?). On the otherside puncheddots
borderingthe edge, and double incised lines across
the ends of the arms.
(Byzantineperiod).
2068. (8153).Bronze reliquary cross. Plate 110. L.
0.065 m.
One half preserved.
Shape similar to the preceding. Surface undecorated.
Byzantineperiod.
2069. (6251).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.042 m.
Flat cross with suspensionloop at the top. Engravedon one face: figureof a saint orans,dressedin
a long garment with zigzags perhaps meant for
drapery. Feet not indicated. Above the head the
letters HOA, below the left arm N, below the right
arm H', the whole reading 'lcoav(v)qi(s).Cf.a similar
cross in Dalton, ByzantineArt and Archaeology,p.
623, fig. 397.
Byzantineperiod.
2070. (741). Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.043 m.
Surfacecorroded;hole in the middle.
Flat cross with suspensionloop. Small projecting
knobs at ends of shaft and arms. Similar crosses
found in Egypt have been dated sixth-seventh
centuries (see Wulff, Altchristlicheund Mittelalterliche Bildwerke, I, no. 1075). This type of cross
is also represented on lamps of Broneer's Type
XXVIII (Broneer,Corinth,IV, ii, p. 110, fig. 52, 3).
Found on Acrocorinth.(Fourth-sixth centuries).
2071. (7938).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.04 m.
Lowerpart missing.

Shapesimilarto the preceding,with the exception
that the suspensionloopis at right anglesto the shaft.
The width of the shaft increasesslightly toward the
ends; the arms are perfectly straight. Dotted circles
punchedon both surfaces:on the front on arms,shaft
and projectingknobs; on the back only on arms and
shaft.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
2072. (5863).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.05 m.
One arm missing; surfacebadly corroded.
Shape similar to the preceding. Any decoration
whichmay have beenpresenthas been obliteratedby
corrosion.A lump of corrodediron, which may have
been a chain, was stuck to the back.
Found in a grave with No. 1880 (q.v.) and other
jewelry. First half of eleventh century.
2073. (5250).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.033 m.
Flat cross with suspension loop. Four dotted
circlespunchedon one face - one on each arm and
one in the center.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2074. (6604).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.032 m.
Suspensionloop brokenoff.
Similarto the preceding.Circlesdeeplyimpressed,
on one side only. A similarfragment(MF 5239) was
found in tenth century context.
Tenth-twelfth centuries.
2075. (2871).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.031 m.
Shaft and arms circular in section, with small
sphericalknobs at the ends. Suspensionring at the
top. Cf. an Egyptian specimenof uncertaindate in
Wulff, op. cit., I, no. 948.
Byzantineperiod.
2076. (8222).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.03 m.
Similar to the preceding, with the additional
featureof an engravedsaltireat the centralpoint, on
both back and front. A similarcross (MF3655), with
a bronze ring attached to the suspensionloop, was
found wrappedin a bit of finely woven cloth (simple
weave) and stuck to a sherdof coarsepottery.
Tenth or eleventh century.
2077. (5841).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.034 m.
Similarto the precedingbut with shaftmuchlonger
than arms. Double knob on the end of each arm and
on ends of shaft.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2078. (5733).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.025 m.
One end of shaft and suspensionloop broken off.
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Shaft circularin section, with knobs at the ends;
arms formed of spherical knobs. Saltire lightly
impressedat junctionof arms.
Found in a grave with No. 1984 (q.v.)and other
objects. Eleventh or twelfth century.
2079. (6496).Lead pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.029 m.
Suspension loop missing; one arm broken and
mended.
Shape similar to No. 2076. Ridged knobs at ends
of shaft and arms.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2080. (2068). Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.03 m.
Cross of fairly thick metal. Shaft and arms terminate in elaborate three-lobed projections. Five
dotted circles impressedon front (at center and at
ends of arms and shaft); one in center of back.
(Tenth-earlytwelfth centuries).
2081. (8202).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.035 m.
Similar to the preceding, but of thinner metal.
Dotted circlesimpressedon the front as in No. 2080;
none on the back. The circles are faint, the dots
deeply impressed.
(Tenth-earlytwelfth centuries).
2082. (7641).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.036 m.
Similar to the preceding. Both circles and dots
sharplyimpressed.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2083. (6244).Brass pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.021 m.
Shape similar to the preceding.Inscribedon one
face: KC BOHOH (E is inaccurately drawn).
Back undecorated.
Probablynot later than the tenth century.
2084. (4529).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.031 m.
End of one arm damaged.
Flat, thin metal. Arms and shaft end in sharp
angles. Suspensionloop.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2085. (5902).Bronze pendant cross. Plate 110. L.
0.038 m.
Two rods, oval in section, soldered together to
form a cross. Suspensionhole piercednear the top.
Not later than the eleventh century.
2086. (7758).Lead pendant cross. Plate 110. Diam.
0.03 m.
Cast pendant consisting of a cross enclosed in a
beaded circle. Pierced suspensionloop. In relief on
the front: Christcrucified.The highly stylized figure
has an abnormallylarge, bald head, with hair apparentlyextendingfrom in back of the halo. Breast17*
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bone strongly emphasized.Loin-cloth covering the
upperpart of the legs. On the cross itself is a raised
geometricpattern. On the back of the pendantis an
irregularraised net pattern.
Tenth-early twelfth century.
2087. (730).Lead pendant cross. Plate 110. Diam.
0.025 m.
Suspensionloop brokenoff; one side damaged.
Cast pendant consistingof a cross with triangular
arms enclosedin a circle. Similar crosseshave been
found at Olympia (Furtwangler,Olympia, IV, no.
1342).
Tenth century or later.
2088. (2613).Lead pendant cross. Plate 110. Diam.
0.027 m.
Suspensionloop broken off.
Similarto the preceding.Net pattern in relief on
the obverse.
Tenth centuryor later.
2089. (6285).Lead pendant cross. Plate 111. Diam.
0.021 m.
Suspensionloop missing.
Similar to the preceding,but with curved arms.
Small boss in relief on each arm.
Byzantineperiodor possiblylater.
2090. (6824).Lead pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.034 m.
Castpendantin the shapeof a crosswithin a circle
decoratedwith grooved spiral. In the center a flat
disk of blue glass held by prongs. Back of central
portionsolid.
(Thirteenthcentury or later).
2091. (7017).Lead pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.023 m.
Part of suspensionloop brokenoff.
Similar to the preceding,but without glass gem.
Front and back identical.
Twelfthcentury or later.
2092. (7132).Lead pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.026 m.
Similarto the preceding.Front and backidentical.
Suspensionloop not pierced.
Not later than the thirteenth century.
2093. (3259).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.058 m.
Heavy pendant consisting of a cross with central
disk (decoratedwith incised lines) and arms ending
in conventionalizedlions' heads. At the top of the
shaft a ring attaches the crossto a hinged bar which
is piercedat either end. The object may have served
as a handlefor a chest. Cf. rathersimilarlions' heads
on the bronzestand No. 842.
(Byzantineperiod).
2094. (1568). Steatite pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.029 m.
Slightly chipped;suspensionloop brokenoff.
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Blue steatite, elaborately carved, both sides decorated with incised lines and dotted circles. Such
crosses are fairly common (see Wulff, Altchristliche
und MittelalterlicheBildwerke,II, no. 1860, of uncertain date).
(Byzantineperiod).

FIG.

59.

SAMARITAN

Thefollowingreadingandinterpretationof theinscription I owe to R. D. Barnett of the British Museum.
Obv.:
.

[. "odi]
nmighn Iiferfou
]I
[l,4foro[now:ns

]"

I

BRONZE AMULET

2095. (2978). Steatite pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.046 m.
Armsmissing; suspensionhole broken.
Light green steatite. Thick cross of a shape somewhat like the Maltese.Largehole piercedthroughthe
center. On the bottom is carveda cross,and possibly
alsothe inscriptionNIKA,but this is uncertainas the
work is very crude.
(Byzantineperiod).
2096. (716). Ivory pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.054 m.
Two rectangularpieces of ivory fitted into each
other and fastened with a bronze rivet. Suspension
loop at the top. Both sides of the crossdecoratedwith
incised dotted circles; ends of shaft and arms have
incised grooves.
Found on Acrocorinth.(Byzantineperiod).
2097. (721). Ivory pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.016 m.
Unevenly cut cross, with suspensionhole piercing
the shaft. Five dotted circlesincisedon one side; one
on the other.
Found on Acrocorinth.(Byzantineperiod).
2098. (1706).Ivory pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.023 m.
Crudelycarved;suspensionhole cut throughshaft;
groovesaroundbottom of shaft.
Twelfthcentury context.
2099. (4343).Ivory pendant cross. Plate 111. L.
0.023 m.
Flat, undecorated cross, with suspension hole
throughtop of shaft.
Not later than the eleventh century.
2100. (6984).Bronze pendant amulet. Plate 111 and
Figure 59. Ht. 0.031 m.
Bottom brokenoff.
Flat, originallyovalpieceof bronze,with suspension
loop at the top. Letters deeplyincisedon both faces.

.

"God is mighty, God is fearful,for God knows...".
Rev.: ... tL'X1 tl* X
] 1tr)[ni
]|InrK

(NO. 2100).

2: 1

For the expressionson the obverse cf. M. Gaster,
"Samaritan Phylacteries," Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.,
1916, p. 102. The letters on the reversedo not seem
to form words, and it is probablethat each of them
is the initial of a wordin a sentence.For this practice
cf. Gaster, "A Note on a Hebrew Amulet," Proc.
Soc. Bibl. Arch., XXXII, 1910, pp. 155-158.
Found in Byzantine context.
2101. (1246).Lead disk. Plate 111. Diam. 0.021 m.
Thin disk with six-spokedwheel in high relief on
one face; on the other a cross and the inscription:
NI KO AA OC. Thereis no meansof suspensionand
the amuletwas probablywornin a bag or sewedinto
the clothing.
(Byzantineperiod).
2102. (7050).Lead disk. Plate 111. Diam. 0.019 m.
Cast disk, Medusa head in relief on one side,
surroundedby a spirally decorated circle; on the
other side the inscription(in relief): HTQIPIKOK(Ii
AA+KTVIPIO= VorTEpiKO(V)ptCa<cnpto(v).Cf. the

prophylacticfinger rings Nos. 1947 to 1952.
(Byzantineperiod).
2103. (2959).Lead disk. Plate 111. Diam. 0.012 m.
Thin disk with small projectingknob. In relief on
one side: a crosswith dots betweenthe arms; on the
other side somefoliagewithin a dotted circle.
(Byzantineperiod).
2104. (4714).Lead disk. Plate 111. Diam. 0.012 m.
Similarto the preceding.Crossin reliefon one side,
chrismaor floweron the other.
(Byzantineperiod).
2105. (7675).Lead disk. Figure 60. Diam. 0.015 m.
Partly broken.
Thin disk with eagle in relief on one side; sixpetaled floweron the other.
(Byzantineperiod).
2106. (4076). Lead pendant. Figure 60. Diam.
0.025 m.
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Suspensionloop broken.
Flat disk with octopus in relief within a raised
border.Reverse plain.
(Byzantineperiod).
2107. (2761).Brass pendant. Plate 111. L. 0.037 m.
Figure of a man orans, wearing a long garment,
which has been stampedfrom a sheet of metal. Conventionalizedfacial features. Suspensionloop.
(ProbablyFrankishor later).
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2110. (2457).Bronzependant.Figure61. Original1.ca.
0.036 m.
Part missing;badly corroded.
Pear-shapedpendant,hollow,with suspensionloop
formedby thin, flat wire which extends throughthe
pendant. Filigree circles applied over the whole
exterior.
(Sixth century?).

V

-

2105
2106
FIG. 60. LEAD PENDANTS (NO. 2105 2:1; NO. 2106 1:1).

2108. (5293). Steatite scapular. Plate 111. L. 0.047 2111. (5811).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.022 m.
m., th. 0.01 m.
Top brokenoff; corroded.
Conicalornament,with filigree circles applied to
Lowerleft cornerchipped.
Greenish-brownsteatite plaque with hole for the whole surface.
(Sixth or seventh century?).
suspensionpierced near the top. Obverse:figure of
Christin fairly high relief, holding a book; in field, 2112.
(6237).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.035 m.
left and right, HC X ='l)iPc(ous) X(poiar6C).ReSuspensionloop broken.
verse: KIBOIITI OASA6CI MAOEAMI ONA
Bell-shaped,open at the bottom.
XAN/ = K0(pte) po'iS(E)i To(v) SoUiAo a(oO) M&sea
Twelfth century.
!6vaX(ov) AIN.
Found in a grave with No. 1984 (q.v.)and other 2113. (5807).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.026 m.
Similarto the preceding.
objects. Eleventh or twelfth century.
(Byzantineperiod).
2109. (470). Bronze and enamel pendant. Figure 61.
2114.
(7669).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.026 m.
L. 0.021 m.
in the form of a double shell, with
Pendant
Top part brokenoff.
suspensionloop at the top.
(Byzantineperiod).
2115. (3145).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.024 m.
Circularpendant cut from a thin sheet of metal;
suspensionloop. Serratededges; three crescentscut
in the center of the disk. Faint traces of incised
designs.
(Twelfthcenturyor later).
2116. (4604).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.026 m.
Pendant of fairly thick metal with suspension
2109
2110
loop; simple geometricdesign incised on both sides.
(Turkishperiod).
WITH FILIGREE WORK. 1: 1
FIG. 61. BRONZE PENDANTS
2117. (6176).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.022 m.
Flat crescent-shapedpendant,without decoration.
Pear-shapedpendant (hollow)with inlaid pattern
Contextnot later than twelfth century.
of red and white enamel. The circles (bronze)in the
2118. (6899).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.025 m.
lower section are gilded.
Onehalf of a hollow,pear-shapedpendant.It may
(Sixth century?).
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have been intended as a locket. Suspension loop.
No decoration.
(Late Byzantine period).
2119. (2086).Bronzependant. Plate 111. L. 0.014 m.
Globularpendant with faintly incised radiating
lines on the bottom. Perhapsa button.
(Byzantineperiod).
2120. (5408).Bronzependant. Plate 111. L. 0.012 m.
Top perhapsbroken off.
Similarto the preceding.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2121. (4729).Bronzependant.Plate 111. L. 0.045 m.
Half missing.
Globularpendant(cast)with elongatedtonguepattern on top and bottom halves.
(Turkishperiod).
2122. (7913).Haematiteweight.Plate 111.L. 0.035m.
Objectof a curiousshape (see illustration)weighing 18 grams. See p. 204 for an explanationof this
object. (It was not until after the plates had been
madeup that I discoveredthat it is a weight and not
simply a pendant, as superficiallyit seemed to be).
2123. (3732).Ivory (?) pendant.Plate 111.L. 0.031m.
Partly light and partly dark brown, perhaps
burned.
Object shaped like a melon, with longitudinal
ridges. Suspension loop on one side. Very good
workmanship.
Date unknown.

2124. (6086).Ivory pendant. Plate 111. L. 0.016 m.
Pear-shapedpendant with suspensionloop. Small
dotted circles incised near the bottom. Perhaps a
button.
(Byzantineperiod).
2126. (1986). Glass pendant. Plate 111. L. 0.029 m.
Suspensionloop broken.
Colorless,with yellowtinge. Elongatedpear shape.
Bottom cut off sharply.
(Eleventhor earlytwelfth century).
2126. (7497). Glass pendant. Plate 111. L. 0.029 m.
Amethystcolor; bubbly glass; no weathering.
Drop-shapedpendant, with the upper end looped
over to form a suspensionloop. Bottom broken off
roughly.This pendant,and many others of the same
sort, were found in the Agora South Centre glass
factory (A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 822, fig. 23, no. 78).
Otherswere of various shades of green and one was
of opaquered glass.
Eleventh to mid-twelfth century.
2127. (7007). Glass pendant. Plate 111. L. 0.026 m.
Opaquered glass. Shape similarto the preceding,
slightly more globular.This pendant probablyoriginatedin the AgoraNortheastfactory (seepp. 83-84).
Eleventh century.
2128. (335). Glasspendant.Plate 111. L. 0.019 m.
Light green glass. Similar to the preceding, but
moresphericaland with a moreeven suspensionloop.
(Byzantineperiod).

BRACELETS

Bronzeand glass are the two materialsof
which the braceletsare made; those of more
preciousmaterialshave disappeared.The earliest preservedare of the Roman period,and
most of these are late in date. The simple
circlet(No.2129) probablyprecededthe band
with open ends (Nos. 2130-2132); some examples of the latter are hard to distinguish
fromByzantinebracelets.Romanglassbracelets arealsovery like the laterspecimens;they
areeithermadeof a singlecoil (No.2138) or of
two coils of contrastingcolor wound around
eachother(No.2139).
Bracelets of the Byzantine period greatly
outnumberthe Roman ones. Those of metal
are of variousforms:the bandwith openends
(No. 2133 and possibly No. 2134), the wire

with metal beads attached at intervals (No.
2135), andthe circletformedof twistedstrands
(Nos.2136,2137). Theglassbraceletsaremore
interesting.Nos. 2140-2147 representa type
which originated in the Roman period - a

simplehoop made either of a single length of
glass coil, or of two twisted coils. Theseseem
to have beenin use throughoutthe Byzantine
period.Probablyabout the beginningof the
eleventh century there appeareda new type
of bracelet,shownin the fragmentsNos.21482159. Thesebearpainteddesignsmadeby the
techniquedescribedin connectionwith glass
vessels found in the Agora South Centre
factory and elsewhere(see p. 88). A considerable numberof these fragmentswas foundin
the AgoraNortheastfactory(Nos.2150, 2151,
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2157, 2159). Most of the painted designs consist of scrolls, zigzags, circles, saltires, running
loops and other geometric patterns, but there
are a few interesting exceptions. The widest
of the bracelets, No. 2148, bears an elaborate
paneled design, with a duck above a geometric
pattern; this was very likely repeated and
varied along the rest of the band. No. 2149 is
most interesting in that it bears an inscription
of religious nature. While such inscriptions are
not uncommon on objects of Byzantine date,
they are not often found in such a medium.
Bracelets which probably belong to the later
Byzantine period are shown in Nos. 21602162. These are essentially similarto preceding
examples.
2129. (7993).Bronzebracelet.Plate 112. Diam.0.05m.
Simplehoop, circularin section.
Found with a similar bracelet (diam. 0.048m.) in
eleventh centurycontext, but probablyRoman.
2130. (7637).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Max. w. of
band 0.009 m.
Fragment. Flat band with open ends, decorated
with zigzag pattern of raisedcircles.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
2131. (4881).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Max. w. of
band 0.011 m.
Flat band, narrowingtoward open, roundedend.
Engraveddesignof circlesand lines.
Fourth century.
2132. (7769).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Max. w. of
band 0.012 m.
Flat band, narrowingtoward roundedend, which
is in the shape of a schematizedanimal head (ears
visible in photograph).Design of punched dots and
incisedlines on the band.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
2133. (6221).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Diam.
0.044 m.
Ends brokenoff. Hoop circularin section,flattened
at the ends. Geometricdesign formed by punched
dots.
(Byzantineperiod).
2134. (2070).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.041 m.

Bothendsbrokenoff.
Circularin section,partlydecoratedwith incised

verticallines.
Byzantineperiod.

2135.(5864).Bronzebracelet.Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.07m.
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Brokenin severalplaces; surfacecorroded.
Fine wire, circularin section, with loops at each
end for fastening. Four large hollow metal balls
attachedat irregularintervals.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's"Churchwith No.
1880 (q.v.)and other jewelry and coins. First half of
eleventhcentury.
2136. (6222).Bronze bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.059 m.
Half preserved.
Twistedwire, flattened at one end wherea double
loop is formed,into which the other end could be
fitted.
Byzantineperiod.
2137. (4794).Bronze bracelet.Plate 112. Diam. cannot be estimated.
Part preserved,bent out of shape.
Two strands of wire twisted together in spiral
effect. Neitherend is preserved.
Probablytwelfth century.
2138. (4563). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.075 m.
Less than half preserved;enamelweathering.
Dark blue; circularin section. The two ends were
joined while the glass was still hot.
(Romanperiod).
2139. (5304a). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam.
0.048 m.
Slight weathering. Circularin section. Blue and
green spiralswound together.Anothersimilarbracelet (MF5304b,diameter0.051m.) was foundtogether
with this one.
Fourth or fifth century.
2140. (3165). Glassbracelet.Plate 112.Diam.0.054 m.
Enamelweathering.
Yellow glass twisted into spiral form, with overlappingends.
Found in a Byzantine grave with Nos. 2141, 2425
(glassbead) and somebronzescraps(MF4570).
2141. (4573).Glassbracelet.Plate 112.Diam.0.052m.
Light blue; circularin section but thicker at one
end. Ends slightly overlapping.
Found with the preceding.
2142. (7130a).Glassbracelet.Plate112.Diam.0.047m.
Dark blue. Similar to the preceding. Two other
identical bracelets (MF 7130b and c; diameters,
0.046 m. and 0.042 m.) werefoundwith this one.
Eleventh-thirteenthcentury.
2143. (7584). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.068 m.
Half preserved;enamelweathering.
Dark blue. Twisted spiral band, flattened where
the endsjoin.
(Byzantineperiod).
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2144. (5958). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.065 m.
Less than half preserved.
Brownglass, with a thin red stripe. Twistedspiral
band.
Tenth century.
2145. (7585). Glassbracelet.Plate 112. Th. 0.004 m.
Fragment. Olive-greenglass twisted into spiral
form and flattened where the ends join. Threadof
opaque red glass wound around and partially
marveredin.

2150. (7586). Glassbracelet.Figure 62. W. 0.01 m.
Fragment;enamelweathering.
Dark blue. Flat band, convex on outside. Coldpainted in gold: circlescontainingcrosses,with dots
betweenthe arms.
Found in the Agora Northeast glass factory (see
pp. 83-84). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
2151. (7580). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. W. 0.014 m.
Fragment.Dark blue, with pattern of scrolls and
curlicues cold-painted in gold and whitish yellow.
Flat band (Fig. 63).

2149

2148

2150

2152
FIG. 62. GLASSBRACELETS.1: 1

Found in the Agora Northeast glass factory (see
pp. 83-84). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
2146. (822). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.10 m.
Fragment. Brown, with a thin red stripe. Spiral
form.Perhapsan ankletratherthan a bracelet.
(Tenth-twelfthcentury).
2147. (5288). Glass bracelet. Plate 112. Diam. ca.
0.105 m.
Fragment. Dark blue. Spiral form, squarein section wherethe ends arejoined.
Late tenth-early eleventhcentury.
2148. (7629). Glassbracelet.Plate 112 and Figure62.
W. 0.025 m.
Smallfragment,enamelweathering.
Dark blue glass with cold-painted design. Flat
band with overlappingends. Duck yellow, with red
beak; the rest of the patternin gold and light green.
Ninth-eleventhcenturycontext.
2149. (4146). Glass bracelet. Figure 62. Diam. ca.
0.06 m.
Fragment;slight enamelweathering.
Blue, with the following letters cold-paintedin
orangecolor: KE BOHOH. = K(upi)E poi9rlS[.Flat
band.
Tenth-eleventhcenturycontext.

Found in the AgoraNortheastglass factory. Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
2152. (7447). Glass bracelet. Figure 62. Diam. ca.
0.057 m.
Fragment;enamelweathering.
Green,with red stripe along the center, outside.
On eitherside of the strip a runningloop designcoldpaintedin yellow. Flat band.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2153. (4049). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.065 m.
Two non-joiningfragments.
Green,with spiraland saltirepatternscold-painted
in opaquelight green.Flat band (Fig. 63).
(Eleventhor twelfth century).

2151

2157

2153

2158
FIG. 63. SECTIONS

2154

2155

2156

2159
OF GLASS BRACELETS.

2162
1: 1
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2164. (4319). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. W. 0.017 m.
Fragment. Blue-green, with spiral pattern coldpaintedin light green.Flat band (Fig. 63).
Eleventh century.
2166. (775). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.045 m.
Fragment.Turquoiseblue, with zigzagdesigncoldpainted in orangecolor. Narrow,flat band (Fig. 63).
(Byzantineperiod).
2156. (821). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.045 m.
Fragment. Green,with yellow zigzag cold-painted
on outside. Narrow,flat band (Fig. 63).
(Byzantineperiod).
2157. (7581). Glassbracelet.Plate 113. Diam.of band
0.007 m.
Fragment.Dark blue; circularin section (Fig. 63).
Cold-paintedpattern: yellow-greendiamond-shaped
compartmentscontainingconventionalizedflowersin
gold, with red centers.
Found in the Agora Northeast glass factory (see
pp. 83-84). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
2158. (6055). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.075 m.
Fragment.Blue; circularin section (Fig. 63). Pattern of scrollsand zigzags cold-paintedin light blue.
Byzantineperiod.
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2169. (7582). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. W. 0.005 m.
Fragment.Dark blue; convex outside, concaveinside (Fig. 63). Cold-painteddesignof separateyellow
spirals.
Found in the Agora Northeast glass factory (see
pp. 83-84). Eleventhto mid-twelfthcentury.
2160. (6991). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.075 m.
Fragment;black enamelweathering.
Dark blue; square in section. Design of separate
yellow loops cold-paintedon three sides, with blank
spacesat intervals.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2161. (5321). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.065 m.
Nearly half preserved;black enamel weathering.
Amethyst-colored; shape similar to preceding.
Runningloops cold-paintedon three sides in yellow;
blank spacesat intervals.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2162. (6480). Glass bracelet. Plate 113. Diam. ca.
0.068 m.
Nearly half preserved;black enamel weathering.
Dark blue; shape similar to preceding (Fig. 63).
Yellowzigzagscold-paintedon threesidesat intervals.
(Byzantineperiodor later).

FIBULAEAND BUCKLES

During the twenty-two hundred years covered by this survey four methods of fastening
garments were in use at various times: fibulae,
straight pins, buckles and buttons. While the
straight pins and the buttons are treated in
separate sections, the fibulae and buckles have
been combined into a single one, partly for
convenience and partly because they fulfil
somewhat the same function in fastening garments. As has been pointed out elsewhere,18
the fibula and the buckle were meant for
entirely different types of garments, and although for a time both were in use, the fibula
finally disappeared and after the seventh
century after Christ no more are found.l9 The

18
Riegl, Die spdtromischeKunstindustrie (2nd ed.), pp.
301-302.
19 Riegl, op. cit., p. 301. The statement by H. L. Lorimer
in Homer and the Monuments (London, 1950), p. 339, that
fibulae went out of use after 400 B.C., refers only to fibulae
with spring pins. Miss Lorimer calls those with hinged pins

earliest fibulae in this collection are of the
Geometric period and the latest date from
Roman times, when the buckle first made its
appearance, thereafter gradually ousting the
fibula. The Corinthian material, which is
especially sparse during the early mediaeval
period, offers no evidence for the date of the
fibula's disappearance.
The two Geometricfibulae (Nos. 2163,2164)
shown here, which represent others still less
well preserved,are of a common Peloponnesian
type. Hardly any of the classical Greek period
have been found; No. 2165 probably dates
from that time, while No. 2166 is Hellenistic.
The Roman period has given us a few more
varieties: the AUCISSA type (No. 2167) and
"brooches." While this is a valid distinction, such a terminology is not generally followed and has not been adopted here.
The section on "Pins and Fibulae" in her chapter on Dress
(op. cit., pp. 336-358) is filled with valuable material.
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a variation on it (No. 2168), two curious speci- thesethe specimenwhichis mostlikelyto date
mens for which no parallels have appeared not later than the fourthcenturyis No. 2179,
(Nos. 2169 and 2172), an interesting fibula or a badly corrodedironbucklewhichis reminisThe shape
broochin the shape of a bird (No. 2170) which cent of bucklesfoundat Pompeii.22
was either imported from western Europe or reappearslater in such bucklesas No. 2174,
imitated from a western type, the ubiquitous which was found with the more distinctive
"cross-bowfibula" (No. 2171), and a brooch in barbarianbucklesin a seventhcenturygrave.
the shape of an animal (No. 2173), which may Nos. 2175 and 2176, which are oval with a
postdate Roman times. While there is con- thickened portion at one side, are also to be
siderablevariety in this collection, it should be assigned to the fourth and following centuries,
noted that of most of these types only one ex- and a similar specimen (No. 2177) was found
ample has been found at Corinth.The material in the grave just mentioned. No. 2178 is a
is scanty indeed, owing probably to the rather flatter version of the oval buckle and confragile quality of most of the fibulae.
temporary with it.
In addition to the circular and oval buckles,
The early history of the buckle is poorly
documented at Corinth.Although this method there also existed in the early mediaeval period
of fastening garments was known in the Ro- a larger rectangular buckle which usually has
man world of the first centuries after Christ,20 the two long sides indented (as in Nos. 2180,
until recently the oldest buckle found at 2182 and 2183) but sometimeshas all four
Corinth was dated not before the fourth sides straight (e.g. No. 2181). Such buckles,
century. Then, in the excavations of 1946-47, always of iron, have been found in considerable
there was found in second century context an numbers, especially in graves which have been
ivory buckle with an iron bar at the upper end assigned to the seventh century by reason of
to which the tongue could be attached (MF the presence in them of objects that can be
8859). Semicircularin shape, and large enough associated with the barbarianinvasion of Coto hold a belt ca. 0.018 m. wide, it is an attrac- rinth.23While this type of buckle appears to
tive, well-carvedpiece. Because of this buckle's have been one of the less common barbarian
special interest it is reproduced here (P1. varieties, it did exist in Hungary (see No. 2180
147,e), although the date of its discovery puts in catalogue for references). However, one of
it outside the limits of this work. The only these buckles (No. 2180) was found in a grave
buckle I have been able to find which shows beside the Christian Basilica near the Kenany resemblance to this specimen is a bronze chrean Gate which could be accurately dated
one of Etruscan origin,21and the likeness is not to the end of the fifth century. In view of this,
striking. With the exception of this one piece, it must be assumed that this type of buckle
the buckle appearsat Corinth,as stated above, existed at least a century earlier than the
not earlier than the fourth century, and since tribes who sometimes wore it.
the same types apparently continued for
At the same time as the simple forms just
several hundred years, it is difficult to date mentioned were in use, we note the beginnings
any definitely to this century. Most of the of the more elaborate buckle comprising a
early shapes are simple ones: oval or nearly decorativeplatewhichis cast in onepiecewith
circular, often with a narrowerportion on one the buckleproper(No.2185). Suchbucklesare
side to which the tongue was attached. Of
20
21

489.

Riegl, op. cit., p. 803.
Bieber, Antiken Skulpturen und Bronzen in Cassel, no.

22
Maiuri, La Casa del Menandro, p. 453, fig. 179. These
are very large (0.05 m.-0.20 m. wide) and supposedly for
horse-trappings.
23 See
pp. 5-6; also G. R. Davidson, "The Avar Invasion
of Corinth,"Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 227-240.
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rare at Corinth and the date of their first use
there is doubtful, but the type is well known
elsewhere and it seems fairly certain that these
buckles were used in the fifth century, or
possibly even in the fourth. Specimens almost
identical with our No. 2185 have been found in
such widely separatedplaces as Italy,24Sicily,25
Germany,26 the Caucasus,27 Asia Minor,28
Egypt,29and Persia.30To determine the origin
of such a widely distributed buckle would be
difficult and will not be attempted here. It can
only be said that it was probably not native
to Corinth. The style of decoration shows no
trace of the northern characteristics which
appear in the specimens that follow. No. 2186,
although not very different from No. 2185
either in appearance or in date, yet suggests
connections with the barbarian tribes, and if
it was not one of their products, it was certainly producedunder their influence.
With No. 2187 begins the most important

seriesof buckleswhichwerebroughtin by the
invaders of Corinth who came from the north
during the seventh century. The most characteristic buckles of these invading tribes are

those representedby Nos. 2187-2196. Each
has a decorativeplate whichis eithercast together with the buckle proper (Nos. 21872189) or hingedto it (Nos.2190-2196). It has
been impossible,on the basis of the Corinth
evidence,to discoverany chronologicaldifference betweenthose with fixed and those with
hinged plates. On the reverseof each buckle
aretwo or threepiercedprojectionsfor attaching it to the belt. Almostall the buckleshave
two raised ridges between which the tongue
was intendedto fall (an exceptionis No. 2191)
24

Mon.Ant. XII, 1902, p. 223, fig. 70 (silver).
Byz. Zeitschr. XXI, 1912, p. 203, fig. 23, left.
26 Bonner Jahrbicher CXXXV, 1930,
p. 135, fig. 14a, 15.
This seems to be of fourth century date.
27 Compte-rendude la Comm. Imp. Arch., 1897, p. 44, fig.
22, from the Tersk region.
28 Conze et
al., Pergamon I2, p. 326, fig. 118.
29 Besnier and
Blanchet, CollectionFarges (Paris, 1900),
p. 63, no. 11 and pl. X, no. 13, dated in the late Roman
period.
30
Syria XV, 1934, p. 22, pl. VIa (from Ctesiphon).
25
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and nearly every one has a knob at the end of
the plate. In the decoration of the plates there
is considerable variety: most of them are
pierced, and ridged patterns are characteristic.
On No. 2188 appears a simplified animal design which harks back over the centuries to the
Scythian work, but in all other specimens the
designs are abstract. Nos. 2186 and 2190 are
the only examples at Corinthin which the plate
is solid. Incised decorationappears only on the
type represented by Nos. 2192-2196. Most of
these buckles have exact parallels in contemporary Hungarian material, so that there
seems to be little doubt of their ultimate origin.
Indeed, it is most probable that the buckles
were actually imported from northernregions,
although this cannot be proved. It is, of course,
possible that they were imitated from foreign
samples by craftsmen in Greece.31
Of nearly all these kinds of buckles only one
example has been found at Corinth. The exception is the type representedby Nos. 21922196, of which several other specimens have
been found in addition to those shown here.
This buckle has also been found at other Greek
sites (see referencesin catalogue) as well as in
Sicily. Since it is so common, and is also sometimes made of iron, as the other varieties do
not seem to be, it may be imagined that it was
the buckle worn by the common soldier, while
the rarer types belonged to the higher ranks.
But this is only conjecture. It is interesting to
note that one of these buckles found in Athens32
bears an engraved Christian monogram, and
that the buckles from Corfu33were discovered
in graves also containing Byzantine rings with
monograms. It would seem likely from this
evidence that some of the invaders became
converted to Christianity.
In addition to these large buckles a much
smaller type may also have been in use during
31 See Introduction, pp. 5-6 for discussion of the problem.
Dalton, Catalogue of Early Christian Antiquities in
British Museum, no. 586, and Ath.Mitt. LIX, 1934, p. 226,
fig. 27.
33 Ath. Mitt. LIX, 1934, p. 226, fig. 26, 20-24.
32
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the same period. This type is exemplified by
Nos. 2197-2201, which are all essentially alike,
with only slight decorative variations. These
buckles, of which quite a number have been
found at Corinth,are very small (none exceeding 0.03 m. in length) and in no case is the
tongue preserved. This invariable omission
makes it possible to conjecture some other use
for these objects elsewhere on a garment, or it
may be that the tongues were of iron and have
thereforedisappeared.Orpossibly the belt was
drawn through the buckle without the use of a
tongue. None of these objects was found in a
barbarian grave; their contexts were usually
very mixed and contained coins often as late
as the twelfth century. Nor do they have
parallels with Hungarian material. The basis
on which they have been assigned to the early
mediaeval period is the discovery of similar
specimensin graves at Castel Trosino34in Italy
which are dated from the late sixth to the late
seventh century.35It would seem likely that
the date of those found at Corinth cannot be
very far removed, as the objects are of a very
distinctive type and the resemblance is too
close to be accidental.
The affinity of No. 2202, and in a lesser
degree of No. 2203, to the precedingobjects is
quite clear, but in these cases there is no doubt
that the objects are buckles. These and the
following simpler types (Nos. 2204-2206) are
usually found in mixed and rather late Byzantine contexts, but fairly reliable dating is
furnishedfor them by very similar buckles discovered in a tomb at Minsk.36This deposit
included five tenth-century coins (one of Constantine VII and four of Samarkand)and the
grave contents as a whole were estimated by
the excavators as being not later than the
early eleventh century. The purpose of Nos.
2207 and 2208 is doubtful. Having no provision for the tongue, they may possibly have
34Mon. Ant. XII, 1902, p. 248, fig. 110.
35Ibid., p. 187.
36Compte-rendude la Comm.Imp. Arch., 1890, p. 64.

been used as horse-trappings or have had
some other use.
Nos. 2209 and 2210 representanother poorly
documented variety (none found in graves)
which has been assigned to the period of
barbarian domination on the basis of its resemblance to such buckles as No. 2211, which
does have Hungarian parallels. No. 2212, rarer
at Corinth, also is a northern type, but it has
not appeared in any of the barbarian graves.
With No. 2213 begins an entirely new series
of buckles, the characteristic feature of which
is a rectangularplate. This was attached to the
belt not by loops on the back but by a rectangularperforationin the plate itself, through
which the end of the belt could be passed, then
folded and sewed. This perforation is clearly
seen in all the specimens illustrated (Nos.
2213-2218). The buckle itself, which was
hinged to the plate, is, whereverpreserved(No.
2216), oval and not unlike No. 2192, etc. The
decorationof these buckle plates is various and
interesting. The most elaborate is an animal
fight in relief (Nos. 2213 and 2214). Almost
identical buckles have been found at widely
separatedplaces: Hungary,37Bulgaria (AbobaPliska), Samos (Tigani), Laurion (with coin of
John I Zimisces). Examples are also to be
found in the EthnographicMuseum at Athens
(supposedly from the Aegean islands) and in
the museums of Istanbul, Aleppo, Damascus,
Beirut, Jerusalem and Cairo.38Another buckle
with a single animal in relief (No. 2215) has a
duplicate from eastern Sicily.39In addition to
these pictorial buckles are others with more
simply ornamented plates: No. 2216 with
punched dots, No. 2217 with perforationsand
dots punched between, and No. 2218 with
perforationsalone. While none of these buckles
was found in a reliable context, it seems fairly
37Arch. Ertesito XLVII, 1934, p. 144 (dated 950-1000).
38 The information
concerning these unpublished buckles
was given me in 1937 by Prof. Gyula Laszlo. He told me that
he believed the type to have originated in the islands near
Asia Minor.
39Byz. Zeitschr.XXI, 1912, p. 203, fig. 22.
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certain that at least those with relief designs
should be assigned to the tenth century. The
others (Nos. 2216-2218) may possibly be somewhat later. No. 2219, which is unique at
Corinth, is a fairly close relation of No. 2216
(although with loops on the back), which dates
from the tenth or eleventh century.
The decoration of No. 2220 is stylistically
close to No. 2215 and the subject represented
is similar to Nos. 2213 and 2214. The shape,
however, is quite different. This type of buckle
has often been found in tombs at Corinth but
never with datable finds. It seems likely that
it belongs to the tenth and eleventh centuries.
Both No.2220 and No.2221 have parallels in
Sicilian finds (see catalogue references)which
have not been accurately dated.
For narrow belts, almost certainly made of
cloth, very small and simple buckles were
used. No. 2222 is an example of a type common
at Corinth, and No. 2223 is a slightly more
elaborate version of the same. It has proved
impossible to date these buckles more accurately than "Byzantine period," as they have
been found only in mixed contexts. Nos. 22242228 are single examples, unique at Corinth,
and variously dated. Nos. 2224 and 2227 may
not be buckles at all. Nos.2229-2235, on the
other hand, are representative of a large number of buckles, dating from the eleventh and
twelfth centuries and possibly later. Probably
most of them once had plates, to judge from
the wide bar to which the tongue is attached.
No. 2236 is very likely a clasp for a purse and
No. 2233 may also have been one.
The type of buckle represented by Nos.
2237-2240 was extremely common at Corinth
toward the end of the Byzantine period and
probably during the Frankish occupation. In
all these the plate is formed by folding a thin
strip of metal, which is then riveted together
and probably to the belt as well. Many examples have been found which lack the plate;
this being flimsy would naturally decay. Most
of the buckles are undecorated; a few, like No.
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2237, have designs punched on the plate. All
buckles of this type are cheap and flimsy,
showing a distinct inferiority to earlier work.
Possibly also of this period are buckles shaped
like a parallelogram (No. 2241) though these
may be even later. Other odd types, mostly
one of a kind, and generally of rather late date,
are shown in Nos. 2242-2249.
Remains of the Turkish period are naturally
quite plentiful, and only a few typical examples of the buckles then in use are shown
here. Nos. 2250-2253 are not completebuckles;
in each case a duplicate section is missing. The
specimens of this period found at Corinth are
rather poor and offer no features of particular
interest.
Although the ends of leather belts were often
sheathed, only a few examples of belt sheaths
have turned up at Corinth. Nos. 2254-2257
show all the varieties; they range from the
huge No. 2254 to the tiny No. 2257. The dates
of these sheaths are extremely doubtful; none
came from a well documented context.
2163. (6894).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.047 m.
Fragmentof bow and shaft;* surfacecorroded.
Spreadingbow, with parallelgroovesalongthe top.
Shaft squarein section. This is Type B at Perachora
(see Perachora,I, p. 169), considered as probably
Peloponnesianin origin and dated to the late eighth
century B.C. See also Blinkenberg,Fibules Grecques
et Orientales,pp. 161-176.
(EighthcenturyB.C.).
2164. (6518).Iron fibula. Plate 113. L. ca. 0.042 m.
Broken,pin missing;badly corroded.
Shape similar to the preceding. Rectangular
plaque. No decorationto be seen as the surfaceis
nowherepreserved.
Found near a Geometric grave with another
similarfibula (MF6517). (EighthcenturyB.C.).
2165. (6532).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.033 m.
Pin missing;badly corroded.
Simple bow, apparentlycircularin section. This
type of fibulalasted a long time (see Blinkenberg,op.
cit., pp. 60-62), beginningin the sub-Mycenaeanand
continuingthrough the classical Greekperiod. This
specimencannotbe accuratelydated.
* The terminology used for the parts of fibulae is taken
from C. Blinkenberg, Fibules Grecqueset Orientales (Copenhagen, 1926), p. 13.
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2166. (5429).Bronzefibula.Plate 113. L. ca. 0.063 m.
Pin missing;end brokenoff.
Narrow bow (cast) with ridges along the top,
terminatingin a flattenedplaquewith a knob at the
end. Hinged pin. This fibula is reportedas found in
Hellenistic context. If the informationis correct,it
would be a forerunnerof the AUCISSA type (see
Delos, XVIII, pp. 293-4). It bears a strong resemblanceto early Romanfibulaefound at Delos (Delos,
XVIII, p. 295, fig. 351).
(Hellenisticor early Romanperiod).
2167. (8001).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.032 m.
Pin and part of hinge missing.
Flat bow with high central ridge and decorative
ridges at its base. Hinged pin. This type is generally
knownas the AUCISSAfibula (see No. 2166). For a
complete specimen identical to this, see Hesperia,
Suppl.VII, pp. 103-104, fig. 46,7.
(First century).
2168. (4687).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.049 m.
Upperend of bow, and pin missing.
Flat bow with a row of small circlesincised on the
top. Generalshapesimilarto the preceding.Pin probably hinged.
(First century).
2169. (4601).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.059 m.
Corroded,pin missing. Thin, narrow bow; upper
end terminatingin a hook(perhapsaccidentallybent).
Hingedpin.
Probablyfirst or early secondcentury.
2170. (5797).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.035 m.
Badly corroded.
Fibula in the shape of a flying bird, with the pin
hingedto the underside. This type of fibulais known
in northernand western Europe. A close parallel is
publishedby R. Pittioni, "Ein romischerSarkophag
von Weiden am See," Jahreshefte,XXXII, 1940,
Beibl., pp. 45-46, fig. 13,4. He dates the contents of
the grave second-thirdcentury.For somewhatdifferent specimens,of later date, see Mon.Ant., XII, 1902,
p. 226, fig. 76 (from Castel Trosino- late sixth to
early seventh century); and SammlungNiessen, pl.
CXV,no. 3482.
(EarlyRomanperiod).
2171. (2781).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.06 m.
Pin missing.

"Cross-bow"type, with archedbow ending in a
knob, and knobs on the arms. Hinged pin, long and
narrowsheath.Bibliographyfor this well knowntype
may be found in A. de Ridder, Les Bronzesantiques
du Louvre(Paris,1915), II, no. 2004. See also Bonner
Jahrbiicher,CXXXV, 1930, p. 135, fig. 14b,9.
(Fourthcentury).
2172. (8146).Bronzefibula (?). Plate 113. L. 0.03 m.
Pin missing.

Bow with a geometricdesign in relief (cast). Hole
at one end; some sort of loop at the other end, now
brokenoff. It does not seem quite certainthat this is
a fibula, but it may be.
(Romanperiod).
2173. (5832).Bronzefibula. Plate 113. L. 0.05 m.
Fibula in the form of an animal (horse?)stamped
out of a sheet of metal; hinge on the under side. Cf.
one found at Delos (Delos,XVIII, pp. 294-296, fig.
365). A considerablebibliographyis given. The type
is thoughtto have persistedfor severalcenturies.
(Romanperiodor later).
2174. (7075).Bronzebuckle.Plate 113. Diam.0.022m.
Tonguemissing,
Circularbuckle, circularin section, with a narrow
portionfor attachingthe tongue.
Found in a barbariangrave with No. 1557 (q.v.)
and other objects. Seventh century.
2175. (7959).Bronzebuckle.Plate 113. L. 0.015 m.
Oval buckle, with narrowportion for attachment
of tongue,whichis long and narrow.
Fourth-eighthcenturycontext.
2176. (8154).Bronzebuckle.Plate 113. L. 0.027m.
Oval buckle, thickened and somewhatpointed at
one side;narrowat the oppositesidewherethe tongue
is attached. Very solid metal, well cast. Tongue
fastenedto the buckleby an open loop.
Fourthto early sixth centurycontext.
2177. (7074).Bronzebuckle.Plate 113. L. 0.019 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similarto the preceding.
Found in a barbariangrave with No. 1557 (q.v.)
and other objects. Seventh century.
2178. (2920).Bronzebuckle.Plate 113. L. 0.018 m.
Oval buckle, circularin section; rather thick except for narrowportionwherethe tongueis attached.
Heavy tongue, fastenedby an open loop.
(Fourth-eighthcentury).
2179. (6072).Iron buckle.Plate 113. L. 0.042 m.
Badly corroded.
Circularbuckle, apparently circular in section.
Details cannot be seen. A numberof other bucklesof
this kind have been found: MF 6071 in the same context, MF7222andMF7755in late mediaevalcontext.
Fourth centuryor perhapssomewhatlater.
2180. (3990).Iron buckle.Plate 113. L. 0.053 m.
Badly corroded.
Rectangularbuckle with the two long sides indented. Upperend of tongueloopedaroundone of the
short sides. Cf. Hampel, Alterthiimerdes fribhen
Mittelaltersin Ungarn,I, p. 289, fig. 684.
Found in a grave beside the ChristianBasilica
near the Kenchrean Gate. Mentioned in Hesperia,
XII, 1943,p. 178. Seventhcentury.
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2181. (7091).Iron buckle.Plate 113. L. 0.047 m.
Badly corroded.
Similarto the preceding,with sides less indented.
Found in a barbariangrave with No. 1557 (q.v.)
and other objects. Seventhcentury.
2182. (7080).Iron buckle.Plate 113. L. 0.049 m.
Badly corroded.
Rectangularbucklewith the two long sides deeply
indented.Tonguesimilarto preceding.
Found in a barbariangrave with No. 1637 (q.v.)
and other objects. Seventh century.
2183. (7088).Iron buckle.Plate 113. L. 0.048 m.
Badly corroded.Similarto the preceding;sidesnot
quite so deeplyindented.
Found in a barbariangrave with No. 1667 (q.v.)
and other objects. Seventh century.
2184. (5910).Iron buckle.Plate 114. L. 0.061 m.
Surfacecorroded;part of tonguemissing.
Rectangularbuckle,rectangularin section.
Found with Nos. 1556 and 1672 (weapons).
Byzantineperiodor later.

2185. (3287).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.043 m.
Plate and buckle cast together. Oval buckle; solid
plate with repoussepattern representingconventionalized foliage. Small knob at lower end (partially
broken). Two loops on the back of the plate for
attachment to the belt. For comparativematerial
see p. 267.
(Fourthor fifth century).
2186. (7228).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.05 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast together. Oval buckle; solid
shield-shapedplate with deep grooves around the
edge, saltirein reliefon the center.Knobat bottomof
plate; two loops on the back.
Found in a (woman's?)grave without any other
objects. Probablysixth or seventh century.
2187. (7072).Bronze buckle. Plate 114. L. 0.045 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast together. Oval buckle;
pierced plate, with grooves around the edge. Two
loops on the back.
Found with No. 1569. (Sixth or seventh century).
2188. (725). Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.06 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast together. Oval buckle,with
depressionfor tongue to rest upon. Pierced plate in
the form of conventionalizedhorses' heads; deeply
grooved. Threeloops on the back. Cf. the somewhat
similar buckle in Hampel, Alterthiimerdes friihen
Mittelaltersin Ungarn, I, p. 303, fig. 753 (from
Keszthely),dated to the eighth century.
Found in a tomb in a church on Acrocorinth
(Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 235, fig. 6, A). (Seventh
century).
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2189. (496). Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.059 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast in one piece. Oval buckle;
piercedplate with curvilinearmotives emphasizedby
grooves. Knob at lower end. Two loops on the back.
See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 235, fig. 6, C. Cf. Hampel,
op. cit., I, p. 305, fig. 764 (from Kassa, Hungary),
dated seventh-eighthcentury.
(Seventhcentury).
2190. (3131).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.062 m.
Bucklepropermissing.
Solid cast plate of irregularshape, with hinges for
attaching the buckle; geometric design in relief.
Knob at lower end. Two loops on the back. See
Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 235-236, fig. 6, D. Cf. an
identical buckle from Igar (Hungary),dated to the
seventh century (Arch.Ertesito,XLIII, 1929, pl. IX,
23). See also for the technique Hampel, op. cit., I,
p. 303, fig. 756 (fromSzeged),dated seventh century.
(Seventhcentury).
2191. (2700).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.059 m.
Buckle and plate hinged together. Oval buckle;
piercedheart-shapedplate with deep groovesaround
the edge. Knob at lowerend. Threeloopson the back.
Found with Nos. 1465, 1633, 1549, 1555 and 1561
in a grave on the west slope of Acrocorinth(Hesperia,
VI, 1937,p. 232, fig. 2, A). Seventhcentury.
2192. (5419).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.061 m.
Brokenin severalplacesbut complete.
Buckle and plate hinged together. Oval buckle;
triangularpiercedplate with deep ridges at the top
and flat, circularknob at the lowerend, on which are
four punched circles with central dots. Three loops
on the back. See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 235, fig. 5.
For an identicalbucklefoundin HungaryseeHampel,
op. cit., I, p. 300, fig. 734 (from Keszthely). This
specimenhas a five-pointedstar incised on the knob
at the end of the plate. Similar buckles have been
found at a number of sites in Greece:Athens (No.
B282 at the AthenianAgora; Ath. Mitt., LIX, 1934,
p. 226, fig. 27), Delos (Delos, XVIII, p. 239, No.
B 1253, pl. LXXVII, 638) and Corfu (Ath. Mitt.,
LIX, 1934, p. 226, fig. 26, 20-24). For such buckles
found in Sicily see Byz. Zeitschr.,XXI, 1912, p. 199,
fig. 12 and p. 203, fig. 24.
(Seventh century).
2193. (7066).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114.L. ca. 0.059m.
Broken,but completeexcept for the hinge.
Similarto the precedingsave for variationsin the
decoration. Engraved saltire on base of tongue.
Ridged border at top of plate; engraved design
(bird?) on knob at lowerend.
Found with an iron buckle (MF 7116) in a grave.
(Seventhcentury).
2194. (2624).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.055 m.
Shapesimilarto the preceding.The buckleproper
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and the tongue are made of flat strips of metal bent
into shapeand werecertainlyaddedafter the original
bucklehad been lost. Oneof the loops on the back of
the plate is also a repair.No decorationon the plate
except for ridgesnear the top.
Seventh century.
2196. (7092).Iron buckle.Plate 114. L. 0.065 m.
Badly corroded.
Shape similarto the preceding.Two loops on the
back.
Found in a grave in the South Stoa with No. 1537
(q.v.)and other objects. Seventh century.
2196. (481). Iron buckle.Plate 114. L. 0.054 m.
Bucklepropermissing;surfacebadly burned.
Shapesimilarto the preceding.Two loops on back
of plate.
(Seventhcentury).
2197. (8221). Bronze buckle. Plate 114. L. 0.028 m.
Tonguemissing.
Cast, with one face rounded, the other flat. The
buckleconsistsof a hollowcircleflankedby a smaller
circleon one side, a rectangleon the other.Thetongue
wouldhave been attached whererectangleand circle
meet; the belt end or other portion of the garment
was probablysewedto the otherside of the rectangle.
Found in context containingobjects as late as the
early twelfth century, but probablyto be dated not
later than the seventh century. (See p. 268 for comparativematerial).
2198. (8230).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.024 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similarto the preceding.Engravedlines at corners
of the rectangularportion.
Contextto the tenth century,but probablydating
not later than the seventh century,
2199. (6795).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.027 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similar to the preceding, but without engraved
lines. Smalldecorativeprojectionsat intervalsaround
the edge.
Context to the twelfth century, but probably
datingnot later than the seventhcentury.
2200. (7065).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.029 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similar to the preceding, with slightly different
arrangementof decorativeknobs.
Context to as late as the eleventh century, but
probablydating not later than the seventh century.
2201. (2864).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.027 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similarto the preceding,but with the smallercircle
unpierced.
(Seventhcentury).
2202. (7238).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.032 m.
Cast,with one face rounded,the other flat. Shape

essentiallylike that of No. 2197, althoughthe small
circleis missingand the buckleis muchlarger.
Contextto earlytwelfth century,but probablynot
later than the tenth century.
2203. (2308).Bronze buckle. Plate 114. L. 0.028 m.
Similarto the preceding,with decorativeprojections at intervalsaroundthe edge.
(Earlymediaevalperiod).
2204. (1822).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.022 m.
Similarto the preceding,but without any decoration. Tonguemadeof a hammeredstrip of metal.
Contextto twelfth century,but probablynot later
than the tenth century.
2205. (6298).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.028 m.
Tonguemissing.
Shapesimilarto the preceding.
Not later than the tenth century.
2206. (4810).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.029 m.
Tonguemissing;tracesof an iron one werepresent
whenthe bucklewas excavated.
Similar to the preceding,but both sections more
oval in shape.
(Not later than the tenth century).
2207. (7200).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.038 m.
Tonguemissing.
Castbucklesomewhatsimilarin shapeto No. 2197
etc. - a circlejoined to a rectangle.Thereis no sign
of a depressionwherethe tongue would be attached,
as in the precedingspecimens.
Found in a grave containingmany skeletons but
no other finds. Rather early Byzantine, perhapsnot
later than the sixth century.
2208. (7712).Bronzebuckle(?). Plate 114.L. 0.045m.
Tonguemissing.
Similarin shapeto the preceding,but muchheavier
and thicker.Both faces flat.
Found in context containingobjects as late as the
twelfth century.
2209. (4772).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.047 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast in one piece. Oval buckle;
narrow plate with incised decoration, ending in a
knob piercedwith two holes. Two loops on the back.
(Seventhcentury).
2210. (3514).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.049 m.
Lowerend broken;tonguemissing.
Similar to the preceding except for details of
decoration.See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 236, fig. 6, F.
(Seventhcentury).
2211. (2842).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.036 m.
Tonguemissing.
Shape of the buckle propersimilarto the preceding. Shaft terminatesin a rectangularframeprojecting at right angles;this held the belt end. Twoloops
on the back. See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 236, fig. 6,E.
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For similar buckles found in Hungary see Hampel,
op. cit., III, pl. 497,5 (fromSzeghegy),dated seventheighth centuries.
(Seventhcentury).
2212. (3411).Bronzebuckle.Plate 114. L. 0.029 m.
Tonguemissing.
Castin one piece. Ovalbuckle;shield-shapedplate.
Two rivets on the back. See Hesperia,VI, 1937, p.
236, fig. 6,G. For Hungarianparallels see Hampel,
op. cit., I, p. 306, fig. 770 and Arch.Ert., XLV, 1931,
p. 85.
(Seventhcentury).
2213. (437). Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.041 m.
Plate alone preserved.
Rectangularplate with perforationat one end and
hinges at the other; between these a relief bordered
on three sides with short, radiatinglines, showinga
lion standing triumphantupon a dragon (?). Hair,
eyes and other details indicated by incised lines and
puncheddots. For a discussionof this type see p. 268.
(Tenthcentury).
2214. (3011).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.032 m.
Part of the plate preserved.
Similar to the precedingexcept for slight variations in the incised details.
(Tenthcentury).
2215. (7337).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.038 m.
Part of plate preserved.
Similarto the precedingbut of cruderworkmanship. Single figure in relief representinga cat or lion
facing front, proceedingto the left. Hair represented
by very fine incisedlines.
Foundin a context containingobjectsas late as the
twelfth century, but probably not later than the
tenth century.
2216. (7225).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.043 m.
Oval buckle, similarto No. 2192 etc., hinged to a
rectangularplate like that of No. 2213. Six small
circles with central dot punched on the plate; two
more on the base of the tongue. The object is neatly
made and well finished.
Found in a grave without any other objects.
(Tenthcentury).
2217. (7711).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.035 m.
Plate alone preserved.
Rectangularplate similarto No. 2213, perforated
with circles and rectangles. Between them are
punchedsmallcircleswith centraldots.
Contextto twelfth century,but probablynot later
than the tenth century.
2218. (7191).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.036 m.
Plate alonepreserved.
Similarto preceding,with perforationssomewhat
in the shape of keyholes. One face convex, the other
flat. Tracesof an iron pin in the hinge.
18
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Contextto twelfth century,but probablynot later
than the tenth century.
2219. (8225).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.058 m.
End of tonguebrokenoff.
Oval buckle,similarto that of No. 2216, hingedto
a flat plate havingtwo loopson the underside. Onthe
upperface of the plate incisedsaltiresbetweengroups
of parallellines; incisedzigzagsaroundthe edge of the
plate.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2220. (7145).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.035 m.
Plate alonepreserved;slightly broken.
Castplate in the formof a truncatedellipse,hinged
at the straight end. Stepped border with punched
dots all around.In the centera relief showinga fight
between a lion and some other animal. The work is
extremelycrude; details are incised. On the concave
bottom two loops, near the hinge. For a very similar
example from Sicily see Byz. Zeitschr.,XXI, 1912,
p. 201, fig. 17.
Not later than the twelfth century, probably at
least a centuryearlier.
2221. (2843).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.038 m.
Plate alonepreserved.
Shapesimilarto the preceding;uppersurfaceflat.
birdincisedwithin a doubleborder;
Conventionalized
details also incised. Zigzag pattern cut on sides of
plate. Threeloops on the bottom. A buckle just like
this has been foundin Sicily (see Byz. Zeitschr.,XXI,
1912, p. 203, fig. 22).
(Byzantineperiod).
2222. (1549).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115.Diam.0.012m.
Buckle in shape of simple ring; tongue a short
length of bronzewire with sharpenedend.
Byzantineperiod.
2223. (5187).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. Diam.0.023m.
Spirally twisted ring, narrowedat one point for
attachmentof the tongue. Flat strip of wire forming
the tongue.
Byzantineperiod.
2224. (5835). Silverbuckle (?). Plate 115. L. 0.015 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle formed of a large and a small circle, with
two small knobsat point of junction.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith a
coin of Louis IX (1226-1270).
2225. (5411).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.027 m.
Tonguemissing.
Circularbucklewith hole at the base for attaching
tongue; pointed protuberancebelow pierced by a
secondhole for attachmentto garment.
Probablynot later than the tenth century.
2226. (4651).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.025 m.
End of plate brokenoff; tonguemissing.
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Shape somewhatlike the preceding.Depressionat
upperend of bucklefor tongue to rest upon.
(Byzantineperiod).
2227. (943). Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.019 m.
Tonguemissing.
Four-sidedbuckle,polygonalin section. Two sides
curve outward,two inward.
(Late Romanor early Byzantineperiod).
2228. (3045).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.012 m.
Tonguemissing.
Rectangularbuckle with a large knob at center of
one side on which the tongue was to fall.
(Byzantineperiod).
2229. (6234).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.018 m.
Plate missing.
Roundedbuckle, with straight side where tongue
is attached.Tongueformedof flat strip of metal.
Not later than the thirteenthcentury.
2230. (5486).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.031 m.
Plate missing.
Shape similar to preceding, but straight side
narrowedfor attachmentof tongue and plate. Groove
for tongue to fall on; zigzag design composedof dots
punchedall aroundcurvedpart on uppersurface.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2231. (7640). Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.025 m.
Plate missing.
Similar to preceding but somewhat cruder, and
undecorated.Seriesof groovesfor tongueto fall upon.
Not later than thirteenthcentury.
2232. (7717).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.011 m.
Shapesimilarto the preceding.Slightlyprotruding
knob for tongue to fall upon.
Not later than eleventh century.
2233. (1823).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.018 m.
Tonguemissing.
Shape similar to preceding.Moreprominentknob
for tongue to fall upon.
Not later than twelfth century.
2234. (8200).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.023 m.
Tongueand plate missing.
Long oval buckle with straight side narrowedfor
attachment of tongue. Opposite side indented, and
with a groove for end of tongue to fall upon. Under
surfaceratherrough.A similarbuckle,with the plate
in the form of a Maltesecross,was found in an Early
Christiancemeteryin Austria (R. Egger, Friihchristliche Kirchenbautenim siidlichenNorikum [Vienna,
1916], p. 46, fig. 59). No exact date is given.
Not later than the eleventh century.
2235. (2452).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.037 m.
Tongueand plate missing.
Ovalbuckle,with one side straightfor attachment
of tongue and plate. Groovefor end of tongue to fall

upon. Uppersurfacedecoratedwith two rowsof very
small, hardlyvisible puncheddots.
(Byzantineperiod).
2236. (5786).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.022 m.
Badly corroded;lowerend brokenoff.
Tongue made of iron. Oval buckle, having what
seemsto be a smallplate. This was probablya buckle
for fasteninga purse(cf. CabrolandLeclercq,Dictionnaire, XII, 2, p. 2543, fig. 9176; also Mon. Ant., XII,
1902 p. 275, fig. 152).
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's" Churchwith No.
1984 (q.v.) and other objects. Eleventh or twelfth
century.
2237. (5167).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.061 m.
Tonguemissing.
Nearly circularbuckle, polygonalin section, with
flattenedportionfor attachmentof tongue and plate,
opposite side groovedfor end of tongue to fall upon.
Plate formed of a thin strip of metal (one end scalloped) folded over the buckle and riveted together
with four rivets. Lightly punched scroll design on
uppersurface;underside plain.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2238. (2040).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.057 m.
Tonguemissing;plate broken.
Similarto the preceding.Rectangularperforations
in upper surface of plate; no punched design. One
rivet remainsin the plate.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2239. (1201).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.046 m.
Tonguemissing.
Similar to preceding, but smaller and having a
narrowerplate with a single rivet. Borderof faintly
puncheddots aroundedge of plate.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2240. (6655).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.035 m.
Tonguemissing;plate slightlybroken.
Ovalbucklewith projectinggroovesalongone side,
where the tongue was to fall. Plate made, like those
of the precedingbuckles, of a strip of metal folded
over and riveted. Bottom cut in trefoilshape.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2241. (6919).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.036 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle in shape of parallelogram,rectangularin
section. Strip of bronzefoldedover one side.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2242. (3134).Bronzebuckle.Plate 115. L. 0.029 m.
Tonguemissing.
Almost rectangularbuckle, with a series of knobs
on the side wherethe tonguewas to fall. It is possible
that there was once a plate as well.
(Byzantine period or later).
2243. (4771). Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.053 m.
Tongue missing.
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Buckle composedof two oval sections,one on each
side of a circularbar wherethe tongue was attached.
Deep groovein the side uponwhichthe tonguewas to
fall.
Twelfthcentury.
2244. (6154).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.029 m.
Tonguemissing.
Rectangularbuckle, one side elaboratelyfinished,
with groove for tongue to fall upon. Tongue was
probablyattachedto cross-bar.
Not later than the eleventh century.
2245. (6233).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.045 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle and plate cast together. Oval buckle with
groovefor tongueto fall upon.Rectangularplate with
one hole for the tongue, three for attachmentto belt.
Back ratherrough.
Late Byzantine or Frankishperiod.
2246. (6653).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.03 m.
Tongue missing; hinge broken.
Very thick, oval buckle with small central hole.
Hinge at bottom for attachment of tongue. Slightly
convex on both faces.
(Byzantineperiod).
2247. (2450).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.04 m.
Tonguemissing.
Buckle composed of circular portion joining a
polygonal one. Tongue was probably attached at
point of junction.
(Byzantine period or later).
2248. (4638).Bronze buckle. Plate 115. L. 0.045 m.
Tongue missing. Loop at bottom broken.
Oval buckle with one face convex, the other flat.
Hole through thickest portion for attachment of
tongue; additionalhole througha loop belowthat for
attachmentto garment(?). Oppositethese holes are
two animalheads, upon whichthe end of the tongue
was to fall.
(Byzantineperiod?).
2249. (1109).Bronzebuckle(?). Plate 115.L. 0.044m.
Crescent-shapedobject with a rectangularloop at
one side. This is perhapshalf a buckle. For a similar
object (with circular instead of rectangular loop)
found in an early Christian grave at Homblieres,
France, see Cabroland Leclercq,Dictionnaire,VI, 2,
p. 2738, fig. 5747.
(Byzantineperiod).
2250. (3246).Bronze buckle. Plate 116. L. 0.045 m.
Part of the plate preserved.
Plate with three straight sides; fourth side (now
broken)decorativelyfinished. Numerouscircleswith
centraldot punchedon uppersurface.This was only
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a coveringplate to which the real plate was fastened
beneath.
(Turkishperiod).
2251. (6794).Bronze buckle. Plate 116. L. 0.046 m.
Plate preserved.
Rectangular,with curved, scalloped end; raised
"bead"decorationacrossthe other end. Conventionalized floral design in relief riveted to the center.
Two strips acrossthe back for attachment.
Turkishperiod.
2252. (7150).Bronze buckle. Plate 116. L. 0.055 m.
Plate preserved.
Shape similar to preceding, with floral finial on
end of plate, raised borderat other end.
Turkishperiod.
2253. (2456).Bronze buckle. Plate 116. L. 0.042 m.
Plate preserved.
Shape similar to preceding. Plate pierced and
decoratedwith raised floral pattern.
(Turkishperiod).
2254. (6860).Bronze belt sheath. Plate 116. L.
0.067m.
Small piece brokenoff.
Sheath for holding the end of a leather belt ca.
0.005 m. thick. Upperend almost straight,lowerend
rounded. Several holes piercedin the side shown in
photograph; reverse is plain, without holes. The
entire sheath is one piece of metal.
(Byzantine period).
2255. (4761).Bronze belt sheath. Plate 116. L.
0.037 m.
Shape similar to preceding, but formed of two
separate pieces of metal fastened together with
rivets (two still remain).Back solid.
Not later than twelfth century.
2256. (7967).Bronzebelt sheath.Plate 116.L. 0.04m.
Shape somewhat like the preceding, but with
only one face, the edges turnedin all around(except
at upper end) to hold the belt end. Edges cut in
scallops and decoratedwith incised geometric pattern; incised saltire within a rectangleon the upper
face.
(Byzantineperiod).
2257. (4541).Bronze belt sheath. Plate 116. L.
0.028 m.
Shape somewhat similar to the preceding but
more angular.Madeof a single piece of metal, with
ends foldedaroundto hold the belt. Threedecorative
ridges on upper face. Metal gilded. Cf. a somewhat
similar sheath found at Tarsus (H. Goldman, Tarsus, I, p. 393, fig. 266, 111).
(Turkishperiod or later).
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From an enormous number of objects of
bronze, iron, ivory and bone, generally called
"pins," has been chosen a selection representing all periods. The features which these objects have in common are a shaft, pointed at
one end, and a decorative head. All are believed to have been used for ornamental purposes in the female dress or hair, but since the
method of use varied with time and place, it
will be best to consider each period separately.
Although very few pins are preserved at
Corinth from the Geometric period, there are
five varieties among them. These are the
following: 1) long knobbed shaft with detachable disk (Nos. 2258,2259); 2) short shaft with
one or no knobs and small fixed disk (Nos.
2260-2262);40 3) short shaft with a series of
small knobs and no crowning disk (No. 2263);
4) long undecoratedshaft with ivory head (Nos.
2264, 2265) ;41 5) short shaft with malle thead
(No. 2266). Details of all these, with parallel
material, will be found in the catalogue. The
diversity of shapes among such a small number of pins is interesting (cf. also the variety in
the other Geometric jewelry) and shows the
Geometricinhabitants of Corinthto have been
inventive and probably rather wealthy.42Some
of these pins present problems as to their use
which have not yet been solved to general
satisfaction. The great difference in their
lengths (from ca. 0.083 m. to 0.56 m. among
the Corinth examples) is a complicating factor
which has led to the interpretation of the
longer ones (e.g. Nos. 2258 and 2259) as "spits',
40

Although Nos. 2260 and 2261 are certainly of a size
suitable for fastening a garment, their position in the grave
where they were found - along one wall - gave no clue to
their original place. The process of disintegration had evidently resulted in their displacement.
41 For these interesting pins no parallels have as yet
appeared. Joan Laing Stubbings, who is familiar with the
Perachora and related material, has informed me in correspondence that she knows of no other examples of an iron pin
preserved complete with ivory head, nor of any pin heads
which closely resemble these two specimens.
42 In a forthcoming volume Prof. Paul Jacobsthal will
treat exhaustively the subject of Greek pins, including the
Geometric material from Corinth.

rather than as decorative pins.43The criterion
for determining whether a given object is a
spit or a pin is usually the presence or absence
of knobs on the shaft.44 In cases where the
shaft has a great many knobs, the object certainly could not have been passed through
cloth, but in our two specimens,Nos. 2258 and
2259, where the three knobs occupy a relatively
small part of the shaft, it seems no less feasible
to use them as pins than it would if each had
only one knob (as, e.g., No. 2262). Spits have
also been differentiated from pins according
to whether the disk at the top of the shaft is
detachable or fixed,45but this does not seem
a valid distinction. In any case, the great size
of these pins would make it impossible to wear
them. It seems likely, however, that they were
intended to representdress-pins, and that their
actual function was dedicatory or symbolic.46
That great length alone was not a bar to the
wearing of such pins (at least by the deceased)
is proved by the position in which the two pins
Nos. 2264 and 2265 (each over 0.30 m. in
length) were found in a Geometric grave.
Figure 64 shows them as they lay in the
grave,47one pin resting on each shoulder blade,
with the points reaching to the waist. In the
corrosion of the iron shafts are clearly preserved traces of the garment (see detail on
Plate 117, which is about natural size). The
other Geometric pins found at Corinth (Nos.
2260-2263,2266) are much smaller and offer
no particulardifficultiesin respect to their use.
43

See A.J.A.,XLI, 1937, p. 544 for mention of Nos. 2258
and 2259.
44T. J. Dunbabin, B.S.A., XXXVII, 1936-37,
p. 86,
says that "it is precisely the globes on the shaft which
differentiate 'spits' from pins."
45Perachora,I, pp. 71-72. The author admits that it is not
easy to draw the distinction and also states that the term
'spit' is used only for want of a better.
46 For similar pins dedicated in sanctuaries see Waldstein,
Argive Heraeum, II, pp. 207ff.; Perachora, I, pp. 70ff.;
B.C.H., XLV, 1921, pp. 378-379 (Tegea).
47Grave C in the Agora; A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 543-544,
fig. 6. For a resum6 of the evidence concerning the disposition
of pins in Geometric graves see H. L. Lorimer, Homerand the
Monuments,pp. 338ff.
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It has been supposed,and probablyrightly,
that the pins were usuallywornin pairs, one
and that they often, if not
on each shoulder,48
always,servedto supporta chainwhichhung
acrossthe breast.49

1:
___.__IMETRE
FIG.

64. GEOMETRIC

GRAVE IN THE AGORA.

The five bronzepins of the classicalGreek
periodwhich are presentedhere (Nos. 22672271) are almost all that have been foundin
the generalexcavations,and since none was
found in a good context they providelittle
information.In most cases not even their
48
Droop, Artemis Orthia, p. 200, offers as evidence the
fact that some were found joined by a chain. Lead votive
plaques found at Sparta (ibid., pl. CLXXX, 23 and 24) show
such pins in pairs.
49 See
Thiersch,Aegina, p. 405, where extensive evidence is
offered to support this view, including terracotta figurines
such as those shown in Waldstein, op. cit., I, p. 47, fig. 21.
Our figurines, Nos. 9, 82, 83, may also show such pins and
necklaces. In his extensive treatment of the development and
use of these pins, Thiersch puts forth the theory that the pins
may have been held in place by wrapping a thread around the
shaft near the point and again near the head (Aegina, p. 412)
and he adds that the knobs on the upper end of the shaft
would be very helpful for holding such a thread. He believes
that the pins were worn during this period with the points
upward (ibid., p. 405). This would be possible in the case of
the smaller pins.
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originallength can be determined. The pins of
this period were generally used to fasten the
Doric chiton at the shoulder. Thiersch, who
made an exhaustive study of the monuments,
believed that straight pins were far more often
employed for this purpose than were fibulae,
and that the latter were used rather for pinning the sides of the garment together.50 In
Italy, on the other hand, the fibula was more
common, and the straight pin for garments
disappearedas early as the end of the seventh
century.51As to the position in which the pin
was worn, it can clearly be seen with the head
downward on the Franqois vase,52 with the
head upward on later examples. One of the
best representations occurs on a red-figured
fragment from Locri Epizephyrii, which is
reproducedon Plate 148,a.53Thierschthought
that the fact that the pins no longer held
ornamental chains was responsible for the
change in their position,54but the women on
the Franqoisvase wear no such chains and yet
the points are up. The end of the fifth century
apparently saw the termination of the use of
dress-pins;Thierschconnected their disappearance with the decline of the peplos and the
prevalence of the Ionic chiton, which was
sewed on the sides and buttoned on the arms.55
It is worth noting, in this connection, that
only a very small number of pins turned up at
Olynthos,56where the majority of the finds
are clearly of fourth century date.
Quite a few metal pins of the Roman period
have been found at Corinth, and a much
smallernumber of the Byzantine period. These
are supposed, from monumental evidence, to
have been worn in the hair. The use of pins for
the hair seems to have started with the Etrus50

51
52

Aegina, p. 408.
Ibid., p. 416.

Furtwangler-Reichhold,GriechischeVasenmalerei,pl. 3.
Suppl., p. 74, fig. 57.

53 Not.Scav., 1911,
54 Aegina, p. 407.

55Ibid., p. 404. See also the very thorough discussion of
the development of Greek dress in H. L. Lorimer, Homerand
theMonuments,Chap. VI.
56 Robinson, Excavations at Olynthus, X, p. 360, nos.
1737-1739.
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cans57and to have been adopted from them by
the Romans.58In some cases the pin appears
to have been used both to dress the hair and as
an ornament.59As a result of this dual use it
has often been difficult to decide whether a
specific pin should be placed with the toilet
implements or in this category. In general, the
criterion of its decorative aspect has been the
deciding factor, but consistency has not been
uniformly attained. Various forms of heads
appear on the Corinthianpins; the commonest
are spherical, pear-shaped and polygonal. The
sphericalheads (Nos. 2272-2276) may be either
large (No.2272) orvery small (Nos.2275,2276,)
the length and thickness of the pins varying
accordingly. Most of these pins belong to the
late Roman period but some may be Byzantine. Oval heads, which occur less frequently
(No. 2277), can be dated to the late Roman
period. Pear-shaped heads are found on some
pins of the third and fourth centuries (Nos.
2278,2279) and these appearagain in slightly
different form in the Byzantine period. Such
heads are extremely common on ivory and
bone pins (see Nos. 2300-2321). Perhaps the
most characteristictype for late Roman bronze
pins is the polygonal head (Nos. 2282-2286).
A number of specimens with this kind of head
has been found at Corinthand the type is well
known elsewhere (see references in catalogue,
No. 2282). Most of those shown here have
bronze heads with fourteen facets, but one
head, which is made of marcasite, has no less
67 Hair pins are usually of bone or ivory.

Thiersch (Aegina,
p. 404) states that metal was seldom used for such pins because the oil in the hair caused them to rust during perspiration.
68 See H. Hoffmann, "Die Stadtr6mische Haartracht an
den Bildnissen Italischer und Provinzialer Grabsteine,"
Schumacher-Festschrift,pp. 238ff.; M. Wegner, "Datierung
romischer Haartrachten," A.A., 1938, pp. 276f.; Delbrueck,
SpdtantikeKaiserportrdts,p. 48, pl. 11, 14 (a coin of Helena,
wife of Constantius [324-328] showing her braided hairdress
with the heads of pins sticking out); also ibid., p. 171, pl. 24
(coin of Licinia Eudoxia, wife of Valentinian III, showing
long headless pins projecting like rays around her face).
59See Gerhard,EtruskischeSpiegel, IV, pls. 317, 319, 322;
ibid., V, pl. 22. The Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire article
Acus is indispensable. Also ibid., s.vv. Reticulum and
Ornator.

than forty (No. 2286). Each of the remaining
bronze pins (Nos. 2287-2290) is unique at
Corinth,and the dates are variouslyRoman
and Byzantine.
Decorativepins of bone and ivory, because
of the almost imperishablequality of the
materialas well as its small value, are found
by the hundreds,and only a small selection
can be shown.Despitethe quantitiesof pins,
hardly any can be attributed to the Greek
period. Although bone and ivory pins were
knownat this time, at Corinththeiruse, so far
as can be judgedfrom the remains,was confinedalmostentirelyto the centuriesfollowing
the Romanconquest.
The stages of manufactureof these pins are
well illustratedby a numberof fragments(MF
257), datingprobablyfromthe first or second
century after Christ, which were found together.60A selectionof them is illustratedon
Plate 148, b. Thesefragmentsare in moreadvancedstagesof workingthan arethoseshown
on Plate 147, a, whichwere discussedin connection with sewingimplements(see p. 174).
Mostof the piecesareshafts or headsfor pins.
All the shaftshave reacheda roughcylindrical
stageandsomehave progressedbeyondthat.61
It is interestingto note that the pin headsin
this groupare of ivory whilethe shafts are of
60No. 2388 may also be an unfinished pin.
From left to right the upper row of Plate 148,b shows:
a bone needle or bodkin which may have been partly turned
on a lathe; an unfinished hand-carved bone pin with pearshaped head; three unfinished shafts of bone pins, all handcarved and with a series of shallow grooves cut near the top
of the shaft; a similar pin in still less finished condition;
another pin with the top of the shaft highly polished (possibly
lathe-turned) and the rest uncut; a handcut pin shaft, perhaps of ivory. Below the third piece from the left is a curious
fragment, broken above, finished beneath, consisting of two
highly polished spheres above a shaft grooved above, narrower below. In the bottom row are heads of pins, all made of
ivory, some now a dark-browncolor. The first (left to right) is
illustrated in two views. The cylinder was first shaped with a
knife, then a length sawed off, and then turned on the lathe.
Although it is highly polished and the depressionfor the shaft
is ready, the top of the head has not been shaped. The second
specimen, also shown in two views, is half a pin-head shaped
like a pomegranate. It was lathe-turned and is apparently
unfinished. The third is a tube, open at top and bottom. It,
too, was turned on the lathe. Whether it is a pin head is
doubtful. The last specimen is half of a pear-shaped pin head,
lathe-turned.
61
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bone. This combination was common in the
first two centuries, the reason probably being
that the ivory allowed of more delicate cutting,
while expense could be kept low by making the
shafts of bone. The natural result is that many
heads have separated from their shafts (e.g.
No. 2292); others, however, have stayed firmly
attached through the centuries. While the use
of the lathe for finishing pins seems to have
been commoner in the first two centuries of
Roman rule than later, this generalization is
neither wholly reliable nor very useful for
dating. Lathe-turned pins can be distinguished
by their greater symmetry and by the fact that
they were usually more highly polished than
hand-carved pins. In addition, a tiny depression on the top of the shaft (or head, if this is
of a piece with the shaft) indicates wherethe
pin was held by the lathe. Some of the pins,
chiefly of the Byzantine period (e.g. No. 2380)
have the lower part of the shaft polished while
the upper part is rough, apparently indicating
that only the lower part was essential. The
reason for this is not clear. Many of the pins of
all periods show traces of burning at the point,
similar to those found on bone unguent spoons
(e.g. Nos. 1328, 1329,1333) and other cosmetic

instruments(Nos.1338,1343).Itseemspossible,
therefore, that these pins were used not only
for ornaments but for cosmetic purposes,
probably the application of some material that
requiredheating, perhapswax to keep the hair
in order.
In the first and second centuries of Roman
rule ivory and bone pin heads were made in a
large variety of shapes. The "pomegranate"
head (Nos. 2291-2299), a direct legacy from
Greek times,62developed numerousvariations,
in many of which the resemblanceto the fruit
became hardly distinguishable(e.g. Nos. 2298,
2299). Sometimes the "pomegranate" head
shows more resemblance to the seed pod of
62
Hogarth, Ephesus, pl. XXXIII, nos. 1-8, 10. One of our
specimens (No. 2291) may date from the Greek period, but
external evidence is lacking.
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the poppy. The more common pear-shaped
head (Nos. 2300-2303,2305-2309) was often
changed, by the addition of carefullyincised or
raised rings, into a number of pleasing forms
(e.g. Nos. 2309-2312). It also appeared in an
elongated version (No. 2313) and to this
elongated head was sometimes added a neck
ring (Nos. 2315,2316). Other heads were made
in spherical or oval forms (Nos. 2323-2325,
2330) and several other shapes are found less
frequently (No. 2331 - inverted pear, No. 2342
- conical, No. 2344 - square, Nos. 2345, 2346amphora). Occasionally more ambitious subjects such as human and animal figures were

used(Nos.2347,2348,2350,2351,2353).These,
however, are rare. The execution of the first
and second century pins is almost uniformly
excellent. It is only in a few cases (e.g. Nos.
2307, 2316) that signs of carelessness are
evident. By the end of the second century the
pomegranate head had gone out of fashion, at
least in Corinth, but the pear-shaped head
continued throughout the Roman period without much change (Nos. 2302, 2304,2314).63
Nos. 2302 and 2314 are rather cruderthan pins
of the first and second centuries but others,
such as No. 2304, are very well made and show
that quality is an unreliable guide to chronology. Such pins as Nos. 2315-2317, made in
one piece, with pear-shaped head and neck
ring, were perhaps the most widely used of all
types throughout the Roman period. There
were numerous variations such as Nos. 23182320. The oval and globular heads also continued to be made (Nos. 2322, 2326-2329,
2332-2335), in some cases (No. 2329) becoming almost cylindrical, in others approaching
the inverted pear shape (No. 2332) and in still
others provided with a neck ring (No. 2333).
The incised cross-hatching which appears on
some of these pins (Nos. 2319,2320,2334) is a
type of decoration which began not earlier
than the third century and which later became
63 Similar pins of various periods have been placed together in the catalogue and plates to facilitate comparison.
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very common(e.g. Nos.2366-2373). Whilethe slightly bulging head ornamentedwith incised
facetedpin head was one of the morepopular cross-hatching. It may be imagined that she
late Romanformsin metal (see Nos.2282ff.), wore the eight smaller pins in her hair, after
it is rarein bone. We have only one example dressingit with the larger ones. These two she
(No.2336)andoneother(No.2335)whichmay may also have inserted in her headdress for
have been intendedto have facets. Otherrare safekeeping.
formsare shownin Nos. 2337,2341 and2343.
Still simpler than these pins is the type
The date of No. 2349, in the shapeof a female represented by Nos. 2385 and 2386. While
figure,is uncertain,but it is still in the Roman these are found in early Roman contexts, there
tradition.In such pins as Nos.2354-2356 By- is also a similar form in later times (No. 2387).
zantine characteristicsare evident. No. 2352 It is possible that these were cosmetic instruis a uniquepiecewhichmightbe eitherRoman ments rather than pins.
It remains only to mention No. 2389, the
or Byzantine.64
In additionto pins which have prominent last item in this section. This is really not a
heads, there are hundredsin whichthe upper pin at all, as it originally had a figure at one
endis distinguishedonly by inciseddecoration end and the oval handle which is preserved at
andsometimesby a slightthickening,andit is the other. The purpose of such objects is as
thesewhicharecharacteristicof the Byzantine yet unknown, and as it could not conveniently
period.Manyvariationsof this kind of pin are be classifiedelsewhereit was placed here.
illustratedon Plate 120. The pin with slightly
(6770).Bronzepin. Plate 117. L. 0.54 m., diam.
thickened head appears to have originated 2258.
of disk0.054m.
aboutthe fourthcentury(Nos.2374-2377)but
diskchipped.
Corroded,
earlierspecimensare difficult to distinguish Longshaft,circularin sectionat top andbottom,
fromthose of the tenth, eleventhand twelfth rectangularbetweenthe three sphericalknobsand
a
andbelowthem.Onthe rectancenturies(Nos.2378-2384). Duringthesethree for distanceabove
gularportionsof the shaft is a delicatelypunched
centuriesthis was the commontype of bone designof zigzaglineswithdotson eitherside.Above
pin;in fact, therewasno othertype exceptthe thethindisk,whichis attachednearthetop,theshaft
much larger pin illustrated by Nos. 2357, is in the formof alternatebeadsandreels.Cf.B.C.H.,
1921,p. 378,fig. 40, no. 121,fromwhichthe
2359-2364. The latter, a very long and heavy XLV,
disk has disappeared.
Foundbetweentwo Geometric
pin, also seems to have had its originin late
gravesin the Agora
Romantimes (No. 2365 dates from the third (GravesF-G: A.J.A., XLI, 1937,p. 544).Eighth
or fourthcentury)but the type attainedgreat- centuryB.C.
est popularityduringthe Byzantineperiod.It 2259.(6771).Bronzepin.Plate 117.L. 0.56m.
Surfacebadlycorroded.
is quite likely,judgingfromits size as well as
Similarto the preceding,in less good condition.
fromthe fact that it is headless,that this pin
Foundin a Geometric
gravein the Agora(Grave
was used ratherto dressthe hairthan to wear F: A.J.A., XLI, 1937,p. 544)with Nos. 1803-1807
in it. In this connection,a groupof pins found (fingerrings),1999 (gold spirals),2260 and 2261.
EighthcenturyB.C.
all together (Nos. 2357, 2358, 2366-2373)
2260.(7309a).Ironpin. Plate 117.L. 0.099m.
offersa suggestionas to whata Corinthian
lady
Badlycorroded.
of the eleventhcenturymighthave considered Circularshaft. Shapeof headapproximately
like
No.
2262.
essentialto her toilet. Of the ten pins in the
Foundwiththe preceding.EighthcenturyB.C.
group, two are of the long, heavy, headless
type, lavishly incised; the others have a 2261.(7309b).Ironpin. Plate 117.L. 0.081m.
64 This, as well as the earlier No. 2351, may have been a
stylus; its identification is by no means certain.

Tip missing;badlycorroded.
Similarto the preceding.
Foundwith preceding.EighthcenturyB.C.
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2262. (1129).Bronzepin. Plate 117. L. 0.089 m.
Tip missing (about one-third of original length
preserved).
Shaft partly circular,partly rectangularin section,
with knobs and disks at intervals, finishing in a
smallknobat the top. Cf.Perachora,I, p. 70, fig. 11,1;
B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 378, fig. 40, no. 124.
(EighthcenturyB.C.)
2263. (1128).Bronzepin. Plate 117. L. 0.082 m.
Point brokenoff.
The lowerpart of the shaft circularin section,the
middle rectangular.Upper end with a series of small
knobs and raised rings. Cf. B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p.
378, fig. 40, no. 113; Dawkins, ArtemisOrthia,pl.
LXXV,c.
(Geometricperiod).
2204. (6534).Iron pin with ivory head. Plate 117.
Total 1. 0.345 m., 1. of head 0.023 m., diam. of shaft
ca. 0.003 m.
Shaft brokenin several places; surface corroded.
Shaft circularin section, extending part way into
the head. Beautifully carved ivory head with convex top. Marksof cloth all along the shaft (seedetail
on P1. 117) and traces of wood at one point.
Foundin a Geometricgravein the Agora(GraveC:
A.J.A., XLI, 1937,p. 544,fig. 6)with Nos.1808(finger
ring) and 2000 (goldspirals).Eighth centuryB.C.
2265. (6535). Iron pin with ivory head. Plate 117.
Total 1. 0.33 m., 1. of head 0.03 m., diam. of shaft ca.
0.003 m.
Shaft brokenand badly corroded.
Shaft similar to preceding but passing entirely
through the head, with the end showingat the top.
Carefullycarved head with disk-shapedknob at the
top.
Found with the preceding. Eighth century B.C.
2266. (6163).Iron pin. Plate 117. L. 0.03 m.
End missing; surface corroded.
Circularshaft, mallet-shapedhead. Cf. B.C.H.,
XLV, 1921, p. 378, fig. 40, no. 132. This specimen,
which is 0.10 m. long,clearlyhas flangesat both ends
of the mallet and two knobson the shaft. The type is
rare at this site (Tegea) also. The author quotes as
parallelspins found at Aegina (Aegina,pl. 115) and
Hallstatt (Grabfeldvon Hallstatt, pl. XV, 15). See
alsoWaldstein,ArgiveHeraeum,II, pl. LXXX, no. 353.
Found in a disturbed Geometric grave in the
Agora,withoutany otherobjects.Eighth centuryB.C.
2267. (5778).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.018 m.
Shaft missing; head corroded.
Head formedof flat knob with one large and one
smallknobbelow.Cf.the somewhatsimilarPerachora
Type B (Perachora,I, pp. 172-173) and numerous
pins from the Argive Heraeum (Waldstein,op. cit.,
II, pls. LXXXI and LXXXII).
(Seventh or sixth century B.C.).
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2268. (7236).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.022 m.
Shaft missing.Head formedof flat knob with two
knobs like flattened spheresbelow it. Shaft circular
in section as far as preserved.
(Sixth century B.C.).
2269. (7957).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.025 m.
Most of shaft missing.
Head composed of two knobs in the shape of
flattened sphereswith grooves between them. Shaft
circularin section.
(Greekperiod).
2270. (8345).Bronze pin. Plate 116. L. ca. 0.098 m.
Brokenin two; end of shaft missing.
Head consistingof a seriesof flat or discoidknobs
on a thick round shaft, decreasingin diameterfrom
top to bottom. Groovesengravedaroundoutside of
topmost knob. Shaft circularin section. Cf. Type C
at Perachora(Perachora,I, p. 173).
(Seventh centuryB.C.).
2271. (5482).Bronze pin. Figure 65. Diam. of head,
0.012 m.

FIG. 65. SECTION OF BRONZE PINHEAD (NO. 2271). 2: 1

Shaft missing. Knobbedhead, as shownin profile.
(Fifth century B.C.).
2272. (8157).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.056 m.
End of shaft missing; surfacecorroded.
Head in form of flattened sphere.Shaft circularin
section, with four rings engravedaroundit near the
head.
Fourth or fifth century.
2273. (1557).Bronze pin. Plate 116. L. 0.074 m.
Sphericalhead. Shaft circularin section,its upper
end decorated with an engraved spiral. Cf. Furtwangler, Olympia, IV, no. 1353 (Byzantine). The
type is common at that site.

(Fourth or fifth century).
2274. (4582).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.073 m.
Shaft corroded.
Sphericalhead, set askew on the shaft, which is
circularin section.
(Fourth or fifth century).
2275. (8163).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.08 m.
Head in form of a slightly flattened sphere,with
a horizontalgroovearoundthe center. Shaft circular
in section.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
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strips of metal compressedtogether,and decoratedat
the tip by a numberof lightly incised grooves.
Fourthcentury.
2287. (6840).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.027 m.
Shaft brokenoff. Marksof casting appearon sides
of head. Head decoratedwith a small sphericalknob
on top and variously shaped knobs below. Shaft
circularin section.Fifth or sixth centurycontext.
2288. (658).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.074 m.
Points brokenoff.
Pin consisting of a rectangularplate from which
extend two long thin prongs. The plate is decorated
with a numberof faintly incised dots, and at the top
of it is a loop'throughwhich is passed a small ring.
Cf. Jahreshefte,XXVII, 1932, p. 16, fig. 24 (Trebenischte).
(Late Roman period).
2289. (463). Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.078 m.
Thin shaft with a loop at one end, to which are
attachedthree doublespiralstrips.
(Byzantineperiod).
2290. (2048).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.081 m.
Brokenin two; end of shaft missing.
Head in shape of a bird (duck?). Feathers representedby incision; eye (on one side only) by a
puncheddot. Shaft circularin section, with a series
of engravedrings aroundit near the head.
(Fifth or sixth century).
2291. (2510).Ivory pin. Plate 118. L. 0.073 m.
End of shaft missing.
Head and shaftseparate,turnedon the lathe. Shaft
smooth except near the head, where it is decorated
with a series of incised rings. Head carefullycarved
to representa pomegranate,with all detailsindicated.
(Hellenisticperiodor earlier).
2292. (825). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.012 m.
Shaft missing (head and shaft were separate).
Head in shapeof a pomegranate.Carvingrudeand
uneven,but the head has a high polish.
(First or secondcentury).
2293. (2474).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.084 m.
Point missing; surfacedamaged.
Shaftand headseparate,turnedon the lathe. Head
is a variation on the pomegranate,more elongated,
with only a small knob on top and a double incised
ring aroundthe middle. Incised rings on the shaft,
below the head.
(First or second century).
2294. (1215).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.083 m.
Point missing.
Shaft and head separate,the formerhand-made,
the latter turnedon the lathe. The head, a variety of
the pomegranate,is finely cut and polished, but
116. L. ca. 0.13 m.
Crudeincised rings aroundthe neck of
undecorated.
Shaft bent.
the
shaft.
of
marcamade
head
with
forty facets,
Polygonal
site or pyrite. Shaft circularin section,formedof two
(First or second century).
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2276. (4567).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.054 m.
Very small sphericalhead, perhapsintendedto be
polygonal. Shaft circularin section.
(Fourthor fifth century).
2277. (1753).Bronze pin. Plate 116. L. 0.075 m.
End of shaft missing. Oval head; shaft circularin
section.
Fourthcentury.
2278. (313). Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.067 m.
Surface corroded.
Pear-shaped head. A number of incised rings
aroundupperend of shaft.
(Thirdor fourth century).
2279. (4807).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.101 m.
Corroded.
Pear-shapedhead, slightly twisted. Shaft circular
in section, near the top twisted into spiral form.
Fourthcentury.
2280. (5499).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.076 m.
Pear-shapedhead with flat top separatedfromthe
shaft by a groove. Shaft circularin section,widening
towardthe top.
(Tenth century).
2281. (6224).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.058 m.
Top of head and end of shaft missing.
Similarto the preceding.Groovesaroundthe shaft
just below the head.
Tenth century context.
2282. (342). Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.086 m.
Polygonalhead with fourteenfacets; shaft circular
in section. Cf. Furtwangler,Olympia, IV, no. 1354
(an incisedcircleon eachof the facets); BonnerJahrbitcher,CXXXV, 1930, p. 134, fig. 13, nos. 4 and 5
(found with other objects in a sarcophagusdated
A.D. 320-340); also in agate (Bonner Jahrbiicher,
CXLII, 1937, p. 132, pl. 32).
(Fourthcentury).
2283. (4814).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.076 m.
Similar to preceding.Rings aroundtop of shaft.
Fourthcentury.
2284. (7654).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.073 m.
End of shaft missing.
Similarto precedingbut much heavier.
Fourth century.
2285. (5743).Bronzepin. Plate 116. L. 0.104 m.
Polygonalhead (fourteenfacets),flat-topped,with
four equal sides, and cut off corners. Raised ring
around bottom of head. Head and shaft made
separately.
(Fourth century or later).
2286. (2995).Bronze pin with marcasitehead. Plate
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2295. (1219).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.115 m.
Shaft and head, separate,made on the lathe. The
head is of the pomegranatevariety, with a large flat
knob on top. Incised rings around the neck of the
shaft.
(First or second century).
2296. (972). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.087 m.
Point broken off; surface damaged.
Shaft and head separate,the latter turned on the
lathe. The head is a variation of the pomegranate,
unusuallyspreadingand flat, with a broadflat knob
on top bearing several incised concentric circles.
Incisedrings aroundthe neck of the shaft. Cf.Brusin,
Gli Scavi di Aquileia, p. 186, fig. 111,6 (called a
"poppy fruit").
(First or second century).
2297. (1375).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.065 m.
Point broken off.
Shaft and head separate,turnedon the lathe. The
head, a modified pomegranate,is crowned with a
small knob, and has a series of incised rings. Surface
highly polished.Incised rings aroundthe neck of the
shaft.
(First or second century).
2298. (5118).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.063 m.
Point missing. Elaboratelycarved head: series of
spheres with grooves between. Shaft ringed at the
top, not carefully finished. Head and shaft in one
piece.
(First or second century).
2299. (275). Ivory pin. Plate 118. L. 0.085 m.
Point broken off. Very thick shaft, lathe-turned.
Head decoratedwith knobs and raisedrings. Surface
highly polished.
(First or second century).
2300. (3170).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.085 m.
Point broken off.
Head and shaft separate,the formermade on the
lathe, the latter by hand. Pear-shapedhead without
any decorative rings, but highly polished. Rather
poorly incised rings around the neck of the shaft.
Cf. Wulff, Altchristlicheu. Mittelalterliche
Bildwerke,
I, no. 482 (fromAlexandria)dated fourth-fifth century. Cf.also Baramki,"TwoRomanCisternsat Beit
Nattif,"Q.D.A.P., V, 1936,p. 7, pl. IX, 17 (first-third
centuries).
(First or second century).
2301. (6014).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.08 m.
Point missing. Head and shaft separate. Pearshapedhead. Rings aroundneck of shaft.
Fourth centurycontext, but probablyearlier.
2302. (2539).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.054 m.
Point brokenoff.
Head and shaft made separately by hand, the
head perhaps of ivory, the shaft of bone. Head
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roughly pear-shaped,without decoration;shaft also
undecorated.
(Secondor third century).
2303. (2801).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.052 m.
Point brokenoff and resharpened.
Head and shaft madeseparatelyby hand, the head
perhaps of ivory, the shaft of bone. Head roughly
pear-shaped,without decoration. Incised rings on
neck of shaft. The whole is highly polished. Cf.
Wulff, op. cit., I, no. 481 (from Alexandria),dated
fourth-fifth century.
(First or second century).
2304. (2507). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.08 m.
The pin a single piece, carved by hand. Pearshapedhead. Top of the shaft narrow,bulgingin the
middle. Poor carving;little polish. Cf. BonnerJahrbiicher,CXXXV, 1930, p. 134, fig. 14a, 12 (apparentlylate Roman).
(Thirdor fourth century).
2305. (1331).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.071 m.
Point wornoff, with traces of burning.
Head and shaft separate, turned on the lathe.
Pear-shaped head, unusually squat, with incised
rings around it. Rings also around neck of shaft.
Shaft of much poorermaterialthan the head.
Foundwith bone spoon,No. 1395. (First or second
century).
2306. (273). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.046 m.
Point brokenoff.
Head and shaft a single piece, lathe-turned.Pearshaped head with a fine, sharp point. Delicately
incised rings aroundthe middle; high polish. Rings
incisedaroundthe neck of the shaft.
(First or second century).
2307. (3636).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.077 m.
The point may have been burned.
Pear-shaped head with two horizontal grooves
aroundit. Poor quality of materialand workmanship.
First century.
2308. (228). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.08 m.
Point worn off by use.
Pin made on the lathe in one piece. Pear-shaped
head crowned with a conical knob having incised
rings. Projecting circularband dividing head from
shaft, which has incisedrings on the neck.
First or second century.
2309. (5114).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.041 m.
Point brokenoff.
Pear-shapedhead, upper end having incised horizontal grooves.Similargrooveson upperendof shaft.
(First or second century).
2310. (231). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.092 m.
Point broken off and resharpened.
Head and shaft separatelylathe-turned.Roughly
pear-shapedhead, altered by an elaborateseries of
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incised grooves and a projectingring. Incised rings 2320. (233). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.065 m.
Point broken off. Similarto the preceding.Head
aroundneck of shaft.
Found with No. 2330. (First or secondcentury).
narrower;pin crooked.Two incised lines aroundthe
neck of the shaft.
2311. (997). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.075 m.
(Fourth century or later).
Point brokenoff.
Head and shaftin one piece,probablylathe-turned. 2321. (6944).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.103 m.
Rude conical head, carelessly carved shaft.
Pear-shapedhead with two deep groovesaroundthe
middle. Inferiorworkmanship.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
Foundwith No. 2331. First or secondcentury.
2322. (3974).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.084 m.
Point brokenoff. Head and shaft separate,former
2312. (2387).Ivory (?) pin. Plate 118. L. 0.054 m.
latter hand-made. Cylindrical head,
lathe-turned,
Point broken off.
rounded.
Slight
groovesincised aroundneck of shaft.
Head and shaft in one piece, made on the lathe.
third
or
century).
(Second
Pear-shapedhead, elaboratelydecoratedwith a series
of grooves whichcontinueonto the neckof the shaft. 2323. (215). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.101 m.
Head and shaft a singlepiece; head and upperpart
(First or second century).
of
shaft turned on the lathe. Globularhead, highly
2313. (1226).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.082 m.
undecorated.Incised rings aroundneck of
polished,
Head and shaft a single piece, the head and neck
shaft.
Cf.
Wulff,
op. cit., I, No. 486 (from Cairo),dated
turnedon the lathe, the rest hand-carved.Long oval
fourth-fifth
century.
head. Incised rings aroundthe neck.
First or second century.
Found with Nos. 1267, 2315, 2325. First or second
2324. (2535).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.074 m.
century.
Point brokenoff.
2314. (1381).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.087 m.
and shaft in one piece,head and neck turned
Head
The pin a single piece, carved by hand. Pearon lathe, the rest hand-made.Oval head. Four inshaped head, unusually long and narrow. No deco- cised
rings aroundneck of shaft.
ration; high polish.
First
or secondcentury.
Found with No. 2332. Fourth century.
2325. (1224). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.108 m.
2315. (1245).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.096 m.
Head and shaft a single piece, head and neck
Head and shaft in one piece, hand-carved.Pearturnedon the lathe, shaft carvedby hand. Ovalhead,
shaped head sharply pointed, with a raised ring
separated from the shaft by two projecting rings.
separating it from the shaft, which is plain. Cf. Incised bands around neck of shaft.
Wulff, op. cit., I, no. 478 (fromAlexandria),dated
Found with Nos. 1267, 2313, 2316. First or second
fourth-fifth century.
Found with Nos. 1267, 2313, 2325. First or second century.
2326. (1210).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.083 m.
century.
Hand-made in a single piece. Almost perfectly
2316. (395). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.076 m.
head. Shaft narrow at the neck, bulging
spherical
Similar to the preceding,but cruder. No polish. towardthe middle.
Fairly high polish.
Secondcentury context.
Third or fourth century.
2317. (242). Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.064 m.
2327. (2508).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.09 m.
Point broken off. Similar to preceding. Carving
Made of a single piece, perhaps turned on the
lathe. Oval head. Highly polished.
poor and uneven.
Third or fourth century.
Third or fourth century.
2318. (3174).Bone pin. Plate 118. L. 0.097 m.
2328. (1322).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.091 m.
Point worn,showingsigns of burning.Pear-shaped
Similarto the preceding,but poorly carved (perhead with a small knob at the top, decoratedwith haps unfinished). No polishing.
Third or fourth century.
incised curving lines, set off from the shaft by a
double raised ring. Fairly high polish.
2329. (1495).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.088 m.
Point brokenoff.
(Romanperiod).
of one piece, head and neck of the shaft on
Made
m.
118.
L.
0.096
Plate
Bone
2319. (2549).
pin.
the remainderby hand. Almost cylindrical
the
lathe,
Surface damaged.
head,
curving
gently inward at the top. Fairly high
head
Hand-carved,of a single piece. Pear-shaped
with an incised criss-crosspattern, rudely executed. polish.
(Thirdor fourth century).
Cf. Wulff,op. cit., I, no. 476 (fromAlexandria)dated
2330. (232). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.083 m.
fourth-fifth century.
Point brokenand re-sharpened.
Third or fourth century.
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Head and shaft made of a single piece, turned on
the lathe. Oval head with two projectingrings on
top, where there was probably also a knob; flaring
knob where it joins the shaft. Incised rings on neck
of shaft. Cf. Wulff, op. cit., I, no. 492 (fromEgypt),
dated fourth-fifth century.
(First or second century).
2331. (998). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.048 m.
Point broken off; surface damaged.
Head and shaft madeon the lathe in a singlepiece.
Head shapedlike an invertedpear.
Foundwith No. 2311. First or secondcentury.
2332. (1382).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.058 m.
Point broken off.
Madeof a single piece, head and upperpart of the
shaft turned on the lathe, the rest hand-made.Globular head set off from the neck by a raised ring.
Incised rings aroundneck of shaft. Well carved and
beautifullypolished.
Found with No. 2314. Early fourth century.
2333. (933). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.104 m.
Shaft and head made by hand in one piece. Globularhead set off fromthe shaft by a raisedring.
(Thirdor fourth century).
2334. (2476).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.101 m.
Hand-made in one piece. Oval head with an
incised criss-crosspattern. Plain, unpolished shaft.
(Thirdor fourth century).
2335. (2512).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.088 m.
Point shows traces of burning.
Similar to the preceding. Shorter, more angular
head; shaft less evenly cut. Fairly high polish.
(Third or fourth century).
2336. (924). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.095 m.
Point brokenoff; shaft fractured.
Hand-madein one piece. Long, flat-toppedhead,
cut into facets. Little polish.
(Fourth century).
2337. (358). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.073 m.
The point shows traces of burning.
Hand-made in one piece. Unusually small, globular head, with a wide projectingband dividing it
from the shaft. Poorly carved.
(Romanperiod).
2338. (553). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.061 m.
Point broken off.
Hand-made, rather crudely, in one piece. Head
composedof a seriesof ridges.
(Fourthcentury).
2339. (327). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.11 m.
Hand-made in one piece. Head similar to the
preceding.
(Fourth century).
2340. (3839).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.146 m.
Shaft bent. Hand-made. Head composed of a
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series of crudespheresand ridges. Rather rude carving and finish.
(Second or third century).
2341. (3642).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.18 m.
Top broken off. Hand-made.Head composed of
ridges and faceted spheres,well carved.
(Second-fourthcenturies).
2342. (2516).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.061 m.
Point slightly broken.
Hand-made, in one piece. Conical head, rather
unevenlyfinished.Incisedrings aroundneck of shaft.
First or second century.
2343. (990). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.141 m.
Point brokenoff. Lathe-turnedshaft; conicalhead.
Highly polished.
(Secondor third century).
2344. (290). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.094 m.
The point shows signs of burning.
Hand-made, in one piece. Square head, with a
smallprojectingknobat each of the four corners,and
incised lines around the sides.
(First or second century).
2345. (4088).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.116 m.
Lathe-turned,in one piece. Head in form of an
amphora,with depressionin the top (lathe-mark).
Head highly polished, shaft less so. Cf. Wulff, Altchristlicheund MittelalterlicheBildwerke,I, no. 473
(dated fourth-fifthcentury).
(First or second century).
2346. (5116).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.103 m.
Point broken, traces of burning. Similar to preceding, but less well made.
(First or second century).
2347. (4440).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.063 m.
Both ends brokenoff. Head consistsof femalebust
set on a small spherewith two ridges below. Head of
bust missing; garment indicated by incised lines.
Back of bust plain.
First century.
2348. (3289).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.036 m.
Shaft and end of head missing.
Head of pin in the formof a femalehead with high
coiffure of the characteristicFlavian style. Sharp,
angularfeatures,almostflat nose. Detailsof headdress
carefullyworkedout, also in back whereit ends in a
bun at the nape. Cf. A. Hekler, Greekand Roman
Portraits(New York, 1912), p. xxxvi, pl. 243b.
(Late first century).
2349. (5948).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.036 m.
Shaft missing. Head of pin in form of female
figure, dressedin a long garment,holding hands up
to her hair. Rather crude work.
(Romanperiod).
2350. (2505).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.147 m.
Hand-carved,in one piece. Head in the shape of a
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squatting human figure, rather Egyptian in appearance, with hair hangingdownto the breast,on which
is some sort of emblem. Garmentindicated on both
back and front by incised lines. The figure rests on
a base which runs into the neck of the shaft.
(First or second century).
2351. (6111).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.077 m.
Both ends broken off. Head of pin shaped like a
hand. Lower end shows traces of burning.
Not later than first century; possibly Hellenistic.
2352. (3713). Ivory pin. Plate 119. L. 0.054 m.
Lowerend brokenoff. Shaftin shapeof a flattened
spiral,endingin decorativeridges,wrist and clenched
fist. High polish.
(Byzantineperiod?).
2353. (969). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.062 m.
Point broken off. Made in one piece, the shaft
turned on the lathe, the head made by hand in the
shape of a lion's head.
(First or second century).
2354. (644). Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.086 m.
Point brokenoff.
Head of the pin in the shape of a bird'shead, with
incised circlesfor eyes. Shaft decoratedwith similar
circles and with spiral grooves at intervals. Highly
polished surface, excellent workmanship.
(Fourth-sixthcenturies).
2355. (3708).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.086 m.
Point broken off.
Head in the form of a dove sitting on a sphere.
Detailsindicatedby incisions;circlefor the eye. Shaft
nearlycircular;wideningslightlytowardthe lowerend.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
2356. (5064).Bone pin. Plate 119. L. 0.099 m.
Shaft rectangularin section, changingto circular
nearthe pointedend. Head in the formof a squatting
bird crudely indicated. Dotted circles for the eyes.
Incised diagonallines on sides of shaft.
(Fourth-sixth centuries).
2357. (4173a). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.168 m.
Long pin, top cut off sharply, widening at the
center and taperingto very sharp point. Upper half
decoratedwith elaborategeometricpattern, incised
and inlaid with black powdery material.
Found with Nos. 2358 and 2366-2373. Eleventh
century context.
2358. (4173b). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.156 m.
Similar to preceding. Pattern similar, and also
inlaid. Highly polished.
Found with preceding.
2359. (4897a). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.184 m.
Long shaft, circularin section near the pointed
end, flattish at the top, where it is rounded off.
Incised geometric decoration at the upper end.
(Tenth-twelfth centuries).

2360. (6116).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.176 m.
Top brokenoff, traces of burning.
Shaft circularin section, thickest at the middle.
Incised circlesinlaid with red material. Shaft highly
polished.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
2361. (4395).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.154 m.
Top broken off. Long shaft, with rounded top.
Incisedgeometricdesignon upperhalf of shaft, which
is polished.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2362. (7898).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.154 m.
Similar to preceding. Polished shaft, oval in
section. Incised geometricdesign.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
2363. (4117).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.145 m.
Blunt end burned. Shape similar to preceding.
Incised geometric design inlaid with black chalky
material.
Tenth-twelfthcenturies.
2364. (6945).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.092 m.
One end missing. Pointed end with incised rings
aroundit. Incisedgeometricdesign,inlaid with black.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2365. (982). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.121 m.
Shaft sharplypointed at one end, roundedat the
other. Incised circlesat regularintervals.
(Thirdor fourth century).
2366-2373 (4173c-j). Bone pins. Plate 120.
0.134 m. (2370)
L. 0.113 m. (2366)
0.126 m. (2367)
0.143 m. (2371)
0.132 m. (2368)
0.146 m. (2372)
0.136 m. (2369)-point 0.126 m. (2373)
brokenoff
Narrowshaft, sharplypointed, with conical head
having incised net pattern filled with black powdery
material.Unpolished,perhapsnot quite finished.All
the specimens are identical. Heads of two other
uncataloguedpins were found with them.
Found all together with Nos. 2357 and 2358.
Eleventh century context.
2374. (6930).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.114 m.
Shape similar to preceding.Incised circles, filled
with black chalky material, on the head. Polished
at lower end.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
2375. (3637).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.12 m.
Similar to preceding. Uneven shaft, hand-made.
Geometricpattern incised on the head.
Fourth or fifth century.
2376. (4686g). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.119 m.
Similar to preceding;less well definedhead. Polished shaft. Point worn down. Geometric design
incised on head.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
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2377. (7840).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.117 m.
Similar to preceding. Hand-made. Rings incised
aroundhead and shaft at intervals.
(Late Roman or Byzantine period).
2378. (6410).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.123 m.
Similarto preceding.Geometricdesignincised on
headandshaft,inlaidwith redchalkymaterial.Lower
end alone polished.
(Tenthor eleventh century).
2379. (4690k). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.114 m.
Similar to preceding. Lathe-turned, with high
polish. Head slightly set off from shaft; one ring
incised around the head.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2380. (1793).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.119 m.
Similarto preceding.Point brokenoff. Lowerend
and shaft to about half-wayup polishedon the lathe.
Spiralsincised at intervals.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2381. (7134).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.119 m.
Similar to preceding,with more sharply defined
head, decoratedwith tiny triangles in various combinations.Highly polishedon the lathe.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2382. (6556).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.10 m.
Similar to preceding. Incised rings around head
and shaft. Slightlypolished.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
2383. (3799).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.09 m.
Similar to preceding, but with head not well
defined. Geometricdesignsincisedon head and shaft,
inlaid with black. Hand-made.
(Tenth-twelfthcenturies).
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2384. (4339).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.123 m.
Shape similarto No. 2381. Slanting lines incised
on head,inlaid with black.Lowerend polishedon the
lathe, upper end roughlyfinished.
Found in third-fourth century context with Byzantine intrusions.
2385. (403). Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.112 m.
Point brokenand resharpened.
Shaft sharply pointed at one end, increasing
graduallyand evenly to a blunt surfaceat the other
end. Turnedon the lathe, highly polished.
First or secondcentury.
2386. (3524).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.106 m.
Shaft with sharp point (resharpened)at one end,
conical at the other.
First or early secondcenturycontext.
2387. (8248).Bone pin. Plate 120. L. 0.14 m.
Similarto preceding.Sharppoint burned.
Late Roman and Byzantine context.
2388. (4256).Bone pin (?). Plate 119. L. 0.075 m.
Lower end snappedoff. Lathe-turned;small part
of shaft narrowerthan remainder.Incised rings at
intervals. Perhapsan unfinishedpin.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
2389. (994). Bone handle (?). Plate 119. L. 0.069 m.
Oval handle, with hollow center and incised decorationat the end and at beginningof shaft. At the
other end was probablya humanfigure. Cf. Compterendu de la CommissionImperiale Archeologique,
1875, p. 40, pl. II, 24, with a dog or cat on the upper
end. No explanationis known.
Romanperiod.

BEADS

Althoughperhapsthe oldestandmostwidespreadform of female adornment,beads are
comparativelyrare at Corinth.Thereare few
closeddepositsfromany period,so that dating
is difficult and unreliable.Anotherhandicap
is the tendency of beads of many periodsto
resembleone another,so that even those who
have penetrateddeeplyinto the subjecthave
often hesitatedto tacklethe problemof chronology.65The Corinthmaterialis not such as

65The most ambitious treatment of the subject, H. C.
Beck, Classification and Nomenclatureof Beads and Pendants,
Society of Antiquaries of London, 1928 (Archaeologia,
LXXVII, pp. 1-76), includes scarcely any dates.

to add much to the present state of knowledge
of this subject.
Of the various materials of which the Corinth beads are made, glass is the commonest
in all periods, and the methods of making glass
beads altered very little through the centuries.
Stone, including semi-preciousstones, is much
more rarely used. Other materials still less
common are bronze, faience, terracotta, ivory
and bone.
From the Greek period we have a very few
beads of steatite; no other kind of stone is
represented. Among the glass beads of this
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period there are two varieties: a globularbead
whose decoration is achieved by marvering
into the warm glass a series of glass blobs composed of several layers of glass66(Nos. 2426,
2427), and a roughly cylindrical bead with a
border of another color around one or both
ends and a zigzag pattern in this second color
(Nos.2456-2458). This pattern was formed by
hooking the applied glass threads when warm,
essentially the same technique as that used on
contemporaryglass vessels (see Nos. 581-583).
In view of the fact that such vessels were imported from Egypt, it is probable that the
beads were as well. Other beads of the Greek
period are of bronze (Nos. 2503, 2504,2506)
and a few are of terracotta (Nos.2511,2512).
The Roman period offers somewhat greater
variety. The stone beads are mostly carnelian
(Nos. 2398-2400) and there are also some of
amethyst (Nos. 2395-2397) and plasma (Nos.
2406-2408). All these are of the late Roman
period, probably the fourth century or even
later. One of the commonest forms is an irregular, flattish oval bead (Nos. 2395-2398)
which was widely used in both necklaces67and
earrings.68Others, cylindrical in shape (Nos.
2406-2409), were also popular for necklaces.69
Faience beads (Nos. 2418-2421), doubtless imported from Egypt, were fairly common during
the first two centuries of Roman rule.70Most
of them are the so-called "melon beads," some
show slight variations (e.g. No. 2421) and a
few others,of irregularshape(Nos. 2422,2423),
may date from the later Roman period. During
Roman times glass beads attained greatvariety
66 This is called
by Beck (op. cit., p. 64) the "stratified eye
bead."
67 See W. Dennison and C. R. Morey, Studies in East
Christian and Roman Art (New York, 1918, University of
Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series XII), Part II, pl. XXX
(the beads are pearls and sapphires); also Ath. Mitt., LIX,
1934, p. 222, fig. 26,7.
68 Ath.
Mitt., LIX, 1934, p. 222, fig. 26, 3-4.
69
Dennison, op. cit., pl. XXXI.
70
Many of this period have been found at other sites: see
Furtwingler, Olympia, IV, no. 1334; Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904,
p. 632 (Phaistos); Bonner Jahrbilcher,CXI-CXII, 1904, p.
416, pl. XXXV, 17 (Novaesium); Fremersdorf, Denkmaler
des rimischen Koln, pl. 10.

in decoration; however, the Corinthshapes are
confined to a few types. The "stratified eye
bead," very much like those of the Greek
period, is a common variety (Nos.2429-2433,
2435), as is also a bead with simple blobs
marveredin (Nos.2436-2440).71 Variations on
this type are achieved by adding to the blobs
trailed-on threads of other colors (Nos. 24412443), and still other beads have the trailed-on
threads but no blobs (e.g. No. 2444, which may
be Byzantine, and No. 2445). A somewhat rare
type of bead was made by cutting off a section
of a glass rod composed of juxtaposed filaments, and pinching in the ends (No. 2455).
Numbers of beads have simple globularshapes
without any decoration (No. 2463). A plain
cylindrical bead (No. 2475) probably was intended to imitate the similar bead of semipreciousstone (e.g. No.2408). In a gravedating
from the third or fourth century was found a
collection of glass beads which undoubtedly
once formed a necklace. While no indication
could be gathered of the intended relation of
these beads to one another, it is clear that
several varieties were used in one necklace. The
five kinds in this particular string are: a
flattened sphere with blobs marvered in, already mentioned (No. 2438); a plain cylinder
(No. 2475); a cylindrical bead composed of
glass blobs fused together (No. 2477); a cylinder formed by winding a glass spiral (Nos.
2478, 2479); and a cylinder formed by folding
a strip of glass (No. 2480). Decoration was
achieved on all the types thus far mentioned
by working the glass when it was still warm.
The only type of Roman bead which was
worked in a cold state is a small polygonal
bead (Nos. 2484-2486) which existed in the
late Roman period, and which is reminiscent
of the polygonal metal pin heads of the same
period (Nos. 2282-2286). The facets were cut
as if in stone. In the late Roman period several
undecorated types are common: a flat, oval
71 This is called by Beck (op. cit., p. 63) the "flush spot
eye bead."
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bead (No. 2487) and a roughly pear-shaped
bead, also flat (Nos. 2492-2494). Both these
varieties had Byzantine successors (see Nos.
2488-2491,2495,2496). A type of bead which,
although rather Byzantine in appearance,was
found in a reliable late Roman context is the
irregularbulging cylinder No. 2502. No metal
beads of the Roman period have been positively identified. No. 2505 may date from this
time. A curious bone bead, elaborately inlaid
with bronze (No. 2509), may possibly also be
of the Roman period.
Quite a few beads of various semi-precious
stones have been found in Byzantine contexts.
Among the collection there are beads of lapis,
carnelian, plasma, coral and agate. Whether
such delicate and precisely carved beads as
Nos. 2392-2394, which are all of lapis lazuli
and of unusual and individual forms, were
actually produced in this period or only
happened to be lying about, is difficult to say.
Conclusive results might be attained by a
closer study of the comparative material than
has been attempted here. In addition to these
rare specimens, numbers of more ordinary
beads have been found (Nos. 2399-2405);
these are spherical, oval, oblong, and in one
case (No. 2403) partly polygonal. The cylindrical bead so common in late Roman times
(Nos. 2407, 2408) continued into the later
period (No. 2406 may be either Roman or
Byzantine) and developed hexagonal (No.
2410) and other polygonal variations (No.
2411). Such beads as No. 2415 are probably
direct descendants of the late Roman beads
like Nos. 2395-2398. A few of the beads such
as Nos. 2412,2413 and 2416 are probably to
be assigned to the Frankish period rather than
to the Byzantine. Faience beadsarerarelyfound
in Byzantine contexts and the two specimens
which come from sound contexts (Nos. 2424
and 2425) probably are relics of an earlierage.
However, it seems fairly certain that they were
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show great variety. Before considering the
types, mention may be made of the only necklace of the period (MF 6727) which has been
discovered at Corinth. It was found in a grave
in the Agora which contained a woman and
child (for the grave see p. 6), the former
wearing or carrying a considerable amount of
cheap jewelry (rings Nos. 1821, 1830, 1927;
earringsNos. 2030, 2036,2037). The grave has
been assigned on external evidence to the sixth
or seventh century. The necklace, consisting of
nearly three hundred glass beads (P1. 148, c),
was found on the body in such a disturbed
condition that the relative positions of the
beads could only be guessed at. Most of the
beads are small irregular cylinders of the following colors: yellowish green, bluish green,
emerald green, light brown. Others have so
disintegratedthat the coloris practically gone.
The few larger beads, all spherical except for
one cylinder, are black, yellow, blue and green.
The necklace apparently consisted of at least
two strands of beads, with shorter strands
hanging from them. The colors were mixed:
e.g., two yellow, one blue with three blue hanging from it, then two yellow again, etc. Also in
this grave was a single bead, No. 2461, which
lay at some distance from the necklace and
perhapswas the child's amulet.
The glass beads of the Byzantine period
show little change from Roman times, and
some of them are similar to those of the Greek
period. Often the best distinguishingcharacteristic is the texture of the beads' surface,which
in Byzantine times is harder and more glassy
than on those of earlier times. Most of the Byzantine specimens have retained their original
appearance and surface intact, but of course
there are exceptions. Beads with marvered-in
blobs (No. 2428) and with stratified blobs (Nos.
2434 and 2469, an oval shape) are very like the
Roman specimens, as are also those with
trailed-on threads (Nos. 2446-2454). In some

actually in use duringthe Byzantineperiod. of thesethe threadsstandout fromthe surface
Byzantine glass beads are numerousand (Nos. 2451, 2452); in others they have been
19
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FIG. 66. SECTIONS OF BEADS. 2: 1

marveredin flush with the surface (Nos. 2453,
2454 and others). A rare oval shape also has
marvered-in threads (No. 2470). The hookedthread decoration which, at least in Corinth,
seems to have been absent in Roman times, is
quite prominent in the Byzantine period. Nos.
2459 and 2460 show it in globular beads. The
dates of the three cylindrical beads with
hooked decoration (Nos. 2481-2483) are much
in doubt; it is possible that they are of an
earlier period. A kind of decorationwhich had
not previously appearedis that shown on Nos.
2461 and 2462, where threads of various colors
are marveredinto the surfacein a herring-bone
pattern. This might be considered a variation
on the hooked patterns. Undecorated beads
are numerous in the Byzantine period; they
are globular (Nos. 2464-2468), biconical (No.
2471), or cylindrical (Nos. 2472-2474, 2476).
There are also flat beads, oval, circularor pear-

shaped(Nos.2488-2491, 2495, 2496), discoid

(No. 2513) represents all that is preserved of
this type.
2390. (6701). Steatite bead. Plate 121 and Figure 66.
L. 0.02 m.
Flat, almostcircular;piercedlengthwise.
Contextof the Greekperiod.
2391. (866). Steatite bead. Plate 121. L. 0.017 m.
Greenish;cylindricalwith slightly bulging sides.
Piercedlengthwise.
(Greekperiod).
2392. (5036).Lapislazulibead.Plate 121.L. 0.027m.,
th. 0.006 m.
Flat, shield-shaped,with three holes. This was
probablythe centralbead on a necklace.
Tenth centurycontext.
2393. (7899).Lapislazulibead.Plate 121. W. 0.011m.
Bead in the shape of a wedge removed from a
sphere,with two holesnearthe narrowedge; the outside bearingtwo deep grooves.
Date uncertain.
2394. (6040).Lapis lazuli bead. Plate 121 and Figure
66. L. 0.013 m.
Flat bead, in shape of two trianglesjoined by a
narrowstrip. Both ends pierced.
Byzantinecontext.
2395. (7847).Amethyst bead. Plate 121 and Figure
66. L. 0.014 m.
Flat bottom, convex top; piercedlengthwise.
(LateRomanperiod).
2396. (7828).Amethyst bead. Plate 121. L. 0.016 m.
Similarto the preceding.
(LateRomanperiod).
2397. (3304).Amethyst bead. Plate 121. L. 0.015 m.
Lenticularshape, nearly circular;pierced length-

(Nos. 2497,2498), lentoid (No. 2499) and pearshaped (No. 2500) beads. A small segmented
bead (No. 2501) may be either Roman or
Byzantine. It is doubtful if any metal beads
have been preservedfrom the Byzantine period
(that is, at Corinth). A few bone beads are
tentatively assigned to this period (Nos. 2507,
2508, 2510); only No. 2510 is certainly dated wise.
correctly. One crude glazed terracotta bead
(LateRomanperiod).
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2398. (528). Carnelianbead. Plate 121. L. 0.016 m.
Ratherflat, lenticularbead, piercedlengthwise.
(Late Romanperiod.)
2399. (3798). Carnelianbead. Plate 121 and Figure
66. L. 0.016 m.
Oval bead with profile as shown in the figure.
Piercedlengthwise.
Byzantine context.
2400. (694). Carnelianbead.Plate 121. Diam.0.011m.
Sphericalbead.
(Romanor Byzantineperiod).
2401. (958). Carnelianbead.Plate 121. Diam.0.008m.
Approximatelyspherical.
(Byzantineperiod).
2402. (755). Carnelianbead.Plate 121. Diam.0.008m.
Approximatelyspherical.
(Byzantineperiod).
2403. (956). Carnelianbead. Plate 121. Diam.0.012m.
Long, polygonalbead; piercedat narrowerend.
(Byzantineperiod).
2404. (5133).Carnelianbead. Plate 121. L. 0.026 m.
Long doubleconewith eight facets cut on the sides.
Piercedlengthwise.
(Byzantineperiod).
2405. (4179).Carnelianbead. Plate 121. L. 0.026 m.
Ends chipped.Similarto the preceding.
(Byzantineperiod).
2406. (4866).Plasmabead. Plate 121. L. 0.007 m.
Cylindrical;piercedlengthwise.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
2407. (6576).Plasmabead. Plate 121. L. 0.006 m.
Shortcylinder,piercedlengthwise.
(Late Romanperiod).
2408. (7114).Plasma bead. Plate 121 and Figure 66.
L. 0.009 m.
Cylindrical;piercedlengthwise.
(Late Romanperiod).
2409. (5987).Plasmabead. Plate 121. L. 0.005 m.
Ratherunevencylinderwith largehole.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2410. (7523d).Plasmabead. Plate 121 and Figure66.
L. 0.007 m.
Oneendbrokenoff. Hexagonal;piercedlengthwise.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2411. (4458).Plasma bead. Plate 121 and Figure 66.
L. 0.007 m.
Flat, polygonal;piercedlengthwise.
(Byzantineperiod).
2412. (757). Coralbead. Plate 121. Diam. 0.006 m.
Roughly spherical.
(Frankishperiod?).
2413. (792). Coralbead. Plate 121. Diam. 0.004 m.
Short, cylindricalbead.
(Frankishperiod?).
19*
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2414. (6046).Coralbead. Plate 121. L. 0.011 m.
Rough cylindricalpiece of coral, pierced lengthwise.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2415. (5042).Agate bead. Plate 121. L. 0.009 m.,
th. 0.004 m.
Green.Flat, hexagonal bead, pierced lengthwise.
(Byzantineperiod).
2416. (4143).Agate bead. Plate 121. L. 0.026 m.
Gray striped agate. Long and oval, circular in
section;piercedlengthwiseby a very smallhole.
ProbablyFrankishor later.
2417. (2940). Stone bead. Plate 121. L. 0.013 m.
Black stone. Almostperfectlyspherical.
Date uncertain.
2418. (3660).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.015 m.
Blue faience.Melon-shaped.Very largehole.
Found in "Basilica fill" (see pp. 21-22). First or
early secondcentury.
2419. (6065).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.013 m.
Blue faience.Melon-shaped.Unusuallylarge hole.
Not later than the first century.
2420. (5309).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.016 m.
Muchwornand unevenlymade.
Blue faience. Melon-shaped,with the gadroons
tending slightly to spiralform.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
2421. (3626).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Blue faience. Rather crude and uneven shape,
somewhat resembling the melon-bead. The hole is
large at one end, small at the other.
(First or secondcentury).
2422. (740).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.009 m.
Blue faience. Irregularshape, roughly cylindrical,
with very largehole.
(Romanperiod).
2423. (7842).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.011 m.
Blue faience.Rudely conicalshape,piercedlengthwise.
(Romanperiod).
2424. (7823).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.009 m.
Blue faience. Lotus-shaped; pierced lengthwise.
This is Beck's "lotus-pendant"(Classificationand
Nomenclatureof Beads and Pendants,p. 29, fig. 24:
B.I.e), but it seems more likely that it was used as
a bead.
Tenth-twelfthcenturycontext.
2425. (4574).Faiencebead. Plate 121. L. 0.018 m.
Blue faience. Long cylinder, pierced lengthwise,
probablycut off a longerrod.
Found with Nos. 2140 and 2141 (glassbracelets)in
a Byzantinegrave.
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2426. (5888). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.008 m.
Roughly cylindrical. Dark blue glass with three
spots composedof alternatingwhite and blue rings
marvered into the surface. This and the following
beads (throughNo. 2435 except No. 2428)areBeck's
"stratifiedeye beads" (op. cit., p. 64).
(Fifth-fourthcenturyB.C.).
2427. (5577). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.008 m.
Roughly cylindrical.Opaquelight blue glass with
marvered spots containing alternating white and
darkblue rings.
Fifth or fourth centuryB.C.
2428. (5303). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.005 m.
Approximatelytriangular.Greenglass with three
large yellow spots partially marvered in. This is
Beck's "raisedspot eye bead" (op. cit., p. 63, fig. 56).
Tenth-eleventhcenturycontext.
2429. (3684). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Chipped.Flattened sphere.Blue glass with yellowbordered blue spots marvered in flush with the
surface.
(Romanperiod).
2430. (2573). Glass bead. Plate 121. Diam. 0.011 m.
Spherical. Opaque blue glass with large whiteborderedbluespotsmarveredin flushwith the surface.
Romanperiod.
2431. (856). Glassbead. Plate 121. Diam. 0.013 m.
Roughly spherical. Opaque red glass with marvered-inspots of gray-borderedblue glass.
(Romanperiod).
2432. (2803a). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Flattened sphere. Blue glass with black-bordered
blue spots marveredon.
Found with Nos. 2445 and 2502. Late Roman
period(probablyfourthcentury).
2433. (494a). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Spherical. Green glass with black(?)-bordered
yellow spots marveredin.
Found with Nos. 2492 and 2493. Probably late
Romanperiod.
2434. (6949b).Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Spherical.Opaquegreenglass with stratifiedspots
marveredin flush with the
(blue-white-black-white)
surface.
Found with other beads (Nos. 2467, 2469, 2476,
2490, and 2491) in a grave which also contained a
buckle (MF7225), two rings (MF7226), two earrings
(MF 7039), an iron key (MF 7147) and some cloth
(MF 7391). All these were very poor specimens.
Byzantineperiod.
2435. (505). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.016 m.
Heavy enamelweathering,disfiguringthe surface.
Flattened sphere. Stratified spots (green-whitered) marveredinto the surface.
Late Romanperiod.

2436. (6064). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.01 m.
Surfaceweathered.
Flattened sphere. Probably dark blue glass with
yellow spots marveredin flush with the surface.This
is Beck's "flushspot eye bead" (op.cit., p. 63, fig. 57).
First century.
2437. (5331). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.009 m.
Surfaceweatheredso that coloris not apparent.
Flattenedsphere.Blobs marveredin flush.
"Basilicafill" (seepp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
2438. (2187a).Glassbead. Plate 121. Diam. 0.015 m.
Flattened sphere. Opaque blue glass with white
blobs marveredin. This is one of a string of beads
found in a grave (others are Nos. 2475, 2477-2480).
They appearto date fromthe Romanperiod,perhaps
the third or fourthcentury.
2439. (3441). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.011 m.
Flattened sphere. Black glass with irregularred,
green and yellow blobs marveredin flush with the
surface.
(Romanperiod).
2440. (479). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.009 m.
Flattened sphere. Dark blue glass with irregular
red and greenblobs marveredin flush.
Late Romanperiod.
2441. (1347). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.011 m.
Surfaceweathered.
Flattened sphere. Blue glass with white-bordered
blue blobs and a white threadmarveredin.
(Romanperiod).
2442. (3155). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.008 m.
Flattened sphere.Opaquelight blue glass. Pattern
of crossing brown threads and opaque red blobs
partiallymarveredin.
(Romanperiod).
2443. (7909). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.012 m.
Flattened sphere. Dark blue glass. Crossinggray
threads and opaquered blobs partiallymarveredin.
Ninth centurycontext, but possiblyof the Roman
period.
2444. (4251). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.01 m.
Flattened sphere with large central hole. Black
glass with wide white coils marveredin flushwith the
surface.
Foundin "Basilicafill" (see pp. 21-22) in a place
wherethere was Byzantine intrusion.The bead may
date fromthe latter period.
2445. (2803c).Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.011 m.
Flattened sphere. Opaquered glass; overlapping
zigzag blue-graythreads marveredin flush with the
surface.
Found with Nos. 2432 and 2502. Late Roman
period(probablyfourthcentury).
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2446. (6700). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.008 m.
Flattened sphere. Dark blue glass with irregular
overlappingthreads - red and white (?) - marveredin.
Ninth-tenth centurycontext.
2447. (4226). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.015 m.
Half missing.
Flattened sphere. Dark blue glass with irregular
zigzag thread of opaque red marveredin flush with
the surface.
Found with No. 2495. Not later than the eleventh
century.
2448. (259b). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.014 m.
Irregularsphere.Dark blue glass; irregularzigzag
threadsof opaquered marveredin flush.
(Tenthor eleventhcentury).
2449. (5573). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.018 m.
Half preserved.
Flattenedsphere.Darkblue glasswith overlapping
zigzag threads of opaquered and white (very much
oxidized)marveredin flush with the surface.
Tenth centuryor later.
2450. (4683a).Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.023 m.
Slightly flattened sphere. Dark blue glass with
irregular overlapping zigzag threads of red and
gray (?) marveredin flush.
Found with No. 2464. (Byzantineperiod).
2451. (771). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.017 m.
Roughly cylindrical. Opaque black glass with
crossingcoils of opaquered (nowweatheredto white)
and bluish green mixed, and white blobs, partially
marveredinto the surface.
(Late Romanor Byzantineperiod).
2452. (3334). Glassbead. Plate 121. L. 0.013 m.
Truncatedcone shape. Black glass with irregular
white zigzagthreadpartiallymarveredin.
(Byzantineperiod).
2453. (4486). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.013 m.
Half preserved.
Spherical. Opaque blackish glass with yellow
threadsmarveredin in irregularloops, flush with the
surface.
Tenth centurycontext.
2454. (5939). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Spherical.Irregularlystriped red and black glass
with white threadsmarveredin flush, in an irregular
loop pattern.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2455. (783). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.013 m.
Spherical.The bead was apparentlyproducedby
cutting a section from a rod composedof thin filaments (black, white and green?) marvered in together.This length of rod was then pinchedin at the
ends.
(LateRomanperiod).
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2466. (4968). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Cylinderwith bulging sides. Opaque white and
blue glass hooked into zigzag pattern (partially in
relief).Yellowborderaroundeach end.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
2457. (4170). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Bulging cylinder. Black glass with hooked white
threadsmarveredin. Yellow borderaroundone end.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
2458. (1677). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.009 m.
Oneend chipped.
Cylindrical. Brownish black glass with hooked
greenthreads,partiallyin relief.
(Fifth or fourthcenturyB.C.).
2459. (4540). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.014 m.
About one-thirdpreserved;surfaceweathered.
Bulging cylinder. Brownish (?) glass with white
horizontaland hookedthreads,marveredin.
Byzantineperiod.
2460. (4320). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.024 m.
Half preserved.
Bulgingcylinder.Opaqueblueglasswithhorizontal
white and hookedthreads,marveredinto the surface.
Eleventh centurycontext.
2461. (6692). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.018 m.
Surfaceweathered.
Bulging cylinder. Greenglass with thin threadsof
yellow, red, white and blue marveredinto the surface
in a herring-bonepattern. This is approximately
Beck's "wire-drawnchevronbead" (op. cit., p. 66).
Found in a grave with No. 1821 (q.v.)and other
objects. Sixth or seventhcentury.
2462. (3627). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.018 m.
Similarto the preceding.Two roughfragmentsof
greenglass are attachedto the surface.
(Sixth or seventhcentury).
2463. (3100). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.008 m.
Flattened sphere, wider at one side. Dark green
glass.
Secondcenturycontext.
2464. (4683b).Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.011 m.
Flattenedsphere.Opaquered glass.
Found with No. 2460. (Byzantineperiod).
2465. (440). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.016 m.
Slightly flattened sphere, uneven shape. Opaque
red glass.
(Byzantineperiod).
2466. (6022). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.011 m.
Spherical,unevenshape. Opaquered glass.
Byzantineperiodor later.
2467. (6949f). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.006 m.
Flattened sphere.Blue glass.
Found with No. 2434 (q.v.)and other beads in a
grave. Byzantineperiod.
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2468. (6937). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.013 m.
Flattened sphere.Black glass.
Thirteenth-fifteenthcenturycontext.
2469. (6949c). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.015 m.
Oval; circularin section.
Black glass with stratifiedblobs (blue-white-blackwhite) marveredin flush with the surface.
Found with No. 2434 (q.v.) and other beads in a
grave. Byzantineperiod.
2470. (3689). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.011 m.
Oval; circular in section. Light blue glass with
opaquered threadsmarveredin vertically.
Tenth centurycontext.
2471. (4447). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.01 m.
Doublecone. Transparentdarkgreenglass.
Byzantineperiodor later.
2472. (5993). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.019 m.
Cylinder, cut from a longer rod. Opaque green
glass. Thisis Beck's "canebead" (op. cit., p. 60).
Not later than the eleventh century.
2473. (4292). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Flattenedcylinder.Opaqueturquoiseblue glass.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2474. (6712). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.008 m.
Shortcylinder.Opaqueblue glass.
Tenth or eleventhcentury.
2476. (2187b). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.008 m.
Cylinder,cut from longer rod. Colorinvisible because of severeenamelweathering.
Found in a grave with No. 2438 (q.v.)and other
beads. Thirdor fourthcentury.
2476. (6949a).Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.009 m.
Cylinder,cut froma rod. Opaquegreenglass.
Found in a grave with No. 2434 (q.v.) and other
beads.Byzantineperiod.
2477. (2187c). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.01 m.
Cylindercomposedof circularblobs of glass (red
and other colors) fused together. This is Beck's
"blotchedbead" (op.cit., p. 60).
Found in a grave with No. 2438 (q.v.) and other
beads. Thirdor fourthcentury.
2478. (2187d).Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.017 m.
Cylinderformed by winding a coil of light blue
glass into a spiral. This is "Family A.3" in Beck's
category of "Group XVIII. Spiral beads and pendants" (op.cit., p. 16).
Found with the preceding.
2479. (2187e). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.02 m.
Similarto the preceding,of darkblue glass.
Foundwith the preceding.
2480. (2187f). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.017 m.
Cylinder,with slightly bulging sides, formed by
folding lengthwisea strip of dark blue glass. This is
Beck's "foldedbead" (op.cit., p. 61).
Found with the preceding.

2481. (6946). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.03 m.
Cylinder.Opaquebluishblackglasswithhorizontal
white stripes at either end, hooked white stripes
between. These are called by Beck "wire-drawn
beads" (op.cit., pp. 66-67).
Third-twelfthcenturycontext (Byzantineperiod?).
2482. (7128). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.015 m.
One end brokenoff. Cylinder.Dark blue (?) glass
with hookedwhite stripes.
(Fourth-tenth century context, Byzantine period?).
2483. (7514). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.015 m.
About half preserved. Cylinder.Dark blue glass
with horizontalred stripes and hookedwhite stripes.
(Byzantineperiod?).
2484. (54b). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.006 m.
Short cylinder, with sides cut into facets. Green
glass. This falls within Beck's "GroupXV. Polygonal
beads" (op.cit. p. 6).
(Late Romanperiod).
2485. (695). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.006 m.
Same shape as preceding.Opaquelight blue glass.
(Late Romanperiod).
2486. (810). Glass bead. Plate 122. Diam. 0.0065 m.
Sameshapeas preceding.Opaqueblue glass. Small
circlesare incisedon some of the facets.
Late Romanperiod.
2487. (6971). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.011 m.
Flat bead, oval in outline; pierced crosswise.
Grayishblue glass.
Romanperiod.
2488. (7908). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Shapesimilarto the preceding.Darkblue glass.
Ninth to early tenth centurycontext.
2489. (7115). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.012 m.
Similar to the preceding, but nearly circular.
Blackishglass.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2490. (6949e). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.014 m.
Severeenamelweathering.
Flat bead, oval in outline; piercedlengthwise.
Found in a grave with No. 2434 (q.v.) and other
beads. Byzantineperiod.
2491. (6949d).Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.017 m.
Flat bead, pear-shapedin outline; piercedlengthwise. Darkblue glass.
Foundwith the preceding.
2492. (494b). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.018 m.
Similarto the preceding.Blue glass.
Found with Nos. 2433 and 2493. Probably late
Romanperiod.
2493. (494c). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.02 m.
Flat bead; oval in outline with pointed ends;
piercedlengthwise.
Foundwith the preceding.
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2494. (2395). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.018 m.
Similarto the preceding.Greenglass.
Late Romanperiod.
2496. (4227). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.017 m.
Similarto the preceding.Blue glass.
Found with No. 2447. Not later than the eleventh
century.
2496. (3695). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.018 m.
Flat bead; roughlyoval in outline. Greenglass.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2497. (8). Glassbead. Plate 122. Diam. 0.022 m.
Disk with both faces convex; large central hole.
Light greenglass.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
2498. (4394). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.009 m.
Similarto the preceding.Darkgreenglass.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2499. (226). Glassbead. Plate 122. Diam. 0.025 m.
Severeenamelweathering.
Lentoid bead. Flat central portion on each side;
bevellededges.Piercedlengthwise.Greenglass.
(Byzantineperiod).
2500. (1318). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.011 m.
Severeenamelweathering.
Pear-shapedbead, pierced lengthwise. Dark blue
glass.
(Byzantineperiod).
2501. (7895). Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.01 m.
Bead formed of two small spheres attached together.Light yellow glass. This is Beck's "segmented
bead" (op. cit., p. 13).
ContextRoman and Byzantine.
2502. (2803b).Glassbead. Plate 122. L. 0.017 m.
Oneend chipped.
Bulging cylinderwith narrowborderat each end.
Yellow glass.
Foundwith Nos.2432and2445.Late Romanperiod
(probablyfourthcentury).
2503. (1791).Bronzebead. Plate 122. L. 0.014 m.
Biconical, with a ridge aroundthe center and at
each end. Cf. Robinson,Excavationsat Olynthus,X,
p. 59, nos. 102-104,Type IIIb, of the archaicperiod.
Our specimen is much smallerand probablylater in
date.
(Greekperiod).
2504. (4542).Bronzebead. Plate 122. L. 0.016 m.
Similarto the precedingbut less definitelyconical,
and without any ridges. Cf. Robinson,op. cit., Type
IIb (e.g. no. 63), dated in the archaicperiod.
(Greekperiod?).
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2506. (7634).Bronzebead. Plate 122. L. 0.026 m.
Surfacebadly corroded;very fragile.
Oval bead with four sides slightly defined.Ridged
borderat each end. Smallbumpsall over the surface,
perhapsin imitation of granulation.For the various
types of granulatedbeadssee Beck, op. cit., pp. 26-27.
(Romanperiod?).
2606. (1106).Bronzebead. Plate 122. L. 0.03 m.
Half preserved.
Hollowglobularobjectwith circularand triangular
perforations.This appearsto date from the archaic
period; cf. Blinkenberg, Lindos, I, no. 174. For
pendants exhibiting similar technique, and a large
bibliographypertaining thereto, see Robinson, op.
cit., pp. 118-119, Type II.
(Sixth centuryB.C.).
2507. (1265).Bone bead. Plate 122. Diam. 0.007 m.
Elongatedsphere,piercedlengthwise.
(Byzantineperiod?).
2508. (954). Bone bead. Plate 122. Diam. 0.009 in.
Flattened sphere.
(Byzantineperiod?).
2609. (4087).Bone bead. Plate 122. L. 0.019 m.
Half preserved.
Globular,with raised borderat one end. Band of
inlaidbronzedecorationaroundthe middle:largeand
small conventionalizedflowers.
(Romanperiod?).
2510. (3622).Bone bead. Plate 122. L. 0.026 m.
Half preserved.
Spherical,with incised ridges and dotted circles.
The hole in the side is probablya fault in the bone.
(Byzantineperiod).
2611. (5613).Terracottabead. Plate 122. L. 0.039 m.
Fine reddish clay. Biconical with raised ridge at
each end. For the shapecf. No. 2503.
Hellenisticperiod.
2512.(4512).Terracottabead.Plate 122.Diam0.023m.
Fine buff clay. Flattenedsphere.Geometricdesign
(withina circle)stampedfourtimes aroundthe sides;
doublelines betweenmadewith a fine punch.
(Greekperiod).
2613. (6284).Terracottabead. Plate 122. L. 0.014 m.
Reddish clay, brown glaze. Flattened sphere,
ratherirregularin outline.
Byzantineperiod.
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The objects included under this heading are
not only the most numerous at Corinth but
also among the most controversial.Long years
of excavation of these small objects in nearly
every kind of context have failed to clarify
their purpose, and it is fortunate that a final
decision on the matter is not of great importance. Nevertheless, it may be hoped that some
final proof of how these objects were used may
eventually spring from the evidence. They are
generally discoid or conical and almost always
have a single central hole. Under the heading
of Spindle Whorls (p. 172) the principles on
which buttons have been divided from whorls
have already been stated. To repeat, the
spindle whorls are large, heavy, often of terracotta and seldom decorated;72the buttons are
smaller and lighter, usually of ivory, bone or
steatite, and frequently covered with elaborate
incised designs. It seems that the great number
of these whorls, regardless of any other consideration, makes it unlikely that they could
all have been spindle whorls. Whether they
were all buttons or not, may one day be finally
decided.
The problemis different in each period. The
earliest specimens in the collection are small
truncated cones of steatite (Nos. 2590-2592).
These are common in the Mycenaean period73
and in the Geometric as well. Ours are probably Geometric; none, however, was found in
a reliable context.
At Corinth buttons of the classical Greek
period are scarce. The only ones which can
definitely be assigned to this period (Nos.
2514-2518) are small, undecoratedbone disks,
somewhat unevenly carved, which have rather
large central holes. There seems to be no doubt
whatever that these objects were actually
72 This

criterion would be useless in dealing with Attic
terracotta spindle whorls, which are often elaborately decorated, but no whorls of that kind have appeared at Corinth.
73See e.g. Blegen, Prosymna, pp. 318ff. On pp. 312-313
E. P. Blegen states that these objects are generally considered buttons. H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments,
pp. 368-369 also believes they are buttons.

buttons,usedon the chiton.74Theyarepresent
in contextsdatingfromthe fifth to the second
century B.C. A lead object which has been
included with the buttons (No. 2633) was
probablytoo heavyforsuchuse, but mayhave
beenemployedon a garmentas a weight.
In theRomanperiodthereis greatervariety,
both in materialsandin types, as may be seen
in the selectionof the bone and ivory buttons
onPlate 123(Nos.2519-2524).75Mostof these
comefromwellattestedfirstcenturycontexts,
and there is no evidencefor any from later
centuriesof Romanrule,exceptforonecurious
specimen (No. 2579) with two holes, which
dates from the fourthcentury.The first century specimensare very carefullymade, especially those of ivory (see, e.g., the profilesin
Fig. 67). Most of them are flattish disks with
carefully cut mouldings. The central hole
variesin size, some being quite small, in fact
smallerthan any of the Byzantineexamples,
others quite large. The possibilitythat these
decorativedisksmay have been used as bottle
stoppersis also to be considered.Thereis no
evidence,so far as I know,eitherfor or against
this notion.The stoppercouldhave been held
in placeby a rodinsertedthroughthe hole. No
such rod has yet been discoveredat Corinth
joinedto a disk. Stonebuttonsapparentlydid
74 K.

Elderkin's article, "Buttons and their use on Greek
garments," A.J.A., XXXII, 1928, pp. 333-345, is a most
convincing exposition, leaving no doubt of the identification.
Buttons similar to ours can be seen in her fig. 1, which offers
details from vase paintings.
75 Where buttons were
placed on the garments of the
Romans is not clear. In L. Wilson, The Clothingof theAncient
Romans, the only statement made on the subject is as
follows (p. 34): "The types of buttons used nearly two
thousand years ago are, with little change, still in use today.
The stud or collar-button type, the button with a shank for
attachment, and asimilar button with aflat loop for sewing on,
are all to be found in collections of Roman antiquities. There
have also been found numerous small disks of bronze, and
less frequently of gold, which have a single perforation in the
center, or two or more on the rim. They could have been, and
doubtless were, sewed on garments as ornaments; but the
disk button with two or more perforations in the central part
for sewing on, such as we have today, seems not to have been
used." At Corinth none of the types mentioned here has
been found.
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not exist in Romantimes; the only specimen exhibit considerablevariety of decoration and
whichmay be Roman(andwhichis probably form. Most are well made and undoubtedly
not a button)is No.2622, a ratherunevendisk, were turned on the lathe. Thereis no difficulty
quite flat on both sides and undecorated.It in distinguishing Byzantine specimens from
seems to be of fourthcenturydate. Thereare Roman ones. Twelve of the most common
a few glass buttons from this period (Nos. shapes appear in profile in Figure 68 and for
2629, 2630); these may possibly have been the purpose of avoiding repetition referenceis
spindle whorls although they are small for made in the catalogue to these profilesin place
that purpose. That they are not beads is of a description of the form of each button.
clearlyseen fromthe fact that onesideis quite The numbers attached to the profiles have no
flat. Thereare a few two-holedterracottabut- chronologicalsignificancewhatever; a study of
tons (Nos.2631, 2632) of the Roman period. the shapes has revealed no development within
These and No. 2579, of bone, are the first the three centuries (tenth-twelfth) in which
evidencewe have ofthemoderntype of button. these buttons commonly appear. None of the
Since, however,they are so rare,it does not buttons has been discovered in an absolutely
seem likely that they could have been much closed deposit, and consequently the most
used, and the coarse material and uneven definite statement that can be made is that
execution of the terracottaexamplessuggest probably none dates earlierthan John I Zimisthat they were made for some other purpose ces and none later than the arrival of the
than to fastenclothing.
Franks. The buttons have been arrangedin the
More than nine-tenths of all the buttons catalogue according to the type of incised defound at Corinth date from the Byzantine coration they bear. Many are quite plain (Nos.
period,andit seemsalmostimpossibleto doubt 2526-2531); some of these have a depression
that some of these objectsat least were used around the central hole (e.g. Nos. 2529-2531),
on clothing. Nevertheless, one fact which others have not. On some of the specimens the
militates against this suppositionis the ab- decoration consists of a groove or series of
sence of these objects in graves. So far as I grooves around the central hole and someknow (it is possible that some of the early times aroundthe edge (Nos.2525,2532-2538,
recordshave escapedme) no bone or steatite 2573-2577); on others the circulargrooves are
button of a commonvarietyhas beenfoundin combined with short incised rays (Nos. 2539a grave of the Byzantineperiod (see the ex- 2541) or the rays alone are found (No. 2542);
ception,No. 2582). It is possiblethat the dead and on still others the rays are altered into
were always buriedin shrouds,but still the pyramidaland other designs (Nos.2543-2549).
completeabsenceof these objects,if they were Among these buttons one may be noted: No.
buttons,is curious.Some of the steatite but- 2542, on which a shallow depression, pointed
tons are so large and heavy that one must at each end, extends across the central hole. It
almostassumea leathergarmentto holdthem, seems possible that such a depression might
for the buttons would soon have torn one of have been used to secure a small bar which
cloth. Failing the leather jerkin, it may be would serve, by being fastened with a thong
imaginedthat some of the moremassivespe- or with thread, to hold the button to the garcimens were spindle whorls, or as suggested ment, and possibly the same method of fastenabovefor the Romanbuttons,bottle-stoppers. ing was used on the other buttons despite the
At any rate, they are all consideredhere, for fact that they have no depressionsin the upper
the sake of convenience,as buttons.
surface.Thismethodwouldhave obviatedthe
The bone buttons of the Byzantineperiod need for a largeknot in the center.Thereis a
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largenumberof bone buttons which combine
smallinciseddottedcircleswith the decorative
grooves mentioned above (Nos. 2550-2572,
2578). Some of these are very elaborate;the
mostingeniousonehas combinedthe available
elements to form a series of birds walking
aroundthe uppersurfaceof the button (Fig.
69). On a largenumberof buttonsthe design
is inlaid, either with a chalky pink, red or
black substance, resemblingthat used centuries beforefor coloringterracottafigurines
(Nos.2536,2547,2552, 2553,2562, 2568), or

with a hard composition, either grayish or
black in color, which resists removal from the
grooves(Nos.2542,2549,2565256566,2571 and
others). A good many of the bone buttons were
dyed, generally a red or pink shade. Some are
heavily colored, others only faintly. A few
bone buttons which have more than one hole
have been grouped together (Nos. 2580-2582).
Nos. 2580 and 2581 are very like modern buttons, and one may assume that they represent
the first modern buttons (with the exception
of No. 2579, which is perhaps only accidental.)
No. 2582 looks like an ornament to be fixed to
something rather than a button; its provenience (see catalogue) is odd and puzzling. No.
2583 is perhaps out of place here; its purpose
is doubtful. A fairly common type of bone
button is represented by Nos. 2584-2588.
These were apparently cut cross-wise to the
natural bone, so that a plug was needed in each
case to fill the hole in the bone. These plugs
are sometimes very neatly inserted (No. 2587),
but often a very crude effect is obtained (No.
2584). The incised design, usually horizontal
grooves, sometimes with a row of dotted circles
between, is carried right around the button.
The height and proportions of these objects
are ratherdisturbingif they are buttons, but as
yet no other interpretation has come to light.
Finally, a rare type of button is shown in No.
2589. Such buttons must have been attached to

objects almost identical with these, which were
found in a Byzantine church grave, have been
discovered at Sparta in a context well dated to
the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.76
Byzantine stone buttons (all of steatite) are
more numerous than those of ivory and bone,
but fewer are illustrated here because much of
the material is repetitious. While the shapes
perhaps show somewhat more variety (see
Plates 125 and 126), many of the buttons are
quite undecorated,and only a very few exhibit
incision as delicate and elaborate as that of
the bone buttons. The patterns used are quite
like those of the bone buttons; usually their
decorative value is not high, owing to the
somber colors of the steatite. A number of the
buttons have incised decoration on the bottom
as well, a detail which does not occur on the
bone buttons. Diameters vary from about
0.015 m. to over 0.04 m., a considerablerange,
and weights of course vary accordingly. The
diameter of the central holes is, however,
practically always the same, between 0.005 m.
and 0.006 m. This fact makes it possible to
imagine that all the objects were used for a
single purpose, although it does not prove that
they were. As in the case of the bone buttons,
it has not been possible to evolve any chronology for these buttons. A few odd specimens
may be pointed out. No. 2619, which has a
flange around the lower edge, is unique, as are
also Nos. 2624 and 2625, with grooves around
the center which suggest that they were tied
around the middle for some reason. No. 2626 is
interesting because it is an unfinished piece.
Nos. 2627 and 2628 have irregular grooves
radiatingfrom the central hole, as if the button
had been worn by pulling a string over it. No
interpretation is offered of this phenomenon,
but attention is called to it in the hope that it
may shed additional light on these still somewhat enigmatic objects.
The only Byzantine lead specimen is No.

the garmentby fasteninga thread aroundthe 2634, whichbearstracesof letters.
76 Dawkins, Artemis Orthia,
centraldepression.It is of interestto notethat
pl. CLXII, 10.
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2514. (6113).Bone button. Plate 122. Diam. 0.017 m.
Simplering, convex on both sides.
Fifth centuryB.C.
2516. (4209).Bone button. Plate 122. Diam. 0.017 m.
Similarto the preceding,but slightly flatter and
ratherunevenlyformed.
Fourth-secondcenturyB.C. context.
2516. (8836).Bone button. Plate 122. Diam. 0.0175m.
Similarto No. 2514.
Hellenisticperiod.
2517. (3602).Bone button. Plate 122. Diam. 0.02 m.
Similarto the preceding;ratheruneven.
Hellenisticperiod.
2618. (4454).Bone button. Plate 122. Diam. 0.024 m.
Similarto the preceding.The ratherlarge central
hole was lined with an extremelyhard kind of earth,
perhapsindicatingthat an adhesivewas once present,
to fasten the button to some object.
ThirdcenturyB.C.
2519. (4084).Ivory button. Plate 123 and Figure 67.
Diam. 0.04 m.
Edges chipped.

2519

2523

FIG. 67. SECTIONS OF ROMAN IVORY BUTTONS. 1: 1

I
MF 7808

II
2572

V
2552

VI
2568

IX
2548

Circular,with flat bottom, convex top. On the top
are two deep groovesaroundthe center and a series
of shallow grooves aroundthe edge. On the bottom
also a seriesof grooves.
(First century).
2520. (2280).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam.0.036m.
Edges chipped.
Almost flat, with slightly convex top. Groove
aroundthe center, shallowgroovesaroundthe edge.
Two groovesaroundthe bottom.
First century.
2521. (6326).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.037 m.
Edge chipped.
Convex top, flat bottom. Depressionand groove
aroundthe center;groovearoundthe edge.
(First century).
2522. (5289).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.036 m.
Shape rather like the preceding,but without its
delicacy. Groovearoundthe center, another around
the edge. Groovesalso on the bottom.
(First century).
2523. (1779).Ivory button. Plate 123 and Figure 67.
Diam. 0.036 m.
Edges chipped.
Same general shape as the preceding but more
convex. Similardecoration.
First century.
2524. (4445).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam.0.023m.
Flat bottom, convex top. Undecorated.
Probablyfirst century.

III
2543

IV
2562

VII
2567

X
2537
FIG. 68. SECTIONS
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VIII
2526

XI
2575
OF BYZANTINE

IVORY

AND

BONE

XII
2576
BUTTONS.

1: 1
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2526. (4341).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.042 m.
Somewhatwarped.
Discoid, very thin. Groove around the center.
Slight radiating lines on top and bottom show how
the surfacewas smoothed.
Byzantinecontext.
2626. (3601).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.022m.
ProfileVIII. Undecorated.
Tenth-eleventhcentury.
2627. (6026).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.024 m.
ProfileII. Undecorated.
Tenth-eleventhcentury.
2528. (5370).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.019 m.
ProfileVI. Undecorated.
(Byzantineperiod).
2629. (7825).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.027 m.
Profile I. Depressionon top aroundthe hole. Undecorated.Pink color.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2530. (3775). Ivory(?) button. Plate 123. Diam.
0.029 m.
Profile I. Similarto the preceding.Dark brownin
color;highly polished.
(Eleventhor twelfth century).
2531. (6988).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.024 m.
Profile VI. Depression on top around the hole.
Pink color.
Tenth-earlytwelfth century.
2532. (7896).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.021m.
ProfileVI. Shallowgrooveson the top: one around
the center,the secondaroundthe edge.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2633. (4401).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.029 m.
ProfileI. Doublegroovearoundthe center.
Byzantineperiod.
2634. (6083).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.028 m.
ProfileV. Two grooveson top aroundthe center.
Late Romanor Byzantineperiod.
2636. (8247).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.035 m.
Large button, almost entirely flat, with three
shallowgroovesengravedaroundthe top.
Not later than early eleventhcentury.
2636. (6711).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.023m.
Profile V. Threegroovesaroundthe top, containing powderyblack matter.
Tenth-twelfthcentury.
2637. (5339).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.021 m.
Profile X. Slightly concave on the bottom. Series
of groovesaroundthe top.
(Byzantineperiod).
2638. (5083).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.027 m.
Profile V. Grooveson top like the preceding;two
shallowgroovesaroundthe bottom.
(Byzantineperiod).

2539. (7034).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.027 m.
Profile I. Groove around the center, another
aroundthe edge. Short, doubleradiatinggroovesall
aroundthe top. Pink in color.
Eleventh-earlytwelfth century.
2540. (7127).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.027 m.
Profile VI. Double groove around the center,
another aroundthe edge. Radiating double grooves,
cruderand heavier, irregularlyaroundthe top (cut
acrossthe circulargrooves).
Ninth-eleventhcentury.
2541. (6122).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.024 m.
ProfileIII. Groovearoundthe edge,with groupsof
short vertical grooves extending upward from it.
Dark pinkishred color.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2542. (1243).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.023 m.
ProfileIX. Groupsof shortverticalgroovesincised
aroundthe sides; these are filled with a bluish gray
substance.A depression,pointed at both ends, which
extends acrossthe hole may have been made to hold
a bar to which the thread could have been attached
(see p. 297).
(Byzantineperiod).
2543. (4333).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.026 m.
Profile III. Groovearoundthe edge; just above it
alternating groups of incised triangles and dotted
circles.
Eleventh century.
2544. (7126).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.026 m.
Profile I. Double groove around the center and
anotheraroundthe edge. Abovethe latter alternating
incisedtrianglesand verticallines.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2545. (6294).Ivory(?)button.Plate 123.Diam.0.02m.
Profile III. Groovearoundthe center and another
around the edge. Alternate triangles and vertical
lines (all lines double)incisedjust above the edge.
Not later than mid-eleventhcentury.
2546. (6123).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.03 m.
ProfileI. Doublegroovearoundthe center,another
aroundthe edge. Trianglesincised aroundthe sides
(patternsomewhatirregular).Pale pink in color.
(Byzantineperiod).
2547. (6029).Bone button.Plate 123. Diam. 0.021 m.
Profile I. Double groove aroundthe center; single
shallow groove aroundthe edge. Incised pattern of
joined triangles aroundthe sides, with powderyred
coloringmatterinlaid in the grooves.
(Byzantineperiod).
2548. (8251).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.028 m.
Profile IX. Incised cross-hatching around the
sides, inlaid with some dark,hard substance.Button
pink in color.
Not later than the thirteenthcentury.
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2549. (2541).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.029m.
Profile IX. Sides decoratedwith incised chevron
pattern, filled with a gray substancewhich makes it
stand out slightlyin relief.Pink in color.
(Byzantineperiod).
2550. (3619).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.019 m.
Profile IV. Bottom slightly concave. Deep groove
around the center, shallowerone around the edge.
Betweenthese, five inciseddotted circles.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2551. (5068).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.03 m.
Profile V. Incised groove aroundthe center, two
more at some distance from it; between them small
incised dotted circles.
(Byzantineperiod).
2562. (3604).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.025m.
Profile V. Design similar to preceding. Incisions
filled with powderyblack substance.
Found with No. 2568. Eleventh-twelfth century.
2553. (3823).Ivory button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.021m.
Profile VI. Bottom edge slightly bevelled. Design
similar to preceding,with circles groupedin pairs.
Incisionsfilled with black substance.
Byzantineperiod.
2554. (112). Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.03 m.
Profile II. Groovesaround center and edge; between them large concentriccircles alternatingwith
pairs of smallercircles.
(Byzantineperiod).
2555. (5308).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.03 m.
Profile I. Conventionalizedflowerpattern formed
by tiny punchedcircleswith centraldot.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2556. (2882).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.032 m.
Edge chipped.
Profile V. Double grooves aroundthe center and
the edge; dotted circles in between, arranged in
pyramidalpatterns.
(Byzantineperiod).
2557. (4177).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.023 m.
ProfileII. Singlegroovesaroundcenterandaround
edge; tiny dotted circles between arrangedto form
pyramidsand crosses.Pale pink color.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
2558. (6553).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.026 m.
ProfileII. Singlegroovearoundcenterand around
edge. Concentriccircles engraved between. Red in
color.Very carefulworkmanship.
Not later than eleventhcentury.
2559. (5044).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.028 m.
Profile III. Depression around the hole; groove
aroundthe loweredge. Just abovethe edge a pattern
of pairs of dotted circles alternatingwith pyramids
formedby incisedlines.
Byzantineperiod.
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2560. (6996).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.026 m.
Profile I. Doublegroove aroundthe center; single
one aroundthe edge. Four dotted circles aroundthe
center,each restingon two pyramids.
Tenthto earlytwelfth century.
2561. (850).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.029 m.
ProfileIII. Singlegroovearoundthe center.Large
concentric circles alternating with smaller dotted
circleswhichrest on incisedtriangles.
(Byzantineperiod).
2562. (6934).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.025 m.
Profile IV. Double groove around the center.
Dotted circlesalternatingwith triangles(doubleoutline). The straightlines are filled with powderypink
coloringmatter.
(Byzantineperiod).
2563. (3621).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.021m.
Profile IV. Single groove around the center;
another around the edge. Groupsof dotted circles
joined by rudelyincisedlines. Pale pink in color.
Tenthcentury.
2564. (7927).Ivory (?) button. Plate 123. Diam.
0.026 m.
ProfileI. Doublegroovearoundthe top; a seriesof
trianglesaroundit, with dotted circlesbetween.
Tenthcentury.
2565. (1782).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.024m.
Profile I. Single groovearoundthe center. Design
of triangleswith dotted circleson top and within; the
patterninlaid with a dark,hardsubstance.Pale pink
in color.
Byzantineperiod.
2566. (7109).Bone button. Plate 123. Diam. 0.022 m.
ProfileI. Singlegroovearoundthe center.Alternating single and double dotted circles separated by
incised lines forming triangles. Pattern inlaid with
darkhardsubstance.
Ninth-eleventhcentury.
2567. (4295).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.031 m.
Profile VII. Pattern of dotted circles and incised
triangles.Very soft material.
Fourteenthcenturycontext.
2568. (3605).Ivory button. Plate 124. Diam.0.027m.
Profile VI. Double groove aroundcenter. Geometric design with a few dotted circles; pattern filled
with powderyblack substance.
Found with No. 2552. Eleventh-twelfth century.
2569. (835). Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.027 m.
Profile III. Single deep groove aroundthe center;
another around the edge. Elaborate pattern composed of incised triangles and dotted circles. Highly
polishedsurface.

(Byzantineperiod).
2570.(886).Bonebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.023m.
Surfacepartiallydiscolored.
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Profile VIII. Top divided into four sections by
incisedlines; puncheddots in betweenthem.
(Byzantineperiod).
2571. (4086).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.03 m.
ProfileIX. Design of concentriccirclesalternating
with linear incised design; inlaid with some hard
substance.Pinkishred in color.
(Byzantineperiod).
2572. (4354).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.024 m.
Profile II. Double groove around the center. Incised lines and concentriccirclesforminga patternof
water-birds(Fig. 69).
Eleventh centurycontext.

FIG. 69. INCISED DESIGN ON BONE BUTTON (NO. 2572). 2:1

2573. (6943).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.037 m.
Discoid,with ridge aroundthe edge on both faces.
Hole not perfectlycentered.
Late ninth-early tenth century.
2574. (6703).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.028 m.
Profile XII. Shallowgroovesaroundthe top. Two
groovesaroundthe side. Pale pink in color.
Eleventh century.
2575. (8128).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.031 m.
ProfileXI. Very preciselyand evenly turned.Pink
in color.
Tenth-earlytwelfth century.
2576. (6871).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.032 m.
ProfileXII. Pale pink in color.
Tenth-eleventhcentury.
2577. (7022).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.033 m.
Profile XII. Similarto the preceding,but with a
greater number of grooves. No grooves around the
side.
Tenth-twelfthcentury.
2578. (4083).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.082 m.
Profile XII. Stampedcircles between the grooves
on the top, and a row of them aroundthe side.
(Byzantineperiod).
2679. (4192). Ivory(?) button. Plate 124. Diam.
0.022 m.
Discoid, with a series of grooves aroundthe top.
One hole in the center and another beside it. Dark
brownin color.
Fourth century.
2580. (6020).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.016m.
Discoid, with ridge around the top. Five small
holes.
Byzantineperiodor later.

2581. (5040).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.016 m.
Similarto the preceding.Five smallholes.
Byzantineperiod.
2582. (7166).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.03 m.
Profile II. Largehole in the center,four tiny holes
evenly spacedaroundthe edge. Lightly incised floral
and geometricpattern.
Found in a child's grave of the Byzantine period,
lying beside the head. A silver earring(plainloop disintegrated)was the only other object in the grave.
2583. (7890). Bone disk. Plate 124. Diam. 0.035 m.,
th. 0.002 m.
Edge chipped.
Flat disk with large centralhole and twenty-eight
smallholes aroundthe edge. Possibly a button.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2584. (4001).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.027m.
Conical, with slightly rounded sides. Central
portionmadeof a separatepieceof boneand inserted.
Tworowsof groovesaroundthe sides with concentric
circlesincisedbetweenthem.
(Byzantineperiod).
2585. (5940).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.029 m.
Centralportionmissing.
Similarto preceding.Incised circles more closely
spaced.Pink in color.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2586. (7045).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. ca.
0.028 m.
Onehalf preserved;centralportiongone.
Similar to the preceding. Incised rays on the
bottom. Deep red in color.
Tenth-eleventhcentury.
2587. (4315).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.025 m.
Similarto the preceding,but morespreadingshape.
Powderypink substanceinlaid in horizontalgrooves.
Eleventh century.
2588. (3675).Bone button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.021 m.
Similar to the preceding, but almost biconical.
Decorationof horizontalgrooves;no circles.
Twelfthcentury.
2589. (715). Bone buttons. Plate 124. L. (a) 0.016 m.,
(b) 0.019 m., (c) 0.025 m., (d) 0.016 m., (e) 0.013 m.

Five small hub-shapedbuttons. Narrow central
portionfor attachingthe thread; the rest of the surface coveredwith incisedgrooves.Knobsat the ends.
Found in a grave in a church on Acrocorinth.
Byzantineperiod.
2590. (8327).Steatite button. Plate 124. Diam.
0.018 m.

Gray.Truncatedcone.
(Geometricperiod).
2591. (5327).Steatitebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.024m.
Light gray. Similarto preceding.Rather uneven.
(Geometricperiod).
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2592. (4413).Steatitebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.021m.
Gray.Similarto preceding.
(Geometricperiod).
2593. (4561).Steatitebutton.Plate 124.Diam.0.023m.
Purple. Shapesimilarto the preceding;horizontal
groovesaroundthe sides near top and bottom.
Byzantine period, not later than the eleventh
century.
2594. (6078).Steatitebutton.Plate 124.Diam.0.021m.
Gray. Hemispherical;horizontal grooves around
the sides.
Byzantine period.
2595. (289). Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.024m.
Chipped. Purple. Truncated cone with bevelled
lower edge; roundedcontours.Four groupsof three
horizontalgroovesaroundthe sides.
(Byzantineperiod).
2596. (2425).Steatite button.Plate124.Diam.0.027m.
Light gray. Flat bottom, convex top. Two grooves
aroundthe upperpart, one aroundthe edge.
Byzantineperiod.
2597. (457).Steatite button. Plate 124. Diam.0.028m.
Mottledgreenishgray.Biconical,truncated.Groups
of incisedgroovesaroundthe top, middleandbottom.
Byzantine period.
2598. (3434).Steatite button.Plate124.Diam.0.029m.
Purple. Shapesimilarto preceding,with a greater
numberof horizontalgrooves.
Byzantineperiod.
2599. (1160).Steatitebutton. Plate 124. Diam.0.03m.
Mottled blue and greenish yellow. Biconical,
truncated,with the lowerpart much steeperthan the
upper. Almost the entire surface covered with
horizontalgroovesaroundthe sides.
Byzantineperiod.
2600. (3022).Steatitebutton.Plate 124.Diam.0.026m.
Reddish brown. Biconical, truncated. Horizontal
grooves aroundthe sides, broaderthan those of the

preceding specimens.

Byzantineperiod.
2601. (52 a). Steatite button. Plate 124. Diam.0.02m.
Purple.Shapealmostspherical.Horizontalgrooves
aroundthe top, middleand bottom.
Byzantineperiod.
2602. (779).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.023m.
Dark red. Biconical, truncated. Two horizontal
groovesaroundthe upperhalf.
Byzantineperiod.
2603. (2886).Steatitebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.021m.
Purple. Biconical, truncated, with flat, vertical
edge between the two oblique surfaces.Two grooves
aroundthe upperpart, one aroundthe lower.
Byzantineperiod.
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2604. (8321).Steatite button. Plate124.Diam.0.02m.
Purple. Inverted truncated cone; top convex.
Groovesaroundtop and sides.
Tenth-earlytwelfth century.
2605.(3158).Steatite button.Plate124.Diam.0.025m.
Purple. Biconical, with rounded contours. Two
grooves around the middle; incised triangles above
and below.
Byzantineperiod.
2606. (61a).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.016m.
Darkred. Shapeand decorationsimilarto preceding.

Tenth-twelfthcentury.
2607. (930). Steatite button. Plate124.Diam.0.017m.
Purple.Biconical,with sharpoutlines. Decoration
similarto the preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
2608. (447).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.029m.
Dark red. Conical,with bevelled lower edge. Incised zigzag pattern on lower part; triangularnet
patternson upperpart.
Byzantineperiod.
2609. (451).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.025m.
Purple,mottled.Biconical,with roundedcontours.
Triangularnet patternsincisedon upperpart; on the
lowerpart zigzagsbetweentwo seriesof grooves.
Byzantineperiod.
2610. (965).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.031m.
Bluish black. Biconical, with rounded contours
(the upperpart is nearly flat). Decorationsimilarto
preceding.
Byzantineperiod.
2611. (441). Steatite button. Plate 124. Diam. 0.02 m.
Purple.Hemispherical.Groovesaroundtop, middle
and bottom; superimposedon them at irregularintervals are deeplyinciseddotted circles.
Byzantineperiod.
2612. (6479).Steatite button. Plate 124.Diam.0.02m.
Purple. Biconical, with rounded contours. Triangularnet pattern, triangles and concentriccircles
incised on upperpart, groupsof vertical lines below.
Ninth-eleventhcentury.
2613. (6559).Steatitebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.022m.
Purple. Biconical. Triangular net pattern and
dotted circlesincised on upperpart; circleson lower
part; circlesand grooveson the bottom.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2614. (4321).Steatitebutton.Plate124.Diam.0.024m.
Greenish. Hemispherical.Circles and triangular
net patterns incised on upper part; a row of circles
around the middle; triangles below. Grooves and
circleson the bottom.
Byzantineperiod.
2615. (8324).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.022m.
Purple. Hemispherical.Diamond-shapednet pat-
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tern coveringthe wholeof the sides,with smalldotted
circlesbetween. Groovesaroundthe bottom.
Tenth-twelfthcentury.
2616. (3726).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.027m.
Purple. Conicalwith rounded edges. Incised triangularnet pattern and dotted circlesalternatingon
the sides; small circlesin a ring on the bottom.
Byzantineperiod.
2617. (654). Steatite button. Plate 125.Diam.0.021m.
Blue. Conical,with bevelledloweredge. Triangular
net patterns alternatingwith circles punched somewhat at random.Four similarcircleson the bottom,
enclosedin incisedrings.
Byzantineperiod.
2618. (8318).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.037m.
Red. Conical,rather flat. Elaborately decorated
with incised design: on top a row of dotted circles
surroundedby alternating triangular net patterns
and groups of dotted circles; on the bottom dotted
circleswithin a seriesof grooves.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2619. (8320).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.021m.
Grayishpurple.Conical,with roundedsides; small
projectingflange around the bottom edge. Grooves
incised aroundthe side.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2620. (5936).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.029m.
Red. Conical, with rounded contours. Freehand
inciseddecoration:zigzagsand circles,within grooves.
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2621. (1788).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.029m.
Gray. Conical, rather flat, with bevelled lower
edge. Incised decoration of conventionalizedtrees
alternatingwith groupsof short strokes.
(Byzantineperiod).
2622. (6562).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.025m.
Purple. Discoid, ratheruneven in shape. Undecorated.
Late Romanor Byzantineperiod.
2623. (6096).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.025m.
Black. Discoid, with roundededges. Undecorated.
Tenth-eleventhcentury.
2624. (8326).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.018m.
Purple. Hemispherical.Deep groove around the
middle; tiny incised marks (vertical) on the sides
above and belowthe groove.
Eleventh-thirteenthcentury.
2626. (5957).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.024m.
Purple. Globular,rather crude. Deep horizontal
groovearoundthe middle.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2626. (6032).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.031m.
Purple.Hemispherical.Unfinished,with the shape

only roughedout and a smallhole piercedthroughthe
center.
(Byzantineperiod).
2627. (8323).Steatitebutton.Plate125.Diam.0.027m.
Purple.Biconical,with groovesincised aroundthe
sides. Aroundthe hole, on top, are short,fine vertical
marks,as if of wearing.Thesealso occurlow down on
one side.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2628. (8319).Steatitebutton.Plate 125.Diam.0.023m.
Rather flat, with roundedcorners.Fine marks of
wearing,as on the preceding,at one side of the hole
(at samepoint on both sides).
Eleventh-twelfthcentury.
2629. (4891). Glassbutton. Plate 125. Diam. 0.025 m.
Enamel weathering.Conical,with roundedsides.
Color disappeared through corrosion. White coils
marveredin in spiraldesign.
(Late Romanperiod).
2630. (5851). Glassbutton. Plate 125. Diam. 0.022m.
Conical,with roundedcontours.Brownglass with
black(?) stripesmarveredin.
Late Romanperiod.
2631. (2380).Terracottabutton. Plate 125. Diam. ca.
0.028 m.
Flat, roughlytriangularbutton cut from a coarse
buff clay pot. Two holes cut in the center.
Romanperiod.
2632. (663). Terracotta button. Plate 125. Diam.
0.028 m.
Disk cut from a large pot of coarse reddish clay.
Two holes cut throughthe center.
Romanperiod.
2633. (4765). Lead button(?). Plate 125. Diam.
0.035 m.
Discoid,with a raisedpattern (cast) of vine leaves
on one side, rays on the other. See Hesperia,Suppl.
VII, p. 100, fig. 45, nos. 23-26 for some found on the
Pnyx. The pattern on both faces is always the same.
Twelfth-thirteenthcenturycontext, but probably
classical.
2634. (634). Lead button(?). Figure 70. Diam.
0.027 m.

FIG. 70. INSCRIBED

LETTERS

ON LEAD BUTTON

(NO.

2634).

1:1

Conical,with bottom slightly concave.Onthe bottom are tracesof incisedletters.
(Byzantineperiod).
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OTHERORNAMENTS
The few objects included in this category are
those ornaments which have stubbornly evaded classification, and in some cases identification. They are of all types and periods.
From classical Greek times there are only a
few specimens, each unique at Corinth: a tiny
plaque with a monkey's or satyr's face (No.
2638), which was probably to be mounted on
some object; a very curious piece of metal
work (No. 2652) which is vaguely reminiscent
of Scythian art; and a set of three joined links
(No. 2659), of a sort common in northern
regions (see catalogue for references), which
have not yet yielded the secret of their use.
The Roman period is also poorly represented: a single gold leaf from a funerary
wreath (No. 2635); a couple of enamelledstuds
(Nos. 2641, 2642), of a kind often found in
western Europe; and a large opaque glass object (No. 2660) which was probably meant for
mounting on a casket or other such object.
Most of the remaining pieces are Byzantine.
Beyond the fact that they are ornamental,it is
difficult to imagine the purpose of most of
those illustrated here. Nos. 2645-2648 are a
few examples chosen from a large number of
similar objects which have turned up in various Byzantine contexts. They must have been
fastened to something, but in what way and
for what purposeis not clear.Nos. 2653-2656,
unique at Corinth,are much alike in quality of
material and in technique; they are also alike
in obscurity of purpose. No. 2653 may once
have contained some enamel decoration.
In general, this group, if it can so be called,
contributes little information. It is presented
for the record, in the hope of future clarification in the light of comparative material.
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pp. 135-142, where there is a considerablebibliography.
Romanperiod.
2636. (6966). Golddisk. Plate 125. Diam. 0.015 m.
Thin, flat disk with a centralhole and six smaller
ones aroundthe edge for attachment.
Ninth-tenth centurycontext.
2637. (1989). Gold ornament.Plate 125. L. 0.025 m.
Semicircularstrip of gold, with the edges turned
up. Inset cloisonnework, representingsmall flowers.
Date uncertain.
2638. (4470).Bronze relief plaque. Plate 125. Diam.
0.015 m.
Small, roughly circular plaque, with head of a
monkey (or satyr?) in high relief (cast).
Hellenisticcontext.
2639. (3099).Bronzeplaque.Plate 125. Diam.0.02 m.
Circularplaquewith scallopededge. Carvedin low
intaglio: two heraldicwater-birds.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2640. (6190).Bronzeplaque.Plate 125.Diam.0.016m.
Quatrefoil plaque (cast) with conventionalized
flowerpatternin low relief.
Twelfthcenturycontext.
2641. (581). Bronze stud. Figure 71. Diam. 0.022 m.
Disk with projection behind for attachment (see
profilein Fig. 71). Enamelinlaidin geometricpattern
as shownin the figure. The colorsused are red, black
and two shades of green. The latest account of
jewelry with this type of decorationappears to be
K. Exner, "Die provinzialromischen
Emailfibelnder
Bericht
der
KomRheinlande,"
romisch-germanischen
31-121.
While
our
mission, XXIX, 1939, pp.
specimen is a stud and not a fibula, the enameldecoration
is of the sametype (e.g.op.cit., pls. 13,13and 14,5)and
apparentlyis to be dated in the second century. See
also the excellent article Emaillerie,CabrolandLeclercq,Dictionnaire.The "Fibulede Montigny"shown
in fig. 4054, p. 2701 is a parallelfor ours. See also
F. Henry, "Emailleursd'Occident,"Prehistoire,II,1,
1933, pp. 65-146 and especiallyfig. 35,2.
(Secondcentury).
2642. (6879).Bronze stud. Plate 125. Diam. 0.03 m.
Part of projectingknob brokenoff. Practicallyall
the enamelis wornoff.
Similarto the preceding.
Byzantine context, but probably of the Roman
period.
2635. (820). Goldleaf. Plate 125. L. 0.039 m.
Smallolive (?) leaf cut froma thin sheetof gold. 2643. (2839).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam.
Doubleridgealongthe centerandtwo slitsby which 0.027 m.
it was probablyto be attached to a wreath.For this
Scallopeddiscoidplaque,perforatedin the formof
of
R.
L.
see
"A
in
Wreath
an
the
Scranton,
type wreath,
eight-petaledrosette. Centralhole for attachment.
Vassar ClassicalMuseum,"A.J.A., XLVIII, 1944,
(Byzantineperiod).
20
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FIG. 71. BRONZE STUD INLAID WITH ENAMEL (NO. 2641).

3: 1

2644. (6918).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam. turquoiseblue and yellowish green enamel, most of
whichhas now disappeared.
0.037 m., th. 0.002 m.
Part brokenoff.
Byzantineperiodor later.
Discoid, perforated plaque, with wedge-shaped 2660. (4665).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam.
nicks along the edge and dotted circles (on one side 0.067 m., th. 0.003 m.
only). Centralhole.
Flat disk with large central hole. In relief on one
(Byzantineperiod).
side is an elaborate conventionalizedfloral design,
2646. (6833).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam. somewhatsimilarin style to that of the preceding.
0.032 m., th. 0.004 m.
(Venetianperiod?).
Cast ornament consisting of a ring with central 2661. (4667).Bronzeornament.Plate 125. Diam. ca.
boss joined to the edges by three struts. Impressed 0.08 m.
dotted decorationon the uppersurface.
Somewhatless than half preserved.
Tenthcenturycontext.
Flat disk with filigree decorationon one surface
2646. (5898).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam. and loopsaroundthe edge. Twocup-likeattachments
fastenedon to the filigree,probablyfor the reception
0.033 m., th. 0.004 m.
of gems. This may have been a breast-plateor similar
Part brokenoff.
Similar to the preceding except for decoration, ornament.
Found with a bronze loom-comb(No. 1231) in a
whichconsistsof lines instead of dots.
late wall. Byzantineperiod?
Tenth-thirteenthcenturycontext.
2662. (4833).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.L.0.078 m.,
2647. (5029).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam.
th. 0.002 m.
0.026 m., th. 0.006 m.
Halter-shapedobject, both sides flat. ConventionSimilar to the preceding, but with four struts
alized dragon's(?) heads at the center; loops and a
instead of three. No relief decoration.
projection at the ends. Possibly a piece of horseTenth centurycontext.
trapping.The objectis reminiscentof Scythianwork,
2648. (5814).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam. but it is of a very degeneratenature.
0.029 m., th. 0.002 m.
ThirdcenturyB.C. context.
Similarto the preceding,with three struts. Rather 2653.
(8000).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.L. 0.044 m.
poorlymade. Small,raiseddots on the top.
Hollow object of peculiar shape (see three illus(Byzantineperiod).
trated views) made of metal strips fastenedtogether.
2649. (7342).Bronze ornament. Plate 125. Diam. On the top (?) are three large circles joined by
0.054 m.
smallercircles, in relief; similar small circles on the
Disk with central hole. On the convex top is an sides. These may once have been filled with enamel.
Not later than the twelfth century.
elaborateconventionalizedfloral pattern inlaid with
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2654. (5784).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.Ht.0.037m.
Surfacebadly corroded;centralportionbroken.
Folded triangular object of thin metal with a
borderof heavier metal. Circlesin relief on one side.
Loop at each lowercorner(attachedseparately).Purpose doubtful.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2666. (6847).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.L. 0.022m.
Surfacecorroded.
Flat object (both faces illustrated)with circles in
relief on both sides. Techniquevery similar to the
two precedingobjects.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2656. (7704).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.L. 0.014m.
Almost cubic object, with hemisphericalprojections on all sides but one. It may have been for use
as a knob.
Eleventh to mid-twelfthcentury.
2667.(5866).Bronzeornament.Plate 126.Ht.0.025m.,
th. 0.006 m.
Object composed of three rings, each delicately
pierced,attachedtogether.A hollowprojectionat the
top for suspension.
Found in a grave in "St. Paul's"Churchwith No.
1880 (q.v.)and other jewelry. See A.J.A., XL, 1936,
p. 474, fig. 10. First half of eleventhcentury.
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2668. (6331).Bronzeornament.Plate 126. Ht.0.028m.
Doubleloop of heavy metal with two hooks at one
end, two small pierced projectionsat the other. On
the outside, two elongatedhuman faces in relief at
each end. Possibly a fibula?
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2669. (444). Bronze links. Plate 126. Diam. of each
link, 0.023 m.
Three circular links, with decorative knobs resemblinganimals(?) and combs(?), joined together.
Such links are quite commonin Macedoniaand the
llyrian region (Jahreshefte,XXVII, 1932, p. 30,
from Trebenischte;also 'ApX.'E(p.,1927-28, p. 98,
fig. 56, also from Trebenischte)and a numberhave
been foundin first centurygraveson Siphnos(G. M.
Young, B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, p. 86, 16. He believes
them to be amuletsand cites a parallel,op. cit., p. 83,
fig. 19, whichshowsapotropaicemblemsmoreclearly
than does ours).
(Romanperiod).
2660. (678). Glass object. Plate 126. L. 0.06 m., th.
0.015 m.
Oval object of opaque light blue glass, with flat
bottom and convex top. Small hole through the
center.
(Romanperiod?).

MOULDSFOR JEWELRY

No.2661 andface (a)of No.2662 appear
The great majority of the jewelry of all gold.77
periodsfoundat Corinthis of cheapand poor to have been intended for hammeringout
quality, and it wouldseem likely that it was diadems or decorativebands; the remaining
madein the city ratherthan transportedfrom facesofNo.2662 wouldhaveproducedisolated,
a distance. The evidencefor its manufacture rather small objects, which could have been
locally is, however,extremelyscanty. Only a mountedon cloth or otherwiseshownon some
small numberof jewelry moulds has turned background.
The second variety of mould, that into
up and most of these bearlittle relationto the
jewelrywhichhas beenexcavated.It is possible whichmetal was poured,is far morecommon.
that one day a jeweler'sestablishmentmaybe Nos. 2663-2675 are fairly representativeof
mouldsfor ornamentalobjects.Thereis some
discoveredat Corinth.
Themouldsfoundat Corinthmaybe divided doubt as to whetherall these producedornainto two classes:one for hammering,the other ments; in many cases it is difficult to draw
for pouringmetals. Of the first kind there are distinctions.Nos. 2663, 2664 and 2666 are
77 A
group of limestone "workshop models" for armor
only two specimensand these are widelysepawhich were found in Egypt bears a superficial resemblance
rated in time. One (No.2661) is of the clas- to our No. 2662, (C. S. Ponger, Katalog der griechischenund
sical Greekperiod,the other (No.2662) prob- romischen Skulptur .... im Allard Pierson Museum zu
Amsterdam,Amsterdam, 1942, Allard Pierson Stichting, XI,
ably of the Frankishperiod. It seems most pp. 78-87). The author concludes with some plausibility,
after exhaustive investigation of the various mediums for
likely that these mouldswereusedfor beating which
the models could have served as moulds, that they
out thin plaquesof some soft metal, perhaps were used to make leather armor.
20*
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mouldsfor amulets,probablyof lead. In each seems to be the fact that no handles of this
case, as, in fact, for all the mouldsshownin sort have been found at Corinth,nor, so far as
this section,only half the mouldis preserved. I can discover, anywhere else. The remaining
Onemust assumea similarcorresponding
half moulds (Nos. 2674, 2675) appearto be without
of the mould,eitherwith the samepatternor interest.
with a differentdesign for the back of the 2661.
(20). Stone mould. Plate 126. L. 0.123 m.,
no
amulet
like
Nos.
2663
While
0.081
w.
m., th. 0.023 m.
object.
exactly
end
One
broken off (the left end in the photoor2664 has been found,there are somewhich
bear them a certain resemblance(e.g. Nos. graph).
Flat, rectangularmould of fine white limestone,
2086-2092). No. 2666 is ratherlike the metal with two rows of various objects cut in low intaglio,
crosses,Nos.2075 etc. No. 2667, a mouldfor a each row joined by a flat band also in low intaglio,
pendant,is uniqueand no pendantresembling terminatingatInthe right (in photograph)in a narrow,
the upperrow are the followingpatit has been discovered.The samemay be said deep groove.
left
to
terns,
right: siren (half preserved),palmette,
for No. 2668, whichis a mouldfor a buckleof tripod, siren, palmette, lotus bud.
In the lower row
a type whichhas not yet turnedup at Corinth. the following designs (reversed and smaller than
The nearestparallelto it is No. 2242, which those above): siren,tripod,palmette,lotus bud. Each
bandhas a row of smallcirculardepressionsalongthe
may be of the sameperiod.
sideoppositethe designsmentioned.Atthe centerofthe
As for the rest of the moulds,we areon even extremeright of the stone is a deep hole (not piercing
less sure ground.No. 2665, with its figurein the stone). Back and edges of the stone are plain.
This mould appears to have been intended for
reliefinsteadof intaglio,is hardto explain.It
hammeringout metal (probablygold) reliefs.I would
is possible that the object, which is only a suggest that the bands representdiadems and that
fragment,has been misunderstoodand that it the smalldesignsstood up fromthem. Such a diadem
is not a mouldat all. No.2669, the only mould could have been used for funerarypurposesor made
more sturdy by attaching it to cloth or leather. The
certainlyof Romandate, is difficultto inter- mould was briefly noticed in A.J.A., VIII, 1904, p.
pretandis aloneof its kind.Thetype of mould 440, where it was assigned (on stylistic evidence)to
representedby Nos. 2670-2673, on the other the sixth century B.C., and it was again mentioned
Payne in Necrocorinthia,p. 222. He stated there
hand, appearsin numerousexamples,in late by
that he believedit unlikely that the mouldwas used
Roman and Byzantine contexts, and the for
makinggold reliefsand thoughtit was moreprobwhat ably for clay reliefs;however,in conversation(Baltiproblemis simplythat of understanding
purposecan have been served by the object more, November13, 1935)he agreedthat the mould
was probablyfor gold reliefs, and he also suggested
formedin this kindof mould.At firstit seemed that
the deep hole at the right was for holding the
possible that these were moulds for finger plaquedownto keepit firm.
rings, but various considerationssuch as the
(Greekperiod).
thinnessof the rings which wouldhave been 2662. (3532). Stone mould. Plate 127. L. 0.17 m.,
produced,the graduatedsizes, and the fact th. 0.081 m.
Threesurfacespartiallypreserved.
that not a singleringof all the hundredsfound
Irregularlyshapedmouldof fine-grainedlimestone,
resembles any of these moulds, made that with
shallow reliefs on each of the three preserved
It
then
faces.
seemed
more
On (a) (see Plate 127): a band in low intaglio
interpretationunlikely.
m.
0.126
long, 0.017m. high, with a patternconsisting
likely that these ornamentalbands were in- of two dots
placed vertically, an upright oval, two
tended to remain together and, if so, they
a
dots, long rectangle.This sequenceis repeatedfor
couldhave formedthe decorationfor a handle, the length of the band. On face (b): a fleur-de-lys,
such as that of a knife or other instrument, fairly deeply cut (ht. ca. 0.055 m.; lower part poorly
which would have been placedin the mould preserved).On face (c): a shell (ht. 0.036 m.) and a
star (diam.0.046 m.) in low intaglio.
beforethe metalwaspouredinto the surround- six-pointed
The mouldwas probablyfor hammeringout metal
ing bands. The only objectionto this notion objectsin low relief.Sinceit was foundon the surface,
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it cannotbe accuratelydated, but the presenceof the
fleur-de-lys shows that it is not earlier than the
Frankish period, and it would seem likely that it
dates fromthat time.
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2663. (6135). Stone mould.Plate 126. L. 0.06 m.
Completebut crackedat one corner.
Rectangular mould of gray slate with pattern,
probablyfor an amulet, in very low intaglio. Large
pour-channelat top, smallerone at lowerright edge.
Two lead rivets remainingin upper left and right
corners. The pattern is a Maltesecross in a beaded
circle. The crossis surroundedby foliage (?) and has
concentriccirclesat the end of each arm. Aroundthe
beaded circle are four large dots, and one large and
two smallercircleswith centraldots.
Probablyeleventhor twelfth century.
2664. (6136). Stone mould.Plate 126. L. 0.051 m.
Surfacewornand damaged.
Mould of friable light gray stone, with pourchannel at top. In low intaglio a circularmedallion,
probably for an amulet, with a bust of the Virgin
enclosedin a zigzagborder.Featuresof face and body
now largelymissing, owing to destructionof the surface. In the field, left :M(the photographon Plate 126
showsa cast fromthe mould).
Found near the preceding.Probably eleventh or
twelfth century.
2666. (7101). Stone mould.Plate 126. L. 0.102 m.
Threeedges preserved;bottom brokenoff.
Light gray limestonemould.Apparentlyrectangular in shape, it has in the center a large circular
hole (diam. on one surface 0.033 m., on the other
0.034m.). Smallhole piercedthroughupperright(asin
photograph) corner. On upper surface (shown in
Plate 126) three small depressionsnear upper left
corner, and near the right a small depressedcircle
with crude praying figure in low relief. On the back
a pour-channel apparently leading nowhere, and
severaldeep depressions.
Turkishcontext.
2666. (7038). Stone mould.Plate 126. L. 0.043 m.
Rectangularmouldof poros,with cross deeply cut
(depth 0.004 m.) on one surface. Pour-channelleading into one arm of cross.
Tenth centurycontext.
2667. (12). Stone mould.Plate 126. L. 0.043 m.
Cornerschipped.
Rectangularmouldof gray limestone,with designs
for jewelry in low intaglio on each of the two large
surfaces.Pour-channelon each side, with contiguous
openings.Onone side (shownon Plate 126)is a mould
for a pendant, curved at the top, with networkpattern in relief and three small knobsaroundthe edge;
on the reverse(not shown)is a semicircularornament
and a thin disk with incised spiral and central dot.
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Severalholes in the mouldfor the attachmentof the
other sections.
(Byzantineperiod).
2668. (4895). Stone mould.Plate 127. L. 0.059 m.
Roughlyrectangularmouldof gray slate, with two
pour-channelson the same side, one leading into a
pattern for a buckle, the other into a rudely cut bar
with smallerbars at right angles.Holes at diagonally
opposite cornersfor attaching the other sections of
the mould.
Found near the surface. Perhaps of the Turkish
period.
2669. (5391).Terracottamould.Plate 127. L. 0.083m.
Chippedall around.
Oval mould of dark buff clay, with roughly
roundedback. At one end (right in the photograph)
is a pour-channel,leading into forms for three rings
(innerdiam. of each, 0.015 m.). Thesemusthave been
quite thick, for the other section of the mould could
not have been appliedvery closely, becauseof protuberancesat the edge of the mould. What object or
objectsthis mouldproduceddoes not seem clear.
Basilica fill (see pp. 21-22). First or early second
century.
2670. (254). Stone mould.Plate 127. L. 0.079 m.
Roughlyrectangularmouldof soft slate, with three
pour-channelsleading into three semicircularbands,
each containinga pattern of conventionalizedfoliage
carvedin low intaglio. These three bands are placed
at intervalsalong a semicylindricaldepressionin the
mould. It appearsthat this was a mouldfor a handle
of some sort. The handle, probably of bone, would
have been placed in the cylindrical depression,the
other half of the mould (which would be identical)
fastenedin place, and the metal then pouredin. The
result would be a handle decoratedwith three metal
bands having patterns in relief. Thereis a deep depressionat each of two corners,and two othersin the
ends, for the attachment of the other half of the
mould.
Probablylate Romanperiod.
2671. (970). Stone mould. Plate 127. L. 0.049 m.
Half preserved.
Roughlyrectangularmouldof hard graylimestone.
Similar to the preceding, but with a single pourchannel branching into three channels. The three
bands in this specimenhave differentpatterns (see
photographof the cast on Plate 127). Lead rivet for
attachmentof the other half of the mouldremaining
in the lowerleft corner.
(LateRomanor Byzantineperiod).
2672. (6599). Stone mould. Plate 127. L. 0.063 m.
Roughly rectangularmould of gray slate. Similar
to No. 2670. The patterns of all three bands are
similar:runningband of foliage ending in a "bezel"
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composed of concentric circles. Depressionsat two
corners, and others on the side, for attachment of
other half of mould. A very similarlimestonemould
from Egypt is shown in Wulff, Altchristlicheund
MittelalterlicheBildwerke,I, no. 146. No explanation of the purposeof the mouldis offered.
Late Romanperiod.
2673. (8253). Stone mould.Plate 127. L. 0.063 m.
Slightly chipped.
Similarto the preceding,but without any pattern
in the bands, which widen toward the center. The
depressionfor the handle is placed at a rather pronouncedangle to the mould.Holes at two cornersfor
attachmentto the other sectionof the mould.
Tenth-twelfthcenturycontext.

2674. (37). Stone mould. Plate 127. L. 0.091 m.
One side broken.
Hard pink limestonemould, roughlytriangularin
shape, with lower angles cut off. From the apex a
pour-channelwith three branchesleads into a rudely
cut groove with short grooves extending from it at
right angles,eachterminatingin a circulardepression.
Severaldeep depressionsin this surface,probablyfor
the attachment of another section of the mould. In
one of these is a bronzerivet.
(Byzantineperiod).
2675. (4422). Stone mould.Plate 127. L. 0.06 m.
Roughly rectangular mould of pink limestone.
Pour-channelleadinginto straightgroovescrossedby
semicirculargroove.No holes for attachment.
Date uncertain.

VI
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METAL SEALS
The term "seal" designates not only objects
which make impressions but those which are
themselves impressions. The examples which
have been found at Corinth are chiefly from
the Byzantine and later periods. The metals
used are bronze for the matrices and lead for
the impressions.
A type of personal seal characteristic of the
Byzantine period is represented by Nos.
2676-2684. These bronze seals are generally
conical, hemispherical or pyramidal and have
a ring or loop for suspension. No names appear,
as on the official Byzantine seals, but merely
incised representations, often crude, of a
sacred personage, an animal, a bird, a fish, a
starl. One (No. 2676) perhaps bears a monogram. Such seals were apparently intended for
personaluse, not for official documents. Finger
rings were probably more commonly used as
private seals; indeed, many of them bear representations quite similar to those on the
seals, and many more rings have been found
at Corinth (see Chapter V, Finger Rings).
Seals of similar shape were used in the Turkish
period as well (e.g. No. 2685). Nos. 2686 and
2687 are flat seals of the Byzantine period, not
handy for making impressions. No. 2686 may
have been set in a ring.
The most important bronze seal yet excavated at Corinthis No. 2688, which appears
to have been the property of an official of the
Order of the Knights of St. John. A full
discussion will be found in the catalogue.
1 An elaborate seal from the period of the Comneni (late
eleventh-twelfth century) has a representation of St. Panteleimon on the bottom and animals around the four sides
(see Schlumberger, Melanges d'archeologiebyzantine, p. 34).

While lead seal impressions of the Greek
period have been found in considerable numbers in Athens2,Corinthhas producedbut two,
which are identical (see No. 2689). There are
no seals dating from Roman times.
Since Byzantine coins have been found in
great quantities at Corinth3,it is not surprising
that a comparatively large number of seals
of the period should also have turned up. Lead
was the material used in the Eastern Empire,
whereas wax was common in western countries4. While no matrix for a seal impression
has been found at Corinth (and these are very
rare indeed)5, there are a number of moulds
for the manufacture of seal blanks (Nos.
2828-2832) and also some of the lead blanks
made in such moulds (Nos. 2826, 2827).
Every official of the Empire, major and
minor,used a seal for the documentshe signed;
consequently, the number of lead seal impressions in existence is very large. Those
found at Corinth offer valuable evidence of
the importance of the city under Byzantine
rule and supply interesting information concerning the ramifications of the Byzantine
bureaucracyas it affected one community. The
Corinth seals outnumber, so far as I know,
2

Hesperia, Supplement VII, pp. 104-107.

3 Over 30,000 Byzantine coins; see J. M. Harris, "Coins

found at Corinth,"Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 156 (chart).
4 For an account of the purpose, use and method of
manufacturing seals see G. Schlumberger, Sigillographie de
l'Empire Byzantin, (Paris, 1884), pp. 8ff.; also Dalton,
Byzantine Art and Archaeology,pp. 222ff.
5 See,
e.g. Schlumberger, "Un 'boullotirion' byzantin ou
appareil a fabriquer les sceaux de plomb de l'6poque byzantine," Comptes rendus de l'Academie des Inscriptions et
Belles Lettres, 1911, pp. 411-417; Mouchinov, "Un nouveau
boullotirion byzantin," Byzantion, IV, 1927-28, pp. 189ff.
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those from any other site in Greece proper
which has thus far been explored. Out of a
total of 204 excavated, 130 were sufficiently
legible to be presentedhere (Nos.2690-2819).
The remainder is composed of completely or
almost completely illegible seals. Of those
published, the majority could be entirely deciphered, but some have been included which
are only partly legible, in view of the importance of the group as a whole6.
The seals range, chronologically, from the
eighth century through the twelfth. Most of
them cannot be accurately dated by their
contexts, for although they were usually found
with numbers of coins, these coins as a rule
cover several centuries and provide only a
terminusante quem(often so late that the seals
obviously have no reference to it7). Students
of Byzantine seals have evolved a much more
accurate chronology from studying the types
than is afforded by the contextual evidence
from Corinth.8
The pattern of the obverse of the seals shows
a consistent chronological development. The
earliestseals (fifth to eighth centuries),of which
we have no examples, bear pictures of various
saints. During the iconoclastic period these
were abolished and the commonrepresentation
6 In connection with the
decipherment of the seals, I have
had the invaluable assistance of correspondenceover a period
of years with the Rev. V. Laurent, who will presently bring
out a Corpus of Byzantine seals. He has patiently extracted
me from error time and again, but since he has not seen the
original seals nor casts of them, it has not always been possible
to determine a reading with certainty, and I wish to emphasize that the errorswhich may remain are my responsibility
alone.
7 It is of some interest that the seals, like the coins, are
often found in roadbeds, sometimes embedded in gravel. A
possible reason for this is that water tended to flow along
these roadbeds, gathering debris with it.
8 Hardly any of the seals can be assigned dates from their
contexts and the chronology which is followed here, that of
K. Konstantopoulos 'BucvoLoxocx MoXu386poucLaEv-ET
MoucTse 'ATJV)Vv(Journal Interna'ESVLtx)NoCaCIoCT-anxx
tional d'ArcheologieNumismatique, V-IX, 1903-1907), gives
such broad dates, based on typology, that it has seemed advisable to omit a date for each separate seal. In the catalogue the
seals have been arranged chronologically by types, and
within this classification alphabetically by the first name of
the owner. In some cases corrected readings have thrown the
seals out of alphabetical order, but they have not been
rearranged since the matter seemed of no great importance.

on the seals of the eighth and ninth centuries
is a large cross coveringthe entire obverse and
bearing a monogram which reads: KbpLs(or
'
?OoTo6x) To z,O 6,c 8o6?cp(Nos.2690-2716).
When the ban on iconography was lifted, pictorial symbols did not at once reappear. A
transitional phase may be recognized in the
seals of the tenth and early eleventh centuries,
which have an elaborate double-traversecross,
often decorated with foliage, and around the
xL tj o 80o6X9
edge the inscription: KiupLpojOet
A
few
seals
(Nos. 2717-2743).
bearing representations of animals were also in use at this
period (Nos. 2745-2750). The seals of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries bear images of

sacredpersonages(Nos.2751-2809)9.Most of
these have an inscription in the field, frequently the name of the deity or saint in an
abbreviated form. Occasionally KuptLPoje0t
T, aj 8ooAiXis inscribed around the edge as in
the earlier aniconic seals. A few seals of the
twelfth century have continuous inscriptions
on both sides, without any emblem (Nos.
2809-2819). The numerical proportions of
Corinthianseals of the variousperiodspublished
here are as follows: eighth-ninth centuries,
27; tenth-early eleventh centuries,34 (28 with
cross, 6 with animals); mid-eleventh to twelfth
centuries, 58; twelfth century (inscribed on
both sides), 11.
The inscriptions on the reverse of the seals
remained practically identical throughout the
five centuries represented in the Corinth
collection. The beginning is often indicated by
a cross and a conventional leaf pattern is
frequently found at the end. The letter-forms
show comparatively little variation. Ligatured
letters are rare. On only a single seal (No.
2817), of the twelfth century, are the syllables
accented. Abbreviations are common at all
periods. A comma or a period or a horizontal
line above a word indicates that one or more
9 Indication that seals with pictures are not always later
than those with the double-traverse cross is given by No.
2742 which has the cross struck over the picture of a saint.
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letters are missing. Misspellings - either
interchange of letters with similar sounds or
omission of letters - are common. Abnormal
grammaticalconstructionis not so often found
(see Nos. 2727 and 2729). The formula of the
reverse is usually as follows (subject to considerable variation): 1) a small cross, 2) the
name of the owner, 3) his official titles, 4) his
family name or place of residence (all usually
in the dative case). Any of these, except the
owner's name, may be omitted. When the
formula K6ptiePojOt rT oo ouXoiis not written on the obverse it is to be understood. Beginning in the late eleventh century, a metrical
inscription sometimes took the place of this
formula and was fairly common thereafter1?.
An index of the Corinthian seals which have
metrical inscriptions will be found on p. 358.
In even such a comparatively small number
of seals as those discussed here the intensive
development of the Byzantine administrative
system is evident. It was an incredibly complicated organizationinvolving many honorary
officials as well as those with real functions,
and many aspects of it are not yet fully understood. A complicating factor is the tendency of
many of the offices to change their character
from time to time. The most important contemporary document on the subject of the
Byzantine administrationis the Kletorologion
of Philotheos which was compiled in the year
89911. Since none of the Corinth seals is earlier
than the eighth century, this document provides most of the necessaryinformation.Listed
below are the offices which are mentioned on
the Corinthseals, with brief descriptionsof the
functions connected with each. No attempt
will be made to pursue the historical development of these offices nor to explain the nuances
involved in some of them12. Some of the titles
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representreal offices; others are merely honorary although they usually originatedin realofficial positions. The nature of the title is explained, as far as possible,in the followinglist:
&avuTaToq(proconsul) - an honorary title,
denoting a member of a class to which patricians were sometimes elevated (Bury, p. 28).
apXco -

head of an administrative unit

smaller than a theme.Archons of regions (e. g.
No. 2697) were independent of the o-paocrny6o
or other regional authority; archons of cities
(e. g. No. 2695) were subject to the strategos.
pocaGXxiLglaocp6 - imperial physician, origi-

nally a real function, later often only titular.
(see xoupezpxldapto).
P(6cXAx6XO
xOUFLJpxIOptLO
pocaLXLx6xoup&oTop(see xoupoctop).
- chief of the
paoLGtXO67rp0To0ao'rc0cpLog

oxcaOaptoL(Bury, p. 112).
pocaXLxoL
o ac0cpLo4pocaXLLx6g

an honorary title,

different from the spathariosof a strategosand
also from those who bore the title as an order
of rank (see oOcxpLo;) (Bury, p. 112).
pckaLtxoS o7accpoxacctSa'To (see ao7rOapoxavsisa roq).

7x oiaCoapoxou43xouX&apop
a3oLLxo?
(see iTaocpo outxouX0ApLog).
paoc~aLx64aTpp&cop- one of the honorary
orders of P3xaCtlxolCOpco7otL,
which included
c "p&EoppxpCTp
,
-, VacOdpo,
oCTXrOapoxocvS8C'or,

88a'cror,and ocxvSa-ropeg
(Bury, pp. 117-118).
to Pe6TLapLto (J.
equivalent
P6?TapX;
Ebersolt, "Les fonctions et dignites du vestiarium byzantin," MElangesCharlesDiehl, I,
p. 88).
yvLxog Xooyo0&7q-

officer whose duties

consisted of surveying and collectingthe taxes
of the Empire (Bury, p. 86).
ylpox6oFo - head of a ynpoxopZSov sup-

ported by the State (Bury, p. 94).

- secretary (sometimes called
ypo.V.LgXTcrx6O
a
as well as a title.
10,V. Laurent, "Les bulles metriques dans la sigillographie aoxpropLoq), profession
- official attached
byzantine," 'EY)1vLxd&,
IV, 1931, pp. 191-228.
8oPs?tcTxogTg U7ioupylaoc

11 For an account of this document and its translation see
J. B. Bury, The Imperial AdministrativeSystem in the Ninth
Century (London, 1911), p. 9 and passim.
12 The information is taken mostly from Bury, op. cit.,
which will be quoted as "Bury."

to the staff at Constantinople (Schlumberger,

SigillographieByzantine,p. 501).
military commanderof a
spouwyaplog
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division of the army. There were also other
kinds of drungarii, but the title is invariably
military (Bury, pp. 41-42).
ex 7tpoacoou (tro5PaLgXx) - temporary
governor of a theme (Bury, p. 46).
- officer to whom petitions
?7rTcv ?CT?Qov
were referred (Bury, p. 77).
UiL Tzo xoavxXeou - honorary official in
charge of the Emperor'sinkwell.
? n To

- a palace funcpuooxoTpLxXfjvou

tionary (Bury, p. 92).
x?7~rlXNT7g

-

inspector

who probably

reported on matters connected with the safety
of the provinces and frontiers (Bury, pp. 72,
93).

[e?papZqX- military official on the staff of

the strategos,in some cases synonymous with
Toupdcpx'p](Bury, p. 41).
- notary, member of the college of
vo[zLx6O
notaries (Bury, p. 72).
0oaTLpLto

-

originally a door-keeper, later

just a title of rank (for eunuchs only). (Bury,
p. 122).
- honorary title, higher than
TcCTpLxLog
protospatharios(Bury, pp. 27-28).
- merchant, a professionand
7rpocyaT?euT7a title at the same time, since business was
almost entirely in the hands of the State.
tpcoTopeoraTLpoL- supervisor of the Royal

Wardrobe,a post always occupied by eunuchs
x6os - a military title. There were many (Bury, p. 96).
kinds of x60o*ri (Bury, pp. 43, 53, 62).
7rpo'ovorTpLoS- this official,when attached
xou[JEpxLaptoS - customs collector (Bury, to a theme, was a purchasing agent for the
p. 88; see also G. Millet, "Sur les sceaux des army (Bury, p. 94).
commerciairesbyzantins," Melanges offerts a
- member of the honor7rpo)ToCra6cOpLo;
M. Gustave Schlumberger,pp. 303-327).
ary bodyguard of the Emperor. Under the
xoup&rop - an officer in charge of an Heraclian dynasty this title was differentiated
from spatharios(Bury, p. 27).
imperial estate or property (Bury, p. 100).
xoupoxo&XraT7-

honorary title

of early

- member of a guard attached
sTr0dcOpLos

origin. At first it was conferred only on the to a strategos(Bury, p. 44).
- honorary title, rankEmperor's relatives; in the eleventh century
T7oCpoxotCv8LC8rTo
it became common (Bury, pp. 33-34).
ing between the protospathariosand the spajudge (Schlumberger, Sigillo- tharios (Bury, pp. 26-27).
xpLTil
- honorary title of
graphie Byzantine, pp. 519-520). xpioas Txcov o(cXt0apoxoupLxouXCpLo
is a poetical expression (found on No. 2810) a eunuch. All eunuchs were cubicularii - the
most important palace servants (Bury, p. 122).
meaning the same thing.
- judge of the
7n TOi t7co8p600Lou
XptLT7
rpocm)y6?- military governor of a theme.
tribunal of the Hippodrome(Schlumberger,op. On his staff (officium) were the following:
cit., p. 521). Officialsthus designatedwere some- turmachs, merarchs, x6vp[l Tc6r x>6p-c, chartimes also judges of themes;this is due to the tularius, domesticus,drungariibandorum,comfact that such judges were usually chosen by ites bandorum(Bury, pp. 89-41).
- military official in charge of
members of the tribunal of the Hippodrome
ToupJadpXpn
a Toupp0c,which was both a military and a
(Schlumberger,op. cit., p. 521).
CayaCTrpoS honorary title, conferred spar- geographical division of a theme. There were
ingly during the eighth and ninth centuries, three turmarchsunder each strategos (Bury,
later more generally (Bury, pp. 29-30).
p. 41).
i?yoaqer
T?p?apZXq- captain of the aoLt.x+}

u7cxTo -

consul, an honorary title (Bury,

a body of guards, largely foreigners, pp. 25-26).
Toctp?Lc,

who were in close personalattendanceon the
- this official,whenconnected
XaproukodpLo?
with a theme(e. g. No. 2788) was subordinate
Emperor(Bury, pp. 106-107).

SEALSAND STAMPS
to the army finance officer (?oyoOrn-STou
t'oTxou) (Bury, p. 90).
TTpdc6
toc vT&ucycovo'xov - an ofXOCpTouXapLo
ficial who dealt with the accounts and expenditures of charitable institutions (Bury,

p. 94).
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In addition to these secular titles, a number
of ecclesiastical titles appears on the seals.
apXLt7qotyv, ?LaxoThey are: apxLstxoxoTo4,
7oT, xoupouxxel7oLo
(chamberlainof the Patriof
arch Constantinople),pTrpo7sokxLT,
,ov0oX6S,
and
Tp6zopoS,C?pa7T6o<:, Xapocpuox;a
(archivist).

Interestinginformationis affordedby the

seals concerning the extent of the official cor-

respondencecarriedon by the Corinthianadministrationand by churchofficials.A glance
at the index of place names (p. 355) mentioned on the seals showsthat Corinthwas in
communicationat one time or another not
only with othercities of the Peloponnesusbut
also with the Aegeanand Ionian islands and
suchcitiesas SalonicaandDyrrachium,as well
as with the central administrationat Constantinople.Consideringthe fact that the excavated portionof Corinthis that whichwas
the center of public life, it would seem that we
have in these seals a fairly representative
collection, which should prove invaluable to
the historian. Indexes to the names, places,

official titles and sacred personageswhich
appearonthesesealswillbe foundonpp.354ff..
Besides the lead seals which bear Greek
inscriptions,there are a few with legendsin
Latin (Nos.2820, 2821, 2823). Particularlyto
be noted is No. 2823, the seal of Pope InnocentIV (1243-1254).
Theremainingobjectsin this sectionarenot
properlyseals. Nos.2824 and 2825 are lead
tokenswhichare directcopies (perhapscasts)
of coin types. Theirpurposeis not clear.
Nos. 2833-2839 represent a groupof objects

whichthrowlight on the medicalas well as on
the commercialhistoryof Corinth.Theselead
disks,usually0.023m. to 0.025m. in diameter
but occasionally(No.2836) a gooddeallarger,
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are obviously caps for bottles or other containers, as each has a vertical flange. A considerable quantity of them has been found at
Corinth, most of them bearing the impression
shown in Nos. 2833 and 2834. They are generally found near the surface, but a few come
from earlier contexts and, by the nature of
the inscriptions they bear, in the Italian
language, it seems likely that they are to be
assigned to the Venetian period or possibly
later.
Each seal has a picture in the center, with
an inscription around the edge. The various
emblems found on the seals are: (1) profile
busts of two negroes, (2) profile bust of a laureate male head, (3) ostrich holding a snake in
its mouth, and (4) an apple. The inscriptions
on the seals, while not similar in all respects,
have certain elements in common. All mention
theriaca(in one case teriaca),usually with the
qualifying adjective fina; all, or almost all,
incorporate the word VEN or VENET. In
other respects the inscriptions vary: that with
the negroes reads "Ali due mori"; that with
the male bust reads "Testa doro"; that with
the ostrich reads "Al struzzo in - --(?)."
Theriaca,the common denominator in all the
seals, logically represents the contents of the
container. This substance was one of the
staples of mediaeval medicine. The term
theriaca (6f7pxx')), said to have originated in
the early Alexandrian period, perhaps first
denoted a certain kind of grapes and wine
from Thasos which was used as an antidote
to snake-bitel3 but, owing to the inventiveness
of such medical authorities as Nikander of
Kolophon, King Mithridates of Pontos, and
Andromachos,the physician of Nero, it rapidly
developed into a compound of numerous ingredients, not the least important of which
was opium14and it soon came to be considered
as a universal panacea, especially useful for
Pliny, Nat. Hist., XIV, 22.
See George W. Corner,"Mithridatiumand Theriac, the
most famous remedies of old medicine," Johns Hopkins
Hospital Bulletin, XXVI, 1915, p. 222.
13
14
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counteractingthe plague15.Duringmediaeval an instance of a manufacturer imitating a
times the composition of the drug varied trademark, for No. 2835, while it bears an
accordingto the locality; some kinds con- inscription identical to that of such seals as
tained severalhundredingredients.For cen- Nos. 2833 and 2834 (of which many other
turies theriacs were an importantarticle of examples have been found) has a quite diftrade; indeed,it was not until the end of the ferent representation of the two negroes, ineighteenthcenturythat theircompositionwas ferior in design.
omitted from the standardpharmacopoeias. The popularity of theriacs continued unA number of cities became rivals in the diminished in Europe until the end of the
manufactureof theriacs; these were chiefly eighteenth century and perhaps even later.
Venice, Florence,Bologna, Genoa,Constant- The traveler Sonnini, who visited the Aegean
Thetheriacof Venice,which during the last quarter of the eighteenth
inopleandCairo16.
containedsixty-oneingredients,was the most century, has this to say about its use in the
famousof all and in greatdemandthroughout islands:
Europe.It cameto be known,by a corruption "In order to excite children to sleep, they
are made to swallow powdered nutmeg in
of the wordtheriaca,as "Venicetreacle."
Widespreadabuse of the manufactureof milk; but the remedy which is the most comtheriacsbecameso commonthat in the seven- monly used in their illnesses, the most exteenth centurythe publicmanufactureof the cellent panacea, is VENICE treacle. On the
drug was instituted (the first took place in smallest pain which they appearto feel, if they
1606 at Montpellier)and regulations were cry, if they sleep little, or if their appetite fail,
adoptedforbiddingapothecariesto make the in a word, in all their indispositions, of whatdrugwithoutpermissionfromthe authorities.'7 ever nature they may be, recourse is had to
With regardto the theriacof whichthe seals treacle, as a sovereign and universal remedy.
have been found at Corinthwe may assume Scarcely a day passes without a little child
that (1) it was made beforesuch regulations swallowingsome of this drug, or at least having
werein force, (2) the manufacturersreceived a plaster of it on the navel; so that it may be
special permissionto make the drug, or (3) asserted that, in the ARCHIPELAGO, a child
the medicinewas an illicit product.Any one is consumes more of this treacle, during its first
a possibility, but the first assumption is two years, than the man of our countries, the
perhaps the most likely. The different em- greatest admirer of this composition, during
blemson the bottle caps and the inscriptions his whole life."18On the other hand, a recent
which accompanythem can hardly be any- medical survey of common remedies in use
thingbut privatetrademarks.The adoptionof in the Greek islands has revealed no trace of
such trademarksand the use on the seals of the use of theriacs.19
the wordfina, as well as the statementof the
Note:In transcribing
the inscriptions
on the seals
2690
No.
no
has
been
made
to indifollowing attempt
origin of the substance (Venice),may have
catelettersmissingat theendsoflineswherethemetal
been the resultof the desire of the manufac- itself is not
preserved.Suchindicationscouldnot be
turersto distinguishtheir productfromthose accuratebecauseof the variationsin spellingand
of imitatorsand charlatans.In the case of the abbreviationfoundon theseseals.Dots to indicate
"TwoMoors,"it seems possiblethat we have missingletters are, therefore,used only when the
lengthof the lacunais fixedby the preservedmetal.

15

See Charles H. La Wall, Four thousand years of pharmacy (Philadelphia, 1927), p. 214.
16C. J. S.
Thompson, The Mystery and art of the apothecary (London, 1929), p. 62.
17
Comer, op. cit., p. 225.

18 C. S.
Sonnini, Travels in Greeceand Turkey (London,
1801), pp. 347-348.
19 A. Raymond Mills, "Peasant remedies from the Greek
islands," Bulletin of the History of Medicine, XXII, 1948, pp.
441-450.
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2676 (2:1)

2678 (3:1)

2679 (2:1)

I

2682 (2:1)

2684 (3:1)

FIG. 72. BYZANTINE BRONZE SEALS.

2676. (8341).Bronzeseal. Figure72. Ht. 0.022 m.
Pyramidalobject with knobbedneck and suspension loop (forthe shapecf. No. 2680),having a square
sealingsurfaceon whichis engraveda device,perhaps
a monogram.At the top of it is a cross, below it a
double-traversecross, and two rhos (one reversed)
facing each other form the border,joined at the bottom by a horizontalline.
Not later than the twelfth century,probablymuch
earlier.
2677. (7985).Bronze seal. Plate 128. Ht. (without
ring) 0.022 m.
Hemispherical object with suspension loop to
which a ring is attached. Small circles with central
dots engravedall aroundthe sides in irregularrows;
an engravedgroove aroundthe edge just above the
sealing surface. Circularseal with device of a duck
rathercrudelyengraved.
Tenthto early twelfth century.
2678. (54). Bronze seal. Plate 128 and Figure 72.
Ht. (withoutring) 0.022 m.
Pyramidal object, with ring attached through
suspension loop. Rectangular seal with engraved
representationof a human figure (?), now worn and
indistinct (Figure72 showsa cast).
(Byzantineperiod).
2679. (829). Bronze seal. Plate 128 and Figure 72.
Ht. 0.016 m.
Pyramidal object with suspension loop; four
shallowcirculardepressionson each side. Rectangular
seal showinga rearinglion enclosedwithin a border
of dots.
(Byzantineperiod).
2680. (7227).Bronzeseal. Plate 128. Ht. 0.024 m.
Pyramidalobject with knobbedneck and suspension loop. Square seal on which is engraveda bird
facing front with wings outstretched.Punched dots
on the bird'sbody and in the field.
(Byzantineperiod).
2681. (8198).Bronzeseal. Plate 128. Ht. 0.023 m.
Knobby object with suspensionloop; circularseal
with engraveddeviceof fish, highly conventionalized.
A clay stamp found in Egypt bears a very similar

und Mittelalterliche
Bilddesign (Wulff,Altchristliche
no.
to
the
seventh
I,
cenassigned
werke,
1411,
tury).
(Byzantineperiod).
2682. (4558).Bronzeseal. Figure72. Ht. 0.022 m.
Brokeninto three pieces.
Object similar in shape to the preceding, with
roughly circular seal bearing the engraved device
shownin Fig. 72.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2683. (5485).Bronzeseal. Plate 128. Ht. 0.022 m.
Pyramidal object, similar to No. 2680, but considerablycruder.Five-pointed star engravedon the
rectangularsealingsurface.
(Byzantineperiod).
2684. (8335).Bronzeseal. Figure72. Ht. 0.024 m.
Pyramidal object similar to preceding, with female (?) bust rathercrudelyengravedon the square
sealingsurface.
(Byzantineperiod).
2685. (7195).Bronzeseal. Plate 128. Ht. 0.021 m.
Knobbedobject with suspensionloop. Hexagonal
seal bearing an inscriptionin Turkishwhich reads:
"The servant of God" (translatedby Dr. Nicholas
Boufidesof the NationalMuseum,Athens).
(Turkishperiod).
2686. (8353).Bronzeseal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.015 m.
Flat, circularobject (perhapsonce having suspension hole) bearingin intagliothe device of an animal,
withthe lettersN I KO (notreversed)scatteredaround
it in the field; the whole enclosed by an engraved
groove.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2687. (8352).Bronze seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.018 m.
Flat, circularobject bearingin intaglio the device
of a kneelingdromedary,enclosedby a groove.
Ninth to twelfth centurycontext.
2688. (3182).Bronze seal. Plate 128 and Figure 73.
Diam. 0.041 m., th. 0.005 m.
Thick, circularobject, with pierced projectionin
back (see Plate 128 for profile). Fine, rather deeply
cut intaglio on the sealing surface. In the center a
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FIG. 73. BRONZESEAL IMPRESSION (NO. 2688). 1: 1

beardedman, wearinga long garmentwith a crosson
the shoulderand a roundskull-capwith short tassel,
kneelsto the left (as seen in the cast) in an attitude of
prayerbeforea double-traversecross.Belowthe arms
of the cross the letters TCIX. In the field, on either
side of the man'shead, the letters X PI. Aroundthis
central design is an inscription encirclingthe seal,
enclosedon each side by a borderof lozenge-shaped
dots. The inscriptionreads:

S'FRATRIGVILLIERMVS:
CVSTODI'INFIRMI
The seal presentsa numberof problems,both in interpretationof the inscriptionandin identificationof the
owner. It is similar in type to seals of the Grand
Master of the Order of St. John at Jerusalem,
especiallythose of the early fourteenthcentury. The
seal of Guillaumede Villaret,who was GrandMaster
1300-1307 (G. Schlumberger,F. Chalandonand A.
Blanchet,Sigillographiede l'OrientLatin[Paris,1943],
p. 238, pl. XI,11) shows a similar suppliant figure
beforea similar cross. The details of this impression
are not so fine as those of our matrix. The diameter
of the impressionis 0.04 m., very near the measurement of our seal. The letters, placedaroundthe edge,
are quite like those of the Corinthseal; in fact, the
appearanceof the seal is very similarto oursin every
way. But the inscription is different: FRAT:
GVIL'MVS:CUSTOS.This is the legend generally
foundon sealsof GrandMastersof the Order.(Onthe
reverse is the typical representationof the Holy
Sepulchre,with an invalid in bed before it and the
inscription HOSPITALIS:IHERVSALEM). Examining other seals of the Order,as found in Schlumberger and others, op. cit., and in E. J. King, The
Seals of the Orderof St. John of Jerusalem(London,
1932), we find no seal with an inscriptionsimilarto
that of the Corinthspecimen.In reply to an inquiry
ColonelKing wrote me as follows (April 2, 1937):
"The seal of which you sent me a photographis
ratherpuzzling.I shoulddate it approximately1250.
It is certainly a Hospitaller seal, but it is quite
certainlynot a seal of a Masterof the Hospital. The
title of the Masteris always CustosHospitalis.I am
inclined to think that it must be the seal of the

Hospitalleror Infirmarian,the knightin chargeof the
Hospitalof the Order.I can think of no othersolution.
Two things are certain (1) it is a seal of the Knights
Hospitallers,(2) it is notthe seal of one of their Grand
Masters."M. AdrienBlanchet,in a letter of April 2,
1950, expressedthe opinionthat the seal might have
been made with the intention of imitating the seal of
the GrandMaster.The Rev. V. Laurentsuggests (in
a letter dated July 11, 1950) as a tentative reading:
S(igillum) fratri(s) Guilliermus (sic) custodi(s) ES
infirmi. The unexplainedES is assumed to be the
abbreviatedname of some town or locality. For the
present the matter rests here. The date of the seal
also must remain in question, for the seal was not
foundin a closedcontext, and while the Orderwas in
actual possessionof Corinthonly during the years
1400-1404,it was active in the regionfor a long time
previously.
2689. (4722).Lead seal impression.Plate 128. Diam.
0.017 m.
Crudedisk, cut out roughlyfrom a largerpiece of
lead. Impressionin reliefon one surface,showingPan
or a satyr, nude except for a chlamys, facing left,
holding a bunch of grapesin the right hand, the left
hand outstretchedbehindthe head. Anotheridentical
seal (MF 4721) has been found. These are the only
ones of their kind at Corinthbut many similar seal
impressionshave been found at the Agoraof Athens.
See also Hesperia, Suppl. VII, pp. 106-107 for
similarimpressionsof an earlierperiod.
First century.
2690. (7099).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.026 m.
Obv. (largely obliterated) Cross with monogram
reading:
oe,:)os6xs
porose T aouG (>).
Rev. +AKPO I AI )VTTAT) IS KOM'eEC I CAA
ON
(xoCt) xo.(t.epxLaplc)
'AxpoXcP 'U7oCX'O

??aaaXo?-

(tX7 ).

2691. (4718).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.027 m.
Reversedamaged.
Obv. Crosswith monogramreading: OeoT6xePok9eI
T'j aO) 8t06hX.

Rev.[---N

] IACAC TATPIA'Cn'SCTI TTEAO..

(T7pcoro)'ApTcp]&ac8(p7taTp[L(x%[c) ((aLXixo))]
(cMa9pL'C)
(Xpc)
(xal)([paTz( Y )] neo[7To]v(vTou).

AlthoughArtabasdosis a family name, it is used
herewithout a given name.
2692. (4712).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.025 m.
Half of the seal missing.
Obv. Cross with monogram reading:

Rev. ..]PI

I )YI .ATO

rL~, p^^r S^M^-

ecoT6xe 3o1eL1

SEALSAND STAMPS
2693. (7064).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: eoro'6xe
Bo'Tel
TO C

80o6X0.
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Rev.Monogramin the center.Aroundthe edge is the
continuation of the inscription,which could not
be deciphered.

Rev. +AHMH I TPIOB'C I TPATO)P
+ Ay p[ptp) (3(atALxx))TTpaTO)p(l).

BA C
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2694. (7853).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.028 m.
Surfaceof obversebattered.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading:
Rev. +EVCT I PATIO B'A' I 'SCTPATH I nEA
OI NHC
+ EuTparlpo)
(awC s

(xal)

arpaov[yY)]

x)(7pOTo)[C6a] (ap)

neXo[0ov]vYa[ou

2702. (2931).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.02 m.
Unusuallythick. The surfaceis poorly preserved.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading:OeOTO6xK
Poro
TO) ao05

a.

Rev.+K-K I NCTANTI !NOCTPI Ir)
+ KovarocvtrCvqa(Tp[ca'r]lj.

.

2703. (5034).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.029 m.
2695. (5375).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.026 m.
Obv.
Crosswith monogramreading:0eoroxe BokCtI
Obv. Cross with monogram (largely obliterated)
e -T aCj8o6Xcp.
poix TL
reading: OoTo6xS

T7 (

804X@).

Rev. +?EO I ALOP'APOI Vrr KAPX I ON KOP' Rev. AEO. I TOCK.. I PAT. I .OC
Aio[v]roq x[ou]po[op]o0.
+ Oeo)op(q)) gpouyy (aptp) x(al) &pxov(tr)Kop(Lv2704. (6615).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.029 m.
'9ou).

Surfacedamaged.
2696. (8351).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.024 m.
Obv.
Cross with monogram reading: 0cOTO6x?e
P(OST
with
Cross
Obv.:
monogramreading: esoroxe3oO]gZe
7Z ad Go~w.

?TO(C 80o6Xp.

Rev. + eEOA() I .A)B'CTTA
I TIPMIVAIO$
+ ?eo8[p]],

p(a(TcaLx) oa(caplc)

oup(poixp( )

The fourthline couldnot be deciphered.

2697. (2974).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.025 m.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: roro'xePOYcr.
I
,re a(T806X( 0.

Rev. AKTLOBI AG'SAPXO I AEAMA
?eo(PUX]axT() P(a&MX(tXo)
[(7:poTo)]a]o
.PXxo(vT) AeX(oa(Ta(,o).

(aCp[) xctl

2698. (4073).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.021 m.

Obv. Cross with monogram reading: EcoT6xe PIojetL

Rev.+e)EOc IVAAKT'B'I6MEPKI'
+

eocpuxT(x)) ((a)(cx)

[x]ou,uepxL(apcp,).

2699. (907). Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.025 m.
Surfacebadly worn.

Obv. Cross with monogram reading: '0OTOXc P0o4eL

Rev. OtO.AO. I TPA.Hr.T' I NH
Oe]op[l]x ) []Tpa[T]YY[, )] ,( V) [tP']V](3oV).

The restorationof the third line is conjectural.
2700. (7048).Lead seal. Plate 128. Diam. 0.032 m.
Obv. Cross with monogram reading: OT6roX?3o80El

Rev.. OANNHB'I .CnAOGAP'S
I .TPAT'TEAIT
3ONHC6

'I]cocavv, P(aOcrtXx) [((rp-)ro)] GC7aCap((cp)xoc~
[a]TpaT(lycY)nlex[o]7ov^Tou.

2701. (5826).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.025 m.
Obversedamaged.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: Eosoo6xe
PoeI
TO)OTO)
86X0~.

Rev.AEON I ...ITATPI I __ A'C'AG I P.CTPAT'
I .YKAAA'
)
(XOL)
Aeov[Ti] 7MCTpL[Xl
P(atXklx))] (TPWoTo)=Ta-9'[a]p(t )) [(xail)] (rpaT(ry]Y) (rov) [K]ux(a8(ov v)-

acov)Cf. Konstantopoulos,BucavwLoaxo
MoXup363buoXX,no. 212, which is similar except for a
missing place-name.
2705. (6271).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.021 m.
Obv. Cross with monogram within raised border,
asO) 8o6Xc.
reading:Oeoo'6xsP[olet To
Rev. (withinraiseddoubleborderwith dots between)
+AEO I NT'AP I XONITAI TPO,
+ AsovTr() &PXov(T,)Hoa:po(v).

2706. (8337).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.03 m.
Obv. Cross with monogramreading: K6pLePOSaL
Akovrt.

Rev.In centercrosswith monogram: A

C

Aroundthe edge: +KANEA[.. about 8 letters]
NH KE?AAH'
The monogramon the reverse contains the first
title. Aroundthe edge follows x(ol) and a second
title.
2707. (8338).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. ca. 0.03 m.
Seal brokenand surfacebadly damaged.
Obv.Crosswith monogramprobablyreading:?soT6xs
n'?To (co,
PO
o06X),.

Rev....

AE)N --I

AOKO---I

ATH--

HO---...Aov c[TL P](aaiXLX)[xr]a~(apo)xo[up(o
t3([ourXpt(c) (xao) arp]aTr-[y] if0- -

2708. (4138).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.027 m.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading:OEOOr6xE
(3o118e
TO)j(T) GoGAo).

CORINTH
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Rev. +MAPT I ..I

.AC. I ..AMIA.B I..TAPAI

..A
+Mcar[up]Lc [P(aL

(

)](poT)[x

-

2709. (2348).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.027 m.
Onequarterof the seal brokenoff.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: O?oT6xse
Po9eL
Rev. HXA I ..A'CTTI AGAPIO)
(7pOTo)(T7a-apLt .

M]YXa[7]]
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Conventionalized
foliagein reliefbelowthe inscription.
2710. (5278).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.024 m.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading:??oo'6xe PO1er
TO)ac Ioo.

Rev. BACI I AEnI
OP I . .CTPAT
BocCXety 7C(aT)p[I](xio))(xol) CTpa[TYp]

2718. (2958).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.02 m.
Obv.Cross,with A in upper right field, $Din lower
right field. Letters to left of cross missing, as impressionis off center.
Rev.Metricalinscription:r.A(D IA. IAFN IPICMAT
I I!IAIN
r[p]xcp-(,v) A[au]l8 yv[q]pLatc( r(o5) [3]LvpLXtv(ou).

For other membersof the Xiphilinos family, prominent duringthe eleventh and twelfth centuries
(Schlumberger,Sigillographiep. 716) see Laurent,
Bulles Metriques,nos. 526, 555, 606, 635.
2719. (3384).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.Elaboratecross with foliage on a three-stepped
base,surrounded
by theinscription:+ KEBOH f I

Rev. TTAUI ..A.TA I .PXO
lac[X
co] A.. TA[&]pXo[vrT].
TO) C O ASA' = K(UptL)ePOY
oL
Ta.jO 8ouX(c,).
2711. (7052).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.026 m.
Rev.
AIMH
TPIBACI
I AlA'K'M I
I
I
ClFA'KAN
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: OeoTo6xs
PO'?eL
EPAPX'
Toa To&?oco.
)
p) x(Ca)
AVr7Tpi(co ,ocC'(Xx)o)(oCtpo)xavt,8(&T
Rev. +lET I PO)NAKOIVMEP'KO I PIOOV
+ HIrpov
xouesp(xLap

c)) Kopf(v)4ou.

I?PCpPX(
).

2720. (4717).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.017 m.
2712. (5992).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.021 m.
Double-traversecrosson two-steppedbase,withObv.
Struckoff centeron a too smallflan.
in
circle of dots. Aroundthe edge the inscription:
Obv.(rightfield missing)Monogramprobablyreading:
=
OL
KEBITOCOOAOVAO)
8ou6X(.

ao aou)?cP.
koeoXr
f3ox'eP -e TrO)

Rev. c)SCT I FO)lEA I IToNH'
-

(xat) aT[pc7r]yConHX[o]tCOv(v)(crou).

-]p

2713. (3386).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.016 m.

Obv.Cross with monogram reading:

eoro6xx poPoqer

A'SCTI TIrOTTE
I nON'

Rev.BA--I

Bx(atXl ico) [(rpoo) =a]r&]oc(pEp) (xol) 7T[pa]TpY(f
7ao u).
n?[Xo]07Tov('

K(UpL)e P(os)t

~ aT

Rev. +EVT I HXHAN I OBCTP I .TOP
+ EuTn7XVo P(aoX(xo) a-rp[&]Tjop(t).

2721. (8349).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.022 m.
Surfacedamaged.
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a threestepped base. Around the edge the inscription:
....

..BOH ....

Rev. +

EO I AO)PO)A'ICTTAGA
I PI0

2714. (7852).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.029 m.
+
eosocopc (rpcoo)ar'aptL.
Obv. Six-armedcross with a monogramformed by 2722.
(6697).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.02 m.
letters at the end of each arm (double-struck), Obv.Double-traverse
cross with foliage, on a threereading: K(6pL)e [Po0sEL -r] a- [8o6Xc].
Around
the edge, within dotted
base.
stepped
Rev. BACI K'ACTA OAPSBI ATPO)

I

+

I

I

) (xd)
(xl) P(0aXiX)
(7po)To)o(7rcoap(
+Boe?[XL]x(o))

2715. (4708).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.025 m.

Obv. Cross with monogram reading: O0oTO6xpfOo4t?

I... N .CAI ..MMEPKII .HCAVCE.

Rev. .
-

-

-

-

[xo](J( pxL(apil)

[-]j

Auae((oq;).

2716. (3389).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.026 m.
Obv.Crosswith monogramreading: 'eoro6xe o?L

Rev.C.. I .OVAI. ICA
-

-

-

K I .OVPMAI PX.

-]acr7ra0(apLt) x(a') [T]ouppzX[Y]].

border: KEBOHGEITlOCO)ASA= K(6pL)epokfL

Rev. (badlydamaged)+OE I OAOP.B IC AO.P I
MErE I...
+ ?eo86p[y)]

(7rpcoTo)a(yca&[oc]p([(p)
P(aacLtXLx&)

<(xal)> A?Y(&Xc)[T]r[ptlpXT)].

2723. (7118).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv. Double-traversecross with foliage. Around it
the inscription: + KEBOHOHTO)CO)A
....=
a'
rCo
+ K(6pt)?pok7]v
8[o6Xcp].

Rev.+E0). IAB'CnAI .S.PX I .NTIKO I PINOO
+ ?(0[1[]a

P(a0ayxLx()

r[a[](apty

xal0)[c]PX[o]vTi

KopLvko(u).

2724. (4713).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.018 m.
2717. (4705).Lead seal. Plate 129. Diam. 0.019 m.
Obv. Double-traversecross with foliage, on a two- Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a twostepped base. Around it the inscription: = KEstepped base. Aroundit the inscription: +KE..
y o06HOT.. AOV = + K(upL)E[Po]()(el) T[ CT)]
BOHGITOCO)A8 = K(6up,L)er3o0(E)- -E a
8o6[h o)].

(X%>).

SEALSAND STAMPS
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Rev. .16 A I KEIMTT
I PArMA I TEV.
+ AtovTL P(aocXLxj) (7rpoTo)a 8&(cpLt))et t(o0U)
Xpuao0Tp(txxtVou)[(x>c)] n Tr
rv 8aeEaeov.
'Icoxxepi 7pacyaTeu[7,].
2725. (2967).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.017 m.
2731. (2961).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.021 m.
Oneside of seal foldedover.
Surfacedamaged.
Obv.Elaboratecrosswith foliage.In field, right: XC. Obv.Elaboratecross with foliage, on a stepped base.
Tracesof letters aroundthe edge.
Surroundingit, within a borderof dots: KEBOHRev. Metricalinscription: FPA.) I ACCO.. I .HZC(
01TOCOA6AO = K(6ptl) p3ok(e)LTo- aO 8o6Xo.
KE I .oro!ia
Rev.M XAH. I BACIAIKICNAOAP I OKANA
x' [X]Oyo(u;)'I(avvou).
rpocyp&ap[pOCy]iU(*
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The same inscriptionoccurs on other seals, of the
eleventhand twelfth centuries:see Laurent,Bulles
Metriques,no. 71.
2726. (6352).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.021 m.
Surfacedamaged.
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, within a
doubleborderenclosingthe inscription:[Kipl oePoiqe tiC] CO AOVAO
Rev.10. I NH... I AOA... PIT'fEA I ONHC
'Io[av>]vn [(T7poTo)a7t]
xat) x]pvT(Q)
ac9oc[p(ctc

MtXac[X] oa3TLLx[C1)]
a&apoxcv8(L8T6c).

2732. (7864).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.021 m.
Reversebadly damaged.
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a single
step. Aroundit the inscription:+ KE B0 I...
In field, left: IX (doubtful),right: IC
I AC T....

Rev. (mostly illegible) NI....

I ....T6

N&[xoXaco](trpcoro)
r7[a&cptc) ... .e*r1] roi[ --.

2733. (6286).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.017 m.
Obv.
Elaborate cross with foliage. In field, left and
fhX[o7]ovMYa(ou).
right: IC XC
2727. (6030).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.022 m.
Rev.
Metricalinscription:COP I AFICNI I KLAA
Obv.Elaborate double-traverse cross on a threeSypaytq NLxco'a[ou].
stepped base; dots in the field. Aroundthe edge,
within a double raisedborder,the inscription: + 2734. (4074).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.021 m.
KEBOHEH..COAOVAO = + K(ui)p) Po'6h Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a three[r6)] at- 806X0.
steppedbase. Surroundingit the inscription:+ K
Rev. + HOAN I HAPXOTA ITHCTPOB I VAHC
..OHOIT .. 0)A6A = K[(6pt)?
T[o
e]o~(E)L
+ 'Hoc&vn&p(o(v)Txoc-T() ZSpoBX7T?.

c]j SoAx(o,).

The final alpha of i&pXovwa
seems fairly certain. Rev.+ HAVAI OAPXIEI TICKOT. KOPIO
I
a
in
was
Strobyle
place Epirus (P. Aravantinos,
t
For a dup+ IIaXot aP7Xtcax6x[c]
KopL(v)&(ou).
zq 'H:sipou, [Athens, 1856-57], II,
Xpovoypocpyoc
licate see Konstantopoulos,Buaocvtolx&MoXupp. 162).
a6pouac, no. 77.
2728. (6516).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.022 m.
2736. (6515).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.024 m.
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on threeObv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a threesteppedbase. Aroundthe edge the inscription: +
steppedbase. Aroundthe edge, within a borderof
KEBOH.. .T )C C)A A'= K(6pL)?Po [rt] -r a(dots,the inscription:KEBOHOHI TOC(WAOVA'
aou?\(c).

=

ra

8

K(6pl&)po7-~qt
So6X(c().
Rev. +K()N ICTANTIN I (0BACHAH I K'KOVPA
Rev.
V
EAEC
I
ETICKOT'
1
IMONEVI
+T1AVA'I
I TOP'
+ Kcova,ovrtv.p c3a7Xnx(C?)xoupcrTop(L).

BAC'

-+ IahX() EX&i E(eo)u ?ltLaXO6(C))MovEvPaaC2729. (7871).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.022 m.
(toc;).
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a three2736.
(7867).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.024 m.
steppedbase. Aroundit the inscription:+ KEB'T
side brokenoff.
One
(OC OAOVA' = K(6pL)0P(o)el) TZj aCj 8o6X(C().
Obv.
Double-traverse
cross with foliage, on a threeRev. +AE IONTOCBI ACIAHKIOA'CnAOi API!)
in field left and right. Around
base.
Stars
stepped
+ Aovrzoq acratkxo (7pozo)ao7acapkp.
the
the
=
Below the inscriptionis an ornamentalcharacter
edge
inscription: .... OEIT...AOVA'
[K(6pt)e Po']bet T[(o a-] S?ouX(y).
resemblinga theta.
Rev. +CHC I .NIOVT I .ArMATE) . TOVTO. I
2730. (7857).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.026 m.
OCMA
Obverseslightly damaged.
+
71r[)]C]viou
TC[p]ayt
C[u]Tou so[u K]oaTtic.
cross
Obv.Double-traverse
with foliage, on a threeThe
Rev.
Laurent
that Kosmaswas probsuggests
steppedbase.Aroundthe edgethe inscription:KEB
the
of
a
theme
or the governorof a
ably
strategos
=
K(pptL)s [o]kl&a To
.HOEIT.O)C)AOYVA)
city.
Rev. +AEONT! I B'A'CIAGOI E?lIT, XPYCOTP I 2737. (5947).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.023 m.
Part of the seal brokenoff.
EHITO.)NAEI HCEO)N
21
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Obv.Double-traversecross with elaborate foliage, Rev.Aroundthe edge: KEBOHG... = K(6p&)e
POI AI
~[EL].In the center: + KEBOI HG'TE)CLO)
standing on a three-steppedbase. Around it the
A' = K(upt)e P[o)E?
ACTV I AIAN&)
inscription: + KEB ........
T) aCt)8]o6?(p)).

+ K(upt)e Poro(?I) Txx aj) 8ou&X(c))
YruXcav(O.
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Rev.CTE( ... IMHTP... I HCAFCEYI HPINHC 2744. (6619).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.017 m.
2T?9p[a9v)](tJ7TpOwC[(oAlT7n)T]r7]
~ 'Ay(Lt) S?U7pLV7q. Obv.Crosswith indistinct monogramenclosed with
2738. (2350).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.022 m.
petal-shapedborder.
Rev. +CTE(A I KOVBOVI KA'SXAPI TOOVA'
Surfacedamaged.
Obv.Double-traversecrosssurroundedby the inscrip+ zTep{[Vw] xouPoUXX(EliLXx) xapToPX((X).
tion: KE.OH I TC)CO0AOV=K(6p?L)
[PE]o08(?)L (Tenthcentury).
TO)ax) Sou(X?)within a borderof dots.
2746. (1007).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.026 m.
Rev. Withina borderof dots, the metricalinscription:
Badly damaged;about half of seal missing.
+ CTE I (DANF(A)I PArMA I .EVT
Obv.Peacock facing right, looking backward,within
+ zT?ecpv 7CpaypM[T]?uT()
a dotted border.
A similarseal exists in the collectionof the Numis- Rev. +ABPA IMIOCMAIC....
I
matic Museumin Athens (see Konstantopoulos,
-.
is probAbramios
?)
+)'Ap&CPFLog
F c(yTTpoq
BuCavwLax& MoXu856pouXXca,
no. 467).
the
Bulles
ably
patronymic(cf. Laurent,
Metriques,
no. 1); the part of the seal containing the first
2739. (2029).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.019 m.
name is brokenoff.
Obv.Crosswith foliage.In field, left: IC,right: X.
Rev.CTE I ...OCT I .. .YSr IP(K
2746. (7056).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.016 m.
u xca y[e]p0x[60'o0].
Obv.Grouse (?) facing right within raised border.
2T?[cpav(ou)]6a7T[tapLo]
Leaf (?) above it in field, left.
2740. (5963).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.025 m.
Obv.Double-traversecross on a three-steppedbase. Rev. KEBI O!erE IOPrIO
Around the edge the inscription: .EBOH ... T O
'O
a() o6oXo.
C OAOVAO = K](upt)? PoY[,L]

Rev. +QOKA I BACHAH I K)CTTAI OAPI)
+ (ox4 pa37Xxo

a6-oaply.

2741. (5614).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.02 m.
Obv.(damaged) Cross with foliage. Around it the
inscription: KEBOH[...] Ci)CA AO) = K(Apl)
13[0)a(E)1

7](

(6T)

aouo).

Rev.... I ..llCK I OTTAP

APFAOVC

reopyto.
K(6pL) P3oL3(El)

2747. (2349).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.027 m.
Obv.Bustard (?) facing right, looking left, with a
branch in its mouth. Around the edge, within a
dotted border: [K]EBOHeOEIT6
TC
)AOVAO
= K](upL)ePOY'L
ToC) ao

o&Xo.

Rev.(withina borderof dots): + A .MH ITPI BACI

HA'rPWT I OCHAOI APIO

+ A[][ITpLC

Par(LX.) r(poTOaoopioo.

2748. (2963).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.027 m.
<'Ap) "Apyouq.
A seal of a similar type bears the name of Peter, Obv.Griffinfacingright, within a dotted border.
bishop of the Argives (Konstantopoulos,Bucxv- Rev. (withina dottedborder):P OMAI N OANOV I
no. 81, dated late ninth
oiaXO MoXup86oouXXa,
HTATPII.CTPAT I .EATN
The
been
to
seems
have
'Po',ucV Xav9u7rC(aTC(7)
century).
syllable 'Ap
7raTpL(x4.) [(xal)] TrpMTwritten twice by mistake.
(.rYo.) [n]EX(o)7,(o)v(v7co~u).
2749. (7849).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.022 m.
2742. (7390).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.036 m.
Doublestruck.Reversedamaged.
Obv.Griffin-headedmonsterwith fish tail (?), facing
left within double raised border enclosing a ring
Obv.Double-traversecross with foliage, on a threeAround
the
the
of dots.
base.
edge
inscription:
stepped
Rev.
T-6
a6
= K[(uipL)?
+K ...TOCOAOV
Monogramwithin raised bordercontainingthe
PoD()L]
Beneath
this
show
letters
the
reE, O, T, N, X, K, E, C, M. The Rev. Lau8o6(Xo).
impression
rent has suggested that it might be read as Oeomains of a bust with halo, and in the field, left:
O I A I i = 6&y(oq). Aroundthe edge of this low[ ovoCxoibut in this casethe griffinwould
LXTIaou
be an inappropriatesymbol.
er seal: AAIEN IKOA
Rev. (withthe crosson obverse):MH. N I B'AC I PO; 2760. (7363).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.019 m.
(with the bust)CTTI PA I rTI N. The first impres- Obv.Grouse (?) facing right. Around the edge the
= [Ku)pL] Po0[et TZ.
sion cannotbe earlierthan the late tenth century;
inscription: ...BOHO..
thereforethe two impressionswere struck at very
bC 8o0X@].
L
nearly at the same time, probablybetween 1000 Rev.BACIAI OKM
I THCNI ...
and 1050.
x'p.(t() rN N...
BocaLX(d)p)
2751. (2962).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.016 m.
2743. (7858).Lead seal. Plate 130. Diam. 0.023 m.
Obv.Crosswith arms of equal length joined by con- Obv.Bust of a saint with shield, within a raised
border.
ventionalizedfoliage,within a borderof dots.
... []7rrx6src

SEALSAND STAMPS
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'AY]a]7i)[X]OpT(ouXCpiC))
[(fpoc]y() --
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border:+ e K-EB,e,.EOA WP'=O(oTo6)xep(o')
D(eL) [?]o3cp(o).
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The restorationis extremelydoubtful.
Rev. Bust of St. TheodoreStratilatis,with spearand
shield. In the field, left and right: cE A CO= (4
2762. (1266).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.024 m.
OyLoq)
?((6)8co(poS).Around the edge: AEAPT0)
Obv.(largely obliterated).Bust of saint with shield.
=-po8Sp(,) TFo
NEOTTAKTH
NornoXXTn.
Illegibleinscriptionin field, right.
Rev. + rABPI I HAA'CTTA.
I KPITEnli. I In-TAPS 2758. (7870).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.015 m.
T6) I KVKAAAI NHCOTL)..
Obv.Bust of St. TheodoreStratilatis,with spear and
shield. In field, left and right: 0 IE O A P = (6
+ rocrppL (7rpOo)cra[](rpi
) xptT(f) 7,L
[T(o~)] 7t (o)8p(6oou)
(xcl) T&(v) KuxaoS(cov)vocyto)?eo6(o)p(o0).
Rev. Metricalinscription: .. )NVMI . KEOlICM I
ao(v) TO...
It may be supposedthat a family name followed
.ONA6A M AKAP
the final article.
'O ](cvuk(0ov) [C]x's7tO1t[E CY]bvOiO5(Ov) >CxoCp.
This phrase occurs frequentlyon seals (see Kon2753. (5125).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.03 m.
stantopoulos,
MoXupo6ouXaoc,nos.
Bu'ocvtLocx&
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
998,
1004).
Christon her breast. In the field, left and right:
M ev = M(7T1p) ?(Eo)5
2769. (1757).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.021 m.
Rev. Metricalinscription: .OPAFrCI .ELOPr)I I Obv.(badly damaged):Bust of St. Theodore(?). In
.EBACT6TOI !AAMOA6 I .6
field, right: 0 A I 0 = [E?]6Oo[poq]
Rev.
+ EO)0 IVAAKTO I FPAMMA I TIKO
]cppOay;[r]eopYLou [a]?ef3acoi.
The interpretationof the last line is difficult; the
+ ?0ocpu;dcxToypaFlcCrLCtx.
Rev. Laurent suggests OAAMOA6[T]8[A6] for 2760.
(1792).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.027 m.
A similar Obv.Bust of St. TheodoreStratilatis,
the proper name (IhoqjoXou7rouXou.
carryingspear
seal, with the last line missing, is to be found in
and shield.In field, left and right: 0 [eE I 0 0o
no.
MoXuB363oouXXoc,
Konstantopoulos,BuoavrLotxa
P 0 = (o aytos) Oet6[]opo[q].Around this, be493b.
tweenraisedborders:1L)ANNOV
T)V rPA)(G).
2754. (8117).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.032 m.
'Icocvvou -rc,v ypacp[v](metrical).
Obv.Bust of St. Gregorythe Theologue,with bookin Rev. Similar bust and inscription of St. Theodore,
left hand. In the field, left and right: O l F PII
surroundedby inscriptionbetweenraisedborders:
ro I P, OI e OI AO [Ir,= 'O (ayo) ry6pEIMI KOPINOOV = eri KopLv,ou(metrical).
(LoS)6 SoX6y(os)
2761. (4102).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.024 m.
Rev. Metrical inscription: COPAr, I KOPINEOI Obv.Bust
of St. Nicholas.In the field, right: N I. =
.OIMEN, I rPHIOP,
Nt[x6Xao4].
ZSpocy(lS)Kop&vou[7]oitslv(oS) rp7yop(vou).
Rev. +I(Ol)IAAOI XTY
Floral design above and below.
+'Ito(davv) 8ouXoX(pLa)Tr(o)u
(metrical).
2755. (8315).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.025 m.
131.
Diam. 0.016 m.
2762. (7860).Lead seal. Plate
Surfacedamaged.
a
Obv.Busts of two saints, both bearded. In field, Obv.St. John standing,wearing short, drapedgarment. In his left hand he holds a staff; his right
center: 0; right: P.
hand
is heldto the breast.In the field, left: O I 160I
Rev. K..,e, I . )CO)A .PIrOP'
f
0-o 6 (oytos)'IWo(&vvqs)
7p6(Spouo?).
K(p&)[e PO]~(?L) [T]F ap So(Xcp) [r]pLyop(Et).
Rev.+ I OTE I KENINKO. I POTTAAAI TH
2756. (3144).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.019 m.
+'Io(avv7) 'EZXVLV(
?) xo[u]po?XaT7.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
The word TEKENINis unknown; it may be a
Christon her breast.In the field, right: O
Rev. Metrical inscription: .TI.. I NIOKAM I AT
patronymic.
HPONI MECKE
I TlOIC
2763. (8244).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.017 m.
LS
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
'E]7[c&pc]vLo(v)
Kocaprx7povax&Loel;.
Other seals bearingthis name (but not with idenChrist on her breast. In the field, left: M(q-YPp)
tical inscriptions)are known: see Laurent, Bulles
[O(?o0)].
Metriques,no. 130 (dated early eleventh centu- Rev. + IWA I .HC I NOT
+ 'Io&a[vv]7... Perhapsto be restoredas (xrpcoo)ry) and no. 622 (dated eleventh-twelfth centuthis is doubtful.
ries).
vo'r(apLo?),but
Found at the churchnear the KenchreanGate.
2764. (2966).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.022 m.
2757. (6616).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.02 m.
Obv.Bust of St. TheodoreStratilatis, carryingspear
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
and shield. In the field, left and right: FI I O O I
Christon her breast.Aroundthis, within a double
E I ) I AO I Pi = [46&]yo[R]?OEcop(o<)
21*
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Rev.KACI.I NOCB'AI TAOAP'KI TPATHrIEAOTON I OATTO
I AVKO

no. 662(Sergius).Seealso SchlumMoXu386ouXaoc,
berger,SigillographieByzantine,p. 680.
(irp0or) [a]iCOa90ap(to)x(ocl) 2770.
KCa'l[a]vS P(C3a0lXLx6')
(5009).Lead seal. Plate 182. Diam. 0.023 m.
60'An6\x]ocuxo[q].
[arjpoTny[k0 II]rEXo7ov(vo'a)ou
of saint. Partially obliterated letters in
Bust
Obv.
'Axro6xxo is a well known family name; see
left
and right. At left possiblythe letters OA.
field,
Schlumberger,SigillographieByzantine,p. 619.
Rev. K... I....BAI

2765. (2975).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.015 m.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin with medallionof Christon
her breast. In the field, left and right: M 0 M(vyTp)O(Eo5).

....MECI...V.ISV

I...C..

I

...AO
K[(upL)E P(o')1(?e)...
pLp)xacl 8o]aG[T(ixc;

.]((a&lLxx
7TpxTo)[a t8(aT'r)] SUOU[pYLMa(]...

2771. (1393).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.016 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Theodore(?) holdinga staff or spear
in the right hand, shield in the left. In the field,
E(eOT6)X?POeP9'(et) KO(tL(Ta) [?7CL]X670P . . .
c
See Konstantopoulos, BuovTnLOCaxc
MoXauj86ouXX?
right: PO
no. 2493, a seal probablyof the same individual, Rev. AnT. .PO.C I IO.VAIA I ..CKE I .OIC
but with different obverse and slightly different
-axi[n]oe .
The Rev. Laurent has read the reverse (from a
spelling of his name.
photograph)as follows: GKEB I KO N. T I C K
2766. (8347).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.023 m.
OTT) I ... = 0(oT6)X P(0o)&(L1)Kcov(aoCvTlvCp)
Obv.Bust of saint, surroundedby the inscription
[]lamcx6T) .
withinraisedborders:KEBOH [ ......]A6[..] =
I do not questionhis authority,I am unable
While
K(upl)e Po'ye[?l TO c-O] 8oU[XyJ].
to
these letters, either on the seal itself or on
see
Rev. + KPIOHI NI1OTII NOMIK) I .OPINIthe photograph,and thereforeoffermy readingas
VOtLXC&
+ KpLDt-vtOTt
[K]opLv[aou].
well, unsatisfactoryas it is.
Illegible inscriptionaroundthe edge.
2772. (4707).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.021 m.
2767. (8359).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.025 m.
Obv.
Bust of St. Eustathios. In field, left and right:
Obv.Standing figure of the Virgin (somewhatmutiI E I V C T I A = 6(&yto?)Eua(S8oS)
O
lated). In the field, right: OV I () I TI CA =
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I ICKOTT)I...
Rev.EKEBOI HOKOM

O.
0u(YcLa(a)

Rev.Metricalinscription: TON K. I PIAAKO I KV

Rev. KEBO I HeEIT) I .)A6A I AEONT
T [7]F aou'X((p)AeovT(t).
K(pt)e Po7'ktr8L

PIEME IC KE
Tov K[u]pL{X}xocx(v)[<(a>] K6pts ,t ax7r((ot).

2773. (8246).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.018 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas. In the field, left: illegible
The lambda in KupLox6v
appearsto be an engravletters, and right: N I I KO I AA I 0 = (6 yLo)
er's error.
Nix6aoco(S)
Rev.Metricalinscription:+C )PAFIC I AEONTOC
2768. (4716).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.016 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas, with book in left hand;
APXITOI I .ENOCMy
attitude of right hand not clear. In the field, left
+ SypayKl Akovroq CpxL7rot[[j]evoS
MA<pov>.
and right: OI N I K IOIA= 6 (&yos)NLx62774. (8336).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.021 m.
A(acoS).
Badly struck, making the figure on the obverse
Rev. +KE I BOHEEI IT)COAA I KL)N
unclear.
T c Ot(Xc)
o
K(ov(arocvT[v)). Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas. In the field, right: A I A I
+K(upL)e Pok&etrol
OC = [6 &ayLo
Nix6]Xaoo?
2769. (4706).Lead seal. Plate 131. Diam. 0.036 m.
Obv.Standingfigure of the Virgin,facing right, with Rev.AEON.. IT)B.AT IT)NIXE|I MSC.En IOIC
both hands raisedin attitude of prayer.Wings (?)
X(pl'CT)epOUa[x]iCOLt.
Aeov[Tl] Te B[X]TomCoVL
at upperright. The subjectis probablythe Annun2775. (2960).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.02 m.
ciation. In the field, right: OV = ?(eo)i. Left Obv.Bust
of St. Nicholas.In the field, right: N1I KO
field obliterated.
AA I OC
1
Rev. KO)N.AN I TINONME I TONMECOI HOT
Rev. AEONTI I TWBAA I TO)NIX I MSCK
AMITHN I KANIKAEI COVIOIKETHNK..
Tr(

H I ..ETnoI

AeOV&1

BXc[,r]ToL X(ptia-)[e] tiOUax[kXo0].

xocvLxXesou 2776. (8355).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.021 m.
MsaooroToravuiTv
Kov[a7]cvTrZv6veuTowv
Obv. entirely obliterated.
aou otxXrjv K[6p]7V[ax]etoL[q] (metrical).

For other membersof the Mesopotamitesfamily, Rev. +AEON I ANOV'1TTATI PIK.CTPA I TIr..
which flourished in the twelfth century, see
AO I n-ON..
+ Aeov[TLi]dV$Ur(aT&
Laurent, Bulles Metriques,nos. 382 (Basil), 454
) tacplix(() [(Xal)] (6ypaTt(Stephen); also Konstantopoulos, Buavr-axrocx Y(cp) [nsjE~OTcOV
[Vy]0ooU].

SEALSAND STAMPS
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2777. (7058).Lead seal. Plate 182. Diam. 0.082 m.
Obv.completely obliterated. Marks of cloth on the
surface.
Rev. Metricalinscription:MAPTVC I C KEfnIEOPP
E IMEAEONTABI PTZHN
LieAeovra Bou'p'Tv.
MapTuoax&recppo6pe[L]
For informationconcerningthe Bourtzifamily, see
AnalectaBollandiana,LIII, p. 257.
2778. (7863).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.022 m.
Muchof the surfacedestroyed.
Obv.Bust of a saint.
Rev. AE... I i....
IM..AP.. I TATP,TO I...
EP
A&[OVT]J [(Tp&o)Tca]ro} [aypf[] 4[Ep]ap[X7] xaTp(t-

xcp) to[5] -

-

2779. (2932).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.026 m.
Surfacebadly damaged.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas.In the field, right: KO =
[NL]x6[Xocos].
Rev. +AEC N I ACTAKA. I .TPATi I . .AOTO..
+ AiowvI (7cpcoo)acoa(('pLtoq) xoc[aa]pa Ly[0o4
He]Xo0o[Yvv7ou].

2780. (2965).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.025 m.
Obv.Bust of St. John Prodromos,holding a crossin
the right hand, left hand raised to breast. In the
field, left and right: E I Il TTI PO IAPI OM=
(6 aytos) 'IctoawV^) Ilpo6pO,(OSc).
Rev. +AEO.. I CInA KAN I ASTPOMA I PX.

CTPO ... O
+ iAo[vrl] astd (acpo)
xcv8(r)3(otc xcl) rpoapzX[n]

2781. (4710).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.017 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas, book in left hand. In the
Lettersin right
field, left: N1 I KO=NLx6(XAco).
field obliterated.
- I rICMIX I HAT6X I AUD)H
Rev.To X[m]Xo6pYI
(metrical).
[Zppoa]y?MLX[a]O]X
been a relative of Nikephoros
have
This man may
Chalouphes,who surrenderedCorinthto Roger of
Sicily in 1147 (See Finley, Speculum,VII, 1932,
p. 483).
2782. (4703).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
Christon her breast.Lettersin the fieldobliterated.

Rev.C)P.. IMIXAHAI T5AOEAI TTATPI
S1pp[ocYl] MLXaZXTo5 Ao a7ocrdpL(metrical).
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The Rev. Laurentpoints out that the secondline
must containa wordof threesyllables.
2784. (7850).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.02 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas (?) with inscription
encirclingit: ... AOC = [Nlxob6]oc9.

Rev.... I OAAAO
I .nlCKO I . 0AP I FOVC

[NLx]ooXao
[e]r'ax6[7T]c'Apyou.
2785. (4072).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas holding a spear in right
hand, encircled by inscription between raised
borders:N.KO.... OHHT0 =-N[t]x6[Xoc P]o'Rev.BACI. ICTTAeI PATlr I AOll

I .)A

po7[X](Lx~C) [(rpco?To)]o7rta(apLc~) [oT]potLy(j)
[nf?]Xo7o[VVCoFU] ...

2786. (8139).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.026 m.
Surfaceof obversedamaged.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas (?). Aroundit the inscripT W)C
tion:-( A'
[Ku'ptePoyWet]T-oaCG8(ouAXc).

Rev. +NI I KOAA) I XAPT6 I AA
+- NLxoXdcO
oXaptouXo[p(l,o)].

2787. (2343).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.Two saints (onebearded)claspinghands.
Rev. Metricalinscription: I AorOC I COPArIZ I

...ACrn ..o--() [x(ocl)ypcaxp]an[pox]o[i[ou].
Aoyo(6); ppocyG'pa

2788. (7062).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.021 m.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas,holdingbook. In the field,
left and right: N II

K I O I A = [6 &ytoS] NtL6-

)X(0oO).

Rev.P0)MANI XAPT IEnICKEI nT,SAN,T In
EAOrn
'Po4LpV[Cj5] XapTou[Xacp([Lp)] eMaxCNT(LT
(7rp(oTo)v(o)T(ap[p)

xal)

n?Xo7r(ovvaTou).

2789. (1346).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.016 m.
Obv.Three-quarter-length
figure of the Virgin orans.
In the field,left and right:M = M(]MYp)
?(ou5).
Rev. Metricalinscription: -+CKE I P A)MANON
I
TON.O)MI NrA.OE N,
Xc

TOV .....
(z) 'PCo.CVOVO

nl[p]&9v(s).

TheRev. Laurentsuggeststhe restorationof ()M IN
as [K]WMqH<NON> but considersit unlikely.
2790. (3101).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.02 m.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin.In the field, left and right:

MPOV= M(T,r-)p
O(0o)5.
For the family name Doxapatrossee SchlumberACA
Rev.
A'CnAOA
I
ISA'NOTA I PI!)
ger, SigillographieByzantine,p. 652.
.
... (rp&oo) ocaa,oc&pc] (xa 7pcowo)voTacp,
2783. (4711).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.025 m.
namemay perhapsbe Bcxa(L)X(e[?c).
The
Obv.Standing figure of St. Nicholas (?). In field,
left: A. In field, right: K O0 AA I O = [6] "A- 2791. (4704).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.024 m.
Obv.Full-lengthfigureof the Virginorans,medallion
(yLoS)[Nl]x6Xoo(S).Theseletters are doubtful.
of Christon her breast.
.AA.T7..
Metrical
Rev.
I
inscription: CKEITOIC I
Rev. KEBOei ..TPI,KPI I ..TTITlin'. I ..IXAPT
NIKOAAET.I ICMAKAP
.. I ..LOEVAr.. |.KL),TCO.. I ..riATPI
Ntx6oXRT[p]CLapsdxap.
Sxtnoi,.......

CORINTH
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K(6pt)e B(o)r8(eL) [name] [7roc]rp(x(c) xp{[?n ]7rL Rev. + I COPAF' I BOH0SC I TOVKOP.N
5n7Z[08p6PJoU Xa]l XapT[o1Uxap[]q) (Ti)V) UOCcYTO?

eOVA.I I KNVEI

(CVO)[o'L]X((V) TZ [AoCaX]7crpL.

+ZcppaY'(4)

2792. (4701). Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.021 m.

Obv.Bust of the Virginwith medallionon her breast,
her left hand graspingthe edge of it. In the field,
right: eE = [M(Tjrp)].O(oS). Left field missing.
Rev. -- O I .ACHAIK .TTKEEKT
I OTTniEA
ICS.
- -

P]acYcaXx(CO) [a]7c(accap[W) x? ex 7n[poo]6OTou
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IIhX[o7Tovv]a0ou.

2793. (7856).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.037 m.
Obv.Bust of saint. In the field, right: N I H IA I 0

8[e]Lxve?t.
po7-8o?q TOUiKop[L],v,9ou

The inscriptionmay be translated as: "The seal
designates(the saints as) helpersof (the bishopof)
Corinth."(Metricalinscription).
2799. (8342).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.026 m.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin.In the field, left and right:
Rev. +THCV I nEPAFI I ACOeKT I nANAr, I T
+ Tiq

(eoT6)xouT(7) Inacvocy(Lo)T(Lrrpoctpayiocg

aq).
This is the seal of a church.

2800. (7855).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.
(badly damaged).Bust of a saint. In the field,
[6 OCaYos]
NY(x6)X(a)o(q)?
and right: A IS I vaKI0 ISA/ IRE
left
Rev.(DVAAT. I OCECOHI . KOfT( I ..HAOH
Rev.
See
P1. 133.
2?(76& [7mag]x67ny [M]7]XOY)OuXaT[T? ](O-) (?()
The
inscriptionappearsto be a mixture of Greek
[T(v]].
and
Latin.
It has not been deciphered.
The charactersare somewhatbarbarous.SEo6), if
the reading is correct, may be a misspellingfor 2801. (5946).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.017 m.
for MThXoLT)V.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
.ia6oY;likewise MvyXoy7Tvo
Christon her breast.In the field, left and right: M
2794. (7049).Lead seal. Plate 132. Diam. 0.018 m.
Obv.Standingfigure,somewhatindistinct.
OV= M(Y]7p) (eo)5.
Rev.Metricalinscription:FPA IEM() NC. I rIC.. .
Rev. AP..
...01 I .PI. 0
2802. (4702).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.016 m.
Impressionoff center.
Obv.Bust of the Virgin orans, with medallion of
2795. (4709).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.028 m.
Christon her breast.
Brokenin two: obversecompletelyobliterated.
Rev. ... I B'CTTAI KANAIA I CTPAT'nE I AOTI Rev. . IKET) ICVPO. I XOV
ON
2803. (8346).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.026 m.
... P(c(acLxWj) =Cpa(9-apo)xav8L8(X&Tc()
[xac] acrpxDouble-struck,so that there are two legends on
rpo9(cov)

1( v a[cppa]ytra[(ia--

T(YYi) nho1nov(vY(ou).

each face.

Obv.Bust of St. Theodore.In the field left: 0 I 0 I
2796. (7862).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
Obv.(badly worn) Bust of St. Nicholas. In the field,
EO I A = (6o Yito)0)68 (opoS).
Secondimpression:TH I TEAO I KEKPI. I SCH
right: K I 0 I A = [6 ayLoSN]x6o(aos).
Rev.
Irl I HO I 1E ... I P.O
Rev. +BOH I T.OC(). I .6i).CnA I TQAP
Secondimpression:10 I ONT I HXA I ON I AN
-BoY(GL) O) Ct - - [7pcOTo](a(RocpLc()
The Rev. Laurent suggests that the second im2797. (7063).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
pressionon the obversereads: [xpt]-r [rou] nleXoObv.St.George, standing, clothed in a short tunic.
[7Tov(vacrou)] x'l xpt[ - - and conjectures that
Spearin right hand, shield resting on the ground,
it is the seal of a certainLeon, judge of the Peloheld by left hand. In the field, left and right: O
ponnesiantheme in the eleventhcentury.
P I FO = ('O a&yLo)
[r?,a]py(L)o(q).
Rev. Similar figure, of St. Theodore.In the field, 2804. (4720).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.017 m.
Surfacedefaced.
right: E I AIO)= ['O &ytoq] e?(6)o)(poq).
The Rev. Laurentinformsme that the absenceof Obv.Bust of armedsaint (Theodore?).
the owner's name does not necessarily indicate Rev. OV I .CTAPI PMAP
- - LOU
xOzoL u]p.p[xn1] ?
that the seal is a religiousmedal, but that it may
[pe]acPTaEp[J
have been used to sign documentsjust like the 2805. (2964).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.018 m.
other seals.
Reversebadly damaged.
Obv.
Standingfigureof the archangelMichael,holding
2798. (6270).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.026 m.
some
object in the left hand. In the field, right: X
Surfaceof obversedamaged.
Rev.
EV...C
K... NC| ...
Obv.Two standing figures, probablythe Virgin and
John the Baptist, with bust of Christabove, be- 2806. (8350).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.017 m.
tween them. Theremay have been an inscription, Obv.Bust of saint (defaced).
whichis now obliterated.
Rev.EIBIACI .COMAO I WA!JA.

SEALSAND STAMPS
2807. (4723).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
Surfacebadly damaged.
Obv. Bust of sacred personage. Around the edge:
)AOVA = [KMpLes
POke T6]Sa

SocX[oc].
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Rev. ..M.. I .I)N.. I ..V.A.
2808. (5825).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.018 m.
Obv.Two standingfigures.
Rev. completelyobliterated.
2809. (3977).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.019 m.
Obv.COP. I FICrE) IPC1( = yp[oc]yiSreopylou.
Rev. AP6. I APTABA CAB
[7ippous]po
[r(oi)] 'AproapXaou(metrical).
2810. (7051).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.021 m.
Obv.Metricalinscription: +EPOTI I KOVCOPAI
rlCMAT I ACAAE
ooCc(PPOYLa T0o (B)oca(L)Xe(l)ou
+ 'Ep(oLXOu

Rev. KPICICI ETONTOC I EAAAAOCI KAITTEA
KpLt(e)tqe'7ovTOq 'EhXoc;oSxaoct
IleX(ooq).
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[KMpis]a3oY][a]sTO cp8[o-]X[co]

Rev. (damaged)IOAB I ECTIA I PI!)
'Io(okvvn) (-pC(oTo)PeCrTLapLq).

2816. (8140).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
Piercedwith two holes.
Obv. OEOTO I KE BOHO' I T0)COAOV I ALK
0)NCT I ANTIN
?OTOX?o Po7'? (?L) TO 0(

80ou')

KorcTVTLYVO).

Rev.BA'CTAIO'ETIT'XP IVC,TPIKA'ISCTPAT

I HEA'' N'"
B(a7LcAcxCj)
(7pcoTo)aX9((o0picP) e7iL (o0) Xpua(o)TpLxX(ivou) (xal) TTpaT(y7YO)
n1eX(o)7r(o)v(vy(ou).

Elaboratedotted borderaroundeach legend.
2817. (2934).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.018 m.
Obv.Metrical inscription: + FPA I OUDNCOPA'I
FiCMA
rpacp&vcypopytLGa

Rev. MIXA I H'AAVPPAI XIOV

This seal occurs in a number of examples; see
MLXa7XAuppaXtou.
Laurent, Bulles Metriques,no. 140 for the biblio2818. (7055).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.03 m.
graphy. IlXo,os is given as the preferredreading
..OH.. I ..CO).. I MIXAHAI ACnA A I P
Obv.
becauseof the meter.
[+ K(UPp)e P]o3[a(et) TG)] a6 [a(oAXc)] MLX,;A
2811. (7868).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.022 m.
)
(Trpoto)T'c'aoCp(Lt
Badly damagedand corroded.
Rev. - - I IT1. I AP,TEAOn I NSEAAA I A
Obv.TOA I .EOAOP I TOMAXT
[xplTT ?7C]1TOUi[7lo]8p(6,Ou) n]?o'r[o]v(VY]GOu)
T6o8[eO]o86p[ou] ro(up).a&(p)X(ou)
T(o5)...
(xox) 'EAxa&8(oc).
Rev. OTO I .TPAT I ..AOTO
2819. (3674).Lead seal. Plate 183. Diam. 0.018 m.
[E)o8]60To[u
a]TpoT[7yo5
II?]7O[vvY]OU].
Obv.
KEBOI OEITO) 1 .0)A6A
Theodorewas turmarch,subordinateto Theodotos,
rT)[aj],)
K(pt)e P3o[Y]9Lt
ao:X(c))
the strategosof the theme.
Rev.
KH
MXTO
I
TOPNI
I
2812. (4071).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.019 m.
.
M(t)X(oc=X)'6TopVlxK
Obv.Metricalinscription:+C (A I rICHMI I NAFor other seals of membersof the Tornikesfamily
PlqHN I OVI1)
see Schlumberger,SigillographieByzantine, pp.
YXv (sic) 'Apltr7vo5 'Ico(cvvou)
+ SppaoCyl
708, 709 (Antoniosand Niketas); Laurent, Bulles
Rev. KOV I POTTAAAI TO)NAAIA 1 TIMOME I
no. 449 (Constantine),whereit is stated
Metriques,
NOY
that the family was of Georgianorigin and came
&MLTtCxLicleVOU.
KoupontaXaoCOCT7)v
to Byzantiumduringthe tenth century.
The readingof the obverseis uncertainbecauseof
the orthographyof the secondand third lines. The 2820. (6617).Lead seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.017 m.
Surfaceworn.
spelling ,'uv for elit is unusual, and the final
letter of line 3 looksmorelike aM than aN. But the Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas(?).
name NocpLa7mjo?is unknown.For other seals of Rev.SIGILLISNICOILA1.Sigill(um)S(ancti)Nicolai.
membersof the Aristenosfamily, see Laurent,op.
(Thirteenthcenturyor later).
cit., nos. 30,461.
2821. (6618).Lead seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.025 m.
2813. (7865).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.018 m.
Surfacebadly worn.
Obv.Bust of St. Nicholas(?). In field, left: j
Obv. KE CKEi nE 103BE I .TAPX
Rev. + ISl. rl ISN ICO I LA. Si[g]ill(um)S(ancti)
K(A6pL)aXCTX'Ico(ocvv))p3?[c]rapX[] (metrical).
Rev. (damaged)TQ.AA I VA AE I AIT
Nicola[i].
(Thirteenthcenturyor later).
2814. (1389).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.019 m.
2822. (1345).Lead seal. Figure74. Diam. 0.014m.
Obv. &)A6A. I OBECI TAPXH
Rev. A
Obv.
P'
SouX[C<
POyL
TO1)cr](
[KUpLe
'I](X([VVc))E6Tap7vPX
Rev. .P. I KAIrE I KLAOr I OETH
(Byzantineperiod).
... xOdye[vl]xcj ?oy[o]j8?T7.
2823. (6583).Lead seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.039 m.,
th. 0.005 m.
2815. (3244).Lead seal. Plate 133. Diam. 0.023 m.
Obversecompletelywornoff.
Obv.BO I H.E! I TO-COI A.A.
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a cord. This specimenshowshow the Byzantinelead
seals appearedafter they had been cast and before
they wereused for sealingdocuments.
Byzantineperiod.
2827.
BYZANTINE
LEAD
74.
SEAL (NO. 2822). 1: 1
FIG.
(7053).Lead seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.022 m.
Similarto the preceding.The rough edges left by
Rev. INNO ICENTIVSI PP 1111within a borderof the mouldmay be noted.
dots.
(Byzantineperiod).
Pope InnocentIV was the incumbentfrom1243 2828. (3274). Stone mould for lead seals. Plate 134.
to 1254,a stormyperiod,most of whichhe spent in W. 0.049 m., th. 0.018 m.
France. At the Councilof Lyons in 1245 he exHalf of a mould,a roughlyrectangularpieceof soft
communicatedFrederickII, who had opposedhim. slate. On one surface are four shallow circular deIt is possiblethat this seal was attachedto a notice pressionsof unequalsize, each with a line
depression
of this excommunication,which was certainly leading to one of the two
pour-channels.Small decirculatedto the variousbishops.But InnocentIV pressionsat two cornersof the mould allow for the
had close relationswith the east and no doubthad attachment of the other half of the mould, which
occasion to send many sealed documents to would have been identicalbut with rivets in the two
Corinth.Wax was in general use for seals in the cornersto fit into the depressionson the
preserved
west, and it is interestingto see that lead was sub- half. Duringcasting cords or wires must have lain in
stitutedwhen sendingdocumentseastward.A very the line depressionsrunningthroughthe centerof the
well preservedlead seal of anotherpope,MartinIV seals in orderto leave spacefor the cordswhich were
(1281-1285) was once found by chance near later to seal the documents.Back and sides of the
Corinth.The obverse showed busts of Sts. Peter mouldare flat.
and Paul; the reversewas identical in form with
Byzantineperiod.
ours.
2829. (3451). Stone mould for lead seals. Plate 134.
Mid-thirteenthcentury.
W. 0.061 m.
2824. (8348).Lead token. Plate 134. Diam. 0.022 m.
Half of a rectangularslate mould,part brokenoff.
Portion of edge damaged.
Two circulardepressionssimilar to those of the
Obv.Justin II (left) and Sophia seated on double precedingmould, and parts of two others preserved.
throne,nimbate and wearingheaddressesand long These, however,are more carefullymade, each with
robes. Justin holds in the right hand the globus a groovearoundthe edge and a tiny
depression(mark
crucifer;Sophia holds in right hand a cruciform of a compass?) in the center, as well as the line desceptre.In the field: DNIVSTINVSPPAV.
pressionsjoining the seals to one of the two pourRev. K. Left ANNO; above +; rightZ; below TES. channels.Nearone edge (left in
photograph)is a lead
This lead token is a copy of a coin type of rivet for joining the two halves of the mould. Back
Justin 11(565-579);see W.Wroth,Catalogueof the and sides are flat.
Imperial Byzantine Coins in the British Museum
Byzantineperiod.
(London, 1908), I, p. 85, no. 112. The Z on the 2830.
(3452). Stone mould for lead seals. Plate 134.
reverseindicates the year 7 = 571/2. Such lead
W. 0.055 m.
tokens made fromcoins are fairly common.
Onecornerpreserved.
2825. (4103).Lead token. Plate 134. Diam. 0.016 m.
Rectangularslate mouldsimilarto the two precedSurfacecorroded.
ing. The pour-channelconnects all four seal deObv.Bust of Alexius I, crowned,holdinglabarum(?) pressions,which are of differentsizes.
Depressionat
in right hand.
the corner for attachment to the other half of the
Rev. Bust of Christ nimbate, with gospels in right mould.
hand, left hand in benediction. In field, left and
Byzantineperiod.
right: IC XC.
2831. (3654). Stone mould for lead seals. Plate 134.
This, like No. 2824, is a copy of a coin type: see W. 0.071 m., th. 0.019 m.
Wroth,op. cit., II, pl. LXV, 9,10; p. 547, nos. 33Part of one edge preserved;brokenon three other
35. On the coin reverse the left hand holds the sides.
gospels,the right is in benediction.It seems,thereGrayishwhite limestone mould. On one face are
fore, that the lead token reverses the figure, but circular
depressionsfor mouldingseals, all joined by
the surfaceis too corrodedfor certainty.
pour-channels.On the other face is part of a circular
Date: 1081-1118.
mould for an amulet of some sort. Thereis a raised,
2826. (5480).Lead seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.02 m.
beaded edge with traces of a suspensionloop, and in
Circularseal with centralperforationfor attaching the center some symbol,now not clear. Therewere a
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few letters in the field, but of these only an H is now
legible.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2832. (6189).Bronze mould. Plate 134. W. 0.07 m.,
th. ca. 0.005 m.
Rectangularmouldwith three pour-channelsleading fromone edgeinto six circulardepressions(almost
equal in size) connected with each other by small
channels. In the center of each of these is a small
circulardepression,and four of the six have grooves
aroundthese centraldepressions.At one cornerof the
mould are two small holes, and anotherin the center
of the oppositeedge.In additionto the pour-channels,
there are two small outlets for surplusmetal at two
opposite sides. Although this mould resemblesthe
preceding ones of stone, such differences as the
central depressionsand surroundinggrooves are not
characteristicof lead seals. If this is not a mould for
seals, it might have been for some kind of ornaments,
but sinceits purposeis obscureit has beenplacedhere.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2833. (7016).Leadbottleseal.Plate 134.Diam.0.022m.
Circularbottle cap bearinga stampin reliefon the
uppersurface:busts of two negroes,facingeachother.
Both have woolly hair; the one on the left is also
bearded.Drapery,as of tunics, encirclestheir necks.
Around the edge is the inscription: THERIACA.
FINA.ALI.DVE-MORIVEN*,which may be interpretedas "Fine theriac[or treacle].At the Sign of the
Two Moors.Venice."For a discussionof this seal and
Nos. 2834-2839 see pp. 315-316.
Not later than the fifteenthcentury.
2834. (2929).Leadbottleseal.Plate 134.Diam.0.025m.
Circularbottle cap with figures and inscription
similarto the preceding.Slightly less well preserved.
(Probablynot later than the fifteenth century).
2835. (7040).Leadbottleseal.Plate134. Diam.0.023m.
Circularbottle cap similar to the two preceding,
with the exception that the "two moors"are in full
profile, not with their chests facing front as in the
preceding.They are also stouter and have differently
fqrmedtunics.
(Not later than the fifteenth century).
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2836. (2971).Leadbottleseal.Plate 134.Diam.0.042m.
Largecircularbottle cap with impressionin relief:
laureatemale bust in profileto the right. Thefeatures
are florid, the eye unusually large. Encircling the
head, betweenraisedborders,is the followinginscription: TERIACA.PALIA.TESTA-DORO-III.VENET.
Outsideof this is a conventionalizedborderof foliage.
(Not later than the fifteenthcentury).
2837. (4075).Lead bottle seal. Plate 134 and Fig. 75.
Diam. 0.023 m.

FIG. 75. LEAD BOTTLE SEAL (NO. 2837).

1: 1

Circularbottle cap with impressionin relief: an
ostrich facing left, holding a snake in its mouth. In
the lower left field is foliage (?), in the upper field,
left and right: DO RO. Around the edge, between
raised borders, is the inscription: [THE]RIACA
FINA AL STRUZZOIN VA. (or VI, or possibly
VE[N]). This may be translatedas: "Fine theriac.At
the Sign of the Ostrichin Venice(?)."
(Not later than the fifteenthcentury).
2838. (4887).Leadbottleseal.Plate134.Diam.0.024m.
Circularbottle cap with ostrichholding snake impressedin relief. Thereis some object (a shield? in
the field, left. The encirclinginscriptionis illegible.
(Not later than the fifteenthcentury).
2839.(3715).Leadbottleseal.Plate134.Diam.0.023m.
Circularbottle cap with impressionin relief: an
apple. Around the edge, between raised borders, a
semi-legible inscription: THERIACA FINA[....]
ODAVCVEN.
(Not later than the fifteenth century).

STONESEALS
The ten stone seals presented here, all that
have been found at Corinth, are of the Byzantine period. All are obviously for personal
use and none is particularly interesting. Only
one is of semi-precious stone (No.2840), rock
crystal; the others are of steatite.20 The best
20 No.
2849, which appears to be made of horn, has been
included here for convenience.

carving is exemplified by Nos. 2840 and 2848,
the former showing a bird, highly conventionalized, the latter two sacred personages,
sketchily but competently represented. The
other specimens are rather crudely done; in
some cases (Nos. 2842-2843) the stone was
merely scratched.
Most of the seals are conical or polygonal;
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nearly all have suspension holes. One (No.
2845) is a blank prepared for a seal, without
any carving on it.
Inscriptions are rare: No. 2848 has a few
letters and No. 2844 bears some letters which
appear more Semitic than Greek, but which
competent authorities say are not.
On the whole, the stone seals do not exhibit
the same ability in manufactureas those which
are of bronze (cf. Nos. 2677-2684).
2840.(6979).Rock crystal seal. Plate 184. Diam.
0.018 m., ht. 0.024 m.

Seal in shape of octagonal pyramid, top now
broken off. It was once fitted into a bronze holder
which extendedto within 0.009 m. of the sealingsurface. In intaglio: a bird(?). The impressionisticrepresentationis competently cut (see cast of seal on
Plate 134).
Not later than the twelfth century.
2841. (4100). Steatite seal. Plate 184. Ht. 0.02 m.
Conicalseal of purplesteatite; loweredge bevelled,
suspensionhole near the top. Incised on the bottom:
a humanfigurepraying(?).Very crudework.
(Byzantineperiod).
2842. (4355). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Ht. 0.025 m.
Conicalseal of green-graysteatite, suspensionhole
nearthe top. Incisedon the bottom: a crudelycarved
design,subjectuncertain.
Eleventh century.
2843. (7772). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Ht. 0.022 m.
Approximatelyconicalseal (with truncatedtop) of
green steatite; suspensionhole near the top. Incised
on the top: saltirewith dots betweenthe arms;on the
bottom: a crude design apparently representinga
humanfigurein prayer,with foliagearoundit.
Twelfthcentury.
2844. (615). Steatite seal. Plate 134 and Figure 76.
Ht. 0.025 m.
Conical seal (with truncated top) of mottled
brownish green steatite. Incised on the top: geometricdesign;on the bottom a conventionalizedbird,
with somemarks(letters?) in the field aboveit.
Byzantineperiod.

FIG.

76. INCISED DESIGNS ON STEATITE SEAL (NO. 2844). 2: 1

2846. (7136). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Ht. 0.031 m.
Roughly conicalseal (with truncatedtop) of green
steatite; top and bottom are oval. The sides were
shaved down by a sharp instrument with narrow
blade. No impressionon either end.
Probablyeleventh-twelfthcentury.
2846. (7163). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Ht. 0.028 m.
Roughly conical seal with truncatedtop, of black
steatite with whitishincrustation.Incisedon the top:
a six-armedcross with central dot; on the bottom a
geometricdesign (see P1. 134) with deeply punched
holes betweenthe lines.
Ninth or tenth century.
2847. (2621). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Diam.0.018m.,
th. 0.008 m.
Discoid seal of black steatite, with a hole pierced
throughthe sides. Incisedon one surface:a crosswith
six arms forkedat the ends; on the other, a crudely
cut herring-bonepattern.
Byzantine period.

2848. (1681). Steatite seal. Plate 134. Ht. 0.005 m.,
diam. 0.012 m.
Conicalseal of purple steatite. In intaglio on the
bottom: two sacredpersonages,standing. The larger
figure, at the left, is probablythe Virgin, orans; the
smallerfigure is male, with the attitude of his arms
not clear. In the field, left: FIA.

Byzantineperiod.
2849. (732). Horn seal. Plate 134. Diam. 0.018 m.,
th. 0.006 m.
Discoidseal with tracesof a suspensionloop at the
top. On one face an intaglio of a haloed saint riding
on a horse. He wears a long garmentand above his
left shoulder are some staff-like objects, perhaps
weapons.On the other face is a double-traversecross
in reliefbetweentwo leaves.
Found on Acrocorinth.Byzantineperiod.

TERRACOTTA
SEALSAND STAMPS
The objects included under this heading
cover most of the period of Corinth'sexistence
and were made for various purposes. From
classical times there are a few stamps apparently used in making pottery(Nos.2850-2853).

No. 2850 was probablyused for coarse pottery.
No. 2851 has a rather degenerate type of
palmette which may have been used in making
Hellenistic pottery, and No. 2852 an elegantly
carved rosette which was probably the pattern
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2854
FIG. 77.

TWO BYZANTINE

2860
BREAD

STAMPS AND

THE INSCRIPTION

for the center of a Hellenistic bowl. No. 2853
is a stamp for a pottery handle which imitated
metal.
The Byzantine period is represented by a
series of stamps for making holy bread for the
Greek Church ritual. Such stamps are extremely common and only a small selection of
those found at Corinth is shown here. Similar
stamps are used today (but are usually of
wood) and some of those presented here may
be later than Byzantine times. The patterns
(usually crosses in a checkerboardpattern) are
invariably cut in the baked clay, as their very
sharp outlines show. Inscriptions are rare at
Corinth: Nos. 2861 and 2862 are the only
examples.
Few clay seal impressionshave been found21
and of the classical period we have only No.
2863, a head in profile, from a gem, stamped
on a shapeless chunk of clay. It may have been
a trial piece from a factory.
Nos. 2864-2869 form a peculiar group of
objects. They are terracotta disks 0.025m. to
0.03m. in diameter, each bearing a checkerboard pattern in relief on one surface. They are
made of black, white or red clay, generally
crumbly orsoapy in texture, andseveralof them
are burned.Almost all were found in one place.
It is possible that they are gaming pieces,
although they are not very durable for such
21

In contrast to quite a number found in Athens; see, e.g.,
Hesperia, Supplement VII, pp. 104-107.
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2862 (2:1)
ON A BREAD

STAMP HANDLE.

1: 1

use, and the stamped pattern would not have
been necessary if they were to serve only a
temporary purpose.
2850. (3281).Terracottastamp.Plate 135.Ht.0.04m.,
diam. of stamp 0.036 m.
Conical object of hard, coarse buff clay, with a
suspensionhole near the top. The rude impressionis
a crossenclosedin a circle.
Greekperiod.

2861.(2298).Terracotta
stamp.Plate135.L.0.046m.,
1.of stamp 0.021 m.
Roughly conicalobject of fine buff clay, flaringat
the lowerend. The ratherdeep impressionrepresents
a palmetteof a degeneratekind.
(Hellenisticperiod).
2852. (2760).Terracottastamp.Plate135.Ht. 0.05m.,
diam. of stamp 0.033 m.
Roughly spool-shapedobject of fine buff clay,
wider at the end which bears the stamp. The very
carefully modelled stamp represents a conventionalized flowerwith seven petals. This was probablyto
be used for the centerof a bowl.
(Hellenisticperiod).
2853. (7041).Terracottastamp.Plate 135.Ht.0.051m.,
1.of stamp0.05 m.
Roughly conical object, spreadingat the bottom
to an elliptical surface on which is represented,in
intaglio, a handle of a vase. This resembles the
handles of bronze vases common in the classical
Greek period, but this object is not a mould for a
metal handle, but a stamp for a terracotta one
imitating metal. For such a handle on a Corinthian
kothon see Delattre, MuseeLavigerie,J, pl. XXII, 9.
(Greekperiod).
2854. (3995).Terracottastamp. Plate 135 and Figure
77. Ht. 0.077 m., diam. of stamp 0.105 m.

Discoid stamp with cylindricalhandle, on the top
of which is scratcheda rude six-armedcross. On the
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bottom, cut in the clay, a seriesof saltiresarrangedin
checkerboardpattern. For similar stamps, used for
makingholy breadin the ritual of the GreekChurch,
see Blinkenberg,Lindos,I, pl. 79, no. 1859 (of stone);
Furtwangler, Olympia, IV, no. 1366a, p. 212 (of
terracotta); Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, p. 132, fig. 132
(from Samos). Similarpatternswere sometimesused
to decorate wooden panels (see Strzygowski,KoptischeKunst,p. 156, no. 7214, dated ca. 600).
Byzantineperiodor later.
2855. (4271).Terracotta stamp. Plate 135. Diam.
0.122 m.
Handlebrokenoff.
Discoid bread stamp, of slightly gritty reddish
clay, similar to the preceding. Decorative pattern
similar,with smallersaltires.
Tenthcentury.
2856. (5144).Terracottastamp. Plate 135. Diam. ca.
0.125 m.
Half of stamp brokenoff; handlemissing.
Discoidbreadstamp of fairly fine red clay, similar
to the preceding.Pattern of saltiresand triangles.
(Byzantineperiod).
2857. (3749). Terracotta stamp. Plate 135. Diam.

Handlemissing.
Discoidbreadstampof slightlygritty reddishclay.
Thestampconsistsof a crosswith circulardepressions
betweenthe arms; aroundthis the followinginscription: EVAOFIAKVPIOVE!HMAC=
EUXoyLa
Kuplousa' r[zca. For moulds with somewhatsimilar
inscriptions,as well as a bibliography,see Deonna,
Delos, XVIII, pp. 230-233.
(Byzantineperiod).
2862. (7032).Terracottastamp. Plate 135 and Figure
77. Diam. ca. 0.095 m.
Mostof the stampmissing.
Discoid bread stamp of fine buff clay. On the top
of the handleis rudelyincisedthe inscriptionseen in
Fig. 77. On the bottom is a cross with triangular
depressionsat the end of the armsand betweenthem;
around it the inscription: ..... ]XTME[.....
X(pia)T(o)u ?E...

(Byzantineperiod).
2863. (5631).Terracottaobjectwith stamp.Plate 135
andFigure78. Max.dim. 0.09 m., 1.of stamp0.012m.

0.104m.

About one half of the stamp preserved;handle
missing.
Discoid bread stamp of slightly gritty buff clay,
similarto the preceding.Decorativepattern consisting of a saltirewithin a doubleborderof triangles.
Byzantineperiod.
2858. (4501).Terracotta stamp. Plate 135. Diam.
0.053 m.
Part of handlebrokenoff.
Discoid bread stamp of fairly fine reddish clay.
Decorativepatternconsistingof a crosswith circular
depressionat the crossing of the arms; within the
field other circularand triangular depressions;the
wholewithin a borderof crudelycut triangles.
Byzantineperiod.
2859. (2023). Terracotta stamp. Plate 135. Diam.
0.06 m.
Part of handlemissing;bottom chipped.
Discoid bread stamp of gritty red clay. Crude
designsimilarto the preceding.
(Byzantineperiod).
2860. (3112).Terracottastamp. Plate 135 and Figure
77. Diam. 0.092 m.
Part of stamp brokenoff.
Discoid bread stamp of rather coarse buff clay.
Crudelycut patternrepresentinga Maltesecrosswith
triangles between the arms; all within a double
border.
Eleventh century.
2861. (5095).Terracotta stamp. Plate 135. Diam.
0.069 m.

FIG. 78. GEM (?) IMPRESSIONON A TERRACOTTAOBJECT
(NO. 2863). 2: 1

Brokenall around.
Rather shapelessobject of reddishbuff clay, with
traces of red paint here and there. One surface is
rough and fairly flat; the other convex, with some
parallel depressionsmade before firing, and on this
convex surface is an indistinct impression from a
gem (?) representinga human head facing left. The
purposeof the object has not been determined.
(Greekperiod).
2864. (4172).Clay seal impression (?). Plate 135.
Diam. 0.025 m., th. 0.008 m.

Roughly discoid object of hard soapy black clay.
Oneface is plain; the otherbearsa stampedcheckerboardor net pattern.
Found with Nos. 2866-2869. Eleventh century
context.
2865. (4846).Clay seal impression (?). Plate 135.
Diam. 0.025 m.
Discoid object of fairly hard gray-black clay.
Stampedimpressionsimilarto precedingon one face.
Found in classical context with Byzantine intrusions.
2866. (4171).Clay seal impression (?). Plate 135.
Diam. 0.025 m.
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Discoidobject similarto the preceding,of crumbly 2868. (4174b).Clay seal impression (?). Plate 135.
reddishclay, partly gray fromburning.
Diam. 0.026 m.
Found with Nos. 2864, 2867, 2868 and 2869.
Objectsimilarto the preceding.
Found
with Nos. 2864, 2866, 2867 and 2869.
2867. (4174a).Clay seal impression(?). Plate 135.
2869. (4175).Clay seal impression (?). Plate 135.
Diam. 0.025 m.
Discoid object similar to the preceding, of light Diam. 0.026 m.
Somewhatmisshapenobject similarto the precedred crumblyclay.
Found with Nos. 2864, 2866, 2868 and 2869.
ing, of very soft white clay.
Foundwith Nos. 2864, 2866, 2867 and 2868.

GLASSWEIGHTSAND STAMPS

Thoughfew in number,these objectsare of
considerableinterest. The weights and the
stamps are, in reality, two entirely different
kinds of objects, but owing to their resemblance to each other, they are often treated
together.
Glass weights intended as standards for
testing the weight of coins apparentlyoriginated in the late Roman or early Byzantine
period22and are thought to have been issued
chiefly, if not solely, by officials in Egypt,
althoughsuch weights have also been found
in Syria, Cyprus and Crete23.The four examples of this period presented here (Nos.

ly accuratein weight and hence very useful
for determiningwhether coins were up to
standard.25
The smallbronzeweights,such as
those mentionedin ChapterIV, werecertainly
morecommonlyin use at Corinthfor this purpose. It may be consideredthat these few
glass weights were imported to Corinthby
travellers,ratherthan that they wereused by
Corinthianofficials.
The three glass weightsof the later Byzantine periodwhichhave inscriptionsall bearthe
nameof a rulerwhowasin powerfrom1035to
1094in Egypt,andhenceareaccuratelydated.
They areof well knowntypes.26One of them

(No. 2877) appearsto be a barbarousimitation
the eparch(regionalgovernor)Tiberius,two of of the usual type.27 One other specimen of the
Eupraxios,an officialwhosetitle is not men- same period or later (No. 2880) has an illegible
tioned, and one bearinga monogram.As for inscription and still another is uninscribed

2870-2873) are of well known types:24one of

their weights, they do not agree with any
standard, nor with other examples bearing
similarstamps(see comparativeweightsgiven
in the catalogue)but this is not surprising,as
glass is particularlysubjectto oxidation,and
the metal weights, as we have already seen
(ChapterIV), seldomconformto knownstandards. However,originallythey wereextreme22

See G. Schlumberger, "Poids de verre 6talons monetiformes d'origine byzantine," Revue des EtudesGrecques,VIII,
1895, pp. 59-76.
23 See
Schlumberger,op. cit., p. 59.
24 See Monneret de
Villard, "Exagia bizantini in vetro,"
Rivista Italiana di Numismatica, XXXV, 1922, pp. 93-107,
where there is a catalogue of all specimens known.
25 See Frederick R. Matson in George C. Miles, Early
Arabic Glass Weightsand Stamps (New York, 1948), pp. 39-41
for a description of the method by which these weights were
made, probably just like our earlier examples.

(No.2881).
A few glass stamps, each bearing a few

Greekletters(Nos.2874-2876),have
beenfound.
These were once attached to the necks or
other parts of glass bottles28 and probably

guaranteedthe contents.29Those which we
have may well have been for private use, as they

bearonly monograms,orin onecase(No.2875)
a single letter.
26 Cf.
Stanley Lane-Poole, Catalogue of Arabic Glass
Weightsin the British Museum (London, 1891), nos. 177-179.
27 Dr.
George C. Miles very kindly read these three
inscriptions and also furnished me with bibliographical
material.
28 For the method of making these see F. R. Matson, op.
cit., pp. 41-42.
29 For the implication of official
stamps as used by the
Moslems see Miles, op. cit., pp. 18-22.
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2870. (7794). Glassweight. Plate 136. Diam. 0.02 m., the vessel to whichit was attachedstill clingingto it.
In reliefa monogram,largelyillegible,containingthe
weight 2.10 grams.
In
weathered.
letters:
I6 TA.
Disk of light green glass, slightly
In
male.
the
a
side
relief on one
field,
bust, probably
(Byzantineperiod).
on either side of the bust: T B and possibly other 2877.
(887). Glassweight. Plate 136. Diam. 0.026 m.,
letters. Aroundthe edge: +-ETIBEPIOYETTAPXO weight3.60
grams(perhapsoriginallya dinarweight).
= 'Ei TLPeptou7ctapxo(u).
See Rivista Italiana di
Disk of greenglass with heavy enamelweathering.
Numismatica,XXXV, 1922, p. 99, no. 18,a, a seal In relief on one side a barbarousinscriptionprobably
with similar representationand inscription,but rereadingas follows:
portedas weighing4.45 grams.
y\ a.a Ma'dabf-Tamim
Inner circle:
(Late Romanperiod).
2871. (6704). Glassweight.Plate 136. Diam. 0.023m., Outercircle: 4 i
\
^JL. Al-Mustanqir
JjC
J.1
weight 3.88 grams.
Disk of blue glass with thick enamel weathering. bi'llah, Commanderof the Believers.
In reliefon one side: p; around it: +EVnlPA IOY. This Fatimidrulerreignedfrom 1035-1094.
Identical seals appearin Rivista Italiana di Numis- 2878. (6693). Glassweight.Plate 136. Diam.0.022m.,
matica,XXXV, 1922, p. 99, D,la. They weigh 2.20 weight 3 grams(a dirhemweight).
Disk of darkblue glass. Threelines of inscription:
gramsand 4.21 grams.
(LateRomanperiod).
The Imam
f^y\
2872. (7106). Glassweight.Plate 136. Diam. 0.019m.,
weight 1.85 grams.
L~LJl al-Mustansir
Disk of purple glass, heavily weathered. Same
inscriptionas the preceding.
bi'llah.
\l
(Late Romanperiod).
Date: 1035-1094.
2873. (7819). Glassweight.Plate 136. Diam.0.019m.,
2879. (6929). Glassweight. Plate 136. Diam. 0.033 m.
weight 1.50 grams.
Disk of light greenglass, unweathered.In reliefon
About one-thirdmissing.
Disk of greenglass with enamelweathering.Three
one side a monogram: B-H. Cf. Schlumberger,
lines of inscription:
RevuedesEtudesGrecques,
VIII, 1895,p. 68ff.
y.\ " L%y\1 The Imam Ma'dabiuContextnot later than the twelfth century, the
Tamimal-Mustansirbi'llah,
4jAL L.\l ~
weight probablymuch earlier.
2874. (8180). Glassstamp. Plate 136. L. 0.024 m.
of the Believers.
Commander
.4l\ .r\1
Oval piece of blue glass, now broken, which was
Date: 1035-1094.Foundin the AgoraSouthCentre
once attached to a glass vessel, part of which still
glass factory.
clingsto it. Onit in reliefthe letters: XIT[Y
2880. (2933). Glass weight. Diam. 0.016 m., weight
(the last letter doubtful).
Tenthto early twelfth century.
1 gram.
Disk of olive-greenglass, with illegibleinscription.
m.
L.
0.018
136.
Plate
2875. (7111). Glassstamp.
enamel
Ovalpiece of greenglass (with
weathering),
(Byzantineperiod).
partly broken,whichhas tracesof the vessel to which 2881. (4494). Glassweight.Plate 136. Diam.0.024m.,
it was once attached.In reliefthe letter 0.
weight 3.82 grams.
Third-fifthcenturycontext.
Disk of blue glass,withoutinscription.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2876. (8331). Glassstamp. Plate 136. L. 0.028 m.
Irregularpiece of glass, once discoid, with part of
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The fifty-eight items included in this chapter
do not appear to fall logically within any of the
preceding categories, some because their purpose is unknown, others for a variety of
reasons. It seemed preferable, therefore, to
place them in this supplementary chapter
rather than to force them into sections where
they do not really belong.
Many of these objects are votive in character. This purpose I have assumed for Nos.

2884, 2909-2919, and 2926-2939. The gilt

letters (No. 2882) might also be considered as
part of a votive inscription, and the two
miniature wheels (Nos. 2885 and 2886) were
parts of carts used either as votive offerings or
as toys. The objects are fully discussed in the
catalogue; here will be mentioned only a few
of the larger categories.
The curious little pyramids (ranging in
height from 0.036m. to 0.066m.) which are all
of greenish Corinthian clay and undecorated,
were found in a well near Temple E, in which
were also some loom-weights of ordinary varieties (e. g. Nos. 1077-1079, 1136) and a few
objects crudely cut from roof-tiles (Nos. 1210,
1211) which may have been suspension
weights. Stratigraphy is unfortunately lacking
and only a general date (sixth or fifth century
B.C.) can be assigned to these small pyramids.
In one of them (No. 2919) a hole was rudely cut
through after firing, but originally it was like
the others, which are unpierced. While the
purpose of these objects is obscure, it may at
least be suggested that they are votives, like
a decorated, and somewhat larger (height,
O.llm.) terracotta pyramid which was found
on the Pnyx.1
1

Hesperia, Suppl. VII, pp. 109-111, fig. 49, 3.

A rather large number of small clay loops
such as those shown on Plate 139 (No. 2920)
has been found at Corinth, chiefly in the
vicinity of Peirene and the Peribolos of
Apollo, but also in the Potters' Quarter and
in some temple favissae. It has been suggested
that they may have been props for pottery in
the kiln, but it seems more likely, in view of
their presence in temple deposits, that they
were votive offerings. Of many suggestions
perhaps the most plausible2 is their identification as female sexual symbols connected
with the cult of Aphrodite.
The painted terracotta shields (Nos. 29262938) were all found in a single deposit (Deposit VI, see p. 20) in the third shop from the
eastern end of the South Stoa, together with
terracotta figurines, lamps and a few coins.3
The date of the deposit is fairly well fixed at
ca. 250 B.C. It is obvious that these miniature
shields were intended as votives ;4 almost all of
the larger ones have holes by which they could
be suspended. There are two varieties, the
small shields made in moulds (Nos. 29262929) and the larger ones which were wheelmade. Characteristic profiles of the wheelmade shields are shown in Figure 82. All the
shields are covered with a chalky white slip
and all but one (No. 2926) are painted with
the chalky pigments usually found on terracotta figurines. The moulded shields have
parts picked out in color, whereas the wheelmade shields bear painted human and animal
figures, or other devices. Up to the present
time no other painted wheel-made shields of
2 Suggested by Professor Oscar Broneer.
3 Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 105-127.
4 For the significance of the shields in the hero cults of
Corinth see 0. Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 156-157.
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this period have been found elsewhere at
Corinth (except for No. 2938, a small poorly
made example which bears a painted fillet and
seems to imitate moulded shields), but some
of an earlier date were excavated in the
Potters' Quarter.5These are painted like the
pottery of the period. Contemporaryparallels
for these painted shields are rare; the most
obvious are those from Centuripe,6which are
considerably larger and probably somewhat
later in date. These bear representations of
Nikai and other female figures, while the
Corinthianshields have a larger range of subject matter.
The remarkable terracotta statuette base,
No. 2939, would have appearedin Chapter II
except for the fact that it was brought to my
attention only after the plates for that chapter
had been arranged. Not inappropriately does
it occupy the last place in the catalogue, for
its incompleteness suggests the many interesting problemsthat remainfor the future.

2882. (3517).Bronze letters. Plate 136. Ht. of the D
0.12 m., ht. of the T 0.113 m., ht. of each comma

0.042 m.
Two bronze letters (D and T) and two commas,
cast of heavy metal, with T-shapedprojections(three
on the D, two on the T, and one on each comma)on
the back for attachment to the background,which
was probablyof stone. All four pieces are gildedwith
thin goldleaf, whichwasapplieddirectlyto the metal.
On the back of each piece are traces of red oxide of
lead, whichmay be the remainsof lead usedto fix the
letters in place, or perhapswas a preservativecoating
forthe bronzewhereit camein contactwith stoneand
was exposed to dampness.This material, known in
ancient times as minium, was often used to color
inscriptionscarvedin stone (litteraerubricatae,J. C.
Egbert,Introductionto theStudyof LatinInscriptions
[New York, 1896],p. 48) but in this case it couldnot
have servedsuch a purpose.
While the insertionof metal letters into stone was
common(Egbert,op. cit., p. 48, litteraeincrustataeor
caelatae),not manyexamplesof the letters themselves
have been preserved. Some Greek letters found in
Adaliawherethey formedpartofHadrian'striumphal

6 A. Newhall, "The Corinthian Kerameikos," A.J.A.,
XXXV, 1931, p. 27, fig. 25; Corinth, XV, ii, chap. III.
6 G. Libertini,
Centuripe, p. 169, nos. 38, 39, pl. LXIV;
G. Richter, Metropolitan Museum Studies, II, 1929-30, p.
201, fig. 14 (a shield now in the Princeton Art Museum).

archarereproducedon Plate 148,e (bycourtesyof the
AshmoleanMuseumwherethe letters now are). Their
dimensionsare very similar to those of the Corinth
letters: the T, for example, is 0.114 m. high. For a
discussionof the archto which these letters belonged
see K. Lanckoronski,StddtePamphyliensund Pisidiens (Vienna,1890), I, pp. 12ff. and for the letters
(drawingonly) op. cit., pp. 154ff. Miss Joan Kirk of
the AshmoleanMuseum,to whom I owe the above
reference,has also calledmy attentionto somebronze
letters of a later date found at a Roman frontierfort
in Germany (Obergermanisch-Raetische
Limes, 22,
Holzhausenpl. VII, 23 and p. 35; pl. VIII,9, p. 36).
(I have not been able to check this reference).Although the Corinthletters were not found in connection with any building to which they could be
attributed, it is clear that they must have formed
part of an ornamentalinscription,probably on the
architraveof somebuilding.
Secondcentury.
2883. (6246).Inscribedbronzeplaque.Plate 136. Ht.
0.02 m., th. 0.002 m.
Bronzeplaquewhichwas cut into a diamondshape
after the inscriptionwas no longer wanted, so that
there are remains of only six letters, in two lines:
ABI IKIA. These are deeply and clearly cut in the
metal.
First century.
2884. (Inscr.546). Inscribedlead disk. Plate 136 and
Figure79. Diam. 0.042 m.
Edge chipped.

FIG. 79. INSCRIBED LEAD DISK (NO. 2884). 1: 1

Disk of thin lead, slightly convex on top. Around
the edge is carefully inscribedthe metrical inscription: 'Eyo Xupiav0o &v[e]7x]SxeXzucapLarv.This
object has been publishedby B. D. Meritt,Corinth,
VIII, i, TheGreekInscriptions,no. 74.
(Byzantineperiod).
2885. (2216).Miniature bronze wheel. Plate 136.
Diam. 0.058 m.
Wheelof cast bronzewith eight spokes.The spaces
between the spokes were apparently punched out
after the wheel was cast. Engravedlines aroundthe
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hub and around the edge. Part of the axle pin still
remains in the hub. This was probablyintended for
a toy wagon. Cf. Furtwiingler,Olympia, IV, no.
503 etc.
(ProbablyRoman).
2886. (4675).Miniature bronze wheel. Plate 136.
Diam. ca. 0.072 m.
About half preserved.
Bronze wheel with four spokes, cast of heavier
metal than the precedingand showing better workmanship.
Thirdor fourth century.
2887. (6210).Bronzesnafflebit. Plate 136. L. 0.014m.
Onecylinderfroma snafflebit, havingthreespiked
ringsprojectingfromthe cylinder.For a cleardescription and illustrationof the type of bit to which such
a cylinder belongs see Pernice, "GriechischePferd56, 1896, pp. 17ff.
geschirr,"Winckelmannsprogramm,
See Robinson, Excavationsat Olynthus,X, pp. 487494 for a history of the classicalbit and an extensive
bibliography;also A. Stillwell, Corinth,XV, i, pp.
127-128.
Found in Byzantine context but dating from the
Greekperiod.
2888. (8189).Bronzesnafflebit. Plate 136. L.0.025m.
Cylinderfrom snafflebit, similarto the preceding,
but somewhatlonger.
(Greekperiod).
2889. (4764).Bronzesnafflebit. Plate 136. L. 0.026m.
Cylinderfrom snafflebit, unevenlybrokenat each
end. Spikes projecting from the surface at spaced
intervals.
(Greekperiod).
2890. (7345).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 137.L. 0.16m.
Object with a hook at one end in the shape of a
dog's (?) head, a hole pierced through it near the
hook, and the other end shaped like a long rod. The
object was cast and then workedover to someextent.
It is quite heavy and solid. The purposeof it is obscure.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2891. (5159).Bronzeinstrument.Plate 137.L.0.055m.
(end brokenoff).
Object similarin form to the preceding,but very
much smaller and made of thin metal. The hooked
end also resemblesan animal'shead.
(Byzantineperiod).
2892. (1104) and 2893. (1100). Bronze instruments.
Plate 137 and Figure 80. L. of No. 2892 ca. 0.092 m.,
1. of No. 2893 ca. 0.108 m.
Variousparts missing (for the completeobject see
Figure 80, which is a composite drawingof the two
instruments).
The object has three parts, hinged together. The
largest piece consists of a thin strip of metal with a
tiny bowl-shapedreceptacleat one end, terminating
22

FIG. 80. BRONZE
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2892, 2893). 1: 2

at the other end in a rod, rectangularin section,near
the end of which is a small knob riveted to the rod
and imbeddedin a mass of iron. On No. 2892 the flat
portion is decorated on one face with curvilinear
designs engraved in zigzags, on the other with a
border of zigzags. On No. 2893 the corresponding
surfacehas an engravedfloral pattern on one face, a
border of zigzags on the other. Attached to this
largest portion of the object are: (1) a long rod, extendingupward,split at the bottom in orderto hinge
on to the larger piece and having (in No. 2893) a
seriesof ringslightly engravedaroundthe upperend,
which seems to be unbroken,and (2) a small hinged
loop of metal which hangs down and has in its lower
end the remainsof a rivet.
The purposeof these objects,the only two of their
kind found at Corinth,has provokedmuch informal
discussionamong the excavators at Corinth.It has
been suggestedby some that they might be balances
or parts of balances,but since there appearsto be no
convincing evidence for such use, they have been
placed amongthe miscellaneousobjects. Recently in
an antiquary'sshop in Athens I saw a completeobject, very like these, which is shown on Plate 148,d.
The total length is 0.122 m. It is similar in most
respectsto the two objects describedabove, the main
exception being that the place of the loop which is
hingedon to the large piece is taken by an extension
of the main part, which terminatesin a conventionalized floral motive. But just below where this extension joins the main piece is a small hole, showing
that a loop or somethingelse may have been attached.
The proprietorof the shop told me that he believed
this object to have been used in weighinggold, which
would presumablyhave been placedin the tiny bowl
at the end, but he was unableto explainexactly how
the instrumentwouldrecordthe weight.
Byzantineperiodor later.
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2894. (6865).Bronzeobject. Plate 137. L. 0.102 m.
This object, of cast bronze,is difficultto describe,
but most of its featuresappearclearly in the photograph.It is completeexcept for a piecejust abovethe
rod-like extension which projects to the right; an
abradedsurfaceshowsthat somethingprojectedhere,
probablyanotherrod (cf. No. 2896). At the bottomis
a loop whichfits a finger. The two sides of the object
are identical. It is possible that the projectingrods
were to be insertedin some woodenobject (the holes
near the end used for riveting) and the main portion
of the object could then have been a handle. This
object and No. 2896 are the only two of their kind
foundat Corinth.
Eleventh or twelfth century.
2896. (8195).Bronzeobject. Plate 137. L. 0.055 m.
End of projectingrod brokenoff.
Objectsimilarto the preceding,but about half the
size and less well made. In this specimen one projectingrodis preserved,but in this caseit is the upper
one, whilein No. 2894 the lowerone remains.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2896. (6571).Bronzehand (?). Plate 137. L. 0.117 m.
End of third fingerbrokenoff.
Object resemblinga stylized human hand, with
thumb extended almost at right angles. Below the
handthe objectnarrowsdownand is partlycut out in
decorativefashion. The interiorof the object is concave and roughlyfinished.
Foundon the surface,but perhapsof the Byzantine
period.
2897. (5489).Bronze object. Plate 137. L. 0.037 m.,
ht. 0.023 m.
Surfacesomewhatcorroded.
Flat piece of metal, quadrilateralwith concave
sides, with a thick ring handle attached to one surface. Purposeunknown.
Not later than the tenth century.
2898. (1562).Bronzebell. Plate 137. Ht. 0.026 m.
Clappermissing.
Dome-shapedbell with engravedlines aroundthe
sides. A hole throughthe top.
Probablylate Romanperiod.
2899. (7330).Iron object. Plate 137. L. 0.078 m.,
th. ca. 0.002 m.
Surfacebadly corroded.
Objectwith one end shapedlike a cross; other end
"tongue"shaped.
(Byzantineperiodor later).
2900. (4780).Lead rods. Plate 137. L. (A) 0.207 m.,
(B) 0.235 m., (C)0.235 m., (D) 0.083 m.
Surfacecorroded.
Four lengths of lead rod, circularin section but
twisted out of shape. The smallest fragment has a

head like that of a nail. It is possiblethat the pieces
wereoncejoined together.
First or secondcentury.
2901. (3782).Ivory diptych. Plate 138. Ht. 0.064 m.,
th. 0.005 m.
Upperright cornerpreserved.
Fragmentof an ivory plaquewith reliefcarvingon
one face, representingthe rape of Ganymede.Raised
and groovedborderaroundthe edge. The backis flat.
Four small holes are pierced through the long side,
runningfromthe side to the back of the plaque. The
quality of the materialis ratherpoorand the carving
is not exceptional.
First or secondcentury.
2902. (5037).Bone object. Plate 138 (top and side
views). L. 0.104 m.
Left end brokenoff.
A hollow tube, open along the sides, with two
protuberances:one a pierced projection (at left in
photograph),the other a double pierced projection
which holds between its parts a small ivory bird,
riveted with a bronzerivet so that it moves freely.At
the extremeleft the tube is bound by a bronzeband
(nowmostlymissing)0.005m. wide, andin the left end
of the tube are the remainsof an ironblade. The tube
is decoratedon all sides with tiny incised circles and
lines, and the birdis similarlydecorated.Thepurpose
of this peculiarobject has not been determined.
Not later than the twelfth century.
2903. (1737).Ivory fragment.Plate 138. L. 0.082 m.,
th. 0.007 m.
Left (in photograph)edge brokenoff.
Flat plaquewith ratherdelicatethoughnot expert
carving at one end and a number of irregularly
punchedholes. Oneface is slightly smootherthan the
other. This appearsto be a trial piece, perhapsfor
testing out drills.
Not later than the eleventhcentury.
2904. (5576). Antler(?) fragment. Plate 138. L.
0.116 m.
Upperendirregularlybroken,andthe objectseems
burned.
Oval at the base where it is evenly cut off, the
object spreadstowardthe top. On the outer surface,
on one side only, it is decoratedwith incised concentric circles (above) and a geometricpattern (below). The other side is undecorated. See Volbach,
SchumacherFestschrift,p. 331, pl. 42 for a similar
object. The authorbelieves it was fastened to something else andperhapsformedpartof a "readingdesk"
or somethingsimilar,in what way it is difficultto see.
(Byzantineperiod).
2906. (4314).Antler fragment.Plate 138. L.0.12 m.
Tine of an antler, cut off evenly at the upperend,
nearwhich a hole is pierced.Hollowinterior.
(Byzantineperiod).
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2906. (6867).Antler fragment.Plate 138. L.0.125m.
Similarto the preceding.
(Byzantineperiod).
2907. (539). Engravedpebble.Plate 138. L. 0.049 m.
Dark red pebble, roughly oval in shape. Lightly
engravedon one face: a bird, facing front,with drooping wings. Crudelyscratchedinteriordetails.
(Byzantineperiod).
2908. (3150).Engraved pebble. Plate 138. Diam.
0.027 m.
Circular, buff-coloredpebble. Engraved on one
face: a long-leggedbird, looking backward.Sketchy
but effective drawing.
Byzantineperiod.
2909. (1613e).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.036 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with a fine slip. Sides of the
pyramidnearly equalin width.
Found in a well with Nos. 2910-2919. Sixth or
fifth centuryB.C.
2910. (1613c).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.047 m.
Top slightly crooked.
Coarse light green clay with a fine slip. Sides
nearlyequalin width.
Found with the preceding.
2911. (1613h).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.046 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with a fine slip. Sides nearly
equal.
Found with the preceding.
2912. (1640a).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.054 m.
Coarsebuff clay with a fine slip. Sides unequalin
width.
Found with the preceding.
2913. (1613d).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.044 m.
Fine reddish clay. Uneven sides and top slightly
crooked.
Found with the preceding.
2914. (1613f).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.064 m.
Rather coarse, friable greenish buff clay. Sides
nearly equalin width.
Found with the preceding.
2915. (1613b).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.062 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with a fine slip. Sides nearly
equal.
Found with the preceding.
2916. (7437).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.066 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with fine slip. Sides unequal,
top unusuallypointed.
Found with the preceding.
22*
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2917. (1613a).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.057 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with fine slip. Sidesunequalin
width.
Foundwith the preceding.
2918. (1613g).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.048 m.
Coarsegreenishclay with fine slip. Unequalsides.
Foundwith the preceding.
2919. (1614).Terracotta pyramid. Plate 138. Ht.
0.045 m.
Fine buff clay. Sides unequalin width. Largehole
piercednear the top after firing.
Foundwith the preceding.
2920. (4105).Terracottaloops.Plate 139. Ht. ranging
fromca. 0.002 to 0.043 m.
Smallloops made of fine buff or reddishbuff clay.
They are of two distinct types: (A) representedby
Nos. a-s and (B) representedby Nos. t-x. Type A is a
simpleloop madeof a strip of clay circularin section,
the ends pinchedtogether.Thereare slight variations
in form, as, e.g., in No. q, and in No. s which has an
applied pellet at the top of the loop, but essentially
they are all alike. Type B consists of a semi-ellipse,
terminatingin a straightbar. In this type the clay is
generallyworkedso that the point of junction is not
obvious.For a discussionof these loops see p. 335.
Greekperiod.
2921. (6289). Terracottaegg. Plate 139. L. 0.049 m.
Fairly coarse clay with fine red slip. Perhaps a
votive offering.
Not later than the tenth century.
2922.(6125).Terracottaring.Plate139.Diam.0.038m.
Fine red clay. Circularin section. Perhapsa support for a round-bottomedvase.
Not later than the first century.
2923. (8329).Terracottadisk. Plate 139 and Figure
81. Diam. 0.021 m.

FIG. 81. INSCRIBED CLAY DISK (No. 2923). 1: 1

Fine gray clay. Lettersrathercrudelyscratchedon
one side, as shown in Fig. 81. They appear to be
Semiticin characterbut couldnot be deciphered.
Date uncertain.
2924. (4129).Terracotta disk. Plate 139. Diam.
0.055 m., th. 0.01 m.
Disk of gray clay, with raised edge and incised
circleson one face. Hole piercednearthe edge.
Date uncertain.
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2925.(2908).Terracotta object. Plate 139. Diam.
0.032 m.
Hollow hemisphericalobject of fine buff clay with
brown paint carelesslyapplied, apparentlyin broad
stripes. Tracesof a small vertical handle at one side.
Perhapsa toy (?).
(Greekperiod).
2926. (1932).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 139.
L. 0.11 m.
Two small fragmentsmissing. Buff clay (severely
burned)with white slip.
Moulded,almond-shapedshield (so-calledGallicor
Galatiantype) with deepgroovearoundthe edge and
a heavy rib, thickenedat the center, extendingalong
the verticalaxis.Backroughanduneven.SeeHesperia,
XI, 1942,p. 118, fig. 9, no. 48.
Found with terracotta figurines and Nos. 29272938 in DepositVI (see p. 20). Ca. 250 B.C.
2927. (1934).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 140.
Diam. 0.087 m.
Broken but complete. Buff clay (burned) with
white slip; decorationin red.
Circular,convexshield(mould-made)with narrow,
flattened border.In the center a wreath with fillet,
paintedred,in relief.Diagonalincisionson the wreath
make it resemblea rope. Back of shield concave and
surfaceuneven. See Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 118, fig. 8,
no. 49.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2928. (1933).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 140.
Diam. 0.09 m.
Broken but complete. Buff clay with white slip;
decorationin red.
Circular,convex shield(mould-made)withnarrow,
flat border,painted red. In the center a wreath in
reliefwith leaves projectingfromit and a fillet hanging down in the middle. Wreath and fillets painted
red. Back of shieldconcaveand uneven. See Hesperia,
XI, 1942,p. 118, fig. 8, no. 51.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2929. (1917).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 140
and Figure82. Diam. 0.23 m.
Fragmentof top center preserved.Buff clay with
white slip; decorationin red,brown,yellowandblack.
Circular,convex shield with flat border (see profile); two suspensionholes. Two painted figures: a
helmetedwarriorcarryinga spear and a woman behind him, both facingright. Flesh definedby a black
outline. The warrior'sflesh is brightred, his long hair
is brown and the same brownis used for decoration
on his yellow helmet, the plume of which is red, a
different shade from that used for his flesh. Behind
the helmet appears the spear. Only part of the
woman'sface is preserved;her hair is drawninto a
topknot; her flesh is yellow. See Hesperia,XI, 1942,
pp. 121-122, figs. 9, no. 55; 10; 11.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.

2930. (1916).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 140.
Diam. 0.22 m.
Abouthalfthe shieldpreserved.Buffclaywithwhite
slip; decorationin red, brownishred, black and blue.
Shape similar to the preceding; two suspension
holes. Border painted red. Two painted figures:
warriorsin combat. The one at the left wearsa short
tunic, Corinthianhelmet with plume,and probablya
shield. He holds a weapon (probablya spear) in his
retractedright hand. His kilt, borders of neck and
sleeves, and helmet plumeare red; his flesh brownish
red (outlined in black); the helmet is black. The
warriorat the right, of whom only the lower part
remains, has a blue kilt. See Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 121, fig. 8, no. 54.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2931. (1915).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141.
Diam. 0.218 m.
Several fragments missing. Reddish buff clay,
white slip; decorationin red, pink, black, blue and
bluishgreen.
Circular,convexshield,with narrowflat redborder
slightly turnedup at the edge; two suspensionholes.
Two painted figures: a young man (at left) and a
woman,both proceedingright. The man, whose flesh
is red, has black hair and wears a long garmentoutlined in bluishgreen.Thewoman,with pinkflesh,has
long hair fastenedin a knot on the nape and wears a
long garment.Aboveher to the right hangs an object
of indefiniteshape,outlinedin red. See Hesperia,XI,
1942, pp. 123-124, fig. 9, no. 60.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2932. (1919).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141
and Figure82. Diam. 0.207 m.
Somewhat more than half the shield preserved.
Buff clay, white slip; decorationin red and pink.
Circularshield (see profile) with narrow flat red
border; no suspensionholes. Single painted figure,
now very indistinct,facingright and dressedin a long
pink garment. Flesh red. See Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 124, figs. 8, no. 61; 11.
Found with No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2933. (1920).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141
and Figure82. Diam. 0.22 m.
Fragmentof lowerpart preserved.Buff clay, white
slip; decorationin red and brown.
Circularshield (see profile) with narrow flat red
border.Painted figure (brown)of a horse (hind leg,
tail and part of front leg preserved)gallopingto the
right, perhapstramplingon a figure which appears
hazilyat lowerright,or rearingaboveit. See Hesperia,
XI, 1942,p. 123, figs. 8, no. 57; 11.
Foundwith No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2934. (1918).Miniature terracotta shield. Plate 141
and Figure82. Diam. 0.25 m.
Fragmentoflowerportionpreserved.Coarseredclay,
white slip; decorationin blue-black,red and yellow.
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2929

2932

2933

2934

2935

2936
FIG.

82.

PROFILES

OF

TERRACOTTA

Circularshield, rather flatter than the others (see
profile),with narrowred border.Paintedfillets (blueblack and red)hangingfroma rope.Indefiniteyellow
object painted at upper right of fragment. See
Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 123, figs. 8, no. 58; 11.
Found with No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2935. (1925).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141
and Figures82, 83. Diam. 0.25 m.
Fragment of upper part preserved. Buff clay,
white slip; decorationin pinkishred and black.
Circularshield (see profile) with narrow border
edgedwith two bands of pinkishred. Two suspension
holes. Painted in black outline (nowratherfaint) the
design shown in Fig. 83 - a standard (?). See
Hesperia,XI, 1942,p. 123, figs 11, no. 59; 12.
Found with No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.

SHIELDS.

1:2

FIG. 83. DESIGN PAINTED ON TERRACOTTASHIELD (NO. 2935).
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2936. (1924).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141
and Figure82. Diam. 0.23 m.
Small fragment. Light buff clay, white slip;
decorationin red and blue-black.
Circularshield (see profile) with two suspension
holes. Remains of painted figures: perhapsa helmet
plume at left; in center an uprightspear; at right an
indefinite object in blue and red. See Hesperia,XI,
1942, p. 123, fig. 11, no. 56.
Found with No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.
2937. (1931).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 139.
Diam. ca. 0.22 m.
Small fragmentof rim preserved.Buff clay, white
slip; paintedletters in black.
Circularshieldwith flat rim, on which are painted
the two letters EN, probably to be restored as
[av6rgx]ev. SeeHesperia,XI, 1942,p. 124,fig. 9, no. 62.
Found with No. 2926 (q.v.).Ca. 250 B.C.

2938. (4026).Miniatureterracotta shield. Plate 141.
Diam. 0.087 m.
Soft buff clay, not well refined, decoration in
white.
Small circular,convex shield with flat rim, rather
crudely made. A fillet sketchily painted on the
central boss. See A.J.A., X, 1906, pp. 170-171, pl.
XII, no. 21.
Found with terracottafigurinesin Deposit II (see
pp. 19-20). Late fourth-earlythird centuryB.C.
2939. (9041).Terracottabase. Plate 142. Ht. 0.302m.,
w. across front 0.41 m., d. 0.245 m., th. of back wall

0.035 m.
Two human figures and part of one horse's head
missing; chippedin various places. Coarsebuff clay
with many gritty particles, slipped with finer clay
which is partiallyworn off or was carelesslyapplied.
Tracesof white slip.
Rectangularbase 0.086 m. high with hemicylindrical section resting upon it. At bottom of latter a
mouldingcomposedof cyma reversa upon torus; at
top edge two cyma reversasseparatedby a cavetto.
On the top the edge is raisedall around(semicircular
profilein front, flat in the back) and in the middleis
a roughlysemicircularhole (nowdamaged)ca. 0.18 m.
wide. The back of the object is flat with a "heartshaped" vent (see P1. 142) ca. 0.14 m. high. The
bottom is open. In high reliefon the front of the base
are two horses,their feet resting on the mouldingat
the bottom. The left horse (as one faces them) faces
slightly more to the front than does the other: both
ears show;it is also tallerthan the otherand its mane
encroacheson the uppermoulding.The horses'heads
showmuchmusculardetail, not too surein execution;
the manes are indicatedby short incised strokesand
the tails, in each case swingingacrossthe body, also
are incised. The bodies are quite stiff and wooden,
with little modelling. The forelegs of both horses

stand out in high relief, while the far hind legs are
only slightly raised above the background. Both
horses have reins. Beside each horse, on a small
rectangularplinth 0.02 m. high which rests on a
cornerof the base, stood a humanfigure. The visible
traces are as follows:of the left figurethe bottoms of
the feet, parallelwith the sides of the plinth and with
each other; traces of the body resting against the
horse'sside; marksof the left forearmwhichseemsto
have rested on the horse's body graspingthe rein.
(A small projectionunderthe horse'sbelly may also
have been somepart of the figure).Of the right figure
thereremains:the right foot with tracesof a boot (the
feet were parallel); traces of the body against the
horse's side; right hand and arm resting on horse's
mane. In this case the rein was not held, and the end
of it doesnot hang downas in the left figure.
Thislargeobject,uniqueat Corinth,unfortunately
has no recordedprovenience,but it is obviously of
local manufacture,judging from the material used.
The base was probablymade in a mould, with the
humanfiguresaddedlater. It seems clearthat it was
intendedto stand againsta wall or otherbackground,
and it may be assumedthat it supportedsomething
whichwas attachedto it and which,whenbrokenoff,
left the irregularhole in the top. The most likely
conjectureis that it was a base for a rather large
terracottastatuette, the height of which, judging by
the size of the base, must have been ca. 0.80 m., i.e.,
about half life size.
Therestorationof such a statuette is fairly certain,
up to a point. The Dioskouroiare frequently associated, especiallyin Hellenisticreliefs,with a female
figure who usually stands between them, often on a
base (see F. Chapouthier,Les Dioscuresau service
d'unedeesse[Paris, 1935],pls. 1,2; VI,20; VIII,12 and
especiallypl. 111,37whichshowsthe centralfigureas
a smallstatuette on a high mouldedbase betweenthe
much larger figures of the Dioskouroi). It seems
likely, consideringthe presenceof the base, that the
female figure shown in these reliefs was, at least in
some cases, intended to representa statue and not
simply a third figure.Ourexamplemay, therefore,be
considered a variant, or perhaps a copy of the
original arrangementof the three figures. As to the
identity of this femalefigure,undoubtedlya goddess,
Chapouthierhas shown that she is usually Helen,
sister of the Dioskouroi,who was worshippedas a
goddess in various places (Chapouthier,op. cit., pp.
143-148) and was often assimilatedto other deities.
But the Dioskouroialso protected other goddesses,
and in this case it seems impossibleto identify the
missingfigure.
This object was not found in the excavationsbut
was brought in from somewherenear Corinth.The
exact provenienceis not known.
(ProbablyfourthcenturyB.C.).
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
8 2497
12 2667
13 1509
17 1698
19
87
20 1047
37 2674
39
350
41
118
42 1645
52a 2601
54 2678
54b 2484
61a 2606
62 1685
67 1898
70 1510
71 2038
74 1790
112 2554
115
496
120
396
121
535
122b 1486
147 1055
155
837
199
179
180
890
286
185
198
201
210
465
215 2323
222b 1626
223
543
226 2499
228 2308
231 2310
232 2330
233 2320
242 2317
254 2670
255 1219
256
589
259b 2448
266 1789

Inv.No.
268
270
273
275
285
289
290
303
307
311
313
320
327
328
329
331
335
340
341
342
358
359
360
365
367
381
384
385
387
389
390
392
395
399
403
404
405
411
412
414
416
430
431
434
436

Cat.No.
1683
1476
2306
2299
1630
2595
2344
1464
1268
970
2278
1218
2339
130
456
1863
2128
1361
1250
2282
2337
594
1269
270
1259
1339
1342
1348
1847
1741
1742
1502
2316
452
2385
1680
1740
1684
1249
1716
1251
546
2196
544
1440

Inv.No. Cat.No.
436a 572
437 2213
438
614
439 1829
440 2465
441 2611
444 2659
447 2608
451 2609
457 2597
463 2289
464 1670
470 2109
479 2440
485 2034
494a 2433
494b 2492
494c 2493
496 2189
499 1174
505 2435
506 1598
409
510
523
498
528 2398
532
940
534
901
535
551
536
669
537 1082
539 2907
540 1694
543
279
553 2338
561 1733
567 1330
574 1125
577
547
581 2641
819
582
583
818
615 2844
694
617
628
918
630 1944

Inv.No.
634
643
644
647
650
654
658
662
663
666
667
678
684
685
692
694
695
700
704
708
715
716
717
721
725
730
732
736
740
741
743
746
755
756
757
771
775
779
783
790
791
792
798
802
804

Cat.No.
2634
1410
2354
865
940
2617
2288
84
2632
584
822
2660
512
148
1879
2400
2485
1129
1575
1406
2589
2096
1989
2097
2188
2087
2849
1915
2422
2070
1916
1420
2402
1796
2412
2451
2155
2602
2455
1388
1300
2413
1350
1627
523

Inv.No. Cat.No.
810 2486
856
817
819 1331
820 2635
821 2156
822 2146
824 1498
825 2292
828 1276
829 2679
834 1366
835 2569
836 1745
837 1849
844 1586
845
945
850 2561
854 7941
856 2431
857 1492
859
933
863 1794
866 2391
886 2570
887 2877
899
555
902 1579
906 1583
907 2699
921 1774
924 2336
930 2607
932 1261
933 2333
937 1715
938 1596
943 2227
954 2508
955 1778
956 2403
958 2401
960
931
964
957
965 2610
969 2353
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Inv.No.
970
972
978
981
982
983
989
990
992
993
994
996
997
998
1002
1007
1017
1018
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1027
1030
1034
1035
1039
1045
1048
1050
1051
1058
1060
1061
1064
1066
1068
1072
1077
1085
1087
1092
1094
1100
1104
1106
1107
1109
1110
1112
1113
1120
1122
1124
1125

Cat.No.
2671
2296
862
1368
2365
1692
515
2343
1777
1338
2389
1771
2311
2331
1691
2745
114
248
165
164
245
158
106
6
514
194
195
356
471
275
64
61
558
139
59
44
1319
51
48
545
526
492
1587
1629
2893
2892
2506
536
2249
505
1939
1524
1893
1992
569
570

Inv.No.
1126
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1145
1146
1149
1150
1155
1156
1160
1167
1168
1178
1179
1180
1182
1186
1195
1197
1201
1210
1212
1213
1215
1216
1218
1219
1223
1224
1226
1227
1228
1229
1233
1235
1241
1243
1245
1246
1248
1250
1251
1265
1266
1270
1271
1272

Cat.No.
1671
2263
2262
1508
1352
1321
1324
1306
1307
1310
1315
1317
771
767
679
721
930
384
2599
942
134
2032
1823
501
1874
1623
462
875
2239
2326
436
364
2291
1391
1743
2295
1267
2325
2313
1674
1667
1666
1457
1710
929
2542
2315
2101
1732
640
607
2507
2752
1522
1523
932

Inv.No.
1280
1282
1286
1288
1292
1293
1298
1299
1300
1307
1310
1312
1318
1320
1322
1323
1324
1330
1331
1336
1338
1345
1346
1347
1349
1351
1354
1375
1377
1381
1382
1389
1390
1391
1393
1405
1406
1409
1417
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1428
1434
1435
1437
1438
1440
1442
1446
1447
1453
1462
1472

Cat.No.
1624
1625
506
863
489
1386
1383
1665
897
2061
1972
976
2500
1788
2328
1744
1689
1395
2305
596
609
2822
2789
2441
977
347
1140
2297
660
2314
2332
2814
493
1384
2771
343
1115
191
264
269
1786
1991
352
268
1791
1580
1582
14
344
401
124
1793
1770
1163
615
1920

Inv.No. Cat.No.
1484 1855
1487 1347
1491 2023
1492 1772
943
1493
1495 2329
1499 1448
1503 1683
1504 1737
1505 1165
1507 1043
1508 1096
1509 1121
1510 1092
1511 1099
1512 1095
1513 1091
1515 1120
1516 1139
1518 1507
1520
112
1522
81
1523a 412
1524
449
1525
188
1527
337
1528
198
1582
32
1533
464
1540 1738
1547
885
466
1548
1549 2222
1557 2273
1559
978
1560 1528
1561 1577
1562 2898
1563
507
1567 1789
1568 2094
1569
973
1570 1965
132
1574
189
1576
90
1577
92
1578
93
1579
1580
94
1582
97
1586
129
140
1587
1589
146
20
1592
36
1599
1602
204

Inv.No. Cat.No.
1608
331
1611 1114
1613a 2917
1613b 2915
1613c 2910
1613d 2913
1613e 2909
1613f 2914
1618g 2918
1613h 2911
1614 2919
1615 1211
1616 1210
1617 1077
1618 1078
1619 1079
1620 1136
1621 1101
1622 1086
1624 1090
1625 1116
1626 1089
1627 1118
1629 1122
1632 1199
1637 1097
1640a 2912
1654
113
811
1660
1672 1900
1673 1902
1676 1050
1677 2458
398
1678
1681 2848
1690 1669
524
1697
843
1701
1706 2098
1711 1456
1713 1923
911
1734
2903
1737
871
1738
948
1741
1743 1373
1753 2277
272
1756
1757 2759
434
1761
816
1770
784
1774
1775 1759
1778 1512
1779 2523
873
1780
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
274
1781
1782 2565
1786 1017
1788 2621
1789 1459
1791 2503
1792 2760
1793 2380
1797 1397
441
1798
1801 1253
1805 1382
1812 1762
1820 2027
1822 2204
1823 2233
954
1824
964
1825
1831 1238
254
1843
556
1845
1847 1045
373
1851
367
1853
369
1854
368
1855
239
1866
244
1868
243
1869
241
1870
246
1879
357
1880
271
1881
318
1882
314
1884
315
1889
316
1890
302
1895
303
1896
304
1898
306
1899
295
1901
294
1902
336
1904
1905
377
1910 1754
1911 1482
1912 1166
1913 1182
893
1914
1915 2931
1916 2930
1917 2929
1918 2934
1919 2932
1920 2933

Inv.No. Cat.No.
1924 2936
1925 2935
1931 2937
1932 2926
1933 2928
1934 2927
1938
557
1940 1157
212
1950
1986 2125
1989 2637
1993 1405
1996 1147
2004 1753
2011 1591
2021 1110
2023 2859
2029 2739
2037 1929
2040 2238
2042 1343
2044 1632
2046 1818
2048 2290
2063 1936
2064
992
539
2066
2068 2080
2069 1994
2070 2134
880
2073
2076 1768
2082 1612
2086 2119
218
2090
446
2091
2092
483
126
2093
91
2097
205
2099
2100
482
2101
202
193
2102
2103
53
142
2104
18
2107
2108
206
430
2109
55
2110
2111
217
2114
156
834
2121
2123 1377
2124 1474
2149
899
2150 1894

Inv.No. Cat.No.
23
2153
2157 2012
2161 1360
661
2162
403
2163
2178 1451
89
2184
576
2185
319
2186
2187a 2438
2187b 2475
2187c 2477
2187d 2478
2187e 2479
2187f 2480
984
2191
385
2193
2210 1296
882
2214
491
2215
2216 2885
2220 1686
2221 1277
618
2224
2228 2001
2230 1151
2235 1178
63
2237
313
2238
2244 1100
2250 1119
121
2258
39
2262
2265 1155
338
2272
825
2277
2280 2520
2298 2851
2308 2203
2309 1988
941
2317
2331 1708
2332 1711
2340 1837
2343 2787
2344 2815
2348 2709
2349 2747
2350 2738
2360 1787
342
2368
827
2373
823
2375
830
2377
2380 2631
348
2385

Inv.No. Cat.No.
2387 2312
2388 1525
461
2390
2395 2494
420
2398
2408 1720
2409 1706
2411 1340
34
2418
2419 1316
644
2423
2425 2596
2430 1067
2432 1860
2434 1322
2443 1876
2449 1917
2450 2247
2452 2235
2456 2253
2457 2110
2460 1392
2461 1673
2464 1757
889
2465
252
2466
249
2467
234
2468
330
2473
2474 2293
591
2475
2476 2334
2477 1731
2484 1158
532
2485
260
2486
235
2487
333
2488
666
2492
2493 1773
47
2497
99
2498
382
2501
2502
874
428
2503
2505 2350
2507 2304
2508 2327
2510 2291
2512 2335
2513 1398
2515 1487
2516 2342
415
2517
2520 1687
25238 327
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
80
2524
31
2526
2529 1792
2530 2056
610
2531
2535 2324
2538 1325
2539 2302
2541 2549
2543 1696
2544 2003
766
2546
2549 2319
622
2559
608
2563
587
2569
664
2570
2573 2430
2580 1159
2582 1187
2593 1205
2596 1156
2600 1109
2602 1083
2613 2088
956
2616
2621 2847
2624 2194
2630 1013
2646 1334
40
2652
30
2653
46
2654
41
2658a
29
2660
27
2661
25
2663
214
2665
2668a 207
211
2669
60
2671a
221
2675
10
2676b
11
2676d
125
2677
70
2678
184
2680
2681a 181
2686a 155
2693 1904
2694 1533
2695 1549
2696 1555
2697 1561
2698 1455
2700 2191
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
2704
2706
2707
2708
2714
2715a
2716
2718
2720
2724
2727
2728
2729
2733
2735
2736
2740
2741
2743
2746
2747
2750
2751
2753
2754
2755
2756
2757
2760
2761
2764
2766
2767
2768
2770
2772
2777
2780
2781
2783
2787
2791
2795
2797
2801
2803a
2803b
2803c
2806
2815
2819
2821
2829
2830
2834
2836

160
8
4
17
171
116
177
115
150
109
117
108
176
175
151
182
261
320
69
233
232
474
224
225
226
293
259
229
2852
2107
708
1175
1180
1354
1173
720
1726
1063
2171
900
840
1628
866
419
2303
2432
2502
2445
841
934
1616
1635
1859
1631
979
1450

Inv.No.
2839
2842
2843
2844
2845
2848
2856
2858
2862
2863
2864
2866
2867
2871
2877
2880
2882
2886
2890
2904
2905
2906
2908
2920
2926
2929
2931
2932
2933
2934
2938
2940
2946
2947
2948
2949
2951
2955
2958
2959
2960
2961
2962
2963
2964
2965
2966
2967
2971
2974
2975
2978
2987
2988
2991
2992

Cat.No.
2643
2211
2221
1529
857
1168
1530
1536
1662
1534
2201
1921
985
2075
1068
28
2556
2603
1414
358
192
210
2925
2178
2048
2834
2702
2779
2880
2817
1493
2417
1721
1943
1423
1367
1497
1761
2718
2103
2775
2731
2751
2748
2805
2780
2764
2725
2836
2697
2765
2095
283
65
326
470

Inv.No.
2994
2995
3003
3011
3022
3024
3035
3041
3045
3046
3052
3057
3070
3071
3073
3074
3078
3079
3080
3082
3085
3089
3094
3097
3098
3099
3100
3101
3104
3105
3108
3112
3113
3117
3120
3122
3125
3129
3130
3131
3134
3143
3144
3145
3146
3147
3150
3153
3155
3158
3165
3170
3174
3182
3185
3186

Cat.No.
1730
2286
1959
2214
2600
1520
1940
1349
2228
1404
1719
831
633
646
632
444
231
230
228
485
484
263
262
548
542
2639
2463
2790
1344
1681
1220
2860
1441
1042
1601
2011
1908
1848
1851
2190
2242
1811
2756
2115
1975
1974
2908
1846
2442
2605
2140
2300
2318
2688
1215
1213

Inv.No.
3193
3197
3198
3199
3200
3203
3204
3205
3207
3208
3215
3218
3219
3222
3224
3226
3229
3230
3231
3232
3240
3246
3252
3257
3259
3260
3264
3265
3271
3272
3274
3276
3277
3279
3281
3287
3289
3293
3304
3307
3310
3323
3327
3328
3329
3333
3334
3336
3337
3339
3340
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347

Cat.No.
98
1145
1141
1137
1134
1131
1133
1164
1148
1153
1.132
1.152
1093
1123
1.098
1146
1117
1911
1442
1977
2040
2250
1675
1816
2093
1574
52
174
408
391
2828
1494
1282
1279
2850
2185
2348
1853
2397
1621
1466
24
1314
1311
1312
1313
2452
345
190
187
468
404
453
267
451
463

Inv.No.
3348
3352
3353
3354
3355
3356
3357
3358
3359
3361
3365
3367
3368
3369
3370
3372
3373
3374
3375
3376
3377
3378
3384
3386
3389
3390
3391
3392
3393
3394
3396
3397
3398
3401
3402
3404
3407
3411
3412
3416
3417
3418
3419
3423
3424
3429
3434
3441
3442
3443
3446
3448
3450
3451
3452
3453

Cat.No.
447
459
329
149
457
242
280
281
455
454
431
1206
1200
1106
1070
1127
1193
1201
1130
1712
1447
1514
2719
2713
2716
1
2045
45
433
341
256
227
448
111
72
339
1824
2212
298
12
152
219
1602
479
1693
497
2598
2439
1107
1113
1214
1105
1202
2829
2830
520
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
3455 2067
153
8456
141
3457
66
3458
154
8460
3461
157
3464
299
289
3465
102
3466
311
3469
312
8470
317
3474
3478 1094
3479 1081
3483 1085
3484 1161
3486 1184
8489 1080
3490 1135
3492 1104
167
3497
3499
300
3500
107
3501
370
3502
371
8503
372
8508
374
3511 1362
3514 2210
3517 2882
3520c 110
8524 2386
3525a 1203
3525b 1204
8526
592
3527
675
3532 2662
3533
37
3543 1143
3545 1439
3552
894
3554
185
3555 1594
3563 1418
3566 1144
3568 1717
3601 2526
3602 2517
3604 2552
3605 2568
3619 2550
3621 2563
3622 2510
3626 2421
3627 2462
8632 1856

Inv.No.
3636
3637
3641
3642
3643
3647
3648
3651
3653
3654
3657
3658
3659
3660
3662
3665
3669
3674
3675
3681
3682
3683
3684
3689
3695
3699
3704
3706
3708
3711
3713
3715
3717
3723
3726
3728
3730
3732
3735
3737
3739
3744
3745
3746
3749
3753
3754
3755
3762
3763
3772
3773
3775
3782
3786
3787

Cat.No.
2307
2375
1358
2341
1262
1429
1413
1438
1283
2831
868
1436
1396
2418
867
1747
1271
2819
2588
1074
1780
1781
2429
2470
2496
1260
659
1749
2355
1427
2352
2839
696
1776
2616
668
1784
2123
1169
1785
1257
635
793
881
2857
1345
1256
1258
1718
1112
1150
722
2530
2901
1752
1272

Inv.No. Cat.No.
3792a 736
3798 2399
3799 2383
3804 1254
3807 1446
3808 1192
3809 1124
3813 1783
3816 1727
3817
966
3818 1750
3823 2553
3828
658
3830
794
3832 1751
3835
581
3836 2516
3839 2340
3840
963
3860
445
3862
95
3863
853
3865
42
3868
5
3871
67
3875
288
3876
26
3878
78
3880
9
3881
169
3882
349
3886
251
3888
133
3892
21
3893
77
3895
180
3896
13
3898
168
3899
473
3900
170
3902
394
3904
426
422
3907
3908
450
3911
354
3914
323
3920
287
3921
443
3923
440
3924
480
3925
411
3926
421
3929
7
3937
145
946
3943
3944
950

Inv.No.
3951
3958
3959
3965
3966
3968
3969
3970
3971
3973
3974
3977
3979
3980
3983
3986
8987
3990
3995
3997
4000
4001
4002
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4014
4015
4016
4018
4019
4021
4022
4024
4025
4026
4028
4029
4031
4032
4033
4034
4036
4037
4038
4039
4040
4041
4042
4043
4046
4049

Cat.No.
1765
1374
1800
685
798
718
1301
494
1430
222
2322
2809
467
253
1981
1245
1855
2180
2854
1615
961
2584
137
553
559
552
1638
1679
2053
2054
366
365
503
71
68
375
376
238
237
2938
297
292
236
296
216
310
309
308
277
85
1810
554
670
800
776
2153

347

Inv.No. Cat.No.
4050
291
4052
617
4055
733
4058
653
4059
616
4060
641
4061
600
4063
601
4071 2812
4072 2785
4073 2698
4074 2734
4075 2837
4076 2106
960
4078
4079
944
4080
951
4081 1424
4082 1422
4083 2578
4084 2519
4086 2571
4087 2509
4088 2345
4089a 1552
4089b 1551
4089c 1562
4090a 1541
4090b 1542
4090c 1543
4090d 1544
4091a 1553
4091d 1554
4092a 1532
4092b 1000
4092c 1461
4092d 1460
4093 1546
4094a 1535
4094b 1545
4095a 1540
4095b 1563
4095c 1564
4096 1558
4097 1212
4100 2841
4101 1167
4102 2761
4103 2825
4104 1516
4105 2920
4106
19
4110a 745
4114 1581
4117 2363
4121 1336
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
22
4122
684
4128
4129 2924
4138 2708
4142 1337
4143 2416
4146 2149
4149
786
4150
877
4157 1194
105
4158
4167 1428
4169
753
4170 2457
4171 2866
4172 2864
4173a 2357
4173b 2358
4173c 2366
4173d 2367
4173e 2368
4173f 2369
4173g 2370
4173h 2371
4173i 2372
4173j 2373
4174a 2867
4174b 2868
4175 2869
4177 2557
4179 2405
4192 2579
4195
829
4199
833
4200
159
4205
820
4206
817
4209 2515
4212 1817
4214
138
4219
276
4224
240
4225
425
4226 2447
4227 2495
4230
872
4232 1501
4234
427
387
4237
4239
769
4244 1103
4246 1069
62
4247
4248
321
4250
438
4251 2444

Inv.No. Cat.No.
4256 288
4271 2855
4284 1699
4292 2473
4295 2567
4302
796
4311 1372
4313
770
4314 2905
4315 2587
4319 2154
4320 2460
4321 2614
4333 2543
4339 2384
4341 2525
4343 2099
4348
955
4352 1728
4354 2572
4355 2842
4360
407
4362
697
4364 1299
285
4367
4368 1483
4372a 1024
4372b 1025
717
4379
4380 1060
4381
711
4384
712
4394a 2498
4395 2361
4398 1332
4399 1333
4400 1412
4401 2533
4406
378
383
4408
4413 2592
4415 1179
4422 2675
4425 1652
4426 1647
4434 1657
828
4435
4440 2347
4441
671
4445 2524
4447 2471
4450 1328
4454 2518
4455 1292
4458 2411
4464 1613

Inv.No.
4470
4480
4485
4486
4490
4493
4494
4499
4501
4502
4503
4508
4512
4517
4518
4529
4534
4540
4541
4542
4546
4548
4549
4557
4558
4561
4563
4567
4569
4573
4574
4578
4580
4582
4592
4593
4594
4598
4601
4604
4609
4610
4616
4618
4619
4621
4623
4629
4631
4636
4637
4638
4641

Cat.No.
2638
1499
1369
2453
1979
2020
2881
631
2858
1489
1434
1973
2512
1478
1479
2084
846
2459
2257
2504
504
1826
1958
1795
2682
2593
2138
2276
1839
2141
2425
1840
1353
2274
1030
1894
1644
1618
2169
2116
1236
521
1408
1641
1462
967
1034
1234
910
1239
1870
2248
1409

4645
4647
4648

1946
566
844

Inv.No. Cat.No.
4651 2226
4665 2650
4666 1231
4667 2651
4669 1809
898
4671
4675 2886
4680 1435
883
4681
4682 1707
4683a 2450
4683b 2464
4686g 2376
4686h 1496
4687 2168
4689 1359
4690a 1488
4690k 2379
4695 1217
4699 1128
4701 2792
4702 2802
4703 2782
4704 2791
4705 2717
4706 2769
4707 2772
4708 2715
4709 2795
4710 2781
4711 2783
4712 2692
4713 2724
4714 2104
4716 2768
4717 2720
4718 2691
4720 2804
4722 2689
4723 2807
4725 1177
4729 2121
4740 1503
4746
273
355
4748
4750 2022
4751 1039
4753 1895
4757 1295
4758 2058
4759 1054
4761 2255
4764 2889
4765 2633
920
4767
4768 1056

Inv.No. Cat.No.
4771 2243
4772 2209
4778 1027
4780 2900
4781 1820
4783 1029
4784 1515
845
4790
4794 2137
4796 1835
4803
585
4804
702
4807 2279
4810 2206
4813 1878
4814 2283
4825
560
4826 2062
4833 2652
4835 1907
4841 1463
4846 2865
4848 1935
4854 1971
4859 1622
4864 2004
4866 2406
4872 1620
4876
974
4877 1882
4878 1748
4879 1857
4881 2131
4882 1942
4885 1976
4887 2838
4891 2629
4895 2668
4897a 2359
4900 1196
4902 1162
4903 1172
324
4915
388
4917
4920 1982
4922 1867
4926 1986
539
4929
4931 1861
568
4932
4940 1985
4941
500
4942 1843
4952 1914
4958
75
4959
791
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Inv.No.
4960
4962
4963
4968
4982
4987
4988
4993
4999
5001
5008
5009
5011
5019
5029
5034
5035
5036
5037
5040
5041
5042
5044
5048
5058
5064
5068
5070
5071
5072
5083
5092
5095
5098
5099
5103
5106
5110
5113
5114
5115
5116
5118
5125
5133
5141
5144
5145
5147
5148
5157
5158
5159
5161
5167
5174

Cat.No.
778
1746
1997
2456
538
1605
864
1318
562
564
1609
2770
1812
1899
2647
2703
1758
2392
2902
2581
1995
2415
2559
747
688
2356
2551
1432
1252
1949
2538
1433
2861
477
379
475
417
539
1798
2309
1335
2346
2298
2753
2404
1426
2856
824
832
335
982
2019
2891
905
2237
1676

Inv.No.
5176
5177
5179
5181
5182
5187
5189
5202
5210
5213
5219
5221
5222
5227
5228
5229
5230
5231
5232
5233
5234
5236
5240
5241
5242
5249
5250
5254
5257
5260
5262
5264
5265
5266
5267
5268
5271
5273
5278
5283
5288
5289
5290
5293
5297
5298
5303
5304
5305
5308
5309
5311
5314
5321
5322
5327

Cat.No.
1906
1886
1453
939
1677
2223
1026
1589
1827
917
1048
999
1241
1471
565
1668
850
914
1643
1470
1351
1987
1578
1897
1956
991
2073
527
1346
410
1431
340
346
136
406
413
405
257
2710
1149
2147
2522
1399
2108
1701
381
2428
2139
1209
2555
2420
1327
1375
2161
397
2591

Inv.No.
5331
5332
5339
5341
5343
5351
5352
5353
5359
5363
5365
5368
5369
5370
5371
5374
5375
5384
5388
5391
5392
5394
5397
5398
5400
5408
5409
5411
5419
5427
5429
5430
5432
5433
5434
5447
5451
5452
5454
5455
5457
5458
5461
5463
5474
5478
5480
5482
5483
5485
5486
5489
5495
5497
5498
5499

Cat.No.
2437
583
2537
958
561
1323
980
1866
1038
1617
1052
1049
577
2528
1454
1495
2695
1044
2426
2669
1854
563
1032
1028
983
2120
1472
2225
2192
1588
2166
1526
1057
1058
499
859
166
203
429
773
35
179
1222
162
380
122
2826
2271
1037
2683
2230
2897
1862
1891
567
2280

Inv.No. Cat.No.
5504
909
969
5506
642
5510
54
5521
424
5522
386
5527
5542 1181
223
5545
756
5547
5548
698
5549 1654
5550 1658
510
5555
5560
490
5561 1031
5566 1401
5568 1419
5570 1484
5573 2449
5576 2904
5577 2427
582
5578
5579 1425
5587a 1255
645
5593
5601
690
5603
673
5604 1216
947
5606
5610 1284
5612 1035
5613 2511
5614 2741
952
5617
5618
765
322
5621
891
5627
423
5628
442
5629
5631 2863
5650a 735
5651a 780
602
5652
599
5655
586
5656
678
5657
119
5659
50
5660
103
5663
250
5664
5665
74
359
5666
250
5667
5668
301
258
5669
104
5671

349

Inv.No. Cat.No.
5672
307
5674
120
5677
73
5679
305
5685
43
5688
178
5693
255
5696
611
5699
906
5704
525
5705
972
5706 1871
5710 1229
5715 1966
5718 1021
5719 1402
5721
502
5722
912
5724 1814
5726
575
5727
574
5730
895
5731 1941
5733 2078
5734 1984
5735 1297
5736 2057
5738 1960
5743 2285
5745 1945
5749 1298
5751
579
5757a 806
5757b 714
5757c 716
528
5759
5760 2043
5763 2028
5769 1011
5778 2267
5782 2031
5784 2654
5786 2236
5789 2017
5791 2008
5793 1517
5796 1925
5797 2170
5802 1760
5805 2016
5807 2113
5808 1225
5811 2111
5814 2648
5815 2021
5820 1815
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Inv.No.
5821
5824
5825
5826
5827
5828
5830
5832
5833
5835
5837
5839
5840
5841
5842
5843
5846
5851
5855
5856
5858
5859
5860
5862
5863
5864
5865
5866
5867
5869
5872
5879
5881
5884
5885
5898
5902
5903
5906
5909
5910
5913
5916
5922
5925
5929
5936
5939
5940
5941
5944
5946
5947
5948
5953
5957

Cat.No.
2007
1467
2808
2701
1888
981
915
2173
1465
2224
1903
855
1290
2077
1237
927
1875
2630
821
1910
2006
2039
1880
1913
2072
2135
1912
2657
2005
1473
1901
539
1883
1001
1877
2646
2085
1518
938
1556
2184
1572
540
795
1329
959
2620
2454
2585
1996
1326
2801
2737
2349
1189
2625

Inv.No. Cat.No.
5958 2144
5963 2740
5966 1403
5973 1998
5981 1527
5987 2409
5992 2712
5993 2472
5999
265
6003
282
6004
284
266
6007
6008 1376
6011 1566
6013 1302
6014 2301
6020 2580
6022 2466
962
6025
6026 2527
6029 2547
6030 2727
6032 2626
6033
571
6034
550
6040 2394
6042 1485
6046 2414
680
6047
6048a 683
6049 1227
6052 1170
6055 2158
6056 1734
6057 1735
6058
975
6061 1266
6064 2436
6065 2419
6072 2179
6073 1363
6074 1570
147
6075
851
6077
6078 2594
6083 2534
6086 2124
6090 1500
6091 1999
6092 2000
6096 2623
6106 1221
6109 1808
6111 2351
6113 2514
6114 1802

Inv.No.
6115
6116
6122
6123
6125
6126
6127
6128
6134
6135
6136
6137
6138
6149
6153
6154
6158
6160
6161
6163
6166
6173
6174
6176
6179
6182
6187
6189
6190
6192
6198
6199
6200
6201
6203
6210
6212
6213
6215
6217
6220
6221
6222
6224
6233
6234
6237
6242
6244
6246
6248
6249
6250
6251
6254
6258

Cat.No.
1036
2360
2541
2546
2922
1655
578
2035
785
2663
2664
1763
869
1088
2009
2244
2002
1230
1014
2266
1834
1390
1387
2117
1576
928
2026
2832
2640
549
1919
1896
1905
1937
1813
2887
1033
1531
1226
1452
1604
2133
2136
2281
2245
2229
2112
1020
2083
2883
2014
918
1004
2069
1005
2047

Inv.No.
6263
6264
6265
6266
6270
6271
6273
6276
6284
6285
6286
6289
6291
6294
6298
6299
6302
6303
6304
6306
6307
6308
6310
6311
6312
6314
6317
6318
6319
6323
6325
6326
6329
6330
6331
6345
6352
6353
6357
6360
6362
6363
6364
6365
6366
6367
6368
6370
6371
6373
6378
6379
6381
6392
6393
6395

Cat.No.
1421
1003
937
1755
2798
2705
2049
1682
2513
2089
2733
2921
1918
2545
2205
1513
896
861
1248
968
1002
1938
1611
508
2063
1053
487
533
486
838
1393
2521
1015
1016
2658
1195
2726
953
79
402
186
15
183
173
131
400
33
414
200
101
247
96
472
437
208
128

Inv.No.
6397
6399
6401
6403
6405
6406
6410
6415
6416
6429
6430
6432
6433
6434
6435
6436
6438
6439
6440
6442
6448
6450
6458
6459
6460
6465
6467
6468
6469
6479
6480
6485
6487
6494
6496
6498
6499
6505
6506
6508
6509
6515
6516
6518
6521
6525
6526
6530
6532
6533
6534
6535
6539
6540
6541
6543

Cat.No.
143
127
213
123
393
49
2378
1400
1304
886
887
598
595
603
1505
1506
531
1009
488
517
1640
752
1183
1244
1102
1887
1885
1845
1889
2612
2162
1247
1519
1664
2079
1559
1841
476
460
1964
936
2735
2728
2164
2
1280
1415
518
2165
519
2264
2265
713
715
707
1729
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
6544 1108
6549 1111
6552a 1071
6553 2558
6556 2382
6557 1305
6559 2613
6562 2622
6571 2896
6573 1278
888
6574
6576 2407
757
6577
6579
676
6583 2823
6587
172
389
6590
439
6591
6592b 1073
6592c 1072
6593 1154
6599 2672
6604 2074
998
6606
6615 2704
6616 2757
6617 2820
6618 2821
6619 2744
196
6623
6625 1713
6636f 1188
6636i 1185
6636j 1186
6644 1769
6650 1389
6653 2246
6655 2240
6660 1040
6661 1521
6665 1756
6669 1948
993
6674
6675 1830
6678 1308
6680 1838
6684 1661
6685 1672
6692 2461
6693 2878
6697 2722
6699 2030
6700 2446
6701 2390
6703 2574
6704 2871

Inv.No. Cat.No.
6708 1782
6709 1364
6711 2536
6712 2474
6713 1688
6716 2010
6717 1275
6726a 2036
6726b 2037
16
6749
892
6754
82
6755
332
6757
76
6758
278
6759
6760 1138
884
6761
6763 1190
6765 1807
6766 1803
6767 1804
6768 1805
6769 1806
6770 2258
6771 2259
750
6772
6773 1232
6774 1379
899
6779
6781 1569
6782 1477
6783 1385
848
6785
6786 1504
902
6788
6789 1709
522
6790
6792 1872
853
6793
6794 2251
6795 2199
6801 1933
6804 1610
908
6805
6808 2033
6819 1595
6821 1599
6822 1607
6824 2090
6825 1233
6829 1294
6830 1927
6832 1224
6833 2645
6840 2287
6844 2013

Inv.No. Cat.No.
6847 2655
6848 2066
6851 1603
842
6853
6860 2254
6861
529
6865 2894
6866 2015
6867 2906
6871 2576
6873 1969
6879 2642
924
6882
6886 1291
6888 1592
6889 1954
6890 1968
6892 2044
6893 1593
6894 2163
6899 2118
6901 1922
903
6915
6918 2644
6919 2241
6928 1993
6929 2879
6930 2374
6934 2562
643
6936
6937 2468
965
6940
6943 2573
6944 2321
6945 2364
6946 2481
6948 1797
6949a 2476
6949b 2434
6949c 2469
6949d 2491
6949e 2490
6949f 2467
6951 1365
6953
787
6959 1799
6962 1646
6963 1649
6966 2636
6971 2487
6973 1263
619
6978
6979 2840
6980
723
6984 2100
6988 2531

Inv.No. Cat.No.
6991 2160
630
6992
6993
790
6996 2560
7001 1702
7002 1703
7003 1801
7007 2127
7011 1779
7015 1695
7016 2833
7017 2091
7022 2577
7029 1303
7031 1764
7032 2862
7034 2539
7035
878
949
7037
7038 2666
7040 2835
7041 2853
835
7043
7044
672
7045 2586
826
7046
7047 1281
7048 2700
7049 2794
7050 2102
7051 2810
7052 2711
7053 2827
7055 2818
7056 2746
7058 2777
7062 2788
7063 2797
7064 2693
7065 2200
7066 2193
7068 1568
7069 1557
7072 2187
7073 1934
7074 2177
7075 2174
7080 2182
7082 1537
7083 1538
7084 1539
7085a 1909
7087 1864
7088 2183
7091 2181
7092 2195

351

Inv.No. Cat.No.
7093 1567
7094 1547
7097 1548
7099 2690
7101 2665
7102 1491
7103 1736
7104a 1704
7104b 1705
7105 1274
7106 2872
7109 2566
7111 2875
7114 2408
7115 2489
7118 2723
7119 1722
7124 1766
7126 2544
7127 2540
7128 2482
7130 2142
7132 2092
7134 2381
7136 2845
7139 1550
7142 1714
7145 2220
922
7146
7148 1560
7149 1932
7150 2252
7151 1833
7155 1573
7156 1445
7158 1481
580
7162
7163 2846
7166 2582
7168 1416
7174 2051
7176 1819
7177 1023
7178 1381
530
7180
7182 1571
534
7184
7185 2064
7191 2218
847
7192
7193 1678
7195 2685
7199 2065
7200 2207
7205 1293
7206 1273

CORINTH
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Inv.No. Cat.No.
7209 1022
7214 1240
7215 1242
651
7217
7225 2216
7227 2680
7228 2186
7229 1822
7232 1246
7233 1868
7236 2268
7238 2202
655
7240
654
7241
606
7243
7244 2029
590
7245
621
7246
620
7247
639
7248
749
7249
667
7251
626
7252
625
7254
652
7255
604
7256
627
7257
657
7258
605
7259
637
7261
772
7262
792
7263
7274 1444
541
7276
516
7279
7280 1060
656
7281
597
7283
638
7285
636
7286
689
7290
764
7294
754
7297
768
7299
774
7301
719
7303
7308 1511
7309a 2260
7309b 2261
904
7316
7317 1636
7319 1449
7325 1663
665
7326
7330 2899
7331 1634

Inv.No.
7333
7337
7338
7339
7342
7344
7345
7348
7350
7353
7356
7360
7362
7363
7365
7373
7376
7380
7383
7390
7393
7394
7395
7398
7399
7406
7409
7411
7413
7414
7415
7417
7418
7419
7423
7425
7426
7427
7429
7430
7431
7433
7434
7437
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7450
7451
7453

Cat.No.
1264
2215
1012
907
2649
839
2890
2050
989
2052
1970
1852
1619
2750
987
1892
1842
1828
1844
2742
362
363
361
197
144
209
86
135
3
215
478
390
220
100
334
416
392
418
1207
1075
1084
1197
1198
2916
1126
1142
623
797
799
781
761
803
2152
674
782
691

Inv.No. Cat.No.
7454
692
7455
693
7456
737
7462
727
7463
751
742
7465
740
7468
738
7470
7471e 724
7472
755
7473 1061
7474 1064
7475
758
7476
703
7477
734
7478
706
7479
748
7481
777
728
7482
730
7484
7485
802
7488
759
7490
807
724
7493
699
7494
7497 2126
7498d 724
812
7499
788
7501
695
7503
801
7504
813
7508
588
7509
743
7512
7514 2483
682
7515
744
7518
7519
779
739
7520
7522a 783
7523a 789
7523d 2410
7523e 1725
7526a 726
7526b 729
7527a 804
760
7528
7530b 710
7531a 724
7533c 810
7534
746
695
7536
815
7539
700
7542
7543b 808
7545
731

Inv.No. Cat.No.
7546
814
7547
731
7548
763
7549
704
7551a 709
7551b 705
7551c 762
7560b 725
724
7561
7563
805
7567
701
724
7568
724
7569
7570b 1065
7570c 1066
7570d 809
724
7571
724
7572
7573
724
7573b 724
724
7576
7577
724
7580 2151
7581 2157
7582 2159
7584 2143
7585 2145
7586 2150
7587
687
7588 1062
686
7598
7599
775
7605
741
7610
731
731
7612
732
7617
7629 2148
7634 2505
7635 1606
7637 2130
7640 2231
7641 2082
7643 1955
7645 1051
7648 2046
7649 1597
7651 1341
7654 2284
7657 1585
7658 1286
7665 1458
7666 1957
926
7667
7669 2114
7670 1600
7672 1590

Inv.No.
7674
7675
7676
7677
7679
7681
7682
7683
7685
7686
7687
7688
7704
7705
7706
7707
7709
7710
7711
7712
7713
7715
7717
7724
7725
7726
7730
7740
7750
7752
7756
7757
7758
7759
7761
7762
7769
7770
7771
7772
7778
7786
7792
7794
7800
7804
7806
7809
7816
7817
7818
7819
7823
7825
7828
7830

Cat.No.
1832
2105
1962
1947
1978
1289
997
1930
1642
919
1378
1924
2656
2018
1637
925
1831
1285
2217
2208
1850
1006
2232
1287
1856
1963
1858
1825
2059
1407
1931
923
2086
852
1228
1019
2132
1468
1007
2843
1265
1865
1952
2870
1371
1775
876
1951
1724
1690
1370
2873
2424
2529
2396
1357

OF INVENTORYAND CATALOGUE
CONCORDANCE
NUMBERS
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Inv.No.
7840
7841
7842
7847
7848
7849
7850
7852
7853
7855
7856
7857
7858
7860
7862
7863
7864
7865
7867
7868
7870
7871
7881
7884
7890
7895
7896
7897
7898
7899
7901
7905
7908
7909
7913
7926
7927
7929
7934
7938
7940

23

Cat.No.
2377
1767
2423
2395
870
2749
2784
2714
2694
2800
2793
2730
2743
2762
2796
2778
2732
2813
2736
2811
2758
2729
1821
1411
2583
2501
2532
1697
2362
2393
1480
1417
2488
2443
2122
1890
2564
836
1723
2071
1928

Inv.No.
7942
7944
7945
7947
7948
7951
7955
7956
7957
7959
7963
7964
7965
7966
7967
7968
7972
7984
7985
7990
7993
7994
8000
8001
8007
8009
8117
8020
8021
8034
8035
8041
8043
8044
8052
8053
8055
8056
8058
8061
8068

Cat.No.
2060
916
1380
921
1881
1010
1243
1235
2269
2175
994
509
971
1869
2256
1223
2041
1926
2677
2042
2129
1041
2653
2167
1639
1008
2754
2024
1437
681
629
325
432
290
57
58
56
163
161
351
435

Inv.No.
8069
8070
8075
8100
8102
8108
8110
8114
8119
8128
8130
8138
8189
8140
8141
8146
8148
8153
8154
8155
8157
8163
8167
8168
8169
8171
8173
8174
8175
8176
8178
8180
8182
8184
8189
8192
8195
8196
8819
8200
8202

Cat.No.
481
328
469
1160
1087
1171
1076
1059
1659
2575
2874
513
2786
2816
1958
2172
988
2068
2176
1884
2272
2275
996
1320
1836
511
1046
1018
1288
1309
858
495
1967
537
2888
990
2895
1873
2681
2234
2081

Inv.No.
8204
8208
8211
8212
8221
8222
8225
8226
8228
8229
8230
8281
8241
8242
8244
8246
8247
8248
8251
8252
8253
8256
8263
8272
8273
8280
8284
8285
8287
8291
8296
8297
8298
8300
8305
8309
8310
8311
8312
8313
8315

Cat.No.
995
1584
1961
1614
2197
2076
2219
2025
1608
849
2198
1565
860
573
2763
2773
2535
2387
2548
1490
2673
1176
83
1469
986
1443
663
662
634
628
648
647
634
613
612
1950
649
650
624
1660
2755

Inv. No.
8318
8319
8320
8321
8323
8324
8326
8327
8329
8330
8331
8332
8335
8336
8337
8338
8340
8341
8342
8344
8345
8346
8347
8348
8349
8350
8351
8352
8353
8355
8356
8357
8358
8359
8389
8397
8798
9039
9040
9041
9042

353
Cat.No.
2618
2628
2619
2604
2627
2615
2624
2590
2923
1270
2876
360
2684
2774
2706
2707
1983
2676
2799
88
2270
2803
2766
2824
2721
2806
2696
2687
2686
2776
395
460
593
2767
1980
1208
1656
1191
879
2939
1990

INDEXES OF BYZANTINELEAD SEALS
7ipYTOa(oc7aOpLoq, xpVT7] er7t
rappCjpX xaOlKuxXoasovvacov 2752

INDEX OF SURNAMES

'Appoiytos -

(?) 2745
locyYt(rpos
Kocatoav62764

'ApLaT7v6o -

'Icoavv7) xouporax?ocT-v ata
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'At:6xocuxoS-

TtI6Ie-

voe 2812
- rc)OpyLS7rp6eapo 2809
'ApTraaas8ogo
-

a(poa7rOaTpCtxIo,
Pa(LtaxoS 7rpoto(W7roOopLto,
2691
IXo7ovv7aou
T)y]Sg

- Aecov 2774
BXAoTTcov
- Aewv 2775
Bo6pT-q

-

Aaus3 -

2718
3Lcp?'iVvog
2747
A7Jl'rpLo? - paocakLxo6
7:p(To7otao0optos
2719

in'os8pO6ou,

o'xcov 2791

2782
MLXOa
o

'Ept)TLX6 -

2754
KopCvOou
rpny6opLo- 7roLXV7v
2755

- ,actkx6o'

X 7aMTpLxto?,xplTvr eiL

cy
Xcpouo CpLo vsuov
-

recopyLoS 7Cpo6epo 'Aprapocaou 2809
- -a Cao'6S 2753
- WaTroo2692 (?)
2746

- paoTLKtx6ss77aopoxav8 LaTo5, iLpppXY7

Aecov 2777

Aoao.mrTpoo -

BocaiXeLo xpLaet; SOV 'EXXAoCoqxal

IIsXoovvYaou 2810

- 'ECm(pvLovt
2756
Kop.canYp6o
KcovYwv66s(?) -2789
- Kcova'rovTrvo? xoavLxeL,ouolxiT''
MsaoTOa,rojLrTzYr

2769

- AocuLa
2718
iLcpLXLvo?

Xogocp7S -

MLXoc 2819
2781
MLX0oCX

2693
(aTpoTrcop

- Koaptocrp6
o 2756
'E7ncpo&vLoq
Eu6trpoTo0s

aTpXT y6;
pocCalXixOx71rpCiTOGraaOpLOj,

l?eXo-7ovvyaou 2694
EVuXlatv6o ?e68aooS-

paLctx6x

?apanqy6S

a'rpa&rop 2720
IIeo07ovv'aou

2811

a6yX?6< 7rp&Toa(rtorapLo(,
e6o8cpoc (J yocS ??-2722
pettPXX,%
BaalLtx6oScaxOoaplto,,roupJiapyXS 2696
- apouyyoptLo, &cpcovKop[vOou2695
7rp6opo0 TXoNeo7r0axTn 2757
- 7rpCITo'7opCOCpLOS
2721
- ToupipoLYX IlneXo7ovv7aou 2811

-2758
Oe6x-rtrosO(?)--

Topv,Lx; -

7MO8p6tiOU

[ovqocX6(?) 2749

- crpa-ryoS Aco8xoCV'acv 2699
Oeo6PLXoS
xoepxoCptoL 2698
Oeop6XaxTro?0- a[3LocLXOU6
- paocLcxix67rp(OTro(TcaaopLoq,
&PpX&ovA paocTtaq

2697
-

yp{cLZ.Coxo6 2759

INDEX OF GIVEN NAMES

O@(CLa--paLtkLxoSsco7rOcpLoS,
&pxcovKoplvOou2723
2751
(?)
(?) a(rpaTry6
'Ay&crtos-- XOprou&Xapto
'
xou
?)aaoc2ovLxS 'Icocx[pt - 7pocyatreurY? 2724
i
~, xouptLpxtopXLOO
'Axp6:LoS
G~pxiap&0q
??croaXov[txjq?
'Axpo6Xoq
-"raq)
2690
'Ixwavv-y 'ApLaTT7v6osxoupoCaXOCLa(v O'clOC TLL6[prvoS2812
- cpxov STpop36X&?
2727
Boca(XLeto- 'EpotLxo6 xpcrLaeg txov 'EXXBaso; xal
2701
x6Lxo
2810
oBac
(?)
lneo7tovvjcrou
-

7raOCrpLXLo,
aTPpoarTy62717

(?) 7cpcoaorrcOa.0OpLoS,
7rp(oTovo0'pLog2790
7tp(COcooTrA'pto,r,pacTr7]yo IIeXonrovv crou
2713

-

(LxaLLx6x 7np6Toa7OCtOoSpLtO,
crJTpoTYy6HIe-

2700
Xo7Tovvacrou
-

P?aTocpxs 2813
P5rTaopX' yEVtx60

oyo06Trns2814

INDEXESOF BYZANTINELEADSEALS
-

-KopivOou 2760
2762
xoupo7acxT;''qS

-

Ntx6oXoco -

2815
7cpcoTOeanclcptLOS

-

7rpco)ovorocpLo
(?) 2763

-

7rp(OT=oo70capLo,xpIT
2725
-2761

I
IIXoT7ovv
aou 2726

(?) pacrlxo6

355
7rpToTocOrcapLoqg, -TpmrC-

yog IIHXo7rovv'vou2785
- e7daxornoq"Apyouq2784
- 7rpcoroOaopLormlro'
...
- xcpouXAptoq 2786
-2733
2783

2732
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IIaHoXos- cpxismrxo7o?S KopvO0ou 2734
Kaoaocv6os
BaLoXLxo0
7rpCOT0oomaapLo4s,
aTpcaT7y)Y
- &pXov2710
IIHXo7ovvacrou
'At6xocuxo? 2764
- :tdaxoo? Movsq[3ocaiaoc
2735
-- ?iCdX0o7CO 2765
Ko'ta(
?llrpwv&. - xou.iepxt&pLo? KopfvOou2711
-

Kocar.

2736

o (?) npox6mO.

KpLtOvlco',r - vo.ux6s Kop(vOou 2766
KupLax6o - 2767

- pa&X&x6?xouporcop2728
Kcovaarocv'voq
a- pca(Lxox 7rpc
proanOcaptoq, 7i Tou xpuaotrpLxXivou,arpa',yYos IIsXo7ovvalGou 2816
:7cdaxoTco (?) 2771

-

- Meaooroc0tL[7,xcvOCxXeLou
otxiTrS2769
- CTrpoCy6j 2702
2768

2787

'Pc)ocavo6- av067oroq, 7oc'TpcixoS,
atpmc-yyoSHeXoTovv a(ou2748
- K(povov6q (?) 2789
- Xocp:o uxocpLo?, ex7r(xe7r-jl'rjr, 7rpcorovorapLto
IHeXorovvCaou 2788

;Spyoq -

2692 (?)
6S7rTxro

S(rivvmS -

7rpayau-T'rju' 2736

SCta67?(?) - ?rcorxoTo MnXolrav2793

A&cov-

, orpaTyyO'
&vo067roctos,
7ratrpxt0o
y lS

Xoovvl-

cou 2776
- &PX7;oc,uvvM6pov 2773
- &pxov locrpov 2705
2729
PaLcLtxx6 7tpToom7oa6OapLo?
3catLX0x6g 7rpcoToaLrOocpto , s7rl rou
eln T'rv slcrcov 2730
?rTpxXLvou,

-

- pa,ctxog

arc9poxoupIxoudocpiog,

- xoJ7,uti
-

KepXvtaoc (?) 2706

-

-

zIgpavo -x- xoupouxx?6o'Lo?, XaprocpA96 2744

puo-

(STpaT]-

N.... 2750

jTrpo:oX'7r-n'AyLao ZSunplv7n 2737
2739
atocmxplO,Y'Ypox6oko?

pay(JacreuTr'q2738
-2737
2738
- 2739
2744

y6O 2707
-

-

- BXocrTov 2774, 2775
Bo6pT,rs 2777
xoupoarop 2703

c)xcS.

-

'
Paoc&X6txoS;
caroapLo 2740

XLo ,
7OCTpL

p3aLLXx6q 7nrpwrco7a7ocpLoq,
arTpaTryo: KuxXarcov v'claov 2704
- 7t:p(arooaoc70ap,
Lo,pacp&
], orTpixio? 2778

IIeXo7ovv,aou
7prOToocTOtapLom,
rTpaT'rpy6Y
2779
- ccaoapoxoav8iaLSro, TouptLapX7q2780
-2706
2772

INDEX OF PLACE NAMES
'Apyo?
--

-

EImaxotoos2741
c,[o'xoqo Ntx6Xaoc 2784

AeXJiocTa-

Aupp.Xlov -

&pXcovOeopt6Aocxro 2697

MLxocX2817

MAo( -

MapT6ptoLg

poaLtXcxog7cporoaroz0opLo?2708

xouJiepxCipLmoX 2715
arpaocryo? OE6(pLXo2699
Acos8xoaYotL

-

2731
MLXociX
pocatXxo0 ao"0oocpoxoav8L8aro
OaoCcXovlxyX- xou4spxtLapco? 'Axp6Xoo 2690
- AoEo&rxapo?2782
- AuppaXZou 2817
- Akcov2706 (?)
KeyaoXvtoc
- 7CpToroa:aOpLo'p2709
- 7rp&coTO7ca6O&pLop,
XptlT) e71 T0o Ht7r7O8p6(Jiou K6ptvOos - apXct?'c:raxo7rog oAuXo?2734
23*

HXo7rovviCaou2818
Topv(xYq2819
XoXo6Sqp72781

-

2695
&(pxov?OE6Sopo<
2723
.p&ovOopi.a&
--'I(oovvS7 2760

356

CORINTH
-

xouAeCpxtcptoIIerpcv.OS2711
2766
votuxL KpL07vKTr7S

-

TCOL[v rp-py6pLo? 2754

KuxXca8s -

-

-

racppLX) 2752

xpvt

etaxowxo SL;a6- (?) 2793

IInaXo
MovetFpacla-- &iaxo7ro
M6pcov-

2735

&pxVLotLiv A&ov 2773

Ne?oxraxTI-

2757
7p6e8po O?e68copo?

iHaTpa -

ipxcov Ai(ov 2705
neXox6vv7rog - Ix tpoacrTouX 2792
- i7:axsnr' r? 7rpboTovoTd&po;
'P(oc
Pav6g
-

xpv'iT

-

(?) X 2803

xpvgi Baoceltog'Epoctx6? 2810

-

-

-

xpLTs 'Icao)vvY2726
xptvT txrl'Eio8p6,uou MXochX2818
rTypa7y6o X 2712

-

,,
,,

X 2785
X 2795

--

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

'Ap'apcagaos 2691
2713
BatXetoXLO
Eiatupocs; 2694
o686copo?0o86rou 2811
'Iocovvl 2700

,,
,,
,,
,
,,

'A7r6xauxog2764
KaLaocv6?
2816
KKovTKavTv-vo?
A&ov2776
A&cov
2779
'PTocv6g 2748

---

--

- &PXov
a'pop6XT
'Icockvv)2727

INDEXOF TITLESAND OFFICES

av66aorog -

A&cov7a pLx&o,aZrpOcT?y6
2776
c
- T-'P avo OVTppxLoS,
2748
arpc(rTqy6?
&pXt7t(xo7roS IauXog (Corinth) 2734

v - Aicov (Myra) 2773
d&pXL7woLo
&pXwveO68opoS&pouWyaplo (Corinth) 2695
- ?Oeo(p)axToS(Dalmatia) 2697
c(Jioa (Corinth) 2723
- 'Iocvvq? (Strobyle) 2727
- Aiov (Patras) 2705

-- iIaXoS 2710

2788

2747

- Oe6&opoqToup(ApX7] 2696
pa,oatx6o o7xcOapLto
- Oco@G&ipXcov
2723
)cox&o2740
- X ,x 7poa-oou 2792
BOcaLXtxocmaOOcpoxavS8aro?-

2719

-

A7(i'rpLo4 FElepd&pX4

Aicov ToupoiCpxv2780 (pacraLXx6g
omitted)
MLXac 2731
X capayxydo 2795

- Aicov
pMaLkXo
aL
OMa6poxOupLxoxuXOipLo
=rpacy)y6o 2707

pao(rlcatxxaoTTp - A7.irTpto4 2693
- EuTUXLav6O
2720
PeraPXT - 'Icovv5) 2813
- 'Icoavvj yYCvx6gXoyoO6T7r
2814
- X coUP,pC.dpX(?) 2804
yevx6g xoyoOelr - 'Ioavvq; PE(rapxqp;2814
2739
y)pox6pog - Strcgavo 6OrL&apLog
ypauLLontLx6q

-

Oe?opyuaxxro 2759

- X 2770
8ojta"nxo? T'r7 uTcoupyaxoc

8pouyyTapto-

Oe68opog &ipxv 2695

ex 7cpoa(Xtou - X 2792
- Ko ?raiS2765
e7clxo:og

-

Kovravrvtxvos (?) 2771
-NLx6;Xoog (Argos) 2784
-IIa5XoS (Monemvasia) 2735

-

-

X (Argos) 2741

tLa63 (?) (Miloe?) 2793

c7l toU xoavxXeltou (olxiTnj xavLxX)Eou)-

Kcovaav-

Trvo?Meao=o
7CTazT742769

- X 2714
3aaLrLx6? oarpp6q
2698
,armLtXxo<
xouepxlIpOioS- Oeoq0aBxxTO?
- KcovacrTov'vo?
2728
13aoXkLx6(xoup&aTop

A-^lTpLo?

- Euarp&cLog r
pa7)y6g 2694
- Oe68opo;g jLycx5
2722
trepLapXp
- ?eocpo6Xtxxo;&pXov2697
- 'IcavvS aTpaT7xcy6q
2700
- KartavS6 'A6xcauxo
parpocly6 2764
- KovarTcvvZvo
XpuaoTpLx?tIvou
&7rEl
aprp?cry6o 2816
- A&ov 2729
- A&cov
s7:l XpuaoTrpxXbvou,
:tl 8eaecv 2730
- A&ov 7caTpSxLo?,
STpaOlvy6?2704
- MaprAptoq2708
- X aoc;Xtxo?EaCrp64
2714
- X 8oitaXxog 2770
- X aTrpoaTry6o
2785

arpaor'y6 A&ov 2704

(?) MY)X67]
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6q TcpcoToarc0OapLo3a<XxOS
'Ap&c(ca 8oS7Tcrplixo;'
2691
a'rpocrxTy6s

?L

,OUXpuxoTptxX?ivou -

2816

K?VcT"aTYZvvoc
(:TpoT:y6?

- -Awv i=l 8el(aeov 2730

INDEXES OF BYZANTINELEAD SEALS
2730
XpuroxTptxXvou

A& :v

ci1 TOV eYcrv -

'Pco-ocvc
?XeCTX?7TT5'TY--

tp6o8pos (= tS7rLrxo7Ts)

u
XmpTouXpicpLo4,
npc?ovoTo-

see oBcaLnLxx6o
tarp6o

x6p7q -

BocalXtoS2750

- BoaXeoq (?) 2790
:pcoGoovoTcapLoS
2763 (?)
-'Icocvvy
- 'Pocv6o
Xocp'rouX&pLo?7axT:XtCTTr2788
7rpoToca0Oc&pLo(see also

Ercpoavogxocprooaoc 2744
xouJLepxuapLo?)
xou,lepxulpLo - - (see also paLoALxox6;
2690
'Axpo6toS o-acTroq
-l -erp(ovS 2711
X 2715
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xoupouxX?eSLog -

xoup&aOop(see also pocaLXtxoSxouporcop) -

-

A&ov

2703

- 'Icovvy] 2762
xoupo7aocXoT7q
- 'Icovva q 'Apticavoi 2812
xpiTY -

rPecpytoq 'AprampraSou

'IcoovvwS 2815
pcoope3'arLCpLo?

L&oc' Trp?LOap7PX

ocap6q-

-

2809
- eo68po? (Naupaktos) 2757

pLoS2788
- see
?T?p?LOapX7

357

aoctLxox6 7rpcoioTOOaaptoo)

2713
Boa[LXeLo
2790
BocmXetco(?) Tpco)ovoO'aptop
orrl
2752
raBppi]X
xpT
ot:oSporpou
2721
?e6gcopo
'I(ovv7. xptT' 2726
Aeov
LepopX, 7 oaTpXo05 2778
'
Aecov TrpocaTy6o2779
MLxocX 2709
UT: ogp6ouou 2818
MLXoclX xpvlT]S sCt

-Nix6Xaoco 2732
-

BaocrtlLO( 'EpctoLxoq (xplartL etrov) 2810

X 2796

- rappL'3 xpvT` 7lt 77ro8p6ou 2752
- 'Icow7vv] 2726
aepaocr6q - recopyLos 2753
- x 2803 (?)
- X roup~OiapX) 2716
xpTr7%S is7ro8p6oou - rappt3X xpiLT7KuxXBc%ov a-ocO&cpLto
2752
2751
aTpcar7y6 - 'Ay&7sto; apTouXapco?
- 'Apr&aaoSaco
- MLXoc 2818
2691
7caTrpLxLo?
-X

ox(ov
7aOTpLIxlogXapTouxcptoS ?eUOy(o)V

2791

(?) --'AppoaicLo 2745
d:LCYLCTpo
?p?cLapXep

iyaoq

6?o8copoq2722

(x5 13OcLLx6xO7raa0ocpoxoavs8&8oc
I?ppXPX-' AT ipto
2719

--

BatcXLtoq 2713
BocaALoXto;
7aocsptxWo2717
Eucrpa&T'Lo2694
?6O6 ro0 2811
Oe6optXoc2699
'Ico&vvkw2700
KaoaLvo& 'Aroxaouxoq 2764
KovTaocv'ivo? 2702

p_qTpon7oXLTv( 2T?qpavo? (St. Severine) 2737
?ovaocX6(?) - ??6xTtrTLo (?) 2749

-

voLtx6o -

-

AeoCv=aTpCxmoq2704

-

g 2795
X paoctLxo? onmaoxpoxov88OaTo
X 2712
X 2785

ARov 7roTptxLoq 2778

-

raxpLxtoq-

2707

KpL0vLc)x'r-2766

olriLapLoS- r:cpocavoS yjpox6xoio

-'Pwoqav

2739

'Apxrapoc,aSo(apocT7y6o 2691

- BxcalX?Loa-poc-TyyO2717

- A&ov av067aroTo op3paor7yo62776
- ARov p?popXi]( 2778

-

rpdoclTp-

v067To:aTo,
:a rpixtLo2748

see paotLxox? a'TpCTorp

2704
Acov Tparpny6oc
'Pop6ocv av067aTocxo
aTpocayy6q2748
X

e7
XPLxpT's

LrnopoUlo,

oxcov 2791
e?uoyYov
rotHyv-

Kova7cav'Zvoq in XZpuaoTp'xXvou2816
ARv 2779
ARov &v'Oux'aTos,
7rTrpxLoS2776
Aimov pcaLtxiS6 =aOxpoxoupLxouXptoqL

rp7py6pLo(Corinth) 2754

7Tpyp.aYoa?EuTu-

'Ioaxdpi

- -SavtovLg 2736
- STxpacvoc2738

Toup&apX] - Oe608opo 2696
- 0e6c0po? 2811
- Acov
XaocpTouXapLo
o-CaOxpoxov8tL8aro 2780
- X
2804
ea?CT&pX')
- X 2716

2724
iTca:ro<-- 'Axp6XiLO?xoulepxaLpLO?2690
- recpytLo or Sipy.o? 2692
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XpTouIpiLoc'-

'Ay7rto:(apq aT7rY6 2751

- NLx6xaoo2786

- 'Poflavr, emC
TaX :'r'sqx , :pco'rovo'tapLo2788
(Suaycov ot'cov)
- X 7Ta:ptxtoA, xptr]? a:t L7To8p6op'ou2791
Xpoy6PupXac Srcpavog xouPouxXlaLo? 2744
INDEX OF SACRED PERSONAGES
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Virgin (bust) 2753, 2756, 2757, 2763, 2765, 2782, 2790,

2792, 2799, 2801, 2802
(standing)2767, 2769, 2791
(three-quarterlength) 2789
(with John Baptist) 2798
Eustathios2772
George2797

Gregory2754
John 2762, 2780, 2798 (with Virgin)
Michael2805
Nicholas 2761, 2768, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2779, 2781,
2783 (standing), 2784, 2785, 2786, 2788,
2793(?), 2796
Theodore2757, 2758, 2759, 2760, 2764, 2771, 2803,
2804(?).
INDEX OF SEALS WITH METRICALINSCRIPTIONS

2718, 2725, 2733,2738, 2753, 2754, 2756, 2758, 2760,
2761, 2767, 2769, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2777, 2781,
2782, 2783, 2787, 2789, 2794, 2798, 2809, 2810,
2812, 2813, 2817.

INDEX
(Bold-face numbers refer to catalogue numbers)
ABBREVIATIONS

on

leadseals,312-313
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Acrocorinth,3, 6; Aphroditeon, 222; objects from:
armor, 1574; buckles, 2188, 2191; cannon, 199;
chain, 1465; crosses, 2096, 2097; handle, 1420;
rings, 1916, 1916, 1989; seal, 2849; weapons,1633,
1549, 15566,1561
Actors, see Terracottafigurines
Adalia, letters from, 2882
Aegina: loom-weights,147; pins, 277, 278
Afghanistan,glass, 79, 81
Agate, beads, 2415, 2416
Agora (Corinthian):at various periods, 3-4; graves,
227; see also "St. Paul's" Church
Agorain Athens, see Athens, Agora
Agriculturalimplements,190
Alabastervases, 832, 833
Alabastron,see Vase shapes
Alexanderthe Great,terracotta,326
Altars,miniature,883-887, 889-891, 894
Amethyst: beads, 2396-2397;gem, 1776.
Amphora,see Vase shapes
Amphoriskos,see Vase shapes
Ampulla,see Vase shapes
Amulets: bead, 2461; disks, 2101-2104; gem, 1777;
links,2659;pendant,2100;phallic,2056,207; rings,
1855, 1867, 1888, 1904, 1915, 1934-1936, 1944,
1947-1952;scapular,2108;see also Crosses
Anchor,1446
Animals:boar,mould,480; bulls: 46, 47; bronze,497,
498; plaque, 931; terracotta, 11, 16, weight, 204;
camel, seal, 2687; cow, scarab, 1763; dogs: key,
996;terracotta,11, 16, 17, 18, 34-43, 228, 348, 361,
463, 464; dragons (?): buckles, 2213, 2214; ornament, 2652;elephant,mould,480;fawn,terracotta,
384, 386;felines,loom-weight,1144;gazelle,plaque,
930; goats: earring, 2002; padlock, 1005; stand,
840; terracotta,362; griffins:mould, 470; plaque,
960; seal, 2749; vessel, 634; horses: bronze, 499;
buckle,2188;fibula,2173;mould,476; plaque,935;
shield, 2933; statue base, 2939; terracottas,14, 17,
21, 28-32, 199, 200, 217, 364, 461; lion: buckles,
2213-2215, 2220; combs, 179-180; earring, 2050;
glass, 80, 618; mould, 198, 481; necklace, 2056;
plaques, 931, 934; ring, 1958; seal, 2679; stands,
841, 842; monkeys: plaque, 2638; terracottas,11,
17, 63, 54; mouse, terracotta, 11, 52; panthers:
table, 126; vessel, 533; rabbit or hare: bronze,
500-602; mould, 477; terracottas, 12, 17, 92, 93,
202; sheep: bronze,495, 496; terracotta,11, 16, 17,
18,48-51,462;unidentified:buckle,2248;ring, 1937

Antikythera,glass, 77
Antlers,2904-2906
Aphrodite: on Acrocorinth, 222; clay loops, 835;
loom-weight,1140; terracottas,10, 11, 12, 19, 20,
21, 139, 143, 144, 222, 224-227, 378-381
Apollo: terracotta, 213; Peribolos of: 19, 20; clay
loops, 335; grave, 644; Templeof, 19
Apple, see Fruit
Applique,bronze,499, 509
Arabic,inscriptionson glass weights, 2877-2879
Argive Heraeum,147; glass, 77; loom-weights,147,
149; pins, 276
Argos:imports,29; loom-weights,147
Ariston,glass-maker,650
Armor:cuirass:terracotta,376;weight,1638;helmets:
terracotta,14, 25, 112, 184, 287, 365-375, 426; on
shield, 2936; weight, 1638; shields, terracotta,20,
24, 25, 142, 234, 335-336, 2926-2938; warriors:
bronze, 603; on terracotta shields, 2929, 2930;
terracotta,218
Arretinepottery, glass parallels,78
Arrowheads,see Weapons
Artemis:gem, 1772; terracotta,12, 19, 20, 228-235,
383-385
Aryballos,see Vase shapes
AsiaMinor-loom:weights,158, 159; reliquarycrosses,
255; terracottasfrom, 18, 55-56
Asklepieion,4, 14
Asklepios,votive offeringsto, 494
Astragalus,217-218, 1753-1755
Athena: gem, 1768; loom-weight,153, 1138; mould,
471; terracotta,17, 22, 31, 112, 142
Athens: coroplasts,21; loom-weights,146, 159, 1193;
terracottas, 14, 249, 341; Acropolis: arrowheads,
1517; loom-weights, 149; Agora: counters, 217;
loom-weights,152,155,158-160;Kerameikos:loomweights,152, 158-160; rings, 227; Pnyx: glass, 77;
loom-weights,146, 156
Avars,5; see also Barbarianinvasions
Axe: 1445, 1561; miniature,1474, 1475
BALANCES,207, 208; for gold, 1466, 2892, 2893; terra-

cotta, 382
Banqueters,see Terracottafigurines
Barbarian invasions, 5-6; armor, 199; buckles,
266-267; earrings,249-250;ring, 1863
Basins, stone, 122ff.
Beads, 287ff.
Bee, see Insect
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Bell, 2898
Belt, see Buckles; sheath, 2264-2257
Birds: bustard, seal, 2747; cock: bronze,502; loomweight, 1128; mould, 468; terracotta,17, 206, 207,
433, 434, 465; doves: bone, 2902; bronze, 612;
mould, 468; terracotta, 11-13, 16-18, 66-66, 179,
208-211, 220, 221, 236, 237, 17 (relief),10, 16, 17,
12 (womanseated on dove); eagle: diptych, 2901;
plaques, 933, 942; terracotta, 232; goose, bronze,
608; grouse, seals, 2746, 2760; ostrich, bottle cap,
315-316;owl,bronze,507;peacock:combs,179-180;
seal, 2745; swan, loom-weight,1114;miscellaneous
and unidentified:buckles,2193, 2221; fibula,2170;
gem, 1780; implement, 1499; key, 997; loomweights, 153; pebbles, 2907, 2908; plaques, 948,
961, 2639; rings, 1863, 1879, 1899, 1902, 1933;
seals, 2840, 2844;terracotta,420
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Chiton,see Clothing
ChristianBasilica at KenchreanGate, grave, 266
Chronology,7-8
Churches:Panagia Gorgoepikoos,179; "of St. Paul",
6; see also Graves
Churchbreadstamps, 331
Churchfurniture,126
Churchofficials,see Officials
Churchvessels: censers,68, 569-570; ewers, 68, 556,
558; kettles, 68, 554
City walls, 4
Clamp,bronze,1056
Clay, characterof Corinthian,9
Cloisonne,2637
Cloth: Geometric,276-277; Byzantine, 1954, 2434
Clothing: Greek, 277; 296-297 (buttons); on terracotta figurines,12-13
see
Animals
Boar,
Cochlear,see Spoons
Boat, on pyxis, 964; see also Anchor
Colchester,glass, 79, 80
Bobbin, see Netting
Combs,179-180, 1905; for loom-combssee Weaving
Bone implements,manufactureof, 174
ConstantineI, one steelyardweight, 1638
Bosses, metal, 140ff.
Coral,beads, 2412-2414
Bottle stoppers,296, 315-316
Couches:on terracottas,154, 155, 157-159, 161-167,
169, 0170,
178, 179, 291-297, 302-305
Boxer, terracotta,451
Bracelets: glass, 262-265; terracotta, 360; see also Counters,217ff.
Cosmeticspoons,see Spoons
Inscriptions
Bread stamps, 331
Cow,see Animals
Bronzeindustry, 5, 64
Crete:beads, 288; glass, 77
Buckles, 266ff.; mould for, 2668
Crosses,1507; on gaming objects, 1695-1698, 1722,
1723, 1727, 1728, 1731-1733, 1735, 1736; mould,
Bucranium,535
2663, 2666; pendant, 256, 2069, 2083, 2096;
Bulgars,4
Bull, see Animals
reliquary, 255ff., 2058-2060, 2062-2064, 2067; on
Bullets, see Weapons
rings, 1853, 1876, 1881, 1925, 1941, 1979; on seals,
Bust: on bottle cap, 2836; on glass weight, 2870;
312, 2676; on stamps, 2850, 2864-2862; standard,
1505, 1506; on weights, 1691, 1592, 1696, 1697,
terracotta,447, 448
see
Insects
1606, 1608, 1638
1599-1602,
Butterfly,
Buttons, 172, 296ff.; dyed, 298; inlaid, 298; method Crystal:gem, 1777; seal, 2840
of fastening,297-298
Cuirass,see Armor
see
Officials,
Byzantine Empire,
Byzantine
Cybele,terracotta,388
see
also
seals,
Seals,
Monograms
Byzantine
Cymbals,196-197
Cypress,on ring, 1974
CAMEL,

see Animals

Cameo,1779
Candlestick,864

DAGGER,

see Weapons

Delos: astragali,218; counters,218; keys, 137; loomsee
Cannon,
Weapons
weights,163; needles,173; spatulae,182; spinning,
Carnelian:beads, 2398-2405; gems, 1764 (scarab),
172; spoons, 189; steelyards, 217; stone vessels,
1767-1769;rings, 1989-1991
122-123; styli, 185; weights, 206
see
Graves
Cemeteries,
Delphi: glass, 77; loom-weights,147, 152, 158
see
Church
vessels
Demeter:loom-weight,160; terracottas:12, 19, 140,
Censers,
on
1127
247, 394
Centaur, loom-weights,153,
terracotta
336
shield
from,
Centuripe,
Deposits: glass, 78, 84; terracottas:9, 15-18, 19-20,
for
23 (concordance),and passim through ChapterII
1456-1459;
Chain,1455-1460; censers,
supported
277
Diadem,mould for, 2661
by pins,
Chair: terracotta, 75; figurines seated on, 118-120, Dice, 217ff., 1737-1752
122, 123, 126, 467 (mould)
Dimini-Sesklo,loom-weights,148
see
Terracotta
Children,
Diomedes,gem, 1767
figurines

INDEX
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Dionysos: altar, 889, terracottas,331, 358, 437, 438
Dioskouroi,on statue base, 2939
Diptych, 2901
Disks: clay, 2864-2869; gold, 2636; lead, 2101-2106
Dodona,loom-weights,147
Dog, see Animals
Dolls, see TerracottaFigurines,jointed
Dolphin,terracotta,379
Dragon,see Animals
Dwarf, terracotta,196
EARRINGS:

361

Flint striker,1468
Flowers: on rings, 1931, 1967, 1980-1982; on terracottas, 12, 93, 94, 238; lotus: bead, 2424; mould,
2661
Flute: 196-197; held by terracottafigurine,7
Fork, 1461
Foundry,see Bronzeindustry
Frangoisvase, 277
Frankishoccupation,7
Fruit: on bottle tops, 315-316, 2839; on terracottas,
12, 13, 74, 155, 419, 438

animal head, 2002; beaded, 2005-2010;

crescent, 2045-2047; filigree, 2023, 2024; leech,
2001; locket, 2049-2050; on terracotta figurines,
85, 271, 274, 280, 285, 398, 401, 409, 411, 413, 414
Ear spoons, 181
Ecclesiasticalofficials,see Officials
Egg, terracotta,2921
Egypt: alabaster, 123; beads, 288; Fatimids, 333;
glass, 79, 80, 83, 86-88; moulds, 307; reliquary
crosses, 255; spoon, 189; terracottas,21, 409-415,
449, 463
Elatea, loom-weights,147
Elephant,see Animals
Embroidery,see Sewing
Enamel: earrings,2045, 2049; necklace, 2055; ornament, 2653; pendant, 2109; studs, 2641, 2642
Eparch, on glass weights, 333
Ephesos: glass, 78; loom-weights,147, 149; pins, 279
Eros: gem, 1778; loom-weights,153, 158, 1149, 1196;
terracottas,19, 21, 139, 349, 350, 352-354, 416
Eutresis, loom-weights,148
Ewers, see Churchvessels
Exagion, 205

GAMES,217-218

Gamingboards,bone fragments,958, 959
Ganymede,on diptych, 2901
Garnet,gems, 1773-1775
Gaul,glass, 79-82
Gazelle,see Animals
Gems, 223-226; impression, 2863; impression on
loom-weights,153-155,157, 1082,1104,1108,1111,
1125, 1126, 1128, 1139-1144,1196, 1197
Geometricperiod,4
Germany:beads, 288; glass, 87, 88
Glass: Christian,593, 594; factories, 77, 81, 83-87;
factoryin AgoraNortheast(objectsfrom),686, 687,
694, 731, 732, 734, 741, 775, 1062,2145, 2150,2151,
2157, 2159;factory in AgoraSouth Centre(objects
from), 685, 688, 691-693, 695, 697, 699-701, 703706, 709, 710, 723-731, 735-740, 742-744, 746, 748,
750, 751, 754, 755, 758-760, 762, 763, 767, 768, 773,
777, 779, 780, 782, 783, 788, 789, 801,802, 804, 805,
807-810, 812-815,1061, 1064-1066,1639;glossary,
90-92; Hellenistic,77-78; knifehandle,1421;manufacturer,650; millefiori,78; painted, 84, 88; pontil
technique,78-79, 84; post technique,78; prunted,
87; rods, 1502; sand-core,77; snake thread, 80;
see Bronze industry, Glass factories,
FACTORIES,
techniques, 90-92; see also Afghanistan, Egypt,
Terracottafactories
Germany,Italy, Sweden, Syria, Western Europe
Faience: beads, 288-289, 2418-2421; glass vessels, Gnosticism:amulets,231; gem, 1777
Goat,see Animals
83; scarab,1763; statuette, 513
Fatimid rulers,see Egypt
Gods, Greek,see individualnames
Favissae, see Deposits
Gorgon: gem, 1771; mould, 478; pendant, 2102;
Fawn, see Animals
rings, 231, 1947-1950; statuette, 503; terracottas,
Fibulae: AUCISSA, 2166, 2167; Crossbow,2171;
212, 219, 334
Graves:
2164
2658;
Barbarian, 5-6; Byzantine, 6 (see also
mediaeval,
Peloponnesian,2163,
"of St. Paul"); Geometric,4; Greek, 4;
Church
Filigree: earrings,2023, 2024; ornament,2651; penNorth
1984
dant, 2110,2111;rings,1983,
Cemetery,4; objects found in: beads, 288,
on
2938
289,
2425, 2434,2438, 2461, 2467, 2469, 2475-2480,
Fillets, shields,2927, 2928, 2934,
2490, 2491; bracelets, 2135, 2140, 2141; buckles,
Fingerrings, 227-248; amuletic, 231; casting of, 229;
loomon
see
2174, 2180-2183, 2186, 2188, 2191, 2193, 2195,
inscribed,
Inscriptions; impressions
2207, 2224, 2236;buttons, 297, 2582; crosses,2072,
weights, 153, 1105-1107, 1109, 1110, 1112-1114,
2078, 2108; earrings,2005, 2012, 2022, 2028, 2030,
1127, 1130, 1138, 1149, 1169, 1170, 1195; type
2031, 2036, 2039; fibula, 2164; glass vessels, 592,
chart, 232
Fish: glass, 619; seal, 2681
644, 629, 675; ornament, 2657; pins, 277, 2258Fish hooks, 190
2261, 2264-2266;rings,227, 1802-1808,1821,1830,
Fleur de lys, mould,2662
1864, 1865, 1867, 1883, 1888, 1905, 1910, 1912,
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1915, 1934, 1962, 1964, 1960, 1984, 1985; spirals,
1999, 2000; terracottas,392, 416, 418; vessels, 616,
617
Gravemonument,miniature,888
Griffin,see Animals
Grotesques,see Terracottafigurines

see Order of St. John
JERUSALEM,

Jewelry,moulds, 307ff.
Jupiter, 603

see Vase shapes
KANTHAROS,
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Karanis,glass, 79, 80, 86
Keys, 137, 967-1002
HAIRDRESS:
Augustan,405; combs,179-180; Flavian Kletorologion,313
2348; "melon,"236, 273, 274; pins for, 280
Knives: handles for, 189; household,189; medical,
Hare, see Animals,rabbit
1386;weapons,1511, 1567-1673
Harpokrates,terracottas,21, 387, 424, 453, 459
Kore,see Terracottafigurines
Helen, with Dioskouroi,2939
Kriophoros,see Terracottafigurines
Helladicloom-weights,148
Kufic (imitation),on vessel, 540
Helmet,see Armor,also Warriors
Kylix, see Vase shapes
Herakles,terracotta,213
Herm: steatite, 514; terracotta,378
Hero cults, 20
bronze,68, 577, 579, 580; glass, 90; hooksfor,
Hooks: for fishing,1447, 1448;for lamps, 1460, 1451; LAMPS:
1450, 1451, 1454;iron, 578; pendantsfor, 861, 862;
spindle,see Spinning
supportsfor, 863; wick pokers,1462, 1463
Horse, see Animals
Lapis lazuli,beads, 2392-2394
Horse-trappings,2887-2889
Latin inscriptions,on seals, 2820, 2821, 2823
Hospitallers,see Orderof St. John
Leaf, gold, 2635
Hungary,5; buckles,266, 268; earspoons,181
LechaionRoad, 3
Libra, 205ff.
Ligula, see Spoons
312
ICONOCLASM,
Lindos:
basins, 123; loom-weights,147; terracottas,
Incense,255
14
Inkwells,186
Lion, see Animals
Inlay: glass, 143-144; metal, 493
Lizard,see Reptiles
Inscriptions: bottle seals, 2833-2839; box lid, 932;
bread stamps, 2861, 2862; bronze letters, 2882; Locks, 137-138, 1003-1012
bronzevessels, 68, 626, 641, 554, 667, 668; button, LocriEpizephyrii,277
2634; counters,1679, 1685, 1719; crosses,pendant, Loom, see Weaving
Attic imitations, 159; conical, 1482069, 2083, 2096; crosses, reliquary, 2068-2060, Loom-weights:
161;
discoid,
162-163;
history, 146ff.; incised,1502062, 2063, 2067, 2069, 2083, 2095, 2100-2102,
151;
163;
lead,
149; pyramidal,161-162;
painted,
2108; disk, 2923; gems, 1769, 1777; glass stamps,
147
153ff.;
stamped,
types,
2874-2876; glass vessels, 81, 689, 643, 660; glass
2920
weights, 2870-2873,2877-2879;loom-weights,150, Loops, terracotta,
see
Flowers
Lotus,
152, 154ff.; moulds, 472, 473, 2664; plaques,933,
2883, 2884; rings, 1810, 1856, 1869-1862, 1867- Lyre, terracotta,158
1869, 1888, 1895, 1904, 1916, 1934-1936, 1946,
1947, 1951-1963; seals, 2685, 2686, 2688-2823,
2844, 2848; scale pan, 1676; shield, 2937; steel- MAENAD,terracotta, 889
yards, 1661-1666; stone vessel, 828; terracottas, Marbles,for playing, 1758-1760
393, 394, 449;tokens,2824,2825;weights,204-205, Marcasite,pin head, 2286
1580-1682,1586-1692,1696-1697,1699-1602,1605- Mars,statuette, 503
Masks:lead, 929; terracotta,21, 113, 330, 336, 3421611,1648, 601650,1661, 167,1658
Insects: bee, on gem, 1775; on handle, 1418; butter344, 358, 359, 431, 436-445
fly, on gem, 1778; unidentified,on gem, 1766; on Medicine, 315-316; diseases of womb, 231; instruments for, 181, 187-188; theriac, 315-316
ring, 1857
Intaglios: gems, 1763, 1765-1778;metal rings, 1845, Medusa,see Gorgon
1846, 1863, 1879, 1895
Megarianbowl, disk from, 1730
Isis, terracottas, 21, 386, 387
Messenia,glass, 77
Italian inscriptions,on bottle caps, 315-316
Metricalinscriptions,on seals, 313
Italy: glass, 78, 87; strigil, 180
MetropolitanMuseum,mould,470
Mina:Attic, 204; Corinthian,204; Solonian,204

INDEX
Mirrors,180; attachments, 600-502; terracotta, 11,
16, 67-73, 123
Models,for figurines,482, 483
Monkey,see Animals
Monograms:on buckles, 267; on glass vessels, 594;
on glass stamps and weights, 2873, 2876; on reliefs,
179; on rings, 1859-1862, 1889, 1900, 1934, 1946;
on seals, 312
Mortars,68, 123, 571, 572
Moulds:for bullets, 1576-1579; handles, 2670-2673;
jewelry, 307ff.; pilgrim flask, 576; seals, 28282832; terracottas,20, 22, 466-481
Mouldings:ivory, 940, 941; terracotta,883, 886, 887,
891, 2939
Mouse,see Animals
Musicalinstruments, 196-197; held by figurine, 13,
158, 159; see also Flutes
Mycenaeanperiod: buttons, 296; loom-weights,148;
weight, 204
Myrina:loom-weights,147; terracotta,248
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on terracotta shields, 335-336
Palettes, 834-836
Palladion, gem, 1767
Palm: on ring, 1958; on weights, 1591, 1638
Palmette: bronze, 845; bone, 944; loom-weight, 1115;
mould, 2661; stamp, 2851
Pan: loom-weight, 153, 1112; terracotta, 194, 195
Panther, see Animals
Patera, see Vase shapes
Peirene, 20, 21; clay loops, 335; foundry near, 64
Pendants, 255-262; mould for, 2667
Penteskouphia, pinakes, 153, 64
Perachora, 4, arrowheads, 1512ff.; loom-weights,
149; pins, 276, 281; terracottas, 9, 10, 12, 13 and
passim Chap. II
Pergamon: loom-weights, 147, 159; reliquary crosses,
255
Peribolos of Apollo, see Apollo
Perseus, gem, 1771
Pestles, 189-190
Petasos, on figurine, 407
NAILS, 140ff.
494; amulets, 2056, 2057
Necklace:gold, 4, 255; on terracottas,1, 9, 78, 80-83, Phallus,see
Vase shapes
Phiale,
140, 448
Philotheos, Kletorologion of, 313
Needles, see Sewing
Phoenicia, scarab, 1763
Negroes: bottle caps, 315, 316, 2833-2835; terra- Pine cone: combs, 179; terracotta, 244
cottas, 193, 429, 431, 449
Pins: for dress, 276-277; for hair, 276, 278-280;
Neolithicperiod,loom-weights,147, 148
manufacture of, 278-279; votive, 276
Netting: bobbins,174; needles,175
lead, 1059
Pipe,
Nicolo, gems, 1770-1772
Plants, on gems, 1773, 1774, 1776
Nike, loom-weight stamps, 153, 1104-1106, 1125,
Plaques, terracotta, 212-221, 365-377; moulds for,
1139
469, 470, 479
Nodus Heracleus,1944
Plasma,
beads, 2406-2411
Nomisma,205ff.
Polos: on gorgon, 212; on korai, 12
Normaninvasion, 7, 77, 83
Polycandelon, 869, 860
North Cemetery,see Graves
Polyhedron, 218, 1766, 1757
North Marketand Stoa, 3
Innocent IV, 2823
Pope
Numismaticevidence, 5, 7
Potters' Quarter, 4; loom-weights, 146; loops, 335;
shields, 336; terracottas, 9-12, 14, 20 and passim
OBSIDIAN,scaraboid, 1766
through Chap. II
Odeion,3, 15; gamingpieces, 218, 223
Pottery, stamps for, 2850-2853
Probes (medical), 187
Oenochoe,see Vase shapes
Officials,Byzantine: ecclesiastical,315; secular,313- Psalms: on ring, 1915; on vessels, 68, 554, 657, 558
315; for individualofficialssee Index of Byzantine Purse-buckle, 2236
seals
Pyramid, terracotta, 2909-2919
Olive leaf, gold, 2635
Pyxis, ivory, 964-966

Olympia:beads, 288; bronzefigurines,65; glass, 77;
loom-weights,147, votives, 65
Olynthos: arrowheads,1512ff.; basins, 123; beads,
2503, 2504, 2506; bit, 2887; bosses, 140; earrings,
249, 2001; earspoons, 181; glass, 77; keys, 137;
loom-weights,147-149, 152, 153; netting needles,
175; pins, 277; spinning, 172; strigils, 180, styli,
185; terracottas,21
Orderof St. John of Jerusalem,seal, 2688
Ostrich,see Birds

RABBIT, see Animals
Ras Shamra, weight, 204, 2122
Razor, 1404
Relies, sacred, 255
Religion, Greek, 9-14, 17, 20
Reliquary, see Crosses
Reptiles: lizard, loom-weight, 1130; snakes: bronze,
606; mould, 478; terracotta, 212, 318, 319, 366-374
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scraps, 64; terracottas, 17, 18, 20; terracotta
Rhitsona, glass, 77
380
shields, 335; weight, 205
Rhodes, importsfrom, 21,
Riders: loom-weight,153, 1196; see also Terracotta Sparta: bobbins, 174; buttons, 298; pins, 277
Spatulae,181-182, 187-188
figurines
for
Rings: archer's,1987, 1988, 1998; hair,1999,2000; Spear,see Weapons
Sphinx: combs,179; loom-weights,153, 1141, 1170;
stand, 526;see also Earringsand Fingerrings
see also Terracottafigurines
140ff.
Rivets,
Roof tiles, loom-weightsmade from, 163
Spikes, 140ff.
2852
Spindle,see Spinning
Rosette, stamp,
Spinning:hooks, 173; implements, 172; spindle, on
ring, 1846; whorls,172
181
SAALBURG,earspoons,
Spits, 276
Sacredpersonages:St. Basil, on cross, 2068; Christ, Spools,see Sewing
on crosses, 2058, 2059, 2062, 2064, 2066, 2086, Spoons, 189; cochlear, 1396-1399; communion,
1508-1510; cosmetic, 181; ligula, 1392-1395
2108; Holy Ghost, on comb, 179; St. John, on
on
St.
Nicholas,
seals, 2820, Stamps: bread,2854-2862;glass, 333-334; for vases,
crosses, 2063, 2069;
2851-2853
on
cross, 2068; Virgin, on
2821; St. Paraskeve,
on
on
Stands, 837-843
crosses,2059, 2060, 2065, 2066; mould,2664;
on
on
seals, Statera,see Steelyard
seal, 2848; unidentified, ring, 1979;
see Steelyard: bars, 1661-1665; loops, 1666-1669;
lead
on
seals
for
those
2684, 2849;
Byzantine
Index of Byzantine seals
weights, 1638-1642
St. John, see Orderof
Stelae, see Terracottafigurines
"St. Paul's" Church,graves, 6; objects from graves: Strigils, 180
bracelet,2135; buckles,2224, 2236; earring, 2031; Studs, ornamental,2641, 2642
ornament,2657;rings,1866,1880,1888,1905,1910, Stylus, see Writingimplements
1960, 1984
Sweden,glass, 81
Saints, see Sacredpersonages
Sword,see Weapons
Samaritanamulet, 2100
Syria: glass, 87; reliquary crosses, 255; steelyard
Satyr: altar,889;leadimpression,2689;loom-weights,
weight, 1638
153, 158, 1109-1111, 1142, 1169; plaque, 2638; see
also Terracottafigurines
Scale (armor),1574, 1575
TABLES, 879, 892; terracotta,161, 179, 304
Scales, see Balances
Tacks, 140ff.
Tarsus:loom-weights,147; needles, 173
Scarab,223, 1763, 1764
Scaraboid,1765, 1766
Tegea: pins, 276; spindle, 172
Scythianwork, 2652
Templeboy, see Terracottafigurines
Seals, 311ff.; chronologyof lead (Byzantine),312
TempleE, 3
Seilenos, terracotta, 331
Telesphoros,terracotta,422
Terracottafigurines:actors,14, 19, 197, 198, 336-342,
Seleucia,terracottas,13
Sewing:bodkins,needles,173-174;embroiderypunch346, 427, 428; banqueters,13-14, 16-20, 164-179,
291-307; children,141,348, 350-353, 355-357, 391,
es, 174; reels, spools, 175; thimbles, 175
419-424, 452, 463, 455-457, 460, 472 (mould);
Shears,1464
factories, 9, 14, 20-21; grotesques, 13, 152, 153,
Sheep,see Animals
193, 329, 330, 334, 335, 343, 345, 347, 396, 427,
Shepherd,see Terracottafigurines
Shields,see Armor
430-432, 441; handmade,10; jointed, 13, 130-138,
224-226; korai, 10-12, 15-19, 1-11, 77-83, 86-112,
Shuttle, see Weaving
13
114-129, 236-245, 467 (mould);kriophoros,17, 18;
buckles,
267;
terracottas,
2036;
Sicily:
earring,
Sieve, 555
moulded, 11ff.; riders, 10-11, 14, 16-18, 19, 20,
22-27, 33, 314, 320; rider reliefs, 16, 18-20,
Siphnos,glass, 77, 79
180-182, 216, 308-313, 315-319; satyrs, 10, 14, 15,
Siren,mould, 2661
see
Vase
14-17,
84, 196, 332, 333, 473 (mould);shepherd,14,
Skyphos,
shapes
see
186;
bullets,
Sling
Weapons
sphinx, 17, 203-205; stelai (snake-helmet),14,
Snakes,see Reptiles
17-20, 183, 184, 366-374; temple boy, 14, 191, 192
Sonnini (traveler),316
Theatre,4, 15; ticket, 1679
South Basilica, 21-22
Thebes,Kabeirion,10
South Stoa, 4, cash box, 131; gaming objects, 217; Theriac,315-316
glass, 78; grave, 1537; net weights, 1449; statue Thermi,loom-weights,148
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Thessaly,loom-weights,148
Thimbles,see Sewing
Thymiaterion,893
Thyrsos,on combs, 179
Titles, Byzantine, see Officials
Tokens,2824, 2825
Tombs,see Graves
Tongs, 1444
Torch,terracotta,247, 383
Trademarks, 156
Tree: on combs, 179; terracotta,213, 363
Triangles,loom-weightstamp, 1083
Tripod: loom-weight,153; mould, 2661; terracotta,
213
Trowel,1443
Troy, loom-weights,148
Try-pieces,for terracottas,484, 485
Turkish:inscriptionon seal, 2685; occupation,7
Tweezers,1465

spoonsfor, 180
UNGUENTS,

365

Venice: relief, 179; treacle,315-316
Verria,glass, 77
Vertebra,fish, 217-218
see Armor
WARRIOR,

Weapons:arrowheads,1612-1521, 1628, 1629-1632;
bow, on terracotta, 92; bullets, sling, 1626-1527;
bullets, moulds, 1676-1579; cannon, 199; cannon
balls, 199; daggers, 1523, 1624; spears, 1522,
1533-1560; swords, 1562, 1563, 1665, 1666; see
also Knives
Weaving:loom,variousforms,147-148;loom-combs,
173; picks, 174; shuttles, 175; weights, 146-172
Wedge, 1469
Weights,203-214; glass, 333-334; for garments,296,
2633; haematite,2122; for nets, 1449
Wells, 4
West Shops, 18
WesternEurope,glass, 81, 82, 87
Wheels:bronze,2885, 2886; terracotta,436
Whetstones,1480, 1481
Whorls,see Spinning
Windowpanes, 84
Wreath: gold, 2635; terracotta, 91, 265, 266, 358,
436, 437
Writing implements:diptych, 2901; styli, 185-187;
tablet, terracotta,450

VASESHAPES:
alabastron(alabaster),832; amphora,
on weight, 1654; amphoriskos,glass, 583; ampulla,
lead, 68, 573-575; aryballos, glass, 581, 582;
kantharos,terracotta, 167, 296; kylix, terracotta,
157; oenochoe,terracotta,238, 302; patera, terracotta, 255, 385; phiale, bronze, 517; terracotta,
XOANON:
154, 166, 169, 291-294; skyphos,bronze,516
loom-weight,158; terracotta,213
Venetianoccupation,7
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a. Restorationof Glass Bottle No. 750 1:2

c. Terracotta Loom-weight of the

d. TerracottaLoom-weight of the Geo-

e. Terracotta Loom-weight from

Neolithic Period (Chap. IV, Loomweights, note 8)

metric Period (Chap. IV, Loom-weights,
note 20)

the Athenian Agora (Chap. IV,
Loom-weights, note 30)
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c. Necklace of Glass Beads MF6727 (Chap. V, Beads)

b. Bone Pins and Instrumentsin Various Stages of Working
(Chap. IV, Needles and Bodkins,Chap.V, Pins, note 61)

d. Bronze Instrument cf. Nos.
2892, 2893

e. Gilt BronzeLettersfrom the Arch of Hadrianat Adalia (Courtesy
of AshmoleanMuseum) cf No. 2882

